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RESEARCHES ON LIGHT.*

BY ROBERT HUNT,
Secretary to the Royal Polytechnic Society.

PART II.

The influence ef the Solar Rays on compound bodies, with especial reference to their Photographic
application.

Section ii.—On the Action of the Solar Rays on Vegetable Substances.

CHAPTER IV.

Thermography.—A Particular Examination of

all the Phenomena Connected with the Sup-

posed Radiation of Light in Absolute Dark-
ness.

It may appear to many at first, that

this inquiry is not quite in place in the pre-

sent volume, it having been shown that the

conclusions arrived at by M. Moser, who
first called particular attention to the phe-

nomena in question, are in all probability

erroneous. The subject is, however, so

intimately united with those agencies whose

powers we have been considering, that

this treatise would be incomplete, did it

not contain a particular account of the dis-

covery, the discussion to which it has given

rise, and record all those experiments of

interest which bear upon these mysterious

actions.

In a memoir " On Vision and the Action

of Light on all Bodiest," M. Ludwig
Moser first announced the following fact

.

" If a surface has been touched in any

particular parts by any body, it acquires

the property of precipitating all vapors

which adhere to it, or which combine che-

mically with it on these spots, differently

to what it does on the other untouched

parts."

In a memoir entitled " Some Remarks

* Continued frona No. 6, page 333.

t Pog^eniorff's Annalen, vol. Ivi. p. 177. No.
6. 1842.
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on Invisible LightJ," and another " On'
the Power which Light possesses of be-

coming latent§," his views were still fur-

ther developed, and I shall now endeavor

to place them in as correct a light as pos-

sible.

In the Daguerreotype process those parts

of the iodised silver plate upon which the

Light has acted with most power, receive,

when the plate is exposed to the vapor of

mercury, the largest quantity of that vapor

over their surfaces, and the gradations of

Light are marked very beautifully by the

thickness of these mercurial films. Now
if we write with a piece of steatite on a

looking-glass, ths writing is invisible until

we breathe upon it, when it appears dis-

tinctly. If we place coins on a plate of

glass or metal, and allow them to remain

for some few hours in contact, although no

change will be visible when they are re-

moved, we may bring out beautiful images

of the coins by breathing on the plate, or

exposing it to any vapor Upon these

experiments M. Moser has based his hypo-

thesis, "That Light of a peculiar degree of

refrangibility is absorbed by all bodies, and

that they radiate it again in darkness."

t Poggendorif's Annalen, vol. Ivi. p. 569. No.
8. 1842.

§ PoggendorfF's Annalen, vol, Ivii. p. 1. No.
9. 1842.

These papers have been translated by Henry-

Croft, Esq., and published in Taylor's Scientific

Memoirs, vol. iii. part xi. February, 1843 ; from

these translations all my quotations will be made.
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We must, however, observe all the phe-

nomena which M. Moser has brought be-

fore the scientific world. These effects

are produced by writing on glass or metal

with any substance whatever. " We may
first breathe uniformly over the whole plate,

and then write on it, either with blotting-

paper, a brush, or any thing else; the

characters will become visible whenever the

plate is breathed on, and this phenomenon
lasts for some time. Not only is glass ap-

plicable to this purpose, but every other

polished body exhibits the same appear-

ances : I have tried it with metals, resins,

wood, pasteboard, leather, &c. Even
fluids may be used ; if we take a clean and
still surface of mercury, hold over it a body,

and breathe on the other parts, or, what is

better, breathe on the whole surface first,

and then remove the moisture by any gen-

tle means from particular parts, they will

again become visible when breathed on,

even after several days, if the mercury re-

mains undisturbed. Moreover, absolute

contact with the extraneous body is not

necessary, mere juxtaposition producing

similar effects. If we hold over a polished

body a screen, part of which has been cut

out according to pleasure, but without al-

lowing it to touch, and then breathe on the

whole, and allow the water to evaporate,

we shall find that, on breathing on it again,

we shall be enabled to distinguish fully the

figure of the excised parts : and still far-

ther, it does not require a polished body,

inasmuch as dull glass exhibits the same
phenomena."

These phenomena were produced in a

great many ways. '' An engraved metal-

lic plate was warmed, and then held for

about half a minute on a well polished

piece of silver foil, or a clean mirror plate.

When the plates were cold, they were

breathed on, and exhibited the above men-
tioned appearances in a much more perfect

manner ; for not only were the outlines of

the body visible, but also the individual

figures, letters, &c., and all with the great-

est distinctness." "Frequently silver or

other metallic plates were made warm, and

cold bodies, variously cut stones, Bgures of

horn, pasteboard, cork, coins, &c., allowed

to remain on them for some time. The
phenomena were all the same." Mercu-
rial vapor was found to act in the same
manner as the vapor of water, and the

vapor of iodine the same as that of mer-
cury. An iodised silver plate, having some
of these bodies placed upon it, " was in-

troduced into the vapors of mercury, and
then the perfect image became visible, that

is to say, Daguerre's phenomenon was pro-

duced without the intervention of Lightj

for the experiments succeeded just as well

by night as by day."

Moser argues from these experiments,
*' that contact is capable of imitating the

action of Light," and he considers the fol-

lowing experiments to prove this clearly

:

" A silver plate was iodised during the

night, and even without the Light of a
candle; a cut slab of agate, an engraved
metallic plate, and a ring of horn, &c.,
were then laid upon it, and the plate was
afterwards introduced into the vapors of

mercury. A good, clear picture of all the

figures, of the stones, the letters of the

plate, and of the ring, was obtained. A
plate which had been treated in the same
manner, was exposed to day or sun light,

and similar pictures were produced. Other
plates of the same kind were placed under
colored glasses—yellow, red, and violet;

under the first two only a trace of the im-
age was evident ; but under the violet glass

it was clearly defined." Upon these ex-
periments, Moser remarks, " the violet

rays continue the action commenced by
contact." He then proceeds to examine
the action of Light upon *' simple or difli-

cultly changeable bodies:" the results are

certainly exceedingly curious and instruc-

tive.

" A new plate of silver was cleaned and
polished as well as possible. A surface

with various excised characters was sus-

pended over it without touching, and the

whole was exposed to the sun for some
hours, and directed towards it ; after the

plate, which of course did not exhibit the

least change, had been allowed to cool, it

was held over mercury heated to about
60^ Reaum. A clear image of the screen

was produced ; those parts where the sun-

light (which had been very weak) had
acted, had caused the deposition of a quan-

tity of mercury." Plates of copper and
of glass were treated in the same manner,

and with the same results. " If we com-
pare the remarkable fact of the action of

Light upon surfaces of silver, with the

above-mentioned phenomena produced by
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tjontact, we can no longer doubt that Light
acts on all bodies^ modifying them so that

they behave differently in condensing the

vapors of mercury. " Moser then proposes

the following general expression of the

fact :
" Light acts on all bodies : and its

influence may be tested by ell vapors that

adhere to the surface, or act chemically

upon it.'* ,

If through one of the excised screens we
breathe upon a plate of metal or glass, and
then removing the screen, allow the vapor

to pass off, and then again breathe upon
the plate, the vapor will adhere to those

parts which have been protected, and the

portions on which the breath was at first

condensed will appear dark: the vapors of

mercury act in a similar manner. Hence,
Moser concludes, " That the same modi-

fication is produced in plates when vapors

are condensed, as when Light acts on

them."
" If an iodised silver plate be allowed to

remain too short a time in the camera ob-

scura, it afterwards exhibits no image when
exposed to the vapors of mercury ; a Light

film of mercury is deposited over the whole

plate, which is not only the case with this,

but with a plate of pure metal and the

blackened iodide of silver. If the plate re-

main a longer time in the camera obscura,

a picture certainly is produced, but in which
only the brightest parts are depicted, and,

which is here of importance, the light parts

are of a white color, i. e. they condense the

most mercury. If the plate remains still

longer in the camera obscura, a picture

with all its details is formed ; but the

bright parts have lost a portion of their

whiteness, and appear grey, i. e. they do

not condense so much of the mercurial va-

por. If it be left still longer, on taking it

out no picture at all is to be seen ; if now
inserted into the mercurial vapors, a nega-

tive image is produced, or, in other words,

these bright parts do not condense any
mercury."

" If Light acts on iodide of silver" (I

still quote from the " Memoir on Vision,"

&c.) " it imparts to it the power of con-

densing mercurial vapors in an increasing

ratio; but if it acts beyond a certain time,

it then diminishes this power, and at length

takes it away altogether, and this happens
before the yellow iodide has changed its

color. The vapors of mercury have been

seen to do the same, and if in the last-de-

scribed phenomenon they produce a nega-

tive image, it is only what Light would
have done had it been allowed to act still

longer. Iodide of silver is found to[blacken

under the influence of the solar rays,

and the vapor of mercury also renders it

black : from this M. Moser contends that

the action of Light and of mercurial vapors

is identical. ]N umemus other experiments

are given by Moser of a similar character.

The same effects were produced upon a

great many metals, and with numerous
bodies, establishing in the most satisfactory

manner the remarkable fact " That when
two bodies are sufficiently approximated,

they reciprocally depict each other."

Although attention was drawn to a few

of these phenomena by Dr. Draper, about

two years previously to the publication of

the above-mentioned Memoirs, and were
used by him in explanation of the pheno-
mena of the Daguerreotype, yet these no-

tices were exceedingly limited ; and the

great discovery of the remarkable influences

which all bodies exert upon each other is

indubitably due to Professor Moser.

In an Addendum to the Memoir on
Vision, which bears the date of June 2,
M. Moser first proclaimed his hypothesis,
" that every body must be considered as

self-luminous." In a paper on Latent

Light, he further explains himself in the

following words : "I have discovered and
described another class of rays of Light,

those emitted by every body without ex-

ception, because it is self-luminous,—rays

whose presence is evidenced, by the fact of

two sufficiently approximated bodies, im-
pressing their images on each other, al-

though every thing that the retina could

denominate Light has been excluded. I

call them the invisible rays of Light
.^
to

distinguish them from Ritter's dark rays

at the violet end of the spectrum ; I might
also call them the most refrangible rays,

for it appears that their refrangibility is

greater, than that of the other rays of the

spectrum. As I shall show, they are not

present in day, or sunlight, and must not,

therefore, be confounded with the above-

mentioned dark rays."

Arguing from these facts, that whenever
a body condenses vapors differently over

its surface, it must have undergone some
change, which is produced by some invisi-
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ble radiation, Moser infers that such a de-

fined disposition of vapor upon any body

is sufficient evidence of the existence of

this
*
' in visible Light.''' He has also , with

a great diligence, pursued his inquiries with

a view to determine the colors of this "in-

visible Light," and particularly to ascer-

tain the colors of the rays emitted by each

particular body.

It is necessary to understand this part

of his argument , If a Daguerreotype plate

is placed in the camera obscura until an

image is formed upon it, and if it then be

removed, and exposed to the full rays of

the sun, the plate is blackened all over and

the drawing obliterated. " This destruc-

tion of the images does not depend upon

the simultaneous action of the differently

colored rays of which it is composed, be-

cause blue and violet Light, and partly the

green, are capable of performing the same

thing." This is what Moser calls " ^/^e

phenomenon of levelling.'''' Having ob-

tained images by means of the camera on

Daguerreotype plates, Moser placed them
" on pure silver, gold, copper, mirror-

metal, iodized silver, and porcelain ;" they

were allowed to remain in contact or jux-

taposition for a considerable time in the

dark, and all the images were found to be

nearly effaced. It is concluded from this,

that the ''invisible Light" has the power

of levelUngtlie work done by the solar rays.

But finding that the images produced as

described, by contact, cannot be obliterated

by exposure to Light, he concludes " that

visible rays are not capable of destroying

images produced by those which are invi-

sible.'''' Now, as the images produced in

the camera are not destroyed by mercurial

vapor, as they are by the blue and violet

rays, but brought out by it, M. Moser in-

fers that the color of the latent Light of

mercurial vapor is not blue or violet. A
plate is exposed for a very short time in the

camera, and brought to such a state that it

may be destroyed by yellow Light, or rather

Light which has permeated a yellow glass,

and it is found that mercury produces no

image ; hence it is inferred that " the

color of the latent Light of the vapors of

mercury is yellow." The absurdity of all

this will presently be shown. By precisely

the same reasoning Moser Jias established

the color of the latent Light of iodine to

be either blue or violet, and that the latent

Light of water "is certainly not green,

yellow, orange, or red, but that it appears

to belong to the ordinary prismatic colors,

inasmuch as I have never seen it destroy an
image produced by the invisible rays."

We are now in a situation to discuss the

merits of the hypotheses of the philosopher

of Konigsberg. In the first place, I must
express my disapprobation of any term in-

volving such a contradiction of ideas as that

adopted by M. Moser. It is necessary

when we engage in an inquiry that we
should have a distinct idea of the matter

upon which we are to operate, and by all

means avoid anything which may lead to

confusion in our minds.

Invisible Light is one of the most in-

judicious expressions that could be con-

ceived. There are invisible rays-—as heat

rays, and rays having chemical power ; but
there cannot exist invisible Light. Even
supposing the matter to speak of Light, *' a

substance distinct from all other, existing

in darkness, expanded through all things at

all times (in a latent or invisible state),

and rendered visible by being properly ex"

citedf^;''^ yet it will only tend to confuse

us, if we regard, even according to the

above notion, this substance as Light pre-

viously to its "being properly excited."

Those rays which, acting upon some part

of that beautiful organ the eye, enable us to

distinguish external nature is Light ; but
that which does not enable animals to see

is not Light.

We will now proceed to the considera-

tion of this interesting and important ques-

tion. Upon repeating the simple experi-

ments above referred to, of placing a disc

upon a metal plate and breathing on it, I

find that it is necessary for the production

of a good efiect, to use dissimilar metals j

for instance, a piece of gold or platina, on
a plate of copper or of silver, will make a

very decided image, whereas copper or sil-

ver on their respective plates, gives but a

very faint one, and bodies which are bad
conductors of heat placed on good conduc-

tors, make decidedly the strongest impres-

sions when thus treated.

This is still more strikingly shown by the

following experiments :
—

"f"

* Scheme of Scripture Divinity, by Dr. John
Taylor/ published in 1762.

+ " Thermography, or the Art of Copying En-
gravings, &c. on Metal Plates," by the Author.
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I placed upon a well-polished copper

plate, a sovereign, a shilling, a large silver

medal, and a penny. The plate was gen-

tly warmed by passing a spirit lamp along

its under surface ; when cold, the plate

was exposed to the vapor of mercury ;
each

piece had made its impression, but those

made by the gold and the large medal were
most distinct,—not only was the disc mark-
ed, but the lettering on each was copied.

A bronze medal was supported upon slips

of wood, placed on the copper, one-eighth

of an inch above the plate. After mercu-
rialization, the space the medal covered was
well marked, and for a considerable dis-

tance around, the mercury was unequally
deposited, giving a shaded border to the

image ; the spaces touched by the wood
were thickly covered with the vapor.

The above coins and medals were all

placed on the plate, and it was made too

hot to be handled, and allowed to cool with-

out their being removed ; impressions were
made on the plate in the following order of

intensity,—gold, silver, bronze, copper.
The mass oy the metal was found to mate-
rially influence the result ; a large piece

of copper making a better image than a
small piece of silver. When this plate was
exposed. to vapor^ the results were as be-
fore. On rubbing ofl" the vapor, it was
found that the gold and silver had made
permanent impressions on the copper.

The above being repeated with a still

greater heat, the image of the copper coin

was, as well as the others, most faithfully

given, but the gold and silver only, made
impressions which could not be rubbed
out.

A silvered copper plate was now tried

with a moderate warmth. Mercurial va-
por brought out good images of the gold
and copper; the silver had marked the

plate, but its image not well defined.

By repeating these experiments it will

become very evident to every one, that the

relative calorific relations, materially in-

fluence the result, and this is still more
strikingly shown by the following arrange-
ments.

I placed upon a plate, of copper, blue,

red, and orange colored glasses, pieces of

crown and flint glass, mica, and a square

Transactions of the Rcyal Cornwal, Polytechnic
Society, 1842.

—

Philosophical Magazine, Dec,
1842.

of tracing paper. These were allowed to

remain in contact half an hour.. The space

occupied by the red glass was well marked,
that covered by the orange was less distinct,

but the blue glass left no impression ; the

shapes of the flint and crown glass were

well made out, and a remarkably strong

impression where the crown glass rested on

the tracing paper, but the mica had not

made any impression.

The last experiment being repeated,

after the exposure to mercurial vapor, heat

was again applied to dissipate it, but the

impressions still remained on the plate, al-

though the vapor was volatilized.

I placed the glasses used above, with a

piece of well- smoked glass for half an hour,

one-twelfth of an inch below a polished

plate of copper. The vapor of mercury
brought out the image of the smoked glass

only.

All these glasses were placed on the

copper, and slightly warmed. Red and
smoked glasses gave, after vaporization,

equally distinct images ; the orange the

next ; the others left but faint marks of

their forms
;

polishing with Tripoli and
putty powder would not remove the images

of the smoked and red glasses.

An etching was made upon a smoked
etchiog ground on glass, and the glass be-

ing placed in contact with a copper plate,

the image of the glass only could be

brought out, showing that no influence was
exerted through the glass.

A design cut out in paper, was pressed

close to a copper plate by a piece of glass,

and then exposed to a gentle heat ; the

impression was brought out by the vapor

of mercury in beautiful distinctness. On
endeavoring to rub off the vapor, it was
found that all those parts, which the paper

covered, amalgamated with mercury, which
was removed from the other parts of the

plate ; hence there resulted a perfectly

permanent white picture on a polished cop-

per plate.

The last experiment, in particular, proves

that a very remarkable molecular change
is effected ; and, as it would appear, it is

dependant upon the bad conducting powers
of the paper.

It is now desirable to ascertain if the so-

lar rays had anything to do with these

phenomena.

The colored glasses before named were
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placed on a plate of copper, with a thick

piece of charcoal, a copper coin, the mica

and the paper, and exposed to fervent sun-

shine. Mercurial vapor brought up the

images in the following order : smoked
glass, crown glass, red glass, mica, orange

glass, paper, charcoal, the coin, blue glass;

thus distinctly proving that the only rays

which had any influence on the metal were

the calorific rays. This experiment was

repeated on different metals, and wiih vari-

ous materials, the plate being exposed to

steam, mercury, and iodine: I invariably

found that those bodies which absorbed, or

permitted the permeation of the most heat

gave the best images. The blue and vio-

let rays could not be detected to leave any

evidence of action at this time ; and as

spectra imprinted on photographic papers

by Light, which had permeated these glass-

es gave evidence of the large quantity of

the invisible rays which passed them free-

ly, I considered those as entirely without

the power of effecting any change on com-
pact simple bodies.

In a paper which I published in the

"Philosophical Magazine," for October,

1840, I mentioned some instances in which

I had copied printed pages and engravings

on iodized paper, by mere contact and ex-

posure to the influence of the calorific rays,

or to artificial heat. I theu, speculating on

the probability of our being enabled, by
some such process as the one 1 then nam-
ed to copy pictures and the like, proposed

the name of Thermography to distinguish

it from Photography.

I now tried the effects ofa print in close

contact with a well-polished copper plate.

When exposed to mercury, I found that

the outline was very faithfully copied on
the metal.

A paper ornament was pressed between
two plates of glass, and warmed ; the im-

pression was brought out with tolerable

distinctness on the under and warmest
glass, but scarcely traceable on the other.

Rose-leaves were faithfully copied on a

piece of tin plate exposed to the full influ-

ence of sunshine ; but a much better im-

pression was obtained by a prolonged ex-

posure in the dark.

With a view of ascertaining the distance

from each other at which bodies might be

copied, I placed upon a plate of polished

copper a thick piece of plate glass, over

this a square of metal, and several other

things, each being larger than the body
beneath. These were all covered by a deal

box, which was more than half an inch

distant from the plate. Things were left

in this position for a night. On exposing

to the vapor of mercury, it was found that

each article was copied, the bottom of the

deal box more faithfully than any of the

others, the grain of the wood being imaged
on the plate.

Having found, by a series of experiments

that a blackened paper made a stronger

image than a white one, I very anxiously

tried to effect the copying of a printed page

or a print. I was partially successful on
several metals, but it was not until I used

copper plates amalgamated on one surface,

and the mercury brought to a very high

polish, that I produced anything of good
promise. By carefully preparing the amal-

gamated surface of the copper, I was at

length enabled to copy from paper, line-

engravings, wood-cuts, and lithographs,

with surprising accuracy.

The following is the process at present

adopted by me, which I consider far from

perfect, but which affords us very delicate

images :

—

A well-polished plate of copper is rubbed

over with the nitrate of mercury, and then

well washed, to remove any nitrate of cop-

per which may be formed ; when quite dry,

a little mercury taken up on soft leather,

or linen, is well rubbed over it, and the

surface worked to a perfect mirror.

The sheet to be copied is placed smooth-

ly over the mercurial surface, and a sheet

or two of soft clean paper being placed up-

on it, is pressed into equal contact with

the metal by a piece of glass, or flat board;

in this state it is allowed to remain for an

hour or two. The time may be consider-

ably shortened by applying a very gentle

heat, for a few minutes, to the under sur-

face of the plate. The heat must on no

account be so great as to volatilize the

mercury. The next process is to place the

plate of metal in a closed box, prepared for

generating the vapor of mercury. The va-

por is to be slowly evolved, and in a few

seconds the picture will begin to appear
;

the vapor of mercury attacks those parts

which correspond to the white parts of the

printed page or engraving, andgivesa very

faithful^ but a somewhat indistinct image.
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The plate is now removed from the mer-

curial box, and placed into one containing

iodine, to the vapor of which it is exposed

for a short time ; it will soon be very evi-

dent that the iodine vapor attacks those

parts which are free from mercurial vapor,

blackening them. Hence there results a

perfectly black picture contrasted with the

grey ground formed by the mercurial va-

por. The picture being formed by the

vapors of mercury and iodine, is of course

in the same state as a Daguerreotype pic-

ture, and is readily destroyed by rubbing.

From the depth to which I find the im-

pression made into the metal, I confident-

ly hope to be enabled to give to these sin-

gular and beautiful productions a consider-

able degree of permanence, so that they

maybe used by engravers for working on.*

This is the particular process to which I

gave the name of Thermography, which

name is not inappropriate to the whole
class of phenomena, as if not directly the

efiect of a disturbance of the latent calo-

ic, they are certainly materially influenced

by the action of heat.

For the purpose of ascertaining what
part, if any, the solar emanations acted in

the instances above referred to, various

methods were devised, some experiments

being made with colored absorbent media,
and others with the prismatic spectrum it-

self.

The colored media used by me, insulat-

ed respectively the following rays :

—

1. Red. orange, yellow, and some of the

blue.

2. Orange, yellow, green, with a faint

trace of the blue, and a small portion of the

red.

3. Orange, yellow, green, blue.

4. Green, blue, indigo, violet and in-

visible chemical rays.

* M. Moser has made a violent attack upon the
author of this volume, claiming as his own all the
published experiments, particularly the above.
The que?tion has, however, been very satisfactori-

ly decided in the author's favor, in the Philosophi-
cal Magazine for November and December of the
present year. Indeed, ia Moser's Memoir on
" Invisible Light," p. 463 of the Scientific Me-
moirs, vol. iii., it is stated, " Black writing on
white paper depicts itHclf so as to be visible, but I

have never seen it very well executed." In a recent
publication, " Lerebour's Photography,'' the dis-

covery of this process, is, by error, attributed to

M. Kaorr,

5. All the rays passed. White Light.

6. None of the visible rays.— (A bottle

of ink.)

A very highly-polished plate of copper,

with the above media in flint-glass bottles

laid upon it, was exposed to bright sun-

shine for one hour. The plate was then

placed in a dark box, and exposed to the

vapor of mercury. The largest deposit of

vapor was found to mark the space on which

the most calorific rays acted (Medium,
No. 1.) ; the next in order was that influ-

enced by the blue (No. 4.)|; and then the

others as follows: green (3.) yellow (2.),

white (5.), and black (6.) There was
less mercury deposited on the spaces which

these four bottles covered than over the ex-

posed parts of the plate.

Precisely the same arrangement was left

in the dark for five hours, and the plate

then exposed to mercurial vapor, which

attacked it in the same manner as when it

had been subjected to strong sunshine, ex-

cept that no mercury lodged upon the un-

covered parts of the plate. Another cop-

per plate was placed one-eighth of an inch

above the same bottles of fluids in thedark^

and allowed to remain in that position for

five hours ; on exposure to mercury it was
found that the action was confined to the

red, the blue, and the green ; which last

could scarcely be detected, so faint was the

image formed by the vapor. Here we have

distinct evidences of radiations in the dark,

intimately connected with the thermic pro-

perties of the media used.

Two copper-plate engravings on thin

paper were placed, face down, upon
two highly-polished and well-amalgamated

plates of copper. One of the plates was
covered with window-glass, and the other

with a beautiful red glass, stained with the

oxide of gold. They were exposed to day-

light for four hours, during which period

there were but faint gleams of sunshine.

On subjecting the plates to the vapor of

mercury, it was found that under the in-

fluence of the red glass a very capital im-

pression was made ; but no trace of aiiy

action could be detected on the plate which

had been under the white glass

Paper patterns were laid upon plates of

polished copper, and upon these large bot-

tles of fluids (the same used in the experi-

t See Temperatures of Media, paragraph (308.)
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ments on the influence of Light on plants)

were placed. Being allowed to remain

some hours in the darh^ it was found that

the best image was formed on the plate

which had been placed under the bottle

containing red fluid, but that very decided

impressions were made under the others.

Exposed to strong sunshine for a short

period, half an hour, it was found when the

plates were mercurialized that under the

red fluid alone was an image formed.

By placing bad conductors of heat, as

wood, glass, and paper, on metal plates,

and lowering their temperatures by placing

their under surfaces upon vessels filled with

freezing mixtures, it was found that the

same effect was produced as when the plates

had been warmed,— these experiments

clearly proving that the phenomena could

be produced by any disturbance of the

caloric latent in the bodies used.

Having adjusted a good Heliostat, so

that the sun's image was reflected upon a

given spot for some hours, this pencil of

Light was decomposed by a prism, and
then, being concentrated by a large lens,

it was thrown upon a polished plate of cop-

per, which was placed in the focus of the

lens, and allowed to act upon the plate for

periods which varied from one to three

hours. In every case the result was the

same. The quantity of diffused Light,

which always accompanies a prismatic

spectrum, produced its effect upon the

whole surface of the plate, and a thin film

of mercurial vapor covered it. On the

spot upon which the rays of least refrangi-

bility fell, a space exactly coinciding with

the maximum heating point of the spec-

trum, as shown by Sir William Herschel,

and also with the great heat spot in the

thermic spectrum of Sir John Herschel,

the condensation of the vapor was so ex-

ceedingly thick, that it stood a distinct

white spot upon the plate. Over the whole
space occupied by the visible rays, the

quantity of vapor was much less than that

which covered the other parts ; and it was
plainly distinguished from the rest of the

plate by well-defined lateral lines cf vapor.

Here we have distinct evidence of the pow-
er of the calorific rays ; and it would ap-

pear that the whole of the luminous spec-

trum had a negative power.

Allowing a condensed prismatic spec-

trum to traverse a similar copper plate for

some time, it was found, after exposure to

mercurial vapor, that a line of thickly de-

posited vapor marked the path of the red

and the extreme red rays.

M. Knorr, pursuing his investigations,

found that these images could be produced
without any condensation of vapor on the

plates, and simply by the action of heat.

The process he employs is to place a cop-

per plate over a spirit lamp ; upon this is

put ihe plates which are to receive the im-
pressions, and upon the latter the object

to be copied. The whole is then slowly

heated to the degree at which a well pol-

ished copper plate begins to change color,

when the lamp is extinguished, and the

plates and medals withdrawn. Distinct

impressions of the bodies to be copied are

always found, and these made to a consi-

derable depth into the surface of the metai.

From these results, it is rendered quite

certain that a very extensive class of these

phenomena are producible by the agency

of heat. M. Moser himself admits the ac-

celerating power of caloric, but he adopts

the gratuitous assumption, that this power
is only exerted to disturb the "invisible

Light." We have very satisfactory evi-^

dence, that all bodies are constantly ra-

diating some peculiar and energetic princi-

ple from their surfaces. 1 have frequently

proved the existence of these radiations

from iron heated below redness. Under
their influence some of the metallic com-
binations of loose affinity are decomposed,

and many gf the organic vegetable bodies,

undergo a rapid change. It is to this

principle, in all probability, that the very

curious production of the spectral images

in question is, in many cases, due.

It must, however, be shown, that effects

in all respects similar may be produced by
other agencies than those of heat.

M. Karsten found that if a glass plate

was placed upon a metallic one, and on the

glass a medal, which was subjected to dis-

charges of electricity, the glass received a

very perfect image ofthe medal, which could

be developed by either mercury or iodine.

If several glass plates are placed between

the medal and the under metal plate, and

discharges passed through them, each

piece of glass receives an image, but only

on its upper surface. For a more detail-
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ed account of these very interesting ex-

periments, the reader is referred to M.
Karsten's Memoirs.
My own results would show, that the

electro-negative metals make the most de-

cided images upon electro- positive plates,

and vice versa. I have also found that

electrical discharges have the remarkable

power of restoring impressions which have
been long obliterated from the plates by
any polishing processes

;
proving, in a very

convincing manner, that the disturbances

upon which these phenomena depend, are

not confined to the surface of the metals

employed, but that a very decided molecu-
lar change has been effected for a conside-

rable depth into the mass.

If we cover a copper plate with water
or oil, to the depth of 1-1 6th of an inch,

and support upon bits of glass, a medal, so

that its under surface just touches the fluid,

a very decided image is made upon the

copper plate in a few hours. These ima-
ges are partly visible by the tarnishing of

the plate over every part but that which is

covered by the medal. Upon pouring off

the fluid and dry polishing, the image is

• rendered invisible; but on exposing the

plate to vapor, it is again brought out.

Some such experiments as these have
been interpreted, by Moser, into a proof
of the permeability of water and oil to

the "invisible Light."
We have now seen that Light, Heat.,

Machine- Electricity ^ and a Voltaic Cur-
rentj all produce that disturbance upon
the surfaces, at least, of solid bodies,

which disposes them to receive vapors up-
on definite spaces. It will also be found,
that any mechanical disturbance to which
the plates may be subjected, will act in

precisely the same manner as the above ele-

ments. Is it not then most unphilosophi-

cal, and indeed exceedingly absurd, to rea-

son in the way M. Moser has done, and
upon such very insufiicient evidence as is

afforded by the manner in which metal or

glass plates condense vapors, to build an
hypothesis on the existence of a peculiar

modification of Light and Color, neither of

which can be rendered evident to the or-

gan of vision .'*

I must not quit this discussion without
explaining, that the "levelling" action of

Light, alluded to by Moser is no-

thing more than a darkening of the whole

surface, and the " levelling" which he at-

tributes to the " invisible Light" is nothing

more than the effect of chemical action.

Those parts of the ioduretted plate which

have been changed by Light are restored

to their original state in the dark, by the

influence of the iodine, which exists in the

under unchanged layers on the plates, and

in those parts which have been maintained

in shadow. The same kind of changes,

which are certainly curious and complica-

ted, take place with those photographic ima-

ges which are procured by the action of an

hydriodate on a daikened salt of silver.

With this explanation, it will be seen at

once, that the tlaborate reasonings of Mo-
ser on the colors of the latent Light of va-

pors are of no value.

M. Fizeau's speculations on this sub-

ject do not properly belong to this work,

but as they show that these images inay

also be produced by causes which 'have not

yet been considered, and from their inter-

est, I give them a place. They are, how-
ever, worthy of a more attentive conside-

ration than I can bestow upon them. In

the Comptes Rendus., November 7. 1842,

in a letter to M. Arago, Fizeau thus sets

forth his ideas, and gives the- results of his

experiments: "Far from thinking we
must admit the existence of a new species

of radiations, escaping from all bodies,

even in complete darkness, and subjected

in their emission to laws entirely peculiar,

I am convinced that no kiad of radiations

whatever, are to be had recourse to for the

explanation of these phenomena, but that

we should rather connect them with the

known facts which I shall now mention.
" * 1. Most of the bodies upon which we

operate have their surface clothed with a

slight layer of organic matter, analagous to

the fatty bodies, and volatile, or at least

susceptible of being carried off by aqueous

vapor.
" ^ 2. When vapor is condensed on a po-

lished surface, if the indifferent part of this

surface are unequally soiled by extraneous

bodies, even in an exceedingly minute

quantity, the condensation is effected in a

manner visibly different on the different

parts of its surface.'

" When, therefore, we expose a polish-

ed and pure surface to the contact of, or

at a small distance from, any body what-

ever, with an unequal surface it will
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happen that a part of the volatile organic

matter which covers this latter surface will

be condensed by the polished surface in the

presence of which it is ; and as I have
supposed the body to present inequalities

or projections and hollows, that is to say,

its different points to be unequally distant

from the polished surface, the result of this

will be an unequal transfer of the organic

matter on the different points of this sur-

face ; at the points corresponding to the

projections of the body the polished surface

will have received more, and at the points

corresponding, to the hollows it will have

received less ; hence, then, there will re-

sult a kind of image, but generally invisi-

ble. If a vapor be then condensed on this

polished surface, we see that it is then

under the conditions which I just now men-
tioned, and that the condensation will take

place in a manner visibly different upon
the different points, that is to say, the in-

visible image will become visible."* This
very simple method of accounting for these

phenomena, has been adopted by Professor

Grove, on the strength of some experiments
which show that these images may be very
readily formed by the action of any vola-

tile body ; and a very eminent authority

states, that he has found "many of the

phenomena ascribed to latent Light or to

heat^ are owing to the absorption of matter

in the state of vapor or minute particles,

passing from the object to the surface of

the glass or metal upon which the image of

that object is impressed ; and by this

means we have obtained very fine pictures

upon glass, which are positive when seen

by reflection, and negative when seen by
transmitted Light."*
Many of the phenomena may be pro-

duced in the way above stated ; but M.
Fizeau is mistaken in applying his results

in explanation of the whole class. I have
proved in the most incontrovertible man-
ner, that these images may be produced,
when by processes of boiling and heating
every trace of organic matter must be re-

moved from the surface. And when we
consider that these impressions are, under
certain circumstances, formed to a con-
siderable depth beneath the surface, we
must admit that, although this may be one

* Scientific Memoirs, vol. iii. p. 489.
* Edinburgh Review, January, 1843, p. 343.

of the causes, yet that is only one amongst
many others, and indeed one of the least

energetic of the lot. All these facts, how-
ever, substantiate my position that Light
is not the agent which acts in darkness,

consequently, that Moser's position is un-

tenable. At the same time we must not

too hastily dismiss the question, as it is

probable that amongst the operations of

those diversified powers, we maybe enabled

to detect the existence of one more impor-

tant than either, which may enable us to

trace out the influence which disposes the

molecular structure of bodies, and the rela-

tions of matter as displayed in the pheno-
mena of chemical affinity.

PART m.
CONSIDERATION OF THE PRECEDING PHE-

NOMENA.

CHAPTER I.

Conditions of the Prismatic Spectrum.

Throughout the present volume, for

the purpose of rendering myself perfectly

intelligible to all, I have labored under

the difficulty of being compelled to use the

word Light to express an influence which

has hitherto been considered as a peculiar

property of the lumioiferous essence,

whereas it has appeared to me exceedingly

doubtful if the " chemical rays," so called,

were not entirely independent of solar

Light.

By a careful perusal of the writings of

Herschel*, of Melloni|, and of BecquerelJ,

—by studying the phenomena by which

Draper argues on the analogy of the che-

mical rays, and those of caloric§. and those

curious matters to which Moser|| has di-

rected attention, it will be very evident

that the question is one of very consider-

able difficulty. Had the influence been

due to Light (I use the term now, and

shall continue to use it to designate those

solar rays which produce sensible impres-

sions on the organs of vision), we should

expect that the color of the rays jf that

element would have no influence in modi-

fying the chemical changes produced by it.

* Philosophical Transactions,

t Bibliotheque Universelle, 1842.

\ Comptes Rendus, for 1842-43.

§ Philosophical Magazine, vol. xix. No. 123.

II
Poggendorff Annalen ; Philosophical Maga-

zine, &c.
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We have, on the contrary, seen that this

chemical power is greatest in the blue rays

which give us the least Light of any of the

prismatic radiations, and that it is least in

the yellow rays, in which the Light is most
powerful.

Herschel having shown that the largest

quantity of solar heat was manifested in

the least refrangible rays, and particularly

in rays which were not visible to us ; and
also having proved that the maximum of

luminous -power was found in the yellow

rav—Ritter havinor demonstrated that in-

visible rays of great refrangibility had a

large amount of chemical power, and See-

beck pointed out that this tendency to pro-

duce change was confined to these and the

blue rays : it was long the custom to con-

sider the prismatic spectrum as divisible

into three classes of rays : the red or ca-

lorific rajs ; the yellow or luminous rays
;

and the blue or chemical rays. In the

first place we are bound to, and of course

do, regard all the colored rays as luminous
rays^ but differing in the intensity of their

effects. In the next place an attentive

consideration of the numerous researches

which have been recorded in the preceding

pages, will show that the chemical influ-

ence is not only co-extensive with the lu-

minous rays, but that it occupies a space
considerably beyond these rays. And
again. Sir John Herschel has distinctly

traced the calorific power through all the

luminous rays, and much below them.
A brief notice of Sir John Herschel 's

experiments on the thermic spectrum
must here have a place. To procure visi-

ble effects of the calorific power of the spec-

trum ; the following method was adopted.

The thinnest post paper, such as is sold for

foreign correspondence, was stretched on a

frame. One side of this paper was black-

ened with Indian ink, or, which is better,

smoked in a flame of oil of turpentine, or

over a smoky candle, by drawing it often

and quickly through the flame giving it

time to cool between each exposure, till it

is coated on the under side with a film of

deposited black, as nearly uniform as pos-
sible. The white side of this paper is ex-
posed to the incident spectrum, properly
adjusted, keeping the blackened side hol-

low to admit air and to avoid rubbing off

the black coat. A fiducial dot being made
on it, and this brought to coincide with the

standard yellow ray, a flat brush, equal in

breadth to the paper, dipped in good recti-

fied spirit of wine, is to be passed over the

white surface till the paper is completely

saturated, which will be indicated by its ac-

quiring a uniform blackness in place of the

white it at first exhibited.
" After a few minutes, a whitish spot

begins to appear considerably below the

extreme red end of the luminous spectrum,

which increases rapidly in breadth until it

equals the breadth of the luminous spec-

trum, and even somewhat surpasses it ; and
in length, till it forms a long appendage

exterior to the spectrum, and extends

moreover within it, up to and beyond the

fiducial yellow. In this state and just as

the general drying ot the paper begins, by
whitenino; the whole surface to confuse the

appearances, a second, sudden, and copi-

ous wash of alcohol from above downwards
must be applied without disturbing the

spectrum, or in any way soaking the ap-

paratus. The superfluous alcohol will have

hardly run off, when the phenomena of the

thermic spectrum will begin to appear in

all their characters, at first faintly, and,

as it were, sketched in by a dimness and

dulness of the otherwise shining and reflect-

ive surface of the wetted paper ; but this

is speedily exchanged for a perfect white-

ness, marking by a clear and a sharp out-

line, the lateral extent of the calorific rays,

and by due gradations of intensity, in a

longitudinal direction, their law or scale of

distribution both within and without the lu-

minous spectrum."

Sir John Herschel then details some of

the results obtained upon different colored

papers, each of which has its peculiar

scale of action. The results, however, ob-

tained upon smoked paper, which are the

most satisfactory, are thus explained by
this able philosopher.

"Supposing, then, that such smoked pa-

per is employed, the thermograph of the

spectrum in its most complete state, or

rather in that succession of states in which

each part comes most characteristically

into view, is as is represented in the draw-

ing, page 15, Phot. Art-Journal.
" The most singular and striking pheno-

menon exhibited in the thermic spectrum

thus visibly impressed, is its want of con-

tinuity. It obviously consists of several

distinct patches, of which «, B are tha
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most continuous and intense, but are less

distinctly separated, and of which when the

sun is very strong and clear, it is even
difficult to trace the separation. The spot

y, on the other hand, is round and insula-

ted ; it begins to appear on the paper soon

after the ovals «, B are fully formed, and
when B has asumed a sharply rounded
outline. The first symptom of its appear-

ance is the dulling of the wet "and shining

surface of the paper, which is speedily fol-

lowed by the appearance of a small round
white speck ; this continues to increase

rapidly in size and whiteness, and at length

assumes a definite and perfectly circular

outline, within which the paper is entirely

white. By degrees the oval B and this

spot join and run together, forming a white

streak deeply indented at the point of

junction. It is not till this happens that

similar symptoms begin to betray the ex-

istence of a still more remote heat spot, ^.

Indeed, it generally requires another wash
of alcohol before this can be fully brought
into evidence. It is, however, perfectly

unequivocal, though very much feebler,

and rather worse defined than y, with

which also it is somewhat better connected
than y with B.

" Of the existence of a much more re-

mote spot," says Sir John Herschel, " I

have hardly a doubt, but it is very difficult

to obtain a sight of it." This is the spot

e, situated at about —58. The very ac-

curate measures taken of this spot on seve-

ral occasions, leave no doubt of its exist-

ence, and of the correctness of the remote
position assigned to it in the drawing. The
great analogy between this arrangement of

the heat spots along the axis of the spec-

trum, and the absorptive action of nitrous

gas on the luminous rays, seem, as Sir

John Herschel remarks, to point to a gase-

ous absorption. " The gaseous media
through which the rays have reached their

point of action, are the atmospheres of the

sun and the earth. The eficct of the for-

mer is beyond our control, unless we could
carry our experiments to such a point of

delicacy as to operate separately on rays
emanating from the centre and the borders
of the sun's disc. That of the earth's, al-

though it cannot be eliminated any more
than in the case of the sun's, may yet be
varied to a considerable extent by experi-

ments made at great elevations and under

a vertical sun, and compared with others

where the sun is more oblique, the situa-

tion lower, and the atmospheric pressure of

a temporarily high amount. Should it be

found that this cause is in reality concerned

in the production of the spots, we should

see reason to believe that a large portion of

solar heat never reaches the earth's surface,

and that what is incident on the summits

of lofty mountains differs not only in quan-

tity, but also in quality^ from what the

plains receive."

Now these facts render it quite clear

that, the calorific rays have an existence

independent of the luminous rays of the

solar spectrum, and that heat occupies a

much larger space than Light does, or in

other words, each sunbeam contains a

larger amount of heat than it does of

Light. Melloni has shown, by some ad-

mirable experiments, that bodies are not

alike transparent to Heat and Light.

Black mica, obsidian, and black glass in

thin laminae, although nearly opaque to

Light, yet allow a large quantity of radiant

heat to pass them, and are called by Mel-
loni, diathermic bodies ; whilst glasses of

a green color, in combination with a layer

of water, or a very clear plate of alum,

are, on the contrary, called adiatJiermic^

from their being perfectly opaque for heat,

notwithstanding Light permeates them
freely. These points appear quite suffi-

cient to establish the distinctions of the two
solar radiations, Heat and Light : although

it may eventually, by the advance of ex-

perimental science, be shown that they are

but different states of one power, we are

justified in adopting the popular notion,

and regarding them as distinct principles

having a common origin.

The conditions of the luminous rays as

they are exhibited by the prismatic spec-

trum, need not again occupy much of our

attention. The only question with which

we have at present to deal, being the ex-

tent or limits of that influence which,

when acting upon the organs of vision

enables us to distinguish objects. It is

well known that some very remarkable

cases of idiocbromic vision occur. Dr.

Dalton and Mr. Troughton are examples

;

in their eyes, pure red and pure yellow ex-

cited the same sensations. Scarlet and

green could not be distinguished from each

other. In these instances there does not
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appear to have been any ray of LigJit to

which the eye was not sensible ; but the

power of receiving the impression of color

was wantinor This is a diseased condition

of the organ, which bears but slightly on

the point in view. It will be found, that

if several persons who are looking at the

same prismatic spectrum, are requested to

mark with the point of a needle the limits

of the colored rays, not many of them will

mark the same spot ; some see more of the

violet or of the red rays than others, and
consequently will point a little higher or

lower as the case may be. Now, if we
protect the eye from the luminous rays

by a piece of cobalt blue glass, we are en-

abled to see a class of rays that are less

refrangible than the ordinary red, and which
have been called " the extreme red rays."

Sir John Herschel has pointed out the

means by which a " lavender grey'"' ray

may be shown to exist beyond the violet.

If, indeed, the spectrum is received upon
paper, dyed with an alcoholic tincture of

turmeric, the spectrum appears elongated

beyond the violet ray ; but the eye is af-

fected with the sensation of a pale yellow
color. A paper dyed with an alcoholic

tincture of the dark purple dahlia, alka-

lized with carbonate of soda, which becomes
in about twenty-four hours a fine yellow

color, exhibits this prolongation as a pale

yellow streak. " If such," says Sir John
Herschel, should be the true calorific char-

acter of these rays, we might almost be led

to believe (from the evident reappearance

of redness, mingled with blue in the violet

rays) in a repetition of the primary tints in

their order, beyond the Newtonian spec-

trum ; and that if by any concentration

rays still further advanced in the ' chemi-

cal' spectrum could be made to afiect the

eye with a sense of light and color, that

color would be green, blue, &c., according

to the augmented refrangibility.' "

It has been supposed that some animals

may have the power of distinguishing such

colors, that is that their eyes are affected by
those rays of high refrangibility, which

produce no impression of Light upon the

eyes of man. M. Biot has, it would appear,

found that some such effect is produced

upon the eyes of some of the night-roving

animals, by rays invisible to us. This may
be. That which is darkness to us when we
come from the sunshine into it, is found

after a little time, when the lenticular ar-

rangement of the eye has been adjusted to

the required condition, to produce the

sensation of tolerable Light. May we not,

therefore, explain on the same principle,

the power which the cat, the owl, and other

animals possess of seeing in the circum-
stances we might regard as darkness .?

This reasoning is not calculated to settle

the question, whether the eyes of any ani-

mals receive sensations of Light froln the

rays of heat, or of those producing chemical
change. It does appear to me that a

broad distinction is established between the

solar influence, Heat, and the solar influ-

ence. Light. That in many phenomena
their operations so run together, that it 13

impossible to separate the one from the

other, I am ready to admit ; and also that

it would appear from the experiments of

Delaroche that Light and Heat are con-

vertible into one another. The curious fact

discovered by this philosopher, that radia-

ting heat becomes more and more capable

of penetrating glass as the temperature

increases, till at a certain temperature the

rays become luminous ; almost seem to

confirm this, did they stand alone. The
results obtained by Melloni with the solar

rays do, as it appears to me, compel us to

consider Light and Heat as two distinct

powers, intimately connected with each

other in their operations.

It is now necessary to examine with great

care the question of the identity or otherwise

of the chemical principle which we derive

from the same solar source. It must have

been remarked, that one of the most strik-

ing peculiarities which the prismatic spec-

trum presents, in its action on sensative

preparations, is the remarkable difference

between the scale of action on prepara-

tions, not very dissimilar from each other.

This is strikingly shown in the frontispiece,

and reference to it will render it unneces-

sary to do more than allude to two or three

remarkable examples. See p. 15. vol. 1.

The limits of solar action upon twenty-

nine different preparations: mineral and

vegetable, is shown in the Plate. The
maximum will be found, marked by the

dotted line, to vary in every instance, but

with the exception of the Per-cyanide of

gold, and ammonia, and the juice of the

ten weeks' stock, it will be seen that these

maxima are confined within the limits of
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the least refrangible blue, and the most

refrangible violet rays. No. 1. Nitrate of

silver shows that the action ceases a little

beyond the visible spectrum, and that the

rays of the yellow space have but little

action ; and that those of the red are con-

fined to very small limits. No. 4. Iodide

of silver and ferro-prussiate of potash, ex-

hibits the influence of a chemical force to

a great distance beyond the luminous spec-

trum at the violet end. The same influ-

ence greatly modified in power is exerted

through the yellow, red, and extra-spectral

caloiific rays; and No. 5., which is a

specimen of the action of the hydriodic

salts upon the darkened chloride of silver,

shows the extension of a purely chemical

action considerably lower in the calorific

region ; and this is even still further ex-

tended in No. 22., ferro-cyanate of potash,

and per-chloride of iron. In all, but No.

18., the strongest impression is made by
the chemical agency of those rays within

the limits of the luminous spectrum ; but

in this remarkable instance, the action is

confined entirely to the non-luminous space

beyond the violet rays. In No. 14.,

chloride of gold, this action is entirely con-

fined to the region of the blue, indigo, and

violet rays, whilst No. 16. the protocya-

nide of gold, and formobenzoate of silver

;

the influence is extended with great force

to a considerable distance beyond the

violet rays, and a large amount of chemical

power is exerted by the rays found in the

region of the red space. These, and the

other instances, which are described in

their proper places, sufl&ciently show, that

the action is extended over the entire lumi-

nous spectrum, and spaces occupied by
dark rays, nearly equal to twice the length

of the visible spectral image. A singular

diff"erence is also exhibited in the action of

the diS"erent spaces on different materials.

By the investigations to which the art of

photography has given rise, we have disco-

vered, that the chemical influence is not

confined to the class of blue rays, and the

dark rays beyond them, as was formerly

thought. This chemical power has been

traced over every ray of the luminous

spectrum, and to some distance beyond its

least refracted end, as well as the end of

most refrangibility. It is also found that

the maximum point, although it may be

said to be within the limits of the most re-

frangible rays for nearly all preparations
;

yet, that is not found at the same point for

any two, however slight the difference

between them may be.

^o*

THE PERIGRINATIONS OP A DAGUERREAN.

NO. 1.

Mouni^Airy, Surrey Co., N.C.
"June 18, 1851.

H. Hunt Snelling, Esq.—Dear Sir

:

—Agreeably to promise and in obedience to

the promptings, a " scrihenni amor ar-

dens''^ which has seized upon me since the

reception of your most excellent Art-Jour-

nal, " I take my pen in hand" for the pur-

pose of recording a few of the incidents,

adventures, &c., attending the perigrina-

tions of an itinerant Daguerrean Artist,

&c. The chaste, beautiful, yet sterling

appearance of your " Photographic Art-
Journal," is enough to inspire the whole

Daguerrean fraternity with a disposition to

contribute their quota of relevant and other

interesting matter to its columns, (which

are so exclusively devoted to their pecu-

liar interests,)* and when I look upon the

familiar faces, and congenial spirits com-
prised in your portrait series, I feel as much
at home as though surrounded by a fire-

side circle of intimate and dear friends

with whom I can converse freely and
pleasantly. May you prosper through

them and they through you !

Our mutual friend and fellow-artist, R.
Cave Johnson (cousin to the renowned
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Col. Dick Tecumseh Johnson) came over

to Greenville, Va., for me with his fine

buggy and blooded nag, and bidding adieu

to our kind friends of Grayson, we sped

our way through the deep romantic gorges

and over the excellent mountain roads of

that section of the Alleghany ridge be-

tween this place and Grayson of Virginia.

The mountain scenery between the points

I have named is of that picturesque style

which partakes of the sublime and grace-

ful, ahhough, occasionally, the ruggedly

sublime predominates to a* degree which

inspires the beholder with feelings of awe
not alw'ays unmingled with a sense of anxi-

ous dread as he looks over the edge of the

road deep down into the abyss below. Our
spirited but generous nag, seemed to feel

the responsibility of his position and so de-

ported himself as though he well knew the

necessity of good behavior on the verge

of steep and dangerous declivities, for, on

such occasions, he would arch his swan-like

neck and bendicg it gracefully towards the

edge of the road next the precipitous de-

scent, criticise with a cautious look and
scrutinizing eye, the inequalities and inci-

dental breakages in the generally smooth
and well-regulated high-way. No accident

occurred to mar the pleasure of our travel

until we reached the foot of the last ridge,

when, coming suddenly upon a deer which
had not heard our approach over the clear

sandy road, our gallant nag threw his ears

forward, gave a snort of astonishment, and
commenced turning, preparatory to taking

a start on the back track, when, Johnson
jumping nimbly from the buggy, seized

the reins and held the " blood" until he
had recovered from the efi'ects of his sur-

prise and fear. A sprained ankle was the

price of our safety, but an application or

two of a portion of Opodeldoc,—a bottle

of which I had provided myself with on
the strength of an assurance from Miss
Betsey that it would answer exceedingly

well for a smelling bottle,—soon relieved

the pain and we went on our way rejoicing

over the happy ending of the adventure.

On. reaching Mount Airy, we stopped

at Mr. A. Denny's most excellent hotel,

and forthwith resuscitated our exhausted
strength and spirits by applying copious

libations of cold spring water upon our

burning countenances and beating pulses,

which had the effect of putting a different

face on the matter, and reducing the
*' rappings" of our pulsative veins to the

more reasonable number of sixty a minute.

A gallon, "more or less" of the best

milk in the world, an enormous quantity

of delicious corn bread, and equally as

much, if not more of the sweetest ham that

ever Porkdom produced, somewhat" satis-

fied the cravings of a brace of raging ap-

petites generated during our journey over

th3 finest mountains and throuo-h the

healthiest and most inviooratino; air this

side of Hybla.

Finding ample employment here for our

Daguerrean and Chirographical abilities,

we have taken rooms and are fairly under

way.

Happening here just at the termination

of a session at Mr. Thompson's Academy,
we were present during an examination

and exhibition of the progress and talents

of the numerous pupils. The exercises of

the day were opened by the Rev. M. T.

Allen who read an appropriate chapter of

the Bible and delivered a brief but eloquent

prayer suitable to the occasion.

The examination was conducted by Mr.
Thompson, Mr. Allen occasionally cross-

examining more critically, as his superior

scholastic acquirements amply qualified

him to do, and the result of their joint

labors, reflected great credit upon the

pupils generally. Five children of the

Siamese Twins (Eng and Chang Buuker)
participated and acquitted themselves well.

The Twins have five more children who
were not present. Eng and Chang called

in during the examination. They are

farming near this place on an extensive

scale, having many negroes and all the

other usual appurtenances to extensive

Southern plantations. The Rev. M. T.

Allen is an indefatigable laborer in the

causes of Religion, Temperance, and Mo-
rality and his onerous and unremitting ef-

forts have been crowned with much suc-

cess. Mr. J. F. Graves closed the inte-

resting exercises of the day by delivering an

address on the Pleasures and Importance

of Education. The ideas conveyed in his

fine production were, many of them, high-

ly classical and were clothed in beautifully

expressive language. Two interesting

children of Mr. Hugh Gwyn of this country

were present on this occasion, but, I be-

lieve, took no part in the exercises. Mr.
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Gwyn is the model farmer of this section

of the State. His plantation is most ex-

tensive and perfect in all its parts. But it

is time to saj something about our busi-

ness. After setting up a deep blue black

ground of glazed muslin, which Mr. John-

son has found by experiment and experi-

ence to produce the richest and best effect,

placing the reflectors, hanging up the speci-

mens; warming, obfuscating a corner of

the back parlor, &c. &c , we were ready

for subjects, and a "subject came with a

vengeance. It came in the aggravating

shape of a spoiled child, twisting about in

the arms of a too indulojent nurse, and fol-

lowed by its very anxious mother. Gra-

cious ! thought I, and Johnson looked as

if he thouo-ht so too. We could have felt

some little encouragement to have Under-

taken to have overtaken the shadow of a

windmill propelled by a hurricane, had we
been modestly requested so to do by
the fond mother of our puerile subject, but
to catch the reflection of that squirming,

writhing, twisting, sprawling embodiment
of a perpetual motion, seemed to us to be

asking too much of the Sun, even with its

"aids-de-camp'' the galvanic and other

quickening appliances to boot. Johnson
was horror-struck and I stood like one

suddenly demented, with my eyes rivited

on the squirming thing in the vain hope
that it might possibly for a single moment
cease from its spasmodical contortions.

Take a crab by its middle, and let its claws

work about promiscuously ; or seize a cat

by its caudal appendage and hold it up in

the air, and you may form a very remote

idea of some few of the numerous motions

made by our infantile sprawler. Compre-
hending the nature of the work before us,

and the weather being hot and close, I

rushed out to buy the thinnest possible

"ventilation gossimer'' "sack," while

Johnson without more ado apologized for

taking off his coat and went at it manfully;

but more for the benevolent purpose of

satisfying the child-spoiling lady of our

disposition to oblige, than with a hope of

accomplishing any favorable result. When I

returned with my thin coat, I found the
*' little dear" overhauling the cases, lock-

ets, and specimens upon the centre table
;

but soon tiring of this innocent amusement
it reached out its " blessed little arms" to-

wards the chemicals and other articles on

the mantle-piece. 1 had barely time to

think that a tea-spoonful of acid would
quiet it more effectually than a dose of para-

goric, when crash ! jingle, jingle, went a
box containing a hundred of Anthony's
best "star" plates, the cover flying off like

a rocket and the plates like slices of bread
and butter scattering wildly about and
turning pertinaciously " butter side down."
Cool, calm and collected friend ! 1 have
" seen stars" many a time and oft in my
adolescence when a *' rock" would " take

me alongside the head," and have felt bad-

ly on such occasions, but when I saw these

stars " shoot madly from there spheres,"

I felt awful, indeed, and withal angry in the

extreme.

A lady, child, and superanuated nurse

were not proper subjects, however, upon
which to vent our spleen, so, after proving

ourselves to be a patriotic sort of human
species of chamelion by turning red, white,

and blue, alternately and altogether, we set

about collecting the stellary silver as calm-

ly and cooly as we could under the circum-

stances, although the officious nurse had
previously aided us very materially by
scraping together nearly a dozen plates and
leaving correct impressions of her greasy

fingers upon several of them before we
could interfere. Our patience by this time

being "clean gone," and our politeness de-

molished by the child's claws, we assured

the devoted mother that her child was so

very playful that its likeness would have

to be taken while sleeping ; and arranging

for another *' sitting," we bid the lady

good morning, and sat down like Marius
to ruminate among the ruins.

Not long after the exit of the spoiled

child, several ladies and gentlemen called,

and we were very successful in procuring

fine pictures for them, and all went away
highly pleased. The celebrated Mrs.

Partington called rather late in the even-

ing and informed us that there were many
persons in the suburbs of the village who
wished to have their profiles took. Seeing

a newspaper on the table, she donned her

spectacles, and after reading a few lines,

observed, that there was a great deal of

talk in the papers about the cessation of

South Carolina; but for her part, she

thought it was the most unquietest State in

the world, and she didn't think it could be

still. She told us of a meeting she had
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read of a few days ago, whereat the Pre-

sident said " he arose with the retention to

vindicate a circumstance injested by his

worthy impettitor," as though that would

do any good. And then the old lady told

ns how she thought the diflSculty could be

settled. She said the President should

sit always grasping a sword, like a king

with a sceptre in his hand, so as to conduce

the infactory State to import itself respec-

tively. The old lady then took off her

spectacles, wiped them carefully, deposited

them in a venerable red morocco case, said

she would call again, and have Mr. Dag-
gerotype take a fact similar to her profile

of a likeness she had at home, and then

left with the parting remark, tifetshe would
call some day consequent to Wednesday
next. It is so long since I have written

anything for publication that I have grown
rusty, but hoping to make myself more
agreeable next time, I will now take my
leave subscribing myself,

Yours, very truly,

Wanderer.

TREATISE ON PHOTOGRAPHY;

Containing the latest Discoveries and Improvements appertaining to the Daguerreotype.

BY N. P. LEREBOURS, Optician to the Observatory ^ Paris, etc., etc.

TRANSLATED BY J. EGERTON

;

WITH A PREFACE, NOTES AND ALTERATIONS, BY H. H. SNELLING.

ON THE FORMATION OF THE DAGUERREAN
IMAGES.

" It is now well known that when an

iodized plate is left, during a proper time,

in the camera, a visible image is immedi-
ately obtained, without the necessity of ex-

posing the plate to the mercury. But this

image is an inverse or negative^^image; that

is to say, the white parts are black, and
the shades white. In Mr. Daguerre's dis-

covery, the operator does not wait till this

negative image appears ; when he with-

draws the plate from the action of light,

nothing is perceptible on it ; but the iodiz-

ed coating is sufficiently affected to cause

the image to appear, as soon as the plate

has been exposed to the mercurial vapors.

To obtain that result, it is, however, ne-

cessary that the plate should have remain-

ed exposed during a sufficient time to the

light.

" The curious experimentsmade by Mr.
Edmund Becquerel, have shown that an
extrejiely short time was sufficient to give

to the iodized pellicle, a rather strong im-

pression, which was not rendered immedi-
ately visible, it is true, by the vapor of
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mercury ; but that, if the plate were after-

wards placed, during a certain time, in the

sun, under a red glass, the thin film of

iodine would continue to be impressioned,

and the image would, after this new action,

become visible by means of the mercurial

vapor. Thence the distinction established

by Mr. Becquerel, of exciting rays.^ and,

continuating rays.
^' Mr. Moser has set forth the principal

results obtained by Mr. Becquerel, and
has observed new facts.

" He has found that it is necessary that

the iodized plate should remain exposed,

during a particular time, under the influ-

ence of the first rays in the camera, in or-

der that the image might be afterwards de-

veloped under the red glass ; but that, if

the action under the latter were prolonged

for a considerable time, a negative image
would appear as the result— (without the

use of mercury.

)

" Mr. Gaudin had already found, that

the yellow glasses are, in this case, much
more active than the red ones, and Mr.
Moser has observed the following curious

fact :—an iodized plate, which had remain-
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ed in the camera, nearly the proper time

for giving the ordinary positive image, by
the action of the mercurial vapor, was

placed und^ a yellow glass ; it then show-

ed no image ; but as soon as it was expos-

ed to the sun's rays, under the yellow glass,

a negative image was very rapidly form-

ed ; it then disappeared at the end of a few

seconds, and, after the lapse of ten or fif-

teen minutes, a positive image appeared in

place of the negative one.
'* Mr. Moser has never been able to ob-

tain a positive image when using the red

glasses, whatever might be the time of ex-

position ; but he has found that this trans-

formation was very well performed under

the green glass.

" Mr. Moser has been led to distinguish,

in the following manner, the'action of the

various rays of the spectrum on the unim-

pressioned iodized coating, the violet and

blue rays are the only active ones ; they

produce a commencement of alteration,

which is not visible though it does exist

;

but which becomes apparent by the action

of the mercurial vapor, when this alteration

has arrived at a certain point. But we
may distinguish two periods in this pro-

gressive alteration of the iodized coating :

At the end of the first period, it is modi-

fied to such a degree that the red and or-

ange colored rays then act as well as the

blue and violet ones ; but the yellow rays

do not as yet act ; for if you withdraw the

plate too soon from the camera, the yellow

rays will be found to be quite inactive.

At the end of the second period, the green

and yellow rays act in their turn ; the plate

is then very near the point at which the

image can become visible under the influ-

ence of the mercurial vapors.
" An iodized plate was placed in the

camera and left during the space of one

hour, directed towards some objects illum-

iijed by the sun's rays, so as to obtain a

very distinct negative image ; this image

was then placed in the sunshine • at the

end of a few minutes, the negative image

had disappeared, and instead of it was seen

a positive image, quite as distinct, in which

the white parts had a greenish tint, and
the shades a dark brown red color. Mr.
Moser ascribes this last effect to the yel-

low and green rays.

" These experiments of Mr. Moser
show, that two images are formed succes-

sively, and in a direct manner, upon the

plate. Mr. Moser has endeavored to dis-

cover whether other modifications of the

image do not take place at other stages of

the process ; for that purpose, he took twa
plates, of which one had been subjected to

the iodine, and the other to the chloride

of iodine, and placed each of them in a
separate camera, the lenses of which were
turned towards some distant houses : the

cameras were in a room completely dark-

ened, to avoid the action of the diffused

light. The season was very favorable ; it

was in winter ; the experiment was pro-

longed during thirteen days, at the end of

which period, positive images were found
on the two plates. The one which had
been subjected to the chloride of iodine

presented the strongest image, and had a

very fine appearance by the brightness of

its colors ; the light parts were of a very
bright sky-blue, and the shades of a very

intense fire-red. Mr. Moser considers

these images as being always the first po-

sitive image.
" The plate prepared by the chloride of

iodine having been immersed in the solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda, the colors im-
mediately disappeared, and the negative

image was perceived.

" Mr. Moser afterwards made a series

of experiments with polarised rays, in order

to discover whether the rays which pro-

duced the images differed in this respect

from the luminous rays ; he has not been

able to ascertain any difference between

them.
" He placed in front of the lens of the

camera an achromatic prism, composed of

carbonate of lime, for one of the images,

and directed the lens upon a statue : the

result was, that he obtained two images

that were perfectly distinct and clear, al-

though only one of the two appeared

achrmnatic to the eye of the beholder.
'
' Mr. Moser also obtained impressions

of -the colored rings, and of the images

given by the polarized light in crystallised

plates, colored glasses, &c. &c. ; in all

these cases the images were found to be

similar to those that are seen direct by the

naked eye.

" It has long been known that if a piece

of plate glass, well polished, be written

upon with certain substances, and after-

wards the writing be effaced, and the surface
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completely cleaned, the letters always re-

appear when the glass is breathed upon.

Mr. Moser has proved that this phenome-

non is the case with all polished bodies,

whatever be the nature of the substance

with which the writing may have been

traced. It is thus that this effect is obtain-

ed, in a very evident manner, in breathing

upon a looking-glass, and tracing immedi-

ately upon it some letters with a very clean

hair pencil ; if you breathe again upon the

glass, after the first moisture has evapora-

ted, the writing will reappear. The same
phenomenon is exhibited even after an in-

terval of several days on the surface of

mercury, provided that liquid is left in a

state of perfect rest. It is also observed,

by placing upon a polished plate a pattern

cut out and then breathing upon the pat-

tern. The vapor of water, which becomes
condensed at the parts cut out, being-

evaporated, you can always discover, on

breathing afresh upon the plate, the place

occupied by the parts of the pattern cut

out on the first application of the breath.
** Mr. Regnault thinks, that in these

last experiments, the small quantity of

greasy matter which is constantly found on

the surface of bodies, or which may have

been cast upon them by the breath, may
have a considerable share in the produc-

tion of the phenomenon in question ; by
being deposited in difi"erent quantities

on the surface of the plate, it may suffi-

ciently modify the nature of that surface,

so as to cause such modification to be evi-

denced by the unequal reflections of light

produced on the unequal deposit of the

vapor.
" Mr Moser has found that the vapor

of iodine and the vapor of mercury are very

excellent agents to produce the manifesta-

tion of images ; in cases where the vapor

of iodine alone did not bring out the image,

it was generally produced afterwards, by
exposing the plate to the mercurial va-

pors.

" A silver plate was iodized in the same
manner as for the Daguerrean proofs : on
it were placed various objects, metallic and
non-metallic medals. Sometimes, on an

object being taken off the place it had occu-

pied, the impression was immediately

recognized ; but it was chiefly by expos-

ing the plate to the vapor of mercury that

the image appeared in a sufficiently distinct

manner to appreciate perfectly the figures,

letters, &c.
" This experiment succeeds just as well

in complete darkness, or during the night,

as under the influence of light.

" An iodized plate acted upon in the

same manner, presented no image after the

object had been taken off; but the image
appeared immediately with the greatest

distinctness, when the plate was exposed
to the diffused light, or to the sun.

" A visible image may even be obtained

on a very highly polished silver plate, which
has never been used, without subjecting it

previously to the iodine; after being in

contact with the object, it is exposed to the

vapor of mercury. The same experiment

has succeeded with other metallic plates.

" Mr. Moser concludes from these ex-

periments, that, when a surface has been

touched in certain parts by a body, the

former has acquired the property of con-

densing the vapors of the sub&tances, which
exercise a certain force of adhesion towards

it, acting in a different manner on the parts

touched, than on those which have not

been in contact with it. So that it would
appear that the contact would have pro-

duced in this case a modification analogous

to that of the action of light.

" Among the experiments made by Mr.
Moser, I will cite the following:—a silver

plate having been iodized during the night,

and in complete darkness,—an encrraved

agate medal, a horn ring, &c., were placed

upon the plate,which was afterwards subject-

ed to the mercurial vapor, when perfectly

distinct images of the figures engraved on
the agate, letters engraved on the metallic

plate, and the ring, &c., were seen on the

iodized silver plate.

" Plates acted upon in the same manner,
were exposed to the diffused and solar

light, and images quite as distinct were
seen to appear directly upon them. Other
experiments were made, in which the im-

pressioned plate was exposed under colored

glasses, to the solar radiations ; only trac-

ings of the images were obtained under the

red and yellow glasses, whilst under tl e

violet glasses, the images were very dis-

tinct.

" A silver plate, which had never boon

used, was polished with great care, acd
then placed under a black screen, in which
figures had been cut out ; the screen did
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not touch the plate. The apparatus was

exposed during several successive days to

the solar light. The plate having been

afterwards subjected to the mercurial va-

pors, the image of the parts cut out, ap-

peared perfectly distinct on the plate.

" The same experiment succeeded very

well with a copper-plate, by exposing it

afterwards to the vapor of iodine.

" The same result was obtained upon a

piece of looking-glass, by breathing upon it

after the contact.

" The foregoing experiments demonstrate

that modifications analogous to those which

these bodies experience under Lhe influence

of light, are formed on the surface of

polished bodies by contact. But here

follows a much more extraordinary result,

mentioned by Mr. Moser : it is, that the

same phenomenon is produced in the most

complete darkness, by bodies placed at a

distance. Mr. Moser announces this fact in

the followinoj manner: When two bodies are

sufficiently near each other ^ they imprint

thiir images respectively one on the other.

"• The experiments, illustrative of the

above fact, were made in total darkness, and

by night ; the plates, and the bodies pro-

ducing the image, were put into a closed

box, which was placed in a perfectly dark

room. The images sometimes appeared

after the action had lasted ten minutes.
'^ Mr. Moser has endeavored to find out,

whether phosphorescence was in any way
the cause of this phenomenon ; but he has

Dot been able to detect any difference be-

tween the action of a body left, during

several days, in complete darkness, and
that which had just been exposed to the

action of the solar rays. This result was

very satisfactory in an experiment with an

agate plate, which was exposed in the sun,

having half of its surface protected from the

solar rays. It was impossible to distin-

guish any difference in the image obtained

by means of this agate, on a polished silver

plate between the part exposed, and that

which had remained covered.
'* The mercurial vapors are not essential

to render manifest these phenomena: thus,

an iodized silver plate being subjected in

complete darkness to the action of a body
placed over it at a small distance, during a

8 efficient time the image appears ; and the

parts which have been most acted upon,

are blackened considerably.

'^ The only manner of explaining the

formation of distinct images in these cases,

if it be attibuted to radiations, is evidently

to admit, that these radiations diminish

very rapidly in intensity, in the ratio of

their obliquity, and this is what Mr. Moser
himself admits.

M. de Humboldt announces in his letter,

that Mr. Moser's experiments on the for-

mation of images in darkness, by means of

contact and the placing at small distances,

have been repeated with full success at

Berlin, by Mr. Aschersohn in his pre-

sence, and in that of Mr. Encke the

Astronomer.
" An ornamental engraved plate was

placed upon a highly polished silver plate

which had not been iodized, and left during
the space of twenty minutes ; the image
was but indistinctly represented on the

plate, but became more perfect by iodizing

the plate, and afterwards subjecting it to

the mercury. In another experiment a

cornelian cameo, bearing inscription, was
placed over the polished silver plate, and
the letters were perfectly legible thereon.

" Mr. Aschersohn has obtained very
distinct traces of images, by placing the

engraved metal plate at the distance of

about one third of a line from the silver

plates."

Mr. Moser thus resumes his researches

on the subject :

—

" 1 . Light acts upon all bodies, and upon
all in the same manner ; the various ac-

tions of light hitherto known, are only

particular illustrations of this general fact.

" 2. The action of light exhibits itself in

modifying bodies in such a manner, that,

after having experienced this action, they

condense the various vapors, otherwise than

they would do without it. Mr. Daguerre's

discovery rests upon that proposition, and
presents one illustration of that general

action.

"3. The vapors are condensed more or

less by the substances thus modified, ac-

cording to their elasticity, and to the

intensity of the luminous action.

" 4. It is known that the iodide of

silver begins by blackening under the in-

fluence of light.

"5. If the action of the light be pro-

longed, the iodide becomes transformed

into colored iodide.

"6. The differently refrangible rays
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have one simple and identical action, and
there exists no difference between them

;

but in the time which they take to produce

a determined effect.

"7. The blue and violet rays, and
the dark rays, discovered by Ritter,

commence rapidly the action upon the

iodide of silver ; the other rays, to produce

the same effect, require a longer time in

proportion to the refrangibility

.

"8. However, the action (5.) is more
rapidly begun, and effected by the red

and yellow rays ; the other rays employ
so much the more time in proportion as

they have a greater degree of refrangi-

bility.

"9. All bodies radiate light, even in

complete darkness.
'' This light does not appear to be allied

to phosphorescence, for there is no differ-

ence perceived, whether the bodies have
been long in the dark, or whether they

have just been exposed to day-light or even
to direct solar li,Q;ht.

"11. The rays emanating from different

bodies, act as light does upon all substan-

ces, and produce the effects pointed out (2
and 4).

" 12. These rays, which have no action

on the retina, have a greater degree of re-

frangibility than those which proceed from
the s jlar light, whether direct or diffused.

''13. Two bodies constantly imprint
their images one upon the other, even when
they are placed in complete darkness (1,
9 and 11).

"14. However, in order that the image
may be discernible, the distances of the

bodies from each other must not be very
considerable on account of the divergence
of the rays.

" 15. To render such an image visible,

any vapor may be used, as, for example,
the vapor of water, mercury, iodine, chlo-

rine, bromine, or chloride of iodine, &c.
&c.

"16. As the rays which bodies give ont

thus spontaneously, have a greater degree

of refrangibility than belongs to those

hitherto known ; it is in like manner also,

these rays which generally commence the

actions upon the other substances with the

most intensity (7).
"17. There exists latent light as well

as latent heat.

"18. When a liquid becomes vaporised,

the light which corresponds with a certain

duration of oscillation becomes latent, and

is again liberated when the vapor conden-

ses in liquid drops.
" 19. It is for that reason that the con-

densation of the vapors proc^ces in some
degree the same effects as light ; it is thus

that the part performed by the vapor is ex-

plained (2 and 15).
"20. The condensation of the vapors

on the plates acts the same as light, whether

the vapor in excess adheres simply as does

the vapor of water on the greater number
of substances, or in a permanent manner,

as does habitually mercury, or whether it

combines chemically with the substance,

as for example, the vapor of iodine with

silver.

"21. The latent light of the vapor of

mercury is yellow ; all the actions which

the yellow rays produce may be obtained

by the condensation of the vapor of mer-
cury.

" 22. The latent color of the vapor of

iodine is blue or violet ; the actions of the

blue or violet rays may be equally renro-

duced by the condensation of the vapor of

iodine.

" 23. The latent colors of chloiine, bro-

mine, chloride of iodine and of the bromide

of iodine, appear to differ but little, as to

their refrangibility, from that of the iodine

.

"24. As to the latent color of the va-

por of water, I can only say that it is n i-

ther green, yellow, orange nor red.

"25. The iodide of silver owes its sen-

sitiveness for the visible rays to the latent

light of the vapor of iodine.

"26. The iodide of silver is not more

sensible to the invisible rays than is silver

itself."

Letter from Mr. Breguet to Mr. Arago, confirm-

ing the experiments of Mr. Moser.

" The remarkable facts which have juj^t

been discovered by Professor Moser, the

communication of which was lately made
to the Academy, by Mr. Regnault, remind

me of something analogous which we have

observed from time to time on the inside

of gold watch-cases, and even in the inte-

rior of machines of which all the pieces

were made of brass.

" Every one knows that most watches

contain an inner case, on which is engrav-

ed the name'*of the maker. This inner

LIBRARY
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case is in juxtaposition with the first ; there

exist between them a space not exceeding

one-tenth of a millimetre at most. We
have often seen on the inside of the outer

case a reversed and very distinct image of
' the name engraved on the inner one.

'.' In some machines wherein pieces were

also placed at very small distances apart,

we have also seen the representation of

figures of a more or less remarkable char-

acter.

" We had considered these facts as very

curious, and had even made them known
to some of our fiiends ; but not having had
time to investigate this strange phenome-
non, we forbore, hitherto, noticing it pub-
licly.

" But now that these phenomena belong

to the domain of science, it will not be

thought out of place that we should pre-

sent these facts, without accompanying
them with any observations ; for the more
facts are multiplied, the sooner we shall

obtain an explanation of so remarkable a

phenomenon."

On the Imagesformed on the surface of a look-

ing-glass^ or any other polished body^ pro-
duced by an object placed very near that

surface, but without actual contact : by Mr.
Moser.

'' I am now able to give you some in-

formation and explanation relative to that

singular image of which your letter treats,

and that the celebrated sculptor Mr. Ranch,
saw produced on the interior of a looking-

glass placed, during a great number of

years, before an engraving from one of

Raphael's pictures, but without being in

contact with that engraving. I remember,
myself, to have seen a similar image on
porcelain, though I did not then pay much
attention to the circumstance ; a series of

experiments and observations carried out

with attention, have enabled me to study

the phenomenon, which is so well known
to those persons whose business it is to

frame and glaze engravings, that all ofthem
at Konigsbei-g speak of it as of a very com-
mon occurrence. 1 soon found, from my
first attempts, that, fortunately, it does

not require a very long period of time to

produce these images ; I obtained some on
a looking-glass at the end of two days, by
the invisible rays ; I had employed no va-

por. The glass had a whiter tint on that

part of it which was acted upon by the in-

visible rays ; the image was of a certain

distinctness but easy to rub off. In this

first experiment there was contact ; the

next step was to operate with an interven-

ing distance ; an engraved plate remained

nine days at a distance of two or three

tenths of a line from the glass ; this is more
conclusive. The image of the engraved

part of the plate was as distinct on the glass

as when in immediate contact with it.

" I have obtained these same images on'

copper, brass, zinc, and even on gold, in

five days ; they are of great delicacy of

detail, but easily destroyed by the touch.

Having already established that there does

not exist any efi'ect produced by a certain

kind of rays, which may not also be ob-

tained by rays of another refrangibility, I

was necessarily led to foresee that the phe-

nomena should be the same, if I employed
the visible rays at a proper degree of in-

tensity. I easily succeeded in obtaining

these images, which I call Ranches ima-
ges^ by means of the solar light upon cop-

per, zinc, silver, and brass. Occupied as

I am at present in making other experi-

ments which interest me peculiarly, I have

not been able to study the phenomenon in

rarefied air ; it is moreover a common
thing to find some of Rauch's images in the

interior of our watches. If we take ofi"the

outer case, we shall find represented on it,

especially on the brass caps, different parts

of the interior of the watch. These ima-

ges are also of a whitish cast, and are ef-

faced by friction ; they become more in-

tense by breathing on, or iodizing them. I

hope soon to be able to communicate to

you some curious results on the transmis-

sion of invisible rays through certain sub-

stances."

On the Images produced on the surface of a

polished Metal, by the proximity of another

body, by Mr. Moser.

'* I hasten to acquaint you with my new

researches on the formation of the images

produced by the action of the invisible rays.

When these rays have produced their ef-

fect, the image can only be made apparent

by breathing on the plate, or by exposing

it to a vapor of a more elevated tension.

If the invisible i ays have acted for a long

time (as is the case with the engravings

placed opposite, but without contact to a
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looking-glass), the humidity of the atmos-

phere suffices to bring out the impression.

This humidity becomes condensed on the

parts which have experienced the action

of the rays ; the vapors adhere to those

parts. The image has the same appear-

ance as when the mercurial vapors adhere

to a plate subjected to the Daguerrean pro-

cess. This explanation, on the satisfacto-

ry nature of which no doubt remains on my
mind, has led me to adopt the following in-

ferences. I have already proved that rays

of every degree of refrangibility, produce

the same effects ; but they require a cer-

tain length of time. If, then, the invisible

rays condense the vapors contained in the

air, the visible rays must produce the same

effect if they are made to act during a suf-

ficient time, and with a great degree of in-

tensity. A plate may remain for a con-

siderable time exposed to the sun's rays,

and though elevated to a high temperature,

it will become covered with dew. Last year

I exposed in the sun, during several hours,

some metal plates and pieces of glass cov-

ered with paper screens, in which I had

cut out certain parts, and I obtained some

very distinct images representing the pat-

tern, or the parts of the screen cut out.

These images were entirely similar to those

you have sent me, and which have been

formed in the course of a number of years

near and opposite an engraving. In my
experiment, the vapor of the atmosphere

had been precipitated on the plates, though

these latter were not in the least below the

temperature of the air, which is a condi-

tion required for the formation of ordinary

dew. 1 am obliged to admit that there are

two bodies which emanate from the sun

—

light and heat. In respect to tlie actions

performed in the composition of dew, these

two forces possess properties which are di-

ametrically opposite. Our theory of the

formation of dew was not, therefore, com-
plete ; we did not know the action which

light performed in that phenomenon. To
show how heat may favor the formation of

images and the adhesion of humidity, I

will remind you, that in my experiments

the jelevation of temperature in a brass

plate, engraved with a graver, favors the

production of images. The vapor con •

denses itself very rapidly on the polished

plate, which is in contact with the engraved

plate, though the latter be strongly heated.

In the production of these images, immedi-

ate contact is not at all necessary ; the two
plates—the one which gives and the one

which receives—are separated by the in-

terposition of slips of mica. The heat will

still favor the production of the images,

but the action will be slower and weaker.

When you heat too much after the image
has been formed, the condensed vapor is

again dissipated. I was very much plea-

sed to learn that you had been kind enough
to communicate my last letter to the Aca-
demy of Sciences. In accordance with

your advice, I have sent to the Academy
of Berlin some images produced by invisi-

ble rays, and I have at the same time* sub-

mitted my doubts on the identity of light

and heat. I am still occupied with experi-

ments on latent light ; it is a very difficult

study, and requires much repose and pa-

tienl^perseverance.

"

On the causes which co-operate in the produc-

tion of Mosefs Images^ by Mr. Fizeau.

"
. . . . Since my return I have

been actively engaged in examining the

singular phenomena observed by Mr.

Moser, and I hope, in a short time, to have

the honor to present to the Academy some

remarks on this subject. I shall, therefore,

at present confine myself to speak of the

general results which I have obtained.

" Most of the experiments I have hither-

to made, have confirmed the facts announ-

ced ; but I must say, that all of them have

led me to consider the subject in quite a

different light from Mr. Moser.
" Far from thinking that we must admit

new radiations emanating from all bodies,

even in complete darkness, and subject in

their radiation to special laws, I am con-

vinced that no species of radiation need be

invoked in the explanation of these phe-

nomena ; but that they must rather be at-

tributed to the known facts which I am
going to mention.

"1st. Most of the bodies on which we
operate, have the surface covered with a

slight film, or coating of organic matter,

bearing some analogy to greasy substances,

and moreover, volatile, or at least suscep-

tible of being carried off by the vapor of

water
'* 2nd. When you condense a vapor on

a polished surface, if the different parts of

this surface are unequally soiled by foreign
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substances, even in extremely small quan-

tities, the condensation takes place in a

manner which is visibly different on the

various parts of that surface.
'* When, therefore, you place a polished

and pure surface in contact with any body
having an unequal surface, or at a small

distance from it, a part of the volatile-or-

ganic matter, with which this last surface

is covered, will be condensed on the polish-

ed surface, in presence of which it is

placed ; and as I have supposed that the

surface of the opposite body was covered

with inequalities, or raised and sunken

parts, that is to say, that the different parts

of it^ surface were unequally distant from

the polished surface, a transfer of unequal

quantities of organic matter on the differ-

ent parts of this surface, will be the result;

the polished surface will have received

more of this organic-matter at the points

which correspond with the projections of

the opposite surface ; it will have received

less at those points corresponding with the

sunken or hollow parts ; the result will

therefore be a sort of image, but which is

generally invisible. If you then cause a

vapor to be condensed upon this polished

surface, it will be affected in the manner I

have pointed out above, that is to say, the

condensation takes place in a manner visi-

bly different at the different points ; in a

word, the invisible image becomes visible.

These are, in brief, the notions which I

have gained from my experiments on the

subject of the newly discovered phenomena,
observed by Mr. Moser. Doubtless, un-

der this aspect, their study is less interest-

ing than the phenomenon discovered by the

Konigsberg philosophers, yet the singular

action, which appears to belong to this or-

ganic matter we have spoken of, and which
is found at the surface of almost all bodies,

allows us to hope that we shall obtain some
further elucidation on its nature and pro-

perties, hitherto so little known."

ON THE FORMATION OF MOSEr's IMAGES.

Extract ofa letterfrom Mr. Knorr., communi-
cated by Mr. Breguet to the Academy of Sci-

ences.

" I devoted four weeks in studying and
pursuing the discoveries lately made on in-

visible light by Mr. Moser of Konigsberg,

and have written a short report on the sub-
ject, which I read at a meeting of our

learned society, on the 7th (19th) Novem-
ber, 184;J. On that occasion, I only en-

tered into the relation of new facts which I

had discovered, unaccompanied by theo-

retic speculations ; but I believe that these

fact will sufficiently prove that all the ac-

tions which Mr. Moser attributes to in-

visible light, owe their origin to heat. In
accordance with this, I have created an en-

tirely new art which I have named thermo-
graphy ; for I have found that visible im-
ages can be obtained without any conden-
sation of vapor on the plates, and simply

by the action of heat. There are three

different methods for accomplishing this '.

by the first, images may be obtained in

eight seconds, and up to sixteen seconds

;

but the operation is not always successful.

The second appears to me to be only ap-

plicable with bodies which are not very

good conductors of heat. The third is to

be preferred, because, by it you succeed

better, and almost invariably ; but eight or

ten minutes are required to produce an

image. I have made experiments upon
platina, gold, and silver coin, on engraved

copper and brass plates, engraved stones,

steel and glass plates, and even on copper-

plate engraving ; and I obtained images on

copper-plates plated with silver or with

pure copper upon steel and brass."

At the same period, (the 13th Februa-

ry, 1843,) Mr. Fizeau reminded Mr. Ara-

go, that in consequence of his first com-
munication, he then already considered

these new facts, (that is to say, the forma-

tion of those images which are seen on a

polished surface, when objects are placed

very near that surface), in opposition to

Mr. Moser's opinion, as being foreign to

every kind of radiation, and that he attri-

buted them to the well known fact, that

there exist greasy and volatile particles

which cover the surface of most bodies.

Mr. Karsten^s Experiments relative to the For-

mation of Mosefs Images.
" Mr. Karsten (the son of the minera-

logist of that name) has found, that when
a medal is laid upon a glass-plate, beneath

which a metal plate has been placed,

and the spark of an electrical machine is

made to fall upon the medal, an image is

produced on the upper surfaceof the glass.

If the medal rests on the several plates of

glass, the last being in contact with a metal
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plate, the electric spark causes images to

appear on all the plates, but only on their

upper surfaces. The weakest images are

those produced on the plates which are the

farthest from the medal. These images

are only rendered visible by being exposed

to the vapor of iodine, or to that of mer-
cury. The electrical spark is indispens-

able. Mr. Karsten has not succeeded with

the electricity of the battery. " I have

witnessed Mr. Karsten's experiments.

The effect is instantaneous, and the images

obtained are of the greatest purity.

The electricity emanating from the pro-

jecting or convex parts of the medal, with

greater intensity than from the others,

changes the molecular state of the plates

of glass as it penetrates lower into its sub-

stance. The image becomes visible by
slightly breathing on it. The aqueous va-

por is deposited in infinitely small drops

upon all the parts, the molecular state of

which has changed ; whilst it is spread uni-

formly over those parts of the surface of

the plate at which the electricity has not

sensibly affected it. The image only be-

comes really visible by the presence of the

minute drops above-mentiond.

Mr. Poggendorff having become ac-

quainted with Mr. Moser's experiments,

applied himself immediately to repeat and
vary them. From the results he obtained

he thinks that heat alone is the agent in

the production of these phenomena, and
that Mr. Moser is wrong in attributing

them to the action of the obscure rays.

Thence he insists that the new art should

take the name of Thermography.
The following are some of the most curi-

ous experiments made by Mr. Knorr.

Unfortunately, though simple enough, they

are not even, in his opinion, sufficiently

constant in their results to enable him to

establish upon them scientific laws.

Over the flame of a Berzelius lamp he
laid a sheet ofcopper twenty inches square;

upon that the plates which were to receive

the impressions, and upon the latter the

object to be copied. The whole was then
slowly heated to the degree at which a well-

polished copper-plate begins to change
color, when the lamp was extinguished and
the plates and model withdrawn.

At a constant temperature of centi-

grade both for the plates and objects to be
copied, the action was scarcely perceptible

1 I

though the contact was prolonged in suc-

cessive operations, during intervals vary-

ing from 2 to 9 hours.

By Mr. Moser's process the same en-

graved plate brought into contact with a

highly polished copper plate, and after-

wards exposed to between 20 and 25 de-

grees of cold, during 10 and 12 hours,

gave an image of remarkable distinctness

and vigor.

Having lowered the temperature of the

same objects, by exposing them in the cold

during 2 hours, and having then placed

them in contact, the circumstances and

exposition being the same as above, no re-

sult was obtained.

Mr. Knorr, it is seen, has obtained visi-

ble images without any condensation of va-

por, and by the sole action of heat.

He also made the following experiment

:

Having polished a copper plate with

some nitrate of mercury, he deprived it of

all excess of the latter by copiously wash-

ing it in pure water. Then when it was
dry, he rubbed it with a piece of soft lea-

ther, and a few drops of mercury, so as to

give it the appearance of a looking-glass.

He then placed an engraving very gently

on the plate thus prepared, and having put

upon it several sheets of paper, he obtained

a perfect contact by pressing the whole

with a thick plate of glass, and left it for

the space of between 1 and 2 hours ;* then

subjected the plate to the vapors of mer-

cury very gently heated ; at the end of a

few seconds the image began to appear :

the mercurial vapors whitened all that

corresponded with the white parts of the

engraving, of which he obtained an identi-

cal representation, though rather faint.

The same plate being exposed during a

few instants over an iodine-box, the vapor

adhered to the parts that had not been

modified by the mercury and blackened

them.

The impressions resulting from the va-

pors of mercury and iodine, resemble in a

great degree the Daguerrean images, and

are equally liable to be effaced.

Communication receivedfrom Mr. N. P. Lere-

hours, addressed to Mr. J. Egerton, Sept. 3,

1843.

" The Academy of Sciences has recent-

* This duration may be much diminished by-

heating the plate very slightly.
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ly received some coranmnications relative

to photography. Messrs. Choiselet and
St. Ratel, and Messrs. Belfield, Lefevre,

and Faucault, have recently called the

attention of the learned, and of experimen-
talists in that branch of science, to some
new processes, which would tend to modify
the ideas hitherto entertained relative to

certain photographical operations.
" We shall begin by giving a brief no-

tice of the modification proposed by Messrs.

Choiselet and St. Ratel, as set forth in

their note on the subject submitted to the

Academy.
" Having gone through a series of ex-

periments which we need not at present

describe, these gentlemen have been induc-
ed, in consequence of the observations

they made on them, to consider in a new
light the chemical reactions which take

place in the course of the Daguerrean ope-
rations, and, after having carefully exam-
ined the action of the accelerating agents,

they have obtained some novel results, and
have arrived at certain conclusions, which
we shall recapitulate in a few words.

"It is well known that the coating of

iodide of silver, formed on the surface of a

Daguerrean plate, which has been subject-

ed to the action of the iodine, is reduced
in volume under the influence of light, so

as to give rise to the formation of a sub-io-

dide, on the parts upon which the light has
acted. The formation of this sub-iodide

cannot take place without setting free a
certain quantity of iodine, which tends, on
the one hand, to combine with the iodide

thus reduced in volume, and, on the other,

to attack the silver of the plate. It is,

therefore, only at the end of a certain time,

which may be longer or shorter, that this

iodine becomes entirely absorbed by the
plate, and that the latter may be withdrawn
from the camera, without fearing that the
action of the free iodine should destroy the

effect produced by the light.

"Messrs. Choiselet and St. Ratel are of

opinion, that the only means of accelerat-

ing the formation of the Daguerrean image,
is to abridge the time during which the ab-
sorption of the free iodine takes place.

" Adopting this theory, it is easy to

form an idea of the accelerating action of

the bromine, of the chloride of iodine, and
of the bromide of iodine. These substan-

ces, which have a very great affinityJor
iodine^ unite intimately with the iodide

which covers the plate, and absorb the

iodine as fast as it is liberated : only there

is reason to apprehend that the combina-

tion thus formed may be decomposed when
coming in contact with the silver plate,

by giving rise to compounds which im-

pede the action of light, and alter the vigor

of the image ; thus rendering it necessary

to subject the plate immediately to the ac-

tion of the mercury.
" This also explains why exposing the

plate too long a time in the bromine-box

gives a clouded image ; for when that hap-

pens, instead of merely impregnating the

coating of iodide, the bromine reaches the

silver of the plate and produces a bromide

of silver, which is very injurious to the dis-

tinctness of the image.
" Lastly, they come to the conclusion that

if, by the addition of new substances, the

affinity of the accelerating vapor of the

iodine can be augmented, the acceleration

will become yet more considerable. This

effect Messrs. Choiselet and St. Ratel have

succeeded in obtaining, by employing

various substances which they add to the

bromine.
" Thus, they use one mixture composed

of bromine and hydrobromic acid ; another

composed of 10 grammes of bromine and

3 of hydrobromic ether : they have also

added to the bromine, as usually sold, some

oil of naphtha ; again, they have likewise

substituted for bromine alone, some bro-

mine into which 5 or 6 drops of oxydric

alcohol had been poured.
" As to the manner of employing these

compounds, they have adopted the follow-

ing process : in a bottle of the capacity of

2 decilitres they place, once for all, from

20 to 25 grammes of the accelerating sub-

stance ; then, with a small graduated

syringe, made to contain 1 centilitre, and

terminated by a tapering point, they draw

from the bottle about half a centilitre of

the vapor which float therein. They in-

ject this vapor into the bromine -box, by

means of a small opening, which they

afterwards close : nothing remains but to

let the vapor mingle with the atmosphere

of the box, which is done whilst iodizing

the plate : the rest of the operation is per-

formed in the ordinary way.
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*' Let us now direct our attention to the

innovations of Messrs. Belfield, Lefevre,

and Leon Foucault.
" Mr. Daguerre has long since consi-

dered that the polishing of the plates was
attended with the effect of leaving on their

surface a very thin coating of organic mat-
ter, which he imagined to be always

prejudicial to the vigor of the proof ; and
he has thought it possible to remedy the

evil by a modification in that important

operation. This modification, of which we
have given (he details in the course of this

work, has not, in the opinion of Messrs.

Belfield, Lefevre, and Foucault, the good
effects that Mr. Daguerre attributes to it.

They think that, instead of its depriving

the plate of the coating of organic sub-

stances, it only spreads it uniformly over
the surface. We intend further on to say
a few words on the opinion of Mr. Da-
guerre ; but one thing is certain, that the

notion of the inadequacy of Mr. Daguer-
re 's process above referred to, whether
correct or erroneous, has led Messrs Bel-
field and Lefevre to propose the following

process, which we give our readers without,
in any way, guaranteeing its merits.

" The plate is polished with pounce
and unrectijied spirits of turpentine ; the

evaporation leaves on the surface of
the plate a greyish pulverulent coating,

of which it can be divested with the
greatest facility, by rubbing it with a
pledget of dry cotton. There then only
remains on the polished surface of the
silver a very thin filmy coating, which is

rendered still thinner by rubbing the plate

with a tampon^ steeped in alcohol at 45
degrees of strength, which is afterwards
absorbed by a little powdered starch. The
resinous coating is thereby uniformly
spread over the plate, which will be ascer-

tained by breathing on it. If it is not so

spread, the various operations we have just

enumerated must be again gone through.
" The plate is then placed over the

iodine-box, and left until it assuraes to the
eye a greenish color (that of an Athens
green), and when seen by the reflection of
a paper, of a rose-color, bearing some
analogy to that of the Provins rose.

" The plate is then exposed to the action

of the bromine, and, for this purpose, a
'

particular and very ingenious process is

employed.
" Place in the bromine-box, at one of

its sides, a cup, the rim of which is ground

quite flat ; on the edge of this cup place a

piece of ground plate-glass
;
you then pour

in 5 centigrammes of a solution of bro-

mide of potassium, which contains one

gramme of solid bromide in a pure state,

and 20 grammes of water. You add to

this solution a drop of nitric acid. You
then shut the box, the lid of which be-

comes saturated with the vapor of bromine,

and when you suppose this saturation to be
complete, you incline the box, so as to

make the glass lid which covers the half of

the cup, slide on to it to shut in the vapor.

Nothing then remains, but to put the plate

in the box ; the rest of the operation be-

ing performed in the ordinary way.

"The bromine process of Messrs.

Choiselet and St. Ratel, may be substi-

tuted for the one we have just described.

" One word more on this process.

"If we follow the opinion of Mr.
Daguerre, who is certainly a competent

authority on the subject, this process of

Messrs. Belfield and Foucault does not

present any other advantage, than that of

abridging the polishing of the plate, and of

leaving on the surface of the silver a resi-

nous coating, which absorbs the free iodine

which is so injurious, according to the

opinion of Messrs. Choiselet and St Ratel,

with which Mr. Daguerre entirely coin-

cides.

" This perhaps would tend to explain

how it is, that this process does accelerate

a little the formation of the images ; but

as to the ideas which have led Messrs.

Belfield and Foucault to consider the pre-

sence of this organic coating as necessary^

and to believe that an image could not be

produced on a plate, whose surface should

be chemically pure, Mr. Daguerre consi-

ders them as quite erroneous.
" To resume our opinion on this subject,

this process is new ; but we may add, that

the advantages which it offers are not Jret

sufficiently evident ; and if we abstain from

giving a definite opinion on the subject, it

is because we think it will be easy for those

of our readers who are experimentalists to

test its merits."
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NOTE ON THE TITHONOTYPE, BY DR. DRA-
PER.

{Extracted from the London., Edinburgh and
Dublin Philosophical Magazinefor Septem-

ber, 1843.)

In the number of this journal for May-

last, I described a process for obtaining

tithonotypes, or copies of the surface of

Daguerreotypes, by means of gelatine.

A very important improvement on that

process, an improvement which, indeed,

has brought it almost at once to perfection,

has been effected ;—this is, to copy the

surface in copper by the Electrotype after

it has been previously fixed by the agency
of a film of gold.

Those who are conversant with these

matters will see at once that this is a very

diffdrent thing from the abortive attempts

which were made early in the history of

the Daguerreotype. Many artists endea-

vored to transfer its surface by precipitat-

ing copper upon it ; among others, I made
trials of the kind. The results ot those

abortive attempts were mere shadowy re-

presentations which could be seen in cer-

tain lights, and which were very unsatisfac-

tory in their effect.

The beautiful tithonotypes that are now
so common in this city, are made in the

following way : The Daguerreotype plate

is carefully gilt by M. Fizeau's process,

taking care that the film of gold is neither

too thick nor too thin. The proper thick-

ness is readily attained after a little prac-

tice. The plate is then kept a day or two,

so that it may become enfilmed with air.

The back and edges being varnished, cop-

per is to be deposited upon it in the usual

way, the process occupying from twelve to

twenty hours. If the plate has been pro-

perly gilt, and the process conducted suc-

cessfully, the tithonotype readily splits off

from the Daguerreotype.

The reader will understand, that, when
the process succeeds, the Daguerreotype
plate will be uninjured, and the tithono-

type a perfect copy of it. If any portions

are blue or white, or flesh-colored, they will

be seen in the same colors in the tithono-

type : the intensity of light and shadow is

also given with accuracy, and indeed, the

copy is a perfect copy in all respects of the

original. A great advantage is also obtain-

ed in the "reversal that takes place : the

right side of the tithonotype corresponds to

the right side of the original object, and

the left to the left. In the Daguerreotype

it is not so.

Copper tithonotypes were first made in

this city, (New York,) by Mr. Endicott,

a lithographic artist of distinction.

There is no great difficulty in obtaining

from these tithonotypes duplicate copies.

An expert artist can multiply them one

from another.

The problem of multiplying the beauti-

ful productions of M. Daguerre is therefore

solved.

I will take this opportunity of making a

remark which I intended to have inserted

in my paper " On the rapid Detithonizing

Power of certain Gases and Vapors."

Amateurs, in the Daguerreotype process,

are often annoyed by the want of success

which frequently attends them. They as-

cribe to the atmosphere, or to the light,

or to other causes, their inability to obtain

impressions. Most of these mischances

are due to the accidental presence

of the vapor of iodine, or other electro-

negative bodies, in the chamber or about

the apparatus. It is incredible what a

brief exposure to these vapors will entirely

destroy a picture before it is mercurialized.

If the iodine box or the bromine bottle is

kept in the same room with the mercury

apparatus, that circumstance in itself is

often sufficient to insure an uniform

want of success. If the little frame which

fits into the back of the camera, and which

holds the silver plate, be used in the iodi-

zing process, as is often the case, the small

quantity of vapor it absorbs will destroy

every picture, or, at all events, increase

the time required in the camera enormous-

ly. The reason of this is easily understood.

Suppose a plate, in such a frame, be placed

in the camera, or what comes to the same

thing, suppose a particle of iodine has fall-

en into the camera, or that the wood has

in any way absorbed an electro-negative

vapor ; as fast as the light makes its im-

pression pn the sensitive surface, the vapor

detithoni^es it, and unless the light is quite

intense or the exposure much prolonged, a

very feeble proof, or no proof at all, will be

obtained. In the same way the difficulties are

greatly increased in the process of mercuri-

alisation, for, the temperature resorted to

being high, if there is the least particle of io-

dine about the box, the picture will b ineve-
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itably and instantly detithonised and ruin-

ed.

We ought, therefore, never to allow

iodine, or bromine, or chlorine, to have ac-

cess to the apartment or the apparatus in

which Daguerreotype operations are being

conducted.

PHOSPHORUS AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Phosphorus is a simple non-metalic

substance, having a specific gravity of 1 .7
;

melting at 100° and boiling at 650°
; its

equivalent by weight is 12.

It is prepared by burning bones to white-

ness in an open fire ; the animal matter is

driven ofi", and nearly pure phosphate of

lime, a compound of phosphoric acid and
lime, remains. The phosphate of lime re-

duced to fine powder, is next mixed with

sulphuric acid and water ; the proportions

are, one part of the salt and three-fourths

of its weight of sulphuric acid mixed with

an equal weight of water. These ingre-

dients, mixed together in a large mortar,

are to be constantly stirred, and to have

added to the mass asmallquantity of water

from time to time, until it becomes fluid.

In this process the sulphuric acid unites

with a portion of the lime, and .sets free

phosphoric acid, which, combining with the

undecomposed part of the phosphate, forms

a super-phosphate of lime, which is soluble

in water and may be separated by the fil-

ter from the insoluble sulphate of lime.

The fluid is then to be evaporated to the

consistence of syrup, to which is to be add-

ed as much powdered charcoal as will ren-

der it solid on exposing this in an earthen

retort to a strong fire ; the phosphoric acid

willbe'decomposed and phosphorus distilled

over ; which must be collected under water

by connecting to the beak of the retort a

tin tube made to dip into a vessel of water.

In conducting the operation it is neces-

sary to pay attention to several particulars;

in the first place, the materials must be

thoroughly dried before they are put into

the retort, and that vessel must be coated

with WiUis' lute, to prevent the escape of

phosphorus through its pores. When the

retort is exposed to heat, the neck of the

retort and tin tube should be frequently

warmed, to prevent the phosphorus which
is distilled from congealing there and stop-

ping up the passage for the free exit of

gaseous substances, and thence causing ac-

cidents

Phosphorus was formerly prepared from

urine, which was first evaporated to dry-

ness, and then exposed to a high tempera-

ture, the carbon of the animal matter de-

composing the phosphoric acid which urine

contains. It may also be prepared by
adding to urine the nitrate of lead. Phos-
phate of lead is precipitated, which, when
dried, mixed with about a fourth of its

weight of charcoal, and exposed to a high

temperature, is decomposed, and phospho-

rus distilled over.

Phosphorous obtained in this manner,
contains a small admixture of the phosphu-
ret of carbon, formed during the process,

which gives it a reddish color ; it must be

purified by a second distillation.

Phosphorus has a waxy consistency, is

colorless or nearly so, and transparent ; it

takes fire when gently heated in the air,

even when pressed between the fingers.

When burned in oxygen a very dazzling

light is produced ; it may be burned under

hot water, when a stream of oxygen gas is

brought in contact with it by means of a

narrow tube. Phosphorus burns in nitric

and nitrous oxides and in chlorine ; by
friction it aslo soon inflames. Phospho-

rus is soluble in alcohol, ether, the voli-

tile and fixed oils, but insoluble in water,

under which fluid it is always preserved.

Hydrophosphorus Acid.—This acid

is prepared by digesting in water the phos-

phuret of barytes, when phosphate of bary-
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' tes and hyphosphate of barytes are form-

ed ; the former is insoluble, the latter solu-

ble, and are separated by filtration. The
barytes is then to be seperated by sulphu-

ric acid, and the hj/phosphorus acid is

held in solution ; when its solution is con-

centrated by evaporation it has the pro-

perty of deoxidating several substances,

and precipitating many metals in the me-
talic form.

Phosphorus Acid.—When phospho-

rus is inflamed in a smaller quantity of

air than is "necessary for its combination, or

when phosphorus is exposed to the air at

natural temperatures, phosphorus acid is

found combined with phosphoric acid. It

may, however, be prepared by putting in-

to a tubulated retort a piece of dry phos-

phorus, placing over it some of the bichlo-

ride of mercury in powder, and exposing

them to heat. In this process, the phos-

phorus unites with one part of chlorine,

from the bichloride forming the protochlo-

ride of phosphorus, which, when mixed

with water, a mutual decomposition takes

place, the chlorine and hydrogen combine,

the oxygen and phosphorus forming mu-
riatic and phosphorus acids by heating

the mixture till it becomes of a thick con-

sistence, the muriatic acid and part of the

water is driven off, and the phosphorus

acid with a part of the water becomes a

solid crystalline mass. It has a sour taste,

foetid smell, reddens, vegetable blues, and

when exposed to heat is decomposed*.

Phosphorus is disengaged and phosphoric

acid remains.

Phosphoric Acid.-—This acid may be

easily prepared by burning a piece of phos-

phorous in a large quantity of atmospheric

air. By this process the oxygen of the air

unites with the phosphorus, forming a

white bulky powder, which must be col-

lected and put into stoppered bottles, as it

is very deliquescent. Phosphoric acid is,

however, prepared in large quantities, by
adding to super-phosphate of lime carbon-

ate of ammonia, by which process carbon-

ic acid is given off, the ammonia, uniting

with the superabundance of phosphoric

acid, remains in solution, and the phos-

phate of lime is precipitated. These are

separated by filtration, and the phosphate

of ammonia being evaporated to dryness, is

next heated in a silver or platina crucible,

the ammonia is driven off and the phos-

phoric acid remains behind, deprived of a
great part of its water, forming as it cools

a transparent colorless glass, and contain-

ing one -fourth of its weight of water. If

nitric acid be gently heated in a tubular
retort, and small pieces ofphosphorus from
time to time added, until no more is dis-

solved, the nitric acid is decomposed, fur-

nishing oxygen to the phosphorus and
giving off nitric oxide. Phosphoric acid
is deliquescent and very soluble in water, is

very sour, not corrosive, reddens vegeta-

ble blues, and is sublimed by exposure to

heat in close vessels. It acts upon glass

and silica, unites with salifiable basis, and
gives off phosphorus when heated with in-

flamable matter.

Phosphuretted Hydrogen :—Is pre-

pared by putting into a small retort forty

grains of phosphorus, fifty grains of caus-

tic potash, and sixty drops of water, and
heating them gently by a spirit lamp held
in the hand ; the gas may be collected over
the pneumatic trough. Another method
by which a purer gas is prepared, consists

in nearly filling a glass retort with muriatic

acid, diluted with several times its weight

of water, and introducing into it the phos-

phuret of calcium. In both these process-

es, water is decomposed ; the hydrogen
uniting with the phosphorous forms the

compound in question ; in the first in-

stance both the gas and phosphoric acid

are formed ; in the latter process the oxy-

gen unites with the calcium, producing

lime which combines with the muriatic

acid and forms the muriate of lime; Phos-
phuretted hydrogen takes fire when it

comes in contact with atmospheric air. A
violent explosion takes place when it is

suddenly mixed with one and a half times

its volume of oxygen gas, phosphoric acid

and water being the result of its combus-
tion. When the gas is conducted into

chlorine, a beautiful green light is produ-

ced. Muriatic acid and perchloride of

phosphorus are the products. Phosphu-
retted hydrogen has a disagreeable odor;

water absorbs about five per cent, it is de-

composed by iodine and potassium, and de-

tonates with nitrous and nitric oxides. It is

absorbed in large quantities by sulphate of

copper and chloride of lime, which are em-
ployed to ascertain its purity, as they do

not absorb any other gas with which it

may be contaminated.
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BiPHOSPHURETTED HyDROGEN. This

gas is prepared by exposing to the action

of heat phosphorus acid and water, in a

small glass retort ; in this process the

oxygen of part of the acid and part of the

water convert the other part of the acid

into phosphoric acid, the remaining part of

the phosphorus unites with the hydrogen of

the decomposed water, and forms the

biphosphuretted hydrogen. It does not

detonate spontaneously, but when mixed
with oxygen and inflamed a violent explo-

sion takes place. In chlorine it inflames

spontaneously, and is sparingly absorbed in

water.

Chloride of Phosphorus.—The chlo-

ride of phophorus is made by passing the

vapor of phosphorus over corrosive subli-

mate, contained in a glass tube. When
pure it is a clear liquid—does not redden

litmus paper, but emits white fumes when
exposed to the action of atmospheric air,

when mixed with water a mutual decom-
position takes place, muriatic acid and
phosphoric acid being formed.

Bichloride of Phosphorus. — This

compound is formed when phosphorus is

introduced into a jar of chlorine gas, it

takes fire, and a white substance, the

perchloride of phosphorus, concretes on the

sides of the vessel. It volatilizes at a tem-

perature below 212^ and may be made to

crystalize by fusion under pressure.

Phosphate of Lithia.—Add phos-

phuric acid to a carbonate of lithia, warm-
ing the solution, when the carbonic acid

will be expelled and the phosphate of

lithia is precipitated in white flocks.

Phosphate of Potassa.—Is prepared

by neutralizing the super-phosphate of
lime, obtained by the action of sulphuric

acid on burned bones, with carbonate of
potassa. It is deliquescent, and has not
been procured in regular crystals.

Phosphate of Lime. — This is the

compound which forms the solid portion of
bones ; it is also the principal ingredient

of many urinary concretions. It is easily

obtained by exposing bones to a red heat,

in an open fire, by which means the animal
matter is destroyed. It is insoluble in

water, but very readily disolved by phos-
phuric and nitric acids.

Phosphite of Ammonia.—Is prepared
by adding ammonia to concentrated phos-
phuric acid, until a precipitate appears";

and then applying heat, the precipitate

will be dissolved from the solution, and
.upon cooling crystals will be formed in

shape of shombic prisms.

Phosphate of Mercury.—Is made by
adding to a solution of the pernitrate of
mercury a neutral phosphate.

Believing that phosphorus in some form
has more or less to do with the formation
of colored images on the daguerreotype
plate we here give a description of it and
its compounds at greater length than we
otherwise should. Mr. Daguerre's experi-

ments have already proved this, as well as

many of Mr. Niepce's. At all events, it

is well for every Daguerreotypist to be as

thoroughly acquainted as possible with all

substances having the least ccMinexion with
the science of photography.
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From La Lumiere.

THE HELIOOHROMOTYPE OP M. NIEPOE DE ST. VICTOR.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY EDWARD ANTHONY ESQ.

A communication of tlie highest interest

to Heliography is due to M. Niepce de

St. Victor. This skillful experimenter,

deposited on the 4th of March last, at the

ofl&ce of the secretary of the Academy of

Sciences, a sealed enclosure concerning the

coloring by light of heliographic images.

Publications that have made their appear-

ance abroad have determined him to de-

mand the opening of his letter, or rather

his memoir, before having brought his ex-

periments to perfection. We think it but

right to leave it to himself to render an
^

account of his discovery to the readers of

La Lumiere.

HELIOCHROMIE.

BY M. NIEPCE DE ST. VICTOR.

Extractfrom a memoir on a relation existing

between the tint of certain colored flames^

and heliographic images colored by the light.

I deposited with the Academy of

Sciences on the 4th of March last, a very

detailed memoir on this subject. I pro-

ceed now to give an analysis of it as suc-

cinctly as possible.

It is known that a plate of silver plunged

into a solution of sulphate of copper and

chloride of sodium, at the same time that

the solution is rendered electro positive by

means of a galvanic battery, becomes chlo-

ridized, and is rendered susceptible of a

change of color when it is withdrawn from

the bath and receives the action of the

light.

It is known, moreover, that M. Edmund
Becquerel, on exposing this plate to the

colored rays of the solar spectrum has ob-

tained an image of that spectrum, so that

the red ray produced on the plate a red

image, the violet ray a violet image, and so

of the other colors.

Having formed the idea from what I

had observed, that there might exist a re-

lation between the color that a substance

communicates to flame, and the color that

light produces on a plate of silver which

has been chloridized with the substance

which colors that flame, I undertook the

series of experiments which I am now about

to submit to the Academy.

The bath in which I plunged the plate

of silver was formed of water saturated with

chlorine, to which I added a chloride which

possessed the property of giving to flame

the color which I desired to reproduce on

the plate.

It is known that the chloride of stronti-

um imparts a purple color to flames in

general, and to that of alcohol in particu-

lar.

If a plate of silver be prepared by pass-

ing it into water saturated with chlorine to

which chloride of strontium has been added,

and the surface of a picture colored in red

and other colors be then applied to the

plate, and exposed to the light of the sun,

after ten or fifteen minutes, it will be re-

marked that the colors of the image are re-

produced on the plate, but that the red ig

much more decided than the other colors.

When it is desired to reproduce succes-

sively the six other rays of the solar spec-

trum, the same course is pursued as has

just been pointed out for the red ray, by

employing for orange the chloride of calci-

um, or that of uranium ; for yellow the hy-

pochlorate of soda, or the chloride of sodi-

um, or of potassium, as well as pure liquid

chlorine ; for if a plate of pure silver be

plunged into liquid chlorine for some time

and then exposed to the flame of an alco-

hol lamp , it produces a beautiful yellow

flame.
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If a plate of silver be plunged into liquid

chlorine, or exposed to its vapor (but in

this latter case the ground of the plate re-

mains always dark, although the colors are

produced,) all the colors will be developed

by the action of light, but the yellow alone

will possess brilliancy. I have obtained a

most beautiful yellow by means of a bath

composed of water slightly acidulated with

hydrochloric acid and holding in solution a

salt of copper.

The green ray is obtained by means of

boracic acid or chloride of nickel, as well as

by all the salts of copper.

The blue ray is produced by the double

chloride of copper and ammonia.

The indigo ray with the same substance.

The violet ray is procured by the help

of chloride of strontium and sulphate of

copper.

In fine, if alcohol slightly acidulated

with hydrochloric acid be set on fire there

results a yellow, blue, and greenish flame

^

and if a plate of silver be prepared with

water acidulated with hydrochloric acid, all

these colors are produced by the action of

light ; but the ground of the plate is always

black, and this preparation of the plate can

only be made by the aid of a galvanic bat-

tery.

It appears, therefore, that all the sub-

stances which produce colored flames yield

also colored images under the action of

light.

If I take now all the substances which

give no color to flame, I shall in like man-

ner produce with them images uncolored

by light ; that is to say, a negative image

alone will appear on the plate, with no

colors but black and white, as in ordinary

photography.

Certain substances yield white flames, as

the chloride of antimony, the chlorate of

lead, and the chloride of zinc. The first

two give a bluish white flame, and the last

a white flame feebly tinted with green and

blue. These three chlorides yield no co-
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lors. by light if we use them alone ; but if

we mix them with other substances, which

do produce colors, we obtain in addition

white grounds : a thing very difficult to

obtain, from the fact that, properly speak-

ing, there exists no black or wtite in the

phenomena of coloration : and when I have

succeeded in obtaining it, it is only by

means of chloride of zinc or chlorate of lead,

which I add to my baths, though only in

very minute quantities, as they hinder the

production of the colors.

I have reproduced all the colors of a

copy by preparing the plate in a bath com-

posed of deuto-chloride of copper. This

result, it appears to me, is explained by

observing the fact that a flame of alcohol

or of wood, into which chloride of copper has

been thrown, exhibits not only the green,

but all the other colors of the spectrum in

succession, according to the intensity of

the flame ; the same phenomena occur with

almost all the salts of copper mixed with

chlorine.

I will recur presently to the supplement

of my memoir, which will be found in full

at the end of this extract, and in which I

have classed categorically all the substan-

ces, which in the state of chloride exert an

action in the phenomena of coloration.

The substances which give no colored

flames, give no colored images by light.

I give in my memoir the composition of

the baths with which the silver plates are

prepared ; but as they are very numerous,

and as I have not yet described all the

combinations that I have made, I have se-

lected two or three of them, which I deem

preferable, especially for preparing the

plate without the use of the battery.

I have already said that liquid chlorine

acts upon the plate of silver by a simple

immersion and gives all the colors; but

they are feeble (with the exception of yel-

low)-^ this arises from the fact that the

coating is too slight, and cannot be render-

ed thicker without the aid of the battery.
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If a salt of copper be put into the liquid

chlorine, a very thick coating will he ob-

tained by a simple immersion ; but the

mingling of copper and liquid chlorine al-

ways acts badly. I prefer to take some

deuto-chloride of copper to which I add 3-4

of its weight of water. This bath gives

very good results. However there is a

mixture which I like better still. It is to

put equal' parts of chloride of copper and

chloride of iron with 3-4 water. The

chloride of iron has, like that of copper, the

property of acting upon the silver plate and

producing several colors ; but they are in-

finitely more feeble, and it is always the

yellow that is most decided ; this is in ac-

cordance with the yellow color of flame

produced by the chloride of iron.

If a bath be formed composed of all the

substances which separately give a domi-

nant color, the colors will be obtained all

very vivid, but the great difficulty is to

mingle them in proper proportions, for it

almost always happens that some colors

find themselves excluded by others, though

I doubt not we shall succeed in reprodu-

cing all.

It is proper to remark that very great

difficulties stand in the way of producing

the colors, more than in all the other pro-

cesses of photography; for although the

plates be prepared in the same manner, one

is not always sure of obtaining the same

results. This arises, among other things,

from the thickness of the coating of chlo-

rine, and from the degree of its concentra-

tion, which varies according to the chlo-

rides that are employed.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF WATER AND HEAT
IN THE PHENOMENA OF COLORATION BY
LIGHT.

The influence of water is incontestable,

since dry chlorine does not produce any ef-

fect, while if we employ liquid chlorine by

immersion, or in aqueous vapors, we ob-

tain the reproduction of all the colors as

has been described.

In the relations, which I think I have re-

marked, between caloric and the effects of

light, I have observed the following ; that

is, that when the plate has been submitted

to the action of chlorine it is necessary to

heat it over a spirit lamp, and it takes then

successively all the tints produced by heat.

Thus the plate which on issuing from the

bath has a dull color, takes successively,

under the influence of heat, the following

tints : hrownish red^ cherry red^ hright

red
J
reddish white or tinted white; in

this last state it no longer produces any ef-

fect on being exposed to the light ; it should

be brought only to the cherry red color.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHENO-
MENA.

It is a remarkable fact that to obtain

these effects of coloration, it is absolutely

necessary to operate on metallic silver,

prepared as I have mentioned ; for the

acetate, the chloride, the cyanide, and the

sulphate of silver, spread upon paper give

only black and white impressions. Per-

haps in employing the precipitate of silver

mixed with the substances I have pointed

out, some favorable results might be ob-

tained from it, by spreading it upon paper

—this is an experiment that I propose to

make. I have already tried silvered paper,

which gave me pretty good results, but in-

ferior to the metallic plate.

We have seen that all the substances

which give colored flames give also colored

images, and almost always in connection
;

for if I have not succeeded in isolating a

ray completely, that is to say in obtaining

only a single color on the plate to the ex-

clusion of all others, I have a,lways obtained

a dominant color, according to the sub-

stance which I employed ; and if a color

cannot be obtained alone^ it is because

chlorine, which is indispensable to the ope-

ration, produces all the colors of itself, as
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we have seen in working with pure liquid

chlorine ; but in this latter case the colors

are always very feeble, while they assume

individually great brilliancy, according to

the substance which is used in making the

mixture, with chlorine.

Iodine and bromine, in that respect very

different from chlorine, cannot be employ-

ed ; neither the one nor the other produce

colors : they do not yield colored flames
;

even when combined with copper they give

only a green flame. Chlorine, in the state

of chloride or chlorate, is the only sub-

stance which gives to metallic silver the

property of reproducing the colors under

the action of light.

I have observed, also, that certain colors

were much longer in making their appear-

ance, and that meanwhile others had dis-

appeared.

MANNER OF OPERATING.

I have formed all my baths of ^ in weight

of chlorine, and f of water ; these are the

proportions which have appeared most suit-

able. When hydrochloric acid with salt of

copper is used, it is necessary to dilute it

with 1-10 of water. The liquid chlorine

ought not to be too concentrated if it is de-

sired to obtain good yellows.

In the baths composed of several sub-

stances it is necessary to filter or decant the

liquid, in order to leave it perfectly clear.

It is then put in a close stoppered bottle to

use when needed.

It is best to take from this liquid only

the quantity necessary to prepare two

plates at most, because the bath loses

strength considerably at each operation,

though it can be restored by putting in a

few drops of hydrochloric acid.

Having operated on silver containing

1000th part of copper, I have obtained co-

lors much more vivid than on a plate con-

taining 1-10 of copper. I afterwards ope-

rated on a plate containing 1-718 part of

copper, and obtained only very dark im-

pressions, so that the purest silver will al-

ways be preferable for these experiments.

The plate being perfectly cleaned (and

for this purpose it is necessary to make use

of ammonia and tripoli) it is plunged quick-

ly into the bath and left there for some

minutes, in order to receive a sufficiently

heavy coating. On withdrawing the plate

from the bath, it is rinsed plentifully with

water, and then dried over a spirit lamp.

It takes in the bath a dark color almost

black, and if it be exposed in this state to

the action of light, the colors will be pro-

duced, it is true, bu.t much more slowly,

and the ground will be entii-ely black ; it

is necessary, in order to have a clear ground

and a more rapid operation, that the plate

be changed by heat to a cherry red tint

:

this is the color at which (as before said)

it is best to expose it to the light. The

time of exposure varies greatly according,

to the preparation of the plate, but it must

be calculated that two or three hours will

be necessary to obtain a picture in the

camera ; this is a long time undoubtedly :

but the question of acceleration being al-

together secondary, I have not yet given it

my attention. I will, however, mention

the fluoride of soda as an important quick-

ening agent, also chloric acid, and all the

chlorates.

FIXING THE IMAGE.

Up to this time I have not succeeded in

fixing the colors ; they disappear very

quickly even in diff'used light, nothing can

stay them. I have made more than a hun-

dred trials without being able to obtain the

least satisfactory result. I have used every

acid and every alkali ; the first brighten the

colors, and the second remove them by de-

stroying the chlorine, so as to leave only an

image in black and white. It is by these

means that I have obtained proofs identi-

cal with the Daguerrean image without the

reflecting ground. To obtain these last it

is only necessary to have a very thick coat-
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ing on the plate, and to leave it a less time

exposed to the light.

The problem of fixing the colors appears

to me very difficult to solve. However, I

do not in the least discontinue my re-

searches, and I have already succeeded in

fixing them momentarily by exposing the

colors to the flame of alcohol containing

chloride of sodium or hydrochlorate of

ammonia, which is still better.

SUPPLEMENT TO ' THE MEMOIR DEPOSITED

WITH THE ACADEMY.

I have proved that the phenomena of

coloration by light manifest themselves

equally well in a vacuum as in the presence

of atmospheric air ; consequently oxygen

has no share in the operation : there re-

main then three agents—water, heat, and

light, which is the most important.

I have studied the property of each

chloride, whether separately or simulta-

neously with the liquid chlorine or with a

salt of copper ; for if the silver plate be

not prepared by means of the galvanic bat-

tery, a salt of copper is indispensible to

obtain a coating of sufficient thickness, and

in that case the colors are much more bril-

liant.

I proceed to give the nomenclature of all

the chlorides that I have employed, placing

them in classes.

ACTION AND PROPERTY OF EACH CHLO-
RIDE.

First Class.

Chlorides which being employed alone,

act upon the plate of silver so as to make

it take all the several colors of the model.

These are the chlorides of copper^ of

iron^ of nickel^ of potasnum., and the hy-

pochlorides of soda and of lime, as well

as liquid chlorine, by immersion or in va-

por.

Second Class.

Chlorides which being employed alone

act upon the plate of silver, but yet give

no colored images under the action of light.

These are the chlorides oi arsenic^ anti-

mony^ hromine.^ bismuth, iodine^ gold^pla^

tinum^ and sulphur.

Third Class.

Chlorides which, when used alone, do not

act at all upon the plate, but which dod^ai

upon it when mixed with a salt of copper,

(especially with the sulphate or nitrate of

copper,) and which then give colors ainder

the influence of light.

These are the chlorides of aluminium^

silver^ haryum., cadmium, calcium^ cobalt

^

tin., manganese., magnesium., phosphorus^

sodium, strontium^ and zinc. Hydrochlo-

ric acid diluted with 1-10 water and mixed

with nitrate of copper, acts upon the plate

and gives all the colors.

Fourth Class.

Chlorides or chlorates which, although

they act upon the plate, when mixed with

a salt of copper, do not reproduce the

colors. These are the chloride of mercury^

and the chlorate of lead.

SUMMARY.

The first class embraces those chlorides

which, when used alone, act upon the plate

so as to produce all or several of the colors
;

and it is a remarkable fact that all these

chlorides yield, by combustion, colored

flames.

The second class comprises chlorides

which act, it is true, upon the plate; but

as none of them give color to flame, they in

like manner give no colored photographic

images, even when mingled with a salt of

copper.

The third class consist of chlorides,

which, of themselves, exert no action on

the plate, and which impart no color to

flame (except those of silver and zinc,

which give feeble colors) : but, on ming-

ling them with a salt of copper they form

a chloride of copper, a ad in that event be-
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comes capable of acting upon the plate and

producing the photogenic colors.

The fourth class embraces those chlorides

which, though capable of producing an im-

age on the plate when used with a salt of

copper, yield no photographic colors : these

in like manner give no color to flame when

burnt alone, and when combined with cop-

per impart only a green color.

There is still a large number of chlorides

with which I have not experimented, be-

cause they are too costly to admit of my
employing them, particularly in forming

baths.

These chlorides are those of carhon^ ce-

rium^ chromium, cyanogen, indium^ mo-

lyhdenum^ palladium ^ silioium^ rhodium.^

titaniujUj tungsten^ and zirconium.

CONCLUSION.

For nearly a year, during which I have

occupied myself with these experiments, I

have observed well the results, I have re-

peated a great number of times the same

experiments, and it is only after so doing

that I have written the Memoir, which I

have the honor to present to the Academy.

Now, after the facts I have observed, it

certainly appears that if there is not a com-

plete similitude between the different co-

lored flames and the colored images obtain-

ed by light on a silver plate prepared with

the chlorides or chlorates which color the

flames, there is, at least, a great analogy

between these colors.*

NiBPCE DE St. Victor.

Paris, June 2d, 1851.

Copyright secured according to law.

RESEARCHES IN THE THEORY OF THE PRINOIPAL PHENOMENA OF PHO-
TOGRAPHY IN THE DAGUERREOTYPE PROCESS.

BY A. CLAUDET.

Translated from the French.

BY J. RUSSELL SNELLING, M. D.

Although the Daguerreotype process,

during the last ten years, has been investi-

gated by a great number of philosophers,

and brought to a great degree of perfection

by a still greater number of practical oper-

ators, it may appear astonishing, that the

principal phenomena upon which this new
art is founded, are yet enveloped in mys-
terious obscurity. My constant efforts

have been to explain them, and at the last

two meetings of the British Association I

have had the honor of communicating the

results of some of my researches.

Photography is a vast subject which offers

many inducements as well as useful and in-

teresting facts for observation and study. 1

have had the satisfaction to meet among the

members of the association an indefatiga-

ble colleague, who has embraced in his

researches, not only all the proceedings of

photography, among which some are his

own discoveries, but also the 'different pro-

perties of all the rays which compose light

;

questions which he has treated with much
talent, and in a manner very ingenious.

Mr. Robert Hunt has taken upon himself

this important task, and has acquitted him-
self with such success, that I should limit

myself to that particular branch of the

science which relates particularly to the

daguerreotype, and which has been my
constant occupation since its discovery.

The principal phenomena of the art

which have not been already explained in

a satisfactory manner, are included in the

following questions :— ^
1. What is the actioff of light on the

sensitive coating :
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2. How does the mercurial vapor pro-

duce the Daguerreotype image ?

3. Which are the particular rays of light

that impart to the chemical surface the

affinity for mercury ?

4. What is the cause of the difference

in achromatic lenses between the visual

and photogenic foci ? Wherefore should

there exist a constant variation in this dif-

ference ?

5. What are the means of measuring the

intensity of the photogenic rays, and of

finding the true focus at which they pro-

duce the image ?

Such are the different points to be dis-

cussed in the present treatise.

At the last meeting of the British Asso-

ciation, which took place at Swansea, I

announced that the decomposition of the

chemical surface of the Daguerreotype

plate by the action of ce'rtain rays of light,

produced on that surface a white precipi-

tate, insoluble in the hyposulphite of soda,

which, when examined by the microscope

had the appearance of crystals reflecting

light, and which, when seen by the naked
eye, produced a positive image. This
fact had not been observed before.

The opinion of Daguerre himself, and
other writers, was, that the action of light

on the iodide of silver, had only the effect

of darkening the surface, and consequently

of producing a ^ie^^z^^?;^ image. But they

had not observed, that, under the darkened
iodide of silver, another action could take

place after a continued exposure to light,

and that the hyposulphite of soda could

disclose a positive image. I have proved
this unexpected fact in obtaining by the

action of light- alone, and without mercury,

images having the same appearance as those

developed under the action of mercurial

vapor. This direct and immediate effect

of light is certainly remarkable ; but the

Daguerreotype process is not founded on
that principle on account of the slowness

of its action ; and it is fortunate that, long

before light can produce the white precipi-

tate alluded to, it works another effect,

which is, the wonderful property of attract-

ing the vapor of mercury. This vapor is

condensed itl the form of a white powder,
having also when examined by the micro-

scope, the appearmce of reflecting crystals

The Daguerreot image is due to this

property, which is the most beautiful fea-

ture of Daguerre's discovery.

M. Moser has given an ingenious theory

of the action of mercury. Knowing that

the yellow ray had the property of continu-

ing the effect commenced by light on the

iodide of silver, he has supposed that mer-
cury, when in a state of vapor, evolves a

latent yellow light, and to the action of

that yellow light of mercurial vapor he as-

cribes the continuation of the decomposi-

tion of the iodide of silver. But as the

analysis of the surface discloses the pre-

sence of mercury, that metal must have
been amalgamated with the silver set free

after the action of light. We must there-

fore look for another explanation of the

phenomena more in harmony with its na-

ture.

It is probable, that light exercises a two-

fold action on the iodide of silver, whether

it is combined or not with chlorine or bro-

mine. By one, the iodide is decomposed,

and the silver set free, is precipitated on
the surface in the form of white powder or

small crystals ; by the other, which begins

long before the former, the parts affected

by light have been endowed with an affi-

nity for mercurial vapor.

By means of my photographometer, the

description of which I communicated to

the Academy of Sciences, the 9th of Oct.

1840, and to the principles of which I have

to return in showing some new improve-

ments, I have been able to ascertain that

the pure light of the sun effects, in about

two or three seconds the decomposition of

the bromo-iodide of silver, which is manifes-

ted by the white precipitate while the same
intensity of light determines the affinity for

mercurial vapor in the wonderfully short

space of about one-thousandth part of a

second. So that the affinity for mercury

is imparted by an intensity of light 3000
times less than that which produces the

decomposition by the white precipitate.

In considering these results, it is difficult

to suppose that the two actions are the

same. We must admit that they are dif-

ferent. Long before it can effect the de-

composition of the surface, light imparts

to the sensitive coating the affinity for mer-

curial vapors ; and this appears to be the

principle of the formation of the image in

the Daguerreotype process.
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In a paper, I communicated to the royal

Society of London, on the 17th of June

1847, and the 24th of Octobar, following,

to the Academy of Sciences ; and an ab-

stract of which, I read before the Associa-

tion at Oxford, convened the same year, I

stated that the red, orange, and yellow

.rays destroyed the acfion of white light,

and that the surface recovered its former

sensitiveness after having been submitted

to the action of these rays. I infer from

this curious fact that light could not have

decomposed the surface ; for if it had, it

would be difficult to understand how the

red, orange, or yellow rays could combine

again, one with another, elements so vola-

tile as bromine and iodine, after they had

been once separated from the silver. But
I had not yet been able to ascertain that,

when light has decomposed the bromo-io-

dide of silver, the red, yellow or orange

rays cannot restore the surface to its for-

mer state of sensitiveness.

The action of light, which can be de-

stroyed by the red, orange, and yellow rays

does not determine the decomposition,

which would require an intensity 3000
times greater ; it is the kind of action pro-

duced by an intensity 3000 times less, giv-

ing the affinity for mercury, which is com-
pletely destroyed by the red, orange, or

yellow rays.

It seems, therefore, that I was correct

in saying that there was no decomposition

of the compound during the short action

which is sufficient to give the affinity for

mercury, and in attributing the formation

of the image only to that affinity. White
light, or the chemical rays which accom-

pany it, communicate to the surface affi-

nity for mercury and the red, orange, or

yellow rays withdraw it.

I must mention here a singular anomaly
;

viz., that when the sensitive surface is

prepared only with iodine without bromine,

the red, orange, or yellow rays, instead of

destroying the action of white light, con-

tioue the effect of decomposition as well as

that of affinity for mercury. Still, there

is a double compound of iodine and silver

which is 20 times, more sensitive than the

simple compound, and on which the red,

orange, or yellow rays, exercise their de-

structive action as in the case of the bromo-
iodide.

The phenomena of the continuing action

of the red, orange, or yellow rays, on the

simple compound of iodide of silver was

discovered by M Ed. Becquerel* and soon

after M. Gaudin found that not only those

rays continue the action by which mercury
is deposited, but that they develop, with-

out mercury, an image .having the same
appearance as that produced by mercurial

vapor. M. Gaudin, not having observed

the fact of the white precipitate, or coating,

which is the result of the decomposition by
the action of light, could not explain the

cause of the iaiage brought out under the

influence of the red, orange, and yellow

rays.

1 have observed that the iodide of silver

without bromine is about 100 times more
sensitive to the action of light than the

bromo-iodide, which produces the decom-
position of the compound forming the

white precipitate of silver, while it is 100
times less sensitive for the effect which
gives the affinity for mercury. This

seems another reason for supposing that

the two actions are different. It is possi-

ble, that in the case of the iodide of silver

alone, the decomposition being more rapid,

and the affinity for mercury slower than

when bromine is added to the compound,
the red, yellow, and orange rays having to

act upon an incipient decomposition, have

the power, by their own photogenic influ-

ence of continuing the decomposition when
it has began. This may explain the de-

velopment of the image under red, orange,

or yellow glasses, according to M. Gau-
din's discovery. But in the case ofbromo-
iodine of silver, the red, orange, or yellow

rays have to exert their action on the affi-

nity for mercury, began a long time before

the decomposition of the compound, and
they have the property of destroying that

affinity.

* I take advantage of thisocc^ion to acknowl-
edge that I was wrong in my treatise of the 24th
of Oct., of too much haste in placing doubt in

M. "Bequerel's discovery. Unfortunately I had
obtained the exceptionable circumstances in the

results of that philosopher, and whereas I had
been more particularly interested in my experi-

ments upon the bromo-iodide, had proceeded
alone in its usage, and conceiving that these expe-

riments were conclusive, I had been induced to

generalize the destructive action of the red, yellow
and orange rays. The new experiments upon thfr

iodine, alone evince that M. Ed. Becquerel had
proof that the red, orange, or yellow rays were not

exerted upon the plate at a certain density.
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Thus it would appear that all the rays

of light have the property of decomposing

the iodide of silver in a longer or shorter

time, as they have that of producing the

af&nity for mercury, or the bromo-iodide

of silver, with this difference, that on the

former compound the separate actions of

the several rays continue each other, and
on the second these separate actions de-

stroy each other. We can understand

that, in the first case, all the rays are ca-

pable of exercising the same decomposition;

and that in the second, the affinity for

mercury when imparted by one ray is de-

stroyed by another. This would' explain

the various phenomena of the forma-

tion of the two different deposits 1 have

described, and also explain the anoma-
ly of the continuation of the action of

light by the red, orange, or yellow rays,

according to M. Ed. BecquerePs discove-

ries, upon the iodide of silver ; and of the

destruction of that action by the same
rays, according to my own observations

upon the bromo-iodide of silver.

The red, orange and yellow rays, when
acting on an unaffected surface, are con-

siderably less capable than the most refran-

gible rays of imparting the affinity for

mercurial vapor on both the iodide and
bromo-iodide 'of silver ; and they destroy

that affinity when it has been produced on
bromo-iodide of silver by the photogenic

rays, it follows from this fact, that when
the red, orange, or yellow rays are more
abundant in the light than the most re-

frangible rays, the photogenic effect is re-

tarded in proportion to the excess of these

antagonistic rays. This happens when
there exists in the atmosphere certain vapors

which absorb the most refrangible rays. In

these circumstances the light appears rather

yellow ; but it is very difficult to judge by
the eye of the exact color of the light, and
of the proportion of photogenic rays ex-

isting in the atmosphere at any given mo-
ment.

The vapors of the atmosphere which
render the light yellow, act as any other

medium intercepting the blue rays, and
those which have the same degree of re-

frangibility. I prove by a very simple ex-

periment, the comparative photogenic ac-

tion of rays which have passed through
Buch media, and of those which have met
no similar obstacle ; also that media which

intercept the photogenic rays can let pass

freely the illuminating rays.

If I cover an engraving one-half with

light yellow glass, and place it before mjj

camera-obseura in order to represent the

whole on a Daguerreotype plate, I find that

during the time which has been necessary

to obtain the image of the half not covered,

not the slightest effect has been produced

on the half covered with the yellow glass-

es.

Now, if I cover one-half with deep blue

glass, and the other with the same light

yellow glass, the engraving will be seen

very distinctly through the yellow glass,

and not at all through the blue. In re-

presenting the whole as before, on the Da-
guerreotype plate, the half which was
clearly seen by the. eye has produced no
effect ; and the other which could not be

seen, is as fully represented, and in nearly

as short a time, as when no blue glass had
been interposed.

Thus we might construct a room lighted

only through an enclosure of light yellow

glass in which light would be very dazzling

to the eye, and in this room no photograph-

ic operation could be performed ; or a room
enclosed by deep blue glass, which would
appear very dark, and in which the photo-

graphic operation would be nearly as rapid

as it would be in open air. This property

of the deep blue was known during the

first periods of photography, and it seems
in itself to protect the eyes of the sitter

until a portrait was produced, as they were
obliged to remain for several minutes ex-

posed to the light of the sun.

Thus we may conceive certain states of

the atmosphere under which there will be
an abundance of illuminating rays, and
very few* photogenic rays; and some others

under which the reverse will happen.

Considering how difficult it is to judge

by the eye alone of the photogenic state of

light, we can understand why the photo-

grapher is constantly deceived in the effect

he trys to produce, having no means to as-

certain beforehand, with any degree of

certainty, the intensity of light. For these

reasons, I turned my attention to contrive

an apparatus by which I could test at the

same time the sensitiveness of the Daguer-
rean plate, and the intensity of light.

I have succeeded in constructing an in-

strument which I name the fhotograph(^
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meter^ a description of which was commu-
nicated to the Academy of Sciences, Oct.

9, 1848. As I have since improved it

considerably, and made with it a great

number of interesting experiments, I shall

briefly refer to this instrument, and de-

scribe the useful alterations I have made.
[This apparatus is represented by fig-

ures 29 and 30 in my " History and Prac-
tice of the Art of Photography."

—

Ed.
Photo. Art-Jour.

'\^

Light strikes the Daguerrean surface

during the passage on an inclined surface

R. R., of a metallic plate A. B. (figure 30),
having seven apertures in a horizontal line,

the lengths of which follow the geometrical

progression 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 ; so that

the Daguerreotype plate, being covered
with another metallic plate having four se-

ries of seven holes, the effect of light

through every one of the seven holes is

represented in proportion to the opening of

the moveable plate. The first opening is

the one-thousandth of an inch, and the ra-

pidity of the fall calculated, the strong-

est possible light that can only produce
the most feeble intensity, capable of impart-
ing an affinity for mercury to the part of
the Daguerrean plate upon which passes

the aperture of the one-thousandth of an
inch, is given. The second opening is the

two-thousandths of an inch, the third the

four-thousandths of an inch, and so in or-

der, and the strength of light increases in

the same ratio. It is admitted that the num-
ber of spaces covered with mercury after

the operation, indicates the intensity of
lioht at the moment of the experiment.
The figure 4 represents the plate upon
which four experiments have been made.
When it has gained the seven white spots

A., the light is at its maximum intensity,

it is one-half less intense if it has only
reached six holes B., one-fourth less for

five holes C, one-eight less for four holes

D., and so on successively.*

The metallic plate covering the Daguer-
rean surface can be pierced with several

series of seven holes in a horizontal line,

* I have adopted the geometrical progression
because I have found that the differences of inten-
sity in arithmetical progression are not perceptible.
In comparing the eflects follovv^ing two spaces, it

is difficult to perceive a very marked change in the
color imparted by the mercuiy, although each
space has twice as much light as that which in-

stantly follows.

and I have taken the number of four series,

in order to have it in my power to try all

at once, four zones having different coat-

ings of iodine and bromine, and comparing
their different sensitiveness.

The apparatus is double, that is to say,

the moveable jflate like two progressive

series of openings A. B.| and to the

base of the inclined plane are discovered

two fixed plates, each having four series of

lighted holes ; on each of these two fixed

plates, is placed a Daguerrean plate. Thus,
we are enabled to compare the sensitive-

ness of the two plates, each of which are

prepared in a different manner, or two pho-

togenic surfaces of different principles.

Fig 1. represents the double plate pierced

with holes designed to receive the plates

for experiment, and the apparatus (by

some means) is inserted in the groove of

the inclined plane without exposing it to

the light. Such is the apparatus of which

1 communicated a description in October,

1848. By means of this instrument the

photographer can make experiments with

various preparations for the purpose of se-

lecting the one which increases most the

sensitiveness of the plate. We cannot

have a more certain method of comparing

the sensitiveness of two preparations. The
photographometer shows that the sensitive-

ness of the plates is increased considerably

when some time has elapsed after their pre-

paration. When prepared a day or two
before using they are twice as sensitive as

those which are prepared at the moment.
If we keep them in boxes well closed,

screened from all moisture or from certain

hurtful vapors which frequently exist in the

atmosphere, we can keep them a very long

time, without increasing their sensitiveness.

I have used these plates three or four

weeks, and even a much longer period, af-

ter having been prepared ; I have found

them extremely sensitive, and producing

excellent proofs.

With the photographometer I am ena-

bled to compare accurately the sensitive-

ness of the Daguerreotype and Talbotype

coating, and 1 find that the former is eight

times more sensitive than the latter. The
Daguerreotype coating is prepared with the

bromide of iodine, and that of the Talbot-

type by the process invented by Mr. Tal-

t Fig. 30 Art of Photography.
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bot ; other preparations should naturally

give different results.

The same experiments, with similar re-

sults, were made by Mr. Malone, who
practised in London with much industry,

the process of Mr. Talbot.

Fig. 1.
•

A B C D

Of all the preparations for Daguerreo-
type coating, I am convinced that the most
sensitive is that of the yellow iodized plate,

and afterwards exposed upon a bright yel-

low solution of the bromide of iodine, until

it has passed the red tint and acquired a

greenish blue color, without the least ap-
pearance of red or rose color. This prepa-
ration has moreover the advantage of giv-

ing more vigorous tones, and a vivid tint,

which no doubt is more favorable to the

picture.

In whatever way it is made, the photo-

graphometer can determine, in a decisive

manner, which is the best preparation, and
we shall no longer be abandoned to the un-
certainty of choice among the innumerable
recipes (and often of empirics) which
abound in all the works of photography.
The substances that produce upon silver

the most sensitive coating are, simply, io-

dine and bromine ; but they should be ap-

plied in certain proportions which cannot
be altered without losing the maximum
sensitiveness. It is indispensable that the

plate should be immediately covered with

a coat of iodine before receiving the ac-

tion of bromine, which is done no less for

giving to it the proportion of the last sub-

stance, than for communicating its great-

est sensitiveness. Hence all the difficul-

ty, and I must say it is great.

If we expose the plate upon either the

vapors of bromine which rise on a watery

solution, or of bromine mixed with lime,

starch, or with any substance which has no

other effect than that of diminishing the

evaporation of the bromiine, it is extremely

difficult to arrive at just the point where

the bromine and iodine are in due propor-

tion.

I consider that every time the two sub-

stances are applied separately it is impossi-

ble to prepare two plates having the same
sensitiveness. It is not thus when we em-
ploy the vapor of the bromide of iodine com-
bined in fixed proportions. As long as

the surface of the plate is coated by iodine

and bromine united in proper proportions,

it has to reach a certain point, where it

can be exposed a greater or less time, and

always preserve the same degree of sensi-

tiveness. Thus, we may suppose that I

require ten minutes for the exposure of bro-

mide of iodine in order to obtain the coat-

ing which I believe the most sensitive, I

then may arrest- the exposure five minutes,

or let it continue fifteen, twenty, and even

twenty-five minutes without removing the

sensitiveness. In preparing a plate so that

one zone is well exposed over the bromide

of iodine during five minutes, a second

during ten, a third during fifteen, and a

fourth during twenty, the photographome-

ter proves that the four zones are equally

sensitive. The only difference in the ef-

fect of these four preparations consists in a

more or less favorable tint.

It is not so when the vapor of bromine

alone is used. If at a certain temperature,

and a certain evaporation, it should require

thirty seconds for preparing, it cannot with

impunity be delayed beyond the space of

thirty seconds without injuring its sensitive-

ness ; and if the temperature has varied, or

if the bromine is weakened, it is always apt

to deceive in the number of seconds neces-

sary for exposure upon the accelerating sub-

stance. But one of the greatest inconveni-

ences attending the use of bromine alone,

is, the danger of those spots which result

from an excess of vapor, and which never
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occurs when the vapor is fixed with bromide
of iodine well prepared, and diluted with a

sufficient quantity of water. If the solu-

tion is very strong, evaporation takes place

in an unequal manner and produces the

spots.* Thus it is with the bromide of io-

dine, and it is necessary that the vapor

should reach the surface of the iodide of

silver mixed with a certain proportion of

atmospheric air which modifies its action.

The bromide of iodine presents another

important advantage, it is, that instead of

becoming impaired by use, it is benefited,

because without doubt it evaporates more.
It has less excess of bromine in solution.

Bromine being more volatile than the bro-

mide of iodine, passes off. I have often

used the same solution for three successive

months without decanting from the basin,

and yet by constant use the basin was fre-

quently uncovered. I strengthen it imme-
diately when I find it requires too much
time to prepare the plates. If I wish to

make a difficult experiment and demand a

high degree of sensitiveness, I prefer using

for my solution that which has been the

longest time in use.|

Fig. 2,

cC^'i-^.&M

The improvement I have introduced in

the design of the photographometer con-

sists in the addition of four thin blades, A.
B. C. D. (fig. 1) that slide in the groove

of a fixed plate, and by means of which

* These spots are not apparent after the opera-
tion of mercurialization of the plate.

t Several researches have induced me to believe

that the combination of bromine and iodine, which
forms the most permanent solution, and which ren-

ders the plate most sensitive, is one combined in

definite chemical proportions.

The following compound appears to fulfil these

conditions.

In equivalent, bromine 7, iodine 2.

Do. bromine 4, iodine 1.

In weight, 2,17 of bromine, and 1 of iodine.

Do. 2,20 " « " 1 " «

I afterwards shut at will every one of

these holes ; so that I can continue by
repeated falls the geometrical progression

from one to 512 on one plate ; and when a

second plate is added to the double appa-

ratus, from 1 to 8192. This enables me
to compare and follow the difi"erent efi"ects

of light in a considerable range of intensi-

ties. The operation is conducted in the

following manner :—After having given one

fall with all the slides open, I shut one
series of the plates and give another fall,

then shut the second and give two falls,

and so on, always doubling the number of

falls for every new slide shut. The result

gives a range of intensity in the geometri-

cal from 1 to 512 ; and if I continue the

same operation upon the second plate, I

shut each series of holes after having dou-

bled the number of falls, the geometrical

progression on the second plate rises from
512 to 8192.

It is by this means that I have been able

to discover at what degree of intensity of

light, the effect called solarization is pro-

duced. On well prepared plates of bromo-
iodine it does not begin under an intensity

512 times greater than that which deter-

mines the first effect of mercury—and also

at what degree the decomposition produc-

ing the white precipitate without mercury
manifests itself, both in iodide and bromo-
iodide of silver. Gn the first, it is 100
times quicker than on the bromo-iodide

;

and on the last it is produced by an inten-

sity 3000 times greater than that which
developes the first affinity for mercury.

The slides enable me to try the efifect

of different insulated rays on plates affected

with white light. This is done by shutting

the sliding blades just enough for that pur-

pose. In that state I submit the surface,

acted on by a great number of intensities

of white light, to the subsequent radiation

through red, orange, or yellow glasses, or

any other colored transparent media, in

order to examine the action of these radia-

tions or one-half of the effects produced by
each intensity of light. By these means I

have found, that before light has decom-
posed the surface and produced the white

precipitate, the red, orange, or yellow

rays destroy the affinity for mercury, and
continue it when the decomposition has be-

gun.

In the course of my experiment I no-
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. ticed a singular fact, which proved very

puzzling to me until I succeeded in assign-

ing a cause to it. I shall mention it here,

because it may lead to some other disco-

veries. 1 observed that sometimes the

space under the round holes, which had
not been affected by light during the oper-

ation of the photographometer in a sufficient

degree to determine the deposit of mercu-
ry, were, as was to be expected, quite

black ; while the spaces surrounding them
were in an unaccountable manner slightly

affected by mercurial vapors. At first I

could not explain the phenomenon, except

by supposing that the whole plate had been
previously, by accident, slightly affected by
light, perhaps of the candle which was
placed in the dark closet, and that the ex-

posure through the holes to another sort of

light had destroyed the former effect upon
the spaces covered by these holes. I was
naturally led to that explanation, having

before observed that one kind of light de-

stroys the effects of another ; as for example,

that the effect of the light from the north

is destroyed by the light from the south

when certain vapors existing in the east,

part of the atmosphere impart a yellow tint

to the light of the sun. I have proved the

extraordinary fact, that a negative image
can be obtained in the following manner

;

I either expose a plate to the light of the

north, or ofthe zenith ; and then having next

covered with it an engraving or black lace, I

again exposed it to the yellow light of mid-
day. The darkness of the engraving or

the threads of lace prevent the action of

the second radiation, and the spaces thus

covered remain affected by the first light,

while the white spaces of the paper, or the

intervals between the threads of lace per-

mit the yellow light to pass, and the des-

tructive action of that radiation is received.

The production of a negative image evi-

dently proves the antagonism of certain

luminous points of the atmosphere. The
possibility of the existence simultaneously

of the two antagonistic lights in the atmos-
phere gives a probable explanation of those

anomalies that so often torment photogra-

phers. It is in those instances in which it

is impossible to obtain an image—however
long may be the exposition in the camera

;

that we either attach blame to the prepar-

ation of the plate, the state of the accelera-

ting solutions, or some other fanciful cause,

and after all the difficulty exists in nothing

but the light.

Fig. 3.

Often we can obtain the effect no more
in 120 than in 30 seconds, wherefore it is

possible that the first effect may be destroy-

ed by a continuance of exposure, so that

which was inevitable takes place, during

the exposure, or the solar light is suddenly

rendered yellow by the clouds of vapor.

In case the objects which had at first re-

flected the white light, reflect no more
than the yellow light, and this last is suf-

ficient to destroy the effect produced by
the first, if these objects should reflect at

the same time a blue light from the zenith

and a white light from the southerly hori-

zon, the two lights would neutralize or

destroy each other, and it would be im-
possible to obtain any photogenic effect.

In order to try again the phenomena of

the dark spaces, upon a tablet which re-

received the mercurial vapor, I bestowed
the greatest attention so as to prevent the

least exposure of the plates to light. I

continued these experiments, and the result

was always the same. Then was recalled

to my mind a fact announced by Mr.
Moser, and I acquired the conviction that

the affinity for mercury had been communi-
cated to the plate by the contact of the me-
tallic plate having the round holes, while

the spaces under the holes had not receiv-

ed the same action.

I should observe that this phenomena
does not take place at every experiment

uniformly. Some days it was very fre-

quent, and in some others it did not

manifest itself at all. In considering that

the plate furnished with round holes is of

copper, and the Daguerreotype plate is of

silver, plated on copper, it is propable that

the deposit of mercury is due to an electric
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or galvanic actions, determined by the

contact of the two metals, and perhaps,

the circumstance that the action does not

take place every time would lead one to sup-

pose that it is developed by some peculiar

electric state of the ambient atmosphere,

and to a degree of dampness in the air,

which would increase the electric current.

Had we the means of knowing precisely

the conditions in which this action is pro-

duced and of availing ourselves of that pro-

perty which imparts the affinity for mercu-
ry, might it not be in our power to increase

on the Daguerreotype plate the action of

light } It is not improbable that affinity

for mercury may be imparted by some
electrical influence of light. How could

we otherwise explain that affinity for mer-
cury given by some rays, and withdrawn
by some others, long before light has acted

as a chemical agent t

Fig. 4.

Photography is certainly one of the most
important discoveries of our age. In rela-

tion to physitJS and chemistry it has already
been the means of elucidating many points
which had been imperfectly investigated,

and of discovering others which had been
overlooked in previous examinations. We
may indeed expect that its study will prove
of great utility to the advancement of
these sciences. But it is in reference to

optics especially that it opens a large field

for research and discovery. Had Newton
been acquainted with the properties with
which ligbt is endowed in the phenomena
of photography, there is no doubt he would
have left a more complete theory of light,

•and of the various rays which compose
it.

Since the discovery of photography, op-
ticians have turned their attention to the

constructing of new combinations of lenses,

in order to increase the illuminating power
without augmenting the aberration of sphe-

ricity.

It is due to justice to state here, that

the optician who first produced the best

lenses for photography, is M. Voigtlander,

of Vienna, who in the year 1841, by learn-

edly calculating the curvature, obtained

a combination of two achromatic lenses

with the shortest focus, the whole of which
he kept in the opening of the lenses. This
was a great improvement, and from that

moment, photography, in its application to

the production of the pictures, received a
new impetus. The lenses of M. Voigtlander
even now, are not sm*passed.

In England, several years after, Mr.
Ross , an optician of great merit construct-

ed lenses on similar principles ; and at all

events has succeeded in producing some
which work as quick, and give an image as

perfect in every respect. In Paris, M.
Lerebours and Seeretan are renowned for

lenses of longer focus, which are better

adapted for taking views than any I have
yet tried.* From the beginning of photo-
graphy, it was well known that the effec-

tive' rays being the most refrangible, had a
shorter focus than those producing the

white light ; and for this reason, Daguerre,
himself recommended the use of achro-
matic lenses in which all the rays were
supposed to converge at nearly the same
focus. All camerse obscurge were furnish-

ed with achromatic lenses, and constructed

so that the plate could be placed exactly

at the same distance on the ground glass

upon which the image had appeared the

* Upon my return from the British Association, I
found at my house a double lense manufactured
not long ago by M. Lerebours. His opening is

3 inches and his focus, 11 inches. After having
used it, I was induced to make known to M. Le-
rebours the excellence ofthis lens, which had work-
ed with a rapidity nearly equal to the lenses of M.
Voigtlander, although having a focus of 2 inches

—

one fourth longer for a similar opening—it had
given a perfectly defined image. In writing to
M. Lerebours, I expressed to him my regrets

at not having had time to try his lens as I had to

make out my papers, in which I was not remiss
in rendering him justice. The price of 180 francs
fixed by M. Lerebours and Seeretan for this lens,

is very moderate in comparison to the price de-
manded at present by their able competitors. In
our own country, Mr. C. C. Harrison stands unri-

valled in the manufacture of lenses, and not far be-
hind him is Mr. James H. Perry, both of New
York city.

—

Ed. Pho. Art-Jour.
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best defined. But with these camerse ob-

scurse it was very difficult to obtain a

photographic image so perfect as that seen

on the ground glass ; and it was only now
and then, and as if by accident, that good

pictures could be produced.

I soon recognized that anomaly, and im-

agined that it was owing to some errors in

the respective position of the two frames
;

one holding the ground glass, and the other

containing the plate, which by warpino^, or

some other causes, might have been shifted

to different distances from the object

glass.

Fig. 5.

Not being able to assign another reason

for the errors, I constructed a camera
obscura in which the ground glass and the

plate were exactly placed in the same
frame. Jn doing so, I hoped to avoid the

least error or deviation. But to my sur-

prise the more correct I was in my adjust-

ment, the less I could obtain a well defined

Daguerreotype picture. This proved to

me that I had to seek for another cause of

the difficulty ; and before going any fur-

ther, I decided to try if the visual focus

did or did not really coincide with the photo-

genic focus. For the experiment, I placed

at a distance from the camera, with which I

was accustomed to take pictures, seve-

ral screens on different planes, removed
one from the other 3 or 4 inches. These
screens being covered with black lines,

could be distinctly seen on the ground
glass. I tried the focus on one of the

screens, and, after having raised the'

ground glass, I placed it in the same frame

for the prepared plate. In examining the

image obtained upon the plate, my surprise

was quite as great as my joy, when I saw
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that the screen which had given the image

well defined on the ground glass, was con-

fused on the Daguerreotype plate, and

vice versa. I was no longer in doubt. I

had discovered the reason of the difficulty

which had prevented success. The pho-

togenic focus had not coincided with the

visual focus in my camera obscura, al-

though the lens was considered perfectly

achromatic. But the most surprising fea-

ture of that discovery was, that the photo-

penic, was longer than the visual focus.

On first consideration it should have been

shorter, as the rays operating in photo-

graphy are the most refrangible. Although

at first I could not comprehend the cause

of this anomaly, it was sufficient for me to

know that, in order to obtain a Daguerreo-

type picture perfectly well defined, I had

only to set the focus on the ground glass

for an object nearer the camera than the

distance indicated by the experiment with

the various screens.

Continuing my experiment, I found some

lenses in which the photogenic focus was

shorter, and some others in which the two

coincided.

Fig. 3. represents the apparatus which

I have constructed for finding the photoge-

nic focus, which is seen as it is represented

upon the ground glass and upon the plate.

It is composed of several shining sections

of a circle in the form of a cylinder the

whole consolidated about re-axis. There

are eight in all and are placed two inches

apart; each one is numbered. The ob-

jects upon the ground glass are represented

upon the plate, they forming an entire disc

divided into eight parts. This apparatus

serves to compare the qualities of different

lenses and to indicate at once those which

brino" out the picture the most distinct

from a larger number of different plans, the

quality being very important for the repre-

sentation of objects which are more or less

removed from the plans.

Fig. 6.

As soon as I had discovered the exis-

tence of two foci, I wrote a communication

of the fact to the Academy of Sciences and

to the Royal Society of London in May
1844. Since that time photographers

have been able to find the true photoge-

nic focus of their camera ; and opticians,

who, at first, would not submit to the idea

that their lenses were defective, have at

last studied and considered the question,

trying to construct lenses in which the two

foci should agree.

M. Lerebours of Paris, was the first,

who at my suggestion investigated the sub-

ject ; and he communicated a paper to the

Academy of Sciences, in which he ex-

plained the cause of the • difference. He
stated that by altering the proportion be-

tween the angles inscribed in the curves

either of the crown or flint glass, he could

render, at will, the photogenic focus longer

or shorter than the visual focus, and by
the same means bring them to the same
point. M. Lerebours was perfectly right,

so far as the result applied to the correc-

tion of chromatic aberrations ; but if ac-

cording to the density of the two glasses,

certain curvatures are required to correct

thp spherical aberrations, could we with

impunity alter these curvatures only for

the purpose of changing the directions of

the most refrangible rays } For this rea-

son I have always preferred lenses in which

the spherical aberration is the most per-

fectly corrected, without caring whether

the photogenic rays coincided or not with

the visual rays, having the means of ascer-

taining how I could obtain on my Daguer-
reotype plate the best defined image. An-
other consideration confirms me in my opin-

ion. Having observed that the red, orange,

and yellow rays were opposed to the action

of photogenic rays, when they existed in a

certain proportion.* I am of opinion that

every combination, by which the photoge-

nic rays alone are condensed upon the plate,

and the others dispensed on the spaces

more or less distant from the photogenic

points renders the action much more
powerful. Rapidity being the principal

object in photography, I prefer lenses in

Fig. 4. represents the apparatus seen

upon an inclined aspect, in order to better

understand its construction.

* M. Lerebours himself proves this decisive fact,

that an image produced by the blue, indigo, and
violet rays, is formed in less time, if to this is

added the fresh images formed by the red, orange
yellow and green.
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which th? two foci are separated, although

the operation is a little more difficult and

requires greater care.

The question of the photogenic focus is

involved in another kind of mystery, which

requires some attention. I have found

that with the same lenses there exists a

constant variation in the distance between

the foci. They are never in the same re-

lation to each other ; they are sometimes

more or less separate ; in some lights they

are very distant, and in some others they

are very near, and even coincide. For

this reason I constantly try their position

before I operate. I have not been able as

yet to discover the cause of that singular

phenomenon, but I can state positively

that it exists. At first I thought that some

variations in the density or dispensive

power of the atmosphere might produce

the alteration in the distance between the

two foci ; or that when the yellow rays

were more or less abundant, the visual

rays were refracted on different points on

the axis of the foci, according to the mean
refrangibility of the rays comprising white

li(?ht at the moment. But a new experi-

ment has proved to me that these could not

be the real <3ause of the variation. I ge-

nerally employ two object-glasses ; one of

shorter focus for small pictures, and the

other of longer focus for larger images. In

both the photogenic focus is longer than

the visual focus ; but when they are much
separated in one, they are less so in the

other ; sometimes when they coincide in

one, they are very far apart in the other,

and sometimes they both coiocide. This I

have tested every day during the last twelve

months, and I have always found the same

variation. The density of the atmosphere

or the color of light, seems to have nothing

to do with the phenomenon, otherwise the

same cause would produce the same effect

in both lenses. 1 must observe that my
daily experiment upon my two object-glass-

es are always made at the same moment,

and at the same distance for each ; other-

wise any alteration in the focal distance

would disperse, more or less, the photoge-

nic rays, which is the case, as it is easy to

prove. The lengthening or shortening the

focus, according to the distance of the ob-

ject to be represented, has the effect ofmo-
difying the achromatism of the lenses. An
optician, according to M. Lerebour's cal-

culation, can at will, in the combination of

the two glasses forming an achromatic

lens, adapt such curvatures and angles in

both, that the visual focus shall coincide

with the photogenic focus ; but he can ob-
tain this result only from one length of

focus. The moment the distance is altered,

the two foci separate, because the visual

and photogenic rays must be refracted at

different angles in comiug out of the lens,

in order to meet at the focus given for one
distance of the object. If the distance is

altered, the focus becomes longer or short-

er, and as the angle at which various rays
are refracted remains nearly the same, they
cannot meet at the new focus, and they
form two images. If the visual and photo-

genic rays were separated parallel to each
other; in coming out of the lens, they
would coincide for every focus

; but this

is not the case."* It seems therefore very
difficult to construct lenses in which the

two foci will agree for all the various dis-

tances, until we have discovered two kinds

of glasses, in which the densities or the re-

fractive power will be in the same ratio as

the dispersive power.

There is no question so important in

photography as that which refers to finding

the true photogenic focus of every lens at

various distances. I have described the

plan I have adopted for that purpose. By
means of that very simple instrument, the

photographer I can always obtain well-de-

fined pictures with any object-glasses. But
there is another means of ascertaining the

difference between two foci, which has been

lately contrived by Mr. G. Knight, of

Foster Lane, London. That gentlemsn

has been kind enough to communicate to

me the very ingenious and simple appara-

tus, by which he can at once find the dif-

ference between the visual and photogenic

focus, and place the Daguerreotype plate

at the point where the photogenic focus ex-

ists. 1 am much gratified in being en-

trusted by Mr. Knight with the charge of

bringing his invention before the British

* Since the publication of this paper, M. Secretan

has been good enough to impart to me an algebraic

rule v/hich proves the accuracy of my practical

observations.

Delighted vi^ith sustaining my viev^s by the

mathematical knowledge of that able optician, I

considered it a duty to publish the note which he

has thus addressed me.
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Association. For the scientific investiga-

tion of the question, Mr. Knight's appara-

tus will be most valuable to the optician,

as it will afford him the means of studying

the phenomena with mathematical accu-

racy.

Mr. Knight's apparatus consists in a

frame M N having two grooves ; one ver-

tical, -4, 5, in which he places the ground

glass, and the other, C, D, forming an

angle with the first, destined to receive the

plate. The planes of the two grooves in-

tersect each other in the middle, O. After

having adjusted the focus on the ground

glass in a vertical position, this last is re-

moved, and the plate is placed in the in-

clined groove. Now, if a newspaper, or

any large printed sheet is put before the

camera, the image will be represented on

the inclined plate : and it is obvious in its in-

clination, that the various points of the plate

will meet at different foci. The centre,

O, or the point of intersection 'of the two

plates, Aj jB, C, J>, (fig. 5 and 6,) will

coincide with the visual focus observed

^ upon the ground glass ; and by its inclina-

tion it will in one direction meet the pho-
togenic focus at a point more or less dis-

tant from the centre, if the photogenic fo-

cus is shorter than the visual focus, and in

the other direction if it is longer. The
frame is furnished with a scale of diversion,

having the zero in the centre, which in-

dicates the different diversions of the two
angles formed by the intersection of the

two planes, and when it is decided which

indicates the photogenic focus, the opera-

tor has nothing more to do than to reverse

the tube of the object-glass, and to push

it in or out, a space corresponding with the

diversion of the scale indicating the devia-

tion of the true photogenic focus ; the tube

of the object-glass is, for that 'purpose,

marked with the same scale of diversion.

The apparatus of Mr. Knight, somewhat
complicated, might be simplified by having

an inclined frame in the camera obscura,

which would receive the ground glass and
the plate, and have the focus placed upon
the ground glass.

After the writing of the present treatise

for the British Association, I was informed

that it had given rise to several remarks
which requires me to add some observation

in reply.

When I announced that in the achro-

VOL. II. NO. I. .4

matic lens, the photogenic focus did not

coincide with the visual focus. It was not

only denied by the generality of photo-

graphers, but also by several opticians.

The latter, in every instance did not ap-
pear to have the least idea of such being
the case, or they would not have failed to

speak of it in selling their apparatus, and to

point out some means for correcting the

Although I published this fact inerror.

1844, in giving a very simple method for

finding the exact focus, which should at

the same time have proved the truth of my
discovery ; nevertheless cameras were sold

without any indication that a difference ex-
isted between two foci. It is but a veyy
short time since, that some opticians, and
particularly Mr. Voigtlander, have ixed
upon the tubes of their cameras the marks,
showing how much the tube shomld be
lengthened or shortened, in order to com-
pensate any error of the photogenic focus
for each distance of the object, having
placed the apparent focus in the camera
obscura upon the ground glass. But I

need not remark how much this system
is subject to error, after having proved
that by some unknown cause, the dif-

ference between the two foci constantly

varies. I lay hold on that which has been
received with incredulity. I seize that,

which is denied by those who have not
taken the trouble even to make only one
experiment.

These are the photographers, who con-
tent themselves with saying, that as they
always obtain the images well defined with-
out having to change the ordinary mode of
adjusting the focus, the variation which I

speak of cannot exist.

I simply reply : are the images, which:
these photographers consider as perfectly

defined, so in reality }

I admit that without having regard to

the difference of the foci we can often ob-
tain the pictures sufficiently clear

; but
this certainly can have no effect, when ac-
cording to the rule of which I have spoken,
and for other reasons, the difference is at

its minimum, or when the two foci coin-

cide. Before discovering the anomaly in

question myself, I was unable to produce
pictures entirely irreproachable

; but I was
assuredly more exposed, at this moment
to imperfect success, without being able to

comprehend the reason.
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I ought to remark that the photogenic

space of the solar spectrum, is owing to the

separation by the glasses more or less, ac-

cording to the quality and intensity of the

light. This dispersion depends also upon
the matter which composes the glasses. It

is therefore in those instances in which this

dispersion is at its minimum, that there is

less difference between the two foci. In

these cases, if the picture is taken with the

camera destined for finding the foci, each

of the screens appears clear, and, since

from the first to the last it has a space of

12 inches, it follows that though we have

not placed the focus exactly at the point

where the photogenic image appears the

most distinct, nevertheless a tolerable

image might be obtained upon the Da-
guerrean plate. It is then principally when
the dispersion is at its maximum, that it is

of the greatest importance to make use of

the camera with a tube for indicating the

exact focus, and, if this precaution is neg-
lected, it will often occasion a failure.

I should further add, that the variation

between the foci and their separation, be-

comes more and more insensible, according

as the diaphragm employed diminishes the

opening of the lens.

By these diaphragms we render all the

rays more parallel, and the double images

are evidently avoided, each of the foci ap-

proach each other at the same point. The
necessity then for trying the foci, exists

more particularly when it is desirable to

operate quick, and consequently with the

entire opening of the lens.

After all that I have said, the incredu-

lous are still to be found. I advise them
to construct an apparatus similar to that

which I describe for trying the focus of

their lens ; each operator can establish it

without much expense, and, after one sin-

gle experiment he will be convinced.

PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY.—CLEANING AND COATING THE PLATE.

BY A. HESLER. PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHER.

H. H. Snelling, Esq.
Dear Sir :—The back numbers of the

Journal came to hand up to last month by
due course of mail—since which time I

have been on a visit to the upper country,

taking views of the upper Mississippi, Falls

of St. Anthony, Fort Snelling and the

mouth of the St. Peters' river.

I should have written to you some time

back, but have found it quite impossible

during business hours, my time being en-

tirely occupied by the duties of my art ; I

now have to snatch a few moments to do

so from the natural hours of rest.

CLEANING AND POLISHING THE PLATE.

I find that most " operators" in this as

well as other parts of our country, fail, in ob-

taining good pictures, more from a want
of care in properly preparing their plates

than from any other cause.

After having (during a practise of seve-

ral years) tried almost every process and
material, in cleaning my plates, I have set-

tled upon a mixture of alcohol and ammo-
nia ; both must be of the strongest proof

and pure as can be obtained.

Mix six parts alcohol with one of ammo-
nia ; then take a piece of india-rubber,

about one and a half inches by two, and
one or \nore inches thick ; and having cut

up some Canton flannel of the very finest

kind into pieces of suitable sizes, put four

or five thicknesses on the india-rubber and
saturate them well with the alcoholic solu-

tion of ammonia. Sprinkle the rottenstone

on the plate through a very fine cloth

stretched over the mouth of the bottle

;

scour gently with the moistened Canton
flannel, occasionally adding rottenstone

until you have a thick paste sufficient to

entirely cover the cloth. As the rotten-

stone becomes more firin on the cloth in-

crease the pressure on the plate until it is
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sufficiently cleansed, which may be known
by its assuming a clear bluish color, with-

out which no plate is thorougly clean.

You can now clean several plates very

fast
;

press on as hard as you please, as the

moisture in the Canton flannel will come
through the rottenstone and prevent it from

scratching the plate. If it gets too dry

add ammonia by lifting the bottom rag and

spirting the liquid on the upper pieces, and

as the rottenstone wears away add more.

By using it in this manner you can be sure

that the rottenstone will not stick to the

plate, which will enable you, the better, to

see when it is clean, which is never the

case until it has a clear, deep, soft, bluish

color. Now wash off the plate with the al-

coholic solution and wipe dry, carefully

breathing upon it and drying briskly.

I clean several dozen plates at a time in

his wav, and in less than one half the time I
c '

1 an accomplish it by any other process I

7 now of. Set your plates away in a clean

occ, and buff and galvanize at your lei-

ure.

I have heard a great deal of complaint

about the difficulty of keeping the buffs

clean, and in fact about cleaning them at

all. My buffs, as I prepare them, never

dirty the plate, and buff very quick. Take
your dirty buff, scrape and brush it as clean

as possible with a clean stiff brush, then dust

on your rouge, allowing it to sift through

a fine rag ; then take a cake of plumbago,

and with it, rub the rouge in thoroughly
;

now brush it lightly, and then take a softer

piece of plumbago—such as the softest

drawing pencils are made of—and rub it

well over the surface of the buff. All of

these articles must he clean and dry. Your
buff will now take hold very sharply and
leave your plate clean and pure. At
some future time I shall offer some ob-

servations on silvering or galvanizing 'the

plate.

COATING THE PLATE.

During last fall I prepared a sensitive,

differing somewhat from any I have seen.

It has the advantage of working very quick

and does not require changing as often as

other accelerators. . I have used a full

sized box, charged with it, since last Janu-
ary : it now coats a plate equally as quick

as at first and works uniformly well, and I

should judge that it might work a year witl-

out re-charging. I also obtain pictures of a
different tone from any I have seen. They
have not all " the natural colors" but they

have all the warmth of life a delicate flesh

color, on an ivory like enamel ground, can
give.

PREPARATION OF THE SENSITIVE.

Take a quart of water and put in two
ounces of bromine ; add to this as much
chloride of iodine as it will take up in four

or five weeks ; then add one ounce fluoride

of bromine and a few grains of dry iodine.

When this is well incorporated add one

ounce hydro -fluoric acid and shake well

together. It is now fit for use.

To charge a whole size box, I put in

from half an ounce to . 4 ounces water

;

smaller boxes must be charged in propor-

tion.

Use.—Coat over dry iodide to a deep
red, and then over the sensitive to a deep
rose or steel color, then back over
iodine a few seconds, according to the heac

of the room. I take pictures with this

sensitive, by a north light, in from one to

ten seconds.

The above remarks struck me as being

of most good to the greatest number. I

shall be glad to say more at some future

time if you desire it. ( Most assuredly we
do.

—

Ed.) Yours truly, &c.
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ELECTROTYPE MANIPULATIONS.^

BY CHARLES V. WALKER,

Honorary Secretary to the London Electrical Society.

Part II.

I. Tntoductory Observations.
85. Principles of Electrolytic Action.

—The First Part of the present treatise is

almost exclusively devoted to a description

of the methods of obtaining metal copies

from moulds of various kinds ; this Second
Part, or rather this continuation of the

treatise, will chiefly treat on the means of

coating metals with other metals, or with

their oxides, either for ornament or for

protecting them from the effects of exter-

nal agents. First in importance will rank
the manipulation, with gold and silver so-

lutions. These will be followed by instruc-

tions for the deposition of coatings of less

intrinsic value, but of equal general im-
portance ; and then will follow the result

of the action on the positive plate, or that

which becomes eroded by the oxygen.

86. I prefaced the former part of the

treatise with a brief introduction to the

philosophy of the process. 1 endeavored
to simplify, as much as possible, the beau-

tiful theory of electro-chemical affinities,

(§ 12, &c.) in order that if my pages fell

into the hands of any who were not versed

in these things, they might obtain such an
insight into the modus operandi^ as not t

)

be pursuing their labors "entirely in the

dark as to the tvTiy and wherefore. It

will be advisable to pursue the same plan

now ; and, before venturing to initiate my
readers into the practice of gilding and
plating, to unfold more fully the principles

on which the processes are based.

87. And for this purpose I cannot, in the

outset, do better than refer to the three ex-

periments already given (§ 11, 12, 13.),
as illustrations of Electrolytic action. In

the first of these (§ 11.) I described the

effect of a voltaic current on an acid solu-

tion : viz. the development of oxygen gas

at the wire, through which the current en-

tered the sdution ; and of hydrogen, where
the current left the solution ; and that if

platinum terminals were used, these gases

* Continued from vol. 1. p. 376.

might be collected pure. I then said

(§12) that if the solution contained sul-

phate of copper, oxygen would be released

as before ; but copper in a metallic form,

would be obtained in place of hydrogen.

And lastly, (§ 13.) I said that, if the ter-

mination at which oxygen is released be of

copper, the oxygen, instead of being libe-

rated, would combine with the copper and
form an oxide, soluble in the acid solution.

This is the theory of the process, when the

decomposition cell (§ 48) is employed.

88. Philosophy of the Single Cell.—
When a single cell is used, (§ 46.) the ac-

tion is precisely analogous. As for instance

—when the zinc and copper of a single pair

are connected, the former being in an acid

solution, and the latter in a solution of sul-

phate of copper, separated by a porous

diaphragm, (§ 43.) a transfer of electri-

city takes place from the zinc through the

solution to the copper ; and, as before,

copper is released on the copper or nega-
tive metal of the pair ; and oxygen at the

zinc or positive metal. As in the former

case (§ 13, 87.) the oxygen combined
with the copper, so in this it combines,

and far more readily, with the zinc. And
hence it is that the single cell process takes

much less time
(
§ 49

.

) than the other. If

now, in this arrangement, a salt of gold or

silver, or platinum, &c. be used in solution

instead of sulphate of copper, the same
general action takes place ; and a result

occurs, more or less similar to this, accord-

ing to circumstances.

89. These circumstances were not very

easily controlled in the early experiments

with the noble metals. Their salts were
readily decomposed, far more readily than

those of copper, but the metal was released

in a state of oxide, more commonly than in

a state of purity.

90. From what has been elsewhere

(§ 62.) said on the subject of depositing

the oxide, my readers must be familiar with

the causes which operate in its production,

and they might soon frame a mode of ob-
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viating it. The mode is, however, more
easy in theory than in practice. To illus-

trate this, let the experiment be made to

decompose nitrate of silver, by either of the

ordinary modes
; (§ 46, 48.) and then, if

it fails, as it doubtless will, let su«h altera-

tions in the arrangements be made as are

recommended for the copper solution

;

(§ 63, 64.) and it will be soon seen that

this salt is not so under command as the

cuprous salt.

91. The deposition of oxide, as I have

elsewhere stated (§ 80. ) , is due to the want

ofproportion between the generating power
of the voltaic combination, and the strength

of the solution on which this power is ex-

ercised. In some cases, as in the electro-

lysis of sulphate of copper, the balance of

power is readily obtained ; in others, as

when nitrate of silver is the subject of ex-

periment, the scale is not so easily adjust-

ed. The space which includes success is

contracted ; it may be alighted on, but

with no degree of certainty : in fact, long

before the theory of electro-chemical de-

posites was understood, I made some ex-

periments upon the electrolysis of this salt,

and succeeded in producing an electrotype

medal with a silver surface, being, I think,

the first instance of electro-plating, when
the object of the experiment was electro-

plating. But I was unsuccessful in my
attempts to repeat the experiments ; and
simply because, in that instance I chanced

to have in action a power nicely balanced

with the work to be performed, but in fu-

ture instances, my power was not adjusted

to the work.

92. Much more might be said upon the

difficulty of manipulating with certain me-
tallic salts ; but as my object is rather to

guide my readers to the sure result by the

most certain road, I shall pass from allud-

ing to what cannot be eflfected, to speaking

of what can.

93. Among the salts of silver and gold

are two possessing a wider range than the

rest ; and hence offering that facility for

experiment, which is the great object de-

sired :—these are the ammonio-carbonates,
and the cyanurets. Other salts have been
employed with success, in proportion to the

skill and knowledge of the manipulator, of

which a description will be given in the

sequel (§ 148) ; but these are more easily

managed. With regard to the first, there

is one great objection to be urged against

them ; namely, that they are highly fulmi-

nating ; if any of the crystals dry on the

surface of the vessel, a slight touch will

produce an explosion. This alone is suf-

ficient reason to prevent their application.

To the cyanides, which indeed are the sub-

ject of a PATENT, no such objection ex-

ists. I will treat, then, on these especial-

ly : remarking, that the same general

mode of manipulation which is effectual

with them, may be adopted for such other

solutions as may be noticed afterwards.

II.

—

Preparation of Medals, Moulds,
&c., FOR THE Reception of Silver or

Gold, &c.

94. I shall assume that this book will be

more read by those whose object is to ope-

rate on small articles, than it will by those

who wish to extend their experiments over

a wide field ; and hence I shall describe, as

I did before, (§20.) the means of working

on a limited scale ; and at the same time

furnish those who desire a more extensive

application of the process, with ample in-

formation upon the principles and practice,

so as to enable their pursuing it to any ex-

tent they please.

95. Preparing surfaces to unite loith

Gold and Silver^ 8fc.—The first point to

which I must direct attention, and it is one

of such paramount importance that, unless

duly regarded, all subsequent operations

will be vain,—is cleansing the surface of

the articles on which the metallic coatings

are to be placed. Unless this is effectu-

ally done, it is in vain to hope for perfect

adhesion between the metallic base and the

deposit ; the latter will rise up in blisters

where the surface is not properly prepared,

and easily be rubbed off.

96. There are two methods of prepar-

ing metals for the reception of other metals,

—the wet way, and the dry way. The re-

cent experiments of M. Becquerel and

others, are decidedly in favor of the latter;

but as it cannot be adopted, except in cer-

tain cases, where the work of the article is

plain, and the article itself is not delicate,

it will be necessary to describe both modes.

The main intent of cleansing is that the

contact between the two metals may be

perfect, and it effects this by removing

grease and all extraneous matter, especial-
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ly the oxides, which are ever found on the

surface of the less noble metals.

97. Cleansing hy the dry method.—
The advantage of the dry process over any
in which moisture has been employed, is

that, in the latter case, several seconds at

least, must always pass between the act of

removing the article from its last liquid

bath, and placing it in the solution of the

metal to be deposited ; and during this

short interval, the article, or some portion

of it, very frequently undergoes an altera-

tion, trivial indeed, but still an alteration,

by the action of the air, which produces a

jQlm of oxide, infinitely thin it is true, yet

quite enough to militate against the suc-

cess of the experiment, as regards perma-
nent adhesion. Therefore, wherever the

dry process can be adopted, it is decidedly

the better ; although from the very nature

of the articles subjected to the process, the

number of cases in which it is available is

very limited. The dry process is merely
the operation of scouring with sand, or glass

or emery paper, as the case may be ; or

<svith very fine powder of pumice stone and
clean brushes; utterly free from grease.

Sometimes fine files may be used ; indeed

all depends on the value and character of

the article operated upon. It must be re-

membered throughout that grease and ox-
ide are the great enemies to be expelled

;

and therefore, especial care must be taken

to avoid contact with the moisture of the

hand, which is of a nature to produce ei-

ther.^

98. Cleansing hy the wet rnethod. —As
this method must needs be adopted in the

generality of cases, it is well to dilate a lit-

tle upon it. The solutions employed may
be divided generally into two classes, the

acid, and the alkaline ; the action of the

former are directed more towards the re-

moval of oxides, &c.; that of the latter to

the removal of grease. As a rule, I would
always follow the use of an acid bath by an
alkaline, having first washed away the acid

in several waters ; and this may be done,

whether the operation commence with an
alkaline bath or not. The following are

some of the modes in use ; they are all

effectual, according to the circumstances,

which give preference to one over the other;

—The method recommended by M. Boet-

tiger in his account of gilding, given in the

Annalen der Chimie und der Pharmacie*
may be adopted. He says, "it is very

necessary to rub the metal, according to

circumstances,"!" with extremely fine sand,

moistened with hydrochloric acid mixed
with a little chalk, so that there shall re-

main no trace of oxide of copper." Ano-
ther effectual method is immersing the ar-

ticle in a mixture technically termed " pic-

kle." This may be made of

Sulphuric acid 64 parts.

Water 64
Nitric acid 32
Muriatic 1

The "pickle" is used by tying a wire

round the article and immersing it for a

second or two ; the action is very energetic,

and, of course, is not suited to the prepara-

tion of medals ;—for medals, the mixture

should be very much diluted, and they

should remain in it for a time. A mere
bath of dilute nitric acid is often used.

Nitric acid, mixed with sea-salt and soot,

is often rubbed on the article. Concentra-

ted acid and sea-salt is another mode. Of
the alkaline solutions are caustic soda, or

solution of soda and ammonia, or caustic

soda and sal ammonine ; or the articles

may be boiled in a solution of common soda

or potash, which is a very good method of

cleansing them.

99. Whatever solution is used, whether

acid or alkaline, or the detergent paste of

soot, or chalk and acid, fresh water must

not be spared for rinsing off all remaining

traces ; and the article must be dried for

immediate use by pouring over it boiling^

distilled, or rain water ; or if the process

of deposition is not to be commenced im-

mediately after being rinsed, it may be bu-

ried in hot or cold box-wood saw-dust, un-

til required ; it may often be dried for im-

mediate use in hot sawdust. In addition

to the detergent methods already given, an
ancillary means, which has been found ef-

fectual, depends upon the fact, that metal-

lic and other surfaces, after exposure to the

air for some hours, become coated with a

film of air so intimately, as to retain it,

even (as in electrotype cases) between

themselves and any metal deposited upon

* Vol. XXXV, p. 350.

t i. e. when it can be done without injury to

the object of experiment ; and this too must be the

guide in the appHcation of the other modes.
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them. In fact we have been advised, in

copying large subjects by electrotype, to

take advantage of this, and to allow the

film to arrange itself, before the plate is

submitted to the action of the battery. For

it is found that the presence of this natural

film very materially operates in preventing

adhesion between the plates and the de-

posit ; whereas, in the absence of the film,

unless its place has been supplied by some-

thing else, other things beiug in order, the

two will effectually become one. (§81.)

We are advised, too, after soldering a wire

to a copper plate, to allow the latter to re-

main an entire day, to regain the film of

air, which had been driven off by the heat.

Carrying out this principle, the b5iling al-

kaline solution, and the boiling water an-

swer a double end ; and hence are very ef-

fectual means of promoting perfect union

between the metals. Heat operates still

more favorably in causing the expansion of

the metal, as I shall have occasion to men-
tion when I recommend its adoption in the

process itself of electric deposition, (§136).
Iron may be prepared and cleaned by elec-

trolvtic action, as described elsewhere,

—

(§181).
100. Amalgamation to promote adhe-

sion.—The last method in this preparatory

stage of the proceedings to which I shall

allude, is that recently recommended by
M. Becquerel ;* and which promises to be

of great avail in ensuring a successful ter-

mination to the experiments. After the

articles are thoroughly .cleaned, according

to the instructions now laid down, they are

dipped into a solution of proto-nitrate of

mercury'; when taken out, they are wash-

ed in abundance of water ; and are then

rubbed with leather, in order to promote
the equal spread of the mercury. These
operations are repeated until the whole sur-

face is well coated with mercury. The ul-

timate character of the metallic deposit de-

pends on the surface given to the mercury
;

if the employment of the leather is only

such as is needed to effect the more equal

diffu.sion of the mercury, the surface is dull

or dead, and so is the deposit ; whereas, if

brisk friction is applied, and the mercury
receives a good polish, such will be the

character of the metal thrown down. And
thus may burnished gold or dead gold be

* Vide Les Comptes Rendus, July 3, 1843.

produced at pleasure. By adopting this

method of giving a mercurial coat as the

foundation for the plating or gilding, (and

it is especially valuable for the latter) a

double advantage accrues ; the close adhe-

rence between the metals is ensured,—and

a coating of gold of any thickness may be

thrown down. The mercury is subsequent-

ly driven off by heat, either heat applied

for the purpose, or Ihe heat employed in

some of the operations by which the work

is finished, (§147 )

101. Construction of Moulds.—In

connexion with the preparation of surfaces

for receiving an adhesive coat of other me-

tals, is that of preparing moulds of the best

character for copying medals, and also

other works of art, so that the noble metals

employed may not be wasted in producing

inferior objects. A considerable space

(§ 20-35.) was devoted, in the first part of

this treatise, to mould-making,t and with

justice : for it is folly in the extreme, to

work with bad and imperfect moulds ;
and

good are not obtained without much care

and patience. To the later editions
( § 79

.

)

I added the results of recent experi-

ence, describing the method to be pursued

in order to preserve the mould, when th:*

plaster has adhered to it. But the subject

is not exhausted.

102. Composition moulds.—The fol

lowing mixture has been recommended,

J

as being very serviceable for mould making.

Mutton suet, previously melted and strain-

ed, Ifoz.

White or virgin wax If
*'

Spermaceti 8

These are to be melted together, and used

precisely in accordance with the directions

given for wax, &c. (§ 28-34). The mix-

ture is very much improved by the addi

tion of a smaU quantity of black-lead or

flake-white. The reader must refer to

§ 28, &c., for directions in the management

of composition moulds.

103. Clichee Moulds.—In a note to a

paragraph (§ 25.) in the later editions of

Part the First, allusion was made to a

method, by which the best and sharpest

t Indeed, I have, in some of the latter editions,

almost anticipated the contents ot the lew follow-

ing paragraphs.

X Vide " The Chemist," (No. xxii.) vol. ii. p-

308.
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moulds could be obtained from the fusible

alloy described (§ 23). The following is

the mode adopted on the Continent for ob-

taining the beautiful casts of the French
medals, which are so much admired. These

casts are in a fusible alloy, containing an-

timony^ as well as the other ingredients.

(§ 23.) The composition is :*

Bismuth 8 parts

Tin • 4
Lead 5

Type metalt 1

The metals should be repeatedly melted

and poured into drops, until they are well

mixed.

104. A block of wood is then turned

into a shape similar to that of a button- die,

into one end of which is worked a cavity,

the size of the medal to be copied, and not

quite so deep as its thickness ; in this ca-

vity the medal is placed ; should it not fit

tightly, a circle of paper is pressed in with

it ; the metal being thus firmly mounted,

is to be copied in the following manner :

105. A sheet of smooth cartridge paper

is fixed, by drawing pins or otherwise, with-

inside a box having sides about four inches

high, which slope inwards in order to pre-

vent the metal from being scattered away
;

the part to be used is very slightly oiled

with a single drop of oil ; on this is poured

some of the prepared alloy, which should

be removed from the fire as soon as melted,

(§ 23). The metal is then stirred to-

gether with cards until it assumes a pasty

appearance, and is on the eve of crystalli-

zing ; if, at this stage, the surface should

appear defaced with dross, one of the cards

must be passed over it lightly and speedily

;

should no dross appear, this part of the

process maybe omitted. The die (§ 104.)

containing the medal, must then be held

firmly in the right hand, and be struck

gently and steadily upon the solidifying

metal. Should an assistant be at hand to

aid in this, it will be as well ; for some-
times, during the brief interim, while the

card is being exchanged for the die, the

exact moment is lost, and the mould is im-

perfect. When one stirs the metal, and

* Vide Proceed. Elec. Soc. partii, p. 90, Aug.
17,1841.

t Type metal contains a considerable quantity

of antimony, a metal which expands in cooling.

Instead of following to the letter the directions

above, I use one part of antimony itself.

the other is prepared with the die, the

operation can be timed to a nicety. When
an assistant is not at hand, the experiment-

ist should place the die within reach, at hi&

right hand, with the medal downwards.

A little ingenuity will readily suggest the

construction of a press, by which this part

of the process could be accomplished.

106. The beauty and perfection of

moulds thus obtained, will amply repay the

trouble of producing them,—though I am
not quite justified in using the word " trou-

ble :"—for it will be remembered that, by
the old method, the operation is often to be

repeated again and again, (§ 24.) before

the requisite fidelity of transfer is obtain-

ed ; and then, even after the most success-

ful operation, the mould is wanting in that

sharpness and burnish which so especially

characterize the results of the present pro-

cess. By this mode, with ordinary care,

two out of every three casts are perfect

;

besides, therefore, the economy of time,

the saving in the reduced oxidization of

metal is thus of no inconsiderable import

tance.

107. This method of producing moulds

is not confined to obtaining them from me-
dals, which melt at a high temperature

;

they may be obtained from the common
sojt^ white metal, with little danger of

damaging the original. They may also be

obtained from the metallic casts, (§ 103.)

which are extant, of the French medals of

Andrieu, &c. Moreover, if the fusible

mould itself (§105.) be cut round -and

fitted into the block (§ 104.) in place of

the medal, it may be employed as a die
;

and casts, perfect casts, equal in fespect to

fidelity, and similar to the original medal,

may be obtained. This is in fact the me-
thod by which the French medallions,

some of which are in most cabinets, are

produced.

108. In concluding this description of

the clichee process, I would remind my
readers that the variations of size in medals

is not very great. A dozen blocks, with

cavities at each end, would be ample pro-

vision for a very large portion of the me-
dals extant.

109. The shell-lac varnish employed for

protecting the back and edges of moulds

against the deposition of copper is not ap-

plicable in the operations with the solu-

tions of gold and silver ; for it is acted
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on by the cyanide. In its place should be

used wax, or, which is still better, pitch.

110. In reference to electrotype medals

and other works of art produced in moulds
taken from the originals, it may be as well

to remark that there are two methods of

giving them a silver or a gold surface by
electric deposition ; either by making the

medal according to the instructions given

in the first part of this work, and then gild-

ing or plating it ; or by preparing a good

and clear mould, (§107,) and depositing

in it a certain quantity of silver or gold,

and then backing it up by the deposition of

copper. The best electrotype medals are

produced in this way.

111. Copying Busts ^ Sfc.—It may not

be out of place to add here the method
pursued for copying busts or statues from

wax originals. The original is covered in

the usual way (§34.) with plumbago ; it is

then placed in the copper solution of a de-

composition cell (§ 48.) and is acted on

until a moderate coat of copper is obtain-

ed : it is now removed and embedded in

plaster of Paris : the wax is melted out,

and the interior well cleaned with a hot ley

of potash or soda. It is then inverted and
filled with a solution of the metal which is

to be deposited ; and in the solution is

placed a sheet of the same metal, as in the

ordinary arrangements. The theory of this

operation is self evident ; but in practice,

especially on small articles, a difficulty pre-

sents itself, to guard against which requires

no little care. The action occasionally

ceases without any apparent cause ; and
for days, although all things seem in order,

no appreciable deposit takes place. This

can only be obviated by cleaning the posi-

tive metal and greatly reducing the action.

The effect is due to phenomena too com-
plex to be detailed in the present treatise.

—Leaves, fruits, flowers and insects,—and
these are very interesting subjects to coat

with gold and silver,—are prepared by
being immersed in very hot wax, and when
cold, being coated with plumbago.

III.

—

Solutions and Apparatus to be
USED IN Plaiting and Gilding.

112. The medals, &c. prepared accord-

ing to the foregoing directions, (95, 97,

98.) and moulds, composed of the new
alloy, (§ 102,) will be ready to receive

deposites of gold and silver, either by the

single cell (§ 46.) or by the battery process

(§ 48,126.) ; either of which methods

may be adopted; according to the will of

the operator, or to the extent and nature

of the operations. With respect to the

process of gilding, and that of plating, the

manipulation differs little : therefore, with

little exception, one, series of observations

will apply in both cases.

113. Preparation of the Silver So-
lution.—The constituents of a solution,

very well suited to experiments on a large

as well as on a small scale, are, oxide of
silver^ cyanide of potassium^ and pure,

water.

Oxide of Silver.—Place pieces of sil-

ver in a glass vessel, and pour on them
about equal parts of water and strong ni-

tric acid ; the metal will soon dissolve, giv-

ing off fumes of nitric oxide. Should the

solution have a green hue, which is invari-

ably the case, unless the metal has been ob-

tained fine from the refiners, it indicates the

presence of [copper, in which case immerse

some pieces of copper in the solution, and
the nitric acid, by elective affinity, will

combine with the copper ; and a precipi-

tate of pure silver, in the form of a greyish

powder, will take place. Throw away the

liquid, and wash the silver precipitate se-

veral times in sulphuric acid and water,

and afterwards in water alone. Then re-

dissolve it, as before, in nitric acid and
water ; and a solution of pure nitrate of
silver will be obtained. Place this in an

evaporating dish, or a saucer, and apply

the heat of a spirit-lamp, or place the saucer

by the fire-side, till some portion of the li-

quid is driven off in vapor. Allow the re-

sidue to cool, and it will shoot out in long

colorless transparent crystals, which are

nitrate of silver. They must be handled

with care, as they possess the property of

staining animal and vegetable substances,

with an almost indelible black ;—fused ni-

trate of silver being the lunar caustic of

surgery, and the main ingredient of mark-
ing-ink.—Next prepare some lime-water^

by stirring lime into water and filtering

the solution. As lime is very sparingly

soluble in water, requiring at 60*^ Fahren-

heit, 750 t.imes its weight, it is necessary

to make an abundant supply. Place the

lime-water in a glass or other vessel, and

drop in it a few crystals of nitrate of sil-

ver ; the colorless solution will : instantly
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assume an unsightly brown hue ; and, after

remaining quiescent for a time, the oxide

of silver will subside in the form of a dark

brown precipitate. The liquid is then

poured off,, and the precipitate is washed

with water. Before throwing away the li-

quid, fresh lime-water should be added to

it ; and if the dark hue recurs, the precipi-

tate must be allowed to subside again ; if

no change takes place, it may be inferred

that the silver is all extracted. The oxide

of silver should not be dried, but be kept

in bottles with water.

114. Cyanide or simple Cyanuret of

Potassium.—Before entering into the pre-

paration of this ingredient, I may mention

that the prussiate of potash of commerce
has, by many young experimentalists been

mistaken for the above article, because it

is often sold, by those unacquainted with

chemical technicalities, under the name of

cyanuret oj potassium. It is, in chemical

parlance, tQirnQdiferro-cyanuret^ from its

containing a certain portion of iron ; and
differs in its properties, very materially

from the simple salt. It is of a bright

yellow color, and is converted into the

colorless, simple cyanuret in the following

manner

:

115. Take 4 oz. of the yellow prussiate,

break it in small pieces, and well dry it on

a plate of iron ; then reduce it in a mortar
to exceedingly fine powder. Dry and
pound in like manner 1^ oz of carbonate

of potash. Incorporate the two ingredients

thoroughly. Place a Hessian crucible in

the fire
; and when it attains a red heat,

throw into it the prepared mixture, and
closely cover the crucible. Keep up the

heat, and the contents of the crucible will

soon fuse ; and the fluid mass will become
red hot. After this, immerse in it, from
time to time, a hot glass rod ; the mass
which adheres, is in the early stages of the

process, brown on cooling ; as the heat is

continued, it appears yellowish, and finally,

colorless and transparent. The operation

. is then complete ; the crucible must be re-

moved ; and after its contents have been
allowed to settle, the fused mass may be

poured off ; the greater portion of which
consists of the simple cyanuret

^ of potas-

sium* This salt is very deliquescent, and

* This method was first introduced by Prof.

Liebig. Vide Phil. Mag. April, 1842.

must therefore be retained in close bottles:

it will readily be recognised by its power-

ful odor,—that noticed in peach blossoms.

The mere mention of prussic acid enter-

ing largely into its composition, will be

sufficient to induce my reader to exercise

common caution in handling it.

116. Having these ingredients prepared,

take one pint of pure rain or distilled water
;

add to it two ounces of the cyanuret' of

potassium ; shake them together occasion-

ally, until the latter is entirely dissolved

;

and allow the liquid to become clear. Then
add a quarter of an ounce of oxide of silver,

which will very speedily dissolve ; the dis-

solution may be hastened by heat, and,

after a short time, a clear transparent solu-

tion will be obtained.

117. Preparaton of the gold Solu-
tion.— Warm a pint of pure rain or dis-

tilled water, and dissolve in it two ounces

of cyanuret of potassium as before ; then

add a quarter of an ounce of oxide ofgold|

The solution will at first be yellowish, but

will soon subside to colorless transparency.

1 18. 1 by no means give these as standard

proportions of the several ingredients re-

quired. They are the proportions which I

employed with success in gilding and plat-

ing the series of medals (submitted to the

Electrical Society at their meeting, Sept.

21, 1841,) by the battery process to be

hereafter described. When the same ob-

ject is effected by the employment of a

single cell, it will be requisite to alter the

degree of saturation according to circum-

stances ; to which, however, I shall have

further to allude in the sequel.

119. Single zell for plating and gild-

ing.—The necessity of economizing solu-

tions of such value as these, has led to cer-

tain modifications in the apparatus, contri-

buting to that end. The porous cell, (§

t Those not versed in chemical manipulation

will be wiser to purchase than to prepare oxide of

gold ; but for general information, I give the pro-

cesss.—Dissolve pure gold in two measures of

muriatic with one of nitric acid ; evaporate to dry-

ness ; dissolve the residuum in twelve times its

weight of water ; add to this, a solution of pure

carbonate of potash, dissolved. in twice its weight

of water ; apply a moderate heat, about 170 deg.,

and a reddish yellow precipitate occurs. This is the

hydrated per-oxide of gold. Wash it well ; and to

render it anhydrous, boil it in water. It then as-

sumes a brownish black color which is the oxide

required.
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43.) which in other arrangements contains

the zinc and acid, and is surrounded by
the copper, (§ 19.) or other negative ele-

ment in the present process, contains the

cyanide solution^ and the negative element

or object to receive the deposit, and is

surrounded by the zinc, &c.

121. I must again dwell upon the phi-

losophy of the action of this arrangement,

and return to first principles, in order to

impress them more firmly on the minds of

those who read these pages with the intent

to repeat the experiments. For it is a

matter of some importance, in employing

the costly salts of the noble metals, to have

the principles of the experiments traced

out as distinctly as possible.

122. In^the arrangement just described,

the nature of the deposit will depend upon
the principles elsewhere (§ 63, 64.) de-

veloped ; and a fortiori^ from the facility

with which the salts of silv.er or gold are

decomposed, there wiU be a much greater

chance of releasing hydrogen, and spoiling

the experiment ; to prevent which, there-

fore, ample provision must be made. For
instance, if the silver solution is weak in

proportion to the energy of action between
the zinc and acid water, the electricity de-

veloped will be more than sufficient to re-

lease pure metal, (§ 63.) and hydrogen
will be evolved, the result being a deposi-

tion of oxide. Or, if the balance between
the strength of the solutions be duly adjust-

ed, the relation between the size of the

zinc and of the medal or mould may be

such as to determine the same result. It

is therefore requisite that the water which

excites the zinc should contain hut little

acid ;—a few drops, more or less in pro-

portion as the cyanide solution contains

more or less of the oxide ; and that the

strength of the latter should be maintained

by a fresh supply of oxide from time to

time.

124. Plating hy means of a single

cell.—Having charged either of these ar-

rangements with the weak acid water and
the solution of silver, let it remain for a

few minutes ; in order that the porous cell

may be moistened through, and that action

may commence as soon as the cu'cuit is

completed. Then attach a thin^"^ pliable

* This principle, so often alhided to, of retard-

wire to a medal or mould, and place its

other end in contact with the wire attached

to the zinc : complete the circuit by im-
mersing the medal in the silver solution,

and a deposition will instantly take place.

It will present a dead whitish appearance.

125. Should the silver deposit present a

whitish surface, streaked with perpendicu-

lar Hack lines, it may be regarded as an
indication that the action is attended with a

developement of hydrogen ; this must be

prevented by some of the means so often

mentioned. (§ 63, &c.) By careful at-

tention at the commencement of the pro-

cess the right degree of action is readily

obtained ; and if the process is continued

(with occasional watching) for about half

an hour, the medal will be beautifully coat-

ed with dead silver. In that condition it

may remain, after being washed and dried

in blotting paper. Or, if a burnish is de-

sired, the leather and plate-brush must be

used. Mr. Bain has just patented an in-

strument, which he styles a " Voltaic

Governor." The plates of the voltaic ar-

rangement are immersed to a depth suffi-

cient to produce the electricity required.

They are suspended in the liquid as weights

to a clock-work arrangement. When the

action diminishes, a keeper from an electro-

magnet, through which the current passes,

is moved, and the plates sink until enough

electricity is generated to cause the electro-

magnet again to attract the keeper.|—If,

instead of plating medals, the object is to

deposit silver in a mould, as mentioned

elsewhere, the same preparations are to be

made ; but the mould should be allowed to

remain for some minutes, (more or less ac-

cording to the thickness requh^ed,) subject

to the action of the current. It may then

be removed, and after being washed with

water, and afterwards with water contain-

ing a few drops of nitric acid, maybe placed

with proper connexions in a copper solu-

tion, (§ 46, 48.) to remain there till it is

sufficiently backed up with this metal.

To he Continued.

ing or restraining the energy of the action, is re-

garded in the employment of tJiin wire ; it is a

very valuablg adjunct to the other means (§ 63.) of

obtaining the same end ; and may often be adopt-

ed with advantage.

t Vide Mech. Mag. 5th Aug. 1843.
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GOSSIP.

— We hasten the day of publication of

our present issue in order to give our sub-

scribers, at the very earliest possible mo-

ment, the important and valuable discovery

of M. Niepce de St. Victor, ",the Helio-

chromie," or art of impressing a colored

image on the daguerreotype place. This

process M . Niepce was induced to make

public at this time in consequence of our

announcement in the January and February

numbers of the Photographic Art-Journal,

of Mr. Hill's discovery. It appears that

M. Niepce arrived at his process some

months ago : and deposited a detailed ac-

count of it in the archives of the Academy

of Science, in Paris, intending to perfect it

at his leisure, but our announcement has-

tened its publicity, and we now have the

pleasure of presenting it to our readers in

advance of any other publication in Ameri-

ca. It will be seen that the process is in-

complete, M. Niepce not having as yet dis-

covered a method of fixing the impressions,

but we have no doubt that before many

days, the genius of our American artists

will accomplish this great desideratum.

Possibly the process of M. Niepce will

have to be greatly modified, and we look

forward to the day, not far distant, when

more than one of our Daguerreotypists will

communicate to the Photographic Art-

Journal the results of his successful expe-

riments.

We are now in a position to receive the

earliest information regarding all improve-

ments made in Europe, and we assure our

readers that we shall'present them for their

consideration at the earliest possible mo-

ment.

M. Niepce's process appears to us—so

far as we are enabled to judge, from the lit-

tle light thrown upon that of Mr. Hill

—

entirely difierent from the Hillotype and

in many respects inferior, so that we still

have the satisfaction of awarding to the lat-

ter gentleman the proud title of the true

discoverer of the perfect Heliochromatype.

We are satisfied that when Mr. Hill's pro-

cess is made public, that it will be pro-

nounced superior to the one we now publish,

but still he will now be obliged to divide

the honors with his trans-Atlantic competi-

tor, as many will undoubtedly avail them-

selves of M. Niepce's process and make it

the foundation of various systems of mani-

pulation, which will be equally successful

and practical.

We understand that Mr. Hill is in high

spirits at present, in consequence of his suc-

cess in his most recent experiments ; we

are also given to understand that we may

look for a full development of his process,

to those Daguerreotypists who comply with

his terms, in a very short time ; we sincere-

ly hope that this is the case, both for his

sake, and the benefit of artists generally,

for there is no denying that the Hillotype

discovery has very materially injured the

daguerreotype busuiess throughout the

country. It seems to have suddenly stop-

ped short ; it did not gradually decrease as

is customary at this season of the year, but

its check was almost instantaneous, at least

in the city of New York, and we have been

informed by Daguerreotypists from all parts

of the country that the same has been the

case in their neighborhoods.

The paper of M. Niepce de St. Victor,

will be found highly interesting, apart from

its intrinsic value as a discovery of practi-

cal utility. The theory is most beautiful,

it is almost sublime, and the system of ma-

nipulation is equally beautiful. The ori-

ginal has lost none of its beauty in the

translation of Mr. Anthony, and we think

that it is sufficiently simple to come within

the comprehension of every one.
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— In order to place the great discovery

of M. Neipce de St. Victor, before our

readers at the earliest possible moment, we

issue our present number so soon after the

last—which was unavoidably delayed to

the end of the month—that we are unable

to illustrate it with the usual portrait, but

we feel confident that the omission, under

the circumstances, will be pardoned.

— The " Wanderer" wiU please ac-

cept our thanks for his pleasing and agreea-

ble communication. We shall look for a

monthly continuation of his sketches, and

we trust he will let us know as much about

our southern Daguerreans as possible, in-

cluding their artistic skill and taste, and

their peculiar views regarding the state of

the art in this country, as well as just cri-

ticisms—such as we know he is capable of

giving—of the works of those who are wor-

thy of being mentioned in the Photographic

Art-Journal. We have no sympathy, how-

ever, for those who degrade the beautiful

science of Photography by taking pictures

for a trifling sum, and we cannot consent to

allow our columns to be littered with their

names, we care not how good a picture they

may take. Such artists may depend upon

it that our friend '' Wanderer" has too

much taste himself to suffer a thought,

of them even, to escape at his pen's point.

— Mr. Hesler, of Galena, will also

please accept our thanks for his very valu-

able communication. He enters so fully

into our views on the subject of which he

treats, that we are the more pleased at the

opportunity for making his remarks pub-

lic. Mr. Hesler is one of the most energe-

tic, successful, and excellent artists at the

West, we are informed, and we have no

doubt his advice will have much weio-ht

with his Daguerrean brethren.

— Enamelled Daguerreotypes.—We

clip the following important notice from

the London Art-Journal for May. It was

filed for insertion in our June number, but

crowded out.

"A very important step has just been

achieved in the art of Daguerreotyping—
that of fixing for ever the portrait upon
the plate, by means of a coloring process,

effected by hand, and which, by the aid of

chemical action contemporaneously taking

place, is made, as it were, to sink into the

plate producing the actual result of enamel.

The coloring composition now used, and
which admits of the production of aU hues,

from the slightest and most delicate, to the

most gorgeous and brightest, is the disco-

very of M. Mausin, a French gentleman,

associated with Mr. Beard, while the media

by which it is applied, so as to effect a che-

mical combination with the plate, has been

brought to perfection after months of pa-

tient experiment conducted by the above

mentioned gentlemen in conjunction. In

the early days of Daguerreotype, our read-

ers wiU remember what fragile and unsatis-

factory things sun portraits were : how they

behoved to be always kept snug in Moroc- ^
CO cases from the action of the sun and the

air, and how the spectator was obliged, be-

fore he could catch the proper light and
see the likeness at all, to turn and twist it,

and look sidewise, and at every possible

angle, and with every practicable species

of squint and visual contortion, like a mag-
pie peering into a marrow bone. Soon,

however, the process was so far improved
that the pictures became visible to a great-

er or less extent from whatever angle you
looked at it, and, better still, the delicate

lines and hues painted by the sun, acquired

sufficient permanency and consistency to

withstand in ordinary cases, the effects of

light and air.

The coloring of Daguerreotypes was
another step in advance. The cunning
hand of the artist was thus able to retouch

the crudeness and to modify the peculiari-

ties, apparently inseparable from the scien-

tific process, while pleasant little back-

grounds took the places of sombre old ex-

panse of green baize. Still much more
was to be effected, many of the colors em-
ployed never came out in effective brillian-

cy on the plate, and they were all fading

and transitory. Heat, in particular, was a
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formidable foe to the old Daguerreotypes.

Many a respectable father and mother of a

family, hung ujp, like a Penate and a Lar,

faded gradually, evaporated bit by bit, and

at length vanished as completely as the old

household deities we have cited. Now,
however, we have arrived entirely at a new
era.

By the enamelling process, not only is

the utmost range given to the colorist, and
the brightest and the most glittering hues

brought out, but the portraits become im-

perishable. The coloring matter bites into

the plate, and a Daguerreotype submitted

to the new process, would for all we know,

stand the sand and scrubbing brushes of

the gentlemen who "do" the cleaning of

the pictures of the National Gallery. This,

at all events, we can vouch for. We saw
an excellent Daguerreotype well be-lather-

ed with soap and water, and rubbed rough-

ly and thoroughly dry without the pictures

suffering in the slightest degree. No glass

is requisite for these new pictures, and they

may be safely hung in the most continuous

light, being as unchangable as ordinary oil

or water color portraits.

The metallic tone, so often complained

of, is by this means also got rid of, and the

plate becomes a curious specimen of sci-

ence, while it is an elegant example of art.

Mr. Beard, has prepared a very splendid

frame ; within which he has suspended a

number of picturesque and characteristic

Daguerreotypes, illustrating all the varie-

ties of the process—the old plain portraits,

the old colored, and the new enamelled

ones.

This case will form a feature in the Ex-
hibition, to which it is to be despatched in

a few days. In the meantime, Mr. Beard,

with reason, anticipating an overflow of

portrait-hunters, is enlarging his premises

in King William street, and is about to

open a new West-end estabHshment in Re-
gent street.

We are cf opinion that some process of

this kind will be adopted for fixing. the

colored impressions of M. Niepce de St.

Victor ; it will do no harm, at all events,

to try this process itself.

subject touching the Photographic Art, we

take occasion here to insert the opinion of

Sir. W. Brewster on whitening the interior

of the camera box. It appears to be very

reasonable, and yet there are those—as we

have said before—who having practically

applied it, recommend as strongly as he

condemns it.

*' It is not easy to explain the results ob-

tained by M. Evrard ; the effect of inter-

nal light on the negative must be to darken

the whole of the negative paper, and, con-

sequently to accelerate the productions of

all the lines which constitute the picture
;

but if the light 2,q,\^ equally upon the dark

lines when they are darkening, as it does

upon the light parts, the depth of color of

the black lines cannot be increased, be-

cause the depth of the ground on which

they are drawn is equally increased. The
internal light must therefore darken the

dark parts of the negative more than the

light parts. It is obvious that the internal

light scattered over the negative cannot be

uniform. It would therefore be better to

keep the camera black, as hitherto, and to

admit light through one or more apertures,

so as to illuminate equally the surface of

the negative. This might be done either

by transmission through ground glass or

paper, or by reflection from any white sur-

face. It would be curious to try lights of

diffei'ent colors, and to see if the process

could not be accelerated by exposing the

negative paper to a certain quantity of light,

either after it has received a faint picture,

or before it is placed in the camera. If

M. Evrard's results are correct, there must
be some new principal called into play by

the supplementary light assisting the natu-

ral light from the object."

— As our columns are always open to

the free discussion

—

fro or con—of any

— It was our intention to publish in

this number of the Journal the call for the

Syracuse Convention of Photographic

Artists, but the early day at which we are

obliged to go to press, prevents our re-

ceiving the promised communication in

time. We shall, however, endeavor to lay

it before our .readers in our next. We
have written much in favor of this measure,
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and have said much more, and yet we think

the subject is inexhaustable, so many points

of argument present themselves. We are

surprised that the Daguerreotypists of New
York city are so lukewarm on this subject.

Three attempts—to our knowledge—have

been recently made to get together a suffi-

cient number of operators to make a re-

spectable response to this call, but to no

effect. There has been always some fri-

volus excuse for* non-attendance by more or

less of those who agreed to meet together.

This should not be. Let us make a pro-

position. Mr. Haas is known, not only to

be one among our first artists, but the old-

est in the art in this city. He commenced

his career as a Daguerreotypist, in Paris,

at the time M. Daguerre made the impor-

tant announcement of his discovery, and

he has been engaged practically in it ever

since. This entitles him to seniority. He
is also an advocate for the formation of a

Photographic Society, and has thrice en-

deavored to effect the first step towards its

construction. Our proposition, therefore,

is this. Let an evening be appointed

—

and we will name the 20th of July—when

our artists shall agree to meet Mr. Haas to

discuss the matter. We will take the

liberty—knowing their liberality on all sub-

jects connected with the art—to name the

place of meeting either at Mr. Brady's,

Mr. Lawrence's, or Mr. C. C. Harrison's

rooms. Let our Daguerreotypists do this,

and in one year we shall see a society

equally flourishing and talented with the

Heliographic Society of France.

— We have heard a very good sugges-

tion made, within a day or two, in regard

to the Hillotype, which we shall take the

liberty of presenting to the consideration of

Mr. Hill. It is this : That he invite ten,

twelve, or more Daguerreotypists from

among those he intends to favor with the

use of his discovery, and after enjoining

upon them such restrictions of seeresy as

he may deem advisable, exhibit his pictures

to them, and obtain a card for publication,

setting forth the merits of his discovery,

and the time for its developnient. Thig

should be done to reassure our Dao;uerreo-

typists and the public. We assure Mr.

Hill that some demonstration of this kind

is absolutely necessary, for it cannot be

disguised that great dissatisfaction exists

among all classes at the delay which has

already occurred.

— Our friend M. B. Brady Esq., sailed

for Europe last Saturday, to visit the

World's Fair in London. Before his re-

turn he will go to Paris and visit the cele-

brities of that city. He takes out some

exquisite Daguerreotypes to exhibit to M.
M. Daguerre and Neipce ; these will es-

tablish his reputation for exquisite pictures

in Europe as firmly as it is here. He is

the second, only, we believe, of our dis-

tinguished artists, who have left us for the

same purpose. W. A. Pratt Esq., of

Richmond, Va., went over last month. We
wish them safe and prosperous voyages, in-

vigorated health, and a speedy return.

— Mr. Root, of New York, has now
brought the Crayon Daguerreotype process

to such perfection that we cannot express

too highly an appreciation of the beautiful

specimens he sends from his gallery. We
have always expressed our admiration for

this style of picture, and Mr. J. A. Whip-
ple, of Boston, has not, we think, received

that credit for the invention which he most

richly deserves. We never saw a more
beautiful picture than one he exhibited to

us two years ago, taken in this style, and
we never have yet seen it surpassed. The
most beautiful Photograph of a child—about
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two years old—we ever saw, was shown us

a short time since, by a friend. Every

feature of the face, every portion of the

form, was as perfectly and boldly drawn

by the sun's pencils, as by the hand of a

portrait painter, and it was fully equal to

the best daguerreotypes of adult persons.

This picture was taken by that enterprising

and indomitable artist J. H. Whitehurst.

The daguerreotype from which our por-

trait of Mr. L. H. Hale was copied, is a

very fine specimen of the art, and we are

not surprised at the success of that artist

if all his pictures wiU, in the least, compare

with it.

Mr. Gurney, of New-York is also ma-

king some very fine pictures, particularly

of the mammoth size, which undoubtedly

have not their superiors. Mr. Gary, of

Savannah, we understand, has been making

during the past winter, some of the finest

specimens of daguerreotypes ever exhibit,

ed. This artist is not uniformly so good

as he might be, were he a little more pa-

tient under difficulties. We also think he

is a little too much of a scofier at the theo-

ry of his business. We never saw that

man yet who could not be improved by the

experience of others, particularly those

who make the theory as well as practice of

that art the subject of close investigation.

There is too much of this kind of senti-

ment existing among American artists of

the present day, and the sooner they divest

themselves of it the better it will be for

themselves and their sitters. Any man may
occasionally stumble on a good picture, but

it requires one of deep research and natural

genius to succeed always. There is no

denying that Mr. Gary is usually a finish-

ed operator, and while we accord thus

much to him, he must not take it amiss if

we point out what we conceive to be his

faults. We intend to pursue this course

towards every Daguerreotypist who comes

under our observation, for we consider a

course of criticism of this nature will tend

to improve the art greatly, and we do not

see why our Daguerreotypists, as well as

painters, should not submit to it. We do

not believe in mincing these matters tor the

mere purpose of currying favor, and, al-

though we may, at first, create opposition,

in the end we feel confident we shall be

sustained by all sincere and honorable men.

— A few copies of the first volume are

now on sale. Price, $3,00 per copy, beau-

tifully bound. This is the cheapest vol-

ume ever published on the Photographic

art. It contains as much as any three

works published, which would cost their

possessors at least twelve dollars. Gopies

can be sent by express to almost every

town in the United States, orders for which

may be sent to W. B. Smith, 61 Ann-st.,

or H. H. Snelling 308 Broadway, New
York.

— July 8th.—We have just learned

—

altogether too late to be of any practical

use to our readers—that the Photographic

convention at Syracuse takes place on the

12th inst. We shall be there and repor*

progress in our next.
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PART II.

The influence of the Solar Rays on compound bodies, with especial reference to their Photographic
application.

Section ii.—On the Action of the Solar Rays on Vegetable Substances.

Melloni has endeavored to explain this.

The hypothesis which this philosopher has

given, supposes all bodies to have what he

terms " a chemical coloration." To ren-

der his meaning clear, we must diverge

from our subject slightly. If we paint a

board of the seven prismatic colors—or

take, which is still better, seven pieces of

cloth of the same colors as the rays ; and

receive the spectrum upon them, we shall

find when all the rays fall upon their own
color that the color of each is considerably

exalted. If we receive the spectral image

upon a red ground, all the rays will suffer

diminution in intensity, except the red,

which will be increased. If, on the con-

trary, it is received on a blue ground, the

blue ray will become more intense, where-

as all the others will, in different degrees,

be diminished. Melloni, therefore, rea-

soning by analogy from these differently

reflective powers of various colors, supposes

all bodies, even a white sheet of paper to

have an invisible " chemical coloration ;"

and hence as the color of the body present-

ed to the spectrum belongs to that of one

or other of the rays, so is the maximum
chemical power of that ray exalted, whilst

all the others are depressed. We find that

colored media allow the passage of a larger

quantity of the rays of their own particu-

lar color than of any other. We also find

that colorless fluids adrait the permeation

of the chemical influences of the solar beam

Continued from No. 1, vol. 2, page 14'
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in very different degrees. Hence M. Mel-
loni argues, that according to the " chemi-

cal coloration" of the fluid, so is its per-

meability to different rays which produce

chemical change. This is certainly an ex-

ceedingly ingenious hypothesis, and we
may by it explain a great number of phe-

nomena ; but it appears to me an unneces-

sary refinement in speculative philosophy,

to build so elaborate and complicated a

structure upon a foundation so purely im-

aginary as this. Any speculation from so

eminent a philosopher as Melloni, to whose

researches on Heat we are indebted for the

elucidation of some of the most complicat-

ed phenomena of this element, must be

received with all the respect due to the

efforts of a mind of so high an order ; but

at the same time we must not be led too

widely astray by an entire reliance upon
authority, even such authority as Melloni.

It would appear that M. Moser has bor-

rowed his ideas of the colors of the " latent

Light" of vapors from this philosopher.

It is necessary for the fair and full con-

sideration of the question, that the views

of another eminent experimental philoso-

pher should be examined—those of the

younger Becquerel. I shall, therefore, ex-

tract a few passages from the translation

of E. BecquerePs Memoir on the Consti-

tution of the Solar Spectrum in the Scien-

tific Memoirs, Part XII. August, 1843.*

* See also Annales de Chimie, November, 1843'

for an extended memoir by the same author.
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" It has been generally admitted that these

radiations which accompany Light are dif-

ferent from each other, and that according

to such or such a sensible substance, the

active rays were also different ; but I do

not suppose that the question is so com-
plex. In fact, the luminous phenomena,
according to the theory of undulations, de-

pend on the vibrations of the molecules of

the illuminating body, which are transmit-

ted to the retina by the intermediation of

the aether, the molecules of which are

themselves in vibration. Fresnel, whose

beautiful investigations have contiibuted to

the triumph of this theory, had stated that

the chemical effects produced by the in-

fluence of Light are owing to a mechanical

action exerted by the molecules of aether

on the atoms of bodies, so as to cause them
to assume new states of equilibrium, de-

pendent on the nature and on the velocity

of the vibrations to which they are sub-

jected. This idea had been suggested to

him by a remarkable experiment of M.
Arago, the result of which was to show,

that the chemical rays which influence the

chloride of silver, interfere in the same

manner as the luminous rays, (see page 15,

Vol. 1. No. 1.) I think that the hypo-

thesis of Fresnel is accurate, and even that

it may be extended further, especially if

we consider that the chemical and phos-

phorogenic rays possess the same physical

properties as the luminous rays ; thus they

are subjected to the physical laws of re-

flection, of double refraction, ofpolarization

and of interference, in the same manner as

are these rays ; and moreover, the spectra

of these different radiations have the same

lines. Thus, it would be more simple to

suppose

—

'•' 1st, That a pencil of solar rays is the

union of an infinite number of rays of dif-

ferent refrangibility, each ray arising from

undulations of aether, not having the same

velocity,

" 2dly, That, by refracting a pencil of

solar rays through a prism, we have the

solar spectrum which possesses different

properties, on account of its different ac-

tion on external bodies.

" 3dly, That, with respect to certain

substances, the molecules of which are

united by weak affinities, such as salts of

silver, of gold, of mercury, &c. The solar

rays act according to the velocities of un-

dulation, which may be transmitted to the

molecules of matter, and consequently be-

tween certain limits of refrangibility. I

have called the whole of the rays which
affect a substance a chemical spectrum.

'' 4thly, That phosphorescent bodies be-

coming luminous by means of the molecu-

lar movement impressed on their molecules,

a movement which gives rise to the sepa-

ration of the two electricities, necessary

for maintaining the molecular equilibrium,

and the neutralization of which forms the

flashes we observe, we may consider the

action of the solar rays on these bodies, as

analogous to that of these rays on bodies

chemically sensible, with this difference

only, that the mechanical action of the

molecules of aether is transmitted to these

bodies without chemical decomposition.

According to their nature, therefore, these

phosphorescent substances are sensible be-

tween certain limits of refrangibility, in the

solar spectrum.
*' 5thly, Besides, if we consider the re-

tina as an organ which perceives the vi-

brations of the aether, it is only sensible to

rays contained between certain limits of

refrangibility, and the active rays form a

spectrum, which in this case, is found to

be the luminous spectrum.
" According to this hypothesis, we shall

bring back all the effects produced under

the influence of Light, to the action of one

same radiation upon different bodies, and
there will be as many spectra, as there are

sensible substances. This mode of viewing

the subject is verified on all the phospho-

rescent bodies, and on those whose molecu-

lar state changes under the action of the

solar rays. As to the luminous rays, or

those which act upon the retina, we can

only judge of them by our own sensations
;

but it is probable, that the retina of the

different beings which exist on the surface

of the globe, are not at all sensible between

the same limits of refrangibility. We have

some examples of this ; amongst others of

fish which live in the depths of the sea
;

and which see how to find their way where
none of the rays which would be percep-

tible to our organs penetrate,"

In the drawing which I have given of the

fixed lines ofthe spectrum (see p. 15, vol. 1.

No. 1 ) , the great lines only of the luminous

portion are represented. By forming a

spectrum on a Daguerreotype plate, M.
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E. Becquerel discovered the same lines in

the chemical impression, and similar ones

formed over the parts acted upon by the

obscure rays. A very broad line is formed

at 1 by the union of many smaller lines.

After it, at M Y, four other lines are

formed ; and at N, four others. There

arc at O two great lines, and another at P,

which is very strong and black. A great

number of others are formed, and many of

them represented in the plate attached to

M. E. Becquerers memoir, but I have not

thought it necessary to represent them. It

is upon the strength of the fact of the ex-

istence of these inactive spaces in the
" chemical," as well as the " luminous,"

spectrum, that Becquerel inclines to the

above views.

M. Arago, it appears, first suggested to

M. E. Becquerel these inquiries, and also

some others connected with the action of

the rays of the spectrum on the same body
placed in different me(^a—say air and
water. It was not found that any differ-

ence was produced by either of these me-
dia. The j&xed lines were the same in

each, although the velocity of Light is

much quicker in water than in air. On
this M. Arago remarks,—" The velocity

with which a luminous rsLj passes through

a given body, depends exclusively on the re-

fringency of this body, and on the velocity

ofemission of the ray, on the velocity it

had in vacuo. The ray which reached the

surface of the stratum of iodine through

the water at the point where it meets this

surface, possesses a velocity superior to

that which the ray that moved through the

air had at the same point : but m the in-

terior itself oj" the stratum, at a sufficient

depth, the two rays possess exactly the

same velocity. Let us make th'e photo-

genic phenomena depend not upon an ac-

tion exerted at the surface, but upon an ac-

tion originating in the interior ofthe stratum,

and every difficulty disappears ; only—

a

single result—we are compelled to estab-

lish an essential distinction between the

interior and the surface of a stratum, the

thickness of which is incredibly small."

I have now given the hypothesis of M.
E, Becquerel and M. Arago, which both
lead to the conclusion, that the chemical
influences of the solar rays are one of the

phenomena of Light. If we admit the

necessity of referring chemical changes to

the theory of undulations, nothing can be

more satisfactory than the explanation

which these views afford. But although

this ably supported theory has explained

in a most facile manner the phenomena of

interference, it does not appear to me that

it assists us in the least in the elucidation

of the very remarkable class ofphenomena
we have been considering. That the fixed

lines, by whatever cause produced, should
be found to be the same in the spectrum
impressed on iodized plates, and in the lu-

minous image, is not surprising. Another
element may come with Light, obeying the

same physical laws, of reflexion, refraction,

&c., but which may be essentially differ-

ent in many of its important principles.

Indeed, to adopt M. Arago's own words,
" It is by no means proved that the photo-
genic modifications of sensitive substances
result from the action of solar light itself.

These modifications are perhaps engender-
ed by invisible radiations, mixed with
Light properly so called, proceeding with
it, and being similarly refracted. Jn this

case the experiment would prove, not only
that the spectrum formed by these invisi-

ble rays is not continuous, that there are

solutions of continuity as in the visible

spectrum, but also that in the two super-
posed spectra these solutions correspond
exactly."

I incline to the opinion that if is proved
that these chemical and molecular cbano-es

which we have been considering, are not
formed by Light, but that they are pro-
duced by the influence of the invisible ra-
diation's of another power which always ac-
companies it. This position it will now be
my endeavor to prove.

CHAPTER II.

Is the Chemical Principle of the Su7i''s rays a
new element ?

The experimental results of M. Melloni
on radiant Heat, particularly the separa-
tion of the Heat rays from the Light rays,

have been thought sufficiently conclusive
to establish these two elements as princi-

ples broadly distinguished from each other.
I certainly incline to the view that the im-
ponderable elements with which we are
acquainted will eventually, by the great
advance of experimental philosophy, be
proved to be but modifications of one all-

pervading principle. But it would be a
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most unphilosophical proceeding to declare

at once the identity of Light, Heat, and

Electricity. There is much in common
amongst them. Electricity developes both

Heat and Light : Heat appears capable of

being almost transformed into Light and

Electricity, and Light appears frequently

naturally associated with Heat, and in all

probability it has the power of imparting

Electricity to bodies. These elements

do indeed seem to be resolvable into one

another. But until we can prove them to

be identical, we must regard them as dis-

tinct agents.

If we pass the sun-beams through a deep

yellow glass, or which is still better, a so-

lution of the sulphate ef chromium, we rob

them of but very little of their Light or

Heat ; but it will be found that they are

deprived of the greatest part of their che-

mical influence. Sensitive papers may be

exposed behind such a glass or such a fluid

tor a considerable length of time without

undergoing any change.

An instance of the intense power of pale

yellow media is the following :
" Dalton's

solution of quadro-sulphuret of lime, pre-

pared by boiling lime and sulphur in plenty

of water, scarcely seems to impair the

brightness of white objects seen through it

in thickness of an inch or two."

The spectral image, passed through such

a fluid, exhibited but " small apparent loss

of illuminative power ;" " hut its total

-photographic effect must have heen dimi-

nished^ hy the loss of at least foar-Jijihs

of its amount.'^'* (Herschel). ,

A colored atmosphere acts in the same
manner. The case mentioned by Sir John
Herschel in his Memoir " On the Chemi-
cal Action of the Rays of the Solar Spec-

trum," which I will quote, is to the point

:

*' ]t is probable that other atmospheric re-

lations than those wbich refer to the ex-

tinction of the merely luminous rays are

concerned in this phenomena. The tint of

coal smoke is yellow (as may be seen in

perfection in a London November fog,)

and more than one instance of the intense

power and capricious sini?ii!:iiities of the

very pale yellow media in liK-ir action on

the chemical rays will come hereafter un-

der our notice. In the locality from which

this paper is dated (Slouch), a light east-

erly wind brings with it .-(bundant smoky
haze from London, to which rural prejudi-

ces assign the name of ' blight' and attri-

bute an insect origin. On such occasions

when the sky has been otherwise cloudless

I have heen continually at once annoyed
and surprised by the slowness ofphotogra-
phic action, and by the fugitive nature of
its results under the process affixing,'^''

The power which chlorine gas, diluted

with common air, has ofabsorbing this che-

mical principle is very great. Although
so pale a yellow is the mixture, it does not

appear that there is any actual loss of

Light, by the interposition of a vessel thus

filled, over that which would occur with a

bottle of common air : it will be found
that the influence producing chemical

change is absorbed in a remarkable^ man-
ner, and photographic preparations of the

most sensitive kinds, change with the ut-

most slowness, behind even this pale yel-

low gaseous medium.
At the Cork meeting of the British As-

sociation a paper- from Dr. Draper was
read, detailing the following experiment,

which is interesting :—Within a very large

vessel filled with a mixture of chlorine and
hydrogen, was placed a small one filled

with the same gaseous mixture ; and this

arrangement was exposed to the sunshine.

Of course the gases in the outer vessel

speedily combined, and the vessel was fill-

ed with the vapor of muriatic acid ; but

the gases in the interior vessel, although

Dr. Draper has shown that an exceeding-

ly small influence will occasion them to

combine, were found to be unaffected. The
atmosphere surrounding this inner vessel

had, although allowing the passage of a

flood of Light, separated the chemical

principle, which alone had the power of

inducing the combination.

It has been observed by Daguerre, and
almost by every photographist since the

announcement of his discovery, that the

sun two hours after it has passed the me-
ridian, is much less effective in the photo-

graphic processes, than it is two hours pre-

viously to its having reached that point.

May not this depend upon an absorptive

power of the air, which we may reasonably

suppose to be more charged with vapor

two hours after, than two hours before

noon }

If, on the contrary, we take a consider-

able thickness of a dense purple fluid, as,

for instance, a solution of the ammonia-
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sulphate of copper, we shall find that the

quantity of Light is considerably diminish-

ed ; but the so-called " chemical rays"

permeate it with the greatest facility, and

sensitive preparations are effected by this

influence, notwithstanding the deficiency of

Light, nearly as powerfully as if exposed

to the undecoraposed sunbeams. Those

deep blue glasses which are colored with

cobalt, and which are commonly used for

finger glasses, have nearly the same effect

of obstructins: Liojht, but allowino; the free

passage of this principle which accompa-

nies it.

In the valuable paper to which I have

already several times referred, Sir John

Herschel mentions the curious property of

the muriate of chromium, " which reduces

the spectrum to two narrow and pretty

well defined spaces, colored the one red

and the other green, the red being that of

the estreniity of the spectrum, and the

green of great purity and richness of tint."

On photographic papers this analysed spec-

trum impresses two circular spots, whose

centres coincide with those colored images

exactly in the green, and nearly so in the

red : one spot is intensely black, and the

other white. The same authority has also

proved that a preparation of the coloring

matter archil—the rocellate of potash-
admits the permeation of a fgreat quantity

of green light ;
" such as, had its proper-

ties not been altered by the medium it had
traversed, could not have failed in the time

the exposure lasted to have produced a

considerable blackening of the paper,"

which was however unchanged over the

green luminous spaces. These experiments

are very illustrative ; they show the exist-

ence of a chemical principle in the region

but at the same time quite independent of

the color of the ray.

Ifwe examine the photographic images im-
pressed by the spectrum itself, as represent-

ed in the plate, or any other series, it will be
seen that the luminous rays occupy but a
very small space compared with the influ-

ences of heat and chemical power. If the

linear measure, or the diameter of a circle

which shall include the luminous rays is 25,
that of the calorific spectrum will be 42.

10, and of the chemical spectrum 55.

jO. Such a series of circles may well be
sed to represent a beam from the sun,

hich may be regarded as an atom of

Light surrounded with an invisible atmo-
sphere of Heat, and another still more ex-

tended, which possesses the remarkable

property of producing chemical and mole-
cular change.

We may regard the centre or maximum
of this power as situated somewhere about
the most refrangible blue, or the lower

edge of the indigo ray, the shifting of this

point, as we vary the materials preventing

us from fixing the spot with precision.

Towards the most refrangible end of the

spectrum we find, as might be expected,

the power slowly diminishing in force with

the most perfect regularity, until at a cer-

tain point, even the most sensitive prepara-

tions can detect no chemical action. On
the contrary, as we approach the most
luminous rays, the action is abruptly stop-

ped, the light-giving power has interfered

with the chemical power, and in a great

many cases all action ceases at this point.

In some others this point, where the effect

of Light is the greatest, having been past,

the chemical power is again exerted, and
a similar interference is, in some cases,

strikingly shown by the maximum calorific

rays, although we have abundant evidence

of a chemical principle extending far into

that invisible region of the spectrum.

If the separation of the rays of Heat and
the rays of Light from each other by ab-

sorbent media, and the difference in the

effects produced by these elements is suf-

ficient to mark their distinct characters,

and to fix them as separate elements, sure-

ly the experiments which have been given,

and which might be very considerably

multiplied if it were necessary, are quite

enough to mark in a still more decided

manner the existence of this chemical

principle in perfect independence of Light

or Heat, and indeed to establish the exist-

ence of di, fou/tli imponderable heat.

Although it is necessary to regard this

principle as an independent one, yet it

must be remembered that it appears to as-

sociate most intimately with Light, and is

guided by the same laws. It is reflected

and refracted in the same way as Light,

and it is capable of being in like manner
polarised, as has been proved by M. Ar-
ago, M. J. E, Berard, Dr. Sutherland,

and myself. Dr. Sutherland has publish-

ed in the *' Philosophical Magazine" for

July, 1841, a very complete investigation
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of this subject, in which he explains the]

methods he employed. He succeeded in

polarizing these rays, 1st. As they proceed

directly from the sun ; 2d. As they exist

at the extreme violet end of the spectrum;

3d. As they fall from the sky ; and by
three different process, double refraction,

reflexion, and repeated single refraction.

To this valuable paper I must refer those

readers who may desire further information

on this point. During the summer of

1842, I had the advantage of using a very

large polariscope, constructed on the prin-

ciple devised by Mr. Goddard, and capa-

ble of exhibiting all the phenomena of po-

larization, to large assemblies ; and with

it I was quite successful in producing all

the results which are described by Dr.

Sutherland in a very striking manner,

not only by sunlight and diffused daylight

but by the artificial Light formed by throw-

ing mixed oxygen and hydrogen on a ball

of lime.

It must be evident to every one who will

attentively consider the question, that the

researches which have been pursued by va-

rious experimentalists during the last three

or four years, have materially modified the

views which were entertained of the con-

ditions of the solar spectrum. Sir John
Hersehel admits the three classes of phe-

nomena to be distinct from each other, and
all the researches of Becquerel, of Moser,

of Draper, and others, have led to the same
conclusion. It is true that Becquerel has

sought to give another explanation to the

phenomena he has discovered, and is now
inclined to regard this chemical power as

nothing more than the modified influences

ot Light. The weight of evidence is great-

ly in favor af the position 1 have maintain-

ed, and, until this element and Light are

proved to be identical, they must be re-

garded as separate ; and it is essential that

it should be distino-uished by a character-

istic name.
Dr. Draper, as I have previously men-

tioned, has proposed a name, which is so

purely imaginary and inexpressive, that it

can never be generally adopted. " Every
physical science," writes Lavoisier, "is ne-

cessarily formed of three things—the series

of facts which constitute the science, the

ideas which call them to mind, the words

which express them. The word should

give hirth to the idea^ the idea depict the

ifar.t : they are three impressions of one

^seal.^'' With these conditions scientific

.men have almost always complied, and we
must not depart from them in the present

instance. It is no easy matter to suggest

a name at once philosophically expressive

and philologically correct. The greatest

difficulty arises from our limited knowledge

of the origin of the power and of its prin-

ciple. We find that certain chemical

compounds undergo a very decided change

of state when exposed to the solar rays.

In some instances decomposition is pro-

duced, in others combination is effected.

We also learn by experiment that the prin-

ciple regulating chemical affinities is very

decidedly influenced by Heat, whether de-

rived from natural or from artificial sources;

and in many respects the resulting pheno-

mena are similar. It has also been shown,

particularly in the elaborate and beautiful

researches of Dr. Faraday, that Electrici-

ty is most energetic in bringing about

changes in elementary combinations. In-

deed it must be admitted, that a very re-

markable analogy exists between the ope-

rations of Light, Heat, and Electricity.

By the examination which we have given

to the power emanating from the sun, it

would appear that the agent which is con-

cerned in bringing about chemical change

is not the agent which produces Light ; and

although we see that similar effects may be

produced by Heat and Electricity, yet as

the phenomena in general belong to a dif-

ferent class, and are in their mode of ope-

ration broadly distinguished, it does appear

necessary to mark this principle by some

peculiar epithet, to prevent a confusion of

ideas. The propriety of distinguishing this

principle by a name at all, has been ques-

tioned by several natural philosophers,

whose opinions are of great value. There

are others, and amongst them we must

reckon M. E. Becquerel, who regard

the phenomena connected with the solar

emanations as due to the same agent. He
concludes his Memoire " On the Effects

produced upon Bodies by the Solar Rays"
in these words :

— '' Dans le courant de ce

Memoire, j'ai employe les noms de rayons

lumineux, chimiques, et phosphorogeni-

ques, pour designer, dans chaque cas, la

portion des rayons solaires qui agit pour

pioduire, en particulier, les effets lumi-

neux, chimiques, et phosphorogeniques

;
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mais cela sans prejudice de Popinion que

je viens de mettre touchant I'existenee d'

un seul et meme rayonnement. J'ai meme
dii d'abord supposer ces rayonnements

des agents distincts, afin de montrer

leur dependance mutuelle, et d'arriver en

suite a la conclusion que je viens d'enon-

cer. On pout done, pour simplifier la de-

scription des phenomenes, continuer a se

servir de ces noms, rayons lumineux, chi-

miques, phosphorgeniques, sans attacher

plus d'importance qu'il n'en faut auxmots
mots qui designent des parties differentes

d'un memd agent."* The very industri-

ous experimentalist arrives at this conclu-

sion from the fact—of great interest in it-

self—that the dark bands of the luminous
spectrum exactly coincide with the inactive

spaces of the chemical and phosphorogenic

spectra ; but this, it appears to me, proves

nothing more than the dependence of these

principles upon similar laws.

Light, Heat, and Photographic power,
are, beyond all doubt, three distinct class-

es of phenomena. Now, the science of
Optics has its nomenclature well confirmed

by established use. The science of Ther-
motics, or of Thermochroology, is also

considered of sufficient importance to have
its nomenclature

; and M. Melloni, in a
paper published in the "Bibliotheque Uni-
verselle de Geneve," October, 1841, has
entered very fully into the matter. It is

therefore essential to the successful prose-

cution of our inquiries, that the third class

of phenomena, which we have been particu-

larly engaged in the consideration of, should
have a term by which it might be distin-

guished. Sir John Herschel, in his me-
moir " On the Chemical Action of the

Rays of the Solar Spectrum," uses the

epithet Aclinograph to indicate an instru-

ment of a very ingenious kind, devised by
him for registering the difi'erent degrees of

chemical power, accompanying the solar

Light during the day. M E. Becquerel
also uses actinometre as the name of an
arrangement for measuring the amount of

electro-chemical action induced by the

chemical rays. We might, therefore, upon
the strength of these authorities, adopt the

substantive ray, and give some compound
term formed from this radical to indicate

* Annales de Chimie et de Physique, Novem-
ber 1843.

this principle accompanying the other sola^

rays. There is, it must be admitted, some
difficulty involved in the adoption of such

a term as it will apply to any radiant

power, whether Light, Heat, or Photogra-

phic energy. Several terms have suggest-

ed themselves, but they have been, all of

them, open to some great objections. One
epithet (Helioplaston,) which I was strong-

ly inclined to adopt, I have abandoned, as

it would imply a material agent, and also

indicate rather a moulding into form, than

a change of condition. I should, there-

fore, prefer an expression which might

sufficiently express some one characteristic

feature of this principle, and thus distin-

guish it from Light and Heat without in-

volving any kind of hypothesis. Might we
not then, with strict propriety, regarding

this principle as the sun's energetic power

working in and producing change in bodies,

adopt such a term as Energema, energy
;

or, slightly modifying it, use such a coin-

age as Energia, which is capable of being

readily adapted to all the combinations we
are likely to require. If it was thought

desirable to connect this name with the

substantive ray for the purpose of express-

ing its origin more clearly, we might use

Actenergia ; but it appears to me the whole

subject would be kept more distinct and

clear by the application of the epithet

Energia, simply to distinguish the princi-

ple without involving it in any way with

its solar source, or its radiant character.

Light, Heat, and Energia, for it is ne-

cessary to recapitulate, are the three prin-

ciples (or the modifications of an element-

ary first principle) detected in the solar

rays. The first acting upon the organ of

vision, and enablino- us to distino;uish ex-

ternal objects, and giving color to all. The
second is that principle which regulates the

solid, liquid, or gaseous states of matter,

and which maintains this planet in the

condition which is essential to the well-be-

ing of its inhabitants. And the third, En-
ergia, that power which effects all the

changes, whether chemical or molecular,

which are constantly in progress , it is that

agent which is for ever quickening all the

elempnts of growth, and maintaining the

conditions of a healthful vitality ; and it is

no less energetically employed in the pro-

cesses of corruption, which, indeed, are no
other than the necessary changes of mat-
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ter in its progress from one state of organi-

zation to another.

Melloni and M E. Becquerel have both

suggested the probability that the solar

rays are but one principle—Light ; and
that, as they are received upon bodies dif-

ferently constituted, they produce the phe-

nomena of Color and Vision, of Heat, or

Chemical Action. Melloni has, indeed,

endeavored to explain all the phenomena
of photographic action, and the peculiar

influence of the dissevered rays of the pris-

matic spectrum upon different preparations

upon the supposition that all bodies, even

those which are the most colorless, possess,

what he calls, a chemical coloration. For
example : if a sheet spread with the chlo-

ride of silver is exposed to the spectrum,

we find that the greatest action takes place

over the space on which the blue rays fall

;

whence it is argued, from a supposed ana-

logy between the effects which would be

produced if the spectrum was thrown upon
a piece of blue cloth, in which case the

blue ray would be exalted, that the chemi-

cal color of the white chloride of silver is

chiefly blue. This system of reasoning is

extended to all the chemical compounds,

which are known to undergo change of

state by the influence of the solar power
;

and it is also used to explain the phenome-
na of absorption by colorless transparent

fluids. It must be admitted that the memoir
in which this philosopher sets forth his views,

is one of extraordinary excellence ; but, al-

though it will explain many ofthe phenome-
na, we have not a single fact which can

be brought in support, otherwise than ana-

logically of this hypothetical view. Bec-

<[uerel founds his assumption, as I have al-

ready stated, on the fact of the correspon-

dence of the fixed lines detected in the

different spectra. This fact does not ap-

pear to bear upon the argument. We al-

ready know that the physical properties of

Heat and Light are similar—that they can

be similarly reflected, refracted, and polar-

ized ; and the same applies to the chemi-

cal principle : but it is not, therefore, eon-

tended that we have arrived at such con-

clusions as would warrant our determining

the identity of all the phenomena of Heat
and Light. I do not mean to deny the

possibibility of their being modifications of

some all-pervading principle, with which

our researches have not, owing to their

want of refinement, made us acquainted

The philosophy of chemistry teaches us to

regard those bodies as elementary, which
do not admit of decomposition. But it at

the same imposes upon us the necessity of

abandoning the idea, that the solar radia-

tions are a single independent element,

when we can resolve them into three inde-

pendent orders of phenomena. We now
reckon three imponderable elements. Light,

Heat, and Electricity. Now, are we not

bound by the principles which guide us in

every step of the inductive system, to add
to these a fourth—Energia ^ •

By more refined experiments, we may
eventually determine the existence of a

principle, upon which the phenomena con-

nected with some of the elements may de-

pend, and we shall then be compelled to

abandon the idea and name, which argues

a separate existence. Is it not probable

that the principle Energia, which has

been shown to be capable of producing

some of the most extraordinary and unex-
pected changes in the state and structure

of solid bodies, may be a superior element
of which some one of the imponderable

powers is but a modification } A few more
facts may be adduced in support of the in-

dependence of Light and Energia.

When M. Arago made his *' Report on
the Daguerreotype" before the Chamber
of Deputies in 1839, he used these words—^* Upon examining several of the pic-

tures to be submitted for your inspection'

all will consider the immense advantages

which would have been derived, during th©

expedition to Egypt for example, of a

means of reproduction, so exact and so ra-

pid ; all will be struck with this reflection

that, if Photography had been known in

1798, we should this day have possessed

faithful representations of many valuable

antiquities now, through the cupidity of the

Arabs and the vandalism of certain travel-

lost for ever to the learned world,".ers

Now, this hope has not been entirely ful-

filled. It was of course imagined that un-

der the brilliant sun and clear skies of the

south, photographic pictures would be

produced with much greater quickness than

they could be in the atmosphere of Paris.

It is found, however, that a much longer

time is required. Even in the clear and

beautiful light of the higher Alps, it has

been proved that the production of a pho-
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tographic picture requires many minutes

more, even with the most sensitive prepara-

tions, than it does in London, It has also

been found that, under the influence of the

brilliant light of Mexico, twenty minutes,

and half an hour, are required to produce

effects, which in England would occupy

but a minute ; and travelers engaged in

copying the antiquities of Yucatan have on

several occasions abandoned the use of the

photographic camera, and taken to their

sketch-books. Dr. Draper has observed a

similar difference between the chemical

action of the liojht in New York and in

Virginia. This can only be explained on

the supposition that the intensity of the

Light and Heat of those climes interferes

with the action of the Energic rays on these

sensitive preparations which are employed.

Dr. Draper furnished a prismatic image,

impressed upon a Daguerreotype plate in

Virginia,- which exhibits some remark-

able peculiarities, it has been described in

a previous chapter. Nothing could be

more valuable than a series of such spec-

tral pictures, produced in different eleva-

tions. It would be very easy to procure

them from our magnetic observatories in

different parts of the world, and these

would afford much valuable information

on this point. Captain Sir E. Belcher of

the Samarang, was furnished with every

complete Daguerreotype and Calotype ap-

paratus ; the value of these in such an ex-

pedition must be exceedingly great. I en-

deavored to impress upon Sir E. Belcher,

the valuable assistance he would render to

science by procuring, at different places

in the progress of his voyage, impressions

of the prismatic spectrum ; and I hope on
the return of the Samarans: to England,
we shall find that some such have been ob-

tained by her scientific commander, or some
of his talented officers.

In the last Memoir of M. E. Becquerel,

the conditions of the prismatic spectra, im-
pressed upon various materials at Paris,

are given with much minuteness ; and an
engraving accompanies the memoir, in

which most of the spectra described are

represented. In this series the maxima
are found in the violet and indigo spaces,

and the blue ray appears in all cases to

produce a minimum effect, or nearly so.

Now, all Sir John HerschePs, Draper's,

and my own experiments give a high maxi-
mum to the chemical influence of the blue

ray. Are these differences due to some
atmospheric absorption, arising from geo-

graphical position, or are they dependent
on some peculiarities in the prisms employ-
ed, or on the manner of performing the ex-

periments .''.

The Roman astronomers state that they
have procured Daguerreotype impressions

of the Nebula of the sword of Orion. Sig-

nor Rondoni has a secret method of re-

ceiving images on a lithographic stone : on
such a prepared stone they have succeeded

in impressing an image of the Nebula and
its stars ; and " from that stone they have
been able to take impressions upon paper,

unlimited in number, of singular beauty,

and of perfect precision ; each star, each

filmy nebuluous streak, faithfully depict-

ing its own position." Professor Robin-
son of Armagh, stated at a meeting of the

British Association at Cork, that he was led

by the report of these experiments to en-

deavor to procure a Daguerreotype im-
pression of the moon's surface. A portion

of the disc of the moon was brought with-

in* the range of a powerful reflecting tele-

scope, at which the Crater of Copernicus

was in active operation, and giving out a

most intense Light. This brilliant image
was thrown upon a Daguerreotype plate,

which was placed in the focus of the re-

flector, and left exposed to its action for

twenty minutes. Although a good im-

pression of a building could be procured

upon plates similarly prepared in a minute,

yet this prolonged exposure to this Light
produced no impression.* The experiments

of Forbes have shown that no heating

power exists in the moon's rays ; and this

experiment of Dr. Robinson proves, in the

first place, that lunar Light will not act

chemically upon the ioduret of silver, and
in the next that it is not combined with

that chemically active principle which I

have called Energia, and which exists, ac-

cording to Signer de Vico, in the rays of

* Several successful attempts have been mado
in this country by Mr. .Tohn Roach ofNevv York,
and J. A Whipple of Boston, also by Mr. Wattles
of New York. The latter gentleman informs us

that he has succeeded in obtaining an impression

the size of a half dollar perfectly distinct.—£d,
Pho, Art-Jour,
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tlie remote stars which form the Nebula of

Orion's Sword and of Andromeda.*

CHAPTER III.

On the probability of producing colored pic-

tures by the solar radiations.

M. Biot, in 1849, speaking of Mr. Fox
Talbot's beautiful calotype pictures, con-

siders as an illusion " the hope to reconcile

not only the intensity but the tints of the

chemical impressions produced by radia-

tions, with the colors of the object from

which these radiations emanate." It is

true three years have passed away, and we
have not yet produced colored images

;
yet

I am not inclined to consider the hope so

entirely illusive.

It must be remembered that the color

of bodies depends entirely upon the ar-

rangement of their molecules. We have
numerous very beautiful experiments in

proof of this. The biniodide of mercury
is a fine scarlet when it is precipitated. If

this precipitate is heated between plates of

glass, it is converted into crystals of a fine

sulphur yellow, which remain of that color

if left undisturbed, but which become very

speedily scarlet if touched with any pointed

instrument. This very curious optical phe-

nomena has been investigated by Mr. Fox
Talbot and by Mr. Warrington. Perfect-

ly dry sulphate of copper is white ; the

slightest moisture turns it blue. Muriate
of cobalt is of a pale pink color, a very

slight heat, by removing a little moisture

changes it to a green. These are a few

instances selected from many which might

be given.

If we receive a prismatic spectrum on
some sensitive papers, we have evidence

that the molecular or chemical disturbance

bears some relation to the color of each ray,

or, in other words, that colored Light so

modifies the action of Energia, that the

impression it makes is in proportion to the

color of the Light it accompanies, and
hence there results a molecular arrange-

ment capable of reflecting colors different-

ly. In the preceding pages, some instances

have been given in which the rays impress-

ed, corresponded with the colors of the lu-

minous rays in a very remarkable manner.

One of the most decided cases is that of

* This theory is explained by the experiments of

Messrs. Roach, Whipple and Wattles.

the paper prepared with the fluoride of

soda and nitrate of silver. Sir John Her-

shel was, however, the first to obtain any

good specimens of photographically im-

pressed prismatic colorations.

It was noticed by Daguerre that a red

house gave a reddish image on his iodized

silver plate in the camera obscura ;
and

Mr. Fox Talbot observed, very early in

his researches, that the red of a colored

print was copied of a red color, on paper

spread with chloride of silver.

In 1840 I communicated to Sir John

Herschel some very curious results obtained

by the use of colored media, which he did

me the honor of publishing in one of his

memoirs on the subject, from which I again

copy it.

A paper prepared by washing with mu-
riate of barytes and nitrate of silver allow-

ed to darken whilst wet in the sunshine to

a chocolate color, was placed under a frame

containing a red, a yellow, a green and a

blue glass. After a week's exposure to

diffused Light, it became red under the

red glass, a dirty yellow under the yellow

glass, a dark green under the green, and a

light olive under the blue.

The above paper, washed with a solu-

tion of a salt of iodine, is very sensitive to

Light and gives a beautiful picture. A pic-

ture thus taken was placed beneath the

above four glasses, and another beneath

four flat bottles containing colored fluids.

In a few days, under the red glass and

fluid, the picture became a dark blue, un-

der the yellow a light blue, under the

green it remained unchanged, whilst under

the blue it became a rose red, which in

about three weeks changed into green.

Many other experiments of a similar na-

ture have been tried since that time with

like results.

In the summer of 1843, when engaged

in some experiments on papers prepared

according to the principles of Mr. Fox
Talbot's calotype, 1 had placed in a came-

ra obscura a paper prepared with the bro-

mide of silver and gallic acicj. The came-

ra embraced a picture of a clear blue sky,

stucco fronted houses, and a green field.

The paper was unavoidably exposed for a

longer period than was intended—about

fifteen minutes ;—a very beautiful picture

was impressed, which when held between

the eye and the light, exhibited a curious

^
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order of colors. The sky was of a crim-

son hue, the houses of a slaty ' blue, and
the green fields of a brick red tint. Sure-

ly these results appear to encourage the

hope, that we may eventually arrive at a

process, by which external nature may
be made to impress i^s images on prepared

surfaces, in all the beauty of their native

coloration.

Conclusion.
All the experimental evidence connected

with the chemical powers exerted by the

solar rays which has been gained up to the

present time, has now been given, and I

feel certain that, notwithstanding the very

great progress which has been made in this

inquiry during the last three years, the

present volume must, in a short time, be-

come merely a record of the stages by
which one of the mightiest truths of nature

has been revealed. Setting aside the curi-

ous and beautiful applications of the solar

power in the production of pictures drawn
with unerring fidelity, let us consider the

conclusions to which the details I have
given will lead us.

It is now established that the sun's rays

cannot fall upon any body without produ-
cing a molecular distui'bance, or a chemi-
cal change. Wherever a shadow falls, a

picture is impressed. It matters not
whether the material which receives the

images be one of those chemical compounds
which are so susceptible of change, or a

plate of metal, or a block of stone. The
surfaces of all material things are constant-

ly, under the influences of sunshine, under-

going a mysterious change, which is com-
municated by molecular vibrations to the

entire mass, and new conditions establish-

ed, which, with all the powers of chemis-

try, we cannot yet follow.

The influence of this power on the vege-
table kingdom is strikingly evident, and
we are now enabled to trace nearly all the

functions of the plant up to the operations

of a piinciple which appears to have its

origin in the sun.

Is it not also evident that the condition

of the animal kingdom is not merely in-

fluenced, but dependent for health and vi-

gor on this solar power }

Where the influence which accompanies
each ray of Light can penetrate, there we
find organization and hfe. In those abyss-

es to which it cannot reach, is an eternal

blankness. Even the pellucid ocean, we
find at no very considerable depth, where

the faint gleam of Light is dying into

darkness, a few animals, and these few of

the lowest order of organization, and color-

less. Below this region, neither vegetable

nor animal is found. As we ascend to-

ward the surface of the sea, distinct zones

of animal and vegetable life present them-

selves, each diff"eriiig from the other ; those

of the superior zone being higher in the

scale of organization and of brighter color

than those immediately beneath it ; whilst

near the surface of the sea the most ex-

quisitely developed form exist, adorned

with all the beauty of prismatic coloration.

Even on the surface of the globe the in-

fluence of the sun is shown in the most

marked manner. The animals and the

plants of the tropical climes glow with the

richness of color ; those of the temperate

zones are of a duskier hue ; whilst in the

arctic regions we find them nearly color-

less. The races of men are characteristic

of the clime in which they are found, not

in color merely, but in physical power, in

animal passions, and in mental energy. It

has been asked, and the question is deserv-

ing the attention of the physiologist—Is

not the short-lived beauty of the Oriental

women to be attributed to the influence of

that sun
" Shining on, shining on, by no shadow made ten-

der,"

which, we well know, gives all the gran-

deur and beauty to the vegetable world of

the East.

It will not be denied by any one, that

the sun's rays have a quickening, an almost

life-kindling power. The fable of Pro-

metheus, says Lavoisier, was the expres-

sion of a philosophic truth. To which
then of those principles which we have de-

tected in the sun-beam, are we to ascribe

this influence } Is it to Light, to Heat,

or to Energia, or whatever else we may
call it, that we are to attribute all the great

phenomena of creation which appear to be

dependent on the solar emanations ^ The
accumulated evidence would seem to show,

that all those great changes, which we have

been considering, are the result of this mys-
terious and most energetic power ; that to

it almost every phenomenon connected with

the growth of plants is to be traced ; that
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the animal kingdom is most powerfully in-

fluenced by it ; and that all those chemical

changes, which have been attributed to

Light are due to Energia.

There are several questions of the great-

est importance which remain for the inves-

tigation of philosophers. Amongst them it

would appear, that the most important are

the following

:

Is Energia absorbed by material bodies r

Does it influence their internal constitution ?

Is it radiated from bodies in the dark, or

at all concerned in the production of any
of those changes which have been attribut-

ed to dark rays ? And, lastly, is this

power at all connected with the production

of the phenomena of Electricity ?

To investigate this subject, a patient

perseverance in the accumulation of facts

is the greatest requirement. At present

the question is involved in much obscurity
;

but if we regard the elements of the solar

rays as distinct in character, although most-

ly united in action, until we can prove

them to be identical, we shall free it from

a large amount of that complexity which
has been thrown around it, by endeavoring

to reconcile the chemical action of this

force, Energia, with the undulatory theory

of Light. New ground has been broken,

and in pursuing our researches over it, we
must be guided by the facts which we may
discover, and study to interpret them, not

with reference to any favorite theory, but

by the reflections, which they may them-
selves give of the pure and holy Truth
which diS"uses itself all over creation, and

exhibits to the eye of the intelligent, the

supreme order which is manifested in all

the works of nature.

THE HILLOTYPE.

Pursuing the course we indicated from

the start in assuming the editorial charge

of the Photographic Art-Journal, we cheer-

fully give place to the following communi-
cation from Mr. Hill, in answer to our

strictures in the June number. Although

we do not conceive that our arguments,

put forth at that time, are fully answered
;

and looking upon some portions of his let-

ter as giving too much importance to the

more trivial items ofour article, to the neg-

lect of others which commanded a greater

share of his attention, and more minute ex-

planation, as well as indulging a little too

much in invective ; we give Mr. Hill's let-

ter without the least alteration.

We are aware that Daguerreotypists,

generally, have expressed themselves in

rather harsh terms of this discovery, more,

much more so than the case warranted, and
it is but natural that Mr. Hill should feel

not only sensitive but irritable under the

censure. We cannot, however, agree with

him in the asssertion that, the discovery

b eiag his, it is exclusively his own property

—that is, in every sense of the word. By
publicly placing it before the world, and—for

DO one will be foolish enough to denythat such

is the case—in a measure—though unin-

tentionally—injuring the daguerreotype

business, he has given the public a claim

upon it which makes it his duty to stretch

every faculty of mind, every energy of the

body to bring it forward in the very short-

est possible time. He has no more right

to " destroy every result, or decline mak-
ing provision against the contingency" of

his death, than the man who builds a house

has to burn it down ; because in doing so,

he would injure others more than himself.

He is under moral obligations to the com-
munity of Daguerreans to place before

them a successful termination of his experi-

ments, and that with as little delay as pos-

sible.

We sympathize most sincerely with Mr.
HilPs affliction of ill-health, and look upon

it as sufficient excuse for the delay we al-

ready experience in the results we so de-

voutly crave. In our remarks we have
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"been actuated solely by what we conceived

to be our duty towards the entire class of

Daguerrean artists. Through our Journal

we are put in direct communication with

a very large portion of them, and we in a

great measure speak their sentiments. We
have our own, it is true, and give them
frankly. We are determined not to be

biased in favor of any particular one, and

we should speak the same sentiments under

like circumstances were our brother the

subject of them.

Like Mr. Hill, we have neither sym-
pathy, patience, or fellowship, with that

class of penurious, illiberal, selfi.-h, ego-

tistical and ungentlemanly dabsters in

the art who cry out humbug ! humbug !

against every attempt made to improve

their beautiful science. We have possibly

seen more and know them better than even

Mr. Hill himself, and we know that they

are wholly unworthy of a moment's con-

sideration. There are others, however

—

as we have said before—who honestly en-

tertain views inimicable to Mr. Hill, and
like honest men speak them freely, although,

at the same time, they devoutly hope that

what they cannot believe is true. These
men we are bound to hold in respect. Some
of them entertain views precisely similar to

the first class mentioned, but they are more
cautious and gentlemanly in expressing

them. This class are always slow to be-

lieve anything, but when once convinced,

they become the most valuable advocates

of the doctrine or principle to which they

are converted we can possibly obtain. It

is therefore a matter of policy to convince

them, and the sooner it is done the more
valuable are their services. Men of this

class among our Daguerreans, it should be

the study of Mr. Hill to find out and con-

ciliate for his own sake. It is for this pur-

pose that we have sought to draw Mr. Hill

out in some statement, or in the production

of some proof, more convincing, and we
repeat our former remarks, that we are in

no ways hostile to Mr. Hill personally, or

to his great discovery. On the contrary,

we glory in both ; we are proud both of

the man and his invention, but as his course

is somewhat different from that we should

have pursued, we must be permitted to

express our opposition on those points to

which we take exception, whether our mo-

tives are misconstrued or not. But let

us proceed to give Mr. Hill's letter.

H. H. Snelling, Esq.—Dear Sir,—

>

Your article, headed " The lldlUype^''''

in the June number of the Journal, claims

my notice. The assurances you give in

the note on page 338, in your " Gossip"

and in all that you have written, that your
sentiments towards me are of the most
friendly character, I am bound to believe.

My faith in these assurances lead me to in-

terpret your views of the " position of the

Hillotype" differently from what 1 fear will

be the interpretations of others. 1 under-

stand you to view the matter from differ-

ent points of oh^ervation, and therefore

know how to make allowances, which I

fear, others will not make.

Your remarks concerning my book on

Daguerreotype, I will pass with one re-

mark. It is this : The book has been pro-

nounced by hundreds of Daguerreotypists,

and amono; them a laro;e number of our first

artists, (whose written testimonials 1 have

on file,) an excellent worh^ worth dou-
ble ITS PRICE. It has, in fact, given uni-

versal satisfaction, as far as I can learn, and

I have the expressed opinions of a large

majority of my subscribers. My prospec-

tus offered this book on its own merits, dis-

tinctly claiming that it was a full equiva-

lentjor the money charged^ in connex-

ion with this I simply stated the facts

touching my discovery, and intentions, in

case I brought it to perfection, and left

every person to act his own judgment.

The very fact that I had uniformly declin-

ed large offers of aid, is proof that I did

not offer my statements as equivalents for

the subscription price. Now, friend Snell-

inor, the truth is this : Those who have

subscribed for my book are satisfied that

they have received the worth of their mo-

ney * and therefore, of course^ have no-

* We never for a moment thought that this con-

struction would be put upon our remarks concerning

Mr. Hill's book. A work is valuable to its possessor

according to his previous knowledge ol the subject

on which it treats. II by its perusal he can save fif-

teen or twenty dollars of practical information

—

a circumstance that has often come under our ob-

servation—it is worth to him that amount. We
had reference to the value of the book as a work of

typographical art, and in comparison with other

works of the same class and style. For instance
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been " swindled." A few who have not

read my book, or tried its directions, or

who have found some unimportant things

and some errors, see fit to cry out against

it, and pronounce it a " humbug" and a
'-'- swindle." This very class of men have

pronounced your own excellent work on

Photography a " humbug"—and yet, for-

sooth, they could not write its equal to save

their little hearts from being torn out by

the roots. I offer the above, not as an

answer to your remarks, (for they are

founded on a supposition,) but in reference

to those who, knowing nothing of me, or

my affairs, are so devoid of every spark of

honor as to thus, without cause, persecute

and pursue me as with the poison of adders

and the tongues of false villains. This

language is not intended for those who

simply disbelieve the reality or importance

of my discovery, and who express their

views in a respectable manner—but for

those above designated. But let this pass.

The views in your article which relate

to the necessity of my employing a che-

mist^ and to my inability to perfect my
process and to teach it^ are wide of the

mark.
First, you say that the " singular com-

pound'''' referred to, the '' nondescript^''''

the new substances or combination of sub-

statices^'' as I supposed it to be, when I

wrote the article in your February num-

ber, was the " result of a mere accident.''''

In the same connexion, you speak of my
beino- '« entirely ignorant of its component

parts." Verily, your readers might infer

that vou intended to strip me of the honor

of havino" made the discovery, and to give

me in its stead the credit of having stum-

bled upon it. Now, you will find, by a

more careful examination of my words,

that I have never represented the discovery

as the result of accident. True, the sub-

stance referred to, (which, by the way,

constitutes but a small part of the process,)

was " unexpectedly'''' formed ; but my ex-

periments were well directed, founded upon

lono" and unwearied " research into the

no one will deny, who know anything of the pub-

lishing business, that our History and Practice of the

Art of Photography actually costs twice as much
as Mr. Hill's, yet we sell it for one dollar, and we
think we find our advantage in doing so by its in-

creased sale, at the same time that it does a great-

er amount of good to a greater number.

phenomena of nature," (as those with
whom I have conversed at length well

know,) and performed with a direct view
to the production of just such a *' com'
pound.''"'*

You say :
" We think it no disparage-

ment to his talents to say that if, as we
suppose, Mr. Hill has already made seve-

ral attempts to analyze the compound, and
has not succeeded, it may be reasonably

doubted that he ever will, and the art of

taking Daguerreotypes in color, must be,

for a time, lost, when the compound he

now possesses is exhausted." Alas! if it

should be so—but I am happy to inform

you, and your numerous naders, Mr. Edi-

tor, that, though I have but a small supply

on hand, *' it is simply and easily produ-

ced," being always able to make it at will,

and also that I have succeeded perfectly in

stumbling upon a method of analysing it.

My difiiculties have been of a different

nature. One of the principal, I long since

stated in print, consisted in not being able

to polish my plates in such a manner as to

free them sufficiently from organic matter.

With a view to this 1 solicited and was

kindly granted the aid of one of your best

city operators, Mr. Samuel Root, who
was with me about three weeks, and from

* We will again quote from Mr. Hill's Febru-
ary letter. " I was about giving up the pursuit,

when I quite unexpectedly ioxmQd a. comT^ouxid"

&c. " The compound above referred to, is, to me,
a nondescript, though I have made the science of

chemistry my ttudy for years. That it is a new
substance or combination of substances, I am posi-

tive, and this is all I know concerning it. It is

simply and easily produced, but not by any law
stated in the large number of chemical works with

which I am familiar. Doubtless, however, a cor-

rect and thorough analysis will determine its

nature."

Now, we do not wish to be too tenacious of our

opinions, but we refer these remarks to Mr. Hill

himself and enquire, if any other construction can
be put upon them than that he actually did " stum-

ble" upon the compound in question, no matter

what his previous experiments were towards the

discovery. This case is analagous to that of a

German professor, who, a few years ago, accident-

ally formed a compound by which he realized a
large fortune in a few months. We are most as-

suredly gratified that Mr. Hill has " stumbled"

upon its analysis al o, and perfectly able to repro-

duce it. We can assure him that we were not

singular in the construction we put upon the para-

graph quoted, and that this explanation of his will

,
remove the only stumbling block to the belief of

quite a number of artists.
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him I derived more real assistance than the

best chemist in the land could afford me.

A chemist is the last man I need, my situ-

ation having been, all along, quite analo-

gous to that of a Daguerrean who is striv-

ing; to master the difficulties of some new
phaze in manipulating.

In fact I have no reason to complain of

serious difficulties ; the obstacles to my
success having thus far yielded with a de-

gree of pliancy fully commensuiate with the

time I have spent. It is now but a few

months since the discovery was announced

and I have always said, and say now, that

if I was three years in perfecting it, I

should not be disheartened. Since early

last spring my health has been wretched

—

if a bronchial affaction, attended with a

severe C'>ugh, (till of late) and a state of

alternate norvous excitement and depres-

sion, can make up the budget of wretched

health. Jf you had known, Mr. Editor,

what my neighbors know, and what I feel,

on this subject^ you would not, I am sure,

have spoken as you have of my " dilatory

movements.''

Secondly, I will give you my reasons

for wishing to peifect my own discovery,

and for thinking; that I have the " skilV''

to do it. Fiist, the discovery is my own
propei'ty^ and I can do with it as I think

best provided I do not injure others If

duty required the annihilation oi d\\ I have

attained, I would be at liberty to destroy

my every result, and to decline making
provision against the contingency of my
own death, that the art might not be lor,t

This is evidently the doctrine of my vene-

rable friend. Professor Morse, in his pub-

lished remarks. Secondly, I would be

most unwise and unjust to myself, to share

with another the honor which is a part of

this property, unless the most imperious

necessity required it This proposition is

self-evident, and all reasonable men will

accede to it.* Thirdly, 1 am making

* In the event of calling in the assistance of a

third person, we do not see how Mr. Hill would
be obliged to share the honoiof the discovery with

him. As well might Mr. Root claim this position

for the part he has taken, as a chemist, for the as-

sistance he might give. However, as Mr. Hill

is perfectly au fait in this department our advice

is useless. Our advice was founded upon the

passage. " I met with many little difficulties, but

thus far they have been of a character analagous
to those ot a beginner in Daguerrean manipula-

greater advances^ alone^ and unaided than
1 would or could make with the very heH
assistance the fraternity could afford.

This is saying much, for no man appreci-

ates more highly than I do, the " skill"

and genius of a goodly number of Ameri-
can Daguerreotypists. Yet, I speak only

the truth founded on my actual progress,

as before hinted, and on the fact that no
man could step into my knowledge of the

matter without long practice and conse-

quent loss of time, to say nothing of the

certainty of my own ideas being deranged.

Fourthly, I have had a sufficiency of skill

to discover, and that without the slightest

aid from any man^ a process for photogra-

phing the glorious colors with which God
has beautified the material world : and the

time Cometh when no person will pro-

nounce me egotistical for calling it a glo-

rious process. I repeat it—this discovery

is the result of my own efforts—-but noth-

ing short of such expressions as those you
make use of in regard to my lack of "skill"

&c., would lead me thus to speak of my-
self. Perhaps, however, I have misap-

prehended—for in one place you give as a

reason for your conclusion my lack of

knowledge of the " compound," and what
you call the " discrepancy" of my original

statement in respect to the yellow. In

your remarks on the latter topic, the yel-

low, you pay no regard to my subsequent

statements, to, the effect that my process

reproduces every tint of yellow excepting

the chrome yellow.
'\

It is unfair, Mr. Snelling, for you to

niake such remarks, when you know that

1 could not fully explain the matter, with-

out allusions which would endanger my
secret.J I trust you will take it kindly, and
as implying no disrespect, when I say also,

that on some points, you " have darkened

counsel with words without knowledge."

tion, and arise from the same source, viz. ; a want
of experience in this new branch of operating,"—
to be found in Mr. Hill's letter, and the paragraph

quoted in our first note.

t In answer to this, we shall merely quote the

passage in Mr. Hill's letter that led to our remarks.
" Second—the yellow rays do not comport with

the other rays—yellow appearing a buff." We
have no recollection oi seeing the subsequent state-

ment mentioned.

t We had no knowledge of the kind ; we ex-

pressed our views and those of some others with-

out any intention of endangering Mr. Hill's sec-
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Thirdly, you speak of my being " de-

toid of all confidences^ in my fellow-men.

On this point, allow me to speak out. You
do me great injustice, inconsiderately, I

trust. All who know me best declare the

very reverse. Caution—extreme caution—a mighty warfare against my own lack

of secretivenesSf ani the frequent risings

ofan almost quenchless desire to impart

certain things^ which, while it would gra-

tify others, might endanger my interests

very materially—'have formed a prominent

part of my exercise for months past. No,
no, Mr. S I am not the man you

painted me—I deny the likeness—and if 1

did not know to the contrary, I should con-

clude that you desingned either a carica-

ture or a monstrosity. However, you

have, in the note, placed HilVs type by
the. side of the other, and we will let this

pass.*

Now that I have written the above, I am
at a loss whether to send it. In fact it is

of little account what becomes of me, if I

C m but present to the world this gift of

ret. If we had felt disposed to do so, we could

have done it more effectually by publishing a

communication possibly intended tor that purpose

We repeat our assertion, that without the ability

to produce a true yellow, particularly the darker

shades of chrome, yellow ochre, or burnt sienna,

it would be impossible to obtain the true complex-
ion of the skin at all times ; and this difficulty will

be enhanced the more yellow predominates in the

skin. In this instance, at least, we speak having

a knowledge. If in our suppositions we have

darkened counsel, it is Mr. Hill's own fault, for

ia all his communications he has been very " non-

commital" and more or less vague ; we have
taken what we have seen, and commented upon
them as we found them. We had a promise from

Mr. Hill in writing that he would communicate
to the Photographic Art-Journal from time to

time such progress as he had made, and from his ne-

glect to do so, the minds of many were becoming
very unsettled in regard to the discovery, all manner
of rumors and statements were being circulated-^

three-fourths of which we did not notice—and ope-

rators were becoming very impatient, demanding
loudly of us to take some action in the matter

;

we did so to the best of our ability, without, as we
trust and believe, infringing upon the rights of any
one, and in a perfectly justifiable and reasonable

manner.

* The remarks alluded to were prompted by re-

marks made to us on the subject of calling in as-

sistance ; we had no desire to draw a caricature

and meant no disparagement to Mr. Hill's char-

acter. We have known men in whom this same
sentiment was the most glaring, we could almost

say, only—fault.

God. I have frequently felt, that I was
willing to become a lunatic, or to die, if I

could first see a successful termination of

my labors. I can truly say that the idea

of aggrandisement scarcely enters my
mind. My heart and soul are in the

colors. I gaze upon these treasures as I

do upon my wife and little ones, with emo-
tions that never tire ; and when I picture

to myself the happiness I shall confer on
others, I forget all the hard things which
have been said about me, and am swallow-

ed up in the glory and magnificence of my
own meditation. All I could wish from
the world is this. That J may be left

alone, and not be disturbed, till my labors

are brought to a close—that then 1 may be

treated with common justice, while I live

—and when I die, if there be respect for

my memory, that my monument be a small

slab of my own mountain rock with this

writing on it
—" Here lies one who tried to

do right"—and that under this, may be

inlaid my first picture in natural colors.

There has been a good deal of ill-feeling

towards me, which, I have reason to believe

resulted from my associations wifh certain

parties whose positions rendered their con-

nexion with me or mine with them, ob-

noxious. | Now, in this respect, my aim

has been to do right—to treat all parties

with justice and propriety—and, " by hook

or by crook," to fulfil my pledges to the en-

tire fraternity. I claim, and assert, with-

out fear of contradiction, that I have form-

ed no unholy alliances, committed myself

to no parties, and taken no step to jeopar-

dize the interests of the brotherhood. If

there is one does not relish this kind of

simple justice, ^' him have I ofi"ended."

One fact \fill speak for me. For the

last three or four weeks my/ progress has

been most gratifying. My difficulty with

plates is about overcome, 1 having found a

superior article for buffing which I use in*

stead of buckskin, and which gives a very

t We think Mr. Hill is wrong here. Whatever
ill-feeling there may exist is attributed to the in-

sinuations of a few oi those dabsters of which we
have before spoken, and we are convinced that

most of those who have been led to entertain il-

liberal views on the subject are fast becoming
friendly. We have at length stated the principal

causes of complaint, some of which we still thmk
just, but possibly unavoidable on Mr. Hill's part.

Nevertheless, we cannot blame those who com-
plain.
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fine polish, at the same time that it leaves

the plate free from scum.* Sometime since

I stated that I had taken several pictures

instantaneously . This I have found it

hard to repeat ; but during the time speci-

fied above, I have worked in from the

fraction of a second to five and ten seconds,

and have been obliged to darken my side-

light, and place an awning over my sky-

light. This depends upon the manner of

preparing my plates, and I now have strong

hopes that I am on the road to a pleasant

place. Reasoning and practising from

analogy, I have been misled. The habi-

tudes of my process are essentially difi"erent

from Daguerreotype, and no doubt re-

mains in my mind that by pursuing my
present course, I shall secure both perfect

certainty, and instantaneous working. I

shall be out at the earliest practicable mo-
ment, but I have much to do, and there-

fore shall appoint no time.

* Silk velvet plush, we suppose ; a very superior

article of which is sold by Mr. Anthony, 308
Broadway, N. Y., at $3 50 per yard.

When I am ready, I shall invite a com-
mittee of scientific and other men, to ex-

amine my results and report. This 1 claim

the privilege of doing when I think pro-
per. Certain it is, that invitations, or

threats, extend'?d to me through the pub-
lic prints, will not move me in the least. I

feel perfectly capable of minding my own
business— or, as Tupper has it, " troubling

my head witJi my own affairs.''*— Vide

N. Y. Sun.
For some time past I have utterly denied

myself the privilege of reporting progress

—because I knew that every word was
copied by the entire press of the country,

and that this would injure the immediate

interests of Daguerreans. Your statement

in reference to the manner in which my
announcement first appeared, does me jus-

tice, and I thank you both for this, and
for other kind expressions.

Fraternally Yours,

L. L. Hill.

Westkill, Greene Co., N. Y.

July 7, 1851.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAOTINOMETER,

An Instrumentfor Measuring the Intensity of the Photogenic Rays and Comparing the Power

of Object Glasses, etc.

BY A. F. J. CLAUDET, ESQ.

The various processes of photography

are dependent on the same acting princi-

ple ; and this principle, one of the emana-

tions of all luminous bodies, is the agent of

a chemical action by which certain com-
pounds undergo some modifications and ac-

quire new properties. It has received the

name of actinism, to distinguish it from

light, because it can manifest itself in an

insulate state, and without reference to the

degree of intensity of light. Still the ac-

tinic ra3^s are subject to the same laws of

transmission, reflexion, refraction and pola-

rization.

When a camera obscura is placed before

an object impinged upon by the luminous

VOL. II. NO. II. 2

rays, these rays are refracted by the lens,

and converge to the focus of the camera,

foruling there an image exactly similar to

that represented upon the retina.

But as the luminous rays are generally

accompanied with actinic rays, these last

form another image, which, although not

appaif'ut to our senses, still, will subsequent-

ly manifest its existence when we sub-

stitute 'or the screen of the camera a sur-

face coated with certain chemical com-

pounds, which, by the modification they

experi?nce under the action of the actinic

rays, p oduce an image differing from the

visual iiiiageintwo important respects, viz.,

the visual image docs not last longer than
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the r. flexion, and being produced by *all

the rays reflected from the object, it is

composed of the natural colors, while the

actinic image, when once developed, con-

tinues permanent ; but being entirely pro-

duced by a uniform action of the actinic

rays alone, the lights of the picture can be

expressed only by one tint and the sha-

dows by another, consequently no colors

are represented.

Th^j luminous rays being endowed with

various degrees of refrangibility, are, on an

average, considerably less refracted than

the aclinic rays. Hence the difficulty, by

means of the process of achromatism, to

brino- them all to the same focus. An ob-

ject-glass, although perfectly achromatic

for the luminous rays, may give a visual

imao-e at a focus which does not coincide

with the focus of the actinic rays.

For a lonfif time it was supposed that

achromatic lenses represented the visual

imao-e at the same focus as the actinic im-

age ; and this supposition was a continual

source of error in the result of photogra-

phic operations.

In the year 1844, I was induced to in-

vesticrate this question on account of the

difficulty I had continually ezpeiienced,

since the beginning of photography, to ob-

tain well-dehued photographic pictures

with the best achromatis lenses giving the

most perfect images on the ground-glass.

Afte.- a long series of experiments, 1 dis-

covered that in achromatic lenses, general-

ly, the photographic focus does not coin-

cide with the visual focus. 1 communicat-

ed a paper on this subject to the Royal

Society, and to the Academic des fcJci-

ences.

1 had at first much difficulty to convince

opticians and photographers that there was

such a difference in achromatic lenses.

But M. Lerebours of Paris, at my sug-

gestion, having investigated that question,

acknowledged the correctness of the fact,

explained the cause of the difference, and

indicated the means of avoiding it, or cor-

recting thelenses subject to it.

This point seems now well established
;

and opticians, by new formulae, have

chanii-ed the curvaiures of their lenses, in

order to construct object-glasses having

their two foci coincident. '1 hey nearly all

uti.ioance that the lenses they now produce

ait; uxjuijjL from any duference, and that

they can correct those they had construct-

ed before my discovery. A few others,-

rightly considering that there is no practi-

cal advantao;e in lenses havino; their foci

coincident, in order to correct the differ-

ence, mark the sliding tube of the object-

glasses with small divisions, to which, after

having set the focus on the ground glass, it

is necessary to pull in or out the tube accord-

ing to the distance of the object. Although
this mode of correction is not exact in all

circumsfances, as I shall hereafter explain,

still, by it they fully acknowledge the truth

of the fact which'escaped them before.

But I have lately discovered another

fact, as important and as extraordinary,

viz., that, by some causes which cai>notyet

be explained in a satis actory manner; there

is a constant variaiion in the difference be-

tween the two foci. I have indicated the

means of ascertaining the true po it ion of

both in all circumstances ; so that photo-

graphers may now depend on a well defined

image with any lenses, and with those which

before were on that account quite imper-

fect and useless.

'I he new and unexpected phenomenon
of the variation of the distance separating

the two foci, has been received with the

same doub's as was at first the fact of their

non- coincidence ; because the effect cannot

be explained by any of the propeities which

are known to affect the refi action and dis-

persion of the various rays of the spectrum,

when they are refracted from the atmo-

sphere through object-glasses.

We reason too much as if in photogra-

phy there were nothing more than the

theory of the light which affects our vision,

the theory by which telescopes, and other

instruments destined to form a visual im-

age, are generally constructed. But we
must abandon that theoiy, and study the

new laws of photography, which alone will

afford us the means of producing a perfect

photographic appaiatus, and explaining a

fact purely photogenic.

By means of my focimeter, an instru-

ment 1 have contrived, and which every

photographer can construct himself,* only

a few series of experiments are required to

decide the quesion. Let us hope that such

an important fact will not remain long in

* See figs. 3 and 4, p. 44-and 45, vol. 2, Phot.

Art-.Iournal.
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that state of doubt, which is not sat'sfac-

tory. either in a philosophical or in a prac-

tical point of view.

I shall now examine the question of the

coincidence announced by opticians to ex-

ist in their obJ3ct glasses. It is not cor-

rect to say in a general way, that lenses

can be constructed having their two foci

coincident ; it would be more so to say,

that an optician can produce lenses in which

on an average, for a given distance, hutjor

that distance only^ the two foci may be

practically less separated, or even may
agree, strictly speaking. In fact, there are

no tolerably good lenses in which the two

foci do not coincide for one distance. But
is it desirable to adopt curvatures which

render the two foci coincident .'' In doing

so, is not the optician exposed sometimes

to sacrifice other important conditions, such

as the curvatures which correct the sphe-

rical aberration in the most perfect man-
ner ? And, moreover, in concentrating all

the rays to the same focus, does he not very

often render his lenses slower for the deve-

lopment of the photogenic action ? I

shall leave the first point for the investiga-

tion and decision of mathematicians, and
content myself with examining the question

of the influence of antagonistic rays, which
may in certain circumstances, as I shall

hereafter explain, counteract the action of

the photogenic rays when they are all con-

centrated on the same points.

It had always appeared to me that the

len.-es generally the most active were those

in which the two foci we.-e the most sepa-

rated. Such a result seems obvious when
it is corroborated by the following facts and
observations :

—
Sir John Herschel, from the commence-

ment of the discovery of photography,

had expressed the opinion, that when
lenses were not achromatic, they had a

greater photogenic power than when achro-

matic, for the reason that in the former the

photogenic rays were separated from the

rtd, orange and yellow rays, endowed with

an antagonistic action.

M. Lerebours of Paris has proved, that,

in throwing red, orange, or yellow rays on

the photogenic part of the spectrum formed

on a Daguerreotype plate, the action was

entirely impeded or less rapid than when
these last were insulated.

1 have myself demonstiated, by a long

series of experiments published in former

memoirs, the antagonism of the red,

orange and yellow rays ; and I must not

omit to mention, that Dr. Draper of New
York, and Messrs Fizeau and Foucault of

Paris, have proved the same fact by some
very conclusive experiments.

All these observations tended to the con-

clusion, that the most active lenses were
those in which the photogenic focus was the

most separated from the visual focus; but
we had no demonstrable proof that the

effect was a consequence of such a theory.

This has induced me to endeavor to find

some means by wh"ch the power of lenses

having their foci separate d could be com-
pared with those in which they coincide

;

and I have contrived an instrument which
appears completely to fulfil this purpose,

and several others not less useful.

Fifr. 7.

I shall now proceed to describe the instru-

ment which I call a Dijni clinometer^ (fig.

7. )itsobject being generally to measure the

actinic power resulting both from the in-

tensity of the luminous radiation and fiom
the construction of lenses. It consists of a

thin metallic disc, perfectly black, having

a slit extending from its centre to the cir-

cumference, fixed on an axis revolving

through a fixed metallic disc, perfectly

white. The white disc has also a slit from
its centre of the exact length of the radius

of the black disc ; and by means of these

two slits and of their spiral surfaces, the

black disc can intersect the white disc, and
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by revolving, gradually cover the whole

white area. The space of the white surface

on which the black disc can be superposed

forms itself a sort of dial, which is divided

into any number of equal segments, all

numbered. I have adopted the number
of twenty segments for a large circle in-

scribed on the dial, and of eight seg-

ments for a smaller circle inscribed in the

first. The first twenty segments are

numbered in simple arithmetical pro-

gression, and the eight segments in geo-

metrical progression, 1,2, 4, 8, 16, 32,

64. The object of these two kinds of pro-

gression will presently be explained ; but

the second is more appropriate to the ob-

ject in view.

The black disc may be made to revolve

in such a manner that it shall cover a new
segment of the large circle during each se-

cond, or any other equal fraction of time.

By that means the last segment will have

received twenty times more light than the

first, aud all the others in arithmetical pro-

gression.

Having remarked, in the description I

have given of the photographometer, that

the difference of photogenic intensities are

hardly observable when they follow the

arithmetical progression, for which reason

the instrument was so constructed that it

indicated the intensities in the geometrical

progression, I have for the saaie reason

adapted to the dynactinometer another cir-

cle divided into eight segments. The first

segment remains always covered, in order

to be represented black on the Daguerreo-

type plate and mark the zero of intensity
;

the second is exposed to light during 1",

the third during 2", the foutth during 4",

the fifth during &", the sixth during 16",

the seventh durino; 32", and the eio;hth

during 64". This series which could be

extend d by dividing the circle into a great-

er number of segments, is quite sufficient

for all observations intended for practically

measuring the intensity of the photogenic

light, and for comparing the power of ob-

ject glasses.

The instrument is made to move by ap-

plying the hand on a handle fixed on the

back at the extremity of the axis on which

the disc revolves. An operator accustom-

ed to count seconds by memory or by fol-

lowing a seconds' beater, can perform the

experiment with sufficient regularity ; but

in order to render the instrument more ex-

act and more complete, it can be made to

revolve by clock-work, which gives it at

will either the arithmetical or the geome-
trical progression. This last movement
presented some difficulty ; but 1 have been

able to obtain it without much complication

in the machinery, and the apparatus is

within the reach of the greater number of

operators having establishments on a com-
plete footing.

For the instrument moving by hand, it

is necessary that a second person should

open and shut the object-glass at a given

signal. But in adapting before the object

glass a flap connected with a cord and pull-

ey, the operator holding the cord in the

left hand, can open the flap at the moment
that with the right hand he makes the disc

revolve, and shut the apparatus when the

revolution is complete..

When the instrument acts by clock-

work, the object-glass may be open and

shut by the same means, at the signal given

by a bell which strikes at the commence-
ment and at the end of the revolution.

If a Daguerreotype plate receive the

image of the dynactinometer during its re-

volution, it is obvious that each segment

indicates an eficct in proportion to the in-

tensity of light and to the time that it has

remained uncovered ; also, that the number
of seconds marked on the first segment vi-

sible, is the measure of the intensity of light

at the moment of the experiment ; the ef-

fect of each segment being in reality the

degree of intensity, which can be obtained

during the corresponding time.

When we want to compare two object-

glasses, they are adapted to two camerae

obscurae placed before the dynactinometer.

After having set the focus of the two ap-

paratus, they are charged each with a da-

guerreotype plate or a photogenic paper.

When all is ready, the flaps are opened at

the moment that the dynactinometer com-
mences its revolution, and they are shut

when it is completed. The plates are re-

moved and the images brought out. In

comparing the result produced on each, it

is easy to see which object-glass is the most

rapid, and in what proportion. For in-

stance, if the arithmetical progression has

been followed, and on one of the plates or

papers the number 4 of the great circle is

the first visible, the conclusion is, that it
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has been necessary for the intensity of the

light at that moment to operate during four

seconds, in order to produce an effect in the

camera obscura ; and if, on the other plate

or paper, the firi^t seven segments have re-

mained black, and the eighth segment is the

first upon which the light has operated,

the conclusion will be, that the object-glass

which has produced the effect on the first

plate or paper, has double the photogenic

power of the other.

But if the geometrical progression has

been followed, the same experiment will

show the image of the segment No. 3 repre-

sented on one plate, and that of the seg-

ment No. 4, on the other, as having each

the first degree of intensity ; and we have

to draw the same conclusion as regards the

power of each object-glass.

However, this conclusion would be exact

only on the supposition that the two plates

were endowed with the same degree of sen-

sitiveness ; for if they had not been prepar-

ed identically in the same manner, we could

not have the exact measure of the compa-
rative power of the two object-glasses. The
difference might be due, not to any differ-

ence in the power of the object-glasses,

but to the inequality in the sensitiveness of

the two plates ; although in repeating the

experiment several times, the mean result

might be sufficiently conclusive. But this

difficulty has not escaped me, and I have
tried to avoid it. Being able, by means of

my photographometer (see its description.

Art of Phot. 2d and 3d ed. ) , to compare the

sensitiveness of two plates under the action

of the same intensity of light, and during

the same space of time, I avail myself of

this iDstrumrnt to determine beforehand

the comparative sensitiveness of the plates

which are to be used in the experiment

with the dynactinometer. By this means
I can try beforehand several couples of

plates, and keep them as it were stamped
with their degree of sensitiveness until I

want to apply them to test the power of

two lenses. The impression is made on
one-half of the plate, leaving the other half

for the image of the dyaetiuometer.

After having operated in the two ca-

merse obscurae, each supplied with the

lenses, the power of which I wish to com-
pare, I submit the two plates, each im-
presssd with both the photographometer

aad dynactinometer, to the vapor of mer-

cury, which developes the two images on

each plate.

The number of spots given by the pho-

tographometer will indicate the sensitive-

ness of the plate ;
and in comparing the

two images given by the dynactinometer,

accounting for the difference of sensitive-

ness of each plate, if there is any, I am
able at once to determine the comparative

power of the two lenses. •

During a great number of experiments,

I have observed that the power of the two
lenses is not always in the same ratio. It

appears that some kind of light affects one

lens more than another ; so that two dif-

ferent object-glasses, compared at various

times, do not always indicate the same pro-

portion in their power.

A similar and as extraordinary an anom-
aly is observed in comparing the power of

different parts of the same lens through

equal apertures. Generally, a given aper-

ture on any extreme zone of a lens has a

greater photogenic power than the same
aperture on the centre or near it ; and the

power of these two different parts is not

always in the same ratio, although each

will give a visual image of the same inten-

sity.

Before I had ascertained this fact, I had
observed that the use of diaphragms re-

ducing the aperture, say to ^, ^, or ^, did

not always reduce the photogenic power in

the same proportion. Sometimes, if I was
able to obtain an impression in ten seconds

with the whole aperture of the lens, I had
no effect in twenty seconds when using a

diaphragm reducing the aperture exactly

one-half.

Having mentioned this fact to several

photographers, and particularly to Mr.
Malone, who in his photographic operations

is a most attentive observer, they have

stated to me that they had often met with

the same anomaly in the Daguerreotype as

well as in the Talbotype process. 1 have

been struck with the analogy existing be-

tween these various facts and my experi-

ments on the variation in the distance sep-

arating the two foci, and from them I am
tempted to risk an hyjiothesis for the ex-

planation of the cause of that variation.

In comparing the difference between

the two foci given by rays refracted by
several points of any object glass, I have

found that the difference is greater for ths
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parts of the object glass the most distant

from the centre. This must be due to the

imperfection of the chromatic correction,

•which imperfection is greater for the most

oblique pencils than for those which be-

come gradually more parallel, as they are

refracted from jarts nearer the centre of

the lens.

There is a certain proportion of all the

rays of the spe'ctrum, which, when com-
bined, possess as great a photogenic pow-

er as the pu e insulated photogenic rays.

This condition happens when the atmo-

sphere is pure and the light perfectly white.

In these circumstances, the proportion

of yellow rays is in its minimum compared
with the emission of photogenic rays; and
the concentration of all the rays on the

same point gives as great a photogenic

power as the pure photogenic rays alone.

In this case, the centre of the lens will

operate as much as any distant point, where

the photogenic rays are more dispersed

from the yellow.

Then the two foci will appear the most
separated, because the whole aperture will

contribute to the formation of the photo-

genic as well as the visual image ; the pho-

togenic action being produced by the great-

est proportion of the more refrangible rays,

which, by the over- correction, have be-

come less refracted than the visual rays.

These phenomena will be better under-

stood if we consider, that the photogenic

space of the spectrum extends from the

green ray, and considerably beyond the

violet, and that the same photogenic space

is longer or shorter in proportion to the

purity of the atmosphere. Any absorbing

causes, at all events those which obscure

the atmosphere, begin first to neutralize the

most refrangible extremity ; and as these

causes increase in intensity, the photogenic

space is gradually reduced in following the

diminution of reirangibility, in such a man-
ner that the violet rays are absorbed before

the indigo rays, and these last before the

blue. But none are absorbed all at once
;

they are gradually extinguished as the

absorbing medium becomes thicker. The
photogenic rays are subject to the same
law; the most refrangible part disappears

the first. During this process of absorp-

tion, the mean refrangibility of the photo-

genic space so reduced approaches nearer

and nearer the mean refrangibility of the

visual rays ; so that the achromatism of
the whole spectrum becomes more and
more perfect as its length diminishes. 1 his

effect is not very conspicuous when the

visual rays only are in question ; but when
three-fourths of the long photogenic space

have been absorbed, it is evident that the

conditions of achromatism must have ex-
perienced a considerable modification.

'i he extraordinary length of the photo-

genic spectrum, and its various degrees of

refrangibility, which render the achroma-
tism of the whole very difl&cult, are proved
by anomalous effects taking place in the

formation of the photogenic image. All

photographeis must have observed, that

when the exposure in the camera-obscura

has been too long, if the whole aperture of

the lens has been employed, theiuiage pro-

duced is rarely very well defined. The
reason of it is, that the extreme photogeDic

rays, which are the weakest, have been
brought into action, and these have pro-

duced a confusion by their dispersion ; but

had the exposure been shorter, these ex-

treme rays would have remained inactive,

and the definition would have been more
perfect.

But when the yellow rays predonjinate,

owing to media absorbing a proportion of

the most refrangible rays, then tlie central

part of the lens, from whii h the yellow

rays are more condensed with the photoge-

nic rays, will have less power on account

of the neutralizing action of the excess of

yellow rays. In this cas^, the cent;e wi;l

operate less or not at all, aud the foci will

be the less distant, because the visual image

will be formed, as before, by the less re-

fracted rays from the whole aperture, and
the photogenic image by a smaller propor-

tion of the most refrangible, which would

have become less refracted than the visual

rays by the same over-correction, and con-

sequently the convergecce of the whole

will be more parallel. All absorbing causes

contract the length of the spectrum or re-

duce the dispersion of the rays.

In lenses having their photogenic focus

longer than the visual focus, it is obvious

that this effect is produced by an over-

correction of the photogenic rays, and the

greater or less separation of the two foci

must follow the law I have just desciibed.

But for lenses in which the over-correction

has not taken place, and with their photo-
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genie focus shorter than the visual focus,

the same circuinstances which separate

more and more the two foci in the former

case must render thera more coincident in

the second. Other circumstances are ca-

pable of modifying that phenomenon in

several ways.

In some lenses, owino; to their degree of

chioniatic correction different on the seve-

ral points of their curvatures, the same
conditions of light will produce different

eJBfjcts; and this explains the anomaly I

had observed in my first memoir, that the

separation of the two foci" follows different

and even contrary laws in different lenses,

and in lenses apparently similar. The
color of the glass itself may occasion in one

lens a greater absorption of certain rays

than in another. If the glass of one lens

absorb more or less photogenic rays than

the other, and by its color produce more
or less yellow rays, these last will neutral-

ize the photogenic action in the centre of

the lens in a different proportion.

Therefore two different lenses of the

game curvatures, and of the same density

and dispersion, may not manifest the same
degree of chromatic correction ; and mere-
over, the chromatic corfection may com-
port differejatly in each glass, according to

the variation in the color of the light com-
bined with the color, or other properties of

the glass itself.*

From the preceding observations it fol-

lows, that the color o^the glasses, the degree

of their chromatic aberration in the several

points of the lens, may produce the same
result ; for according to the chromatic cor-

rection of these various points, more or less

yellow rays, and more or less photogenic

rays, may be concentrated from the centre

to the circumference, and the neutralizing

action of the yellow rays may consequently

be greater in the centre of one lens than in

* Every one must have observed that very often

it is impossible with the best object-glasses to ob-
tain on the ground glass a well-defined image ; and
that at other times, under different conditions of
light, a perfect image is easily obtained. It is so
with the photogenic image ; sometimes every seg-
ment ot the Ibcimeter appears well-defined, and at

others they appear all confused ; consequently
there are some days when it is impossible to obtain

satisfactory results, and others when we succeed
every time. It is therefore evident that the achro-
matism of object-glasses experiences incessant

variations.

the centre of another. Then the separa-

tion of the two foci, in two object-glns-^es,

may, by the influence of the same light,

undergo a change in an anomalous direo-

tion.

The general color of light in different

climates may also modify the achiomatism
of the photogenic rays ; and for this reason

the two fici may be more or less separated

in Vienna or Paris than in London, and a

great diff'erence may be observed in using

the same lenses in Europe or in America.
We should therefore be exposed to great

errors if we were to be guided by the fixed

mode of compensation indicated before-

hand on the tube of the object-glass ; and
it is impossible to dispense with ascertain-

ing frequently the exact position of the

photogenic focus by means of the foci-

meter.

It is important to consider that the ma-
thematical focus exists only for one p'ane

;

nevertheless the objects placed beyond and
within that plane, in a moderate limit, can
be represented with sufficient correctness.

It is therefore possible to obtain a passable

image at some distance from the mathe-
matical focus, but that distance must not

be too great. In taking portraits, the ob-

ject-glass must represent at the same time

parts situated in various planes, in an in-

terval of at least two feet. It is impossi-

ble to have an exact focus for all these

parts
; but none must be too far from that

point. If the mouth or eyes are at the

mathematical focus, the parts before and
behind this plane will not have the same
degree of definition, but the effect will be
tolerably good for all. But if, without al-

tering the focus of the object-glass, we
move the sitter forward or backwark in such
a manner that the mouth and eyes will be
in the plane where the hands were at first,

or in the plane where the ears and arms
were before, we shall still have the face

pretty well defined ; but in the first case

the hands, and in the second the ears and
arms, will have lost their correct forms.

The nearer the apparatus is to the object,

the more conspicuous are these errors.

When we operate with very long focus ob-

ject-glasses, the differences are small, be-

cause the rays conveige to the focus iu

angles less open. With these object-glass-

es we can, to a certain degree, lose the ma-
thematical focus without any sensible dif-
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ference, and for this reason they are pre-

ferable when the intensity of light or the

sensitiveness of the surface permits of their

being used.

From the preceding observations, it is

obvious that the operator must always

know the mathematical focus in order to

direct it on the most important part of the

object, but not too far from the extreme

points.

1 have hesitated a long time to offer any

hypothesis on the cause of the variation

between the two foci. I was in hopes that

some opticians, or persons more versed than

I am in the mathematics of the science of

optics, would take up the subject, investi-

gate it, and explain the cause of the pheno-

menon. But this subject being chiefly in-

teresting to photographers, whose attention

is constantly bent in observing facts of the

most puzzling kind continually interfering

with the success of their difficult operations,

none but a practical photographer, in the

course of his daily occupations, can have

the time and opportunity for investigating

the question.

Philosophers cannot form theories with-

out facts ; and they are generally little

disposed to receive those upon which they

have not experimented themselves. In

such a state of things science is stopped in

its progress, and no improvements are pos-

sible. This is my excuse for venturing to

start a theory, which I throw out more with

a view to invite a useful and necessary con-

troversy, than to decide the point in a

positive manner. The subject belongs

particularly to opticians, who have to con-

struct lenses for photographic purposes

;

and it is for them to study the laws of the

new principle they have to deal with. Until

now they have employed all their abilities

and skill in forming perfect instruments,

free from spherical and chromatic aberra-

tions, as if they had to construct telescopes.

They have now another task to perform :

a good telescope might produce a very bad

photographic camera, and a good camera a

very bad telescope.

For the telescope, the question is, know-
ing the density and dispersion of two glass-

es of different indices of refraction, to com-
bine them so that all the rays producing

white light shall converge to the same point.

But the same two glasses have a disper-

sion more considerable for the photogenic

rays than for any others ; the indices of

refraction of these photogenic rays are

much greater than any rays forming white

light. Therefore, in the construction of

object-glasses, opticians must determine

the curvatures of the two glasses according

to the refraction and dispersion only of the

luminous rays. Lenses made by this plan

will probably be subject to a considerable

chromatic aberration for the visual rays

;

they may not give a very well-defined

image on the ground-glass, but certainly

they will produce the most perfect pictures

on the photographic surface ; and this is

the only important point for a photogra-

pher.

Before I conclude, I shall call the atten-

tion of physicists to the influence which
may be exercised on the achromatism of

photographic object-glasses by the polari-

zation of light.

When we consider that light, which is

always more or less polarized according to

the state of the atmosphere, is first reflect-

ed at various angles on the first surface of

the lens, and from thence is to be refracted

through four different thicknesses of glasses

more or less tempered in all their parts,

that this refractiSn takes place at different

angles for every point of thp surface, it

may be allowable to suppose, that, according

to the common laws of polarization, cer-

tain rays will be extinguished, sometimes

for the points distant from the centre,

which must modify the color of the light

given by these various points, and conse-

quently exercise a certain influence on their

achromatism. Then the two foci may be

more or less f^eparated, for the same rea-

sons which I have given before.

Not having yet been able to experiment

on these facts sufficiently, I now offer only

a suggestion which appears to me to deserve

serious investio-ation, and which must be

constantly in the mind of the observer, as

well as all the other phenomena referring

to lio-ht. I have been induced to believe

that the polarization of light exercises a

certain influence on the achromatism of ob-

ject-glasses, from the fact that when I use

a prism or mirror for reinverting the image,

it often happens that the two foci are more

or less separated than when I operate with

the same light without reflecting the image

of the object,

I must add another observation. Several
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photographers, particularly amateurs, who
generally take views or architectural pic-

tures,, think that their objact-glasses are

not subJ3ct to any separation of the two
foci, and consequently to no variation.

This is true when they operate, as they do,

considerably reducing the aperture of their

object-glasses by very small diaphragms,

because in this case all the rays are nearly

parallel, and the small difference which can

exist is imperceptible ; but let them operate

without diaphragms upon near objects, and
they will soon find that their object-glasses

cannot eive very distinct images without

having regard to the question of the pho-

togenic focus.

It may be clearly demonstrated, by an

easy experiment well known in optics, that

the adaptation of diaphragms before the

aperture of object-glasses, by intercepting

oblique rays, has the effect of representing

o*bJ3cts situated in various planes with as

much distinctness as if they were in the

plane giving the mathematical focus.

Jf we make a pin-hole in a card, both
short and longf-sighted persons can throughO O IT O
this hole read distinctly a book placed at

an equal distance fiK)m their eyes ; and
they can move the book backwards and
forwards from the point of their vision

without losing the correct form of the types.

This sort of diaphragm does not change the

focus which nature has given them ; but it

extends it by only albwing parallel rays to

proc ed to the retina.

It is so with regard to obi set-glasses, the

chromatic abberration of which is destroy-

ed, or rather rendered imperceptible, by
the use of diaphragms of very small aper-

tures. For this reason, a camera otscura,

one of a common description, can at once,

with equal distinctness, represent objects

situated in near and distant planes, 'ibis

effect is well illustrated in those beautiful

views taken on plates or paper by all kinds

of object-glasses, such as those produced

in Paris from the house of M. Lerebours

on the Pont Neuf, in which the statue of

Henry IV., situated as near as twenty or

thirty paces from the house, is as clear and

distinct as the long palace of the Tuileries,

all the brido;es in succession on the Seine,

and all the buildings which for a consider-

able length cover the two opposite quays.

If all the visual foci can coincide for dis-

tances so considerable, it is not surprising

that the photogenic foci themselves should

coincide with the visual foci. Therefore,

if all photographic operations could be per-

formed with object glasses having their

apertures sufficiently reduced, the problem

of the two foci would be resolved, and we
need not trouble ourselves about the ques-

tion relating to their coincidence or sepa-

ration. But the case is very different when
we have to take portraits. For this ope-

ration we require the greatest rapidity;

and as the power of object-glasses is in ratio

of their surface, the optician has to adopt

curvatures which allow the greatest aper-

tures possible to be employed. It is then

that the differences between the two foci

and their constant vaiiations are manifested

in the highest degree.

CHROME AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Chromium, the metalic base of chrome,
is obtained in very small quantities, owing
to its powerful affinity for oxygen; it was
first discovered by Vauquelin,ln 1797, in

the native chromate of lead. It is also

found in combination with lead. This
metal is very brittle and easily fused ; acids

acting upon it with difficulty. It is to be

obtained by exposing the oxide of chro-

mium, mixed with charcoal, to a very in-

tense heat ; it has a yellowish white color

and metallic lustre.

Chromic Acid —Pure chromicacidmay
be prepared by transmitting the gaseous

fluoride of chromium into water contained

in a vessel of platinum or silver and evapo-
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rating the liquid to dryness. Another
method is to conduct gaseous fluoiide of

chromium into a platinum or silver ves-el,

the sid3s of which are just moistened with

water, and the aperture covered with a

piece of moist paper, the acid will be de-

posited under the formof red acicular crys-

tals, which will fill the vessel. It may also

be prep ired by decomposing the chiomate

of baryta with dilute sulphuric acid, add-

ing the acid in sufficient quantity only to

precipitate the baryta.

Mr. Charles Watt, Jr., recommends
chromate of lime as a source of chromic

acid. This salt he prepares from the oxide

of chromium, contained in the residual

liquor of the process of bleeching with

chromic acid, and this he effects by a

very cheap process. 'J he chrom.ic solu-

tion is placed in a wooden vessel, and
slacked lime cautiously added, unt 1 the

sulphuric or muriatic acid present is satu-

rated, carefully avoiding excess, as oxide of

chrome would be then precipitated. After

an hours' repose the clear portion is d.>

canted, and finely slacked lime added, un-

til all the oxide is thrown down, which may
be known by the liquor becoming clear

when allowed to settle. Duiing the addi-

tion of the lime, constant agitation must
be employed. The oxide of chromium
must now be allowed to settle, and after

the liquid portion is decanted, washed with

a few pails full of dear water. After the

latter has drained off, the residual mixture
of oxide of chromium and lime must then

be placed, about two inches thick, upon a

large flat iron plate, set evenly over a fire,

and turned every half hour until the pro-

cess be completed, which may be known
by the mass assuming a yellow color, in-

stead of the greenish one it previously pos-

sessed. Care must be taken not to employ
too much heat, as the product of this pro-

cess (the chromate of lime) is readily de-

composed, and assumes a green color, in

which case it is rendered useless. From
the chromate of lime the acid is procured

by the action of an equivalent proportion

of sulphuric acid. Ihis process has the

great recommendation of cheapness, and
may be employed with perfect success.

Chloride of Chromium.—To make
this chloride, dissolve the hydrated oxide

in muriatic acid, and evaporate to dryness;

or digest chromate of lead in muriatic acid,

mixed with alcohol, and throw down the

excess of lead with sulphuretted bydiogen
;

or pass dry chlorine over a mixture of ox-

ide of chrome and charcoal, heated to red-

ness in a porcelain tube. In this last pro-

cess the chloride collects as a sublimate,

of a peach or pui'ple color. The first pro-

cess ^hould be performed in a tube filled

with carbonic acid gass.

Oxide of Chromium.—This is a green

powder insoluble in water, which when
fused wi'h borax assmies a beautiful green

color. The emerald owes its color to this

oxide. With the acids it forms salts which

also have a green color. Ihese com-
pounds may be made by adding equal parts

of muiiatic acid and alcohol to a boiling

solution of chromate of potassa, in water,

in small portions at a time, until the red

tint disappears, and the liquid assumes a

green color. Pure ammonia, in excess,

should now be added, when a hydrated

green oxide will subside, which, after being

washed with water, may be dissolved in the

acids. Oxide of chrome is much used in

the manufacture of colored glasses and
enamels, and in dyeing.

Oxide of chromium is prepared by add-

ing to a solution of chromate of potash an- ,

other of protonitrate of mercury as lung as

any precipitate falls down. This must be

well washed in water, and heated to red-

ness in an earthern crucible ; or you may
expose the bichromate of potassa to a strong

red heat, then wash out the potassa with

water.

Chromate.—A saline compound, form-

ed by the union of the chromic acid with

a base. 1 he chromates are characterized

by iheir yellow or red color, the latter pre-

dominating when the acid is in excess.

Chromate of Potassa, is prepared by
exposing to a red heat the native chromate

of iron and nitrate of potassa ; the nitiic

acid is decomposed, and furnishes oxygen

to the chromium, which combines with the

potassium of the nitre ; the mass is then di-

gested in water to dissolve the chiomate,

the solution is neutralized by nitric acid

and evaporated in order to allow the nitrate

of potassium to crystalize. The fluid left

contains the chromate of potassa, which by

spontaneous evaporation, crystalizes in

small yellow anhydrous prismatic crystals,

possessing a bitter cool taste, very solu-
^

^ ble in boiling water, and requiring only
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twic3 its weight of that fluid at 60^ F. for

its solution.

Chromate of potassium, with the addi-

tion of a f(^w drops of chloio- chromic acid,

will bring out the image on a daguerreo-

type plate quite equal to mercury, we are

informed by one who has made several ex-

periments in this part of the process.

Chromate of Mercury, is an insoluble

salt of an orange red color, and is prepared

by mixing together the chromate of potash

and iheprotonitrate of mercury in solution.

Chromate of Lead, has a beautiful

yellow color, and is extensively employed
as a pigment. It is prepared in small

quantities, by adding to a solution of ace-

tate of lead the chromate of potassa.

Chrome yellow is the result.

Sub- Chromate of Lead, is of a beau-

tiful red color, and is also employed as a

pigment. Make it by boiling carbonate of

lead with an excess of chromate of potas-

sa.

From the Western JournaL
DAGUERKEOTYPING.

BY J. H. FITZGIBBON, OF ST. LOUIS, MO,

Proud indeed must that man be, who,
while yet an inhabitant of earth, finds his

fame encircling the habitable globe. With
what exquisite feelings of pleasure must be

the consciousness that the eivilizsd world

are now practicing that beautiful art of

which he was the happy discoverer, and to

know that every time the sun rises the

name of DAGUERRE is written

" With a pencil of light"

on countless myriads of tablets on both
hemispheres. And, proud may we be who
find the enchanter's wand placed within

oui^own grasp, that we too, can command
the sun to stand still, and find him obeying
our sliixhtest wish, micisteiincr to our fond-

e>t roves, and holiest afi'ections, with an
alacrity almost beyond the power of com-
prehension.

Onward as has been the march of this

wonderful art,—if we may give such a

* Mr. Fitz Gibbon,—we would here take oc-
cassion to mention—receives high commendations
from the Western papers for his taste and talent as
a Daguerreotypist. We have never seen any of
his pictures, and therefore cannot speak from per-
sonal knowledge, but we have seen the man, and
heard him converse on the subject of his profession,
and we must say, that we cannot doubt, that-one
evincing such taste in and appreciation of his art,

can be otherwise than excellent.

—

Ed. Phot. Art
Jour.

term to the skillful management of science,

—since its first discovery by the great

Frenchman, and more especially since its

introduction to this progressive country,

until we may now say it is perfect^, where
each operator tries to surpass his brother

in producing the finest efi"ect on the polish-

ed surface of the silver plate
;

yet there

are many,—it is to be regretted—who seem
to care but little what kind of a picture

they produce, so long as they gratify their

mercenary desire to accumulate the al-

mighty dollar. That such professors of

the art exist at all is more owiusj to the

fault of the community in which they live,

than any other cause. Most persons like

to have cheap pictures (not likenesses) and
when it is too late, they find to their cost,

they have paid too dear for them, for one-

half of those so taken have to be taken over

again by more competent and skillful ope-

rators. Few persons in the present day
are aware how their resemblances are trans-

ferred to the surface of the metallic plate,

and few, very few of the traveling opera-

tors are sufficiently educated in the science

of their art to explain the why and the

wherefore of the appearance of the jiicture,

or even the nature or efi"cct of the chemi-

t Mr. L. L. Hill of the State of New York, has
announced to the world that he has discovered a
method of taking pictures in natural colors, with
all the perfection of nature herself.
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cal agents they employ. The cause of all

this ignorance on such subjects arises from

the fact that many young men suddenly

captivated with a love for the Fine Arts,

take it into their head that they are des-

tined to make a figure, or figures^ in the

world, consequently their genius must no

longer be hidden under a bushel, but ex-

pand its wings in a higher intellectual at-

mospheric region. Or, what is still more
likely, they are lured into this pursuit by
a prospect of an easy and rapid accumula-

tion of money. Instantly they repair to

some cheap Daguerrean establishment, or

perhaps apply to an itinerant pro/e^^or and

for ten^ twenty^ or thirty/ dollars are regu-

larly manufactured in the short space of

from three to six days, into full-bred pro-

fessors of the photographic art. Is it then

to be wondered at that we find so many
awful, ghost-like looking shadows poured

out upon the world by a host of ignorant

pretenders } Not at all !

If a person wishes to become acquainted

with the Daguerrean art, instead of going

to a mere tyro, he ought to place himself

under the tuition of an operator of establish-

ed reputation, one who is permanently lo-

cated in some city, and well known to his

neighbors as a man of skill and experience

in his profession. Such a man must be

well paid for the knowledge he imparts,

and the pupil ought to spend at least three

months with him if he is desirous to be-

come familiar with the whole process of

Daguerreotyping in all its present perfec-

tion.

Some of the pictures now to be found

in the galleries of the large cities, are such

beautiful gems of art that our wonder is

excited by the production of so much ex-

cellence, and we ask ourselves how is it

possible to find fault with things so true to

nature. And it is to be hoped that when
the Hillotype is brought into full operation

there will be still less cause to complain. J
Although the writer has had many years

of practical experience in Daguerreoty.ping,

X Mr Hill informs the writer by letter on the

subject of his inventions, that he expects to be

ready in about two months to announce to those

interested, the whole process. He says the pro-

cess is more easy, more certain, and the picture so

taken, less liable to fade than the Daguerreotypes,

the time shorter, and that all articles now in use,

except the mercury hath and a few new chemicals

will still be retained.

he finds every day something new present-

ing itself before him, and if it is not in one

blanch of the business, it is in another that

we have a chance of learning and improv-

ing the knowledge already acquired. Yet
it is as simple as it is beautiful.

Nature copying nature hy nature^

s

hand^ is so wonderful in its simplicity,

that through that very simplicity it becomes

difiicult of comprehension to some opera-

tors, for they will so veil and mystify it to

those who know nothing of the operations of

science, as to make them believe that they

produce pictures by the powers oiparafa-

rageraramus^ as McAllister does his tricks

of legerdemain.

As this interesting art is not generally

known in the great West, it may not be

uninterestins: to the readers of the Western
Journal to hear a few remarks upon the

subject and of the materials through whose

agency the Daguerreotypes are produced.

As it is an operation, the success or

failure of which, in a great measure, de-

pends upon the atmospheric changes, and

the nature and qualities of the chemical

agents employed, many difficulties obtrude

themselves which render this art one of

great interest to those who really take

pleasure in its pursuit. Yet there are

some who have been in the business for

years, who profess to have attained per-

fection in its theory and practice, and to

whom, as they fondly believe, no further

instruction can be imparted,—most signal-

ly fail for want of a light understanding of

the business in which, perhaps, they have

already made money.

The simple process of taking the Daguer-

reotypes may be explained in the following

manner

:

In the first place it is of the utmost im-

portance to have the plates, designed for

the reception of the impressions, as clean as

possible, for herein lies the great secret of

success,—and nineteen out of twenty of the

operators of the present day don't half clean

their plates. I have known operators to

spend an hour in cleaning one plate, and in

the end it would be less fit for use than

when they began; and again, in five minutes

others will prepare their plates in the most

perfect manner. The mind as well as the

hand must be busy in the operation. The

hvjlng is also a very important part and

should be attended to with the utmost care.
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Great care should be taken to protect the

buffs as also the roygd or polish from the

effects of dampness or moisture. Galvaniz-

ing very materially helps in the process of

plate cleaning, and adds considerably to the

sensitive qualities of metallic surface, and
renders it more capable of receiving a good
effective impression. Indeed it is absolutely

nece-sary to have thebestof ^/7}?67i, rolUn-
stone^ or any ether substance which is used,

in order to insure a perfectly clean plate.

In the second, it is very essential to the

attainment of good pictuies that all things

used in the operation should be of the best

quality, otherwise you can have no depend-
ence ou your manipulations. A bad came-
ra Will produce a dull and shapeless, indis-

tinct shadow of a shade which mio-ht con-

scientiously be worshipped for the want of

resemblance to anything human or divine.

Voigtlander and Sons of Vienna have at-

tained the greatest celebrity in the Daguer-
rean world for the perfection of their in-

struments, and well do they deserve their

fame, for, their lenses are the finest at pre-

sent known. C. C. Harrison ofNew York
also manufactures some excellent cameras,
his and Voigtlander's are used by myself,

and I must candidly confess that I find no
difference between the pictures taken from
one or the other.

Roach and Lewis, of New York, make
some really good instruments, but I would
advise no operator to purchase cameras that

are unaccompanied by the roaker's name,
as ten chances to one they are worthless.

Third. The best materials should at all

times be made use of, for there is a satis-

faciiou in knowing that when you have
produced a fine picture, it is not spoiled by
a blemish in the plate. The Scoville ma-
nufacturing company of New York, with-

out the shadow of a doubt, furnish the ope-

rator with the finest and best of plates, but

a great many persons do not use them be-

cause they are a little difficult to clean, and
they themselves too lazy to use the neces-

sary quantity of elbow grease ; they prefer

the French plates as they arc easier to clean

and moreover are a little cheaper^ but un-

fortunately these plates are generally full

of small holes.* For my own use 1 prefer

* We must be allowed to differ here from our

author
;
good French plates cannot be excelled

—

and these are as easily obtained as any other. We

the Scoville plates to all others. The case

in which the pictures are to be enclosed,

should always be of the very best descrip-

tion, more particularly the glass, as this

last named article displays the picture to

great advantage. Operators generally, do

not put up their work in cases as good

as they should be, nor can the manufactur-

ers make them as cheap as they wish them.

If the community would make up their

minds to refuse such pictures as are put up
in common paper cases with thin, bad
glass, there would be fewer daguerreotypes

destroyed of persons whom their friends

respect, which, as frequently happens, can-

not be replaced, owing to the false work-

ing of cheap materials.

One of the best and most extensive case

making establishments now known, is that

of E. Anthony of New York. In this

manufactory the best cases are all furnish-

ed with the finest glass I have met with.

Fourth, it is an important consideration

in Daguerreotypiug to be provided with

chemicals of the very best description, as

nothing is more annoying to the operator

than an inferior order of materials. The
purest and the best should at all times be

.

used, for to the excellence of our chemical

agents are we indebted for the fine tone of

the pictures we take. There are many es-

tablishments in this country celebrated for

the care with which they put up the chemi-

cals used in the business of daguerreotyp-

ing, but I believe none are better or purer

than those prepared by Louis Beckers, of

Philadelphia. In nine years experience I

1 have not found a bad article from this

manufactory.'!'

And lastly ; to succeed in this as in any
other busini.'SS, you must pay strict atten-

tion to it and never trust to chance, but be

ready at all times to operate, have every

thin 4 in order and when a sitter comes to

have his likeness taken, go to work regard-

have frequently had occasion to test the accuracy

of this complaint" of small holes," and know, from
these actual tests, that it is a matter of moonshine

in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. They are

not more defective in this respect than all others.

The French plate is also more sensitive. The
Scoville plates, however, are a very line article.

—Ed. Phot. Art-Jour.

t The chemicals from the laboratories of Mr.

Davie, of Utica, and Dr. Chilton, of New York
City, are equally good,

—

Ed. Phot. Art-Jour.
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less of the weather ; be prepared for all

kinds of weather, and let me tell you some

of the best pictures are frequently taken

in wet and cloudy weather. Be very par-

ticular how you ^70se your sitters, as the

painters term the position they give to the

subject; let them always assume the easi-

est and most natural position possible, for

on this, in a great measure, depends the

beauty of the daguerreotype, and, never

for one moment think of letting a picture

leave your gallery that has no shadoio or

outline to thefeatures^ as such productions

although they may please some sitters be-

cause copied from themselves, yet they

will reflect no credit on eiiher the art or

the artii^t.

In a future piper I will give a descrip-

tion of Daguerreotyping simplified.

JOHN A. WHIPPLE AND THE DAGUERREAN ART.

BY M. GRANT.

We ar3 unable to present more than a

brief sketch of the life of this young and

talented Daguerreotypist, to the readeis of

the Art-Journal. It is rather a delicate

matter to handle such subJ3cts while the

individual thus desio;nated is still alive

amonor us. Yet the eminent success whicho
has attended the efforts ot this gentleman

in his profession, and the world-v/ide re-

putation he has attained in a few years as

a chemist and artist is so truly surprising,

that it would be doing injustice both to him
and the glorious art to which he has devo-

ted himself, did we not record to the world

his indefatigable exertions toward the suc-

cess of the Daguerreotype. Mr. Whipple
is a native of Grafton, Mass., and is now
in the twenty-eighth year of his age. At
school, in early youth, nothing delighted

him more than the study of chemistry. In-

stead of spending his money—as most boys

do—in toys and marbles, it was employed
in procuiing materials for chemical experi-

ments ; and this much to the annoyance of

his family, who considered it foolishly

thrown away. But far from it. Natural

genius prompted him to investigation, and
natural genius (whatever the learned black-

smith may say to the contrary) produced a

glorious result. When the first account

of the Daguerrean discovery reached this

country, but a short time elapsed before

he tested it. The greatest proof of

genius, is said to be, *' doing things with

nothing to do with." With a sun glass

for a lens, a candli box for a camera, and
the handle of a silv t spoon as a substitute

for a plate, the work was accomplished—the

first Daguerreotype produced that the sun

bioke upon in that part of the country.

At the age of eighteen, he left his coun-
try home, to seek his fortune in the city

—

being quite young and not overburthened

witb fortunes' favors. One day, calling at

a philosophical instrument makers, he met
a gentleman inquiiing for Chloride of

Iodine, for which he had in vain searched

the city : no one seeming to know any-

thing about it. Mr. Whipple immediately

proposed to make him some ; an offer which
was gladly accepted. The use of this ar-

ticle was then thought to be a great disco-

very in the art. in a few hours it was
prepared and delivered. The money paid

was the first received for chemical know-
ledge. From this time he manufactured

for the Daguerreotype artists all the che-

micals used in the art—making good pro-

fits ; but finding his health suffering from

the fumes of the various chemicals, he now
devoted his time entirely to taking minia-

tures—with this very great advantage, an
intimate knowledge of all the substances

used, which soon appeared in his produc-

tions—-always giving his visitors such por-

traits as he would have been willing to

present to his own personal friends. Very

soon the names " Whipple and Daguerreo-
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type" were associated with all that was ex-

cellent in the art. Not satisfied with the

vast amount of manual labor expended in

the mere mechanical part, viz : the prepa-

ration of the silver surface to receive the

impression^, the idea suggested itself,

" Why not apply power to this as well as

other branches of business ?" A small

steam engine was purchased, and put in

operation with complete success. One
person to attend the machinery was re-

quired, and any number of plates could be

prepared at the shortest notice, with more

uniformity than by hand ; for large plates

it was found almost indispensable. With
the steam he brings out his pictures, heats

his rooms in winter, and cools them in sum-

mer by means of an ingeniously construct-

ed fan.

With this great acquisition, a sufficient

supply of plates that could be depmded
upon, h^ was enabled to apply all his energy

to that interesting and most difficult feature

of the ai-t, grouping ; which is the tiue test

of the artists skill,—and witli what success

his woiks show. It is admitted by all who
have an opportunity for judging, that in

this branch, he unquestionably stands at

the head of his profession.

The beautiful and popular crayon Da-
gu'^rreotypes (showing the head and bust

only) which bids fair, wiih pei sons of taste,

to supeicade all others j o.ves its origin to

Mr. Whipple. He devoted many months
of close study and experiment to produce

it, but finally it was accomplished by the

most simple means. A patent was gianted

him, for this, by the U. S. Commissioner;

also another for taking Daguerreotypes on
Glass.

But Mr. Whipple has not confined him-
self alone to Deiguerreotyping the •' human
face divine." He has applied his favorite

art to reveal the wonders of the world
around lis, and the beauties of the celestial

hemisphere By his skill, the microscope

is made to print the most d.licate tissue of

the tiniest animalculae upon the silver

plate, so that what was before so fleeting

and uncertain, has become a fixed fact for

the naturalist to study at his leisure.

After encountering great difficulties, he
finally succeeded in daguerreotyping the

moon, through the large Equatorial tele-

scope at the Cambridge Observatory.

These daguerreotypes are now exciting

great interest in Europe. The Koyal
Academy of Arts and Sciences has highly

complimented Mr. Whipple for his great

skill shown in these wonderful productions.

With a person of such indomitable energy

of chaiacter—such perseverance and inate

talent as Mr. Whipple, nothing is impos-

sible which the mind of man is capable of

attainino;.

From La Lumiere.

Mi NISPCE DS ST. VICTOR, AND HIS DISCOVERY.

In the present age, people no longer be-

lieve that there is any unappreciated genius,

unknown talents, or intelli^ience skackled

m its efforts, by the indififerv nee of the pub-
lic or the negligence of government.

They congratulate themselves in belong-

in 2; to an ao;3, where all true meiit finds

sufficient support and receives its well

earned reward.

This persuasion, sincere in some and

egotistical in others, induces them to re-

frain from inte: Citing themselves in any

work, which is not already crowned with

success, and allows them to doubt and
despise discoveries which are often admira"

ble and truly surprising—and sends into

exile, and into the purgatory of Utopiats, all

those innovate s who are cither too poor,

or who have too little knowledge of the

world to secure for themselves renown.

Faithful echoes of the prejudices of their

age—the present government, worthy in-

heritors of those of other timps, has no
longer any solicitude, so that public opinion
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does not impose upon it the duty of reward-

inor genius ; it also declines to encourao-s,

to patronise, to serve those laborious men,

who give themselves to the tedious work

of enriching their country by useful dis-

coveries or by creating new branches of in-

dustry. The history of obscure struggles,

of wasted efforts, of the hidden despair of

the ancient alchymists, are the ordinary

introductions to the greatest number of

accounts concerning remarkable inven-

tions.

The indifference or the stupidity of the

Gothic system ! will it never arrive at its

last page ? or must it continue to the end

of the world ! For my part I shall be

tempted to fear it never will.

But, says one, must the administration

take notice of all reveries ? How can it

find genius ! How mix itself in a crowd.

Leave this false reasoning.—The man of

whom we are going to speak is well known,
loved and respected—the inheritance of

an honored name recommends him—he

has always been before the public ; Acade-

mies have elevated his character and veri-

fied his discoveries, masters the most emi-

nent have adopted them, spoken of and
recommended them to the gratitude of the

public. Modest and persevering, of a

sympathetic and ardent temperament, he

has found among his competitors only

real and good will. He has ran aground

in sight of port, for want of assistance

that was his due, and which was vainly

solicited from a liberal government. Did
this ofl&cial patronage thsn require weighty

sacrifices .? and had it to overcome powerful

obstacles } Alas, yes ! It was necessary to

spend several thousand francs, and dispense

them for ten or twelve months in giving

bread to an officer, who was a military com-
mander. Then France had well taken care

of a good captain—instructor—rare prodi-

gy !—for they can only reckon half a dozen

for company. It remains for us to relate

what science has lost.

M. Niepce de St Victor, nephew of

Joseph Nicephue Niepce, the Christopher

Columbus of Daguerreotypes, became a

soldier at nineteen years of age. His first

studies were not directed toward science

—

his military taste led him to the school of

Lamar, which he left in 1827, with the

rank of Quarter master to the 1st regiment

of dragoons. But the inclinations that

first direct our acts, are sometimes very

different from those instincts which our

vocation calls forth.

Like his uncle, who, for fifteen years had

studied Heliography, with tho most patient

assiduity, and, like all celebrated students,

M. N. was endowed on his part, with a

reflecting and tenacious curiosity which

induces certain men to interest themselves

in one fact, in one idea, and never leave it

until they have completely mastered it.

The commencement of this pursuit as re-

lates to M. N. is extraordinary, when we
consider how far it has led him. M. N.
has nearly solved the great problem of

Heliography—he has given to daguerreo-

type plates the property of drawing natural

images not only in light and shade, but in

all their colors. This was not the effect of

chance it was produced by a series of unin-

terrupted studies concerning the play, the

variations, the nature and property of co-

lors, which has logically conducted the in-

ventor to these grand results. This pre-

occupation of coloring matter dates a long

time back, and its commencement was so

small that it did not attract the attention

of any one. Ten years ago M. N. had the

sleeve of his uniform coat turned up with

red. All has proceeded from this ! The
red from cochineal, is very easily acted

upon by acids. Several drops of vinegar

or lemon juice having spotted the sleeve of

of a young officer he endeavored to restore

the cloth to its first lustre by the acid of

sorrel. But the oxalic acid only deeptned

the shade, he then tried other experiments

and our alchymist in gum, was led to me-

ditate upon different shades, the property

of MerJaunts, and the decomposition of

colors.

These reflection and experiments led

him so far, that he was soon enabled to,

verify them.

In 1842, a resolution from the Minister

of War, which was as gravely considered

in council as the decree made in olden

times for the sauce of a turbot, to change

the color of the collars, sleeves, and facings'

of the coats of 1 3 regiments of cavalry,

from crimson, red and scarlet to an orange

shade. As a wise adminstration was pleas-

ed to make this as much a matter of eco-

nomy as measures that were essential to

the well-being of the nation. The Minis-

ter of War received with interest the pro-

1
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position of a young lieutenant of dragoons,

tlien in the garrison at Montauban, who
offered to make the ordered reform without

chano-ino; the cloth or even unsewinor the

coats, by passing a brush impregnated with

a certain solution upon the colors proscrib-

ed.

Ordered to Paris, he obtained the favor

of residing there a month at his own ex-

pense. M. N. had the honor of coloring

orange uniforms by a stroke of the brush

in the presence of a special committee, and
the adoption of his method saved the ex-

pense of government paying more than

100,000 francs.

He refused to sell his art, prefering to

give it. His skill and delicacy were ap-

preciated by Marshall Soult from whom he

received an indemity of 500 francs. We
may believe that immediate and necessary

expenses, left little to be disposed of for

the benefit of Science or to assist in dis-

coveries which had become so advanced.

M. N. had now become interested in

Scientific manipulation. The recollection

of the researches of his uncle had inspired

hi'D with the desire of making farther ex-

periments and of achieving new discoveries,

desires which belong to those who pursue
the marvellous as applied to Science.

Desirous of increasing the reputation and
renown of his family, M. N. turned his at-

tention to Heliography, and 1846 was sig-

nalised by the discovery of the singular at-

traction of the vapor of Iodine for black

color, and a property of that substance to

change the plate when leaving it. This
double observation enabled M. N. to

copy with remarkable precision the finest

eno^ravingj without sacrificing the orio-inal.

Soon after realising to the advancement
of Photography upon paper an unhoped
for progress, to which it owes its most pro-

fitable and most admirable productions,

M. N. discovered an albuminous substance

which enabled him to secure his pictures

upon a pane of glass or a leaf of mica. He
is the inventor of " Chehe's de Verre."

In 1847, he discovered and pointed out
optical phenomena, unknown until then,

the theory of which, an eminent man, M.
Chevreul, applied advantageously to phy-
sical phenomena.

All these efforts could not remain with-

out reward; Government ordered M. N.
to continue to fulfil his military duties.
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But the Society of encouragement, learn-

ing from the organ of M. Sequier, the

well merited praises of this student, who
was as modest as deserving, decreed to

him a medal worth 2000 francs, and M.
Sequier made a very honorable report of

the researches of the worthy nephew of

Neciphue Niepce and of his results. The
interesting biography of this ingenious

young officer attracted the notice of the

Academy of Sciences.

The reporter drew forth the admiration

of his companions by pointing out the rare

qualities of a man who, during twenty-

three years had, without interruption ful-

filled his military duties, without its being

known what sacrifices he had made in his

scientific researches.

M. Sequier had declared that M.N. de

St. V. had enriched Science by the dis-

covery of facts as curious as new, which
no one before him had ever pointed out or

forseen, and which he had applied to the

advancement of art and the opening of new
sources of industry. In the prosecution of

his first labors M. N. had learn' d the ad-

vantag;e of beinsi: near Paris—rich—as a

soldier—it was not possible for him to leave

the army or to sacrifice his commission.

He was obliged to renounce his chance of

advancement and solicited annexation to the

municipal guard. This favor, can you be-

lieve it, was refused, and ten of his brother

officers advanced before him, by nreference.

In 1845 he left Montaubin and lived in the

barracks of St. Martin. Two years ex-

perience were sufficient to justify by three

successive discoveries, a favor, so dearly

bought. M. N. de St. V is at present a

Captain in the republican guards, but his

indefatigable ardor suggested a task, con-

sidered almost impracticable. He had not

abandoned his first studies on the nature of

colors—he continued his pursuits with sil-

ent efforts towards the end proposed and
he was now assured that he had made dis-

coveries in which he saw a prospect of suc-

cess that would gratify his highest ambition.

His uncle had annexed his name to the in-

vention of Heliography upon plates. The
nephew wished that the name of his family

should be farther associated in the pro-

gress of Photography, and his vision is rea-

lized. When it shall be told how the dis-

covery was made of securing colors in Pho-
tography—the name of iSiepce shall be in-
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scribed the first. This last experiment

was the most laborious of all ; we shall

speak of its vicissitudes, and show a man
of genius tried by poverty, a prey to

care, given up to all the difficulties that

could be thrown in his way (instead of re-

ward), living alone, too poor to make farth-

er experiments, laden with the imperious

duties of a useless service and the culpable

indifference of the government which has

retarded his improvement to such an ex-

tent, that at the moment I am writing the

priority of complete success it is left per-

haps, to a rival nation. M. N. de St. V.

has found the principle, he has applied it

in the most powerful manner ; the want of

funds and of leisure, has caused him to

suspend his experiments for several months.

By the consent of his officers, our in-

ventor had arranged a laboratory in the

hall of the police of sub-officers, in the

barracks of St. Martin. This advantage

he owed to the good conduct of his soldiers,

which was so irreproachable that the hall

was never occupied. M. N. had furnish-

ed it ; he placed there his preparations and

all the materials necessary for his work,

The revolution of February came, the

barracks of the Municipal Guards were at-

tacked, sacked and burned.

The furniture and laboratory of M. N.
de St. V. were destroyed and his loss could

not have been less than 15,000 francs, and

since, they have refused to indemnify a

man, whom this unfortunate occurence had

deprived of the fruit of labors so honorable

to his country. This was according to the

present customs. Officers are made re-

sponsible for all kinds of wrong , they are

made to bear the consequences of the acts

of the government, for the defence of which

they expose their lives, and to better in-

sure their loyalty and courage, they are

obliged to make their homes in barracks !

Does not this implicate the responsibility of

those who impose it. Already reduced to

a yearly allowance by the expense of his

experiments M. de N. saw his ruin consum-

mated, and his studies interrupted, not-

withstanding which they occupied his mind,

for when such spirits, give their energies to

an idea, they are alway assured, that they

shall at last triumph over every obstacle.

By economy and privation, M. N.has pro-

cured some indispensable instruments, and

has made again a small atelier in the bar-

racks of Moaffetard St. Unsuccessful

but persevering, alone but always at his

work, improving every moment his short

leisure, encouraged by hope—as the one of

Balshazar Clacs, ofwhom, Balzac has traced

a fantastic existence in the search of the

Absolute—taking for his aim the tints of

the Solar Spectrum, by Mr. Becquerel,

who has followed his design. The 4th of

last March, M. N. sent a sealed packet to

M. Chevreul, who placed it in the Insti-

tute. It relates to a work written the pre-

ceding June. Since the fourth of March he
has again been interrupted. The discovery

has been made, but the securing the colors

remains imperfect from the want of time

and money.

I have seen the results obtained, they

are important, the inventor has entrusted

me with his secret ; it is simple. It was
not by accident that it has been carried as

far as it has, but by inductive combinations

which would do honor to any Savant. If

these efforts so skillfully directed had been
seconded, if M. N. de St. V. had received

aid and protection, his discovery at this

moment, would have been perfected. But
these circumstances are going to be disas-

trous for us as a nation ! The Photographic

Art-Journal, which reached Paris about 15
days since, announced, that a Mr. Hill, a

resident of Greene Co. New York, has

been able to obtain in America, the repro-

duction of colors. In the fear of sacrificing

the just fruit of his labors, M. N. will be

obliged to publish prematurely the secret

of his experience, and before he can be as-

sured ofthe future fate ofNiepceochromy, of

which, in France, he is the originator, and

who, if his country is just to so much
courage and so many frustrated efforts,

will preserve a name three times honored

by the most brilliant discoveries of natural

genius.

La Lumiere, publishes with sorrow, the

American document of which we have just

spoken, the veracity of which is, however,

a subject of dispute, in the country whence
it emanated.

Is it not melancholy to think, if our

countryman had obtained the assistance

and the enlightened concurrence to which

he is justly entitled, in place of publishing

here an Anglo-American triumph, we
should have added another gem to the in-

tellectual crown of France. This account
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of M. N. de St. Victor, only adds another

to the niartyrology of 'inventors. The
world is but little changed. In olden times

they were burned, at present they are ne-

glected, and left to be consumed by pain-

ful disappointments, which condemns ac-

tivity to inertia, talent to forgetfulness, and
which renders fruitless the most noble en-

terprises.

THE DAGUERREAN ART; ITS PRESENT STATE AND FUTURE PROSPECTS.

BY THE EDITOR.

In taking a retrospective view of the Da-
guerrean art in the tJnited States, we can-

not feel otherwise than proud of the high

state of perfection to which it has been

brought by the American Photographist.

The last five years have established the

fact all over the world, that the American
Daguerreotypes surpass those of all other

countries, not only for the beauty of their

finish but the taste of their execution.

Although to Daguerre and Niepce we
owe the discovery of Photogenic drawing,

it is incontestible that the first successful

attempts to impress portraits of the human
face upon the silver plate were made in

New York, and were the result of the ex-

periments of Professors Draper, Morse and
Wolcott. All the most practical and valu-

able improvements except the gilding pro-

cess, are also due to American discovery
;

while many of the most valuable treatise

and papers on the art have emanated from

the pens of our countrymen.

By slow but steady steps has the art ad-

vanced to its present beautiful position, and
like the art of sculpture, Americans stand

pre-eminent in its practice. From light

flitting shadows of former days, we have

advanced to the full developed, dark, soft-

toned steel-engraving-like picture, defying

the criticisms of the most fastidous. From
the indistinct which could only be

seen vaguely when viewed in one position,

we have arrived at perfectly bold, sharply-

drawn, well-defined outline figures, beau-

tifully filled up by light and shade of most
exquisite and elaborate finish. From the

awkward, stifi", and unmeaningly staring

images of the art in its infancy, we have

attained the graceful and poetical pencil-

lings of nature both in their beauty and
grandeur. We now catch the most ex-

quisite expression of childhood itself with

unfailing truthfulness. The quivering leaf,

the impatient horse, and the passing tra-

veler ; the demure cow, the active lamb
and the barn-yard fowl, are impressed in a

landscape upon the Daguerreotype plate

with an accuracy unsurpassed. The most
minute details in architecture, sculpture,

and still life, are most wjnderfully drawn
by the pencil of the sun's rays, and we
are constrained to look with wonder at the

perfection to which improvement has

brousrht this beautiful science.

To the French philosophers are we in-

debted for the first application of this sci-

ence, but to American operators do we owe
the perfection to which it has attained.

The experiments of a Morse, a Draper,
and a Woolcot demonstrated the feasibility

of applying the science to portrait taking*^;

while to Anthony and Edwards—the for-

mer a pupil of Mr. Morse—to Haas, to

Gurney, to Plumbe, to Beckers, to Brady,
to Gabriel Harrison, to Piard, to Bui'gess,

to Lawrence, to A. Morand, to Bronck, to

Selleck, to Gavitt and others ofNew York;
to Whipple, to Hale and Chase of Boston :

Root and Broadbert of Philadelphia

;

Whitehurst of Baltimore ; Pratt of. Rich-
mond ; Carey and Cook of Charleston

:

Barnes of Mobile ; M'Guire of New Or-
leans ; Fitz Gibbon and the Longs of St.

Louis ; Hesler of Galena ; Ferris of Cin-
cinnati ; Hansen and Von Schneideau of

Chicago ; Lyons of New London ; Davie
of Utica ; Clark of Syracuse ; Evans and
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M'Donell of Buffalo ; Moulthrop of New
Haven, and a host of other American Da-
guerreotypists are we indebted for various

improvements in the art, which has enabled

our country to stand pre-eminent in the

production of Photographic pictures.

Still the art may be considered as in a

questionable state in this country. So
many have taken it up as a mere means of

obtaining an easy livelihood, who are to-

tally unfitted either by taste, education or

inclination, to pursue it with the least de-

gree of ability or success, that considerable

disrepute has tainted its former fair fame,

and we regret to say, that we have found

those Daguerreotypists who were ashamed

to be known as such, although they were

themselves bright ornaments to the profes-

sion. An art, profession, or business, must
indeed be in a deplorable state when those

engaged in it are unwilling to acknowledge
themselves so. I

Besides the mere mechanics, dabsters,
'

or whatever you are pleased to call those

operators who jump from the stable, the

fish-market, the kitchen, or the poultry-

yard into the operating room of the Da-
guerreotypist, and after cleaning two or three

plates, and seeing as many images produced

upon them—and without even sufficient

knowledge of the art to make a judicious

puchase of their apparatus—set themselves

up for Daguerreans. There is another

class who do the art much greater injury.

We speak of those who having some claim

upon our consideration as men of talent

are so devoid of common honesty as to care

little about the quality of the pictures they

take, so long as they can pocket the dollar

in the quickest possible manner.
Their rooms are frequently the resort of

the low and depraved, and they delight in

nothing more than desecrating the sabbath

by daguerreotyping these characters in the

most obscene positions. Their rooms be-

come a by-word and a reproach, and alas !

there are too many who are ever ready to at-

tribute to all the fuUies and foibles of the few.

We may here be met by the question; why is

a daguerreotypist more culpable in this re-

spect than the painter, who frequently re-

sorts to nude life models in the practice of

his art } We will answer, there are two

reasons : in the first place, the painter and

the sculptor are, from the very nature of

their art. obliged to make the anatomical

proportions of the body a close study, in or-

der to depict upon their canvas or to chisel

from the stone, nature as it truly exists.

Every line, every muscle, every vein, and
all the most minute details in the compo-
sition of the human form are necessarily

subjects of earnest scrutiny. To the Da-
guerreotypist this is not absolutely neces-

sary ; all he requires is a perfect knowledge

of the general outline of the figure before

him in order to be enabled to sit his sub-

ject in the most attractive and graceful at-

titude. In the second place the motive of

the two is widely different, the painter has

a noble, glorious object in view ; he aims

at the elevation of his art, and the improve-

ment of the public taste ; while the class

of Daguerreotypists to whom we allude are

actuated by the desire to pander to a viti-

ated and gross appetite, to accomplish which
the most obscene positions are required

from the degraded characters obtained for

the purpose. Another reason against this

practice is the fact, that the Daguerrean

room is a more public place of resort, than^

the painter's, and every act within its walls

is more publicly commented upon, and
its reputation is more apt to be injured by
such comments.

There is still another class who in a great

measure tend to depreciate the art. Among
these we have some friends, and in speak-

ing of them we wish to be understood as

warring against their measures only, for

we hold them personally, in respect. They
are those who, holding their talents and

skill less estimable than they really deserve,

stoop to a level with the second class by
taking pictures at a mere nominal price,

in the hopes of drawing customers who are

really not worth the time thrown away
upon them. There are not a few of this

class, but we hope that ere long many of

them will change their policy ; already do

we know of those who look back with bit-

terness upon the day when they first took

a picture for fifty cents.

There is but one remedy against all these

evils, namely ; the formation of a National

Photographic Society, the objects of which

shall be, not only to establish a fixed scale

of prices for the finest productions of the

art, but to elevate the character of those

engaged in the business, by frequent re-

unions, interchange of sentiments and im-

provements, and to establish a moral in-
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fluence that must be both felt and appre

elated. The first steps have been taken

towards this great measure. A meeting,

as we have before noticed, of the Daguer-
reotypists of New York—with the excep-

tion of the city—was held at the city of

Syracuse on the 12th of July, and after

passing a series of resolutions—which will

be found under our " Gossip"—adjourned

to the 20th of August in order to secure a

larger attendance from all parts of the

Union. This convention, if not interrupt-

ed^^by sectional jealousies or ayrogant as-

sumption on the part of those, who coming
into the measure at the eleventh hour, wish

to deprive the originators of their just lau-

rels, will be one of the most grand and im-
portant acts of our Daguerreotypists since

the discovery of the art.

We have already given our views on this

subject, and we shall content ourselves with

but a few observations on the course we
think should be pursued ; we do not ask

their adoption, nor that they will be taken
into consideration at the convention, but
we should wish that they may be considered

by every individual w^ho attends, and acted

upon as may be thought most advisable.

In the formation of a National Society

it must be borne in mind that many States

compose this nation, each containing many
Daguerreotypists, and that they are all en-

titled to be heard and consulted in the or-

ganization. No class of men from any
particular State or city have any right to

assemble, organise a National Society,

elect a president, vice-president and secre-

tary for each State, without consulting the

members of the profession in those States.

It is an assumption of power in direct op-

position both to justice and the common
usages of civilization. All cliques formed
for the express purpose of dictating to the

majority the course to be pursued should
be unhesitatingly silenced, and made to find

its proper position in the ranks of that ma-
jority. This should be accomplished with
perfect grace, and good fellowship ; with-

out harsh or resentful feelings, quietly but

decidedly.

Such States as are not represented in

the convention should be called upon to

form local societies, and appoint delegates

to the next National Convention, at which

time they may solicit to be enrolled as

membersof the parent institution, andhave

a vice-president appointed for their State.

The constitution and by-laws should

be formed on the broadest platform of

equity and democracy, making provision

for the admission of all honorable men
who may subscribe to the terms of

membership. .Like the Heliographic so-

ciety of France it may not be confined to

practical Daguerreotypists alone, but in-

clude amatuers and other artists, for it must

be conceded that the Photographic will

eventually establish an influence of great

importance, over other arts. Some of the

minor arts must eventually give way en-

tirely to that of Photography, while the

more elevated will be greatly benefitted.

We look forward to the future career of

Photography with pride. The promulga-

tion of the secrets of the Hillotype, when
made, will create a new era in the art, and

if Mr. Hill keeps steadfast in his resolution

in its disposition—and we see no reason

now to doubt it—the elevation of the art

to the highest pinnacle of fame will be

more than half gained. Instead of the

fishmongers and horse jockeys that now fill

its ranks. Photography will enlist men of

taste, talent, and refinement. Our first

artists now in the business will no longer

fear to be called Photographers, and a new
order of things will obtain.

A society composed of such men will

not be guided by the interests of the pock-

et, or the private envy and prejudice of

disappointed and scheming men. All will

be harmony and unity. The strife will be

for the elevation of the art itself, and not so

much for the enrichment of self. May we
live to see that* day. We may resume
this subject hereafter.
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From Lo^Lumure.

OP SOCIETIES IN GENERAL AND OP THE HELIOGRAPHIO SOCIETY IN
PARTICULAR*

There are few words in our language

the signification of which is so extended as

that of the word Society. Human Society,

European Society, French Society, these

are the general acceptations of the term.

The Societies for insurance against losses

at sea and by fire, and active and silent

partnership are ruled by our codes ; the

literary Societies of which there is a great

number at Paris, are founded upon particu-

lar and very varied regulations. Lastly,

there are club Societies where are held on

certain days, dress parties, dinner parties,

&c. &c.

The Heliographic Society, founded in

1851, may be classed among the literary

and club Societies. It offers neither pre-

mium nor medals like the Societies for the

encouragement of art, nor does it receive,

like the Institute, sealed deposites
;
yet it

occupies a useful position especially in the

rising arts. It places in communication
with each other isolated men who are each

acting by themselves, and who struggle on
for a long series of years against obstacles

which, by communication, by exchange,

by conversation, they might have over-

come in an hour.

As our readers, moreover, have an in-

terest in becoming acquainted with this

Society, from which the journal Lia Lu-
miere proceeds, it is not uninteresting to

make them acquainted with its Statutes.

STATUTES
OF THE HELOIGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Article 1. The founders propose, by
means of this Society, to hasten the im-
provement of Photography.

Art. 2. The meetings will take place the

first and third Friday of each month ; the

rooms are open at half-ptist seven o'clock.

There is no assessment.

* As the Daguerreotypists of the United States

are at last beguining to feel the necessity of" estab-

lishing a Photographic Society, and are taking

active measures towards that purpose—the nature

of which will be found in another column—we
thought it advisable to furnish for their perusal

and consideration, this highly interesting paper

rom La Lumiere.

—

Ed. Fhot. Art-Jour.

Art. 3. The object of the meetings is :

1st. The reciprocal communication of all

discoveries ; 2nd The voluntary exchange
of discoveries and processes; 3d The mason-
ic confidence between the discoverers.

Art. 4. When a member shall think

proper to make known an improvement or

discovery, or even a project, his communi-
cation shall be made to and for the Society,

it shall be inscribed in a book devoted tO'

the registering of the acts of the Society,,

and the date of it shallbe verified and certi-

fied in this register.

Art. 6. Persons not belonging to the

Society can require the insertion of a dis-

covery relative to Heliography, and take

date in the register when their communica-
tion shall have been accepted by the com-
mittee.

Art. 6. Each member may examine
the register during the continuance of the-

meetings.

Art. 7. In case of the dissolution of the

Society, the register shall be deposited in

the conservatory of manuscripts in the Na-
tional Library.

Art. 8. No member can make known
out of the Society, the process or discove-

ries confided to the Society. This en-

gagement of honor is binding on those only

who may be present at the meetings when
the communications are made by the auth-

ors to preserve the knowledge of them to

the Society.

Art. 9. The author of a communication
can demand an exact copy of it, which will

be delivered to him with the impress of the

seal of the Society and the signatures of a
certain number of the members.

Art. 10. The Society will publish annu-
ally an album to which each member is call-

ed upon to contribute according to his

knowledge and resources.

Art. 11. The product of this album, a
deduction being made for the purchase of

photographic pieces, the cost of binding,

&c., shall be employed towards the ex-

penses of the Society, and for experiments

which shall be judged necessary.

Art. 12 The presentation of a candi-
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date shall be done by at least three mem-
bers ; his nommation shall take place only

at the meeting following the presentation.

The admission shall be decided by private

ballot, and shall only be obtained by the

votes of at least three-quarters of the mem-
bers present.

OF THE MEETINGS.

Art. 13. The meetings of the Helio-

graphic Society are nothing, in principle,

but agreeable re-unions^ where the con-

versation allows each one to select his in-

terlocutors. The invited guests being al-

lowed the privilege of members.
Art 14, Photography, painting, sculp-

ture, optics, science, engraving, &c. may
be debated, as rendering mutual services.

Art. 15. As in certain cases the meet-
ing will take a general character on the

occasions of readino; communications inter-

esting to the whole assembly, the presi-

dent of the committee of invitation, seat-

ed at the table, assisted by a secretary, shall

ring the small bell, and silence shall be

preserved during the continuance of the

reading of the communication, and the

observations to which it shall have given

rise. Immediately afterwards conversation

will asrain take its course.

Art. 16. A request of general commu-
nication may be addressed either to the

president, the secretary, or to one of the

members of the committee of invitation,

who shall see that the above ceremonies of

Art. 15 are performed.

Art. 17. Every other petition shall be

addressed to the president, the secretary

shall communicate the answers of the com-
mittee.

Art. is. The 8th Art. of the Statutes

having been the subject of some objections

the committee declares that communications

only registered in the book of the proceed-

ings, with the recommendations by the

authors to preserve the knowledge of them
to the Society alone, are meant. The es-

tablishment of the journal La Licmiere is

nothino; but the fulfilment of Article 10.

The Heliographic Society acts with such

unanimity that it seems to have neither

government nor organisation.

In a circle where comfort reiGrns, who
thinks of the bestower except to thank

him } In a theatre, if the author and act-

or please us, who thinks of meddling him-
self with the exertions of the manager.

Providence is the best regulated, and yet

the least visible of governments. The opi-

nion of the Heliographic Society, is, that

members or guests should not have to oc-

cupy themselves about a committee who is

watching over their welfare and progress.

A few days after the Revolution of Feb-
ruary, a general rendezvous was given to

all the litterati, painters, sculptors, archi-

tects and all artists whatsover ; the place

appointed was Lasalle Valentino rue St.

Honore^ the design to nominate a chief, a

manager and mapa of the fine arts. The
Fourierites, and the remnants of Saint

Simonisfne, had provoked the call. On
our arrival toward 11 o'clock in the morn-
ing, the meeting had opened.

In the depths of this gloomy saloon a

vast throno; were actinsr in a state of vio-

lent excitement, the noises of which had in

them nothing human. An earthquake,

the fall of the Rhine at Schraflfhausen, or

the outpourings of the Niagara may per-

haps give an idea of it. On the benches

of a circular gallery, that of the orchestra

probably, the candidates were crowded to-

gether. In the centre, the artists, mem-
bers of the Institute, were distinguished,

on the right, the litterati ; on the left, the

dramatists, compositors, &c.; and in front,

a vast plain of fiery electors ; the candi-

dates for the 7na2'>apiovie were endeavoring

in turn to make themselves heard, but the

voice of the artist was drowned by the cries

of No ! No ! No ! ten thousand times re-

peated by the litterati, architects, drama-
tists, &c., and so for each chief of each

profession in turn. At the moment when
our little society made its way, rather by
force, into the midst of the tumultuous

waves of human beings, one of the mem-
bers of the Institute, stationed in the cen-

tre, had just reseated himself overwhelm-
ed by the tempest.

M. Ingres, being persuaded by those

around him to address the assembly, rose.

His lips were seen to move, his hand to

make fiiendly gestures, now pressed full

upon his bosom, now thrown modestly

down, that hand which painted OEdipus

findingfavor before the ancient Sphinx^

that hand commanded not silence to the

Sphinxes of La Salle Valentina ; it found

not favor before them. Even those near
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the artist could not in the midst of the vo-

ciferations hulled forth by the rival corpo-

rations, hear the most energetic of the

sounds which he seemed to emit, as well

as could be judged far and near by the

movements of his lips. M. Ingres, pale,

worked up to the highest pitch, fell back,

discouraged in his chair. At this moment
on the right side of the saloon, a man bends

over the balustrade and makes expressive

gestures. Frederick Lemaitre is recog-

nised. His bright eye keeps running over

the dense crowd, which at length allows

him to speak. His gesture was beautiful,

his voice beautiful; but perhaps the

thought had not been sufficiently matured,

perhaps the part was too unexpected. At
the first hesitation, the celebrated trage-

dian was reduced to an empty motion of

the lips ; conquered in his turn he resign-

ed himself to his defeat.

Very soon after Alexander Dumas re-

plied, or thought he did ; the cries then

changed to bowlings, and the nettling

sounds of rage. The gesture of Dumas
was violent, his position at one particular

moment was that of Mercury robbing John
of Bologne. Dumas likewise fell back dis-

couraged on his bench. Then, with his

usual gaiety, he displayed two rows of

white teeth, and sent rapidly to his ac-

quaintances in the parquette, friendly ges-

tures and emphatic bonjours ; his part had
ended.

I shall not further describe this meeting,

nor how M. Daly Cesar, architect, held

the floor for a moment by a formidable

blow applied upon the desk. The day
terminated with a general dispersion with-

out the least result for art and artists.

This meeting has been spoken of as a

deplorable scene, we consider it as one of

the finest affairs for philosophical instruc-

tion of modern times ; this is all that can

be said of it in a non-political journal. It

results from this experience that election,

atnong artists, is not always a good way of

organization.

Other Societies which we could mention
have succeeded in forming their cabinet

:

but they have run aground in the discus-

sions to which the compilation of their

statutes gave rise. Others, have at last,

succeeded in forming their cabinet, and a

complicated series of statutes, and are able

to act, these have committees and sub-

committees ; the inaccuracy and tedious-

ness, the preparatory speeches, and the

futility of the ceremonial, ruin them in the

end. How many hours are lost in an as-

sembly listening to a discussion between
Vadius and Trifootin, who each in turn,

raises his hand saying: I demand the

floor.

These different considerations might have
preceded under the title of preliminaries

and motives, what we have said of the or-

ganisation of the Heliographic Society
;

but we present these facts as proofs in sup-

port, and in order to show that the com-
mittee who founded the Society^ did not

want practical knowledge in forming a good
and durable organization ; we will cite yet

another of our experiences.

Prior to the year 1830, a Society was
formed among the artists of the new schools

of that time ; it had for its object a dinner

the 10th of every month; nothing was
more agreeable or more cordial than this

re-union.^ where several relations of friend-

ship were formed which time has not the

least enfeebled. At the end of the year

1831, many of the members of the Socie-

ty thought it necessary to organize them-
selves and to have a set of regulations.

The following is a list of the members en-

tered for the dinners of the 10th.

M. M. Arago (E), Barre, Barye, Bec-
querel, Bellange, (Hippolyte) Boulanger

(Louis) Champmartin, Charlet, Charles

(Philarete) Chenavard (Aime) Cogniet,

(Leon), Decaisne, Delacroix (Eugene),

Dumas (Alexander), Dupont (Henriquel)

Feuillet (Felix), Huet (Paul), Hugo,
(Victor), Isabey (Eugene), Janin (Jules),

Johannot (Alfred), Johannot (Tony) Loe-

ve Weimar, Mercuri, Merimee, (Prosper)

Moine (Antoni) Monnier (Henri) Pierret

(J. B.) Poterlet Ricourt ( Julesj Robeliu

RoqueT)lan (Camille), Rue (Gedeon,)

Saint Evre, Sauvageout (Charles),Schoel-

cher (Victor), Signalon (Xavier), Sue
(Eugene), De Triquieti (Henry) De Viel

Cartle (the Count Horace), De Vigny

(the Count Alfred), Ziegler (Jules), Zim-
mermann. They appointed a committee

composed of M. Charles (Phillarete)

Feullet Deconches, Merimee (Prosper)

Schoelcher (Victor), Ziegler (Jules).

At the first meeting of the committee, a

project for the formation of the regulations

in twelve short articles, was presented by
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the last named of these members. Having
been considered as too short, the re-produc-

tion of the factum was voted, and a copy

of it was distributed to each of the mem-
bers of the committee.

At the following meeting, two of these

gentlemen brought foiward a series of reg-

ulations, or rather a complete code ; its

civil and penal combinations did the great-

est honor to its authors, ]\I. M. Merimee
and Horace de Viel- Castle. The regula-

tions were voted with enthusiasm ; they

ended with these words : Resolved upon
at the meeting of the 10th of April, 1832

;

published the 10th of May following. It

was printed by Didot, in a neat volume,

paste-board covers and gilt edges. Thanks
to the care of the industrious chief of divi-

sion of the Register of Foreign Affairs, M.
Feuillet de Conches, the regulations were

sent to all the members.
On the 10th of the foliowino; month, at

the hour agreed upon, the members of the

committee were at the place of meeting,

waiting for the guests. Not one of the

members presented himself, the depth and

perfection of the regulations had annihila-

ted the charmino; dinins; association of the

10th.

We have reason to hope that the Heliogra-

phic Society will not perish thus ; we have

full confidence in the experience of many
of the members. This association is thus

composed: M. C. Baron Gros, President

;

M. M. Bayard, Ed. Becquerel, Benjamin
Delepert, E. Durieux, Mestral, De Mont-
fort, L. De Laborde, Niepce de Saint Vic-

tor, J. Zeigler, Members of the Commit-
tee ; Aguado, Arnoux, Aussandon, Baldus,

Barre, Champ, Fleury, C. Chevalier, Cou-
sin, Delacioux (Eugene) , Desmaisons,For-

tier, C. Le Gray, Count d'Haussonville,

Horeau, Lemaitre, Leseey, Lerebours,

Leisse, De Mercy, De Montesquiou, Prince

de Montleart, Peccarere, Du Ponceau,

Puech, Puille, Reynault, Schlumberger,

Renard, Wey (Francis) , Vigier. This in-

complete list augments from day to day,

—

If the importance of the communications

made to the society has been increasing,

the desire of having it do so has increased

in the same proportion. Zeigler.

From La Lumiere.

OF THE INFLUENCE OF HELIOGRAPHY UPON THE FINE ARTS.

Two months ago, one of the most skill-

ful practitioners of the new process of Pho-
tograpy, M. Le Gray, sent to the jury of

exposition of 1851, new designs, represent-

ing landscapes, portraits from nature, and
from paintings. The surprising perfection

of the results obtained having been greatly

admired, it was found embarrassing to clas-

sify specimens of workmanship, able to ri-

val with the most finished works of art, and
which, nevertheless, executed by purely

theoretical methods, were not directly ccn-

nected with the art of desio-nino-. Arrano-edDO O
among the lithographs, the works of the

skillful heliographer were designated under
this title in the catalogue of actual exposi-

tion.

But there happened to be a sub-commit-

tee, who, looking at the question in a dif-

ferent light, had the designs of M. Le Gray
withdrawn.

The first judges had considered them as

works of art, the second have classed them
among the productions of science. He
would be much embarrassed to assert which

is right.

Heliography evidently proceeds from

chemistry and philosophy ; but, from eve-

ry evidence also, this discovery, improved

from day to day, is called upon to exercise

a great and immediate influence in the do-

main of art.

Desiring not long since to examine the

latest results obtained by zealous, siudious,

and highly experienced men, we were struck

with a lively astonishment. Photography is
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in some sort a connecting link between the

daguerreotype and art, properly so called.

It seems that in passing over the paper, the

mechanism is animated, that the prepara-

tion is exalted to the intelligence which
combines the effects, simplifles the execu-

tion, and adds to the reproduction of the

plans and lines, the expression of the sen-

timent or of the physiognomy. Photogra-

phy, in fact, is practised on a scale of tones

of exceeding extent ; from the fugitive and
vapory, yet still exact indication, like that

which M. Vidal succeeds in holding from

a heath, to the violent and contrasted re-

lief of Rembrandt, and in an intensity of

tone which defies the resources of engra-

ving. Such is Ithe suppleness of this in-

strument, that it successively does equal

justice to the most opposed sorts, the most
diverse qualities, and even the most indi-

vidual manners. In a series of landscapes,

or other subjects, we have seen, by turns,

photographs by Joryant, Piranese, De-
camps, Metzer, and Corot, accidentally

brought forth by the fancy of nature alone.

It might have been said that she was pleased,

with a capricious docility, to pay homage
to most of the artists who have given her

such diverse adulation.

Such then is the first response of this till

then silent nature, so often questioned, and
which lent herself, inertly, to such nume-
rous hypothesis. Heliography gives her a

voice, arms her with a language, and in-

vites her to commit to paper her memoirs.

Strange yet consoling fact ! she conse-

crates nearly all that public opinion has

successively exalted. Thus the poor as-

thenic has nothing to lose in his experi-

ments ; he can but gain in courage and ex-

perience, whilst the the inferior ranks of

art, those whose uncertain success depends
upon the routine and manual process, and
is limited to sterile traditions, are found
dissolved and annihilated.

It has happened more than once that

certain methods, invented by a passing

rogue, have disappeared like the fashion

which recommended them. Without speak-

ing of the traits a la Silhouette, and in

order to confine ourselves to more lofty

productions, we will call to mind the Chi-

na ink washes, afterwards a la Seppia, so

highly appreciated under Louis XVI ; at a

later period, the gouacJieSy a harmonious
and fair compromise between drawing and

painting ; then, the little crayon drawings

such as Lantara used to execute, and so of-

ten imitated. The passion for effect, and the

love for colors, have nearly done away with
these practices so badly defended by the

artifices of the trade. Water colors have
taken the place of these methods, yet still

oil painting has become so popular, that

water color in its turn is seeing itself sup-

planted.

That which tends constantly to destroy

in the end is the visible mark of the striv •

ing at preservation, by the stratagem of the

method, and the complication of the work.
At the least approach to drawing, or the

least appearance of being impressed with a

strong emanation of color, engraving be-

comes cold and meaningless in our eyes ;

the classic rigor of the lines is less and
less appreciated ; lithography, more imme-
diately assimilar to plain drawing, is mak-
ing incessant progress.

It is in these circumstances that helio-

graphy presents itself. What will it ac-

complish ! Without doubt, ancient usages

are going to disappear ; a revolution will

be effected, gradual, total, and salutary,

like all revoluions, truly worthy of the name.

But what is to come from it } Can it yet

be foreseen } Assuredly so. We will de-

termine in a few words the definite result

:

artists truly original, far from being afflict-

ed, will owe to the new invention unforseen

resources, and will rise high in their pro-

fession. Tradesmen and mechanics, as

was said of old, will be overthrown. Pho-
tograpy copies admirably ; in order to sur-

pass it, it will be necessary to copy and in-

terpret. It is then apt to make the person-

al qualities of draughtsmen such as M.
Desmaison's, who imitates Vidal with so

much ingenuity ; M. Soulanges Tessier,

who has brought back the remembrance of

Decamps, shine forth ; M. Monilleron, the

eagle of lithography, who assimilates by
particular qualities, the compositions with

which he is inspired ; M. Aubry-Lecompte

who seduces by his charming dexterity, and

by the delicacy and precision of his pencil

;

or M. Francis, the most subtle commenta-

tor of our landscape painters. This last

would furnish us with examples easy to be

understood. To select one of them only, it

is certain that photography would copy with

incomparable fidelity La Matinee of M.
Corot ; but it would not complete the pic-
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ture, it would not interpret the spirit of it,

it would not enlighten it with the poetical

intention, by adding to it as M. Francis

has done, in his lithograph, the impression

of an original and delicate thought.

Still Photogaaphy is very supple, espe-

cially in copying from nature ; sometimes

it proceeds in masses, disdaining detail like

a skillful master, verifying his theory by sa-

crifices, and giving the advantage here to

the form, and there to the oppositions of

tones. This intelligent fancy is much less

free in daguerreotypes upon plates of metal.

It seems, moreover, that the peculiar taste

of the photographer enters, as material, in-

to his own work ; the proofs obtained by
professed artists are superior to those of

men of science. The first select better

subjects, seek successfully after effects of

which they have the innate sentiment, and
the influence of the individual is sufficiently

perceptible for expert amateurs, at the

sight of an impression, ordinarily, to guess

the sort of practitioner who has obtained

it. These explanations being given, we
will touch briefly on a curious subject; that

of the different branches of the art which
photography endangers; we will then signal-

ise among the works of artists, those which

are destined to thrive by this invention. We
will not have to pre-occupy ourselves with

what escapes from this stroke, or what re-

moves itself from this influence, for it will

leave nothing free, and will be felt every-

where.

It will be a most complete and destruc-

tive result for drawings, engravings, or lith-

ographs, representing cities, monuments,
churches, ruins, bas-reliefs, and subjects of

architecture in general. On this ground,

the struggle would be imaginary : a mid-
dling heliographic proof of the gate of the

city of Chatres, or Bourges, would always
be preferred, as regards finishing, truthful-

ness, relief and precision, to the most fin-

ished engraving. In such subjects as these

the plastic imitation is all, photography is

the ideal perfection of it. Such is the al-

most fantastical power of the process that

it permits the examiner of an architectural

design to explore it like the original itself,

and to make discoveries upon ground be-
fore unperceived. This assertion will be
supported and explained by a recent anec-
dote.

Fifteen months ao-o M. Le Baron Gros,

then Minister Plenipotentiary to Greece,

preserved by means of the daguerrreotype

a view taken of the Acropolis of Athens.

Ruins, sculptured stones, and fragments of

every kind were scattered around. On his

return to Paris, at the close of a delicate

and honorably accomplished mission, M.
Le Baron Gros revived the remembrances
of his voyage, and observed, with the aid

of a magnifying glass, the heaped-up frag-

ments in the first plan of his view of the

Acropolis. Suddenly, by means of the pow-
erful glass, he discovered upon a stone

an antique and very curious figure, which
had till then escaped him. It was a repre-

sentation ot a lion devouring a serpent, en-

graved in a hollow, and of a remote age,

and this unique monument was attributed

to an art which flourished about the Egyp-
tian epoch. The microscope has permitted

this valuable memorial to come to liorht,

revealed by the daguerreotype, at twenty-

one hundred miles from Athens, and to

have restored to it proportions easily acces-

sible to study. Thus, this vast mechanism
renders faithfully what can be seen, and
what the eye cannot distinguish, so well,

that, as in nature, the spectator, by ap-

proaching more or less near, with the aid

of graduated lens, perceives infinite details

when the tout ensemble of the pictures no
longer furnishes sources of study. It is

conceived that heliography , acting on a plain

surface, copies the picture and effect with

mathematical accuracy. There is in this a

valuable resource for obtaining excellent

models for the use of engravers ; but the

very superiority of the result condemns to

perish as insufficient every other copy lim-

ited to imitation alone, without co-opera-

tion of thought, which enhances with a pe-

culiar spirit the representation of the origi-

nal. Morghen, and Nicolas Chapron, en-

gravers of the cottages of Wibin, give cer-

tainly a loftier and more complete idea of

the master, than the daguerreotype would.

A portrait executed by Nanteuil or by
Drevet, after Mignard or Rigault, lives

twice, breathes with a double breath, and

it is thus that the engraved portrait of Bos-

suet is superior to the original. Heliogra-

phy cannot go beyond its model : it is a

faithful agent, not an intelligence. But it

is generally felt with us, that this material

process, invincible in the limits of its de-

mand, virtually abolishes every other imi-
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tation which, is discovered to he nothing

more than an imitation.

Every draughtsman,.every lithographer,

or every engraver, deprived of the inspira-

tions of the artist, will therefore risk seeing

himself outdone, and between two process-

es, the most perfect, the most rapid, and
the least costly will necessarily be preferred.

Is it not strange and providential that re-

volutions, produced by the progress of hu-
man intelligence, happen so opportunely,

and take place just at the hour when de-

velopments are waited for. Under the li-

beral and little enlightened administration

which has governed the arts for twenty
years, the number of artists has been con-

stantly multiplied, and talent has been
scattered like small coin. Whoever had
in his deep opinion the slightest taste for

the art, has shown forth his happy medi-
ocrity, and, in order to dub himself imme-
diately an artist, some little practical skill,

made useful by enlisting himself in a cole-

rie, has been sufficient. This is the source

of this vast throng of painters, into pover-

ty and inaction. It being impossible long-

er to support this army of painters of both

sexes, it became as indispensable as impos-

sible to strike a decided blow, and to make
a selection from them, which heliography

has for its mission to accomplish, in a giv-

en time, and with perfect justice. This

discovery, it is necessary to hasten to de-

clare it, in order to intimidate vulgar am"
bition, will cause the destruction of the in"

ferior ranks of art. The comparison o^

feeble works with the pure and veridical

representation from nature, will regenerate

the public taste, and render it less easily

pleased. A photographic impression will

be preferred to a vicous painting, for it will

be more satisfactory. People in moderate

circumstances, who can only aiford a low

priced portrait, of doubtful fidelity, will

forcibly adopt photography, so clear, so

precise, so animated in its productions ;

—

and when, for a moderate price, the exqui-

site representation of the landscape which

one loves, of the site of which one has

dreamed, of the slope where arises the natal

roof, or of a favorite picture, can be ob-

tained, bad drawings and paintings and
mediocre engravino-s will be abandoned.

How many honest men will find them-

selves constrained to renounce a profession

without profit, and without glory, to seek

their fortune elsewhere, to make clear, as

might formerly have been said, the road

which leads to the temple of arts ; to do

themselves justice in the end by quitting

painting, which is but a perfidous seduc-

tion for them, and should never have be-

come the means of livelihood of the medi-

ocrity ! Francis Wey.
To he Continued.

EXTRACTS FROM LA LUMIERB.

1. A NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS.
One of our most skillful photographers,

M. Mestral, sends us the following process,

which he has received from Germany.

—

This process has given excellent results,

and we hasten to communicate it to our
readers, while awaiting the publication of

those of M. M. Bayard and Le Gray, which
we intend to lay before our readers at the

earliest possible day.

1 St. Half an ounce of the iodide of potas-

sium is to be dissolved in ten ounces of dis-

tilled water ; to this solution add eight or ten

drops of a concentrated solution of cyanu-

ret of potassium.

2. Then dissolve f of an ounce nitrate

of silver in ten ounces of water, adding f
of an ounce of nitric acid.

The paper is suffered to lie in solution

No. 1 for about ten minutes, and is then

dried in the blotting case ; it is then placed

over solution No. 2 for from four to six
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seconds, after which it is stretched upon a

slate or glass plate, previously covered with

a moist paper ; or it may be placed be-

tween two glass plates, having a lining of

damp, unsized paper, which imbibes the su-

perabundant moisture. This done, it is

exposed to the light in the camera.

On being withdrawn from the camera,

the photogenic paper is plunged into a sa-

turated solution of galic acid.

When the picture is sufficiently devel-

oped in the galic, the paper is washed for

about a minute in spirits of wine, and the

impression is then rendered durable by pla-

cing it for a minute or two in a solution

of boiling hypo-sulphite (one part hypo-

sulphite to ten of water). Ebulition in

this case is expressly recommended.

M. Alestral has seen some impressions

fixed with bromine solution—three-fourths

of an ounce to one pint of water.

The Germans do the waxing of the im-

pression by first mixing a small quantity of

heart's grease with the wax. The paper

they use in preference is of the manufac-

ture of M. AJ. Cuson, designated by the

name of negative photographic paper. Its

dimensions are about twelve inches by eigh-

teen, and its weight fifteen and a half

pounds to the half ream.

2. COLORING DAGUERREOTYPES.
Sir,— I have often laid before you the

opinion that heliographic impressions should

neither be retouched with the pencil, nor

colored, and yet you urgingly ask me for a

few lines upon colors applied to helio-

graphy.
_

The time has not yet arrived to describe

the process and method, by which M. M.
Becquerel and Niepce de Saint Victor suc-

ceed in holding for a time, upon silver

plates, the colors of the prism and of certain

objects.* Such discoveries, of which we
have been able to assure ourselves with

our eyes and hands, have an immense inte-

rest for science and art, whilst the question

of coloring heliographic impressions is but
a common affair, which comes under the

different methods oiprint-coloring^ as prac-

ticed from an ancient date. The coloring

of engravings even might be considered as

a barbarous act. If this humble style of

*We gave this process of Niepce Saint Victor
in our last issue.

ornament for the chimney-piece was to b©
my text for a letter on coloring, I might

give the readers of La Lumiere a descrip-

tion of the workshops of M. Pellerine,

where the innumerable pictures which bear

his name are manufactured. Havinsj visit-

ed them many years ago, I will say a few

words concerning them.

The operation of coloring at Epinal, the

chief place of the department of the Vos-
ges, is of a rude simplicity. The colors

are in a glutinous state ; they are applied

by rubbing them on with a large and j^hort

brush saturated with the color. The pal-

ette is a smooth stone. In order to pre-

serve the outlines, the workman adjusts up-

on the different parts of the engraving thin

strips of brass, cut in the desired form.

—

Each tint requires a separate slip and brush.

This, one of the most simple of methods,

was very anciently employed. If the pic-

tures of Pellerin ornament the wood- cut-

ter's cabin, colored lithographs find, in their

turn, a place in the home of the city labor-

er. The coloring shops from whence they

issue are no longer at Epinal, but mostly

here, at Paris, where the regular bru;h and
gummed water-colors are employed. The
work-shop is furnished with a round table,

which is surrounded by girls of singular

beauty, who pass to each other the sheets,

upon which each lays the colors of which

she holds the brush. This division of the

work produces that neatness and freedom

of tint, and that rapidity of execution,

which gives to colored lithography, in the

common mind, a superior degree of esteem.

Is this appreciation justly based .' It

was not my intention to decide such a ques-

tion ; let it suffice, since you so desire it,

that I give you some details of the secret

processes for coloring the daguerrean plate.

The tinging of daguerreotypes, properly

speaking, is nothing more than a light

crayon di awing. The paints are impalpa-

ble powders, obtained by the grinding of

the most subtle coloring substances. It is

unelerstood that the quality of these colors

will change, like that of the raw material

;

that a red, for example, will fade if it

comes fiom cochibeal ; that it will turn

black if it is composed of minium, and that

it will have a constant duration if made
from the madders prepared by Mdme. Go-
bert. The extreme tenuity of the colors

may be obtained by levigation in water, by
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grinding in alcohol, or by methods of sift-

ing easily to be imagined.

The colors for daguerreotyping purposes

are sold ready prepared, and put up in

glass vials. The palette resembles a little

book, the leaves of which contain the pow-
der stamped upon them, and from which
the artist draws his supply. The brushes

are made of the hair of the fallow-weasel

;

they should be fine, strong and soft. The
coloring should be done quick and light,

and a separate brush employed for each

tint. These are the methods used ; the

taste and talent of the operator are not

without an influence upon the result. An
impression retouched by Latour would cer-

tainly be distinguished from the works of

M. X , of the Palais National, or of

M. Y , of the Boulevards. In order

to render the tints more adherent, a very
small quantity of gum arable may be intro-

duced into the distilled water ot the wash,
which is the last operation of the daguerre-

an process ; the adherence which results

from this allows even a few touches of gou-
ache* as an addition—a delicate operation

which requires a practised hand.

If the interest which you profess in this

communication extended so far as to desire

to become acquainted with the coloring ma-
terials contained in the glass tubes, we
should have to pass from the secrets of col-

oring to the mysteries of the preparation of

the chemical productions. I do not believe

I go far from the truth, in assigning for the

White Color—White lead, bismuth,
clay, Spanish and zinc whites.

Yellow—Natural yellow ochre, oxide of

cadmium, turbith, chrome yellow, and Na-
ples yellow.

i^ec^—Mdme. Gobert's Smyrnalakes,pur-
ple of gold, carmine, Fernambour lakes,

cinnabar, vermillion and chrome red.

Blue—Ultra-marine, cobalt, guimet ul-

tra-marine, Prussian blue and indigo.

Each one of the foregoing colors mixed
with white in different quantities, may
form a series of tones. With the three

primitive colors, yellov^^, red and blue, can
be made the mixed colors, orang-e, green,

and violet, as also all the compounds, of

which there is an infinite variety ; it is

*A style of painting familiar to oil painters, in

which gum or paste is employed.

useless to mention any other materials, as

la terra verte, umber, &c. The blacks are

already obtained by the color of the plate;

if any should be necessary, calcined lamp-
black would be the best. A chemist, such
as we require, exclusively devoted to helio-

graphy, would have to try all these fine

powders upon the polished surface, as

many of the colors generally used by he-

liographers attack the metal, and cause

certain dark spots to appear in the light

portions of the image, which arise from some
oxydation excited by the coloring material.

There is much to do in everything. It has

been justly said, nothing is impossible ; it

might be said with the the same justness,

everything is difficult.

The coloring of heliographic impressions

(upon paper) is done in water colors ; there

is a certain vigor in the shades of the im-
pression, to color which, properly, shows a

state of great proficiency in this branch of

the art. If the colors be applied abundant-

ly and carefully, and then washed off in

plenty of water with a large brush, suffi-

cient traces of them will remain to give a

softened and harmonious tinge. To say

more on this head, would be to write a

treatise on water- colors.

There exists a usage in England, among
the photographers, which is making an ef-

fort tOjintroduce itself into France : I mean
the retouching of photographic impressions

and designs with the pencil. This deplora-

ble practice cannot be sufficiently censured.

Men capable of retouching nature, can

alone dare to retouch a heliographic im-

pression. Now, who are the men capable

of retouching nature } Let me be excused

from mentioning any, in such a ques-

tion. I see few, except artists like Leon-
ard de Vinci, Raphael, or Phidias, who
have a right to take so great a liberty ;

—

now, neither England nor the Boulevards

of Paris, possess—that I know of—any one

like them. Retouching the works of the

sun should, therefore, be abstained from. —
When one impression is bad, the only way
to do is to make another.

If the impression is good, every retouch,

every color applied, diminishes the value

of it^ and this deterioration is so much the

more rapid, as the brush is in less skillful

hands. The feeblest dot of an ignorant

person is an evident blemish, and yet it is
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not rare to see impressions dotted over in
|
the direction which these deceptive appear-

this way. The wavering taste of the pub- ances of improvement tend to give it.

lie has need to be put on its guard against Yours, &c., J. Zeigler.

From the London Art-Journal.

PHOTOGRAPHY—RECENT IMPROVEMENTS.

With the advance of this beautiful art

there appears to be a progressively increas-

ing desire to produce more artistic results
;

and numerous manipulatory improvements

have recently been introduced, many of

them with the most decided advantage. It

is thought desirable therefore, to devote a

short space to the description and conside-

ration of such of these as are the most im-

portant.

The use of collodion promises to be of

exceeding importance. Collodion is a pe-

culiar preparation, fornied by dissolving

gun-cotton in ether ; it is a very mucila-

ginous solution, of a volatile character, and

the ether evaporating, leaves a film of the

utmost transparency behind. It is not all

kinds of gun-cotton which dissolve equally

well in ether ; the most easily soluble is

prepared by soaking good cotton in a satu-

rated solution of nitrate of potash for some

time ; it is then, in a moist state, plunged

into sulphuric acid, with which but a small

quantity of nitric acid has been mixed.

After remaining in the acid for about a mi-

nute, it is w^ell washed with water, until no

trace of an acid taste is discovered, and
then dried at a temperature but very slight-

ly elevated above that of the apartment.

Having obtained the collodion, the mode
of proceeding best adapted for insuring

success appears to be the following :

Iodide of silver is precipitated from a so-

lution of the nitrate of silver by adding io-

dide of potassium to it, the yellow precipi-

tate being well washed so as to remove
every trace of nitrate of potash ; it is then

dissolved in a saturated solution of the io-

dide of potassium. This mixture is added

in small quantities to the collodion, and
the whole well agitated ; by this means we
obtain a combination of this peculiar sub-

stance with iodide of silver and potassium.

Mr. Archer who has devoted considerable

attention to this preparation, prepares what
he calls a collodo-iodide of silver, whether

in the above manner we are not certain.

Mr. Archer's preparation is exceedingly

sensitive, but the above is believed to be

equally so. To use it no other manipula-

tion is necessary than to pour the mixture

over a glass plate held upon the hand,

moving the glass to and fro, to ensure the

complete coating of every part ; the fluid

is poured off by one of the corners, and the

film which adheres to the glass dries al-

most immediately. This ii then washed
over with the gallo-nitrate of silver, in the

same manner as on the albuminised glass

plates, and it is ready for the camera.

Where the proportions have been happily

hit upon, the result is the production of a

picture almost instantaneously. Very fine

portraits are obtainable in about ten seconds

in diffused light ; the image is developed

in the same manner as in the calotype pro-

cess, by the gallo-nitrate of silver, and
fixed by means of the hyposulphite ofsoda.

By the kindness of Mr. Home we are

enabled to add the following mode of ope-

rating. Mr. Home has been so success-

ful an operator with the collodion that we
print his communication entire, that no

part of his instructions may be lost

:

" The first article is the cpllodion, and
most persons are aware that this is a solution

of gun-cotton in ether, but, for the pur-

pose now under consideration, should con-
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tain a small quantity of iodide of silver

dissolved in excess of iodide of potassium.

It should be sufl&ciently limpid to run free-

ly over a plate when poured on, or ether

must be added until this result is obtained.

If the collodion is too thick, great difficulty

will be experienced in obtaining an even

coating ; but when of a proper consistence,

plates of any size may be readily coated.

" The plan which 1 have adopted, and

with great success, is as follows :—Take a

piece of flat glass cut to the size of frame,

and, having washed it with water, and

wiped the same quite dry, then, either by
holding at one corner, or if large, placing

it on a levelling-stand, pour on the centre

of the plate a good body of liquid, which

will readily diffuse itself equally over the

surface. Immediately pour the liquid off

again into the bottle from one corner ; and

by bringing the hand holding the plate

down a little that the liquid may run to

the lower edge, and drawing the mouth of

the bottle along, those lines first formed

will run one into the other, and give a flat

even surface. Very little practice will

soon enable any operator to obtain this re-

sult. The plate is now immediately
.,
and

before the whole of the ether has had time

to evaporate, to be immersed in a bath of

nitrate of silver, 30 grains to the ounce,

until the greasy appearance which it pre-

sents on immersion is entirely gone^ and
the silver solution flows freely over the

surface.
" The plate should now, and in its moist

state, be placed in the camera and the pic-

ture taken ; the time of exposure varymg,

of course, with the light, but for a por-

trait, and with a moderately quick lens,

from three to thirty seconds will be suffi-

cient. Mr. Fry, who was the first to

practice with collodion, has obtained beau-

tiful portraits by placing the sitter in the

open air, and simply removing the cap

from the lens, and closing it again as^soon

as possible.

" The agent for developing these pictures

is unquestionably the pyro-gallic acid, as

recommended by Mr. Archer ; and I am
told the proto-nitrate of iron also answers

equally well. The solution of pyro-gallic

acid should be made as follows :

Pyro-gallic acid, 3 grains.

Glacial acetic acid, 1 "

Distilled water, 1 "

The plate having been placed, face up-

wards, upon a levelling stand, a sufficient

quantity of the above solution should be
poured equally and quickly over the sur-

face, and the picture allowed to develop,

occasionally slightly moving the plate to

prevent the deposit which will take place

settling at one spot. A few drops of the

solution of nitrate of silver, five grains to

the ounce, may also, in dull weather, be
added to the pyro-gallic, with advantage,

just before pouring it over the plate ; but
in very bright weather the picture will de-

velop sufficiently quick with the pyro-gal-

lic acid solution alone.

" The development may be readily

judged of by holding a piece of white pa-

per occasionally under the plate ; and as

soon as sufficient intensity has been ob-

tained, the solution must be poured off, and
the plate washed by a gentle stream of

water. After this, the surface should be

covered with a saturated solution of hypo-

sulphite of soda, which will almost imme-
diately remove the iodide. Another stream

of water must then again be poured over,

to free the plate from hypo-sulphite, and
the picture is finished.

" In this state they are more or less ne-

gative by transmitted light, and, if not too

much brought out, positive by reflected

light. But I have found the most beau-

tiful and decided positives may be obtained

by the simple addition to pyro-gallic solu-

tion of a minute quantity of nitric acid; care

being taken not to add too much. I have

also obtained purple and green pictures,

the former by adding acetate of lead, and
the latter with acetate of lime and ordinary

gallic acid.

" In the hands of skillful operators, who
have time and opportunity to follow up
this interesting branch of photography, I

have little doubt but we shall see some
beautiful results. At present it is quite in

its infancy ; but, notwithstanding this, it

it has been allowed by those who have seen

the portraits which have been taken, that

they possess far greater beauty than any
hitherto produced."

The resulting negative picture on the

glass is not quite so adherent as those

formed with albumen ; care must there-

fore be taken to avoid rubbing it off, or the

glass plate may be covered with a colorless

spirit varnish ; by which when dry, the
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photographic image is perfectly fixed. In

this process the ether, without doubt, plays

a very important part ; although the larg-

est portion evaporates readily, on intimate

chemical combination of this hydro-carbon,

with the peculiar substance, gun-cotton,

employed. At a very early period of pho-

tographic investigation, it was found that

both alcohol and ether produced several

remarkable effects—in some cases the pro-

cesses were very much quickened ; in oth-

ers the resulting tone of the darkened pa-

per was of a much deeper and richer color.

Experiments are yet required to determine

the operation of these organic compounds
;

from the action of many of them it would

appear that it is to this order of chemical

agents that we have now to look for the

greatest improvements in photography.

Lactarine and ca-^eine have been both

recommended as media for preparing glass

surfaces for the photoirraphic processes.

—

These compounds, which are of a very

analogous character, are prepared from

buttermilk, by the action of acids ; it is

proposed that they should be used in a so-

lution of ammonia. When this is done,

the glass beting uniformly coated by flood-

ins: the solution over it, it must be allowed

to stund in a warm place, free fi om dust, to

dry ; this occupies some time, but if the

process has been carefully attended to, the

resulting; coatino; is very uniform and clear.

Iodide of potassium, or of ammonia, may
be mixed with the caseine solution, before

it is applied ; the other parts of the process

being precisely similar to those already de-

scribd.

It has always been deemed of the ut-

most importance, in t'le processes of the

paper, to keep the chemical agents which

are to be operated upon by tlie solar radia-

tions as much as possible upon the surface.

Sjveral plans have been proposed, and al-

buminis d paper has been largely employed.

It is, however, found thatwaxed paper an-

swers f^r better than any other. The fact

that water cannot be spread upon wax may
appear to be a difficulty in the way of suc-

cessfid manipulaion ; but there are means
by which this can be overcome, the most
successful of which is the followins:.

A sheet of good writing-paper is placed

upon a hot iron plate, and rubbed over with

wax until thoroughly saturated, taking

care that the wax is uniformly diffused.

—
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If there should be an accumulation in any
part, the paper is to be held up by one corner,

in front of a fire sufficiently hot to liquefy

it and allow it to flow off" from the opposite

corner. A great many sheets of this pa-
per can be prepared at a time, and kept
until required. To give these the sensitive

coating, a large dish must be procured and
filled with a solution of the iodide of potas-
sium ; if the paper is simply dipped in,

and then removed, it will be found to re-

main quite dry, owing to the repulsive ac-

tion exerted between the water and the

wax. Sheets of waxed paper are to be
passed into the solution one after another,

taking care to remove any air-bubbles

which may form on the suiface of each, un-
til as many as may be requii ed are inserted,

and the whole allowed to remain for two or

three hours. In that time a considerable

quantity of iodide of potassium has been
absorbed, and, on removing the papers and
drying them, it will be found, upon the ap-
plication of the nitrate of silver, that a
beautiful surface of the iodide will be pro-

duced. These papers are highly sensitive,

whether we employ the calotype or the

ferrotype process, principally from the cir-

cumstance that the chemical agents are

retained on their very surface. The re-

sulting pictures are beautifully transparent,

not in any respect inferior for copying from
than those negatives which are waxed
after the picture has been obtained, and
all the details are very charmingly pre-

served.

The addition of the fluoride of sodium
to the iodide or chloride, is the first prepa-
ration of the paper we have alluded to, and
there can be no doubt but it possesses con-
siderable accelerating power. This pre-

paration has been recently introduced as a
novelty, but the following piocess is des-

cribed in tlie author's " Researches on
Light," published in 1844:

—

" The fluates of soda and of potash have
been used in many different manners, and
variously combined. It has been found
that the fluate of soda has the property of

quickening the sensibility of bromidated
papers to a very remarkable extent ; and
from this quality, a new process, which I

would distinguish by the name of the Fluo-
rotype, results. The Fluorotype.—
This process, which is characterised by its

easy manipulation, and by the sensibility
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of the papers, when carefully prepared,

consists in the formation of a salt of silver,

which I suppose must be considered as a

fluo-bromide of silver. It is at present

somewhat difficult to say which is the most

efficacious manner of proceeding ; but the

diffisrence, as it regards the sensibility of

papers, is so very trifling, that this is not of

much consequence. The paper may be

washed, first, with the bromide of potassi-

um, and then with the fluate of soda ; or,

which will be found on the whole the best

plan, the two salts may be united. The
streno-th of the solution should be as fol-

lows :

—

Bromide of Potassium, 20 grains.

Distilled water, 1 fluid ounce

.

Fluate of soda, 5 grains.

Distilled water, 1 fluid ounce.

Mix a small quantity of these solutions to-

gether when the papers are to be prepared,

and wash the paper once over with the

mixture, and when dry af ply nitrate of sil-

ver in solution, 60 grains to an ounce of

water. These papers appear to keep for

some weeks without injury, and they be-

come impressed with good images in half-a-

minute, in the camera. This impression

is not sufficiently strong to serve, in the

state in which it is taken from the camera,

for producing positive pictures, but it may
be rendered so by a secondary process.

—

The photograph is first soaked in water for

a few minutes ; it is then placed upon a

slab of porcelain or stone, and a weak so-

lution of the proto-sulphate of iron applied,

which very readily darkens all the parts on

which the light has acted, to a dark brown
;

and every object is brought out wita great

sharpness. When the best efi"ect is pro-

duced, the process must be stopped, or the

lights suff'er. All that is necessary is to

soak the paper in water, and then fix with

hypo-sulphite of soda."

The processes recommended are in all

respects similar to this :

—

It has been found in operating upon

landscapes, that the best effects are pro-

duced by employing weak solutions of the

gallo-nitrate of silver ; by choosing the

clear daylight rather than sunshine—and

then allowing the paper to remain in the

camera obscura for a prolonged period ;

—

that is, from half-an hour to an hour. In

this manner, all the delicate details are

brought out—every blade of grass and eve-
ry leaf impresses its shadow on the paper,

and there are not any of those violent con-

trasts which destroy the picturesque har-

mony of many of the catolype landscapes.

The " Daguerrean Journal," published

in New York, has just announced the dis-

covery, by Mr. Hill, of a process for ob-

taining photographs colored by Nature.*
The manipulatory details are not complete

;

but we quote Mr. Hill's own words, hoping

his expectations may be fully realized :

—

'^ Some two years ago, I took to experi-

menting, with a view to this great desidera-

tum, but with little faith, in one of my
experiments a phenomenon presented it-

self which greatly surprised me, and, in the

nature of the case, compelled me to believe

the thing practicable. One color, the red

in a figured dress, was developed as bright

as a ruby. I then repeated the experiment,

and failed ; but, from that hour until a
few months ago, I continued to repeat it in

every form I could think of, always failing,

but never despairing ; for I had reasons for

believing in the correctness of my theory,

that, under certain circumstances, there is

on the impressioned plate a latent-colored

image. I at length commenced experi-

menting on the developing power of the

vapors of different metals, and found that

a large number of them, such as arsenic,

cadmium, zinc, selenium, bismuth, potas-

sium, and sodium, would, when properly

vaporised, bring out the latent image in

light and shade. The same result followed

the use of several gases ; the impressions

differed so little from daguerreotypes, that

I was on the point of abandoning the pur-

suit, when I one day, unexpectedly, formed

a singular compound, and, without much
hopes of success, applied it to my purpose.

" My surprise and joy were unbounded
when 1 found my plate a true Hillotype.

—

The process, with some variations, I have

followed since, always with good results.

—

I now have forty-five specimens, all of

which present the several colors, true to a

tint, and with a degree of brilliancy never

seen in the richest daguerreotype, and this

is true also of the whites and blacks. The
pictures have much the appearance of an

enamelling, and, I believe, are equally du-

* Not, however, until long after it was first an-

nounced by the Photographic Art-Journal.—Ed.
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rable, for it is- very difficult to eflfacc them

by scouring : and, as far as I can judge,

they are not acted upon by light. My
process bears no resemblance to Becque-

rel's, and is essentially different from Da-

guerre's. ISIy success in quickening the

plates has been equally gratifying, and I

have but little doubt of being able to ope-

rate in diffusing light instantaneously, hav-

ing already reduced the time of sitting to

much less than that required for daguerreo-

typeing. I have now forty-five specimens
;

they are all equally perfect. It is quite

remarkable that I have never yet made a

partial failure. Those impressions which

have had too much light, are nearly as

strong, sound, brilliant, and beautiful, as

those correctly timed in the camera ; being

inferior only in having the colors less deep
;

even the whites retain their strength. The
folds of the linen are always well defined

;

blue or solarised linen is unknown in my
process, and there is always a strength and

clearness in the whites unattainable by
mercury. During the last winter I have

several times taken a view, in which there

is a deep red house, while the ground

was covered with snow. For experiment

I exposed the plate so long as to reduce

the bright red of the house to a very light

red, while, at the same time, the white

snow was developed with a beautiful white-

ness. I have copied several very highly

colored French prints ; the copies are far

superior to the originals, in that, while

they have every tint of the color, they are

exceedingly brilliant. 1 his is a character-

istic in which I never fail, even when the

plates are merely cleaned with rotten-stone

;

the brilliancy depending on other causes.

—

Well-polished plates, however, are prefera-

ble for other reasons. It is essential that

the plates should be very pure, free from
scum, dampness, and organic matter of

every kind ; and 1 am experimenting with

different substances, in hopes of finding

something that will more perfectly cleanse,

while it thoroughly polishes. I would be
very thankful to any person who might
furnish me with valuable hints on this

point, as I am convinced that here lies one
great cause of uncertainty."

In America there is certainly much zeal

displayed in the cultivation of the art of

photography. Many of our greatest ad-

vances in the art originated in the United
States ; the first portraits from the life be-

ing taken in New York by a professor of

chemistry. We are now promised a pro-

cess by which the great desideratum of

impressed color is to be obtained : and the

advertising columns of our journal contain

the offer of a prize of five hundred dollars

for the most important improvement in the

art of photography, during the current

year. The advantages of stimulating en-

quiry by offers of this kind, are numerous,
and we have but little doubt but that

Mr. Anthony's prize will be contested for

by the photographic artists and amateurs
both in Europe and America. We hope
the result may be the development of some
new process by which, with ease and cer-

tainty, we may be enabled to obtain still

more perfect reflexes of nature than those

afforded by the processes we already pos-

sess. Robert Hunt.

ELECTROTYPE MANIPULATIONS.

BY CHARLES V. WALKER,
Honorary Secretary to the London Electrical Society.

Part II.

126. Gilding hy means of a single

cell.—With the exception of a variation in

the duration of the experiment, the ope-

ration of gilding is conducted precisely in

the same manner as that of plating,

—

gliding requiring a little longer time.

127. The operations of gilding and
plating seem to have been very generally
effected by means of the single cell, in a
manner more or less in accordance with the
directions I have just given, as the nature
of the case permitted. In fact, plating
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by this process has been adopted on a scale

of some magnitude in the great manufac-

turing towns of England ; the strength of

the solution being maintained by fresh sup-

plies of either gold or silver. And if at-

tention be paid to the instructions given,

there is little fear of failing.

128. Before describing a method which

appears far superior to this, I would direct

attention to the source whence the silver

and gold in the single cell process, are ob-

tained, viz. from the oxides. For every

ounce of these metals deposited, a quantity

of the oxide must be furnished, which shall

contain in it an ounce oi fitre metal : and

hence, for every ounce of?we/«^much more

than one ounce of oxide is consumed.

The time and trouble required to effect the

combination between the metals and oxy-

gen is by no means inconsiderable ; and

hence the expense of first producing the

oxide of gold or silver and then releasing

either from the after combination with cy-

anooren, far exceeds the actual cost of the

metal employed : how far depends upon
circumstances. The object, however, may
be accomplished with far more certainty,

and at considerable less expense, by means

of an additional cell, (§ 48.) and a plate

of wire, &c. of gold or silver, to keep up

the strength of the solution, as in the case

of sulphate of copper. (§48.) This me-

thod is adopted generally by the several

patentees.

129. Secondary results —And here,

first, it may not be uniostructive to make
a few observations on the nature of what

are styled secondary results. In the se-

cond initiatory experiment given (§ 12.)

in illustration of electrolytic action, where-

in a solution of copper was decomposed by
means of platinum wires, it was stated that

oxygen is given off at the wire through

which the electricity enters the solution,

viz. at the anode. This would equally

have been the case had the wire been of

gold; but when, as in the third introduc-

tory experiment (§ 13.), copper wire is

used, no oxygen is released^ but that which

is developed there combines with a portion

of the copper wire, and produces an oxide

of copper : this immediately dissolves in the

eolution, and becomes a sulphate of the

oxide of copper. The primary result, or

proper element liberated at the wire is oxy-

gen; secondary result or consequence of the

affinity between copper in a positive elec-

trical condition, and nascent oxygen, is

oxide ofcopper.
130. These secondary results are often

very complicated, nor do they always de-

pend on a union between the terminal wire

and the substance liberated, as in the in-

stance given above ; for this element* not

unfrequently assumes a new character by
uniting with another element in the solu-

tion. As, for instance, the ordinary cop"

per deposit is a secondary result : the ele-

ment released by the direct action is hy-

drogen ; but this combines with the oxy-

gen of the solution, and the copper is set

free. So also in the deposition of oxides,

the oxygen is liberated ; but it unites with

the protoxide of the solution and forms a

peroxide. (§ 160
)

131. The nature of these secondary re-

sults cannot always be theoretically deter-

mined ; because in any case, we cannot

easily forsee what affinity will arise from

the existing circumstances. We know that

oxygen stands first in the list of those ele-

ments liberated at the positive plate and we
also know that it will not combine with

gold. We, in like manner, know many
other substances, which are liberated at the

same spot ; but the secondary results of

each, whether proceeding from a union

with the metal or with an element in the

solution, can only be determined by ex-

periment. Amongst these substances is

cyanogen. This is a very peculiar body,

being a binary compound of carbon and-

nitrogen ; but possessing the singular pro-

perty of [combining with elementary sub-

stances, as though it were elementary it-

self. It is an elastic body, and has receiv-

ed the termiaation

—

gen^ in order to con-

vey a notion of its intimate relation, in its

general properties, with the other gases.

132. The result of a series of experi-

ments,"!" with solutions of silver and gold in

union with cyanogen, has shown that cy-

anogen nascent at the positive plate in a
decomposition cell wilt combine with sil-

* The word element is generally used to de-

signate those simple substances, which have not

been separated into constituent parts, and are hence

assumed to be principles ; as the metals, (Sec. The
laws ofthe combination of elements with elements

are very interesting, but cannot be introduced here.

t Vide Proceed. Eiec. Soc. Sept. 21, 1841, p.

120.
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Vcr and also with gold. This furnishes
a means of gilding and plating, by the use
of a generating cell to furnish the electri-

city, and a decomposition cell to contain
the cyanide solution ; in a manner similar
to that recommended for obtaining deposits
of copper. (§4S.)

133. Battery process for plating and
gilding.—The generating cell for acting
upon solutions of silver need not be large.

A pint Daniell, or a series of two for sil-

ver, is sufficient for larger medals than can
be placr^d in the decomposition cell attach-
ed. The latter is of porcelain or glass, four
inches high, three inches wide, and will hold
two-thirds of a pint of the cyanide solu-
tion. Of course, the size varies according
to the extent of the experiment The zinc
may be used uuamalgamated, and excited
with salt and water; the copper cell, as
usual, contains a solution of the sulphate.

(§19.) Gilding may be better accom-
plished by using thiee cells of Daniell's ar-
rangements as above.

134. Voltaic Condenser.—Prof. De
la Rive has just introduced an instrument,
which he has named the Voltaic Conden-
ser* and which promises to be of some
service in electro -gilding and plating. Its
property is to give to one cell of a battery
thQ intensity of two or three, being the
power required for these processes

; and it

does this at the expense of only one equi-
valent of zinc. It is well known to elec-
tricians that at the moment contact is made
with a battery, so as to send a voltaic cur-
rent along a wire in one direction, a se-
condary current^ which endures but for an
instant, is induced in the wire in the re-
verse direction

; and when contact is

broken, so that the original current ceases,
the secondary current is induced to move
in the direction contrary to its original
motion

; and therefore in the same direc-
tion as that pursued by the primary cur-
rent, when contact was first made. The
intensify of this current greatly depends on
the quantity, the character, and the form
of the wire employed

; and if the wire is

coated with silk and wound round a bob-
bin, the intensity is greatly increased ;

—

M. De la Rive uses 100 convulsions of
three stout copper wires, and places with-

* Vide Arch, de V

Elect. Mag. p. 38.

Elect. No. 8, p. 173, and

in the coil a bar of soft iron, tha use of

which will soon become evident. The ob-

ject of the arrangement is to convey the

battery current, and with it the secondary

current through the solution to be decom-
posed.

135. For example, we will select the

gold solution to illustrate the use of the

condenser. Metallic connexions are

applied between the ends of the coil and
the two terminations of a Daniell 's or

Sinee's battery. 1 he connexions are con-

tinued to a vessel containing the gold solu-

tion, the arransjement bein"; somewhat like

the figure co , where the generating cell is

to the right, the coil in the centre, and the

decomposition cell to the left. The cur-

rent on leaving the battery has thus the

choice of two paths, the one being through

the coil, the other through the solution :

but from the great comparative resistance

of liquids, compared wish metals, it always

would select the coil, and avoid the solu-

tion of gold. In passing through the coil,

however, it converts the soft iron core into

a magnet ; this magnet instantly attracts a

piece of iron, which is so arranged that on
beino" raised, it removes a wire and thus

breaks oif communication between the coil

and the generating cell, except by means
of the cell containing the solution. The
current therefore now passes through the

gold solution. But when the coil ceased

to be alone in the circuit, a secondary cur-

rent was induced in the same direction as

the original battery current ; this, there-

fore, joins with the said generatingv'carrent,

and both pass together through the gold

solution ; by which means the actual

power of the battery is very greatly ex-

alted. Now, the iron core loses most of

its magnetism, as soon as the liquid is in-

cluded in the circuit ; and hence the piece

of iron, the raising of which broke contact,

falls agains, and the coil is again included,

when the same phenomena recur ; and thus

by a continued succession of breaking and

making contact, the current of a moment^
namely, the secondary current.^ is created,

and employed with very great advantage.

My readers must be content with this

general description ; and I must trust to

their own ingenuity for making arrange-

ments ao;reeable to these directions.

136. Application of Heat.—Consider-

able advantage accrues in all cases of the
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deposition of metals, wtere adhesion is de-

sired, by the use of heat. It expands the

baser metal, and so far opens its pores that

the subsequent contraction, consequent on

the eJBFect of common temperatures, is like-

ly to operate favorably in binding the me-
tals together. It has other advantages, es-

pecially in gilding. The mode of heating

the solutions will depend entirely on the

circumstances under which the experiments

are conducted. If a hot stove or a sand-

bath be at hand, the object is soon accom-
plished ; but in most cases, the simplest

plan is to use a lamp and a glass, or other

retort, and convey the steam by a glass

tube into the metallic solution, either of

the single- cell apparatus, or that contain-

ed in the decomposition cell.

137. With regard to the time requisite

for plating and gilding, it is eniirely de-

pendent on the nature and uses of the ar-

ticle. The thickness of the deposit, of

course, depends on the duration of the ac-

tion. For medals, and such things as are

not exposed to wear, a few minutes im-
mersion may be enough ; for spoons, forks,

plated goods, &c., subject to much wear,

six or eight, or even more hours ; always

taking care to watch the process at times,

in order to prevent the occurrence of the

black lines ; whenever they appear, the

action must be retarded. Largo objects or

those which are subject to a long action

should be occasionally withdrawn, and their

position should be altered
; so that a uni-

formity of deposit may occur. Motion of

the articles during the process has been
recommended, and with some show of rea-

son. The readiest method of producing it

is to suspend the article in the solution

from a common bottle jack, and connect

the latter with the battery. The surface

obtained in the deposition of silver by El-
ectrolysis is technically termed "dead."
Medals thus coated, if care be exercised

during the operation are very beautiful,

and should be prepared for the cabinet by
simply washing in water. ]f a bright sur-

face is desired, they are polished with a

leather and plate powder. Ordinary plat-

ed goods are finished off by polishing and
burnishing. A steel or agate burnisher is

used. In articles of jawelry some parts

are left dead, and others are made
bright. Ekctro-plating his been carried

on to some extent in the arts : how far it

may supercede the old process will be de-

termined by time alone. There are two
cases in which it may be found serviceable

in the fields of science ; the one for pro-

ducing Daguerreotype plates, and the other

for fabricating the improved Smee's bat-

tery ; on each of which a few observations

will not be misplaced.

138. Daguerreotype plates.—Being
somewhat unskilled in tracing the barrier

lines between one patent and another, I

am utterly unprepared to say whether we
should be guilty of an act of infringement,

by using for the Daguerreotype process

copper, plated by either of the two meth-
ods described ; but of this 1 am well as-

sured, that the art of electro-plating will

be very available in preparing such plates;

and that many, who have been prevented

by the expense of the plates used, will ex-

periment now upon plates of their own
preparation. They may be prepared in

two ways ; either by plating a burnished

and prepared copper plate ; or by deposit-

ing silver, with due precautions on a bur-

nished plate, and afterwards backing up
with copper. The latter is the most effec-

tual ; especially to those who are not skill-

ed in the plans adopted by the artisan, for

the treatment of burnished surfaces.

139. The improvement in S?nee-s hat-

tery.—I have elsewhere said that a battery

has been devised, consisting of platinized

silver and amalgamated zinc ; the electro-

typist may employ his art in constructing

the best form of such an arrangement.

When a voltaic pair is excited by an acid

solution, the zinc combines with the oxygen,

and, being converted into an oxide, is gradu-

ally consumed; the copper, however, or

other element, does not combine with the

hydrogen, but, as it is liberated, parts with

it in the form of gas. Now, when the

surface is smooth, there is a strong ten-

dency, between the particles of gas and the

copper, to adhere ; and hence the surface

of the latter becomes partially covered with

minute bubbles, which effectually contract

the limit of electric action. The case is

different when the surface of the copper is

rendered rough by the deposition of cop-

per from an acid solution ; (§ 76.) then

the bubbles of gas rise to the surface as

fast as they are formed, and a great in-

crease of action is the result ; or, those

which do not rise, are otherwis3 disposed
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of in a nianuer effectually withdrawing

them from all interference with the action.

140. I have said, rendered rough by a

deposition of copper ; I mean not, however,

copper in the metallic form, but in that

state of oxide^ with which we are familiar

in our unsuccessful electrotype experi-

ments : (§ 63.) it may be obtained by
charging the decomposition cell (§48. ) with

acid water, containing a small quantity of

sulphate of copper.* The opinion of Pro-

fessor De la Rive,I with respect to some
portion of the liberated hydrogen, is that it

unites with the oxygen of the oxide, form-

ing water, and depo.^ting the metal. This

is an illustration too of secondary results.

But as silver and platinum both stand high-

er in the scale of ueo-ative metals, beino;

both, especially the latter, farther removed
from zinc than copper is, their combination

with zinc, to form voltaic parts, produces

a more efficient arrangement, and especial-

ly when their surfaces are prepared by a

previous deposit of pulverulent platinum.

This operation is termed platinizing^ in

contra-distinction to the production of

bright, metallic platinum, which is styled

platinating. Piatinating is accomplished

in the same manner as gilding or plating,

\>j the use of a solution of bichloride of pla-

tinum in cyanuret of potassium.

141. Plalinization.—A small quantity

of the bichloride of platinum is mixed with

acid water, and the solution is decomposed
by the use of a platinum terminal in con-

nexion with the copper of the battery, and
the substance to be platinized in connexion

with the zinc. A few minutes' action will

suffice. Platinum is sometimes platinized
;

but, for all practical purposes, silver is

equally serviceable. The characteristic of

the action of the platinized batteries is, to

throw off complete streams of hydrogen,
the liberation of which is attended with a

his.?ing noise. These streams of hydrogen
escape between the two plates constituting

the pair ; and, while in one sense they

form a partial screen between the plates,

they, on the other hand, prevent the plates

being approximated within certain limits.

A very ingenious modification of this ar-

rangement has been devised by Professor

Grove,* who substitutes platinized silver

* Copper th-as treated, may be termed cuprized.

t Vide Arch, de I'Electricite, vol. i. p. 269.

gauze in place of the plate of silver ; as,

by this means a facility is afforded to the

hydrogen of escaping through the apertures

of the gauze, and making its escape at the

outer side instead of between the two

plates, the latter may be brought much
closer tofrether, without havino; the action

intercepted by the presence of the liberated

and escaping hydrogen.

142. Ne2v Electrotype Battery.—It is

constructed in the following manner : Take

a sheet of cleaned (§ 98.) copper-gauze,

of the exact size required, (for it must not

be cut afterwards,) and affix to it perma-

nently the binding screw or wire, which is

to be employed afterwards in making con-

nexions. Place it then in a decomposition

cell, containing sulphate of copper, and

submit each side to the action of the batte-

ry, until a bright deposit of pure copper

is thrown down, of sufficient thickness to

coat all the wires, and to unite them per-

manently into one. Then remove and

wash it in boiling water. After which

plate it, by connecting it with the battery

and immersing it, for some minutes, in the

cell containing the cyanide solution of sil-

ver : during this process, expose alternate-

ly each side to the more direct action, in

order that the deposit may be effectually

obtained on both sides. A piece of copper

gauze, thus prepared, will be even better

fitted for the d\sired purpose, than if it

were of silver wire ; for the deposition of

copper on it, and then plating this deposit,

will have advanced one great step towards

alterino; the character of the surface : and

producing one better fitted to throw off the

hydrogen. The operation will be comple-

ted, by platinizing according to the direc-

tions given above.

143. Having thus obtained a negative

element, some little attention must be paid

to its mechanical adjustment, in order to

facilitate still further the great end in view,

viz. the ready disengageriient of the hy-

drogen,—and its disengagement on the out-

side^ and not on the inside of the platin-

ized element. In the illustration of the

platinized battery, (§ 58.) the two metals

are represented parallel and perpendicu-

lar ; in the present arrangement, they must

be very near to each other ^ but must devi-

* Vide Proceed, Elec. Soc. p. 117.— Sept. 21,

1841.
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ate a few degreesy^ow the perpendicular

;

and in such a direction, that the platinized

gauze shall be, as it were, uppermost.—
The reason of this is obvious. For, as the

gas finds its way to the surface in perpen-

dicular lines, such a disposition of the ar-

rangement will at once admit it to pass

through the interstices of the gauze, and
readily to escape by the desired channel,

—

the outside of the gauze, A still more
powerful apparatus may be constructed, by
employing a gauze on each side of the zinc.*'

In this case, the zinc must be perpendicu-

lar
; and the gauze not exactly parallel,

but rather closer at the top than below.

—

The difiiculty of obtaining copper gauze
led to the production of electro-lace, (§75.)
which was first suggested and made for this

kind of battery by Mr. Phillips of St. Aus-
tell.

144. Purity of sulphuric acid.—As
the great object of writing this treatise is

to simplify the various stages of the pro-

cess, I must not leave unnoticed a fact that

has lately pressed upon my attention,| one
one which is of great practical importance,
—the necessity for employing pure sulphu-
ric acid

; I mean, so far pure, as to be free

from nitric acid. Very commonly a small

portion of nitric acid is present, and this

operates in a most destructive manner up-
OQ the zinc, defying all care and trouble,

leaves portions of the zinc exposed, giving

rise to an amount of local action to no tri-

fling extent ; indeed it is the serious cause

of objection to the use of the platinized

battery; and has caused it to be rejected

by many manipulators. This will explain

the cause of amalo-amation's failing, far

* With respect to the relation in the size of sur-

face, between the elements in a generating pair, a
few words will not be here misplaced :—The most
accurate experiments lean to the opinion that equal
surfaces of each are most fitted to obtain a maxi-
mum of action. When a plate of silver is placed
between two plates of zinc, as in the common ar-

rangement of the platinized battery, there is ex-

posed to each side of the silver a similar surface

of zinc; when a plate of zinc, as in the arrange-

ment above given, is placed between two sheets of
platinized gauze, each side of the zinc is exposed
to a similar surface of silver. The relative amount
of surface of action being, in both cases, about
equal.

tVide Proceed, Elec. Soc. p. 112.

j
more eflfectually than the assumption of the

' impurity of the zinc. The latter is weU
concealed by the mercury ; but the nitric

acid undermines the other precautionary

means, and militates most effectually against

the permanent preservation of the zinc.

145. Test for nitric in sulphuric acid.

—The presence of nitric acid may be de-

termined by the following simple and ef-

fectual test.—Apply heat to a Florence

flask, containing sulphuric acid, with which

has been mixed some sulphate of indigo

;

should the blue color disappear, nitric acid

is present ; should it remain, the acid is

good and fit for use.—Besides exciting the

batteries with the pure acidj it is also re-

quisite to employ the same acid in the pro-

cess of amalgamation. (§ 41.) When
these precautions are taken, the common
rolled or cast zinc may be employed with

impunity, and a perfect action will be ob-

tained.

146. Cleaning Electro-plate.—Electro-

plating, especially of dead silver, is very

liable to turn yellow, after a few days' ex-

posure to the light. M. Mourey found*

that this was due to the decomposition of a

cyanuret or a sub-cyanuret remaining on

the silver surface on its emersion from the

solution. He removes it in the following

manner :—The articles are covered with a

thick layer of dissolved borax, and being

placed in a muffle, are submitted to a heat

somewhat below cherry-red, which is suffi-

cient to calcine the borax. They are then

thrown into water acidulated with sulphu-

ric acid and allowed to remain. After be-

ing withdrawn from this, they are washed
in water and dried, first in hot saw-dust,

and then on a stove or otherwise. The re-

sult is the production of that white color

so essentially requisite to dead silver, espe-

cially in articles of jewelry. I may add
to this a process for cleaning tarnished sil-

ver in general, which though not much
known here, is practised constantly by the

natives in India. A few tamaiinds are

placed in water contained in an earthen

vessel, and the silver articles are boiled in

it for a time, and they emerge clean and
very white.

To he Continued.

* Vide " Comptes Rendus," April 3, 1843, p. 6 60
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GOSSIP.

DEATH OF M. DAGUERRE.

It is with profound regret that we have

to record the death of the founder of the

Daguerrean art. M. Daguerre died at

his residence, Brie Sur Marue, in France,

on the 12th of July. Apart from his great

contributions to science and art, M. Da-

guerre was highly esteemed by all who

knew him, for his inestimable qualities as

a man, and he will long be regretted by his

scientific cotemporaries and the numerous

class to which bis discoveries have given

rise. We clip the following just tribute

to his memory from the Neio York Sun.

" Daguerre was celebrated for his con-

tributions to science and works of art long

before his discovery of the Daguerreotype.

Some of his chemical dioramas have been

exhibited in this country ; of these we may
mention " The crumbling of a mountain

in the valley of Goldan," " the interior of

the church of St. Etienne du Mont, with

the Midnight Mass in Paris," and "the
Carnival at Venice." These works were
unfortunately destroyed by fire. Many
who had the pleasure of witnessing their

exhibition, will remember the striking and
beautiful effects produced on the same can-

vas by the aid of different kinds of light.

" Daguerre, like many other great in-

ventors and benefactors to mankind, would
have ended his last days in poverty but for

the liberality of the French Government,
which conferred on him a pension of 10,000
francs a year, in consideration of his great

discovery. Many have been enriched by
that discovery, and the daguerreotype art,

in its various branches, now gives employ-
ment to thousands in various parts of the

world. The Messrs. Meaide, in their

communication, suggest that all daguer-
reotypists wear crape on their arm for thirty

days, as a token of respect to the memory
of the father of their art, and they also ex-
press a hope that " The American Litho-
graphic Association," will change their

name to "The American Daguerreotype
Association, for the promotion of the art."

"Of the importance of the Daguerreo-
type Art in the slate of perfection to which

I
it has been brought, most of our readers

are well informed. By it the beauties of

the landscape, and the features of the hu-

man form, are transcribed and preserved

with astonishing correctness and rapidity.

By this delightful art the sweetest associa-

tions and the dearest friendships of life are

supplied with mediums of preservation.

The pencil of the painter, and the chisel

of the sculptor are too slow and costly to

be employed in the service of any but the

wealthy ; but the Daguerreotype Art is

the servant of all classes. The poorest

can employ it to stamp the image of a

loved object, or the countenance of a cher-

ished friend. It helps the memory, and

serves to keep the tenderer feelings of our

nature vivid, warm and active. It is an

art that contributes greatly to the human-

izing, civilizing, and binding together of the

human family. Much as is every one who

has improved, or may improve the art, to

be honored, the greatest praise is due to

him who discovered its first principles. It

is easier to improve than discover. The

name of Daguerre will, therefore, be handed

down to the latest ages, in connection with

this art, and his memory cherished as a

great benefactor to his race."
.-..

— Those who really feel a deep interest

in the Photographic art will view with plea-

sure the movement now made—as indica-

ted by the following reports—to form Pho-

topraphic Art-Associations all over the

United States, as well as one great parent,

or national society. Our readers are al-

ready aware of the active part we have

taken, through the columns of the Journal,

to stimulate action in this matter, and we

cannot conceive it necessary to assure them

of our continued co-operation in all legiti-

mate attempts to further the objects of the

Syracuse and Utica conventions. We re-

gret that the notice for the former meeting

was so short, and so limitedly advertised,

as to prevent a larger attendance. This

excuse cannot now, however, be made in

regard to the adjourned meeting to be
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held at Utica on the 20th of the present

month.
DAGUERREAN CONVENTION.

Pursuant to a call signed by a large

number of Daguerreo typists from different

parts of the State of New York, a Con-
vention met at Syracuse on Saturday, July

12th, 1851. E. T. Whitney, of Roches-

ter, was elected Chairman, and C. B.

Denny, of Rochester, F.J. Clark, of Utica,

and B. L. Higgins, of Syracuse, were ap-

pointed secretaries. Remarks were made
by D. D. T Davie, of Utica, P. H. Bene-

dict, of Syracuse, and G. N. Barnard, of

Oswego, stating the object of the Conven-
tion to be a union of thought, action, senti-

ment, a uniform standard of prices, and to

devise means to elevate this beautiful art

in which we are engaged. Received a

communication from H. H. Snelling, edi-

tor of the Photographic Art Journal, which

was read by the Chairman.

Resolved, On motion. That a committee

be appointed to draft resolutions to be pre-

sented to this Convention.

The Chairman appointed D. D. T.

Davie, of Utica, G. N. Barnard, of Oswe-
go, P. H. Benedict, of Syracuse, L. V.
Parsons, of Auburn, and L. V. Griffin, of

Genesee, as such committee.

After a short time, the committee pre-

sented the following preamble and resolu-

tions, which were unanimously adopted :

Whereas, The Daguerreotype likeness,

when properly executed, is more faithful

to nature than any other style of Portraits;

and whereas, many impostors are flooding

our country with carricatures at a much
less price than good pictures can be afford-

ed for, thereby not only robbing their pa-

trons, but degrading this most beautiful

art, and what is still worse those who are

competent to practice the art successfully

—those who would improve and go on from

one improvement to another until the last

victory was achieved ; and whereas, these

men are held in poverty and disparagement

by the mere catchpennies who hold them-

selves up to the world as artists, when they

are not. And, whereas, the increased de-

mand for the best miniatures that can be

taken, calls for a fair compensation for the

same, in order that operators may be en-

couraged to use still greater effort in trying

to excel in this most beautiful art. There-

fore

—

Resolved, That we form an association,

to be called The New York State Pho-
tographic Association.

Resolved, That a committee be appoint-

ed to draft a Constitution and By-Laws,
to be reported at an adjourned meeting to

be held at Utica the 20th day of August,

1851.

Resolved, That we will do all in our

power for the advancement of the art, aid

each other in the study of the same, and

bury forever all feelings of envy and jea-

lousy which has heretofore existed.

Resolved, That we discountenance ope-

rators giving instructions to any but those

whose natural talents and moral standing

qualify them for successfully practicing the

art.

Resolved, That we believe it to be the

interest of all respectable operators to join

this Association, and that we earnestly so-

licit all lovers of the art throughout the

State to co-operate with us in our efforts

to advance and retain for the art the high-

est state of perfection.

The convention then appointed M. A
Root, of New York, D. D. T. Davie, of

Utica, and O. B. Evans, of Buffalo, a com-

mittee to draft a constitution and by-laws,

to be presented at the next meeting.

The minutes were then read and adopted.

Resolved, That the Photographic Art-

Journal, the Daguerrean Journal, and all

editors who feel desirous of forwarding our

object, be respectfully requested to publish

the proceedings of this Convention.

(Signed) E. T. WHITNEY,
C. B. Denny, ) Chairman.

F. J. Clark, > Secretaries.

B. F. Higgins, )

In response to the call of this Conven-

tion, a public meeting of Daguerreotypists

of this city has been held, the proceedings

of which we cheerfully publish. We find

our name ainong the delegates elected, to

the Utica demonstration, as an honorary

member. We appreciate the friendly feel-

ino- which dictated this appointment—an

honor to which we do not conceive our-

selves entitled—although it is in direct

opposition to our expressed wishes, and we

are only led to accept the appointment, from

a desire to witness the proceedings of the
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Convention, and to evince our esteem for

those who have so honored us. After ex-

pressing our views of the position we hold

in the Photographic art, as freely as we

have done, it cannot be expected that we

will take more than a passive part in the

proceedings.

The editor of a journal such as we edit,

should be left free to act as his conscience

may dictate, and should not suffer himself

to be placed in a position that may bias his

mind in favor of any one measure, when

others equally honest and justly put for-

ward, claim his attention. As an honorary

member we have the privilege of listening

and thinking, but not speaking ^ which

suits us perfectly, and does not detract

from the position we wish to hold.

— AT A LARGE AND ENTHUSL
ASTIC Meeting of the Daguerreo-
TYPisTS of New 7ork and Brooklyn, held

at Brady's Gallery, on the 8th inst., for the

purpose of responding to a call made by

the Syracuse Convention, D. E. Gavit

was called to the Chair, and S. E. Bar-

ker chosen Secretary.

Mr. Gabriel Harrison called the meetins
to order, and said, that the object of this

meeting was to make a response to the Sy-
racuse call for a Convention, to be held at

Utica on the 20th of August, the purpose
of which Convention—as we understand it

—is to organize both a State and National

Daguerrean Association
; which associations

are to look after the great good of the profes-

sion,—to meet occasionally in scientific or-

ganization, there to take into consideration

the mysteries of our beautiful art, to pro-

mulgate all improvements, and to do away
with all secresy and petty jealousy ; for

one and all to fraternise, to make strong a

bond of union, and, if possible, to have a

modei-ate, and but one standard price for

pictures throughout the length and breadth

of the land. Now, gentlemen, these things

appear to me highly necessary—and as I

expect to devote the rest of my life to the

profession,! cannot help but feel a deep in-

terest in the matter,—therefore I took the

liberty of calling you all together. And
it is really gladsome to see so many of the

most worthy of the art here assembled, to

take into consideration the construction of

the new edifice, which I hope is soon to be

finished and dedicated to our already fa-

mous profession. But, in putting together

an edifice, particular attention must be

paid to its foundation, for unless the com-

mencement is good the whole will soon tot-

ter, and, in its fall to ruin, crush its con-

structors. The same rule is strictly appli-

cable to organizations of every kind, and

unless its commencement is honest, broad-

ly democratic in its platform, equitable in

all its parts, favor and selfishness left en-

tirely out of the scale, the organization like

the edifice, must, sooner or later, inevita-

bly fall ; and in its fall crush its construc-

tors.

Now, gentlemen, I come not here for

the purpose of finding fault with any par-

ticular individual in the profession ;
but,

certain it is, that lately, a Secret Society

has been formed in this city, I must call

it a Secret Society, from the notorious

fact, that not more tban a dozen or two

knotted and gendered for it in a corner,

elected its President, and even appointed

its foreign Plenipotentiaries, and most in-

applicably christened it a National Institu-

tion. Three out of the dozen originators,

are not practical Daguerreotypists, and

one of the three holds the high and re-

sponsible office of Secretary. I respectfully

ask if this is not unprecedented in the

history of the formation of National Insti-

tutions. All this was done without a sin-

gle notice through the medium of the press

calling together even the Daguerreans of

the city, let alone from all parts of the

Union, and at this moment, after they have

had some eight or ten meetings, there is

in this city some of the brightest stars the

profession can boast of still uninvited, and

even operators, the first that took up

the art after the immortal Daguerre's dis-

covery, the men who have been scorched

over the furnace of the art, the identical

men, too, that have by their tnste, their

patience^ and their genius^ elevated these

men in the eyes of the public, and placed

their mysterious art on the high and proud

pinacles it now rests upon.

Gentlemen, 1 must be emphatic, and tell

these partialists I cannot, will not sanction
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any such work as this. If we are to have

a society for the good of a//, why not in-

vite all to come in ? Why not invite the

fifty cent man as well as the dollar or two

dollar man ? Let the corner stone of the

institution he democratic. Wiih such we
will have union ! Union is strength ! and

with strength we must prosper. Therefore

let us here to night respond to these men
of Sijrar.use^ who were the first to move
in the matter, and who have, in a noble

and democratic manner invited every Da-
guerrean to come to their Convention at

Utica on the 20th day of August, and there,

in a proper manner, form a National In-

stitution. I now offer, Mr. Chairman, the

following resolution.

Resolved^ That a delegation of ten be

appointed to attend the Convention to be

held at Utica on the 20th of August next.

The following gentlemen were then ap-

pointed :

D. E. Gavit, H. H. Meade, Charles

Meade, G. Harrison, VVm. H. Perry, Silas

Selleck, James Perry, A. W. Paradise, J.

P. Weston and Mr. Stansbury, and H. H.
SnelUng as honorary delegate.

The Chair was then yielded for a few

moments ; and, after appropriate remarks,

Mr. Gavit offered the followino; resolution :

Resolved^ That, as Daguerreans, we ex-

press our deep and heartfelt sorrow at the

sudd in decease of Mr. Daguerre, the father

of our mysterious and beautiful art ; and,

as a proper token of respect to his memo-
ry, the'Daguerrean fraternity are request-

ed to wear the usual badge of mourning on
the left arm for the space of thirty days.

A motion was then offered

:

That when we adjourn, we adjourn to

meet at the Gallery of D. E. Gavit, 247
Broadway, on Thursday evening, 14th

inst., 7^ o'clock, and that a cordial invita-

tion be offered to all the Daguerreotypists

of the City of New York, Brooklyn and
Williamsburg to attend and co-operate.

D. E. Gavit, Chairman.

L. E. Barker, Secretary.

The resolution in regard to the death of

M. Dao-uerre does honor to the hearts ando

feelino;s of those assembled, and we trust it

will be fully carried out by the Daguerreans

of this country.

Besides this meeting of New York and

Brooklyn Daguerreans, there has been a

movement for the establishment of a socie-

ty in this city, the proceedings of which

were at first so questionable,—so far as we

can learn—and so secretly kept from us,

that we do not feel called upon to notice it

further than this. We are, however, in

hopes that those who have, as it were, by

constraint, lately been admitted to take

part in the proceeding, will set matters on

a fair, impartial foundation.

— We give our readers the benefit of

the following criticism on our position re-

garding the Hillotype, which we find iu the

Philadelphia Saturday Courier:

'-'- Perils of Inventors.—A ' Photo-

graphic' work published in New York, is

laboring to show that the inventor of the

'Hillotype' is very probably a humbug,

yet at the same time a most extraordinary

and sublime discoverer. It is severe against

those who would ' shake Mr. Hill in his

most honorable and liberal determination,'

yet attempts to coerce the discoverer into

a premature publicity of his great inven-

tion, by the threat to publish the great dis-

covery of Mr. Niepce of Paris, by which it

is pretended our ' our American Hillotype

discovery is superceded.' This is all in

exceeding bad taste, and is doing serious

injury both to the feelings and the practi-

cal progress of a great scientific discoverer,

who simply claims the right—which he is

most clearly entitled to—of perfecting his

great discovery before he is forced to throw

it out among those who may be anxiously

watching for an opportunity to 'super-

cede.'
" These disinterested geni\Qm.zn suggest,

after all their harsh, ungenerous insinua-

tions and assertions, that the inventor, in-

stead of patenting his discovery, sell his

secret to the 3 or 4,000 daguerreotype

operators throughout the country, at the

uniform price of $100. One objection to

this is that all may not agree to purchase

a right which they may see a chance of

eventually obtaining without paying for.

This would place the large majority of hon-

orable daguerreotypists at the mercy of the

dishonest few. Besides, the payment of
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$100 will place the ignorant pretender,

who has neither talent or liberality, on an

equal footing with the intelligent operator,

who may have devoted years to the business,

and expended large sums in perfecting the

art. We doubt, however, whether Mr.

Hill will be led away by those whose aim

may be at least questionable. We dare

say he will take his own good time to make

his discovery known, and exercise his own

good sense in the manner of its di.^posal.

" It is now pretended that the discovery

of the color process has been made in

France. This is the old story. There

has njver been an invention of any magni-

tude from the steam engine of Fulton, to

the telegraph of Morse, but what is always

claimed either in France or England. We
venture, however, the prediction that the

French daguerreotype in the true colors of

nature will never show its face until after

the American is presented to the world.

" The exceedingly illiberal insinuations

that we see made by the New York ' pho-

tographists,' against the author of one of

the most brilliant discoveiies of the age,

are exceedingly ill-timed and unjust.

—

Though we have no personal acquaintance

with Mr. Hill, yet, from knowledge derived

from several esteemed clergymen, and

others, of this city, we have the most entire

confidence in his high moral character and

honorable integrity of purpose ; and we feel

assured that, having once decided upon his

course, he is not- the man to be swerved

either by flattery, fraud, or threats, emana-

ting from any source."

Now we shall not quarrel with the editor

of the Philadelphia Saturday Courier^

for his endeavor to depreciate the charac-

ter of the Photographic Art-Journal,

by the manner in which he alludes to us,

for two reasons. It can possibly do us no

harm ; it shows a contemptible spirit ; a

spirit we should not have expected to find

in the editor of such a paper. The style

of the whole article, however, shows that

the writer at least is actuated by the same

principle that has obtained considerable

sway over the publishers of the minor press,

and we have only to look into his adveitis-

ing columns to find the secret spring that

moves him. There we find extensively

" puffed," one who is deeply interested in

the Hillotype, and who undoubtedly is the

instigator of this article. We do not think

Mr. Hill will thank him for it.

Those who have read our articles on the

Hillotype must see that the whole aiticle

is a tissue of misrepresentations, and false-

hoods, from beginning to end. We have

never written a line " to show that the in-

ventor of the Hillotype is a humbug," and

when the editor penned these words he

knew that he was writing an untruth ; and

not one of our readers will hold him guilt-

less of a deliberate falsehood. Hundreds

of Daguerreotypists can bear witness to our

unwavering belief in the truth of Mr. Hill's

assertions in regard to the natural colors,

and all we have written has been to ex-

honorate Mr. Hill from the very charge

attributed to us. If we have thought pro-

per to question the feasibility of some of

the plans of Mr. Hill as to the disposal of

his discovery, as they have been reported

to us, we have done so with an honest de-

sire to benefit the whole class of Daguer-

reotype operators, whose interests should

be and is our first study. We have no

wish to injure Mr. Hill in any manner, and

we believe he is himself thoroughly con-

vinced of this. Among ediiors wo were

the first to believe and publish his an-

nouncement. We did not pronounce it a
'' humhvg^^'' and say that we should " not

publish the anoouncement until we saw

some of the pictures," and then try to

wheedle ourselves into the good graces of

Mr. Hill by falling into all his me tsures,

and by running after him. We chose a

straight forward course ; one we have be-

lieved and do believe independent and

honest, and we thall continue to pursue it

spite of the threats to " put down our Jour-

nal," or the toadying articles of interested

editors.

We have both in private and through
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the columns of the Photographic Art-

Journal^ gloried in Mr. Hill's discovery,

as American, and none but mercenary mo-

tives would have attributed our first notice

ofM. Niepce de St. Victor's discovery to

partiality to foreign inventions. We gave

the notice pretty much as we found it, and

before we were aware of the true nature of

the discovery, and not knowing that we

should be able in our next issue to pub-

lish the process. We gave it in hopes to

stimulate Mr. Hill to renewed exertion in

order to expedite the completion of his

invention, for all around us came up in loud

and bitter complaints, ..xiv. dissatisfaction

of Daguerreotypist*!, at the delay an ap-

parent neglect of Mr. Hill. In our July

number we published M. Niepce de St.

Victor's process, and, we think, did Mr.

Hill full justice in our '* Gossip."

The Philadelphia editors remarks on the

" disinterested gentlemen''s*'' suggestions

are truly laughable, and show conclusively

that he had not really read our article on

the Hillotype, but merely glanced at it.

If he has our June number—which we

doubt, for we have not sent it to him—let

him read the paper and he will find that

the suggestion of which he complains emi-

nated from Prof. Morse, was proposed by

him in the first instance, and found some

favor in the eyes of Mr. HilL He will

also there find that we objected to the sum

of one hundred dollars as being too small,

and complimented Mr. Hill for his liberali-

ty in even thinking of such a sum. The

Philadelphia editor, also steals some of our

objections to this suggestion, and puts them

forward as his own.

That a process for taking daguerreo-

types in color has been discovered in

France, we have put beyond a doubt by

publishing the process in our July number.

Our Philadelphia editor's prediction, also,

never will be verified, for Dr. Durat of

Brooklyn in this state has already produced

several beautiful pictures in color, by M.
Victor's process. He has, however, been

unable to fix them permanently, although

he has improved upon the original process

to such a degree as to enable him to re-

tain them three or four days. We how-
ever, hope as sincerely as the Philadelphia

editor can, that Mr. Hill will succeed in

bringing forward his process before the

French discovery is perfected.

Nothing is ill timed that may effect a

lasting benefit, and we can assure our Phi-

ladelphia editor that what he so unjustly

misrepresents, in our paper, has been the

means of allayiog in a great measure the

impatience and ill will of many of our best

operators. This we know from our daily

intercourse with them, and the letters we

receive. So that all your gas is thrown

away, Mr. Courier.

We should have noticed the Courier's

previous article last month, had we not

been too much engaged in other more im-

portant matters to consider it of sufficient

consequence.

Before we leave this tirade, we must say

that the insinuations of the Philadelphia

editor against us and others, for "illiberali-

ty," "harshness," "flattery," "fraud,"

and ^* threats," are merely the ebulitions

of a gaseous brain, the moral perceptions

of which, it appears to us, is swayed prin-

cipally by visions of money bags—and that

they are appreciated accordingly.

— The letter of Mr. Hill in our present

number will be found exceedingly interest-

ing, although it does not enter so fully into

the merits of the case as our readers may
desire, and will we trust have a good ten-

dency. We learn from a gentleman who

is in communication with Mr. Hill that he

promises to be ready to dispose of his in-

vention on the first of September.

— We understand that there has been
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an attempt to prevent the circulation of

our Journal, by insinuating that our sub-

scribers will be regarded unfavorably in the

distribution of rights to use the Hillotype.

If such is the case, Mr. Hill has no con-

nection with the purile affair, and it -will

only redound to the discredit of those en-

gaged in it.

Movements Among Daguerreotyp-

ISTS.—We clip the following from a Buf-

falo paper. Mr. McDonell and Mr.

Evans, we are informed, are two of the best

operators in Western New York.
*' No art ever made such rapid steps to

perfection as that which took its name from

the beautiful discovery of Daguerre ; and

no art has had more enthusiastic votaries,

or been so well patronised. If any one

doubts the correctness of this assertion, let

them compar3 the dingy specimens taken

whilst the art was in its infancy, with the

beautiful portraits produced at the present

day. Among the most successful of mo-
dern operators may be placed our friend

McDonell. Our readers are pretty gener-

ally aware that the palm of excellence has

been conceded to the American daguerreo-

types at the great World's Fair, and we
should not be at all surprised if Mac's
ranked first amongst them all. He has, we
perceive, lately made some extensive addi-

tions to his rooms, and is prepared now to

accommodate his patrons with either the

side or sky light, or a combination of both.

His stock for wholesale customers is of the

most extensive and complete order, and we
know of no place, where the stranger,

visiting the city, can while away a leisure

half hour in a more agreeable manner."

— We are indebted to the Chicago

Tribune for the following, which we con-

sider but a just tribute to the talents of the

artist.

Sun Painting.—A half hour passed in

the Daguerrean Gallery of our friend Geo.

P. Hansen, No. 75 Lake street, a few

days ago, impressed us more than ever with

the astonishing nature of the invention.

We encountered many familiar faces, true

to the life, and which in the present state

of the art it would be impossible to excel

either in point of finish or truthfulness of

expression. Mr. Hansen has had a long

experience in photographing, has an artists

eye and enthusiasm, and besides making
improvements in the art himself, suffers

none which are made by others to escape

him. A night scene, the burning of the

Theatre block, including some fifteen build-

ings, last year, particularly struck our at-

tention. It was the only specimen we
have ever seen of a daguerreotype that was
taken without the sun light. The Gallery

is well worth a visit to those who have an
eye for the beautiful.

— Our friend George S. Cook, of

Charleston, S. C. ; one of the most suc-

cessful Daguerreotypists of the South, has

recently purchased the fine gallery of C.

C. Harrison, in the La Farge building,

Broadway, where he exhibits some of the

most beautiful specimens of the art to be

found in New York. We trust he will

meet with the success he most richly de-

serves. Mr. Harrison retires from the

business to devote his whole time to the

manufacture of Cameras. He has shown

us a letter from N. J. Dodge Esq., acting

commissioner for the United States to the

World's Fair, from which we learn that

his tubes on exhibition at the Fair are

eagerly sought after by European Daguer-

reotypists, and are pronounced superior to

any there. We predict that in a few years

Mr. Harrison's cameras will be more cele-

brated than even the Voightlander, whether

we " regret the position we have taken,*'

in a certain affair or not.

— We are pleased at the opportunity of

going across the salt water to find our

American daguerreans properly apprecia-

ted. It appears from the following notice,

which we find in the London Observer,

that our countryman Mr. Mayall, has de-

viated somewhat from the beaten track of

Photographers, and letting his fancy run

free, has produced from life illustrations of
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popular events. We trust other artists in

this country will follow the artistic taste of

Mr. Mayall, and give us some specimen of

their skill, by illustrating in the same way,

some of our notabilities and authors :

" A Shareholder's Four Phases, is

the title of a print just published by the

Messrs. Grundy, of Regent street. It is

a lithograph by Mr. Maguire, from a pho-

tograph made ' from the life,' by the prin-

cipal of the American Daguerreotype Gal-

lery in the Strand, Mr. Mayall ; and it

exhibits the four phases in question as

* The Allotment,' ' Sbares Down,' ' No
Dividsnd,' and ' Smashed Up.' The first

shows the shareholder's delight on receiv-

ing his allotments, the second his disap-

pointment on the depression of the value of

his shares, the third his dismay on receiving

tidings that no dividends are payable, and

the fourth his despair on learning that the

bubble has burst. The expressions are ad-

mirably appropriate, truthful, and charac-

teris ic, without caricature ; and the phases

are illustrated by names of Shakspeare's

plays. For instance,-
—'The Allotment'

bears for its motto 'As You Like It;'

* Shares Down,^ a ' Midsummer Night's

Dream;' 'No Dividend,' 'Much Ado
About Nothing ;' and ' Smashed Up,'
* The Tempest.' "

— D. D, T. Davie, of Utica, has open-

ed in Utica, in connection with his other

business, a depot for the sale of Daguerreo-

type materials. We know this will be

good news to our friends in that section of

the country, as they can depend upon his

having such stock as they would wish to

buy. Mr. Davie will also receive subscrip-

tions to the Photographic Art-Journal.

— Johnson & Fellows, of Cleveland, 0.,

are progressing finely io their business, in

both the picture and stock departments.

In the first they are skillful and tas'y, and

in the latter not to be equalled. They

have recently opened a room in Dunki.k,

N. Y.

— Mr. North is still at Cleveland. This

young artist has an enviable reputation, as

widely-spread as that of any in America,

and it is with pleasure that we learn that

he is as fully appreciated by the citizens of

Cleveland as those of New York, who

would be glad to have him back among

them.

— M. Von Schneideau, of Chicago—the

countryman of Jenny Lind—meets with

deserved success ; and his pictures are ar-

tistic and most excellent. Mr. V. has re-

cently invented a new kind of case, for the

more perfect preservation of the picture,

which we think will command considerable

sale.

— We learn that there has been con-

siderable ill feeliog engendered towards Mr.

Davie for sending a telegraphic dispatch to

us, in regard to the Syracuse Convention

on the 12th of July. It has been stated,

that the dispatch was made to us secretly,

and for our special benefit. This is utterly

false. Mr. Davia wrote to us four or five

days previously, and having understood on

a former occasion, that the Convention was

to take place in August, we thought there

must be a mi>take, and immediately tele-

graphed Mr. Davie inquiring if it was not

so. We received an answer next day that

it was really to be held on the 12th of

July. There was no attempt on the part

of Mr. Davie to secrecy. On the contra-

ry, he requested us to inform all the Da-

guerreotypists in New York of the fact,

and, to use his own words, " come your-

self and bring all you can with you." We
complied with the first request as far as it

was in our power, and nothing but una-

voidable events prevented our complying

with the second We informed all we had
time to see, and requested each to circulate

the important fact as much as possible.

Messrs. Cooke, l^awrence, Harrison, and
others, can confirm these assertions. It

must have been a narrow mind that gave

birth to the rumor which caused this ill

feeling towards Mr. Davie.
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THE POETRY OF SCIENCE, OR STUDIES OP THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA

BY ROBERT HUNT,
Author of ' Pauthea; ' Researches on Light; etc.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

An attempt has been made, in this vol-
ume, to link together those scientific facts
which bear directly and visibly upon Na-
tural Phenomena, and to show that they
have a value superior to their mere econo-
mic applications, in their power of exalting
the mind to the contemplation of the Uni-
verse.

In pursuing this object, where the links
of the inductive chain were imperfect, a
consideration of the merits of conflicting
theories has been hazarded

; and—proba-
bly as a consequence of imperfect know-
ledge— the views entertained by those
whose scientific acquirements no one es-
teems more highly than myself, have, in a
few instances, been departed from.

_
The authority for each statement is

given at the conclusion of the voIuQie
; and

an experimental examination has been
made of all the instances adduced in ex-
emplification of particular views.

For the purpose of exhibiting the great
facts of Science in their most attractive
aspects, the imagination has been occasion-
ally taxed, but it has never been allowed
to ioterfere with the stern reality of Truth

;

and throughout the following pages it is

hoped there will be discovered—however
illogical to some, certain speculations may
appear—evidences of a constant endeavor

* This beautiful work of Robert Hunt we are
induced to republish in our Journal for its instrin-
sic value as a stimulent to self-culture, and for the
valuable chapter it contains on Photography. We
are unwilling to extract this portion only, as we
consider that not a line will be thrown away upon
the truly thoughtful reader.

VOL. II. NO. III. 1

to thmk honestly, and to give to every
discovery its full value in the generaliza-
tions attempted. j^^ jj

November, 1848.

INTRODUCTION.

The True is the Beautiful. Whenever
this becomes evident to our senses, its in-
fluences are of a soul-elevating character
The beautiful, whether it is perceived in
the external forms of matter, associated in
the harmonies of light and color appre-
ciated in the modulations of sweet sounds,
or mingled with those influences which
are, as the inner life of creation, appealing
to the soul through the vesture which
covers all things, is the natural theme of
the poet, and the chosen study of the phi-
losopher.

But, it will be asked, where is the rela-
tion between the stern labors of science
and the ethereal system which constitutes
poetry .- The fumes of the laboratory, its
alkalies and acids, the mechanical appli-
ances of the observatory, its specula and
its lenses, do not appear fitted for a place
in the painted bowers of the Muses. But
from the labois of the chemist in his cell,'— fiom the multitudinous observations of
the astronomer on his tower, — spring
tiuths which the philosopher employs to
interpret nature's mysteiies, and which
give to the soul of the poet those realities
to which he aspires in his high imaginings.

Science solicits from the ma teriaf world
by the persuasion of inductive search, a
development of its elementary principles
and of the laws which these obey. Philo-
sophy strives to apply the discovered facts
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to the great phenomena ot being,—to de-

duce large generalities from the fragmenta-

ry discoveiies of severe induction,—and

thus to ascend from matters and its pro

perties up to tho.^c impulses which stir the

whole, floating, as it were, on the confines

of sense, and indicating, though dimly,

those superior powers which, more nearly

related to affinity, mysteriously manifest

themselves in the phenomena of mind.

Poetry seizes the facts of the one and the

theories of the other; unites them by a

pleasing thought, which appeals for tiuth

to the most unthinking soul, and leads the

leflective intellect to higher and higher

exercises ; it connects common phenomena
with exalted ideas; and, applying its holi-

est powers, it invests the human mind with

the soverign strength of the True.

Truth is the soul of the poet's thought;

—truth is the reward of the philosopher's

toil ; and their works, bearing this official

stamp, live among men through all time.

Science at present rejoices in her ministry

to the requirements of advancing civiliza-

tion, and is content to receive the reward

given to applications which increase the

comforts of life, or add to its luxuries.

Every improvement in the arts or manufac-

tures has a tendency to elevate the race

who are benefitted thereby. But because

science is useful in the working days of our

week, it is not to be neglected on our Sab-

bath,—when, resting from our labors, it

becomes agreeable to contemplate the few

truths permitted to our knowledge, and

thus enter into communion, as closely as is

allowed to finite beings, with those influen-

ces which involve and interpenetrate the

earth, giving to all things Life, Beauty,

and Divinity.

The human mind naturally delights in

the discovery of truth ; and even when
perverted by the constant operations of

prevailing errors, a glimpse of the Real

comes upon it like the smile of daylight to

the sorrowing captive of i^ome dark piison.

The Psychean labors to try man's soul,

and exalt it, are the s; arch for truth be-

neath the mysteries which sunound crea-

tion,— to gather amaranths, shining with

the hues of heaven, from plains upon which

hang, c'ark and heavy, the mists of earth.

The poet may pay the dvjbt of nature,

—

the philosopher may return to the bosom

of our common mother,— even their names

fade in the passage of time, like the plan-

ets blotted out of heaven ;—but the truths

they have revealed to man burn on for-

ever with unextinguishable brightness s.

Truth cannot die ; it passes from mind to

mind, imparting light in its progress, and
constantly renewing its own biightness

during its difinsion. The True is the

Beautiful ; and the truths revealed to the

mind render us capable of perceiving new
beauties on the earth. The gladness of

truth is like the ringing voice of a joyous
child, and the most remote recesses echo

with the Poetry,—the revelation of truth

is the Poetry of Science.

Man, a creation endued with mighty
faculties, but a mystery to himself, stands

in the midst of a wonderful world, and an
infinite variety of phenomena arise around
him, in strange form and magical disposi-

tion, like the phantasm a of a restless night.

The solid rock obeys a power which
brings its congeries of atoms into a thou-

sand shapes, each one geometrically per-

fect. Its vegetable covering, in obedience

to some external excitation, developes it-

self in a curious diversity of forms, from

the exquisitely graceful to the singularly

grotesque, and exhibits properties still

more varied and opposed. 'J he animal

organism quickened by higher impulses,

—

powers working within, and modifying the

influence of the external forces,—presents,

from the Monad to the Mammoth, and
through every phase of being up to Man,
a yet more wonderful series of combina-

tions, and features still more strangely con-

trasted.

Lifting our searching gaze into the

measureless space beyond our earth, we
find planet bound to planet, and system

chained to system, all impelled by univer-

sal force to roll in regularity and order

around a common centre. The pendula-

tions of the remotest star are communica-
ted through the unseen bond ; and our

rocking world obeys the mysteiious im-

pulse throughout all those forces which

regulate the inorganic combinations of this

earth, and unto which its organic creation

is irresistibly compelled to bow.
The glorious sun by day, and the moon

and stars in the silence and the mystery

of night, are felt to influence all material

nature, holding the great Earth bound in

a - many-stranded cord which cannot be
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broken. The tidal flow of the vast ocean,

with its variety of animal and vegetable

life,—the atmosphere, bright with light,

obscured by the storm cloud, spanned by
the rainbow, or rent with the explosions of

electric fire,—attest to the might of these

elementa'y bonds.

These are but a few of the great pheno-

mena which play their part around this

globe of ours, exciting men to wonder, or

shakins them with terror.

The mind of man, in its progress to-

wards its higher destiny, is tasked with

the ph3^sical earth as a problem, which,

within the limits of a life, it must strusrsfle

to solve. The intellectual spirit is capable

of embracinof all finite tbinojs. Man is

gifted with powers for studying the entire

circle of visible creation ; and he is equal,

under proper training, to the task of ex-

amining; much of the secret machinerv

which stirs the whole.

In dim outshadowing, earth's first poets,

from the loveliness of external nature,

evoked beautiful spiritualizanons. To
them, the shady forests teemed with aerial

beings —the gushing springs rejoiced in

fantastic sprites,—the leaping cataracts

gleamed with translucent shades,—the

cavernous hills were the abodes of genii,

—

and the earth-girdling ocean was guarded

by mysterious forms. Such were the

creations of the far-searching mind in its

early consciousness of the existence of un-

seen powers. The philosopher picked out

his way through the dark and labyrinthine

path, between effacts and causes, and slowly

approaching towards the light, he gathered

semblances of the great Reality, like a

mirage, beautiful and truthful, although

still but a cloud-reflaction of the vast Un-
seen.

It is thus that the human mind advances

from the ideal to the Real, and th-it +he

poet becomes the phil >sopher, and the phi-

losopher rises into the poet ; but at the

same time as we progress from fable to

fact, much of the soul-sentiment which
made the romantic holy, and gave a noble

tone to every aspiration, is too frequently

merged in a cheerless philosophy which

clings to the earth, and reduces the mind
to a mechanical condition, delio^htinor in

/ CO
the accumulation of facts, regardless of the

great laws by which these are regulated,

and the harmony of all Telluric combina-

tions secured. In science, we find the

elements of the most exalted poetry ; and

in the mysterious workings of the physical

forces, we discover connections with the

illimitable world of thouo-ht.—in which
mighty minds delight to try their powers,

—as strangely complicated, and as mar-

vellously ordered, as in the psychological

ph"nomena which have, almost exclusively,

been the objects of their studies.

In the aspect of visible nature, with its

wonderful diversity of form and its charm
of color, we find the Beautiful ; and in the

operations of these principles, which are

ever active in producing and maintaining

the existing conditions of matter, we dis-

cover the Sublime.

The form and color of a flower may ex-

cite our admiration ; but when we come to

examine all the phenomena which combine

to produce that piece of symmetry and that

lovely hue,—to learn the physiological ar-

rangement of its structural parts,— the

chemical actions by which its woody fibre

and its juices are produced,—and to inves-

tigate those laws by which is regulated the

power to throw back the white sunbeam
from its surface in colored rays,—our ad-

miration passes to the higher feeling of

deep astonishment at the perfection of the

processes, and of reverence for their great

Desio;ner. There are, indeed, "tongues
in trees ;" but science alone can interpret

their mysterious whispers, and in this con-

sists its poetry.

To rest content with the bare enuncia-

tion of a truth, is to perform but one half

of a task. As each atom of matter is in-

volved in an atmosphere of properties and
powers, which unites it to eveiy mass of

the universe, so each truth, however com-
mon it may be, is surrounded by impulses

which, being awakened, pass from soul to

soul like musical undulations, and which
will be repeated through the echoes of

space, and prolonged for all eternity.

The poetry which springs from the con-

templation of the agencies which are active-

ly employed in producing the transforma-

tions of ma^-ter, and which is founded upon
the truths developed by the aids ofscience,

should be in no respect inferior to that

which has been inspired by the beauty of
the individual forms of matter, and the

pleasing character of their combinations.

The imaginative view of man and his
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worM—the creations of the romantic mind
—have been, and ever will be, dwelt on

with a soul -absorbing passion. The mys-

iQv^ of our being, and the mystery of our

ceasing to be, acting upon intelligences

which are for ever striving to comprehend
the enigma of themselves, leads by a na-

tural process to a love for the Ideal. The
discovery of those truths which advance

the human mind towards that point of

knowledge to which all its secret longings

tend, should excite a higher feeling than

any mere creation of the fancy, how beau-

tiful soever it may be. The phenomena
of Reality are more starding than the

phantoms of the Ideal. Truth is stranger

than fiction. Surely many of the discove-

ries of science which relate to the combina-

tions of matter, and exhibit results which

we could not by any previous ( fforts of

reasoning dare to reckon on, results which

show the admirable balance of the forces

of nature, and the might of their uncon-

trolled power, exhibit to our senses subjects

for contemplation truly poetic in their

character.

We tremble when the thunder- cloud

bursts in fury above our heads. The poet

seizes on the terrors of the storm to add to

the interest of his verse. Fancy paints a

storm-king, and the genius of romance
clothes his demons in lightnings, and they

are heralded by thunders. 'I hese wild

iraaGjininofs have been the delight of man-
kind ; there is subject for wonder in them:

but is there anything less wonderful in the

well- authenticated fact, that the dewdrop
which glistens on the flower, that the tear

which trembles on the eyelid, holds locked

in its transparent cells an amount of elec-

tric fire equal to that which is discharged

during a storm from a thunder-cloud }

In these studies of the effects which are

continually presenting themselves to the

observing eye, and of the phenomena of

causes, as far as they are revealed by
Science in its seaich of the physical earth,

it will be shown that beneath the beautiful

vesture of the external world there exists,

like its quickening soul, a pervading power,

assuming the most varied aspects, giving

ito the whole its life and loveliness, and

linking every portion of this material mass
in a common bond with some great uni-

versal principal beyond our knowledge.

Whether by the improvement of the powers

of the human mind, man will ever be ena-

bled to embrace within his knowledge the

laws which regulate these remote princi-

ples, we are not sufficiently advanced in

intelliorence to determine. But if admitted

even to a clear perception of the theoreti-

cal Power which we regard as regulating

the knovrn forces, we must still see an un-

known agency beyond us, which can only

be referred to the Creator's will.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF MATTER.

Its varied Characters, and constant change of ex-

ternal Form—The Grain of Dust, its Proper-

ties and Powers—Resulting Combinations in in-

organic Masses and in organized Creations

—

Our knowledge of" Matter—Theory of Ultimate

Atoms—The Physical Forces acting on the

Composition of Masses—The certainty of the

exercij^e of subtile principles, which are beyond
the reach of experimental Science.

The Physical Earth presents to us, in

every form of organic and inorganic matter,

an infinite variety of phenomena. If we
select specimens of rocks, either crystalline

or stratified,—of metals in any of their va-

rious combinations with oxygen, sulphur,

and other bodies,—of gums glistening with

light and glowing with color,—or if we ex-

amine the varied forms and hues of the

vegetable world, and the more mysterious

animal creations, we must inevitably come
to a conclusion long since proclaimed, and
admit that dust they are, and that to dust

they must return. Whatever permanency
may be given to matter, it is certain that

its form is ever in a state of chano;e. The
surface of the " Eternal Hills" is worn
away by the soft rains which fall to fertil-

ize ; and from their wrecks, borne by the

waters to the ocean, new continents are

forming. The mutations of the old earth

may be read upon her rocks and mountains,

and these records of former changes tell us

the infallible truth, that as the present

passes into the future, so will the form of

nature undergo an important alteration.

The same forces which lifted the Andes
and the Himalayas are still at work, and
from the particles of matter carried from

the present lands by the rivers into the sea,

where they subside in stratified masses,

there will in the great future, be raised

new worlds, upon which the work of life

may go forward, and over which will be

spread a vast Intelligence.
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If we regard the conditions of the beau-

tiful and varied organic covering of the

Earth, the certainty, the constancy, of

chan2:e is ever before us. Veojetable life

passes into the animal form, and both per-

ish to feed the future plant. Man, niov-

ing to-day the monarch of a mighty people,

in a few years passes back to his primitive

clod, and that combination of elementary

atoms, which is dignified with the circle of

sovereignty and the robe of purple, after a

period may be sought for in the herbage of

the fields, and in the humble flowers of the

valley.

We have, then, this certain truth,—all

things visible around us are aggregations of

atoms. From particles of dust, which un-

der the microscope could scarcely be dis-

tinguished one from the other, are all the

varied forms of nature created. This grain

of dust, this particle of sand, has strange

properties and powers. Science has dis-

covered some, but still more truths are hid-

den within this irregular molecule of matter

which we now survey, than even philosophy

dares dream of. How strangely it obeys

the impulses of heat—mysterious are the

influences of light upon it—electricity won-
derfully excites it—and still more curious

^is the manner in which it obeys the magic
of chemical force. These are phenomena
which we have seen ; we know them, and
we can reproduce them at our pleasure.

We have advanced a little way into the se-

crets of nature, and from the spot we have
gained, we look forward with a vision some-
what brightened by our task ; but we dis-

cover so much to be yet unknown, that we
learn another truth,—our vast ignorance of

many things relating to this grain of dust.

It gathers around it other particles ; they
cling together, and each acting upon every

other one, and all of them arrano-ing; them-
selves around the little centre, according;

to some law, a beautiful crystal results, the

geometric perfection of its form being a

source of admiration.

It exerts some other powers, and atom
cohering to atom, obeying the influences of

many external radiant forces, undergoes in-

explicable changes, and the same dust

which we find formino; the diamond, aijfjre-

gates mto the lordly tree,—blends to pro-

duce the graceful, scented, and richly

painted flower,—and combines to yield the

luxury of fruit.

It quickens with yet undiscovered ener-

gies ; it moves with life : dust and vital

force combine ; blood and bone, nerve and
muscle, result from the combination.

—

Forces, which we cannot by the utmost re •

finements of our philosophy detect, direct

the whole, and from the same dust which
formed the rock and grew in the tree, is

produced a living and a breathing thing,

capable of receiving a Divine illumination,

of bearing in its new state the gladness" and
the glory of a Soul.

These considerations lead us to reflect on

the amount of our knowledge. We are led

to ask ourselves, what do we know } We
know that the world with all i's variety is

composed of certain mateiial atoms, which,

although presented to us in a great variety

of forms, do not in all probability differ

very essentially from each other.

We know that those atoms obey certain

conditions which appear to be dependent

upon the influences of motion, gravitation,

heat, light, electricity, and chemical force.

These powers are only known to us by
their effects ; we only de-ect their action

by their operations upon matter ; and al-

though we regard the several phenomena
which we have discovered, as the manifes-

tations of different principles, it is possible

they may be but modifications of some one

universal power, of which these are but a

few of its modes of action.

In examinino;, therefore, the truths

which science has revealed to us, it is ad-

vantageous, for the purpose of fixing the

mind to the subject, that we assume cer-

tain conditions as undeniably true. These
may be stated in a few sentences, and with-

out wasting a thought upon those metaphy-
sical subtleties which have from time to

time perplexed science, and served to im-

pede the progress of truth, we proceed,

then, to examine our knowledge of the phe-

nomena which constantly occur around us.

Every form, whether inorganic or organ-

ic, which we can d scover within the limits of

human search, is composed of hard impene-

trable atoms, which are capable of assum-

ing, under the influence of certain physica

forces, conditions essential to the composi-

tion of that body of which it forms a part.

The known forces, active in produ-

cing these conditions, are modes of motion

gravitation and aggregation, heat, light,

and associated with these, actinism of
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chemical radiation ; electricity, under all

its conditions, whether static or dynamic
;

and chemical affinity, regarded as the re-

sult of a separate elementary principle.

These forces must be considered as pow-
ers capable of acting in perfect independ-

ence of each other. They are possibly

modifications of one principle ; but this

view being an hypothesis, which, as yet, is

only supriorted by loose analogies, cannot,

without danger, be received in any explan-

ation which attempts to deal only with the

truths of science.

In addition to the known physical forces,

we cannot examine the varied phenomena of

nature, without feeling that there must be

other and most active principles of a high-

er order thaa any detected by science, to

which belong the important operations of

vitality, whether manifested in the plant or

the animal. In treating of these, although

speculation cannot be entirely avoided, it

will be employed only so far as it gives any
assistance in linking phenomena together.

We have to deal with the active agencies

which give form and feature to nature

—

which regulate the harmony and beauty

and vigor of life—and upon which depend
those grand changes in the conditions of

matter, which must convince us that death

is but the commencement of a new state of

Being.

CHAPTER II.

MOTIOxV.

Are the Physical Forces modes of Motion 1—Mo-
tion defined—Philosophical views of Motion,
and the Principles to which it has been referred

—Motions of the Earth and of the Solar Sys-

tem—Influence of the proper Motions of the

Earth on the Conditions of Matter—Theory of

the Conversion of Motion into Heat, &c.—The
Physical Forces regarded as principles independ-
ent of Motion, although the Cau^e and often ap-

parently the Effects of it.

Many of the most eminent thinkers of

the present time are disposed to regard all

the active priaciphs of nature as " modes
of motion,"—to look upon light, heat, elec-

ts icity, and even vital force, as phenomena
resultiDg from " change of place" among
the particles of matter ; this change, dis-

turbance, or motion, being dependent upon
some undefined mover.

The habit of leaving purely inductive

examination for the delusive charms of hy-

pothesis—of viewing the material world as

a metaphysical bundle of essenti d proper-

ties, and nothino; more—has led some of

our most eminent philosophers to struggle

with the task of proving, that all the won-
derful manifestations of the great physical

powers of the universe are mere modifica-

tions of motion.

The views of metaphysicians regarding

motion involve many subtile considerations

which need not at present detain us. We
can only consider motion as a change of

place, which matter cannot effect of itself,

no change of place being possible without

a mover ; and, consequently, motion can-

not be a property of matter in the strict

sense in which that term should be accept-

ed.

Motion depends upon certain disturbing

and directing forces acting upon all matter;

and, consequently, as every mode of action

is determined by some excitement external

to the body moved, motion cannot, philo-

sophically, be regarded otherwise than as

a peculiar affx^ction of matter under deter-

minable conditions. "'We find," says Sir

Isaac Newton, " but little motion in the

world, except what plainly flows from either

the active principles of nature, or from the

command of the wilier."

Plato, Aristotle, and the Pythagoreans

supposed that throughout all nature an ac-

tive principle was diffused, upon which de-

pended all the properties exhibited by mat-

ter. This is the same as the *' plastic

nature" of Cudworth,the ''intellectual

and artificial fire" of Bishop Berkeley

;

and to these all modes of motion were re-

ferred. Sir Isaac Newton also regards

the material universe and its phenomena as

dependent upon " active principles—for

instance, the cause of gravity—whereby
the planets and comets preserve their mo-
tions in their orbits, and all bodies acquire

a degree of motion in falling ; and the

cause of fomentation—whereby the heart

and blood of animals preserve a perpet-

ual warmth and motion—the inner parts

of the earth are kept constantly warmed

—

many bodies burn and shine—and the sun

himself burns and shines, and with his light

warms and cheers all things."

The earth turns on its axis at the rate of

more than 1,000 miles an hour, and passes

around the sun with the speed of upwards

of 68,000 miles in the same time. The
earth and the other planets of our system
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move in curves around a common centre
;

therefore their motion cannot have been

originally communicated merely by the

impressed force of projection. Two forces,

at least, must have operated, one making
the planets tend directly to the centre, and

the other impelling them to fly off at a

tangent to the curve described. Here we
have a system of spheres, held by some
power to a great central mass, around which

they revolve with a fearful velocity. Nor
is this all ; the Sjlar System itself, bound
by the same mystic chain to an undiscover-

ed centre, moves towards a point in space

at the rate of 33,550,000 geographical

miles, whilst our earth performs one revo-

lution around the sun.

In addition to these great rotations, the

earth is subjected to other motions, as the

precession of the equinoxes and the nuta-

tion of its axis. Rocking regularly upon
a point round which it rapidly revolves,

whilst it progresses onward in its orbit, like

some huge top in tremulous gyration upon
the deck of a vast aerial ship gliding rapidly

through space, is the earth performing its

part in the great law of motion.

The rapidity of these impulses, supposing

the powers of the physical forces were for

a moment suspended, would be sufficient

to scatter the mass of our planet over space

as a mere star-dust.

Limiting, as much as possible, the view

which opens upon the mind as we contem-
plate the adjustments by which this great

machine, our system, is preserved in all its

order and beauty, let us forget the great

movement of the whole through space, and
endeavor to consider the effect of those

motions which are directly related to the

earth, as a member of one small group of

worlds.

We cannot for a mo nent doubt, al-

though we have not any experimental proof

of the fact, that the proper motions of the

earth materially influence the conditi'>ns of

the matter of which it is formed. Every
pair of atoms are, like a balance, delicately

suspended, under the constant struggle

which arises from the tendency to fly asun-

der, induced by one order of forces, and
the efforts of others to chain them together.O
The spring is brought to the highest sta^e

of tension—one tremor more, aud it would

be destroyed.

We cannot, by any comparison with the

labors of the most skillful human artisan,

convey an idea of the exquisite perfection

of planetary mechanics, even so far as they

have been discovered by the labors of

science ; and we must admit that our in-

sight into the vast machinery has been very

limited.

All we know, is the fact that this planet

moves in a certain order, and at a fixed

rate, and that the speed is of itself suffi-

cient to rend the hardest rocks : yet the

delicate down which rests so lightly upon
the flower is undisturbed. It is, therefore,

evidant that matter in all its forms is en-

dued with powers, by which mass is bound
to mass, and atom to atom ; these powers

are n>t the results of any of the motions

which we have examined, but, acting in

antagonism to them, they sustain our globe

in its present form.

Are there other motions to which these

powers can be referred } We know of

none. That absolute rest may not exist

among the particles of matter is probable.

Electiical action, chemical power, crystal-

line aggregation, the expansive force of

heat, and many other known agencies are

in constant operation to prevent it. It

must, however, be remembered, that each

and every atom constituting a mass may be

so suspended between the balanced fo ces,

that it may be regarded as relatively at

rest.

Theory imagines Motion as producing

Force—a body is moved, and its mere
mechanical change of place Ls regarded as

generating heat ; and henee the refine-

ments of modern science have advanced to

the conclusion that motion and heat are

convertible. Admittinoj that the material

aoms of which this world is formed are

never in a state of quiescence, yet we can-

not suppose any gross ponderable particle

as capable of moving itself ; but once set

in motion, it may become the secondary

cause of motion in other particles. —
The difficulties of the case would appear to

have been as follows : Are heat, light, elec-

tricity, &c., material bodies.^ If they are

material bodies—aud heat, for example,

is the cause of motion —must not the calo-

rific matter move itself—or if it be not self-

moving, by what is it moved } If heat is

material, and the primary cause of motion,

then matter must have an innate power of

movinor ; it can convert itself into active•o )
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force, or bs at once a cause and an effect,

which can scarcely be regarded as a logical

deduction.

We move a particle of matter, and heat

IS manifested ; the force being continued,

light, electricity, and chemical action re-

sult ; all, as appears from a limited view of

the phenomena, arising out of the mechani-

cal force applied to the particle first moved.
This mechanical force, it must be remem-
bered, is external to the body mov-
ed, and is, in all probability, *set up by
the movement of a muscle, acted upon by
nerves, under the influence of a will.

The series of phenomena we have sup-

posed to arise, admit of an explanation free

of the hypothesis of motion, and we avoid

the dangerous ground of metaphysical spe-

culation, and the subtleties of that logic

which rests upon the immateriality of crea-

tion. This explanation, it is freely admit-

ted, is incomplete : we cannot distinctly

correllate each feature of the phenomena,
combine link to link, and thus form a per-

fect chain ; but it is sufficiently clear to

exhibit what we do know, and leave the

unknown free for unbiassed investioration.O
Each particle, each atom of that which

conveys to our senses the only ideas we
have of natural objects—ponderable mat-

ter—is involved in, or interpenetrated by,

those principles which we call heat or elec-

tricity, and probably many others which
are unknown to us; and although these

principles or powers are, according to some
law, bound in statical equilibrium to inert

matter, they are freely developed by an

external excitement, and the disturbance

of any one of them, upsetting the equili-

brium, leaves the other powers equally

free to be brought under the cognizance of

human sense.

When we come to an examination of the

influences exerted by these powers upon
the physical earth, the position, that they

must be regarded as the causes of motion

rather than the eff'ects of it, will be further

considered. At pres nt, it is only neces-

sary to state thus generally the views we
entertain of the conditions of matter in con-

nection with the imponderable forces and
mechanical powers. The conversion, as it

has been called, of motion into heat, in the

experiments of Count Rumford and Mr.
Joule, are only evid3nc33 that a cer-

tain uniformity exists between the mecha-

nical force applied, and the amount of heat

liberated. It does not appear that we have

any proof of the conversion of motion into

physical power.

It is necessary, to anything like a satis-

factory contemplation of the wonderful

properties of matter, and of the forces re-

gulating the forms, of the entire creation,

that we should be content with regarding

the elementary bodies which chemistry in-

structs us form our globe, as tangible, pon-

derable atoms, having specific and distin-

guished properties. That we should, as

far as it is possible for finite minds to do

so, endeavor to conceive the powers or

forces—gravitation, molecular attraction,

electricity, heat, light, and the principle

which determines all chemical phenomena
—as manifestations of agencies which hold

a place between the most subtile form of

matter and the spiritual state, which re-

veals itself dimly in psychological pheno-

mena, and arrives at its sublimity in the

God of the universe.

CHAPTER III.

GRAVITATION.

The forms of Matter—Shape of the Earth—Pro-
bability of the Mass forming this Planet having^

existed in a Nebulous State—Zodiacal Light

—

Comets—Volatilization ot SoPd Matter by Ar-

tificial means—The principle of Gravitation

—

Its influence through Space and within the Li-

mits—Gravitating powers of the Planets—Den-

sity of the Earth—Certainty of Newton's Law
of the Inverse Square—Discovery of Neptune

—State of a Body independent of Gravitation

—

Experiment explaining Saturn's Ring, &c.

—

General inference.

Let us suppose the earth, consisting of

three conditions of matter— the solid, the

fluid, and the aerifoim—to beset free from

that power by which it is retained in its

present form of a spheroid flattened at the

poles, but still subject to the influences of

its diurnal and annual rotations. Agreea-

bly to the law which regulates the condi-

tions of all bodies moving at high veloci-

ties, the consequence of such a state of

things would be, that our planet would in-

stantly, spread itself over an enormous area.

The waters and the solid masses of this

globe would, in all probability, present

themselves amidst the other phenomena of

space in a highly attenuated state, revolv-

ing in an orbit around the sun, or as a band

of nebulous matter, which might sometimes
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be rendered sensible to sight by condensa-

tion in the form of flio;hts of shooting

stais.

This may be illustrated by experiment.

If upon a rapidly revolving disc we place

a ball of dust, it will be almost immediate-

ly spread out, and its particles will arrange

themselves in a series of regular curves,

varying with the velocity of the motion.

In addition to the disintegration which

would arise from the tendency of the atoms

to fly from the centre, the motion in space

of the planetary mass would naturally oc-

casion a trailing out, and the only degree

of uniformity which this orb could, under
these imaginary conditions, possibly pre-

sent, would be derived from the combined
effects of dissimilar motions.

Amid the remoter stars, some remarka-

ble cloud- like appearances are discovered.

These nebulae, presenting to the eye of the

observer only a gleaming light, as from
some phosphorescent vapor, were long re-

garded as indications of such a condition

as that we have just been considering. As-
tronomers saw, in those mysterious nebulae,

a confirmation of their views, which regard-

ed all the orbs of the firmament as havino-

once been thin sheets of vapor, which had
gradually, from irregular bodies traversing

space, been slowly condensed about a cen-

tre, and brought within the limits of ag-

gregiting agencies, until, after the lapse of

ages, they became sphered stars, moving in

harmony amid the bright host of heaven.

Geologists seized on those views with

eagerness, as confirming theoretical coiiclu-

sions deduced from an examination of the

structure of the earth itself, and explained

by them the gradual accretion of atoms into

crystalline or stratified rocks.

The researches of modern astronomers,

aided by the magnificent instruments of

Lord Rosse, have, however, shown that

many of the most remaikable nebulae
are only clusters of stars, so remote from us,

that the lin:ht from them appears blended
into one diffusive sheet or luminous film.

There are, however, the Magellanic clouds,

and other singular patches of I'ght, exhibi-

ting changes which can only be explained
on the theory of their slow condensation.

There is no evidence to disprove the posi-

tion that world-formation may still be go-
ing on ; that a slow and gradual aggrega-
tion of particles, under the influence of

laws with which we are acquainted, may
be constantly in progress, to end, eventual-

ly, in the formation of a sphere.

May we not regard the zodiacal light as

the remains of a solar luminiferous atmos-

phere, which once embraced the entire

system of which it is the centre .^

—

Will not the strano;e chano-es which
have been seen to take place in cometary

bodies, even whilst they were passing near

the earth, as the division of Biela's comet
and the ultimate formation of a second nu-

cleus from the detached portion, strongly

tend to support the probability of the idea

that attenuated matter has, in the progress

of time, been condensed into solid masses,

and that nebulous clouds must still exist in

every state of tenuity in the regions of in-

finite space, which, in the mysterious

process of world-formation, will, eventual-

ly, become stars, and reflect across the

blue immensity of heaven, in brightness,

that light which is the necessary agent of

organization and all manifestations of beau-

ty.
.

,The inferences drawn from a careful

study of the condition of our own globe, Is

in favor of the assumption ot the existence

of nebulous matter. By the processes of

art and manufacture, by the operation of

those powers on which organization and
life depend, solid matter is constantly pour-

ed off in such a state that it cannot be de-

tected, as matter^ by any of the human
senses. Yet a thousand results, daily and
houily accumulating as truths around us,

prove that the solid metals, the gross

earths, and the constituents of animal and
vegetable life, all pass away invisible to us,

and become "thin air.'' We know that,

floating around us, these volatilized bodies

exist in some form or other, and numerous
experiments in chemistry are calculated to

convince us, that the most attenuated air is

capable with a slight change of circum-

stances, of being converted into the con-

dition of solid masses. Hydrogen gas, the

lightest, the most etherial of the chemical

elements, dissolves iron and zinc, arsenic,

sulphur, and carbon
;
and from the trans-

parent combinations thus formed, we can

with facility separate those ponderous bo-

dies. Such substances must exist in our

own atmosphere ; why not in the regions

of space } Whether this planet ever float-

ed a mass of nebulous matter, only known
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by its dim and filmy light, or comet-like

rushed through space with eccentric orbit,

are questions which can only receive the

reply of speculative minds. Whether the

earth and the other members of the Solar

System were ever parts of a Central Sun,
and thrown from it by some mighty
convulsion, thouo;h now revolvino: with all

the other masses around that orb, chained

in their circuits by some infinite power, is

beyond the utmost refinements of science to

discover. This hypothesis is, however, in

its sublime conception, worthy of the mas-
ter-mind that gave it birth

All we know is, that our earth is a

sphere, which, by the efi'ects of its motion,

is somewhat enlarged at the equator and
depressed at the poles ;—that it maintains

its regular course around the sun, in virtue

of a force which, acting constantly, would
eventually draw it into the body of the sun

itself ; but that this force is opposed by the

momentum of the revolving mass ;—that

the same force acting from the centre of

the earth itself, and from the centre of every

particle of its substance, resolves the whole
into a globular form.

Th3 principle of Gravitation is that

property of matter by which particle is at-

tracted by particle, and mass by mass, the

less towards the greater. What this may
be, we scarcely dare to speculate. In the

vast area of its action, which opens before

the eye of the mind, we see a power span-

ning all space, and linking together every

one of those myriads of worlds which span-

gle the robe of the Infinite, and we are

compelled to pause. Is this piinciple of

gravitation a property of matter, or is it a

power higher than the more tangible forces.^

is the question which presses on the mind.
If we regard it as a subtile principle perva-
ding all space, we compel ourselves to look

beyond it for another power yet more re-

fined ; and we cannot halt until, ascending

from the limitable to the illimitable, we
resolve gravitation and its governing influ-

ence to the centre of all power—the will of

the eternal Creator.

Science has developed the grand truth,

that it is by the exercise of this all-perva-

ding influence that the earth is retained in

its orbit—that the crystal globe of dew
which gli-tens on the leaf is bound togeth-

er—that the debris which float upon the

lake accumulates into one mass—that the

sea exhibits the phenomena of the tides

—

and the aerial ocean its barometic changes.

In all things this force is active, and
throughout nature it is ever present. Our
knowledge of the laws which it obeys, ena-

bles us to conclude that the sun and dis-

taat planets are consolidated masses like

this earth. We find that they have gravi-

tating power, and by comparing this influ-

ence with that exerted by the earth, we
are enabled to weigh the mass of one plan-

et against another. In the balance of the

astronomer, it is as easy to poise the most
remote star, as it is for the engineer to cal-

culate the weight of the iron tunnel of the

Menai Straits, or any other mechanical

structure. Thus throughout the universe

the balance of gravitating force is unerring-

ly sustained. If one of the most remote of

those gems of light, which flicker at mid-
night in the dark distance of the starry

vault, was, by any power, removed from its

place, the disturbance of these delicately

balanced mysteries would be felt through

all the created systems of worlds.

From the peculiarity of the laws which
this power called gravity obeys, it has been
inferred that it acts from centres of force

;

it is proved that its power diminishes in

the inverse ratio of the square of the dis-

tance, and that the gravi ating power of

every mate»ial body is in the direct pro-

portion of its mass. In astronomical cal-

culations we have first to learn tbe mass of

our earth. Experiment informs us that

the density of our hardest rock is not

above 2.8 ; but from the enormous pres-

sure to which matter must be subjected,

at great depths from the surface, the weight

of the superincumbent mass constantly in-

creasing, it is quite certain that the earth's

density mustbj far more than this. Mas-
kelyne suspended a plummet over Schehal-

lion, and Cavendish, with exceeding-

ly delicate apparatus, observed the attrac-

tion of masses of knovvn weight and size

upon each other ; and applying the powers

of arithmetical calculation, an I the data

obtained from the small experiments to the

larger phenomona, the first determined the

earth's mean density to be 4.71, whilst

the latter made it 5.43, and the more re-

cent refined investigations of Baily have

determined it to be 5.G7.

From data thus obtained by severe in-

ductive experiments and mathematical
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analysis, the astronomer, by observing the

deviations of the distant star from a true

path, is enabled to determine the influence

of those stellar bodies near which it passes,

and, hence, to calculate the relative mag-
nitude of each. The accuracy of the law

is in this way put to the severest test, and
the precision of astronomical prediction is

the strongest proof of its universality and
truth.

Rolling onward its lonely way, in the far

immensity of our system, the planet Ura-
nus was discovered by the elder Herschel,

—so great its distance that its diminished

light could scarcely be detected by the

most powerful teL scopes ; but since its

discovery its path has bcv n carefully watch-

ed, and some irregularities noticed. Most
of these disturbances were referable to

known causes ; but a little trembling ob-

served when the planet was in one portion

of its vast orbit was unexplained. Con-
vinced of the certainty of Newton's law,

these deviations were referred to the gra-

vitating influence of a mass unknown to

us ; and by the investigations of Adams in

England, and Le Verrier in France,
the place of an hypothetical planet was
determined ; and as a grand confirma-

tion of the great law, and to the glory of

those two far-searching minds, who do
honor to their respective countries and their

age, the hypothesis became a fact, in the

discovery of the planet Neptune in the

place determined by rigorous calculation.

Astronomy affords other examples of the

sublime truth of the law of gravitation, than
which science can offord no more elevated

poetry.

So completely is all nature locked in the

bonds of this infinite power, that it is no
poetic exaggeration to declare, that the

blow which rends any earthly mass is con-
veyed by succesi^ive impulses to every one
of ihe myriads of orbs, which are even too

remote for the reach of telescopic vision.

An illustrative experiment must close our
consideration of this remarkable principle.

We well know that a body in a fluid state

would, it su.spended above the earth, it be-

ing at the same time free to take any form,
naturally assume that of a flattened sphe-

roid, from the action of the mass of the

earth upon it ; whereas the force of cohesive

attraction acting equally from all sides of

a centre, would necessarily produce a per-

fect sphere. The best method of showing

that this would be the case, is as fol-

lows :

—

Alcohol and wator arc to be mixed to-

gether until the fluid is of the same specific

gravity as olive oil. If, when this is effect-

ed, we drop globules of the oil into the

mixed fluid, it will be seen that they take

an orbicular form ;— and, of course, in

this experiment the power of the earth's

gravitating influence is neutralized. The
same drops of oil under any other condi-

tions would be flattened. Simple as this

illustration is, it tells much of ihe wondrous

secret of thote beautifully balanced forces

of cohesion and of gravitation ;
and from

the prosaic fact we rise to a great philoso-

phical truth. Our experiment may lead

us yet father in exemplification of known
phenomena. If we pass an iron wire

through one of those floating spheres of oil,

and make it revolve rapidly, imitating the

motion of a planet on its axis, the oil

divides, and a ring, connected by the finest

possible film with the central globe, revol-

ves around it Here we have a minute

representation of the ring of Saturn. "^J his

is a suggestive experiment, the repetition

of which, by reflective minds, cannot fail

to lead to important deductions. The
phenomena of cohesion, ofmotion, and gra-

vitation, are all involved ; and we produce

results resembling, in a striking manner,

the conditions which prevail in the plane-

tary spaces, under the influence of the same
powers.

From the centre of our earth to the ut-

most extremity of the universe—from the

infinitely small to the immensely vast

—

gravitation exerts its force. It is met on

all sides by physical powers acting in an-

tagonism to it, but like a ruling spirit it

restrains them all.

The smallest dust which floats upon the wind
Bears this strong impress of the eternal mind.

In mystery round it, subtile forces roll

;

And gravitation binds and guides the whole.

In every sand, before the tempest hurled.

Lie locked the powers which regulate a world.

And from each atom human thought may rise

With might to pierce the mysteries of the skies,

—

To try each force which rules the mighty plan.

Of moving planets, or of breathing man
;

And from the secret wonders of each sod,

Evoke the truths, and learn the power of God.
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CHAPTER IV.

MOLECULAR FORCES.

Conditions of Matter— Variety of organized

Forms—Inorganic Forms—All matter reduci-

ble to the most simple conditions—Transmuta-
tion, a natural operation—Chemical Elementary
Principles—Divisibility of matter—Atoms
Molecules—Particles—Molecular Force in-

cludes several Agencies—Instanced in the Ac-
tion ot Heat on Bodies—All Bodies porous

—

Solution—Mixture—Combination—Centres of

Force—Different states of Matter (Allotropic

Conditions)—Theories of Franklin, ^pinus,
and Coulomb—Electrical and Magnetic Agen-
cies—Ancient Notions—Cohesive Attraction,

&c.

In contemplating the works of nature,

we cannot but regard, with feelings of re-

ligious admiration, the infinite variety of

fo.ms under which matter is presented to

our senses. On every hand the utmost
diversity is exhibited ; through all things

we trace the most perfect order ; and over

all is diffused the charm of beauty. It is

the uneducated or depraved alone who find

deformities in the creations by which we
are surrounded.

The three conditions of matter are—the

solid, the fluid, and the aeriform ; and
these belong equally to the organic and in-

organic world.

In organic nature we have an almost in-

finite variety of animal form, presenting

developments widely different from each
other, yet in every case suited to the cir-

cumstances acquired by the position which
the creature occupies in the scale of being.

Through the entire series, from the Polype
to the higher order of animals, even to

man, we find a uniformity in the progress

towards perfection, and a continuity in the

series, which betrays the great secret^ that

the mystery of life is the same in all,—

a

pervading spiritual essence associated with
matter, and modifying it by the master-
mechanism of an Infinite mind.

In the vegetable clothing of the surface

of the earth, which fits it for the abode of

man and animals—from the confervse of a

stagnant pool, or the lichen of the wind-
beaten rock, to the lordly oak or towering
palm—a singularly beautiful chain of being,

and of gradual elevation in the scale of or-

ganization, presents itself to the contem-
plative mind.

In the inorganic world, where the great

phenomena of life are wanting, we have
constantly exhibited the working of pow-

ers of a strangely complicated kind. The
symmetrical arrangement of crystals—th(5

diversified characters of mineral forma-

tions—the systematic aggregation of parti-

cles to form masses possessing properties

of a peculiar and striking nature—all prove

that agencies, which science, with all its

refinements, has not yet detected, are un-

ceasingly at work. Heat, electrici'y, che-

mical power—whatever that may be—and
the forces of cohesion, are known to be

involved in the production of the forms we
see ; but contemplation soon leads to the

conviction that these powers are subordi-

nate to others which we know not of. We
know only the things belonging to the sur-

face of our planet, and these but superfi-

cially. The geologist traces rock-forma-

tions succeeding each other (from the pri-

mary strata holding no traces of organized

forms, through the Paleozoic series, in

which, step by step, the history of animal

life is recorded,) to the more receut forma-

tions, teeming with relics, which, though

allied to some animal types still quickened

with life, are generally such as have passed

away. The naturalist searches the earth,

the waters and the air, for their living

things; and the diversity of form, the

vaiiety of condition, and the perfection of

organization which he discovers as belong-

ing to this our epoch—differing from, in-

deed bearing but a slight relation to, those

which mark the earth's mutations—exhibit,

in a most striking view, the endless variety

of characters which matter can assume.

We are so accustomed to all these phe-

nomena of matter, that it is with some
difiiculty we can b.nd ourselves to the

study of the more simple conditions in

which it exists.

The solid crust of this telluric sphere

—

the waters and the atmosphere—the diver-

sified fabrics of the vegetable kingdom

—

and the still more complicated structures of

men and animals—are, altogether, but the

aggregation of minute particles in accord-

ance with certain fixed laws. By mecha-

nical means all kinds of matter may be

reduced to powder, the fine particles of

which would not appear very different from

each other ; but each atom has been im-

pressed with properties peculiar to itself,

which man has no power to change.

To nature alone belongs the mysterious

property of transmutation. The enthusi-
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astic alchemist, by the agency of phj'sical

forces, dissipates a metal in vapor ; but it

remains a metal, and the same metal still.

By the Hermetic art, he breaks up the

combination of masses ; but he cannot alter

the principles of any one of the elements

which formed the mass upon which his skill

is tried.

Every atom is invested with properties

peculiar to all of its class ; and each one

possesses powers, to which in mute obe-

dience it is compelled, by which these pro-

perties are modified, and the character of

matter varied. What are those proper-

ties .'' Do we know anything of those pow-

ers t

The earth, so far as we are acquainted

with it, is composed of about sixty princi-

ples, which we call elementary. These

are the most simple states to which we can

reduce matter, and from them all the forms

of creation yet examined by the chemist

are produced. These elementary princi-

ples are, some of them, permanently

gaseous under the ordinary temperature,

and others exist as solid masses ; the dif-

ference between the two conditions being

regulated, as it appears, by the opposing

forces of heat and cohesive attraction.

Matter has been regarded by some as

infinitely divisable ; but the known con-

ditions of chemical combinations lead to

the conclusion that there are limits beyond

which matter cannot be divided. The
theory of atoms having determinate char-

acters, and possessing symmetric fi^rms,

certainly has the advantage of presenting

to the human mini a starting-point—

a

sort of standing ground, from which it can

direct the survey of cosmical phenomena.

The metaphysical hypothesis, which re-

solves all matter into proj)erties, and refers

rll things to ideas, leaves the mind in a

state of uncertainty and bewilderment.

Adopting the views of Dumas, with some
modifications, it will be found more
satisfactory to regard the ultimate atoms

of matter as points beyond the reach of

our examination ; which, according to a

law determined by the influences of the so

called imponderable forces, unite to form
molecules. Again, these molecules com-
bine to ioxm.\\iQ particles oi the mass which

we may regard as the limit of mechanical

division.

The particles of solid bodies are solid,

those of fluids fluid, and those of gaseous

bodies are themselves aeriform ; but it does

not follow that the molecules of any body
should be necessarily solid, fluid, or aeri-

form, fiom the circumstance of their hav-

ing formed the particles of a body in one
of t'lese states.

As this planet—a molecule in space—is

formed of aggregated atoms, and enveloped

by its own physical agencies— and as it is

involved in the infinitely extending influ-

ences of other planetary molecules, and
thus foims part of a system—so the mole-
cules of any mass are grouped into a sys-

tem or particle, which possesses the great

characteristic features of the whole.

In an aeriform body the particles are in

a state of extreme tenuity, the molecules

being themselves, by the influence of some
repulsive force, just on the verge where
cohe.-ion exerts its decaying power. In

fluid bodies, the attenuation of the parti-

cles is less—the particles and also the

molecules are nearer together. Whereas,
in the solid body, the forces of cohesion

are most strongly exerted, and all the

molecular conditions brought more power-
fully into action.

Under the term moltcular force, we in-

clude several agencies which are not alike,

but which are all-powerful in producing

the general characteristics of bodies These
require a somewhat close examination. All

the particles of even a solid mass are at a
distance from each other, and are free to

move. By heat we can increase the length

and thickness of a bar of iron, or any other

metal. Fluids and gases in like manner
obey the dispersive influence of caloric.

From these and other analogous results we
learn that all bodies have a greater or less

degree of porosity. The distance at which
the particles of fluid bodies are maintained,

is strikingly proved by the fact, that hy-

drated salts dissolved in water occupy no
more space than that which is equal to the

water contained in the crystalline body.

All the solid matter of the salt must, in

these cases, go to fill up the interstitial

spaces of the fluid.

The conditions which regulate the solu-

bility of bodies, and the power of solution,

regarded either as a mechanical or a che-

mical process, are very obscure. We might

be led to suppose, that those bodies j.os-

sessing the largest amount of unoccupied
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space were capable of holding the greatest

quantity of soluble matter dissolved. This

is not the case as a general rule.

The peculiar manner in which hydrogen

gas appears to dissolve solid substances, as

i^on, potassium, sodium, sulphur, phospho-

rus, selenium, and arsenic, is explained by

ret^arding the result as one of a chemical

character, and only a manifestation of the

powers of affinity over the forms of bodies.

In like manner the solution of salt in water,

or the mixture of alcohol in that fluid, may

be viewed as a chemical phenomena, al-

though usually considered as simple cases

of solution or mixture. Alterations of

temperature and other physical changes

take place in all. If two masses of metal,

tin and copper for example, are melted and

combined, the united mass will not equal

the bulk of the two masses. If a pint

measure of oil of vitriol and an equal

quantity of water are mixed together, the

combined fluids will not fill a two pint mea-

sure.

In these instances a large quantity of

heat is rendered sensible, as if it had been

squeezed out, by the force with which the

particles united, from interstices which it

would appear were filled with what we may

be allowed to call an atmosphere of heat.

Hence we conclude that, amongst the in-

fluences determining the molecular consti-

tution of a body, heat performs an impor-

tant part. All th:se facts go to prove that

the atoms which form the compound body,

whatever may be its character, are disposed

of as so many centres of force, which act

by influences of a peculiar character upon

each other. That these influences are de-

pendent upon known physical forces is cer-

tain ; but the laws by which the powers of

the ultimate atom are altered remain stiU

unknown.
In the great operations of nature, changes

are produced which we cannot understand,

and variations of condition do certainly

occur, which may be regarded as instances

of transmutation.

Amongst others, we may adduce the

difi'erent states in which we know carbon

to exist. We have the diamond with its

beautiful light-refracting property, its hard-

ness, and high specific gravity, capable of

being converted into graphite and coke.

Charcoal, graphite, and the diamond are

totally unlike each other, yet we know

they are each composed of the same
atoms. Charcoal is a black irregular sub-

stance, light and readily inflammable

;

graphite is crystallizable ; but the forms of

crystals cannot be referred to those of the

diamond, and it burns with difficulty. The
diamond occurs in the most regular and
beautifully transparent forms ; and it can
be burned only at the h'ghest artificial

temperatures. We are, however, con-

vinced by experiment that the brilliant and
transparent gem is made up of the same
atoms as those which go to form the dull

black mass of charcoal. What is the mys-
tery of this .? We know not. These pe-

culiar conditions have been the subjects of

anxious study ; but science has not yet let

in a ray of light upon the mystery. That
a difi'erent state— it has been called an
allotropic condition—is often induced in

the same class of atoms is certain ; and
hence the variety of the resulting com-
pounds. To continue our illustrations with

carbon—may not its combinations, in uni-

form proportions with oxygen and hydro-

g3n, owe their diflerences to some al-

lotropic change in the ultimate atoms of

this element }

We know that silicium—the metallic

base of flint—is capable of ansuming two

or more difi'erent states ; and sulphur,

selenium, phosphorus, and arsenic are

susceptible of these remarkable changes.

Copper, iron, tin, and manganese are known
to exist in at least two states, and many of

the rarer metals exhibit the same peculiari-

ty. Hence, may we not infer that some of

those substances, which we now term ele-

mentary, are but dissimilar conditions of the

same element } The remarkable resem-

blance between many of those bodies

strengthens the speculation. Iridium and
platinum, iron and n'ckel, chlorine, bro-

mine, iodine, and probably fluorine, arc

good examples of these similarities, although

these bodies are all distinguished by physical

and chemical diflferencjes.

The light-refracting gem, which glistens

on the neck of beauty, and is valued for

its pure transparency, differs only from

the rude lump of coke in its molecular ar-

rangement. Chemistry teaches us that we
may, without producing any disarrange-

ment of affinities, but merely by setting up
molecular disturbance, afi'ect decided

changes, as is strikingly shown in the co-
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lor of iodide of mercury, under the in-

fluence of heat ;— and by a slight change,

merely molecular, produced by caloric, iron

may be made to resemble platinum in

its chemical relations. On studying this

uestion we certainly find good reason for

upposing that bodies, resembling each

other in most of their properties, are the

result of different conditions which have

been impressed upon the ultimate atoms,

similar to those discovered in the sub-

stances we have named. 'J his hypothesis

appears to be more in accordance with the

great principles which we must conceive

guided the labors of an Infinite Mind, than

that which supposes a vast number of in-

dividual creations. It will be seen in the

sequel that light, heat, electricity, and

chemical action have the power of pro-

ducing yet more striking changes in the

forms of bodies ; and it is probable that,

according to the operations of these agents,

either combined or separate, acting over

different spaces of time, and under varying

circumstances, in relation to the molecular

forces, all these allotropic states may be

produced. Hence bodies may still be dis-

covered, which, from the imperfections of

science, resisting our means of decomposi-

tion, must, for a time, be regarded as new
elements.

The experiments of Faraday prove that

all matter is in certain polar conditions,

having apparently the powers of mutual
attraction and repulsion. Are the mole-

cular forces to be referred to any of

those powers } Are they not probably the

result of some ultimate principle of which
these properties are but the modified mani-

festations .'

Franklin supposed the minute atoms of

bodies to be surrounded with a fluid or

ether, which they condensed upon their

surfaces with great force—and we have
experiments showing that this is the case

—

whilst he regarded the atoms of the

ether itself as mutually repellent, thus es-

tablishing an rquilibi ium of forces. jEpinus
reduced the hypothesis of Franklin to a

mathematical theory ; and Coulomb j^royeJ
that the force with which the repulsion of

the ethereal atoms and the attraction of

the material molecules are produced, is,

like universal attraction, to whatever pow-
er that may be due, regulated by the law

of the inverse ratio of the square of the

distance. These views are found, upon
minute examination, to hold true to the

phenomena with which inductive science

has made us acquainted ; and the strikino*

manner in which, when submitted to the

rigorous investigations of geometers, they
agree with known conditions of electricity,

appears certairdy to favor the opinion that

this power may be materially connected
with these molecular arrangements.

Many of the phenomena which are con-
nected with the magnetic influences, also

bear in a remarkable manner upon this in-

quiry. But without the necessary proof of
direct experimental evidence, it were as

unphilosophical to refer the binding to-

gether of the molecules of matter to the

agency of electricity, in any of its modes,
as it would be to adopt the theory of the

hooked atoms of Epicurus, or the astrologi-

cal dream of the sympathies of matter.

Science, however, enables us to infer

with safety that the mechanism which re-

gulates the constitution of a cube of marble,

or a granite mountain, is of the same order

as that which determines the earth's place

in the solar system in the immensity of

space.

In fine, cohesion, or the attraction of
aggregation, is a power employed in bind-

ing particle to particle. To cohesion, we
find we have caloric opposed as a repellent

force ; and the mysterious operations of

those electrical phenomena, generally re-

ferred to as polar forces, are constantly, it

is certain, interfering with the powers of
cohesion, in addition, we have seen that

in nature there exists an agency which is

capable of changing the constitution of the

ultimate atoms, and of thus giving variety

to each resulting mass. What this power
may be, our science cannot tell ; but our
reason leads us, with firm conviction, to

the belief, that it is a principle which is,

beyond all others in its subtile influences,

manifesting to us the divine power of the

omni-cient Creator.

The molecular forces involve a conside-

ration of all the known physical powers,

the study of which, in their operations on
matter, will engage our attention. But it

is pleasant to learn, as we advance, step

by step in our examination of the pheno-
mena of creation, that wo may study the

grand in what externally appears the sim-

ple, and learn, in the mysteiies of a parti-
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cl3, the high truths which science has to

tell of a planet.

It may appear that we regard the forces

of gravitation and cohesion as identical.

Many phenomena, which we are enabled

to reach by the refinements of inductive

inquiry, certainly present to us a striking

similarity in the laws which regulate the

operations of these powers ; but it must be
remembered that their identity is not es-

tablished. To quote the words of Young :

*' The whole of our inquiries respecting the

intimate nature of forces of any kind must
be considered merely as speculative amuse-
ments, which are of no further utility, than

as they make our views more general, and
assist our experimental investigations.''

CHAPTER V.

CRYSTALLOGENIC FORCES.

Crystallization and Molecular Force distinguish-

ed—Experimental Proofs—Polarity of Particles

forming a Crystal—Difference between Organic
and Inorganic Forms—Decomposition of Crys-
tals in Nature—Substitution of Particles in

Crystals---Pseudomorphism—Crystalline Form
not dependent on Chemical Nature-"Isomor-
phism---Dimorphi?m—Theories of Crystalloge-
nic attraction---Influence of Electricity and
Magnetism—-Phenomena during Crystalliza-

tion---Can a change of Form take place in Pri-

mitive Atoms?—Illustrative example of Crys-
tallization.

'' Crystallization is a peculiar and
most admirable work of nature's geometry,
worthy of being studied with all the power
of genius, and the whole energy of the
mind, not on account of the delight which
always attends the knowledge of wonders,
but because of its vast importance in re-

vealing to us the secrets of nature ; for

here she does, as it were, betray herself,

and, laying aside all disguise, permits us to

behold, not merely the results of her opera-
tions, but the very processes themselves."
Such is the language of an Italian philoso-
pher, Gulielmini, and it is the striking pe-
culiarity of beholding the process of the
formation of the regular geometric fio-ures

of crystals, the gradual accretion of parti-

cle to particle, which induces us to separate
crystallization from mere molecular aggre-
gation. Without doubt the formation of a
crystal and the production of an amorphous
block are due to powers which bear a close

resemblance in many points ; but they
present remarkable differences in others.

Let us take some simple case in illus-

tration. In quiet water we have very

finely divided matter suspended, and
matter in a state of solution. The first

is slowly precipitated, and in process of

time consolidates into a hard mass at the

bottom, presenting no particular character,

unless it has been placed in peculiar physi-

cal conditions; when, as in nature, we
have a regular bedding which is intersected

by lines of lamination or of cleavage, which
we are, from experiment, enabled to refer

to the influence of current electricity. The
second-—the matter in solution—is also

slowly deposited ; but it is accumulated

upon nuclei which possess some peculiar

disposing powers, and every particle is uni-

ted by some particular face, and an angular

figure of the most perfect character results.

Many pleasing experiments would appear

to show that electricity has much to do in

the process of crystallization ; but it is evi-

dent that it must be under some peculiarly

modified conditions that this power is ex-

erted, if, indeed, it has any direct action.

The same substances always crystallize

in the same forms, unless the conditions of

the crystallizing body are altered. It has

been supposed ihat each particle of a crys-

talline mass has certain points or poles

which possess definite properties, and that

cohesion takes place only along lines which

have some relation to the attracting or re-

pelling powers of these poles. We shall

have, eventually, to consider results which

appear to prove that magnetism is univer-

sal in its influence, and that this polarity

of the particles of matter may be referred

to it.

Be the cause of crystallization what it

may, it presents to us a near approach in

inorganic nature to some of the peculiar

functions of organized creation. Jn the

one, we have the gradual accretion of parts

and the formation of members due to pe-

culiar powers of assimilation, each indi-

vidual preserving all its distinguishing fea-

tures ; and in the other, we have a regular

order of cohesion occurring under 'the in-

fluence of a power which draws like to

like, and arranges the whole into a form of

beauty.

We must, however, remember that a

striking difference exists between the pro-

ductions of the mineral and the other king-

doms of nature. Animals and v.^getables
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arrive at maturity by succes.-ivc develop-

inen's, and increase by the ai^simihition of

substances, having the power of producing

the most important chemical changes upon
such matter as comes within the range of

their influence ; but minerals are equally

perfect in the earliest stages of their forma-

tion, and increase only by the accretion of

particles without undergoing any change.

The animal and vegetable tribes cease to

continue the functions of life : death en-

sues, and a complete disorganization takes

place
; but this is not the case in the

mineral world ; the crystal being the re-

sult of a constantly acting force is not ne-

cessarily liable to decomposition. Never-
theless, we find in nature that crystals,

after arriving at what may be regarded as,

in some sort, their maturity, are, owing
to a chauQ-e of the conditions under which
they were formed, gradually decomposed.
In our mines we find skeletons of crystals,

and within the cavity thus formed, others

of a different constitution and figure find

nuclei, and the conditions required for their

devtlopment. Agam,, to give a striking

instance, the felspar crystals of the grani-

tic formations are liable to decomposition

in a somewhat peculiar manner. In de-

composing, these crystals leave moulds of

their own peculiar forms, and it not un-
frequently happens, in the stanniferous

districts of Cornwall, that oxide of tin

gradually fills these moulds, and we pro-

cure this metallic mineral in the form of

the earthy one. Again, we have the curi-

ous instances of bodies crystallizing in a

false form under chano-e of circumstances.

We find, for example, Pseudomorphism,
as this peculiar class of phenomena is

named, occurring by the removal of the

constituent atoms of one body, while an-

other set, which naturally assumes a differ-

ent form, takes their place, yet still pre-

serving the original shape. It often hap-
pens that copper pyrites will, in this

manner, exhibit the angles of an ordinary

variety of crystallized carbonate of iron.

These curious changes may be familiarized

by supposing a beautiful form of gold, which
some skillful mechanic takes to pieces, par-

ticle by particle, so skillfully substituting

a grain of brass for every one of gold re-

moved, that the loss of the precious metal

cannot be detected by any mere examina-
tion of its form.
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Crystalline form is not strictly depend-

ent upon the chemical nature of the parts

forming the crystal T he same number of
atoms, arranged in the same way, produce

the same form. Substances much unlike

each other will assume the same crystalline

arrangement. Magnosia, lime, oxide of

cadmium, the protoxides of iron, nickel,

and cobalt, combined with the same acid,

present similarly formed bodies. These
Isomorphic peculiarities are so common
that the discoverer of the phenomena,
Mitscherlich, announces as a law, " that

the chemical elements of which all bodies

consist are susceptible of being classified in

distinct groups."

We also find compounds which have two
distinct systems of crystallization. This

property, Dimorphism, is very strikingly

shown in carbonate of lime, which occurs

in rhombohedrons, in calc spar, and in

rhombic prisms in arraoonite.

Crystals are found of the most microsco-

pic character, and of an exceedingly large

size. A crystal of quartz at INIilan is three

feet and a quarter long, and five feet and a
half in circumference, and its weight is 870
pounds. Beryls have been found in New
Hampshire measuring four feet in length.

In the dark recesses of the earth, where
the influences which produce organization

and life cease to act, a creative spirit still

pursues its never-ending task of giving

form to matter.

The science of crystallogeny, embra-
cing the theoretical and practical ques-
tion of the causes producing these geome-
tiic forms, has in various ways attempted
to explain the laws according to which
molecules arrange themselves on molecules
in perfect order, giving rise to a rigidly cor-

rect system of architecture. But it can-
not be said that any theory yet propounded
is sufficiently exact to embrace the whole
of the known phenomena, and the ques-

tions,—What is crystallogenic attraction }

and what is the physical nature of the ulti-

mate particles of matter .^ are still open for

the inquiries of that genius which delights

in wrestling with the secrets of nature.

The great Epicurus speculated on the

''plastic nature" of atoms, and attributed

to this nature the power they possess of ar-

ranging themselves into symmetric forms.

Modern philosophers satisfy themselves

with attraction, and, reasoning from ana-^
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logy, imagine that each atom has a polar

system.

Electricity and light, and heat, exert

remarkable powers, and both acceleiate

and retard crystallization ; and we have re-

cently obtained evidence which appears to

prove that some form of magnetism has an

active influence in determining the natural

forms of crystals. Electricity appears to

quicken the process of crystalline aggrega-

tion—to collect more readily together those

atoms which seek to combine—to bring

thorn all within the limits of that influence

by which their symmetrical forms are de-

termined ; and stron^; evidence is now af-

forded, in support of the theory of magnet-

ic polarity, by the refined investigations of

Faraday and Plucker, which prove that

magnetism has a directing influence upon
crystalline bodies in direct dependence upon

the crystalline or optic axis of the body.

It has been found that crystals of sul-

phate of iron, slowly formin;/ from a solu-

tion which has been placed within the range

of powerful magnetic force, dispose them-

selves along certain magnetic curves ;

—

whereas the Arbor Dianae, or silver tree,

forming under the same circumstances,

takes a position nearly at right angles to

these curves. Certain groups of crystals

have been found in nature, which appear

to show, by their positions, that terrestrial

magnetism has been active in producing

the phenomena they exhibit.

During rapid crystallization, some salts

—as the sulphate of soda, boracic acid,

and arsenious acid crystallizing in muriatic

acid—exhibit decided indications of electri-

cal excitement. Light is given out in

flashes, and we have evidence that crystals

exhibit a tendency to move towards the

light. Professor Plucker has ascertained

that certain crystals— in particular the cy-

anite
—" point very well to the north, by

the magnetic power of the earth only. It

is a true compass needle ; and, more than

that, you may obtain its declination. '
' We

must remember that this crystal, the cyan-

ite, is a compound of silica and alumina

only. This is the amount of experimental

evidence which science has aflbrded in ex-

planation of the conditions under which na-

ture pursues her wondrous work of crystal

formation. We see just sufficient of the

operation to be convinced that the lumin-

ous star which shines in the brio-htness o^^o
heaven, and the cavern-secreted gem, are

equally the result of forces which are

known to us in only a few of their ntodifi-

catioDS.

Every substance, when placed under cir-

cumstances which allow of the free move-
ment of its molecules, has a tendency to

crystallize. All the metals may, by slow-

ly cooling from the melting state, be exhib-

ited with a crystalline structure. Of the

metallic and earthy minerals, nature fur-

nishes us with an almost infinite variety of

crj^stals, and by a reduction of temperature,

yet more simple bodies assume the most
symmetric forms. Water, in the condi-

tions of ice and snow, is a familiar and
beautiful example ; and, by puch extreme

degrees of cold as are artificially produced,

many of the gases exhibit a tendency to a

crystalline condition.

May not the solid elementary atoms be

susceptible of change of form under differ-

ent influences } May not the different

states under which the same bodies are

found—as, for example, silica, carbon, and
iron—be due entirely to a change in the

form of the primitive atom }

Admitting the probability of this, we
then easily see that the central molecule,

formed of an aggregation of such atoms,

uniting by particular faces, would present

a determinate form ; and that the resulting

crystal, a mass of such molecules, cohering

according to a given law, at certain angles,

would present such geometric figures as we
find in nature, or produce in our laborato-

ries, when we avail ourselves of processes

which nature has taught us.

If we take a particle of marble, and
place it in a large quantity of water acidu-

lated with sulphuric acid, it dissolves, and
a new compound results. The marble

disappears^—the eye cannot detect it by
form or color : the acid also has been dis-

guised—the taste discovers nothing sour

in the fluid. We have, in combination

with the water, the lime and sulphuric

acid ; but that combination appears to the

eye in no respect different from the water

itself. It is colorless and perfectly trans-

parent, although it holds a mass of solid

matter which previously would not allow

of the passage of a ray of light. Let us

expose this fluid to such circumstances that
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the water will slowly evaporate, and we
shall find forming in it, after a time, micro-

scopic particles of solid, light-refracting

matter. These particles gradually in-

crease in size, and we may watch their

growth until eventually we have a sym-
metric figure, beautifully shaped, the pri-

mary form of which is a right rhomboidal

prism. Thus in nature, by the action, in

all probability, of vegetable matter on the

sulphates hold in solution by the water of

the great rivers and the ocean—aided by
our oxidizing atmosphere—sulphuric acid

is formed to do its work upon the limestone

formations, and from this combination

would result the well-known gypsum, or

plaster of Paris, which ordinarily exists as

an amorphous mass, but is often found in a

crystalline form.

This is a very perfect illustration of the

wonderful process we have been consider-

ing, and in which, simple though it ap-

pears to be, we have set to work a large

portion of the known physical elements of

the universe. By studying aright the re-

sult which we have it in our power to ob-

tain in a watch glass, we may advance our

knowledge of gigantic phenomena, which

are now progressing at the bottom of the

ocean, or of the wondrous agencies which
are in operation, producing light-reflecting

gems within the secret recesses of the

rocky ciust of our globe.

To 6e continued.

From La Lumiere.

THE HELIOGRAPHIO SOCIETY.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY J. RnSSEL SNELLIN&, M. D.

Meeting of March 2ls?., 1851.

—

M. Ziegler, President.

After the reading of the verbal pro-

cess, the president invited members who
took part in the discussions, to assemble

every successive Monday, at the society's

room, to consider the reports rendered,

and which would appear in the number of

the Journal published the Sunday follow-

ing.

The order of the day having been called,

the reports of the three Committees were

read. The first had for its object the

directions it was expedient to give, for the

manufacture of French photographic pa-

pers ; the second, was relative to the estab-

lishing of a heliographic press ; the third,

was that of the Album

.

QUESTION OF THE PAPERS.
M. Bayard stated that the Committee

had met the first time ; that its labors had
not yet terminated, but that it could be

referred to the next meeting of the Society.

M. Ziegler fully demonstrated the im-

portance of this question. He did not

think it his duty to participate in the opin-

ion of one of the members, who desired

that the Society should equally contribute

to order from the Causon paper mills a vat

of paper designed for the photographer. If

this vat should not succeed, the Society
would be encumbered with papers. If, on
the contrary, the vat should succeed, the

manufacturer is assured of the most prompt
and advantageous sale. The advantages
are such in case of success, that they could
content themselves to pledge the workmen
to enlist in the work at their own riska

and perils.

M. Regnault thought it would be a
hinderance to support only one house ; this

partiality would be sufficient to oflfend

others., and discourage them in their ef-

forts.

M. Ziegler produced evidences of the

attempts made in England for arriving at

the results which the Society had that

moment proposed, A large faction was
engaged with the precautions that several

members had just recommended, and it

had failed repeatedly ; the danger appear-

ed to have existed only in the results, and
the delay in the composition of the papers
had a tendency to deprive the science of
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those benefits which it should speedily re-

ceive.

M. Regnault believed, that in order to

arrive at the good results under this report,

he should not seek to purify the paper al-

ready manufactured, by the use of acids
;

besides their taking by this means, a part

of the strength and consistency necessary

to it, the presence of the acids would pre-

vent the effect of the new chemical combi-

nations to which it is submitted for giving

it the photogenic property. M. Regnault

believed that it was expedient to seek for

this kind of paper a particular composition;

instead of old rags, which contain a con-

siderable quantity of foreign matters of

every kind, the cotton wool, or other choice

materials, should be used, very clean

;

ihis is the means truly to arrive at a great

homogeneousness of nature.

M. Le Gray having insisted upon the

disastrous effects of the acids in the prepa-

ration of the paper, said that the new pa-

pers failed in consistence ; he preferred the

old.

M. Bayard thought that the papers by
the machine, should be preferable to those

by the form.

M. Ziegler inquired of M. Regnault
whether it would be out of place to say

something of the fine experiments made at

the college of France, with the pneumatic

machine, and of which he had been a wit-

ness.

M. Regnault not only agreed to it, but

gave the following fact. He had submit-

ted the paper of commerce to a washing in

ley, then a coating of fresh albumen {or

T.ement) made of different materials, with-

oit interfering with the ordinary effects.

M. R. finished this experiment in the

2)neumatir. machine. He obtained a com-
plete impregnation by this process. The
sheets are rolled out and placed together

in the same upright receptacle. All the

air is exhausted, the quantity being

considerable. The bad albumen spreads

itself, by this mode of impregnation, strains

tthrough the pores of the paper and does

not saturate it.

The impregnation by the aceto-nitrate,

on the contrary, succeeds perfectly well,

and the uniformity is complete. We can

in half an hour by means of the vacuum,
^prepare as much as fifty sheets of paper.

M. Ziegler foresaw the time perhaps not

far distant, when it would be ascertained

that the papers are prepared in the same
manner as the colors among the merchants.

These papers, whether^05^7^^'e or negative^

should be sold in packages wrapped up with

the greatest precaution.

M. Le Gray said the iodine paper was
inconvenient from its spotting easily ; it

would be difiicult therefore for the paper
dealers to preserve a certain number of

sheets, as he was obliged to leave them to

the constant handling of customers ; it

would be much better, added he, for the

purpose of greater security, that every

operator should prepare his own paper.

M. Gaudin condemned in general the

preparation of paper by acids and liquids.

It would be much better, more expeditious

and less laborious, according to his opinion,

to cover the paper with a coating of the

iodide of silver in powder, and spreading it

upon the paper by means of cotton. We
can spread in this manner any salt we
wish, bromide, iodide, etc.

QUESTION or THE HELIOGRAPHIC PRESS.

The president observed that the ques-

tion of the press differed essentiaUy from
the proposition made for finding a man to

draw positive proofs for photographers.

The press is an establishment of which we
can make some plans and estimates, pre-

vious to inquiring of the clerks who will

necessarily arrive, whether the proposition

shown is advantageous. We should no
longer hesitate to found an establishment

of this kind, and the moment has arrived
;

the Committee of historic monuments hav-

ing offered a mart to the productions of our

heliographers, it would be prudent to ac-

cept the offer.

The wish having become general to pos-

sess fine proofs, we have powerful motives

to interest us in such an establishment.

The price is perhaps too high. T his, how-
ever, could be regulated by the actual

state of the art.

M. Le Gray. An ordinary proof costs

If., a good proof If. 50 to 2f. It is esti-

mated that with a well provided manufac-

tory, better purchases may be effected.

M. Caesar Daly—invited to this re-

union— said :

" I have come with the hope of obtain-

ing satisfaction from the Heliographic

Society, under this report. I publish the

Revue d^architecture^ which has reached
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the ninth year of its circulation ; I have

made the greatest sacrifices to establish it,

and I have held in esteem the advancement
of the art. Photography imposes upon me
new sacrifices which I am ready to make.
I would give, were it possible, a heliogra-

phic proof in each number of my review,

or twelve a year ; at the amount of five

or six cents a number, what would be the

expense ?"

M. Le Gray. I will make with 100
grauimcs of nitrate of silver, from one

hundred to 115 sheets of paper.

M. Bayard assumed that a prepared

sheet would cost 25 centimes, and he es-

timated the proof still more dear than M.
Le Gray.

M. Le Gray. It would be a clear

and powerful advantage to work during the

whole time
; certain conditions of the place

would increase the expenses of the press.

Were it obliged to furnish regularly 500
samples, the price of 1 franc for a proof

would be a possible case.

M. Daly. All architects desire the es-

tablishing of a press. Yet it is necessary

that his productions should be fixed at a

saleable price. If it is not wished to take

for basis an engraved proof, that co-ts the

moderate sum of 10 cents, and which does

not much exceed the price of liihochromes

—then the photograph would be to him
the most preferable.

A member said to M. Daly that it would
be impossible for him to insert photographic

proofs in the text of his review.

M. Le Gray said that the matter was
possible, and that it was already done by
pasting the proof in the same manner as

we would an engraving upon China paper.

M. Piot observed to M. Daly, that the

price of the design, with the engraving and
drawing of one of the plates published in

his work, being placed in comparison with

that of the photograph, all the advantage
would be in favor of the last mode of pub-
lication. M. Piot rated a negative at 40
francs,

M. CjTSsar Daly considered the appli-

cation of photography superior to any other

means for the reproduction of religious

monuments, as a means exceedingly valua-

ble to architects, to whom it has saved an
iijfinite amount of labor.

M. Durieux remarked that the com-
i ttee of arts had public instruction, and

was engaged with all these questions ; that

not only had it prepared them, but it had
settled them. He had supposed that it

was not deemed proper for an editor to

introduce the photographic proofs in thes';

current works of commerce, but as they

cou'd be introduced into works of refine-

ment, the speculation was therefore practi-

cable.

M. Ziegler spoke of a combination of

positive glasses, in which he could draw a

great number of proofs all at once,

M. Le Gray could discover great diffi-

culties in this combination ; such a design

required a certain time of exposition to the

sun ; again, it required a third more, or

twice the length of time, more or less. The
matter appeared to him practicable upon
certain conditions. He calculated that one

man alone could not attend to more than

five glasses at once.

The importance of establishing a press

havincr been more and more demonstrated

by this interesting discussion, M. M. Re-
nard and Le Gray were invited to make
a wiitten estimate of the cost upon this

establishment, as a useful guide to the la-

bo: s of the Committee.

QUESTION OF THE ALBUM.
ENUMERATION OF THE OBJECTS.

The president gave a general invitation

to photographers present, to co-operate in

the formation of the album destined to

confirm the progress of photography.

M. Bayard announced that the Com-
mittee entrusted with the task of examining

the proposition relative to the formation of

this work, intended to propose the crea-

tion of four albums, in which each proof

would be classed in a catalogue in the

order of its date. To this he replied

that it would be worth more to have one

album complete and varied than four in

perspective. The president will surely

ofier to the Committee a perfect plan

which the Society can zealously sanction

by its approbation.

M, Ziegler entreated the members of

the Society to add to each proof some ex-

planatory notes, and as the object-glass has

an importance on the acquired results, he

recommended that it should be desio;nated.

For this purpose, it would be well to give

the object-glasses distinctive names; this

custom is adopted for canoes, ships, pieces

of artillery, etc. Foimcrly chevaliers
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christened their swords or gave names to

the horses, which endure a shorter time

than the object glasses, the existence of

which is incalculable in duration. Every
fine proof which we can attribute to the

merits of a certain object-glass, increases

the value of such a glass, to identify which
it becomes necessary to provide a name.
In this manner, the reputation of iostru-

ments being established, it becomes im-
jiortant to the manufacturing houses. One
of the members foresaw the danojer of a

counterfeit, but this scourge, which applies

to valuable matters, said the president, re-

sults from the same conditions of humanity,

where the bad goes side by side with

the good, without depreciating its value.

There was a way to combat the counterfeit.

The honorable member remarked that

the future interest which these glasses

would inspire would survive the artist,

and will remain as historic memorials of

the protographic art. In support of this

declaration, a member cited the German
lenses which all bear a number in order,

and the name of the manufacturer, which
gives them a definite importance.

M.M. Le Gray and Negre having pro-

duced at the commencement of the session

a series of photographic proofs, the Presi-

dent adjourned the meeting, in order to

permit the members to examine at leisure

the interesting works of these able artists

and photographers.

INSTITUTIONS FOR PROMOTING THH FINE ARTS.

BY J. K. FISHER.

I design to take a general view of the

flans of the National Academy, the Art-

Union, the New York Gallery, and such

other institutions as are in existence or in

contemplation, for the promotion of the

Fine Arts in this city. How they are

managed, whether with more or less ability

and fairness than isusuall^ found in human
aifairs, is a question not necessary for me
now to discuss ; and which I therefore

gladly leave to those who can settle it with-

out renderino; themselves liable to the

charge of undue partiality or prejudice.

The chief function of the Academy is to

educate artists, in all things exclusively

pertaining to the arts. This is unquestion-

ably good : individual artists, even the

greatest, have never afibrded such useful

instructions as are obtained from the bodies

of talented men who give instructions in

academies : no one man knows all things

that may be known in his age or country
;

and therefore the student is more likely to

find the truth, if he have many to advise

him, than he is if guided by only one.

The secondary function of the Academy
is, to place the works of artists before the

public, giving them a fair chance of fame
and patronage. So far well ; but further

on I shall show that something more is

needed for this purpose;—something which,

I believe, the constitution of the Academy
does not authorise it to provide.

Another secondary function is, to confer

the honor of membership on the worthiest.

At first one negative excluded a candidate

;

afterwards three negatives excluded him.

And now the Academy has altered this

part of the constitution, so that a majority

of votes shall elect a candidate.

It is intended to raise funds, by setting

apart from the proceeds of the annual ex-

hibitions a certain portion, to pension the

widows and orphans of academicians.

While I approve the feeling which dictates

this, 1 cannot but think that the money
might be so applied as to prevent more

indigence than in this way it can relieve.

Farther on I shall propose a plan which I

think would work better.
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The Art-Union, contrary to the usual

course of trade, is an institution opened by
purchasers^ to provide themselves with

works of art, and to diflfuse taste, and other-

wise advance the arts. Instead of employ-

ing clever salesmen and puffers, to sell for

excessive prices, it employs clever buyers,

to buy at prices not higher than moderate

liberality dictates. Very well intended.

But there is this about it, which I deem a

radical defect, that it excludes the best

judgment from its management, that of

professional artists. Selfish as men are, it

will do more harm than good to art and
taste to exclude artists from the arbitra-

ment in the selection of works to be pur-

chased, I venture to say that if the Aca-
demy should expend its surplus in purchas-

ing works for its own permanent gallery, it

would do more for the improvement of art

than any unprofessional committees will

do, however impartial they may be.

The Art-Union requires pictures suited

to the wants of its subscribers, rather small,

to be placed in rooms of common size.

And it likes to have a considerable num-
ber of prizes. This, though well to a cer-

tain extent, is not all that is wanted :

—

perhaps the directors would reply that they
are fully aware of it, and suggest that

artists should attempt that something more
which is wanted. Jt is absolutely necessa-

ry to the existence of the highest excellence,

that artists should be the greater part of

their time engaged on works th it not only

have some relation to the sublime and beau-
tiful, but that are of the size of nature.

This is no individual notion : maiiy of the

most eminent English artists regard mag-
nitude in pictures as an important means
of affecting the spectator, and relieving the

artist from technical difficulties. Illusion,

which the unlearned always admire, and
artists always labor for, more or le^s, con-

sciously or unconsciously, is not to be ob-

tained on small canvasses, without immense
difficulty, if there be different distances to

represent ; but the scene painter, with mo-
derate skill, easily produces it, because he

has a large canvass, placed at considerable

distance from the spectator. The eye, or

eyes, when near a picture, will perceive

that it is paint, and not flesh ; that it is

flat canvass, and not space and substances;

but in proportion as the distance of the

picture from the spectator increases, the

difficulty of perceiving the reality of pain t

and canvass becomes greater. And a

rather weak light greatly aids to produce

illusion : both in conjunction make the

rough work of the scene painter quite sur-

prising to those who have seen it by day-

light. While the artist, especially the

colorist, labors almost in vain to make his

small picture look true to nature, he might

easily accomplish it on a large scale, and

have so much the more liberty to think of

other qualities, perhaps more important

;

but an artist of true taste never likes to

fail in what he certainly ought to be master

of—mere imitation. Therefore I say, that

the Art-Union has not the constitutional

faculty to produce a great school of color
;

nor has the Academy ; nor can any insti-

tution do it that does not keep artists at

work on large picture.^. The Academy
may teach to paint ; the Art-Union may
employ him on fancy or pretty little pic-

tures ; and this is much, but not enough.

I here take the best view of the Art-

Uniot, regarding it as it was intended to

be,—not as it is. The readers of this jour-

nal are aware that 1 have had occasion to

denounce its managers as unfit to conduct

the affairs of any liberal institution, and un-

worthy of the respect of any gentleman.

They have calumniated artists ; myself

particularly, by asserting that they had

declined 4;o purchase my copies from the

Venetian master-pieces ; and they have

refused me permission to reply to their

slander in their own columns, and have

not, to my knowledge, retracted it.

The New York Gallery, if its finan-

cial schemes were efficient, might do much
towards supplying this deficiency. As it

is, I see little prospect of its funds becom-
ing adequate to its mission^ whatever that

may be. What ought to have been done

at the outset, and should be done now, is,

to appropriate not less than thirty thou-

sand a year to the support of it from the

city treasury, and open it free to all who
would not abuse it. Such a measure would

benefit the real estate of the city : every

land-holder is interested in having such a

measure effected.

The public gallery system is the true

one ; sooner or later it will prevail ; and

every village will have its public gallery.

But until there is civilization enough to

establish it, we must use other means.
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But, as matters now stand, what is
'

wanted ? What faculty, not possessed by
these, should be sought in some new or-

ganization ?

An Association for the Exhibition
OF Paintings, and other works, conducted

on the following principles, appears to »ie

what is wanted : It should exhibit the

works of all who have considerable talents,

or the promise of it : it should give to each

a share of the profits proportioned to the

value for exhibition purposes of the works

he had in the exhibition : it should allow

to each an influence in the management
proportioned in the same way: and it should

give the best opportunity for the sale of

works.

Though at first such an association might

bs limited in its means, both as to money
and works of art, and not able to make a

highly attractive exhibition, nor to assemble

within its walls all the elite of society
;
yet

after the first struggle were manfully made,
it would not fail of that success which

would enable it to send circulating collec-

tions through the country, and thus to af-

ford a far better chance of sale than artists

now have for their works. Besides the

lottery system, practised with such success

by the Art-Union, might be adopted in

all the places of exhibition ; and varied

from the strict rule, which that institution

finds expedient, of drawing for pictures

without regard to the choice of the sub-

scriber ; and thus, better suiting the wishes

of those who desired to buy chances, it

would sell more. The London Art-Union
has money prizes, not payable in cash, but

which allow ih3 drawer to choose his pic-

ture from the whole collection, as if he

were buying for cash : this is better for the

subscriber. But it would be still better

that a person should, at any moment, rafile

any amount he choose against the picture

that pleased him. This conld be done in

an instant, and it would be highly con-

venient for strangers who might wish to

take their winnings with them, instead of

waiting until the end of the year, and then

incurring the expense and risk of transit.

But the main feature would be that of

showing to the whole country works of

efficient size and high excellence, which

cannot be sold until public galleries are

established. That the people of this coun-

try are ready to pay for such entertainment

is proved by the success of many exhibi-

tion'^, of few pictures each, and those not

always of great merit or celebrity ; a

tolerably flourishing exhibition does not

fail of success, if it can stand until it be-

comes known. And the exhibition of such

an association would be known beforehand

to be worth seeing, as the Academy's is :

one does not wait to hear how it is liked,

but goes in haste. Herein is the great

advantage of the exhibitions of an institu-

tion over private ones ; \the latter may ad-

vertise for months, and the press may com-
mend it liberally and sincerely—all that is

regarded as the trickery of trade, so many
are the papers that have sold their praises

even to the vilest productions. After a

few years, if an association were managed
on the only principles which members of a

liberal art should be governed by, the pub-
lic would rely upon its name, well assured

of getting the full worth of the admittance

fees, and it is not credible that it would bo

neglected for many years. The difiiculty

lies in starting, in getting men without hope

to work and pay money, in getting the

press to send even a boy to look at, or to

believe that any work not yet sanctioned by

the authorities is a work of merit. The
truth is, we have an inefficient press, which

will remain so until it is paid wholly by its

readers, and paid liberally ; and the fine

arts have cause to curse its profligacy, for

it has blown up more bags of wind than all

other causes put together, to divert at-

tention from true art ;—in short, the ad-

vertising system is pernicious to all matters

of taste. But with all these evils to en-

counter, courao-e and liberal exertions will

tiiumph : let it be asked, not whether the

thing will succeed, but whether it is right

or wrong ; if right, set about it, but in that

prudent way which will not render delayed

success equivalent to defeat.

One advantage of this system of circula-

ting exhibitions which I propose, is that it

will be the precursor of public galleries :

it will cause the production of gallery pic-

tures beforehand ; and b?get the notion and

desire of permanent collections, with spa-

cious rooms, accessible to all decent per-

sons, even though they be not able to pay

for such luxuries more than would fall to

their share of the tax. How has it been

here } have not the temporary exhibitions

excited the want which has tried to satisfy
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itsBlf by establishing the New York Gal-

lery ? I think they have. And so it na-

turally must be everywhere : taste once

developed, it will have galleries ; if sordid

governments will not establish them, pri-

vate exertions will, though in a smaller way,

and less beneficial to all. And when cities,

or liberal societies in them, begin to form

galleries, the circulating exhibitions will

assist them in many ways, if they do not

tie thi ir hands up by too many bows, after

the fashion of those^ politicians who scheme

to make constitutions and laws so ingenious

that incompetent persons cannot govern

badly under them. With reasonable liberty

of action, such an institution as I propose

I
would make galleries grow up in all the

cities of the union, and afford more in-

nocent and refininn: amusement than is

dreamed of in the brick-and-water phi-

losophy of those who contradistinguish

the beautiful from the useful, and talk of

the fine arts as if they were of small im-

portance.

From La Lumiere.

11

THE WORLDS' FAIR.

anslated from the French by J. Russell Snelling. M. D.

To Mons'uur De Montfort

:

S[R :—Intrusted by you with the honor-

able and delicate mission of describing to

the readers of La Lumiere, in a series of

critical letters, the contributions of the

photographers of different nations to the

World's Fair at London, I cannot wholly

conceal fiom myself for a single moment
the many and various difficulties which
this task imposes upon me. I have like-

wise, hesitated a long time as to the man-
ner which it would be the most expedient

and useful for me to begin the subject. A
single word from one of those men whom
it gives me pleasure t > call my preceptors

in the art, terminated my perplexities and
decided my irresolute mind. In a visit

of several days— made quite recently to

Paris. I related my troubles to M. Zieg-

ler, who thus said to me :
" Why give

yourself so much trouble to arriv3 less ex-

peditiously at that point which you could

reach very easily by marching straight

before you ? The chief wish of our pho-
tographers is, to know what their brethren

of foreiirn countries are sendino; to London.
Commence by making out a catalogue,

then you will render an account of the

works."

The advice was good, and I have fol-

lowed it. In the indication of the name
of artists, I have adopted the alphabetical

order. Before the name I inscribe the

number of the order in which each member
is found in the list ; after the name, I

write the number which is devott d to him

in the official catalogue ; then I indicate

the number of the frames, with those proofs

which they contain, designate those which

are upon paper, upon plates, and upon
glass ; and afterwards, I copy the excellent

remarks accompanying the works which
the authors have judged apropos. As to

a classification of nations, it was veiy na-

tural that 1 should have followed the same
order which has bei n adopted in the Crys-

tal Palace. To commence with the United

States, the department of which is situated

at the eastern extremity of the Hyde Paik
edifice, and to fini.sh our description with

England and its dependvucies, which aie

placed at the western extremity, and pass-

ing along through the intervening nations,

appears to me the most rational method.

United States of America:— 1. Mr.
Brady, of New York. 137, has exhibited

35 portraits upon plates.

2. Mr. Evans, Buffalo, U. S., 1C5
;

Three frames, each containing six por-

traits upon plates.
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3. Messrs. Fontaine & Porter, (bearing

the number 550 which does not yet exist

in the U. S. catalogue): view of Cincin-

nati, composed of eight plates united in the

same frame, and where the points of junc-

tion are concealed by perpendicular fillets,

in such a way that the spectator [appears

to see the city through a gallery of co-

lumns.

4. Mr. Harrison, 225 ; Five portraits

upon plates, and several camera obscura.

5. Messrs. W. & F. Langenheim : Pa-
norama of Philadelphia and a view of

Fairmount, near Philadelphia. In both,

several proofs upon paper, are brought to-

gether so as to form a panorama. Talbo-
type.

6. Mr. Lawrence, 151; Twenty-six
portraits, among which six are representa-

tions of three persons from nature.

7. Mr. J. G. Mayall, Philadelphia, 491;
Seventy-two plates, among which is found
Notre Dame^ from M. Le Baron Gross.

8. Messrs. Meade Brothers, N. Y. 109;
Twenty-four frames containing nearly all

single portraits upon plates, together with

some groups.

9. Mr. W. A. Pratt, Richmond, Va.,

264 ; Three frames enclosing jointly twen-

ty-six portraits upon plates.

10. Mr. .Tno. A. Whipple, Boston, 451 :

Five single portraits ; three family groups,

one of which has seven figures, another

nine, and the last six, the whole upon
plates. A daguerreotype of the moon
taken by means of the large telescope

at the Cambridge observatory.

10. Mr. J. H. Whitehurst, Norfolk, Va.,

377 : Twelve views upon plates, of the

Niagara Falls, taken from nature, in Sept.

1850.

Germany:—1 1 . Mr. J. William Albert,

Frankfort upon the Main, No. 7 in the

catalogue of Frankfort upon the Main :

Four large proofs upon paper, and twenty-

six plates—the generality ovals—nearly all

representing groups from objects of art.

Mr. W. Albert also exhibits several arti-

cles of photographic apparatus.

11. Mr. Frederick Strauch, Frankfort

upon the Main, 33 : Two proofs upon
paper, one of which is colored.

Austria :—12. Mr. Paul Pretsch,

Vienna : Fourteen views, upon paper, of

Vienna and of Schvenbrugn, taken mostly

while residing at the imperial capital

;

nine heads from antiquity, either from
medals or from bas-reliefs.

Italy :—13. Messrs. F. & G. Vogel,

Milan, 739 : Eighteen portraits, nearly all

full length, upon paper, by the Talbotype

process.

France:—14, M. H. Bayard, 414:
Three frames containing in all sixteen

proofs upon paper.

15 M. Blangunst Evrard, Lille, 1551 :

A fiame containing nine proofs. The
author has had a note appended to it as

follows :
*' These positive proofs are ob-

tained by a new process, permitting me
with the same negative to make and deli-

ver in the same day and in rainy weather,

two or three hundred proofs. The price

of each proof varies from 15 to 20 centimes^

according to its size."

16. M. Cousin, Paris, 1577: Seven po-

sitive proofs obtained with the negatives,

upon paper.

17. M. Christofle. In the glass of this

manufacturer is discovered a portrait of a

young girl, upon plate. It is a specimen of

the plates prepared in the manufactory of

M. Christofle, by the electro chemical

process.

18. M. Flacheron Nayard, 836 : a

frame containing seven large views of

Rome, upon paper. -

19. M. A. Govin: Two frames contain-

ing altogether six pictures, upon plates,

eight of which are colored.

20. M. Gustave Le Gray, 585 : Two
frames, each containing nine proofs upon

paper.

21. M. Henri Lesecq, />92 : Two frames,

each containing six proofs, views of differ-

ent parts of the cathedral of Rheims, wi'h

those of Amiens and Chartres.

22. M. Martens, 610 : Two frames, in

which are fourteen photographic proofs

upon glass and upon paper, obtained with

the apparatus of Lerebours and Secretan.

Moreover, a panoramic view of Paris,

from one of the towers of Notre Dame,
with the panoramic apparatus of M. Mar-

tens.

23. M. Maucomble, 620 : Five colored

portraits, upon plates.

24. M. Sabatier, 1467 : A portrait up-

on plate.

25. M. Saugrin: Four colored portraits

upon plate.

28. M. Amedee Thierry : Nine plates,
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upon eight of which is reproduced a view
of Lyons, and upon the ninth is represent-

ed a portrait of the author.

England: -21. M. Beard, 292 : Fif-

teen portraits, both colored and dark, upon
plates

28. Mr. Bingham, 302: Nineteen pho-

tographic proofs.

29. Mr. Samuel Buckle, 301 : Twelve
proofs obtained by negative proofs upon
paper.

30. Mr.CIaudet, 296: Twenty-one dark

portraits upon plates ; forty-three others

colored. M. C. has exhibited besides a

photographic paradox, a photographometer,

a dynactometer, a new camera obscura for

every kind of plate, and the different plans

of lenses ; a mercury bath capable of con-

taining plates of all sizes, and a great num-
ber all at once ; a multiplying apparatus

;

an apparatus for preparing plates with-

out powder or liquids, when they have been

once polished ; two frames containing

several specimens from scientific experi-

ments. We should not omit a small piece

of furniture inclosed in a palisade, adorned
with eight medallions containing colored

portraits of women, surrounding a central

plate upon which are represented their in-

fants ; likewise colored.

31. Mr. VVm. Collies, Jersey, number 2
in the catalogue of Jersey and Guernsey

:

Twenty proofs upon paper.

32. Messrs. Griffiths & Le Beau : Six

portraits upon plates ; colored.

33. Messrs. Harmer, 398 : Three large

proofs upon paper, in three different frames.

34. Messrs. Hanneman & Malone, 297

:

Fifty-one proofs upon paper, portraits and
views. Talbotype.

35. Messrs. D. O. Hill & Robt. Adam-
son, 300. Study of calotype, on paper:

Seventeen proofs in the first frame : Fish-

ers of the village ofNewhavcn^^n- a r in,

hurg. In the second frame are fifteen

different objects ; in a third are seventeen

other proofs; in a fourth, twenty-one por-

traits. Mr. Alex. Hill, (probably a bro-

ther of Mr. D. 0. Hill, the author of the

works which we class under the No. 35),
has a tached to the frame last spoken of,

the following note :
*•' Each of these proofs

can be sent by mail, upon an order being

addressed to the publisher, stating the

n amber of calotypes wanted. The proof

cost; five shillinfrs."

36. Mr. Kilburn, 294; Three colored

portraits upon plates.

37. Mr. J. E. Mayall, the same as those

exhibited with the United States, 291
;

Thirty-five plates, scenes, portraits, etc.

38. Mr. Hugh Owen, Bristol, 303;
Thirty-six proofs on paper ; views, por-

traits, tableaux, etc.

39. 'Mr. W. Paine, 295; Six poitraits

on plates, five of which are colored by A,

Tyree.

40. Messrs. Ross & Thomson, Edin-

burg, 299 ; Two frames, one of which con-

tains six proof and the other fifteen taken

upon glass by a new process.

41. Mr. James Tyree, marked 299:
the number set apart for him on the official

catalogue ; Ten portraits upon plates,

colored by A. Tyree.

42. Messrs Voigtlander, Evans & Co.,

254 ; Eight frames containing small full

length portraits.

1 should perhaps, enumerate also, at this

time, quite a large number of opticians who
have exhibited photographic instruments,

besides those belongino; to members of the

photographic art. This task would take

me too long, and, besides, I can omit it

without rendering incomplete the particu-

lar part of the description to which my re-

port is devoted. Yet I see no reason why
1 should pass over in silence two of these

manufacturers of instruments, in whose
glass I have observed heliographic proofs.

Messrs. Horn & Co., have shown us an

antique daguerreotype bust, taken by a

portable apparatus of Talbot. M. A.

Ross, of London, (No. 254, ckss X,) ex-

hibits among his camera obscura, six proofs

on paper. I shall speak of these produc-

tions hereafter.

1 resume my account with what con-

cerns the researches to which it is my pro-

vince especially to confine myself.

Among the twenty-four nations repre-

sented at the World's Fair, only six have

exhibited photographic specimens. These
six nations ase certainly the most advanced
in the various arts of civilization. This is

then a motive to incline us in favor of the

art, the productions of which we at this

moment possess. Yet grace to God and
bis sun, heliography bears its nobleness in

itself. It gives more than it borrows. It

is not only destined to render the greatest

gratification in future time, but it contri-
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butes to it at the present time. I desire

no better testimony of the foregoing state-

ments, than the seven hundred and seven-

ty-two proofs exhibited in this great mu-
seum of industry of the nineteenth century.

It has had the c ffect to convert more than
could otherwise have been by any other

means, and persons are constantly going
away saying, that the discovery of INeipce

and Daguerre has already accomplished all

that it promised; more of a marvellous

character which 1 have beheld, is still im-
piinted upon any retina, caresses my imagi-

nation, and extends my knowledge.

An account of these master-pieces I pur-

pose to send to the incredulous or indifier-

ent hereafter.

J. J. Arnoux.

From La Lumiere.

OF THE ACTUAL STATE OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE PERFECTION TO
WHICH IT HAS BEEN BROUGHT.

BY GUSTAVE DE GRAY.

Translatedfrom the French by J. Russell Snelling, M. D.

The word photography is derived from
the Greek language, and has been adopted

by custom to designate more particularly

the production of the image upon paper by
the camera obscura.

Stimulated by the discoveries of Niepce
and Daguerre, Mr. Talbot in England
gave his attention to the first applications

of the art, and merited universal gratitude

for the publication of his process, to which

he applied the name of Talbotype. It is

to be regreted that M. Bayard has not

likewise published the results of his re-

searches in the art.

M. Blanquart Evrart, by his treatise

made this process known in France, with

some modifications.

M. Niepce de St. Victor applied it to

glass by the intervention of albumen. The
memoirs of the Academy and Society gave

him their faithful support.

Numerous processes were afterwards

published by the savants and amateurs in

all parts of the world. The number was
so great that it was impossible to discover

the best, and the excess of knowledge pro-

duced confusion.

It was then that, believing a new and
simple method presented would be particu-

larly advantageous, we put forth our trea-

tise a year ago.

Photography is called to exercise the

greatest influence in the progress of art,

and its immediate results, (as M. Wey
not long since remarked,) will be to put

down empirics, and elevate artists of talent.

The popularity which the Daguerrean

pictures have obtained will soon be ex-

ceeded by that of the photographs on paper.

The great number diffused among the

masses will pave the way, and artistic

education will no more permit art to devi-

ate from the true and only course nature

intended it should pursue

The painter will find it an instructive

medium of study in the saving of time, in-

asmuch as it will enable him to abridge the

mechanical portion of the work of his

studio, and to devote himself to the truly

magnificent portions of the art, the concep-

tion, the choice of subjects and their analy-

sis. The result will therefore be to dimin-

ish the mechanical work to the benefit of

the understanding.

The immense influence that photography

exerts upon the fine arts, makes it incum-

bent upon all savants, amateurs, and ope-

rators, to hasten its advancement by their

close investigations, and to communicate

without reserve.

For our part, we have always been faith-

ful to this principle, and shall continue to
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adhere to it. All ot our works and the

fruit of our rosearcbes during the last sea-

son shall be described in the new treatise

which may appear in a few days.*

Since the publication of Mr. Talbot's

process, no other chemical agent sensitive

to light, (any more so than the salts of sil-

ver), has yet been discovered. Person-

ally, we have experimented with nearly all,

with the exception of the compounds of

platinum, without finding anything better.

The last named compounds will engage

our next researches.

The iodide of silver always remains the

principle agent. The fluoride, cyanide,

chloride, bromide, carbonate, phosphate

and acetate of silver, by their combination

with the iodide, accelerate in a particular

manner the formation of the negative im-

age ; but used alone, they give a very in-

different result. We do not think we
should try to perfect any process without

a combination of the substances used with

the salts of silver.

We have hitherto found the most satis-

factory and rapid combination to be the

union of iodine with the fluo ide and cyan-

ide of potassium ; we will give the formulee

more in full.

The first we have pointed out, and as

some doubts have been expressed to us in

regard to its superiority, we take pleasure

in attesting that the last comparative ex-

periments were made simultaneously upon
the prepared papers: 1st With the

iodide simply. 2d. With the iodide and
cyanide of potassium, {G-erman process)

.

3d With the iodide and fluoride of po-

tassium. 4. The iodide, with the fluoride

and cyanide of potassium, placed together

and allowed to remain the same time over

the aceto-nitrate of silver, and afterward

exposed altogether to the light by the aid

of a dark pasteboard cut into four pieces.

Good judges have always given the supe-

riority to the last formulae, as much for

the quickness of its affinity as fir the beauty

of the dark ground and the vigor of the

proof.

All the varieties in th^ proportions were

experimented with. In using these triple

salts of silver in the fresh state, we have

obtained proofs in two seconds during fine

* The republication of this work we commence
in this number.

—

Ed.

weatho! , and this winter, at the most un-

favorable times, thirty seconds for a por-

trait has been sufficient. In our opinion,

the chemical process has little progress to

make.
The point now is a question of paper.

It is desirable that the manufaciurer should

take the matter into seiious consideration,

and make a particular kind of paper which
has not particles of woof.

In the meantime, we are trying to im-

prove that found in commerce. Already

we have spoken of the isinglass, the spirit of

wine with the lesins, camphor or collodion,

then in (he last place, sugar of milk mixed
with albumen, as meansof giving body and

uniformity to the paper. At present we
believe that we have completely determined

the difficulty by the new method which we
are about to describe.

Before proceeding to the practical ap-

plications of the science, we will enter into

some theoretical considerations upon light

and its action upon the metallic salts.

Light is the principal chemical agent

employed in photography. It is that

which produces the decomposition of the

body that we make use of as a sensitive

preparation.

Light has an intimate connection with

electricity. Is it a body separately, or is

this merely one of its effects .^ The ques-

tion is still undecided—and we shall not

attempt to solve it. We will only consider

the nature of light in its effects upon pho-

tographic operations.

Its principle action is to produce deoxi-

dation, the reduction of certain metallic

oxides. It is thus that it acts upon the

iodides and chlorides of silver. A sheet

of paper covered with chloride of silver,

and exposed for a certain Lngth of time to

the solar rays, will finally become com-
pletely coated with silver, and will even

bear burnishino;.

That which is produced by the solar

rays, may be alike eflected by the feeble

light of a taper, but in a much longer

time. In both instances the oxygen of the

oxide of silver is set free by the action of

light. We examine to ascertain what has

become of the oxygen. We suppose that

it has been carried off and consumed in the

first case, by the consuming body, the

sun, which is a burning planet, and, in the

latter, by tli3 flame of the taper.
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We define light, as being the ema-
nation or action from a body in combustion.

Combustion produces in air the same

eff:;ct as a galvanic current in a metallic

bath. The displacement is in a direct line

with the force of attraction.

A body cannot burn without consuming

a great quantity of the oxygen of the at-

mosphere. Thus the sun, the universal

aojent from whence emanates the most in-

tense and brilliant light, being an immense
planet in combustion, mast consume in

ether, in the atmosphere an incalculable

quantity of oxygen. A void is formed

around, which is immediately replaced by

new oxygen rising from more distant beds;

this leaves a vacuum which receives what
follows, and so successively until the light

reaches us.

Necessarily, if we present to this lumin-

ous radiation a body in which the oxygen

is in very great quantity, and in which

the affinity for it, with the body that holds

it in combination may be very weak, weak-

er than the force of attraction for the body

in combustion, (which happens to be the

case with the salts of silver), its oxygen

will be carried off to replace what is taken

from the atmosphere by the action of the

burning body. From this reasoning, light

should bedifiaed: an electric current pro-

duced by a constant displacement, in a

direct line, of the oxygen of the air. We
will examine at this time how light acts with

the salts of silver used in photographic ope-

rations.

Nitrate of silver (ag. O. No. 5) is sil-

ver at its maximum oxidation. It is only

sensitive to the action of light ; but the

salts of protoxide of silver, (ag.O.j which

it furnishes with the chloride, iodide, bro-

mide, fluoride, cyanide of potassium and

others, are of a much more exquisite sen-

sibility, since the two parts of nitrogen and

five of oxygen composing the nitrate of

silver are replaced by the iodine, cyanogen,

fluorine, etc., which by no means has so

great an affinity for oxygen. From the

foregoing theory, it will be readily under-
stood, that having obtained a greater de-

gree of sensitiveness with the salts of the

protoxide of silver, (ag. 2 0.) that the light

will set free its oxygen, and the image will

be formed more rapidly with an intensely

dark color.

For the same reason is it that the bicar-

bonate of potash, the caustic potash, and the

cyanide of potassium added to the iodide

of potassium in the first preparation, im-
part sensitiveness, because they form in

the piper, when the nitrate of silver is

placed upon it, the intervening salts be-

tween the protoxide and suboxide of silver.

As soon as light strikes the preparations

in these conditions, they pass into the in-

termediate degrees between the suboxide
and the reduced metallic silver, forming
dark precipitates with gallic acid, which is

not the case with the protoxide and binox-

ide. The precipitate formed by the gallic

acid will be so much darker, that the de-

composition produced by the light will re-

new the oxide to a more fixed state with

suboxide. The protoxides and binoxides,

on the contrary, will render the tones more
clear.

From the given facts, it is easy to see

what course to follow in order to ascertain

the accelerating agents. All those hither-

to indicated are found to ao-ree with thiso
theory, as we shall demonstrate at a later

period. The manner shown by Mr. Han-
neman in England, of exposing the iodide

of silver to the sun, after having applied

it upon th^ paper beforehand, with an ex-

cess of iodide of potassium, did not render

it accelerative, because this exposition

carbonated a part of its oxygen, and placed

it in nearly the same state of suboxide ; so

that, when the nitrate of silver was after-

wards replaced upon it, it formed a salt

very nearly similar to the suboxide and
protoxide.
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LOUIS JACQUES MAUDE DAGUEREE.

We clip the following interesting article

from the International Magazine

:

" Louis Jacques Maude Daguerre,
whose name is for ever associated with the

photographic process, of which he was the

discoverer, died on the tenth of July, in

Paris, in the sixty-secood year of his age.

He was a man of extreme modesty and

great personal worth, and was devoted to

art. He was favorably known to the world

before the announcement of his discovery

of the Daguerreotype. His attempts to

improve panoramic painting, and the pro-

duction of dioramic effects, were crowned

with the most eminent success. Among
his pictures, which attracted much atten-

tion at the time of their exhibition were,

The Midnight Mass, Land-slip in the Val-

ley of Goldau, The Temple of Solomon,

and the Cathedral of Sainte Marie de Mon-
treal. In these the alternate effects of

night and day, and storm and sunshine,
|

were beautifully produced. To these ef-
!

fects of light were added others, from the
{

decomposition of form, by means of which,

for example, in The Midnight Mass, figures

appeared where the spectators had just be-

held seats, altars, &c., andagain, as in the

Valley of Goldau, in which rocks tumbling

from the mountains replaced the prospect

of a smiling valley. The methods adopt-

ed in these pictures were published at the

same time with the process of the Daguer-

reotype, by order of the French Govern-

ment, who awarded an annual pension of

ten thousand francs to Daguerre and M.
Niepce,jr., whose father had contributed

towards the discovery of the Daguerreo-

type. Daguerre was led to experiments

on chemical changes by solar radiations,

with the hope of being able to apply the

phenomena to the production of effects in

his dioramic paintings. As the qu3stion of

the part taken by him in the process to

which he has given his name, has been dis-

cussed sometimes to his disadvantage, it

appears important that his position should

be correctly determined. In 1802, Wedg-
wood, of Etruria, the celebrated potter,

made the first recorded experiments in pho-

tography ; and these with some additional

ones by Sir Humphrey Davy, were pub-

lished in the journals of the royal institu-

tion. In 1814, Mr. Joseph Nicephore
Niepce was engaged in experiments to de-

termine the possibility of fixing the images
obtained in the camera obscura ; but there

does not appear any evidence of publica-

tion of any kind previous to 1827, when
Niepce was in England. He there wrote
several letters to Mr. Bauer, the micro-
scopic observer, which are preserved and
printed in Hunt's Researches on Light.
He also sent specimens of results obtained

to the Royal Society, and furnished some
to the cabinets of the curious, a few of

which are yet in existence. 1 hese were
pictures on metallic plates covered with a
fine film of resin. In 1824 Daguerre com-
menced his researches, starting at that

point at which Wedgwood left the process.

He soon abandoned the employment of the

nitrate and chloride of silver, and proceed-
ed with his inquiry, using plates of metal
and glass to receive his sensitive coatings.

In 1829, M. Vincent Chevalier brought
Niepce and Daguerre together, when they
entered into partnership to prosecute the

subject in common. For a long time they
appear to have used the resinous surfaces

only, when the contrast between the resin

and the metal plates not being sufficiently

great to give a good picture, endeavois
were made to blacken that part of the plate

from which the resin was removed in the

process of hcliograpJiy (sim-drawing) , as

it was most happily called. Amongst other
materials, iodine was employed

; and Da-
guerre certainly was the first to notice the
property possessed by the iodine coating of

changing under the sun's rays. '1 he fol-

lowing letter from Niepce to Daguerre is

on this subject

:

"'81, Loup de Varnnes, June 25, 1831

.

" ' Sir^ and dear partner : I had long
expected to hear from you with too much
impatience not to receive and read with the

greatest pleasure your letters of the tenth
and twenty-first of last May. 1 shall con-
fine myself in this reply to yours of the

twenty-first, because, having been engaged
ever since it reached me, in your experi-

ments on iodine, I hasten to communicate
to you the results which I have obtained.

I had given my attention to similar re-

searches previous to our connectioa, but
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without hope of success, from the impossi-

bility, or nearly so, in my opinion, of fixing

in any durable manner the images received '

on iodine, even supposing the difficulty sur-

mounted of replacing the lights and sha-

dows in their natural order. My results

in this respect have been entirely similar

to those which the oxide of silver gave me
;

and promptitude of operation was the sole

advantage which these substances appear-

ed to oifer. Nevertheless, last year, after

you left this, I subjected iodine to new tri-

als, but by a different mode of application.

1 informed you of the results, and your
answer, not at all encouraging, decided me
to carry these experiments no farther. It

appears that you have since viewed the

question under a less desperate aspect, and
1 do not hesitate to reply to the appeal

which you have made.— J. N. Niepce.'

*' From this and other letters it is evident

ihat Niepce had used iodine, and aban-

doned it on account of the difficulty of re-

versino; the lio;hts and shadows. Dasruerre

employed it also, and, as it appears, with

far more promise of success than any ob-

tained by M. Niepce. On the fifth of

July, 1833, Niepce died; in 1837 Da-
gaerre and Isodore Niepce, the son and
heir of Nicephore Nitpce, entered into a

definite agreement ; and in a letter written

on the first November, 1837, to Daguerre,

Isodore Niepce says, ' What a difi"ercnce,

also, between the method which you em-
ploy and the one by which I toil on! While
I require almost a whole day to make one

design, you ask only four minutes ! What
an enormous advantage ! It is so great,

indeed, that no person, knowing both meth-
ods, would employ the old one.' From
tills time it is established, that although

both Niepce and Daguerre used iodine, the

latter alone employed it with any deg;ree of

success, and the discovery of the use of

mercurial vapor to produce the positive

image clearly belongs to Daguerre. In

January, 1839, the Daguerreotype pictures

were first shown to the scientific and artistic

public of Paris. The sensation they cie-

ated was great, and the highest hopes of

its utility were entertained. On the 15rh
June, M. Duchatel, Minister of the In-

terior, presented a bill to the chamber of

Deputies relative to the purchase of the

process of M. Daguerre for fixing the

images of the camera. A commission ap-

pointed by the chamber, consisting of

Arago, Etienne, Carl, Vatout, de Beau-
mont, Toursorer, Dclessert (Francois),

Combarcl de Ley val, and Vitet, made their

report on the third of July, and a special

commission was appointed by the Chamber
of Peers, composed of the following peers :

Barons Atholin, Besson, Gay, Lussac, the

Marquis de Laplace, Vicomte Simeon,
Baron Thenard, and the Comte de Noe,
who reported favorably on the thirtii-th

July, 1839, and recommended unanimously

that the ' bill be adopted simply and with-

out alteration.' On the nineteenth of

August the secret was for the first time

publicly announced in the Institute by
M. Arago, the English patent having been

completed a few days before, in open de-

fiance and contradiction of the statement

of M. Duchatel to the Chamber of Depu-
ties, who used these words, ' Unfortunate-

ly for the authors of this beautiful discove-

ry, it is impossible for them to bring their

labor into the market, and thus indemnify

themselves for the sacrifices incurred by
so many attempts so long fruitless This

invention does not admit of being secured

by patent.' In conclusion, the Minister

of the Interior said, ' You will concur in a

sentiment which has already awakened
universal sympathy

;
you will never sufifer

us to leave to foreion nations the glory of

endowing the world of science and art

with one of the most wonderful discoveries

that honor our native land.' Daguerre
never did much towards the improvement
of his process. The high degree of sensibi-

lity which has been attained has been due

to the experiments of others."
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From La Lumicre.

OF THE INFLUENCE OF HELIOGRAPHY UPON THE FINE ARTS.*

BY FRANCIS WEY.

Brief Considerations upon the Exhibition of 1851.

—

No. 2.

When a farmer ploughs a field, what
wild herbs, what parasitic plants, decayed

roots and exuberant flowers does he not

seek to cut oS and destroy from the sur-

face of the earth ! Yet his enterprise is

salutary, for its destvuction is Jf'ttiffttl in

good results ; for freed from rank vege-

tations, the soil will give the good seed all

the nutritive juices wilh which it is charged,

and when approaching winter changes the

. plain in its carpet of green, the hope will

be verified by a clean and glittering har-

vest.

It is convenient to describe, from the

present time, the beneficial results of a dis-

covery which makes fresh progress under
the investigation of the chosen men of the

science.

In our opinion, the force of a likeness

has something to gain in a competition

with photography : at first, painting, far

from having any thing to dread, was sus-

ceptible of acquiring, with the face, with

the model, with the design, certain qualities

more solid, in possessing a method to pro-

duce an advantage in giving the exact effect

of the shades and demi-tints, transferred

upon a plane surface. Not far from a pre-

cise result, it almost becomes more and
more inadequate ; the genius of the artist

will therefore be constrained to overstep,

in the probability or hope of elucidation,

the power of material truth. And as

human perfection is unbounded, it will

happily triumph in these obstacles. Never-
theless the difficulties are considerable

:

heliography, properly applied, seizes upon
an image so rapidly, that the operator can
catch in a moment the most animated, the

most characteristic, and the most fugitive

expression ; a second suffices him for steal-

ing a smile, the transitory cloud which
darkens the countenance, or the light of

intelligence which brightens it while speak-
ing.

* Continued from page 108.
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If these precious lessons are not lost

sight of, the art of painting the expression

will become elevated to the sublime. As
the Daguerreotype is unable to give to the

pictures the color and dimensions of na-
ture (two important means of forcing reali-

ty to the illusion), the painted portrait and
the likeness of natural grandeur will re-

main without competition. At least, they
will be executed under more strict condi-

tions
;
they will have the power, and they

ought to invest, with their proper qualities,

that which photography will fail to supply.
i As to the portraits of small size, they will

oppose in case that, next to poetry indeed,

they design to embellish nature without
inconsistency by the interpretation of no-
bleness of style or by reason of certain un-
translatable graces. Of the remainder, the

general elevation of the plane of art loses

everything in the same conformity of pro-

portions. Should every one apply himself
to make pictures with a photographic proof
for a guide, the merit of the most skillful

will be as rare, and as much appreciated as

it now is without the aid of the process
;

some painters having tried already to place

the daguerreotype proof to profit, are dis-

couraged, they have reaped nothing but
whimsical timidity, and they have drawn
back with fright. All, indeed, were not
so unfortunate ; but heliography has not
served more than its chief objects, while
it has insinuated to the others a suspicion

of their nothingness.

Then, if it is a young woman, she wishes
to have beauty, to endow posterit/ with an
agreeable verbal process of her attractions.

The question is to be described as it is,

and as it is seen, and not as it pretends to be.

A painter is called with the hope of flat-

tery ; to subserve which purpose the da-
guerreotype would prove treacherous.

It returns you the face without stint

;

the heavy in heart are not without their

sphere ; the tradition of the eyes split into

almonds is superior to its ability to flatter.
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The manufactory which rejuvenates will

never be deserted. For these dijfferent rea-

sons, the miniature will not be compromised;

it unites color to the valuable charms ; exe-

cuted with much spirit, it speaks to the

heart and corresponds to the inmost senti-

ments. Can anything replace the minia-

tures of Madame de Mirbel and of some

ether accomplished painters in this difficult

art ?

Upon this point, moreover, and in cer-

tain circumstances, photography is impo-

tent : it will not reproduce the equivalent

azure tint of the pupils : the celestial blue

falling to the action of chemical agents, re-

mains untransferable, and the blue eyes,

when their shade is pure, are not rendered

perfect; they are presented pale. This

phenomena in a number of cases, renders

photography insufficient, it must be ac-

knowledged. Nevertheless, yielding all

pre-eminence to painting, the daguerreo-

type is susceptible of affording to it a

unique means of acquiring a degree of

reality which often reveals a defect.

Certain small paintings if luminous, if

clear, and if strong at the same time, would

be of an unnatural execution, and did not

heliography give the key to this witchcraft,

persons who bestow little care in executing

their work, would continue to be unquali-

fied to profit by instruction.

But why enumerate the various advan-

tages which photography bears in the exe-

cution of a sublime painting }

The nude figure, studied in an anatomi-

cal point of view, is, relatively to the

movement, to the life, almost unknown
among christian nations, and in Northern

climates, where it is scrupulously con-

cealed. The age in which we live favors

us very poorly with heroic poems, as daily

observation proves; for this reason, the two

principal elements of style diminish the

necessity of understanding the nude form

and draperies. From whence it follows

that our ideas upon the human body too

justly qualifies the academy with our school,

which were not long since the simple

precedents of a long hackneyed style.

The mass of these precedents transmitted

from age to age, and enjoined by the ma-
chine-professors, constituted the art of de-

signing. Such was the instruction of

young artists : they learned by heart the

figure, as they were taught to trace a flour-

ish, and, the most adroit in this system of

calligraphy was sent to Rome to study man
among the ruins. Truly has the method
pointed out its way in our notions of the

physical form. The middle age yielded

the chief point to the rolling mill and draw
plate ; but Michael Angelo who practiced

the contrary, established a g3annasium to

develop the muscular system, which in-

stitution lasted two centuries. Afterwards,

the human body was rendered poor, ill

used, similar to a corpse, under the im-
pulsion of Vaulon and some others : this

was an infatuation for anatomical studies,

and the first step of a chirurgico-picturale

pedantry. There must be a false interpre-

tation of antique immobility and the mode
of these foreign tableaux by the masters of

the Empire, where the bodies of marble
serve as supports to the heads of wood.
By the heliographic process a second is

sufficient to seize a nude figure in rapid

motion, and the models thus revealed furn-

ish already the lessons much more precise

than otherwise, than that of the statues

and anatomical sculpturings. Heliography
will henceforth give human models, devoted
from age to age, screened from the pre-

judices of custom ; it is the germ of a

revolution against the system of theponci/s

to the profit of reality. Graced by this

invention of science, the model, having

ceased to be known, will enter into the

domain of art.

The same theory is applicable to drapery.

I suppose it is dealt with as an historic sub-

ject, Greek or Roman ; who makes the

artist ? It copies the head, the legs, the

arm of a model, then it adjusts the mate-
rials upon a sac of his, called a manikin.

These materials, their folds, their relations,

have not been produced by the material

movement of the figure ; they conceal the

outlines of a sluggish monster. The moving
limbs had not given place to the directions

taken by the material. Now, for rendering

advantageous the effect of drapery, would
it not be evident what attitude was most
natural ? A man draws back and stops

:

the drapery changes the maintenance of

its direction and shares the two modes of

action ;—the person walks, his body takes

quickly a new impulsion, and the garment

more rebellious yields to two contrary in-

fluences.

The difficulties of representing these
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delicacies of life in the plastic works of

art, are indisputable. By the aid of pho-

tography, it can clothe the model, make
it act, and fix the movement in all its

spontaneous energy. This proof being ob-

tained, the statue, or the painting, may be

executed at ease, with confidence, and the

time granted to over nice study does not

diminish the flow of thought.

The final result of the discovery, is,

evidently, the elevation of the superior

strata of art.

It seems already that the public, more
allured by truth, become less difl&cult to

please in the style of the face and the ac-

knowledged beauties, and to turn with cu-

riosity to the adoration of the real, When
a tendency of this kind is manifested, the

language, the algebra of ideas, confirms it

at the instant, and the abuse of new words

sketches the history still sooner. We see

very few anxious painters of Aristotle,

with the serpentine line and love of the

ideal, who qualify themselves as simplistes^

naturalistes^ and realists.

Almost all landscape painters approach

more or less by this frequented way toward
the scrupulousness of rugged nature ; and
the men of research, of manual theories,

the leaders of the brush or of the artistic

knack., having lately invented barbarisms

or other innovations, find themselves de-

feated.

However sure it may be, heliography is

far from being a stranger to these particular

indications. Violent and excessive as are

all the reactions, this has not given its last

thought ; it works a transition, and already

this radical tumult carries the multitude,

diversely zealous, to the Palais National.

Moreover it exercises the vulgar critic

by a much resorted to change of subject:

he gathers very little from reflections upon
the design or upon color, and the interest

of the moment is no more there. This is

true, that is beautiful.—See how natural

that is; that is less so ; and look here, this

is deformed. Such are the expressions

which circulate.

It gains utterance, for the appreciation

of the productions, to a new element, and
it is possible to class by the aid of the da-

guerreotype as with a touchstone two cate-

gories, the paintings and even sculpture.

In relation to exactness, to the true ex-

tent, historic painting is destined to ac-

quire much of the interest which attaches

itself in preparing a scene. A photographic

proof of such or such country, of a site, of

a monument, is so easy to obtain by cor-

respondence without being removed, that

the self-banishment will cease to be indulg-

ed. These pictures will point out at once,

with a bold intrepidity, the objects in the

scene, and the conformity of the figures,

which it does not exaggerate or abridge for

the purpose of producing certain effects.

instead of being slight sketches of draw-
ings by the old masters, the cartoons being:

obtained from materials inexaustible in>

their variety, will be drawn from nature

and extracted from the five divisions of the

globe. We will be able to compare the

conformation of the civilized man of Eu-
rope with that of the Negro of Africa, the

Asiatic Indian, or the American Savage*
Hitherto, these distinctions to a precise

degree, were impracticable.

What life, what vigor of relief will it not

be necessary to stamp upon the individu-

als placed upon a theatre which the same
nature will have made beautiful, and
erected the plans ! To sacrifice the sub-

jects becomes impossible ; the photogra-

phic touchstone condemns the artist. He
will be constrained to increase the efiect and
execution of the objects created by his

fancy for developing the scene.

To our eyes, these conditions of want
cover a wider field to the imagination, better

persuaded of its means, more confident in

its faculty to represent it, and more bold

to elevate itself to the regions of the ideal,

because it provides itself with a guide when
it wanders, to please without the danger of

being lost.

To sum up, all the arts are to acquire a-

knowledge of the truth ; for this reason they

will always be known to assimilate to the

interpretation of the ideal. The more
firm and solid the ground is from whence-
they take their leap, the more powerful

will be their flight. Poetry, even litera-

ture, those lively sources of inspiration

have reached the tower by this novel ground!

plot. The description confines itself with-

in the limits of truth : the emphatic exag-
geration, submissive to an exact control,

represses its braggadocios : it creates

interest and does not invent nature. The
fictions of travelers, the large number of

erroneous statements and misrepresenta-
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tions, being unmasked, it will astonish by
bringing down to their true proportions,

most of the celebrated monuments, of the

famous cities, the antiquated ruins, hitherto

increased to fabulous dimensions by the hy-

perbolical recitals of tourists.

We assert also that the delineators have
made themselves the accomplices of numer-
ous errors. For instance, certain ar-

tists who have copied the Alhambra have

inserted figures of persons which they

have reduced one half, to double the

grandeur of the monument. " Both of these

artists, being questioned in this respect,

avowed with frankness, that they had not

the presumption to subtract from the opin-

ion of the dead.

What deceptions do these treacherous flat-

terers prepare for future pilgrims ! While
viewing with surprise these small Moor-

ish cabinets where the view is drawn from
the disenchanted pages by Theophile Gau-
tier, a tourist, a talented author, as

rich as he was specious, for rendering him-
self attractive without ceasing to be con-

scientious.

Upon this ground then, the literary art,

is forced to rise, and replace, by the quali-

ties of style, by the grace or vigor of

thought, the equivocal trait of exaggeration.

In short, it would be much better for talent

to adhere to truth, than to dispense with
it. This maxim the application of which
embraces all the ramifications of the art,

characterizes the definitive bearino; of helio-

graphy, one of the three wonders of our

age. And as accessible as truth will be
the motive to all, and as a strong guide

to genius, the plane of art will be eleva-

ted.

!D. D. T. DAVIE; FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF DAGUERRE-
OTYPISTS.

BY J. W. TRACY, ESQ.

Mr. Davie is now thirty-two years of

age. His first essays in the production of

photographic pictures were made in the

_year 1846, at a period which our readers

will remember was anterior to the most
striking improvements in the processes by
which they are now produced. He had

early a fondness for pictures, and a strong

desire to become a portrait painter ; but

the want of pecuniary resources compelled

:him to abandon the idea of adopting this

pursuit, and to educate himself for the

more active business of life. Accident at

length induced him to attempt the making

a picture by the ordinary photographic ap-

paratus in use at the time, and his success,

uninstructed as he was, led him at once to

devote himself to the art. He was at the

time almost entirely ignorant of chemistry,

and without the aid of resources to aid him

in obtaining instructions in its principles,

and too poor to afford himself the best ap-

paratus then used by the Daguerreotypists

in this country. What he lacked in these

respects he determined to make up in care-

ful study and untiring efforts to improve
his knowledge and practice. His success

in the course he marked out for himself is

well known to most of the practitioners of

the art. They are indebted to him for seve-

ral of the most important aids and improve-

ments in the process and apparatus now
used in the United States. The refined

rotton stone so extensively used, is prepar-

ed by a process discovered by him, and
his preparations of gold and silver for the

use of photographers, are very highly es-

teemed by the profession. The compound
lever buffing vice, the cast iron cone buffer,

the machine for clipping and crimping

plates, and the camera stand invented by
him, are each of them superior to any
others in use, and are contributions to-

wards the advancement of the art, which

none but its professors can properly ap-

preciate. His latest gift to the profession
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is his machine called the American Photo-

grapher, which cliizs, crimps, cleans and
buffs the plate. This was awarded by the

Mechanics' Association in Utica, its first

premium, for the most useful recent mecha-
nical invention

,

Mr. Davie is enthusiastic in his love of

his profession and in his desire to render it

useful and respectable. He has been very

active in all the movements for uniting pho-

tographers in their association for the im-

provement of their art, and always ready

to communicate the results of his studies

and experiments to his brethren. For the

last three years he has resided in the city

of Utica. His rooms are adorned with

the portraits of most of the distinguished

men of our county, taken by himself. He
visited Washington during the session of

Congress in 1S50, and while there suc-

ceeded in obtaining sittings from all the

ofl&cers of government, and the members of

both houses of Congress, with one or two
exceptions, which he subsequently ob-

tained. His photograph of Mr. Webster,
taken in 1850, is regarded as the most
striking likeness of this distinguished states-

man extant. Among other well deserved

compliments which he has received, the

judges at the last State Fair awarded him a

silver medal for the largest and best collec-

tion ofphotographic pictures on exhibition.

THERMOGRAPHY.—ELECTRICAL AND GALVANIC IMPRESSIONS.

BY G. T. FISHER, JR.

We deem it necessary to notice a pro-

cess connected in some degree with the art

of photography. For this discovery we
are indebted to Mr. Hunt, who has given

to it the name of Thermography. The
process is thus described by him :

—

" A well polished plate of copper is

rubbed over with nitrate of mercury, and
then well washed in distilled water to re-

move any nitrate of copper which may be

formed ; when quite dry, a little mercury,

taken up on soft leather or linen, is well

rubbed on it, and the surface worked to a

perfect mirror.
" The print or drawing to be copied is

placed smoothly over the mercurial surface,

and a sheet or two of soft clean paper be-

ing placed upon it, it is pressed into equal

contact with the metal, by a piece of glass

or flat board ; in this state it is allowed to

remain for an hour or two. The time ma,y

be considerably shortened by applying a

very gentle heat, for a few minutes, to the

under surface of the plate. The heat must
on no account be so great as to volatilize

the mercury. The next process is to place

the metal in a closed box adapted for gene-

rating the vapor of mercury. The vapor

is to be slowly evolved, and in a few sec-

onds the picture will begin to appear. The
vapor of mercury attacks those parts which

correspond to the white parts of the print-

ed image or engraving, and gives a very

faithful but somewhat indistinct image.

The plate is now removed from the mercu-

rial box, and placed in one containing io-

dine, to the vapor of which it is exposed

for a short time : it will soon be very evi-

dent that the iodine vapor attacks those

parts which are free from mercurial vapor,

blackening them. Hence there results a

perfectly black picture, contrasted with the

grey ground formed by the mercurial va-

por. The picture being formed by the va-

pors of iodine and mercury, is of course in

the same state as a Daguerreotype, and is

readily destroyed by rubbing. From the

depth to which I find the impression made
into the metal, I confidently hope to be

enabled to give to these singular and beau-

tiful productions a considerable degree of

permanence, so that they may be used by
engravers to work on."*

But to produce impressions of this na-

ture, a process so complicated as that des-

* Transactionsof the Royal Polytechnic Socie--

ty, No. 1. Thermography, by R. Hunt, Esq.
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cribed bj Mr. Hunt is not absolutely ne-

cessary. Impressions of coins, perfect even

to the minutest detail, may be obtained on

metallic plates with much less trouble and
in much less time. For this purpose the

highly polished plates employed for the

Daguerreotype answers extremely well.

The coin from which an impression is re-

quired (gold coins are the best for the pur-

pose,) should be rendered perfectly clean,

and should be smeared with a little sweet-

oil, which should subsequently be wiped
completely away with a small pellet of cot-

ton. We say completely^ although this is

not absolutely the case, for an invisible

film of oil adheres to the coin and thus as-

sists in producing the impression. The
coin should now be placed carefully on the

highly polished metallic plate, and a gen-

tle heat cautiously applied to the coin or

to the plate, so as in fact to render the two
metals of a different temperature. A ready
method of doing this is to coil a stoutish

copper wire into a circular form, so that it

may entirely cover the coin. Jf this wire

be now heated and applied to the back of

the coin, it will have the requisite effect of

increasing the temperature of the coin itself

without injuring the plate. When cold, a

more or less perfect impression is the re-

sult.

In a lecture delivered in 1843 at the

London Insdtution, Professor Grove ex-

pressed his belief that "These impressions

were caused by a radiation and condensa-

tion of whatever vapor exists between the

metals, and which, by being condensed un-
equally (in the case of different metals by
their different conductinoj and radiatino-

powers,) produce an nnpression according

to the unequal distance of the different parts

of the stamp on the coin. Thus, for ex-

ample, taking a sovereign placed on a sil-

ver or copper plate, the effect is very visi-

ble if the coin be breathed on before beinc

brought into contact ; it is still more increas-

ed if the coin be rubbed with oil, and wiped
apparently dry : and it is still further im-

proved if it be held for an instant over the

vapor of a substance capable of chemically

acting on the juxtaposed plate ; as, for in-

stance, over ammonia before being placed

on copper.

There are other circumstances with re-

gard to these metallic thermographs, which
are worthy of remark. Thus when two

portions of the same metal are juxtaposed
at the «arae temperature, no effect is pro-

duced. When at a different temperature,
a slight effect is perceptible. When the

metals are different at the same apparent

temperature, a greater effect is perceptible
;

and further, when both metals and tempe-
rature are different, the greatest effect is

visible. It occasionally occurs, too, that

the impression made is latent, that is to

say, it does not become visible until breath-

ed on, or until some vapor is condensed
upon the plate."

Some curious effects, apparently result-

ing from the approximation of bodies, had
been observed on many occasions, and by
different individuals. Professor Farraday
repeatedly noticed the impression of an en-

graving on the glass, under which it was
framed, when separated from the picture.

M. Brequet of Paris has recorded a some-
what similar phenomena :

—'' It is known,"
he says, " that modern watches are often

furnished with a double case {cuvette)., on
one side of which the name of the manufac-^

turer is engraved. The interstice between
occupying, at the utmost, not more than

the tenth of a millemetre. Now, I observ-^

ed frequently on the inside of the plain

half, a reversed but very distinct image of

the name, as engraved on the other. I

have observed, too, on different parts of

machines, arranged very near each other,

that they presented more or less distinct

representations of marks placed on the op-

posing parts." These phenomena are in

every way analagous to those we now know
under the name of Thermographs.
An analagous fact was also observed by

a philosophical instrument maker, Mon-
sieur Oertling, in grinding parallel glasses.

The brass plates, which were placed imme-
diately over the glasses and attached to

their side by cement, were provided for a

certain purpose with circular furrows.

Some of the glasses treated in this manner
afforded images of these furrows ; but in

most cases the eye was incapable of distin-

guishing the least spot ; if, however, they

were breathed upon, the image appeared

with great distinctness, and thus those

parts which were in contact with the brass

appeared of a darker tinge. This peculi-

arity could not be removed from the glass-

es by washing with spirits of wine or oil of

turpentine ; but required a repetition of the
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grinding

, makes the following statements in

Professor Moser, whose re-

searches on this subject have added much
to our knowledge of these interesting phe
nomena
reference to them

:

All bodies radiate light even in complete

darkness.

This light does not appear allied to phos-

phorescence, for there is no difference per-

ceived, whether the bodies have been long

in the dark, or whether they have been just

exposed to daylight, or even to direct solar

light.

The rays emanating from different bodies

act as light.

Two bodies constantly impress their

images on each other even in complete

darkness.

In order, however, that the image should

be appreciable, it is necessary, because of

the diverp;ence of the rays, that the dis-

tance of the bodies should not be very con-

siderable. To render an image visible,

any vapor may be used ; for instance, the

vapor of water, of mercury, of iodine, of

chlorine or bromine.

As the rays which bodies emit thus

spontaneously have a greater refrangibili-

ty than those yet known, they c^rdinarily

begin the action on other substances with

the greater intensity.

There exists latent light as well as latent

heat.

When a liquid becomes vapor, light,

which corresponds to a certain extent of

oscillation, becomes latent, and is set free

again when the vapor is condensed into li-

quid drops. It is for this reason that the

condensation of vapors produces in some
degree the same effects as light, and thus

may be explained the operation of vapor.

The condensation of vapors upon plates

acts as light, whether the vapor in excess

adheres simply as the water of vapor in

most substances, or permanently as that of

mercury; or even combines chemically

with the body, as, for instance, the vapor

of iodine with silver. Such are the means
by which Moser seeks to explain these most
interesting phenomena ; and as a proof of

the existence of latent light in mercury he

has, during the past year, published the

following experiment.

Iodize a silver plate, and then heat it

over a common spirit-lamp for about a

minute. The iodide of silver first becomes

darker, and then milk white. This white

substance is very sensitive to light, and is

in this respect little inferior to any known.
By exposure to light, and indeed by all of

its colors, it is converted into a steel grey.

The plate must, therefore, be protected

from the direct light of the sun, and the ex-

periment carried on in the back part of the

room. When cold it is placed behind a

cut-out screen, which may be the distance

of a line from the plate over mercury,

which is heated to 60<^ R., and the tem-

perature allowed to fall to 30° R. When
the plate is now removed, ifc has become
steel-grey wherever the vapor of mercury
had access ; and in this manner the image

of the aperture of the screen is obtained

precisely as if ordinary light had fallen on
to'the plate. Although the condensed va-

por of mercury is white, yet the action of

its latent light predominates in this case,

and determines the coloring.

Heat acts no part here, for it has not the

power of rendering the white substance

steel grey ; nor can there be any question

of chemical rays with this white substance,

for all the rays of the spectrum convert it

into steel grey.

Paper Thermographs.—I have myself

produced on paper some impressions which

1 believe to be of a similar nature to those

already described above. The manner in

which these impressions were obtained may
be thus briefly stated :

Evaporate to dryness chloride of gold,

and dissolve the residue in distilled water.

With this solution wash the paper, which

must have been previously submitted to

considerable pressure in contact with the

picture to be copied for one or two days.

The impression may thus be supposed to

be latent When the paper, after being

brushed with the solution, is dry, it must
be passed through distilled water, and ex-

posed to the sun's rays or to diffused day-

light. The paper will soon darken, and

ultimately assume a mulberry color, leav-

ing, however, a white impression of the pic-

ture or marks with which it has been in

contact.

The analogy which exists between many
of the effects of heat and electricity in-

duced continental philosophers to endeavor

to ascertain whether impressions similar to

those produced by light and heat might not

be obtained by electricity. Dr. Reiss was
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the first, we believe, to publish the suc-

cessful results of such experiments, which

were afterward carried out to a much great-

er extent by M. Karsten. The results of

these experiments appearing to us to be of

much importance, we propose to lay them
before our readers.

The first impressions obtained by M.
Karsten were on glass in the following man-
ner. A coin was placed on a piece of

plate glass, which being supported by a

plate of metal not insulated, and the sparks

from the conductor of an electrifying ma-
chine were made to strike on the coin,

thereby causing them to pass simultaneously

through the coin and the metallic plate.

After one hundred turns of the machine,

the coin was removed ; the glass plate ap-

peared perfectly unaltered, but when
breathed upon, a perfect impression of the

coin in its most minute details became
visible. Much of the success of this ex-

periment appears to depend on the quality

of the glass : the impressions appear as

distinct on thick as on thin glass, with the

exception, that if coins are placed on both

sides of the glass plates, they are then

acted upon and affected in the same manner
as the surface of the plate. If thin plates

are used, several sheets may be placed one

above the other, which then yield impres-

sions, indeed, gradually less distinct, but

still quite perceptible. It is immaterial

whether the ball of the conductor touches

the coin, or whether the electric fluid passes

in the shape of sparks ; on the other hand,

it is very material to the distinctness and
accuracy of the impressioDS, whether sparks

are made to strike from the coin to the ex-

terior metallic foil ; in cases where the

electric fluid slowly escaped from the coin,

the impressions were less distinct.

Impressions of a like character were ob-

tained on metallic plates, and they were

much more distinct when a piece of oiled

paper was placed between the coin and the

plate, although impressions may likewise be

obtained when the coin is in immediate

contact with the metallic plate. The me-
tallic quality of the coin appears to have

some influence, the coins fabricated from

the better conducting metals appearing to

yield better impressions. Powerful shoeks

from a jar or battery do not appear to pro-

duce the same effect.

M. Karsten has hitherto been unable to

fix these impressions, for although the im-
pressions on glass plates become visible

during the action of fumes from quicksil-

ver and iodine, they disappear immediate-
ly on being removed from the apparatus.

M. Karsten makes the following reflec-

tions on these curious phenomena

:

First. Is the impression produced by
traces of the electric fluid remaining; adher-

ent to the glass plate ? This question is

negatived, for the reason that the impres-

sion still remains with great distinctness

after all traces of electricity have disap-

peared, after the glass has been wiped with

a haudkerchief. And again, these impres-

sions are neither destroyed nor even weak-
ened by passing a stream of the opposite

electricity over them. And in the case of

the metallic plates, partial adhesion of

electricity is quite out of the question.

Another question is, whether they are

produced by an action which is similar to

that which has produced the impressions

observed by Moser ^ or, whether they may
be ascribed to peculiar electric action }

The fact that this process is finished in a

very short time as compared with that re-

quired for the formation of thermographs,

does not admit of this inference being cor-

rect. A few turns are sufficient to produce

outlines of the coins on the glass plate.

But an experiment recently published

by Mr. Hunt, to whose name we have had
so often occasion to refer, appears to mili-

tate against this last opinion of M. Karsten.

It having been suggested to him that elec-

tricity might be engaged in the production

of the spectral figures of thermography, he
made the following experiment, with a view

to ascertain the fact ; the result of which

shows the probability of this element being

envolved in some way in these very com-
plicated phenomena. *' I arranged," says

he, " four electro-positive metals, nickel,

bismuth, cadmium, and silver, and two
electro-negative ones, arsenic and anti-

mony, on a copper plate, and they were al-

lowed to rest upon it for three hours. Be-
ing removed, the plate was submitted to

the vapor of mercury. The space covered

by nickel was marked by being left free of

vapor; that on which the cadmium lay

was still more decidedly marked in this way
;

where the bismuth was placed the iuiage

was exceedingly faint, but still it was ob-

.servable by a deficiency of vapor, and the
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silver was more decidedly outlined by va-

por, but none on the spot it covered. On
the contrary, the space occupied by the

antimony was covered in a most remarka-

ble manner with vapor, presenting a perfect-

ly white spot, which in all positions, dis-

tinguished it from the other parts of the

plate, whilst the arsenic left no trace be-

hind.

Galvanic Impressioris.—The observa-

tion that a weak insulator should intervene

for the purpose of securing good impres-

sions on metal led to the inference that twe

galvanic current might be employed for

producing such impressions. Such impres-

sions were obtained by M. Karsten, but

not with any degree of distinctness.*

Of the ultimate application of an art

which is daily making new and gigantic

strides, it is impossible to venture a predic-

tion. In the language, however, of a high

authority, it may be said " that a process

by which the most transient actions are

rendered permanent—])y which facts write

their own annals, in a language that can
never become obsolete, forming documents
which prove themselves—must interweave

itself, not only with science, but with his-

tory and legislature."

" Solem quis dicere falsum audeat 1"

OFFICIAL REPORT

OF the: proceedings
OF THE

NEW YORK STATE DAGUERREAN ASSOCIATION.

TJtica, August 20th, 1851.

At an adjourned meeting of the " New
York State Photographic Conven-
tion," held in the Common Council room,
Mr. A. Morand of New York city was ap-

pointed chairman, and ^C. B. Denny, of

Rochester, secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting, held in

Syracuse on the 12th ult., were read and
approved.

The meeting then adjourned to half

past one o'clock, P. M.

Halfpast one o'^dock, P. M.
Met pursuant to adjournment.
A telegraphic communication was re-

ceived from Mr. Gabriel Harrison of New
York, which was read by the chairman and
ordered to be received and placed on
file.t

* See page 277, vol. 1, Photographic Art-Jour-
nal.

t ^Ir. Harrison having been appointed one of
the INew York city deligates, and finding at a late I

hour the impossibility of attending, took this me- I

thod of expressing his warm sympathy in the pro- 1

Resolved^ That delegates to this con-

vention be invited to co-operate with us.

Delegates then reported as follows.

—

P. Haas, J. M. Clark, S. D. Hum-
phrey, from the American Heliographic

Association.J of New York city. S. Sel-

leck, W. Metcalf, G. R. Turner, A. Mo-
rand, H. H. Snelling, honorary delegate of

New York city, from the meeting of the

Daguerreotypists of the cities of New
York and Brooklyn, held at Brady's gal-

lery on the 8th inst. ; P. H. Benedict,

B. L. Higgins^ Mary S. Hoyt, of Syracuse;

G. N. Barnard, of Oswego; L. V. Par-

sons, C. B. De Reimer, of Auburn ; A.
C. Nichols, of Fulton ; D. V. Frost, of

Augusta, Erie Co. ; N. E. Sissons, of Al-

bany ; C. P. Westcott, of Watertown

;

D. D. T. Davie, J. Davie, F. J. Clark,

ceedings of the meeting, and also to urge the

erection of a suitable monument to the memory of

the great founder of the Daguerrean art, M. Da-
GUERRE.

—

Ed. Phot. Art-Jour.

\ The name of this society has recently been
changed to the American Daguerrean Association.
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U. Dunning, D. B. Johnson, R. Everett

Jr., of Utica; H. N. Manchester, Provi-

dence, R. I. ; W. P. Beech, of Homer
;

P. C. Huntley, of Paris, Oneida Co. ; W.
P. Davis, of Union Springs ; C. N. John-

son, of Batavia ; M. J. Goddard, of Lyons;
C. B. Whitney, C. B. Denny, of Roches-
ter ; G. S. Ragg, of Denmark, Lewis Co.;

Jane P. Martin, of Paterson, N. J. ; J.

P. Merritt, of St. Catherine's, Canada
;

D. McDonald, A. McDonald, R. McDo-
nald, of Buffalo ; A. Fairchild. of Deriter.

Mr. D. D. T. Davie from the commit-

tee to draft a constitution, reported and

presented a constitution, which was receiv-

ed and placed on file, and the committee

discharged.

The constitution was then taken up and

the Convention proceeded to its adoption

by sections.

The first section of Art 1, was adopted

with the amendment, that the name be the

" New York State Daguerrean Asso-

ciation," instead of the New York
Photographic Association.

All the remaining sections were acted

upon and adopted with a few amendments.

Voted—^T\i2X the chair appoint a com-

mittee of three to nominate officers for the

ensuing year.

The chair appointed L. V. Parsons, D.
D. T. Davie, and J. M. Clark, as said

committee.

Resolved^ That a committee of three

be appointed to draft By-Laws for this

association.

H. H. Snelling,* Miss Mary S. Hoyt,

and E. T. Whitney, were appointed said

committee.

The committee appointed to nominate

officers for the association here entered and

reported as follows.

For President :—A. Morand, ofNew
York citv.

For Vice Presidents

:

—D. McDonald,
of Buffalo ; C. P. Westcott, of Water-
town ; P. Haas, of New York city.

For Corresponding Secretary :—C. B.

Denny, of Rochester.

Recording Secretary

:

—L. V. Parsons,

of Auburn.

* Mr. Snelling detined his position in regard to

his connection with the Convention and the Da-
guerrean art, and respectfully declined the ap-

pointment ; but the Convention insisting upon his

acceptance, he complied.

—

Ed. Phot. Art-Jour.

Treasurer :—N. E. Sissons, of Albany.

Trustees :—0. B. Evans, of Buffalo
;

E. T. Whitney, of Rochester ; B. L. Hig-

gins, of Syracuse ; F. J. Clark, of Utica;

P. H. Benedict, of Syracuse ; W. A. Tom-
linson, of Troy ; S. J. Walker of Troy

;

J. S. Myers, of Po'keepsie ; J. M. Clark,

G. Harrison, J. P. Weston, of New York

;

D. B. Johnson, of Utica.

Resolved^ That two tellers with the

secretary bs appointed to count the ballots.

The Convention appointed F. J. Clark,

D. B. Johnson, and the secretary to act as

tellers.

Resolved, That no person be admitted

a member of this association who will not

agree not to take pictures for less than one

dollar and fifty cents.^ until we adopt a

code of By-Laws for this association.

Resolved^ That the committee appoint-

ed to draft By-laws be requested to report

at the next meeting.

Adjourned to 7 o'clock, P. M.

Seven d'clocUy P. M.
Association met according to adjourn-

ment.

Resolved^ That we now proceed to

elect by ballot a president of this associa-

tion.

Mr. Morand—after expressing his de-

sire that the Convention would select some

other gentleman to fill the honorable posi-

sition of president, and his unwillingness to

assume the responsibility, and being over-

ruled by the unanimous voice of the as-

sembly—then retired.

The Convention then proceeded, after

signing the constitution and paying the

initiation fee, to an election for president,

which resulted in the unanimous election

of Augustus Morand of New York city.

Messrs. Clark and Parsons were then

appointed a committee to wait upon Mr.
Morand, and inform him of his election and

conduct him to the chair.

It was then

Resolved^ That the names of the re-

maining candidates for offices be distinctly

read by the president, and the members

vote by ballot for their election, yes or no.

The vote was then taken, and resulted

in the unanimous election of the entire

ticket.

On motion, the following gentlemen

were unanimously elected honorary mem-
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bers of the Association :—H. H. Snelling,

S. D. Humphrey, and D. S. Heffron.

Resolved^ That the Photographic Art-

Journal and Daguerrean Journal be re-

quested to publish the proceedings of this

Convention.

Resolved^ That a committee of three

be appointed to select a design for a certi-

ficate of membership.

The chair appointed J. M. Clark, D.
D. T. Davie and P. Haas.

Resolved^ That the president be added

to the said committee.

Resolved^ That a committee of three

be appointed to receive subscriptions for

the purpose of erecting a monument to the

memory of Daguerre.

The president appointed D. D. T. Da-
vie, P. Haas, and C. B. Denny, said com-
mittee.

Resolved, That committees be appoint-

ed by the chair to report, at the next meet-

ing, on Chemistry, Light, and Position.

The president appointed the committees

as follows

:

On CJiemistry :—D. D. T. Davie, E.
T. Whitney, and J. M. Clark.

On Light:—S. Selleck, D. McDonald,
and L. V. Parsons.

On Position

:

—P. Haas, F. J. Clark,

and G. N. Barnard.

Resolved^ That this Convention call a

National Convention of Daguerrean artists,

to meet in the city of New York on the

gecood Tuesday of November next.

Resolved^ That the president and secre-

tary be requested to draft a circular, and

to have bills printed and sent to the stock

dealers to be distributed among the artists.

Resolved, That a committee be appoint-

ed to secure a suitable place of meeting for

the National Convention to be held in

New York city.

The chair appointed J. M. Clark, S.

Selleck, and G. R. Turner.
Resolved, That the president be added

to said committee.

Resolved, That a committee of ten be

appointed by the chair as delegates to the

National Convention.

The president thereupon appointed the

following delegates :

—

G. N. Barnard, of Oswego ; L. V. Par-

sons, of Auburn ; N. E. Sissons, of Al-

bany ; J. Davie, of Utica ; P. Haas, of

New York; D. D, T. Davie, of Utica;

H. H. Snelling, of New York; W. P.

Beech, of Homer ; Miss Mary S. Hoyt, of

Syracuse ; Mrs. J. P. Martin, of Paterson,

N. J.

Resolved^ That the vote on the resolution

to call a National Convention on the second

Tuesday in November be recensidered.

Resolved, That it be amended by in-

serting " 12th November," instead of

second Tuesday in November.
Resolved, That the American Helio-

GRAPHic Association be and are hereby

invited to meet with this association on
the 11th November next.

On motion the association adjourned to

meet in the city of New York on the 11th

day of November next at 10 o'clock, A.

M. Aug's. Morand, President,

N. Y. S. D. A.
L. V. Parsons, Rec. Sec'y.
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A TREATISE ON PAPER PHOTOGRAPHS*

BY M. BLANQUART EVRARD.

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER I

An Essay on the History and Progress of Photography.—By M. George Ville.

Translated from the French, hrj J. R. Snelling, M. D.

Photography is a French discovery

and one of tlie most interesting of our age :

it is the work of two men known hitherto

by their estimahle labors, but of a seconda-

ry order.

One of the two, M. Joseph Nicephore
Niepce, was an old soldier retired from
service. Naturally inclined towards the

study of the sciences, and no longer ambi-
tious for military renown, M. Niepce lived

in the country with his family, and devoted

the leisure moments which a simple com-
petency left him, to the researches of adap-

tive science. Aided by one of his brothers,

who had an extensive knowledge of mecha-
nics, M. Niepce invented, in 180G, a

matrice machine, in which air when heated

was enabled to supply the place of vapor.

The other inventor of photography, M.
Louis Maude Daguerre, was a painter, and

employed himself in preparing ornaments

for the theatres. The remarkable curtains

which he had arranged for the Olio and

Opera, has won for him in this way a kind

of celebrity. He has frequently established

his reputation by the invention of the

Diorama—it is known that this invention

consists in being able to make upon the

same curtain two entirely different scenes,

by the simple artifices of lightning.

It is singular by what a concurrence of

circumstances, these two men, so different

in position, suddenly happened to engage

in the same subject, and afterwards concur

in the interest of their common studies

;

and whose exertions were the prelude to a

brilliant discovery, which ought to entitle

the name of each inventor to a place upon
the historic page.

Since M. Daguerre gave to the public

the secret of his discovery, photography

has made important progress. Photogra-

phy upon paper has taken a development

which cannot be computed, already it

* Copyright secured according to law.

ranks with the daguerreotype, and all are

inclined to believe that the future apper-

tains to it.

The hope of fixing the color of objects

upon the proofs, is not merely a chemical

project devoid of foundation. The efforts

which have been put forth in this direction

have proved in a decisive manner that this

problem will shortly be solved.

Until now, the art of photography has

been too much neglected, and its followers

have not sought to profit by the good coun-

sels which the art would have given them.

Artists, have slighted, in photography, a

means of study which to me appears diffi-

cult to supply ; and photography being too

exclusively confined in the circle of its

processes, they forget that the productions

obtained by their aid have nothing of true

value, unless nothing exists to offend the

taste, and unless the art has a precise ten-

dency to enlighten and please.

I shall be happy, if this essay upon the

history and progress of photography should

cast some light upon all these questions,

and induce the practical application of pre-

cepts which are too frequently despised.

photography on silver.

Toward the close of the fifteenth cen-

tury, Leonard de Vinci, the senior painter

of Renaissance, and also a great physician,

discovered the principle of the camera ob-

scura, and laid the first foundation of the

physical theory of vision.

A century later. Porta, a Neapolitan

physician, turned his attention to the same

subject ; he made useful improvements in

the camera obscura of Leonard de Vinci,

and enriched science with the instrument

which was one day to give birth to photogra-

phy.

When light is admitted through a small

hole of a window shutter, all exterior ob-

jects are painted in the same manner upon

the opposite wall of the room, maintaining
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their conformity of grandeur and position,

and their individual colors.

The experiment is rendered more com-
plete, if ia the hole of the shutter we place

one of those bi-convex glasses, which na-

tural philosophers call a lens.

In the first instance, the image is not

free from a slight degree of confusion, and

in the second case, on the contrary, it ac-

quires an astonishing clearness.

The idea of applying the lens to this

nove^ use originated with Porta.

The chloride of silver, which the alche-

mists called luncE cornm or lunar caustic is

a white powder which is formed by dissolv-

ing common salt in a solution of nitrate of

silver.

The chloride of silver posseses a singular

property : at the moment of its preparation,

it is white, but does not maintain its white-

ness, unless it be kept in the dark. If ex-

posed to the light it blackens, and it black-

ens the more rapidly, in proportion to the

greater intensity of the light. It is owing
to this property, that if a sheet of paper is

covered with a coating of chloride of silver,

and exposed to the focus of a camera ob-

scura, It produces in its least details the

surface of the imaore which receives the

feeblest cast of light ; the parts of the im-

age being displayed by the deep black, and

the demi-tints by the gray with a shade

more or less dark.

These two actions : the formation of the

image by the camera obscura, and the im-

pression of this image, by means of the

chloride of silver, comprise the whole science

of photography.

The idea of profiting by the property

which the chloride of silver posseses of

darkening under the influence of light, for

copying designs, and fixing the image ot

the camera, was not first suggested to

MM. Niepce and Daguerre. Previous

to that time, Charles, a French philoso-

pher, employed it to produce silhouettes^

or black profile portraits by means of light.

Mr. Wedge ivood Palls^y of England,
used it on his part for copjing church win-

dows, and Sir Humphrey Davy for fixing

the image of the camera obscura
;
yet none

of these attempts has produced any impor-

tant results, and until the discovery of

Niepce and Daguerre, we find nothing,

absolutely nothing, in the Annals of science,

that couid have guided these two philoso-

phers in their researches, and which might

diminish to our eyes the merit of (heir suc-

cess.

The labors and the respective share of

M. Niepce and Daguerre, in the discovery

of photography, arc very clearly estab-

lished.

M. Niepce was the first to find the man-
ner of fixing the image of external objects

by the chemical action of light ; M. Da-
guerre has perfected the photographic pro-

cesses of M. Niepce, and has discovered in

its harmony the general method now in

use.

In December, 1827, M. Niepce pre-

sented to the Royal Society of London, a

memoir upon the manner of reproducing

designs by the sole action of light. The
process of M. Niepce was founded upon
the property which the bitumen of Judea

possessed, of being altered by light, to the

extent of becoming insoluble in the essen-

tial oil of lavender. Here, moreover, is

the manner in which M. Niepce produced

the efi"ects

:

He melted the dry bitumen of Judea in

the essential oil of lavender ; he concen-

trated the solution by a gentle heat, and

thus obtained a thick varnish, which he

spread upon the plates of polished metal.

After many trials, M. Niepce gave the

preference to the plates of silvered copper.

A plate thus prepared was placed at the

focus of the camera obscura, and then

placed in a mixture of the oil of lavender

and liquid bitumen.

In this mixture the plate underwent a

remarkable modification. Every part of

the resinous coating, ihat light had not

altered, was dissolved with the greatest

facility. Those, on the contrary, which

had been affected by the light, resisted

the solvent action of the essential oils.

Therefore an image was formed at the

surface of a metallic plate, and this image

was produced by light.

In these kinds of images, the lights were

occasioned by the coat of bitumen which

had resisted the action of the essential oils,

and the shades by the more sombre reflec-

tions from the denuded surface of the same

metal.

Since the year 1827, therefore, M.
Niepce possessed a complete method for

fixing the image of the camera obscura.

Thus, without any other resources than
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what he could draw in his spirit of inven-

tion, or in his acquired talents, M. Nispce

had solved a problem which defied the

penetration of Wedgewood and the genius,

so fiuitfal and discerning, of Sir H. Davy.

In jastice, however, we ought to acknow-

ledge that the method of M. Niepce gives

with difficulty good results, and that it is

by an application more than uncertain.

At the period when M. Niepce en-

tertained the Royal Society of London

with his first photographic attempts, there

was a man at Paris whose whole talents

and the nature of whose occupations were

especially conducted with a view to the

same object : this was M. Daguerre.

As an accomplished painter he was

favorably known among artists ; but if he

had meditated a long time previous upon

the means of fixing the image of the ca-

mera obscura, it is certain that when M.
Niepce had solved this difficult problem,

his researches had not brought about any

result.

In recalling the claims of M. Niepce to

the discovery of photography, we do not

wish to diminish the merit of M. Daguerre's

labors, nor unite in such attacks as were

directed against him some time since, but

simply to remain faithful to our rule of

history, and give to each the share to which

he is entitled.

In 1S26, one year before M. Niepce

interested the Rojal Society of London

with his works upon photography, M.
Daguerre ascertained one day from an op-

tician of Paris, a friend and confidant of

M. Niepce, that he knew how to fix the

image of the camera obscura. M. Da-

guerre took pains to write immediately to

the inventor, for the purpose of acting

jointly with him io their mutual enterprise,

and from that moment an active corres-

pondence was established between the two

philosophers. It lasted four years, at the

end of which time, M. Niepce suggested

that M. Da;^uerre should unite with him

in the joint improvements pertaining to hi3

invention. A treaty was concluded be-

tween them at Chalons, December 14th,

18<i9, and after the signature of the con-

tract, M. Niepce communicated to M.
Daguerre all the facts relative to his pho-

tographic processes.

Otice in possession of P»I. Niepce's

secret, M. Daguerre applied himself in

perfecting it. He replaced the bitumen
of Judea, with the resin which he obtained

in distilling the essential oil of lavender

—

a matter which possessed a greater lumin-

ous sensibility ; then, instead of washing
the proof in a mixture of essential oil, ho
exposed it to the action of vapor spontane-

ously disengaged from the essence of laven-

der at the ordinary temperature. The
vapor leaves entire the portions of the

resinous layer struck by the light, it is

condensed on the contrary upon the parts

remaining in the shade. Thus, the metal

was not made bare at any part. The lights

were represented by the white resin, and
the shades by the resin rendered diapha-

nous by means of the vapor of the essen-

tial oil.

The process of M. Daguerre was an
improvement upon that of M. Niepce,

not only in the advantage of quickness,

which was greater, but also in the method,
which was much better understood.

Instead of attacking the plate by a bath,

and exposing the image to all the chances

of destructioH which might ensue from a

too lively action, M. Daguerre had recourse

to a vapor which always enabled the opera-

tors to moderate the action.

We insist upon this point, because, in

our opinion, this process contains the germ
of that which M. Daguerre conducted at

a later date and which solved in such a

complete and decisive manner the problem

of photography.

From the commencement of his re-

searches, M. Niepce had conceived the

idea of strengthening the lights of proof,

formed with his combination, over a sim-

ple surface of polished metal, and assail-

ing this with sulphur or iodine. Now, it

happened one day that a spoon left through

inadvertence upon a plate of iodide of sil-

ver, had marked its impression under the

influence of the ambient light. This in-

struction was not lost : for the resinous

matters, M. Daguerre substituted the

iodine vapor ; for the essential oils the

vapor of mercury, and thus was realized-

the idea which occupied the life of poor

Niepce, dead to anxiety, and dead too

soon to partake with RI. Daguerre the

honor and the benefits which were due him.

The discovery of M. Daguerre was com-
plete : the means of fixing the image of the

dark chamber was found. A quarter of
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an hour sufficed for obtaiuing it. The
process was simple, easy, accessible to the

most iaexperieuced hands. The cDthusi-

asm was cousequently great, not only in

France, but throughout all Europe, when
M. Arago announced this result to the

Academy of Sciences. It was read in the

journals of that epoch with astonishment,

then with the admiration which welcomes

the discovery of a French savant.

The whole world at the present day

knows the process of M. Daguerre ; it

consists of three principal operations. It

is commenced by exposing a plate of sil-

vered copper to the vapors which are spon-

taneously disengaged from iodine at the

ordinary temperature. When the plate

has acquired a golden yellow color, it is

exposed at the focus of the camera obscura.

At the end of the camera, the plate is sub-

mitted to the action of the mercurial va-

pors. Under the influence of this vapor,

the appearance of the plate is suddenly

changed, and it is a spectacle well calcula-

ted to excite admiration, that an image

should immediately appear of which no one

for an instant had suspected the existence.

This remarkable effsct is the result of the

unequal condensation of the mercurial va-

pors upon the metallic plate. Indeed, the

small drops of mercury are only condensed

upon the places that the light has struck
;

the parts remaining in the shade undergo

no alteration. 1 1 follows from this singular

effect, that the bright portions are shown
upon the plate through a varnish of mer-

cury, and the others upon the surface of

silver not impressed

The proofs obtained by the processes of

M. Daguerre, although remarkable in their

conformity, had nevertheless a sufficiently

great number of faults to diminish their

value in connection with the art. They
presented a very disagreeable reflection,

and the design was not generally visible,

unless viewing it at a particular angle.

And, lor obtaining a similar proof, it re-

quired at least fifteen minutes ; a circum-

stance which rendered the correct repre-

sentation of animated objects absolutely

impossible.

Now, all these difficulties have disap-

peared. The portrait is of an easy and

almost instantaneous execution, and the

proofs have a warmth of tone, a model, a

harmony in the whole, a delicacy in the

details, of which the proofs of the inventor

were actually deprived.

The wonderful facility at present with

which irreproachable Daguerrean proofs

are obtained, maintains the new tenden-

cies which are given by the object glass of

the camera obscura, and employs it in the

accelerative substances.

At the time when M. Daguerre pub-
lished his photographic process, it was not

known that a single lens only was within

the camera obscura. The images pro-

duced in these conditions were feebly

bright and of a difficult impression. In

working with a very intense hght, in the

middle of a clear day, it took at least fif-

teen minutes to obtain a tolerable image,

a condition which excluded the portrait,

and rendered a representation of animated
nature very difficult

In combining two achromatic lenses,

M. Charles Chevalier, optician of Paris,

lessened the duration to two or three

minutes, and M. Claudet to some fractions

of a second, by his discovery of accelera-

tive substances.

In the double object-glasses of M.
Charles Chevalier, the lenses are combined
for working without a diaphragm, and by
very short foci. In this way it concentra-

ted a great deal of light upon the metallic

surface, and the impression of the image
was much more vivid. Another advantage

of the double object-glass is, that the ope-

rator can at pleasure vary the focus, with-

out deforming the picture.

After a plate has been passed through

iodine, if we expose it to the vapor which
is disengaged spontaneously from an aque-

ous solution of bromine, it acquires an ex-

traordinary luminous sensibility. This
duration of the exposition in the camera
is no longer computed by minutes, but by
seconds and fractions of a second.

Many bodies partake with bromine the

property of increasing the sensitiveness of

iodide of silver ; chlorine, the chlorous

acid, the chloride of bromine, bromoforme,
chloride of sulphur, etc., can be used as

accelerative agents, and supply the want of

bromine itself.

When the proof has been plunged into

mercury, it then is necessary to remove it

from the excess of iodine which covers the

surface, wherever the light has not pro-

duced its action, then finally, (o fix the
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image by taking away the destructive action

of external destructive agents, and commu-
nicate to it a durability capable of resist-

ing friction.

To remove the iodine, it is sufficient to

plunge the proof in a bath of hyposulphite

of soda. This salt possesses the property

of dissolving iodide of silver with the great-

est facility. Afterward it remains to fix

the image. It is accomplished by pouring

upon the surface of the proof a solution

of chloride of gold mixed with the hyposul-

phite of soda, and slightly heating it. The
plate is then covered with a thin varnish

of metallic gold. This operation, so sim-

ple in itself, is, therefore, the most useful

perfection of M. Daguerre's discovery. It

has contributed indeed to enhance in a

remarkable degree the general tone of pho-

tographic designs, of banishing almost en-

tirely the reflection, and giving to the

proof a great durability.

This interesting discovery is due to M.
Fizeau.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER.

In 1834, certainly before M. Daguerre
possessed the method that finally gave such

popularity to his name, Mr. Talbot, an

English philosopher, had discovered the

means of fixing the image of the camera
obscura, not upon the metallic surface, but

upon a sheet of paper. And not only did

Mr. Talbot obtain a faithful representa-

tion of the image, but he indefinitely mul-
tiplied the first proof, and used it as a real

engraved plate.

When he had made a discovery so im-

portant, Mr. 1 albot kept it so long from
the public, that he suffered himself to be

robbed of the honors of having founded
photography.

This method of Mr. Talbot was of diffi-

cult execution, and its learned author who
knew the imperfections, wished, before of-

fering it to the public, to give it that cer-

tainty and quickness of execution which it

has since received from the labors of M.
Blanquart Evrard, and some other philo-

sophers.

To comprehend the merit of Mr. Tal-

bot's discovery and to appreciate its ferti-

lity, it will be necessary for us to return to

the general ideas which have been pre-

sented at the commencement of this sub-

ject, in order to determine well what

should be meant by positive and negative

proofs.

It is known that the chloride and iodide

of silver blackens under the influence of

light. The more intense the light is, the

more rapidly is the action manifested. If

a sheet of paper is covered with a coating

of iodide of diver and placed at the focus

of a camera obscura, the light acting upon
the iodide of silver, affecting it similar to

a pencil upon a sheet of white paper, should

produce a true design.

Between these two designs, however,
there is an essential difference, which
words can fully explain, and which it is

very important not to lose sight of.

The lighter parts of external objects re-

flect more light than the colored parts, the

clear parts more than those parts placed in

the shade, and it follows that the white

parts of the same objects will be represent-

ed dark in the photographic design.

Thus, if a pack of playing cards are

placed JDcfore the object glass of a camera
obscura, the white figures of the cards will

be represented black, and the dark figures

gray, seeing that the dark figures having

reflected less light than the white figures,

have produced a more feebly reductive

action upon the salt of silver which covers

the whole surface of the paper.

The same phenomena is alike produced

in photography upon plate. The white

parts of objects are represented dark upon
plate as upon paper, and the vapor of mer-

cury is condensed at the surface of all the

dark points, changing their color to white,

and have precisely the effect of rendering

the image natural. In the first instance

the image is said to be inverse or negative^

and in the latter it is called direct or posi-

tive. After the elucidations into which we
are about to enter, these words will be un-
derstood of themselves.

In photography upon paper, the proofs

are not submitted to the vapors of mer-
cury. Another process is resorted to for

correcting the image, and making every

shade of the proof correspond with that of

the model. This effect is obtained by
placing under the proof which was passed

into the camera obscura, a second sheet of

paper, this also covered again with a salt

of silver capable of darkening by the action

of light. The two sheets of paper being

firmly compressed together by means of a
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frame famished with two glasses, the whole

is exposed to the sua. The effect produced

is easy to understand.

The negative proof in which the white

parts of the model are represented black,

is placed above. To arrive then at the

second sheet of paper, light should traverse

the negative proof. Or, as light passes

more readily through the white, than

through the colored parts of the paper, it

results that in the second proof, the colored

portions of the proof are produced white,

and vice-versa. The consequence there-

fore, finally is, an inverse proof of the first,

and in which, consequently, the lights and
.shades correspond to the lights and shades

of the model.

The chloride and iodide of silver have
not such a degree of sensitiveness as to

enable us to obtain good proofs with their

aid alone, and without the agency of some
other matter. To Mr. Talbot likewise is

due the merit of having discovered a body,

the gallic acid, which acts upon paper

covered over with iodide or chloride of

silver, as the vapors of bromine acts upon
the iodized plates, and as pointed out in an
interesting manner by M. Claudet.

To obtain a proof, Mr. Talbot proceeds

as follows : He spreads upon the surface

of a sheet of paper, by means of a pencil,

a coating of nitrate of silver dissolved in

distilled water, then a coating of iodide of

potassium, likewise dissolved in water, the

mixture of these two coatings was produced
with the iodide of silver.

When the paper was dry, he spread a

third coating cf a new liquid, obtained by
mixing to the first solution of nitrate of

silver, a certain proportion of the gallic and
acetic acid.

The paper was then ready to receive the

luminous impression. After one exposi-

tion, which varied ten to fifteen minutes,
the paper was withdrawn from the camera
obscura. It was also wetted once with the

solution of gallo-nitrate of silver, and under
the influence of this solution the image
appeared suddenly, as upon the iodized

plates of M. Daguerre, when he exposed
it to the vapor ot mercury.

All these operations should be made in

the dark. VVhen the imace, under the

iLnuence of gallic acid, is brought out

upon the paper, like a brown color, traced

as it where by an invisible pencil, it should
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be fixed, that is to say, the excess of the

salt of silver which lijjht has not acted

upon, should be carried off from the proof.

It is sufficient for this purpose to let the

proofs remain in a bath of hyposulphite of

soda or bromide of potassium.

These two bodies possess the property of
dissolving the chloride and iodide of silver

which the light has not affected, and we
will soon see from this property what part

is drawn so as to vary the character of the

proofs.

Afterwards, when it has had the advan-
tage of several hours effort and attention of
every kind, a tolerable negative proof being

obtained, it is necessary to occupy our^

selves with the positive proof, and renew
all the series of operations which we are-

about to describe.

At the time Mr. Talbot sent to the

Academy of Sciences a detailed descriptioii

of his method, there was scarcely any one
who considered it. It was terrified with

the complication of the process : the proofe

which Mr. Talbot presented in support of
his communication were far from rival-

ing the proofs of M. Daguerre. Some
tried to repeat the processes of the English
philosopher. Several fruitless attempts

induced them to believe that Mr. Talbot
had told only a part of his secret, and by
degrees photography upon paper sank intO'

oblivion.

While the Daguerreotype continued to

fill the minds of all and make each day
fresh progress, an amateur of painting,

placed at the head of a rich commercial
house of Lille, was engaged in his moments
of leisure, in giving to Mr. Talbot's me-
thod all the simplicity which it attained

some years later, as one of the most inte-

resting discoveries of our age.

All the world perceives that we desire

to speak of M. Blanquart Evrard.

M. Blanquart did not discover photo-
graphy ; nor did he ever claim to him-
self, which intention has been falsely at-

tributed to bim ; but although he was not
able to discover it, he has transformed it,

and all the progress which the diicovery

of Mr. Talbot has made since the publica-

tion of the inventor, are connected more or
less closely with the labors of M. Blanquart.

In Mr. Talbot's method, the image was
formed by the reduction of a thin coating,

and all the superficial iodide of silver.
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Mr. Talbot spread the photogeaic liquid

with a pencil, which had the efiect of ren-

dering the papers unequally sensitive upon

different parts of their surface.

The duration of exposition was too long

to apply to the portrait.

The gallic acid used as Mr. Talbot pro-

posed was liable to accidents without end,

which compromised the proofs. In effect,

the gallic acid was mixed with the aceto

nitrate of silver, and used in that state.

Then, this mixture was altered with such

great facility, that it was very seldom that

a proof was finished wiihout the production

of spots.

The proofs of Mr. Talbot, resulting from

a reduction, wholly superficial, of the iodide

of silver, required vigor ; the succession of

the plans was not shown, and the demi

tints failed completely. There was not the

proper gradation in the change from the

lights to the shades. Moreover, the design

not being deep, wanted durability, and it

was not very rare for a proof to become

entirely effaced two or three years after its

preparation.

The labors of M. Blanquart, the publi-

cation of which was commenced in 1847,
and coDtinued without interruption until the

prescint era of photographic improvement,
may be divided iuto three grand orders.

Tbe first order of M. Blanquart's labors

comprises all those which relate to the

chemical reactions, of the fatal effect of

which it was absolutely deprived.

Secondly, M. Blanquart, laying aside

the operative processes, applied himself

advantageously in producing the effects of

art, and endeavored to i econcile these effects

to very definite and invariable processes.

In the third and last place, M. Blan-
quart devoted his attention only to thyse

applications which he discovered were su-
perior in photography, and exerted hi m-
self in making this fine discovery a help

in the manufacture of photographic pa-

pers.

1^0 he continued.

.

ELECTROTYPE MANIPULATIONS.

BY CHARLES V. WALKER
Honorary Secretary to the London Electrical Society,

Part 11.

147. Gilding-wax.—The proper color

vis given to the surface of electro-gilding by
covering it with gilding-icax^ and heating

it till the mass begins to smoke. Gilding-

wax consists of the powders of saltpetre,

sal-ammoniac, sulphate of iron, and verdi-

gris, mixed with melted wax. This opera-

tion removes the brassy appearance, which

the surface often presents, and gives the

rich gold color, on which the beauty of the

work depends.

148. Various metallic solutions.—
M. Louyet has used with great success a

solution of bi-sulphuret of gold in cyanuret

of potassium. This solution is neutral to

silver, copper and brass, so that no action

occurs on the surface of these metals, until

the circuitis completed. The bi-sulphuret

of gold is prepared by passing sulphuretted

hydrogen through a solution of bi-chloride

of gold ; or by pouring into such solution

hydro -sulphate of ammonia. The bi-sul-

phuret is collected in a filter, where it must
be well washed with warm^ not hoiling

water ; it is then dissolved by pouring the

cyanuret solution (§ 116.) through the fil-

ter. The solution has a clear gold color
;

it is diluted for use to a pale straw color.

149. M. Becquerel has introduced a

very philosophical mode of gilding by the

single cell process. A solution was made
of 1 gramme of dry chloride of gold, 10 of

ferro-cyanuret of potassium,* and 100 of

water ; it was filtered, and to it were add-

* The prussiate of potash of commerce.
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ed 100 grammes of a saturated solution

of yellow ferro-cyanurct of potassium : The
solution was used in that state, or diluted

with once or twice its bulk of water, accord-

ing to the character of surface desired.

—

This solution is placed in the porous tube

of a single cell, (§ 120.) and into the cell

surrounding the zinc is poured a solution

of a similar character with the exception

that it does not contain any gold ; but, in

lieu, a little salt. Unamalgamated zinc is

used.

150. There is not space to give detailed

accounts of the many other solutions that

have been used ; let it suffice to mention
in brief a few :

—

M. de Ruolz has employed,
1. Cyanuret of gold, dissolved in simple

cyanuret of potassium
;

2. Cyanuret of gold, dissolved in the yel-

low ferro-cyanuret

;

3. Cyanuret of gold, dissolved in the red

ferro-cyanuret of potassium
;

4. Chloride of gold, dissolved in the

same cyanurets
;

5. Double chloride of gold and potassi-

um, dissolved in the cyanuret of potassium.

6. Double chloride of gold and sodium
dissolved in soda ;*

7. Sulphuret of gold dissolved in the

neutral sulphate of potassium.

The latter is singularly valuable.

He uses cyanuret of silver in yellow fer-

ro-cyanuret of potash. Where 6 cells in se-

ries are required for gilding, 4 are sufficient

for plating.

151. He effects platinating with the

double chloride of platinum and potassium

in caustic potash, with the same ease and
facility as plating and gilding ; but when
he used cyanuret solutions of platinum, like

those of gold or silver, it required one or

two hundred times the duration of the ex-

periment to produce a corresponding re-

sult.

Lead is precipitated from oxide of lead,

dissolved in potash.

Tin is deposited on iron, zinc, &c., from
a solution of oxide of tin in potash, or tin

in cream of tartar ; which latter is the so -

lution employed for tinning pins, the pro-

cess being in truth an electrical one ; for

the pins and the tin are thrown into the li-

quid, where the latter receive a coating.

*The analogous salt of potash does not succeed.

Zinc is deposited, especially on iron ; the

solution is not named.!
152. M. Boettiger uses for gilding one

part of chloride of gold, as neutral as possi-

ble, and 100 parts water, in which he al-

lows the action to be repeated about half-a-

dozen times, of a minute's duration each,

and washes the article between each ope-

ration with fine linen in pure water. For
platinating

.,
he has a corresponding solu-

tion of platinum. He has also employed
one part of chloride of platinum, 100 parts

water, and 8 parts hydrochlorate of soda
;

or one part ammoniacal chloride of plati-

num, dissolved, with 8 parts of sal ammo-
niac, in 32 or 40 parts of water. The lat-

ter solutions are used without the voltaic

current to give a thin coating ; which may
doubtless be increased by the voltaic action.

153. Mr. Woolrich uses the following

solutions :

He first prepares what he terms the sol-

vent, or sulphite of potash, thus :—28 lbs.

of the best pearlash, and 30 lbs. of water

are boiled in an iron vessel ; the solution

is allowed to cool, and is then filtered. To
this are added 14 lbs. of distilled water;

sulphurous acid gasJ is then passed into

the liquor until it becomes saturated ; and
the liquor is filtered for use.

Silvering-liquor.—12 oz. of crystal-

lized nitrate of silver are dissolved in 3 lbs.

of distilled water. The solvent just de-

scribed is gradually added, so long as a

whitish precipitate falls. The supernatant

liquor is poured off, and the precipitate

washed with distilled water. To the washed
precipitate is added as much of the solvent

as will dissolve it ; and then l-6th part

more, so that the solvent may be in excess.

After being well stirred, and allowed to re-

main for 24 hours, the liquor is ready for

use.

Gilding-liquor.—Four oz. troy, of fine

gold are dissolved in a mixture of 1 1 fluid

oz. nitric acid, 13 muriatic acid, and 12

distilled water : the solution is evaporated

and crystallized ; and the crystals are dis-

solved in 1 lb. of distilled water ; the gold

is then precipitated by pure magnesia, the

t Vide Les Archives, June 7, 1842.

I This gas may be obtained by applying heat to

a flask, containing sulphuric acid and pieces of well-

burned charcoal. The gas should be passed

through water to iree it from any acid it may have
carried over.
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precipitate is first washed with distilled

water acidulated with nitric acid, and then

with water alone. To the washed precipi-

tate is added enough solvent to dissolve it,

and l-5th more. After being stirred and

remaining 24 hours, it is fit for use.

Coppering-liquor.—7 lbs. of sulphate

of copper are dissolved in 30 lbs. of dis-

tilled water, and to this is added a solution

of carbonate of potassa until precipitation

ceases. The precipitate is washed, and

dissolved in the solvent as before, one -third

more being added. This must stand for

twenty-four hours, as the others.

154. Mr. Tuck has used a solution of

carbonate of silver ; he adds a salt of sil-

ver, as the nitrate, to carbonate of ammo-
nia, and, by the application of heat, dis-

solves the precipitate.

155. Mr. Briant, of St. Petersburgh,

gives the following preparation of gold so-

lution^ as superior to any other. He makes

a solution of 6J solotnik (428 grains) of

gold in ag[ua rcgia (uitro muriatic acid),

by aid of a sand-bath : he boils it down to

one-fourth, when the crystallization occurs;

he evaporates, but not to dryness. The
crystals are then dissolved in hot water,

and half a pound* of powdered magnesia

dissolved in hot water, is added. It is fil-

tered warm : if the liquor is dark, the mag-
nesia is not all dissolved, when it must be

boiled again. It is now washed in the fil-

ter, and the hydrated oxide of gold remain-

ing in the filter is placed in a flask, and on

it is gradually poured half a Russian pound

of nitric acid; after the efi"ervescence

ceases, it is again filtered and well washed
;

and the chocolate colored residuum is

boiled in a hot prepared solution of 1 lb.

22 solotnik (7766 grs.) of prussiate of pot-

ash ; when it boils, 10 solotnik (6.58 grs.)

of caustic potash, previously dissolved in

cold water, are added, and well mixed.

—

When cool, the solution is filtered for use :

the sediment now remaining in the filter is

oxide of iron.

156. Major Von Jewreinoff gives the

following silver solution :—4 parts of dry

powdered prussiate of potash are well in-

corporated in a mortar with 1 J parts of

pure potash, and are melted in a closed

vessel till the product becomes transparent

*A Russian pound; of 96solotniks, is equal to

6313-5 grs. Eng,

and dazzling white. Chloride of silver,

prepared by throwing salt into a solution

of nitrate of silver, is dissolved in this solu-

tion and filtered for use.

157. A writer in the Mechanics'* Mag-
azine^ Mr. Rockline, has used the follow-

ing solution :—Oxide of silver is dissolved

in citric acid ; the solution is evaporated

to drj'ness, and the residual salt is exposed

in a tube to 212° Fabr., when a current

of dry hydrogen is passed over it for a few
minutes. The salt is then dissolved for

use in cold water. This solution must not

be heated.

158. Other applications of Electro^

Gilding.—On the Continent this art has

been rendered available in gilding the

springs and works of chronometers; and
one experimentalist, M. Perrot, has '* un-

dertaken to gild at the same time, all the

movements of a watch,—to gild them, not

only in their places, but while in motion."f
M. Boettiger, to whom I have already

(§152.) alluded, has employed for gilding

the bi-chloride of gold, and has prepared

copper surfaces, by first depositing upon
them platinum. M. Hamman, an engraver

of Geneva, has deposited a coat of gold

instead of one of varnish on plates intend-

ed for ordinary etching, and has traced

the design most accurately, through this

exceedingly delicate layer.

Electro-gilding has been successfully ap-

plied in protecting and permanently fixing

Daguerreotype pictures. It is well known
that thin films of gold are transparent A
thin film is therefore deposited upon the

surface of the finished plate, and efi'ectu-

ally secures the picture from destruction

;

while it does not in the least hide it from

the eye ; or detract from its beauty.

IV.

—

Deposition of the Oxides of Me-
tals ON Metals.

159. Metallo chromes.—Hitherto we
have been considering the deposition of

metal on metal ; it remains to give a fami-

liar description of the mode of depositing

metal in union with oxygen^ i. e. a metal-

lic oxide on metals. The most beautiful

experiments of this kind are those describ-

ed by NobilijJ and recently repeated and

considerably modified by Mr. Gassiot.§

t Vide Arch, de I'Electricite, No. 1. p. 276.

t Sclent. Memoirs, Vol. 1. Art. 5.

§ P'.oceed. Elec. Soc, Dec. 17,1639, 4to.
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The productions are known by the name
of metallo-chromes . A saturated solution

of acetate of lead is prepared, and poured

into a shallow vessel, in which has been

placed a hifrhly-polished steel plate. A
wire from the positive end of a series of

three or four Daniells, is made to touch

the plate. Then, if another wire from the

negative end of the series is held in the

solution, over the plate, a small tinted cir-

cle makes its appearance on the polished

surface beneath the wire, and rings of

color, of the most brilliant hues, rise from

the centre and expand to the circumfer-

ence. The colors commence with silver-

blond, and progress onward to fawn-color,

and thence through various shades of violet

to the indigoes and blues ; then through

pale blue to yellow and orange ;
thence

through lake and bluish lake, to green and

greenish orange, and rose orange ; thence

through greenish violet and green, to red-

dish yellow and rose lake, which is the

highest color on the chromatic scale.

1 60 . Colored figures of varied character

are obtained by modifying the shape of the

electrode connected with the negative end

of the battery, using instead of a point, a

slip of metal, a disc, a ring, a convex or a

concave circle, a cross, or other pattern.

By the employment of a large disc, and

small steel plates, and by very careful mani-

pulation, a uniform tint may be given to

each plate, and the chromatic scale of forty-

four colors may be obtained. For this

purpose each experiment must be timed by

a pendulum, and one second being given

to the first plate, the duration for the rest

must increase by a second for each. It is

absolutely essential in operations of such

extreme delicacy that all the plates be of

the same thickness, so that, when adjusted

to their position, they may remain at the

same distance from the disc. Many more
than forty-four specimens will be produced,

which must be placed in order, and the

similar tints rejected. The spoiled plates

are cleaned with fine emery paper.—The
best metallo-chromes are obtained by cut-

ting a star or other pattern in card, and

placing the pattern on the plate, beneath

a convex or a concave disc.

161 . The colors arise from the very thin

films of oxide of lead, which are deposited

on the steel plates : and are due to an

analysis of light, similar to what occurs in

a soap-bubble,* or in the film of air be-

tween a lens and a plate of glass, closely

pressed together. No practical use has

been made of these films.

162. Deposition of Oxide of Lead.—
M. Becquerel has recently]'" described a

means of coating metals with oxide of lead

and oxide of iron, for the purpose of pro-

tecting them from the action of the air.

Houses ^potash solution of lead^ which

is prepared by dissolving 200 grammes;]; of

caustic potash in two litres§ of distilled

water, and adds to it 150 grammes of pro-

toxide of lead,

—

ih.elitharge of commerce.
It is boiled for half an hour, and, after be-

inof allowed to settle, is diluted for use with

its volume of water. Some of the solution

is poured into a porous tube, which is

placed in a vessel containing water acidu-

lated with one- twentieth its weight of nitric

acid. The nitric acid contains a platinum

plate, connected with the negative or zinc

end of a single cell of Daniell's battery
;

and the article to be coated with oxide of

lead, as for instance, a plate of iron, is

placed in the solution of lead, and con-

nected with the copper of the battery. In

a few minutes the plate is covered with a

coating of peroxide of lead, which arises

from the union of the oxygen with the

protoxide of the solution. The adherence

is very strong, and if the article has been

well prepared (§ 97, 98.), will sustain the

action of the burnisher. The color of the

deposit is black with a brownish tinge ; if

the action is allowed to continue, it assumes

the tint of yellow ochre. The liberation of

hydrogen on the platinum plate is a sign

that things are going on well. The solu-

tion must not be used to exhaustation, but

bo replaced by fresh, after perhaps a dozen

hours of action.

163. Deposition of oxide of iron

.

—An
ammonical solution of iron is used for ob-

taining a deposit of the peroxide. A hot

* The best mode of making a soap-bubble is to

place a piece of soap, about as large as a pea, in a

six-ounce vial, one-third filled with water ;
the

vial is to be then placed in a vessel of water, and^

the water to be boiled. When the vial gives off

steam pretty freely, it is to be corked, aud then re-

moved and sealed immediately. A horizontal film

of soap may at any time be made by shaking the

vial.

t Vide " ComptesRendus," 3d July, 1843.

X A gramme = 15 1-2 gr. troy.

§ A litre = 61 cub. in.
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solution of protosulphate of iron is prepared,

and placed in the receiver of an air-pump

to abstract from it all air ; a solution of

ammonia is likewise deprived of air, and a

little more than is sufficient to dissolve the

protoxide of iron is poured into the former

solution. This solution is used in the same
manner as that of lead, described in the

preceding paragraph, namely, in a dia-

phragm decomposition cell ; but care must
be taken to keep it covered from the air,

which has so great a power, on account of

the oxygen it contains, of converting the

protoxide into a peroxide. A few minutes
suffice for the operation. The deposit of

peroxide is of a brownish red color, having
somewhat the appearance of precipitated

copper ; if the action continues, the color

becomes darker, and finally it is deep violet.

The oxide will endure the burnisher. If

the action is carried on at an elevated tem-
perature, the adhesion is greater, because
the contraction of the expanded metal
binds the film more closely. The use of

the diaphragm in these operations is to pre-

vent the solution from becomino; exhaust-

ed ; for if the experiment were carried on
under ordinary circumstances, the deposi-

tion of metal at the one electrode, and ox-
ide of metal at the other, would very soon
deprive the solution of its contents.

164.

—

Magneto-electro plating —
Before leaving this section it may be right

to mention that Mr. Woolrich, whose so-

lutions are given elsewhere (§ 153.) has

taken out a patent for depositing metals
from their solutions by electricity obtained

frein the magneto-electro machine.— Mesrs.
Elkington are now engaged in coating iron

with zinc, which is of course pure.

V. Electro-etching.
165. The results hitherto treated on,

have been, with the exception of the depo-
sition of the oxides, all obtained at i\i% ne-
gative metal ; but there is a class of results

of no inconsiderable importance to be ob-
tained at the other terminal.

The plates of copper, in the decomposi- I

tion cell, in connection with the copper of
|

the battery, have been described as combi-
ning gradually with the oxygen released

there, and being eventually consumed
; so

likewise the plates of silver or gold, which
occupy the same relative position, are in a
similar manner consumed. But as the var-

nish (§ 26.) placed on moulds effectually

shields the parts protected by it, from the

effects of electrolytic action, so also may
the copper plates be protected, and the de-
structive action localized at pleasure.

166. If, for instance, the plates of cop-

per be covered on any part of their surface

with a stratum of varnish, that part will be
excluded from the line of action, while all

else is being consumed. Advantage has
been taken of this, by coating plates with

proper composition, and then tracing

through it any design, of which an etching

is required. The plate in this condition is

submitted to the action of the nascent oxy-
gen, and the surface is readily and effectu-

ally etched. There is some superiority too

possessed by this method, over the ordina-

ry etching by the use of nitric acid ; for

the operation can be conducted with con-
siderable regularity ; it can be rendered a

slow or speedy process ; and the result can
be taken out, from time to time, to be ex-

amined, and can be re-submitted in a mo-
ment. In fact, of so much importance
has this mode of etching been deemed, that

it is already one amongst the many appli-

cations of this principle for which a patent

has been obtained.

167. Process of electro etching.—Take
a burnished copper-plate, and solder it to

a stout wire ; heat the plate, and rub its

surface with etching ground,* wrapped in

silk ; be careful to obtain an even coatino-

;

then smoke the covered surface over the

flame of a candle. Varnish the back of

the plate, as well as the wire, with shell-

lac. Trace the design through the etch-

ing ground with a fine point. This done,

place it in a decomposition cell, and con-

nect it with the copper of a Daniell's bat-

tery, placing opposite to it a plate of some-
what similar size ; after the lapse of ten

minutes remove it, and " stop out^' the
fine parts with Brunswick black ; return it

to the decomposition cell for a second ten

minutes ; and again stop out the half tints
;

again submit it to action for ten minutes,

and the operation is complete. Remove
the etching ground by means of heat, and
a perfect engraving will be found on the

plate. The exact duration of the several

operations, as well as their number, must
be regulated according to circumstances

Electro-etching is an interesting experi-

* Etching ground consists of asphalte, wax,
black pitch, and Burgundy pitch.
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ment for the lecture table. At the com-
mencement of a lecture, I have submitted

a plate to electric action, and before the

hour has expired, have distributed proof

impressions.

168. An etching ground of gold (§ 158.)

may be applied by submitting a copper-

plate, well varnished on the back, to the

action of the cyanide of gold. When a

perfect coating is obtained, the plate is re-

moved ; and the design is etched through

the goldfilm. The plate is then submit-

ted to the action of the battery, as before :

and as the oxygen, released there, com-
bines with the copper^ but not with the

gold.^ the design is permanently etched.

—

The process of etching is very speedily ef-

fected ; and must, therefore, be very care-

fully attended, lest, by proceding too far,

the plate be spoiled.

169. Electro-etching Daguerreotype
plates.—In the description last given, the

artisfs hand must first trace the design,

before the electric force will engrave for

him ; but Mr. Grove has described a pro-

cess,* by which the pencil of nature does

all the work. He has taken Daguerreo-

type plates—those beautiful productions
" drawn by light," and, having submitted

them to the still further operation of Na
ture's laws, has succeeded in " engraving

by electricity."

170. Though this process has not been
perfected, so far as to produce plates fitted

in all respects for the printer, yet, as it is

one most important application of the sub-

ject on which we treat, and as it furnishes,

though not for the printer.^ yet for the elec-

trotypist., plates from which he can obtain

perfect impressions, and these to any ex-

tent, it claims especial notice in this trea-

tise.

171. Nature of Daguerreotype Pic-
tures.—The dark portion of these pictures

are considered to be silver^ and the light

portions mercury ; and hence, if they are

placed in a solution, whose liberated ele-

ment shall act on one of these metals, and
not on the other ; or if they are submitted

to a solution, the liberated element of

which combines more with one than the

other, the result will be an etching.

172. Hydro chloric acid, diluted with

half its bulk of water, has been employed.

*Vide Proceed. Elec. Soc, vol. i. p. 94, Aug
17, 1841.

From hydrochloric acid hydrogen is releas-

ed at the negative plate ; and the great

object is to dispose of it regularly, and as

speedily as may be ; for, if any hydrogen ad-

heres to the surface of this plate, the sur-

face of the plate to be etched, where it is

opposed to this, will furnish an irregular

result. The best plates for parting with

the nascent hydrogen, are platinized silver,

or platinized platinum. The distance be-

tween the two plates, (which are, of

course, placed parallel,) should be about

the fifth of an inch, which is near enough

to insure uniformity of action, and not so

near as to allow the escaping hydrogen to

interfere with the result.

173. In a process so delicate as that of

etching out the microscopic delineations on

these plates, due regard must be paid to

the relation between the size of the gene-

rating pairs and the size of the plates them-

selves. The best mode is to have the ge-

nerating pair and the decomposing pair of

(me size or nearly so ; and as the solution

employed will give up its elements with a

feeble current, one generating cell is

enough. Prof. Grove used a single pair

of the nitric acid hattery ; but any other

will produce the desired result. The time

of action depends on the nature of the ge-

nerating cell employed. With the nitric

acid battery (the energy of the action of

which is great) the effect was produced

in from 25 to 30 seconds. With other ar-

rangements it will be longer ; and, possi-

bly, as it is accomplished more slowly, the

result will be more definite ; and the ex-

periment will be less liable to fail.

174. Having determined these several

points, and shown the reason on which the

are based, (and I always wish to furnis|^

reasons for all that is done ; for when
man acts by mere directions, and arrivea

at ends he knows not why., I am well ass

sured that his interest in the subject wil-

soon be dissipated, and his path, instead ol

being pleasing and bright, will be dull and

gloomy ;) the next arrangement is to pre-

pare a wooden frame with grooves, into

which the two plates, viz. the Daguerreo-

type* and the platinized plate can slide,

so as to remain firmly fixed in the required

position This frame is then immersed in

the solution, and contact is made with the

* This plate must be ^vell varnished on its back
and edges.

yy
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generating cell, by touching with the

ends of the connecting wires the edges*

of the plates ; and retaining them in con-

tact for the given time. " The plate is

then removed, and well rinsed in distilled

water, and if the silver be homogeneous,"'f

will " present a beautiful sienna- colored

drawing of the original design, produced

by a film of the oxychloridej formed ;
it

is now placed in an open dish, containing

a very weak solution of ammonia, and the

surface gently rubbed with very soft cot-

ton, until all the deposit is dissolved ; as

iSOon as this is efiected, it should be instant-

ly removed and plunged into distilled

water, and carefully dried. The process is

now complete, and a perfect etching of the

original design will be observed ; this, when
printed from, gives a 'positive picture, or

one which has its lights and shadows as in

nature ; and which is in this respect, more
correct than the original Daguerreotype,

as the sides are not inverted
;
printing can

therefore be directly read ; and in portraits

thus taken, the right and left sides of the

face are in their proper position. "—" There
is, however, ex necessitate rei^ this difficul-

ty with respect to engravings from Da-
guerreotypes ; if the plates be etched to a

depth sufficient to produce a good impres-

sion, some of the finer lines of the original

must inevitably run into each other; and
thus the chief beauties of these exquisite

images be destroyed. If, on the other

hand, the process be only continued long

enough to leave an exact etching of the

original design, which can be done to the

minutest perfection, the very cleaning of

the plate by the printer destroys its beau-

ty ; and the molecules of the printer's ink

being larger than the depth of the etchings,

a very imperfect impression is produced."§

* A small portion of varnish is removed from

the Daguerreotype for this purpose.

t " It is very necessary that the silver of plates

subjected to this process be homogeneous. Striae

imperceptible, in the original Daguerreotype, are

instantly brought out by the nascent union
;
pro-

bably silver, formed by voltaic precipitation, would

be found the most advantageons." Prof. Grove.

This extract, illustrated as it was by the condition

of the prints from some of the etched plates, indi-

cates that the application of electro-plating, be-

fore described, will eventually be found of some
service

,

X Oxygen from the water, and chlorine from the

acid, are released at the Daguerreotype plate.

§ Vide Proceed. Elect. Soc. p. 98.

175. But though these mechanical diffi-

culties exist with respect to printing from

an etched plate, yet the etching is perfect.

The action of the liberated elements has

produced the most delicate piece of work-

manship ever seen ; and though many
practical difficulties will ever exist against

successfully printing from such plates, yet

the electrotypist possesses the means of

multiplying the most faithfully and elabo-

rately executed among them, with undevi-

ating certainity ; and of obtaining in metal

as many perfect copies of the original as

he may think fit to take. " To give an

idea of the perfect accuracy of these, I

may mention that in one I have taken,"

writes Mr. Grove, " on which is a sign-

board, measuring, on the electrotype plate

1-lOth by 6-lOOths of an inch, five lines

of inscription can, with a microscope, be

distinctly read."

176. I can conceive, therefore, that

among those into whose hands these pages

may fall, are many who will value this dis-

covery which furnishes a means of multi-

plying readily these treasures of art, I

was about to say ; and possibly art is the

fittest designation to give to this process

which has risen at the magic touch of sci-

ence. It is true no living artist can pro-

duce pencillings so true and faithful, but

science has called into action the finger of

nature, who is ever faithful and ever true
;

and has inscribed upon her productions,

not the words " drawn by Landseer, and

engraved by Cousins,'' but " drawn by

Light, and engraved by electricity. "||

177. Neio Mode of EtchiTig.— Dr.

Pring has just describedlf another mode of

etching. A positive steel or other metal

plate is connected with the positive end of

a series of 4 or 5, a good coil of coated

copper wire being interposed between the

plate and the battery. The other wire,

guarded by glass or other insulator, is held

in the hand and employed as an etching

tool, when any device may be drawn.

The plate may be reversed and connected

with the negative end to vary the experi-

ment. Various wires may be used. No
solution is employed.

VI. Applications of Electrotype.

178. In reviewing the patents taken out,

II
Vide Prof. Grove's paper.

IT Vide Phil. Mag. Aug. 1843.
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(and there are not a few,) I have felt some
degree of difficulty in tracing the features

by which the right of one is distinct from
the right of another ; and have almost

doubted whether the patents are not based

rather upon the nature of the moulds^ than

of the power employed. To one is allow-

ed the peculiar privilege of making a wax
model of a stew-pan., and depositing cop-

per upon this ; to another, the peculiar

right of making the model of a sealhj uni-

ting some printer''s types., and depositing

copper upon this. I shall best succeed in

conveying an idea of the extent to which
this art has been patented, by extracting

from the several specifications the general

summaries on which the claims are based.

And I doubt not that my readers will be
somewhat surprised, when they find how
the principle of electro-chemical decompo-
sition,—for it is but a general principle^

—has been seized upon and appropriated.

179. One has accomplished certain "im-
provements which have for their object the

coating or covering manufactured articles

composed of wrought or cast iron, lead and
copper, and copper and its alloys, with cop-
per and nickel ; such coating being efiect-

ed by means of galvanic electricity." Nor
does he '

' confine himself to any particular

arrangement of apparatus, but claims the

mode of treating manufactured articles, of
the metal and alloys above stated, so as to

obtain a permanent coating or covering of
copper or nickel.''

180. With respect to plating, patentees
claim " the use of a solution* of silver, in

prussiate of potash,| or other analagous
salt, or in pure ammonia, in combination
with a galvanic current ;" and " the use
of a solution of silver in acid, so as to con-
stitute a neutral salt, in connexion with a
galvanic current ; the articles in this (the
latter) case having been previously coated
with silver." Under the head of gilding,

is claimed " the use of a solution, for the
purpose of gilding, formed of oxide of gold,
dissolved in prussiate of potash or soda or
any other analagous salt, and combining
the action of a galvanic current with the
use of a salt of gold as above, preferring the

* It is stated " that it will be found necessary
to add from time to time, a fresh supply of the
oxide to the solution, in order that it may be kepi
saturated with that salt.^'

t Or rather cyanuret of potassium. Vide § 114.

solution of gold formed by dissolving the

oxide of gold in prussiate of potash : and,

further, the patentees claim, with reference

to the two last heads of their invention, the

application of a galvanic current, in com-
bination with solutions of gold or silver,

for coating or plating with gold or silver,

whether the articles to be so coated are

;

formed entirely of metal or only partly so."

181. The same parties prepare surfaces

of iron to receive a coating of copper or

other metal, by connecting them with a

piece of zinc and placing them in acid, so

as to form a voltaic pair ;
" after a short

time, the scales and dirt will fall from the

iron, leaving its surface perfectly clean and
bright;" and fit to receive a coating of

copper, and then one of silver or gold.

182. The right is claimed of etching on
iron or steel by the electrolysis of a solu-

tion of common salt, and on iron and steel

plate ; on silver by a solution of sulphate

of soda or sulphate of silver and a silver

plate ; on gold^ with hydrochloric acid and
a gold plate ; on copper ^ sulphate of cop-

per and a copper plate ; nor do the paten-

tees limit their claim to the metals named,
but " claim the use or application of volta-

ic electricity for engraving on metals gene-

rally ;" and hence, I presume, within this

COMPREHENSIVE clausc Is included the

etching ofDaguerreotype plates ; although

the latter process was not discovered until

months after the patent was enrolled.

183. Another application of the art is to

form rollers of copper for printing or em-
bossing calicoes, &c.,by makinga model of

a roller, and, after rendering it a conduct-

or by any of the ordinary means, (§ 32.)

depositing copper upon it ;* also for thick-

ening old cylinders, rollers, &c., for the

same purpose ; and for filling up portions

of patterns that are to be obliterated.

184. Other applications of this process

are described: "1st, in the production

of a printing, embossing, or impressive me-
talic cylinder, plate, or block, having a de-

vice or pattern formed thereon, suitable for

the above purposes ; such devise or pattern

constituting one perfect or connected de-

sign, produced from an originally engraved

or otherwise executed portion of the said

design : 2nd, in a mode of joining toge-

* This is merely a variation in the form of a
mould. (§ 178.)
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tber engraved or otherwise executed me-
talic plates, so as to form one connected

surface : 3rd, in obtaining an extended

plain surface to an engraved metallic plate,

wbereon a continuation of or an addition

to the subject already formed may be en-

graved ; 4th, in certain modes of produ-

cing suitoMe surfaces, as aforesaid, such

modes not requiring the ordinary original

process of engraving :* 5th, in a mode of

producing surfaces, as aforesaid, such sur-

faces being suitable for printing, or em-
bossing in various colors :f 6th, in the ap-

plication and use of dies, formed by the

agency of voltaic electricity for the pur-

pose of embossing or impressing horn, hoof,

or tortoise-shell, in the manufacture of but-

tons; 7th, in the mode of mounting or at-

taching seals, book-binders' tools, or other

such instruments used for impressing, such

instruments or tools being produced by the

agency aforesaid : and lastly, in a mode of

producing seals, for impressing on wax or

other such substances."

185. The object of another ^''invention

is to produce pipes, boilers, stew pans, or

other vessels of copper, through the agency

* A flat metal surface is covered with varnish
;

the design is traced by removing the varnish ; the

whole is then covered with plumbago, (§ 32.) or

rendered conductible by other means, and is plac-

ed as a mould (§ 105.) or cathode in connexion
with the battery ; or a lithographic stone is pre-

pared and treated in a similar manner : or the de-

sign is punched in sheet- lead, and this is united to

other metal, and then deposited upon.

t Two or more moulds, according to the num-
ber of colors, are obtained from the same original

;

and from each is removed those portions which are

not to be printed by the color to which it will be

confined.

of voltaic electricity ;" by depositing cop-

per on moulds of " clay, wax, plaster, or

other like substances ; or of lead or other

metal, fusible at a lower temperature than

copper." " Another part of the invention

relates to the joining together of several

pieces, so as to form vessels ; and by which
means stop-cocks, or other such parts, may
be added to boilers, &c., formed by the

above process."

186. With this necessarily briefabstract,

I must conclude. I have not space to make
any lengthened comments upon the exten-

sive applications of electrotype just detail-

ed, I can fancy that scarcely one will

read this treatise with attention, and reflect

on the uses to which the art has been ap-

plied, without figuring to himself many
others to which it may he applied. The
science on which the whole of what we
have treated is based, reminds one of that

little cloud, dimly seen at first in the dis-

tance, no bigger than a man's hand, which
gradually developes itself, until it enfolds

within its spacious mantle the whole of the

visible face of nature. Every day is bring-

ing fresh evidence of the vast extent of the

operations of electric agency ; although

each fresh acquisition of knowledge only

teaches us how little we really know.

Scarcely do we elucidate one series of

problems, than another, and another, and
another, presents itself to our earnest gaze

;

and we are compelled, in summoning up
the results of even our most successful la-

bors, to confess with the great philosopher,

that we are like children on the sea- shore,

who pick up occasionally one pebble of

better value than the rest.
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GOSSIP.

— Since our last issue we have had the

extreme pleasure of witnessing the con-

summation of one of the most important

movements towards the improvement of

the Daguerrean art that has ever been at-

tempted. We have attended the Conven-

tion of Daguerreotypists at Utica, and there

witnessed the proceedings of a body ofmen

who in every way filled us with a disap-

pointment as agreeable as it was unexpect-

ed. We had been taught to view the at-

tempt of ever bringing the Daguerreans of

this country into brotherly union on the

various subjects more or less interesting to

themselves, as an impossibility. We were

tauo;ht—but listened with an unwillino; ear

—that selfishness and envy were such pro-

minent features in the character of all our

operators, that nothing could induce them

to enter into an arrangement for their

mutual benefit. But we have now seen

the fallacy of this reasoning of our timid

and erring artists. We have seen the

Daguerreotypists of New York meet in

public conclave, and talk over measures for

their future prosperity with an interest

and an unanimity of feeling, that made us

esteem the disciples of Daguerre above

our most sanguine expectations.

We found none of that selfish bickering

and clashing of interests which we were

led to expect would agitate the Daguer-

reans when assembled together. On the

contrary, every measure was discussed with

perfect coolness and politeness ; and an
amount of talent was displayed which de-

lighted us. We must be excused for

speaking thus warmly
; but we cannot re-

frain from giving vent to our feelings.

Before the sitting of the Convention, we
were given to understand that certain

measures were to be severely contested,

and we consequently looked forward to

an exhibition of some rancorous feelino-s ;

i

but if there was a disposition of this kind

on the part of any one, it must have been

dissipated at the first view of the dignified

and pleasant appearance of the men who

filled the Common Council hall.

The chair was most admirably filled by

Mr. A. Morand, and it was his consummate

skill, grace and impartiality as chairman,

that procured him the office of the first

President of the New York State Daguer-

rean Association ; and we speak the senti-

ments of all present, we believe, when we

say that a feeling of high esteem for the

man was universally indulged and perpetu-

ated.

To the speakers before the Convention,

we feel we cannot accord too much praise.

Their remarks were concise, dignified,

pointed and instructive, and exhibited

more talent than might be supposed, from

the fact that so few papers on their favor-

ite art eminate from them.

The most prominent speakers were Mr.

D. D. T. Davie of Utica, Mr. Benedict

of Syracuse, Mr. Clark and Mr. Johnson

of Utica, Mr. Haas and Mr. Clark of New
York, Mr. McDonald of Buffalo, and

Professor Heffron. There were other

speakers whom, however, we are sorry to

say, we did not know, and therefore can-

not have the pleasure of mentioning them.

The proceedings will be found fully and

officially reported in another part of this

month's Journal. There is not a resolu-

tion which has not its importance, and to

leave out, abridge, or alter any of them,

would be evincing a disrespect towards the

Convention that we do not teel.

Of all the members present at the sign-

ing of the constitution, and payment of the

initiation fee, but one solitary individual de-

clined, because the other members would

not agree with him, that " twenty-Hve

cents was sufficient as an initiating fee.''''
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It is hoped that, both at the adjourned

meeting on the 11th of November, and at

the great National meeting on the 12th,

there will be a large assembly from all parts

of the Union.

— We received the following communi-

cation for last month's number, but it was

mislaid, and therefore inadvertently omit-

ted. We are glad to hear the Daguerreo-

tjpists themselves speak out in matters

which interest them, and not oblige us to

do all the writing.

To the Editor of the Photographic Art
Journal

:

Sir.—Knowing full well that you en-

courage art in all its branches, and labor

to promote a correct taste in the country,

we trouble you with this, hoping that it

may do some little good. The uneducated

and inexperienced are led away from the

legitimate in art in all its phases, by any
glittering gew gaw, without real merit,

whilst the pearls are cast away. W"e ob-

serve it in acting, surgery, architecture,

painting, and more particularly in the Da-
guerreotype art. Our object particularly

is to elevate the latter. This art of ten

years existence, is not appreciated or un-

derstood by one in a thousand. Every
body supposes it an easy process, capable

of being performed by any one, and con-

sequently that the pictures cost nothing.

Thousands of people not worthy the name
of artists scour the country and the cities,

and palm off their imbecile attempts at

fifty cents each on the wise and would be

descriminating public. To take Daguer-
reotypes in the advanced stage of perfec-

tion to which they are now brought, it is

necessary to have rooms built and adapted

for the purpose, with selected materials,

apparatus, and experienced artists, to pro-

duce valuable effects. To have all this

it is impossible to take a picture for fifty

cents or one dollar, and live. This cheap

system in all branches of business is the

curse of earth, and millions drag away an

existence of slavery, where if enlarged and
enlightened principles existed, a kind Pro-

vidence has supplied enough for all. This

system is ruinous. Let us hope therefore,

that those whom this is intended to touch

will think of these truths, and alter their

course, then will experience show them

benefactors of the art.

Yours, M.

— It will be seen from the following

extract from the French of La Lumiere,

a valuable paper devoted to the art and

published in Paris—and for which Mr.

Anthony 308 Broadway is the agent for

the United States—that a process has been

discovered in France for taking Photo-

graphs on paper in the natural colors.

" Heliochromie.—M. Letillois announ-

ces having discovered a colorless liquid by

means of which he can fix in a durable

manner^ upon whitepaper, all the prisma-

tic colors. Two specimens thus prepared

accompany the note, and present, indeed,

the colors, which under certain incidences

of light, are very vivid and very exact.

M. Letillois had thought that he could pro-

cure for this invention the approbation of

the Academy, by communicating his pro-

cess to a single commissioner, whom he

designates, and who, moreover, should pre-

serve the secret. The rules of the Aca-

demy did not permit it to accede to a de-

mand made under such conditions."

—

Academy of Sciences, July 21, 1851.

We also learn with satisfaction that ^

substance has been invented that will in-

delibly fix the colored images (on the silver

plate) of M. Niepce de St. Victor. Mr.

Brady will undoubtedly bring this new dis-

covery home with him, on his return from

Paris, where he now is, we understand.

Movements of Daguerreotypists.—
We have seen some exquisite side-light

Daguerreotypes, by Mr. A. Hesler, of

Galena, 111. We have seen nothing that

for tone and finish surpassed them. Mr.

Hesler is now building a sky-light, and we

assure our eastern friends that, when it is

completed, they will have to look to their

laurels. He has the genius to conceive and

the mind to carry out his conceptions.

Mr. Hesler has been spending some weeks

among his friends at the east, and has re-
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turned home with a large and beautiful

assortment of materials for his Gallery.

— We have had among us, during the

last month, quite a number of western and

southern Daguerreans, who have come

eastward for the purpose of purchasing

their winter's supply of materials ; among

them Mr. Sutton of Detroit, Messrs.

Langenhiem and McLees of Philadelphia,

Whitehurst of Baltimore, Partridge of

Pittsburgh, Dobyns of New Orleans,

Gary and Prentice of Savannah, Earl of

Reading, VVoodbridge of Columbus, Ga.,

and Mr. Vance of San Francisco.

None of these gentlemen, however, have,

we regret to say, exhibited any of their

pictures to us, and we are, therefore, de-

prived of the pleasure of noting the style

and execution of their works. The last

named gentleman is preparing some three

hundred California views, for exhibition, of

which we shall speak hereafter.

— J. N. H. of Tenn., will find in our

February, July, August, and other back

numbers, all the most important facts that

have yet been published in regard to Da-

guerreotypes in the natural colors, includ-

ing the Hillotype, and the Heliochromie-

type of M. Niepce de Saint Victor. The

Daguerrean public—we cannot fulsomely

call them a fraternity until they are more

closely bound together in friendly re-union

associations— have been promised from

week to week, and month to month, for

some time past, a full development of the

Hillotype process, but their expectations

have all been disappointed, and the day

seems as far distant now as ever. *' Hope

deferred maketh the heart sick,'' and we
consequently find that a large majority of

our Daguerreans are becoming more and

more impatient and bitter towards the dis-

coverer. We regret this, exceedingly,

but we have no soothing balm to pour into

their wounds. They have great causes for

complaint, but we would still advise a little

further curbing of their impatience, and a

little longer delay in their threatened de-

monstrations. There may be some reason-

able cause, although we cannot perceive

or understand it. One thing we can assure

our readers, that we met a physician while

traveling west who informed us that Mr.

Hill is in extremely bad health, and some-

what startled us with the opinion that he

could not live many weeks. We should,

therefore, be lenient with him for the pre-

sent, and not hasten, by urging our wishes

too strongly, an event that may prove most

disastrous to the whole Daguerrean world.

We feel deeply for Mr. Hill, for other

reasons besides his ill health, for we are

confident, from what we have lately heard

from most reliable sources, that he is not

surrounded by the most able assistants,

and if some of them do not prove a stum-

bling block to his future prosperity, there

is no truth in the adage that '* coming

events cast their shadows before. '
' Either

some of them boast of more than they

know, or else they know more than it ever

was Mr. Hill's intention they should. We
do hope that Mr. Hill, for his own sake,

will not delay exhibiting his pictures, at

least, beyond the expiration of the present

month.

—We take the following from the last

number of that excellent paper. La Lu-

miere. It is a very interesting phase in

the art.

HELIOCHROMIE.
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROOFS OBTAINED WITH

THEIR NATURAL COLORS.

In several experiments, Sir John Her-

schell obtained a representation of the so-

lar spectrum upon a paper, covered with a

vegetable juice. Mr. Robt. Hunt has pub-

lished, in his turn, the detail of some repro-

ductions of these colors in their natural oi-
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der obtained upon sensitive surfaces.

These, however, were exceedingly feeble

indications, and a number of persons like

M. Biot, regarded the acquisition of color-

ed proofs as an enthusiastic vision, which

would never attain to a reality through the

dissimilar action of the solar rays.

M. Ed. Becquerel has made known a

process by which many of the most bril-

liant colors are reproduced upon metallic

plates ; but it appears it has been reserved

for the nephew of that Niepce who invent-

ed photography to discover the means of

producing upon plates, by the impression

of the solar rays, all the colors of the chro-

matic scale. Thanks to the kindness of

M. Malone, we have the privilege of see-

ing (the first in England) proofs obtained

by that process which the discoverer, M.

Niepce de St. Victor, calls Heliochromies

or coloration hy the sun. These are three

copies of colored engravings ; a danseuse

and two men in fancy costume. All the

colors of the original are represented in the

most faithful manner upon the silvered

plate.

The preparation of the plate is yet a se-

cret, which the inventor alone possesses,

and he told M. Malone, to whom he gave

these proofs, that this preparation differed

in a great degree from that which he had

published in his Memoir upon the Relation

existing between the color of certain color-

ed flames with the Heliographic images

colored hy the light.

When the plate is prepared, it presents

a surface of a deep brown, almost black,

and the image, with its colors, in some

way decomposes this surface. We have

tried, by an attentive examination, to dis-

cover some condition of the laws which

produce such a remarkable effect, but it is

not easy at present to ascertain the rela-

tions that exist between the coloring action

of light and its chemical influence.

The danseuse is clothed in red silk, with

purple trimmings and white lace. The
tones of the complexion, the red, the pur-

ple and the white are very well attained in

the copy. One figure of a man is remark-

able for the delicacy of its coloration ; the

blue, the red, the yellow, the white and

the rose are perfectly obtained. The third

figure has suffered a little
; but for the

number of its colors it is the most remarka-

ble. Red, blue, yellow, green and white,

are distinctly reproduced, and the bright-

ness of the yellow is very striking.

Such are the facts which have been ex-

amined by us, and these results are already-

superior to those which the founders of

photographyhad obtained, when this grand

discovery was announced to the world.

We can, therefore, hope to see shortly

these Heliochromies represent to us favor-

ite scenes, or friends who are dear to us,

in all the marvellous beauty of the natural

colors. Ernest Lacan.

— Mr. William A. Piatt of Richmond,

Va., has returned from his European tour,

with improved health and innumerable fine

things for his gallery. We trust he will

now find leisure to send us that description

of his establishment, promised us before his

departure, and not suffer the illustration

to lie idle any longer.

— Passing along Broadway a few days

since, our eyes were arrested by a most

exquisite picture hanging in the doorway

of Mr. Cook's gallery. This picture was

executed by Mr. Perry, the principal ope-

rator for Mr. Cook, and does his taste and

talents an infinite degree of credit. It ap-

pears to be a characteristic portrait of some

actress who is portrayed in an attitude of

commanding and refined grace. The dra-

pery is almost perfection, and the whole

picture in tone and finish stamps the artist

a man of genius
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— On the first of September we ad-

dressed the following circular to Daguer-

rean artists.

DAGUERREAN ALBUM.
L dhed by H. H. Snellivg.

The subscriber proposes issuing, at the

earliest day practicable, a DAGUER-
REAN ALBUM, to Qom^xisQ fac simile

photoorraphs of some of the finest POR-
TRAITS and VIEWS executed by Ame-
rican Daguerreans. To further this object

the publisher would respectfully request

Daguerreans to furnish him with specimens

of their work at as early a day as possible.

It is his desire to issue the work by Christ-

mas, if the specimens be portraits he

would specially request— in order to give

general interest to the work—that they be

those of distinguished individuals, and
that every attention be paid to position.

The Views, also, should be taken from

favorite and popular scenes.

In selecting the pictures for this work,

the editor will be guided by the following

rules :

1st. As each Daguerreotype is received,

it will be numbered, and take precedence

according to the number.

2d. Portraits only will be selected which

excel in position, tone, and sharpness

;

Views, for their general interest and ex-

cellence of execution in every part.

3d. Those best calculated to copy by
the Photographic process.

4th. Fancy Groups, calculated to im-

prove the taste in position.

5th. Those possessing all the above re-

quisites, and accompanied by a descriptive

history of the picture, if a View or Group,

and a brief biography if a Portrait. It is

also recommended that a description of

the process observed in executing the pic-

ture should accompany it, in order to make
the work of practical utility. This, how-
ever, will not be insisted upon.

As the copies of the Daguerreotypes
selected will be made by some one, proba-

bly-several of the Photographic processes,

we must impress the necessity of having

them perfect in every particular, as the

least defect will oblige us to reject them.

The daguerreotypes must be of the half or

whole size.

6th, Ihe Daguerrean's name will be at-

tached to each picture.

7th. As the publication of this work will

be attended with considerable expense,
each Daguerrean whose picture is selected,

will be charged twenty-five dollars, and a
copy of the work sent him without extra

charge.

Artists who do not wish to send pictures

for the work, but desire a copy when pub-
lished, are requested to forward us their

names immediately, in order that wo may
know how many copies to issue. Sub-
scription price ten dollars, bound in cloth

;

twenty dollars in Turkey morocco.

As we intend to circulate this work as

widely as possible among our citizens, and
make it truly worthy their patronage, the

benefit to be derived from it by its contri-

butors must be incalculable, apart from its

intrinsic value as a study for the operator.

Communications to be addressed, pre-

paid, to

H. H. SPELLING, Editor.

New York September, 1851.

In presenting this circular to our Da-

guerreotypists we find it necessary to make

some explanations as to its objects and

benefits.

We conceived the plan while in the

Schenectady and Utica cars, on our way

to the State Daguerrean Convention, and

the benefits to be derived by it to the

whole Daguerrean art presented themselves

so forcibly, that we mentioned it to several

artists, who advised us to go on with it, by

all means, and with as little delay as pos-

sible.

Its advantages will be to institute a

school of comparative art, which may be

profitably studied by all, while it will pre-

[
sent in the most favorable view the pre-

eminent excellence of American Daguer-

reotypes. To the young artist it will be

j

valuable as a means of knowing wherein

the older artists excel, and to those who

contribute pictures to its pages, it will be

an immense lever towards raising them in

the estimation of the public.

Our Seventh article of conditions for the

I

publication of the work has been objected

1 to, and the illiberal sentiment expressed,
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that we should make no charge for the in-

sertion of a picture, but on the contrary

should remunerate the artist for his con-

tribution. This ^'iew is taken on the er-

roneous ground that we alone are to be

the beneficiary in the project. On the

same principal a man might hand an ad-

vertisement to the publisher of one of our

city papers, and demand pay for giving

him the privilege of putting it in his

columns. Personally we care little whether

we publish the work or not. Even at the

price we have named it will nett a very

small profit if any, and the labor will be

immense, more, much more than we should

willingly bestow in any other cause for

double the remuneration.

To view this matter in its proper light

will make it appear very difierent. We
propose to publish a work that will unques-

tionably be of great value to the Daguer-

rean art, particularly to those who con-

tribute pictures. We ask the Daguerreans

themselves to defray a portion of the ex-

pense, about one-tenth part, no more.

Each contributor for the use of his picture

will receive a copy bound in Turkey mo-

roco, the price of which we have fixed to

Daguerreans at twenty dollars—and for

which we shall have to charge to subscri-

bers, other than artists, at least twenty-five

dollars in order to derive a remunerative

profit. So that actually the contributor

pays but five dollars for the insertion of one

or more pictures in the Album, compared

with the price to artists, and not a cent

compared with that we shall have to charge

for the work to the public.

If we publish this work, we shall make

it a splendid parlor ornament, one that we

may be proud of, and not one of the little,

cheap and mean productions of the day,

such as are hawked about the streets for

fifty cents or a dollar. It shall be such a

work that, to have a picture in it, will at

once stamp the Daguerreotypist as at the

head of his art. Its originality as a pro-

duction, and its beauty as a work of art,

shall make it sought after by the most

wealthy and most refined, or wc will have

nothing to do with it.

After this explanation, if our Daguerreo-

typists are so blind to their own interests

as not to assist us in carrying out the plan,

we are perfectly content, for it will relieve

us of a laborious task which we are not te-

nacious of assuming. We cannot consent

to take all the risk and labor in a measure

where the advantages are so largely in fa-

vor of others. We arc willing and ready

to sacrifice all that can bo reasonably ask-

ed ; no more. Our publisher may make

money by the work, and it is just as pro-

bable that he will lose, under the most fa-

vorable circumstances.

— We derived so much pleasure in

reading the beautiful work of Mr. Robert

Hunt on the " Poetry of Science," that

we could not resist the temptation of offer-

ing our readers the opportunity for equal

enjoyment.
-——-»

— As an inducement to new subscribers,

we will send a bound copy of volume one,

embracing; the first six months of the Jour-

nal, without extra charge, to a limited

number who will subscribe and pay one

year's subscription from January to Dee.

1851, Those who wish to take advantage

of this offer must apply early as we have

but a few bound copies to dispose of.

Price of bound volume $3,00.
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CHAPTER VI.

HEAT—SOLAR AND TERRESTRIAL.

Solar and Terrestrial Heat—Position of the Earth

in the Solar System—Heat and Light associated

in the Sunbeam—Transparency of Bodies to

Heat—Heating Powers of the Colored Rays of

the Spectrum—Undulatory Theory—Conduct-

ing Property of the Earth's Crust—Convection

—

Radiation—Action of the Atmosphere on Heat-

Rays—Peculiar Heat-Rays—Absorption and
Radiation of Heat by dissimilar Bodies—Chan-
ges in the Constitution of Solar Beam—Differ-

ence between Transmitted and Reflected Solar

Heat—Phenomena of Dew—Action of Solar

Heat on the Ocean—Circulation of Heat by the

Atmosphere and the Ocean—Heat of the Earth

—

Mean Temperature—Central Heat—Constant

Radiation of Heat Rays from all Bodies—Ther-
mography—Action of Heat on Molecular Ar-
rangements—Sources of Terrestrial Heat—La-
tent Heat of Bodies—Animal Heat—Natural
Phenomena.

We receive heat from the sun, associa-

ted with light ; and we have the power of

developing this important principle in

many ways, from nearly every kind of

matter. Our convictions are, that the ca-

lorific element, whether derived from a so-

lar or terrestrial source, presents no essen-

tial difference in its physical characters
;

but as there are some remarkable peculia-

rities in the phenomena, as they arise from
either one or the other source, it will assist

our comprehension of this great principle,

if we consider it under the two heads.

Untutored man finds health and glad-

ness in the warmth and light of the sun,

and he rears a rugged altar, and bows his

soul in prayer, to the principle of fire, which
in his ignorance he regards as the giver

* Continued from vol. 2, no. 3, p. 147.

VOL. II. NO. IV. 1

of life. The philosopher finds life and or-

ganization dependent upon the powers com-
bined in the sunbeam ; and, examining the

phenomena of this wonderful band of force:?,

he is compelled to acknowledge that

the flame upon the altar is indeed a dim
shadow of the infinite wisdom which abides

behind the veil.

The present condition of our earth is di-

rectly dependent upon the amount of heat

we receive from the sun. If it were pos-

sible to move this planet so much nearer

that orb, that the quantity of heat would
be much increased, the circumstance of

life would necessarily be so far changed,

that nearly all the present race of animals

must perish ; and the same result would
happen from any alteration which threw u&
yet farther from our central luminary,,

when, owing to the extremity of cold and
the wretchedness of gloom, all living crea-

tures would equally fail to support their or-

ganizations.

All things are adapted to the circum-
stances of the position of the earth in rela-

tion to the sun, to which, as we have shown,
we are bound by the principle of gravita-

tion; and in our examination it will be
found that one common system of harmony
runs through all the cosmical phenomena,
by which everything is produced that is so

beautiful and joyous in this world.

Heat and the other elementary radiant

principles, are often combined as the com-
mon cause of effects evident to our senses.

The warmth of the solar rays and their lu-

minous influence, are not, however, com-
monly associated in the mind as the results

of a single cause. It is only when we
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come to examine the physical phenomena
connected with these radiations that we dis-

cover the complexity of the inquiry. Yet
it is out of these very subtle researches

that we draw the most refined truths.

The high inferences to which the analysis

of the subtile agencies of creation leads us,

render science, pursued in the spirit of

truth, a great system of religious instruc-

tion.

Although we do not fear that heat and

lio-ht can be confounded in the mind, so

different are their phenomena, yet it is im-

portant to show how far these two princi-

ples have been separated from each other.

Transparent bodies have very various pow-

ers of calorific transparency, or transcales-

cence : some obstructing the heat of bodies

at very high temperatures, almost entirely

in thinest layers ; whilst others will allow

even the heat of the hand to pass through

a thickness of several inches. Liquid chlo-

ride of sulphur, which is of a deep color,

will allow 63 out of 100 rays of heat to

pass, and a solution of carmine in ammonia,

or a glass stained with oxide of gold, ra-

ther a greater number
;
yet these transpa-

rent media obstruct a large quantity of

lifrht. Colorless media scarcely obstruct-

ing any light, will, on the contrary, pre-

irent the passage of calorific rays. Out of

>every hundred rays, oil of turpentine will

•only transmit 31, sulphuric ether 21, sul-

phuric acid 17, and distilled water only 1 1

.

Pure flint glass, however, is permeated by

67 per cent, of the thermic rays, and crown

glass by 49 per cent. The most perfect

diathermic body is diaphanus salt-rock,

which transmits 92, while alum, equally

•translucent, admits the passage of only 12

per cent.

Black mica, obsidian, and black glass,

;are nearly opaque to light, but they allow

.90 per cent, of radiant heat to pass through

them. Whereas a pale green glass, color-

ed by oxide of copper, covered with a lay-

er of water, or a very thin plate of alum,

will, although perfectly transparent to light,

almost entirely obstruct the permeation of

heat rays.

We thus arrive at the fact that heat and

light may be separated from each other

;

and if we examine the rays of the sun by
that analysis which the prism gives us, we
ehall find that there is no correspondence

between intense light.and ardent heat. By

experiment it has been shown, that where
we have in the prismatic spectrum the
most light, as in the yellow ray, we have
only a temperature of 62° F. ; but below
the red ray, and out of the point of visible

light the temperature is found to be 79*^,

while at the other end, in the blue ray, it

is 56°, and at the end of the violet ray no
thermic action can be detected.

From the circumstance, that as we, by
artificial means, raise the temperature of
any body, and produce intense heat, so we
also occasion a manifestation of light after

a certain point has been obtained, it has
been concluded, somewhat hastily, that heat
and light difier from each other only in the

rapidity of the undulations of an hypothe-
tical ether.

It must be admitted that the mathema-
tical demonstrations of many of the pheno-
mena of calorific and luminous power, are

sufiiciently striking to convince us that a
wave-movement is common to both heat

and light. The undulatory theory, how-
ever, requires the admission of so many
premises of which we have no proof ; its

postulates are, indeed, in many cases so

gratuitous, that notwithstanding the array

of talent which stands forward in its sup-
port, we must not allow ourselves to be
deceived by the deductions of its advo-
cates, or dazzled by the brilliancy of their

displays of learning.

Radiant heat appears to move in waves

;

but that calorific action is established by
any system of undulation, is a deduction
without a proof ; and the thermic pheno-
mena of matter are more easily explained

by the hypothesis of a difi'usive subtile fluid.

We have not, however, to prove the cor-

rectness of either of the oppposing views
;

indeed, it is acknowledged that many phe-
nomena require for their explanation con-

ditions* which are not indicated by either

theory.

The earth receives its heat from the

sun ; a portion of it is conducted from par-

ticle to particle into the interior of the

rocky crust. Another portion produces

warmth in the atmosphere around us by
convection, or the circulation of particles :

those warmed by contact with the surface

becoming lighter, and ascending to give

place to the colder aad heavier ones. A
third portion is radiated ofi' into space, ac-

cording to laws which have not been suffi-
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ciently investigated, but wliich are depend-

ent upon the color, chemical composition,

and mechanical structure of the surface.

Few thintTS within the rano-e of our in-

quiry are more striking than the phenome-
na of calorific radiation and absorption.

They display so perfectly the most refined

system of order, and exhibit so strikingly

the admirable adaptation of every forma-

tion to its particular conditions, and for its

part in the great economy of being, that

they claim most strongly the study of all

who would seek to discover a Poetry in

the inferences of science.

Owing to the nature of our atmosphere,

we are protected from the influence of the

full flood of solar heat. The absorption of

caloric by the air has been calculated at

about one-fifth of the whole in passing

through a column of 6,000 feet. This es-

timate is, of course, made near the earth's

surface ; but we are enabled, knowing the

increasing rarity of the upper regions of

our gaseous envelop in which the absorp-

tion is constantly diminishing, to prove,

that about one-third of the solar heat is lost

by vertical transmission through the whole

extent of our atmosphere.

Experience has proved that the condi-

tions of the sun's rays are not always the

same ; and there are few persons who have
not observed that a more than usual scorch-

ing influence prevails under some atmos-

pheric circumstances. This is also evi-

denced in the effects produced on the foli-

age of trees, which, though often attribu-

ted to electricity, is evidently due to heat.

An examination of the solar radiations, as

exhibited in the prismatic spectrum, has

proved the existence of a class of heat rays,

which manifest themselves by a very pecu-

liar deoxidising power quite independent

of their calorific properties. We are pro-

tected from the severe effects of these rays

by the ordinary state of the medium
through which the solar heat passes. Our
atmosphere is a mixture of gasses and
aqueous vapor ; and it has been found, as

already stated, that even a thin film of

water, however transparent, prevents the

passage of many calorific radiations, and
the rays retarded are, for the most part,

of that class which have this peculiar

scorching power. The air is, in this way,
the great equalizer of the solar heat, ren-

dering the earth agreeable to all animals,

who, but for this peculiar absorbent medi-

um, would endure, in our temperate clime,

the burning rays of more than an African

sun.

The surface of the earth during the sun-

shine—and, in a less degree, even when
the sun is obscured by clouds—is constant-

ly receiving heat ; but the rate of its ab-

sorption varies. Benjamin Franklin show-
ed, by a set of simple but most conclusive

experiments, that a piece of black cloth

was heated much sooner than cloth of a
lighter color ; and we know, from observa-

tions of a similar class, that the bare brown
sail receives heat more readily than the

bright green grassy carpet of the earth.

Consequently, during the winter season,

relatively to the quantity poured from its

source, heat more easily penetrates the un-
covered soil, than during the spring or

summer.
There is a constant tendency to an equi-

librium ; and, during the night, the sur-

face is robbed of more heat by the colder

air than by day ; and even in these pro-

cesses of convection and radiation, a simi-

lar law prevails to that which is discover-

ed in examining into the rate of calorific

absorption.

Every tree spreading its green leaves to

the sunshine, or exposing its brown branch-

es to the air—every flower which lends

its beauty to the earth—possess different

obsorbing and radiating powers. The
chalice -like cup of the pure white lily

floating on the lake—the variegated tulip

—the brilliant anemony—^the delicate rose

—and the intensely colored peony or dah-
lia—have each powers peculiar to them-
selves for drinking in the warm life stream

of the sun, and for radiating it back upon
the thirsty atmosphere. These are no
conceits of a scientific dreamer ; they are

the truths of direct induction ; and, by ex-

periments of a simple character, they may
be put to a searching test.

A thermometric examination of the va-

rious colored leaves of flowers will readily

establish the correctness of the one ; and

by a discovery of recent date, connected

with calorific radiation, which must be
particularly described presently, we can,

with equal ease and certainty test the

truth of the other.

It follows, as a natural consequence of

the position of the sun, as it regards any
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particular spot on the earth at a given time,

that the amount of heat is constantly vary-

ing during the year. This variation regu-

lates the seasons. But an analysis of the

spectrum shows us that there are soma

changes regularly taking place in the state

of the solar beam, which cannot be referred

to the mere alteration of position. It may
be inferred, from facts afforded by long-

continued observations, that the three class-

es of phenomena which we detect in the

gun's rays are constantly changing their

relative proportions. In spring, the chemi-

cal agency prevails ; in summer, the lu-

minous principle is the most powerfal; and

in the autumn the calorific forces are in a

state of the greatest activity. The import-

ance of these variations, to the great

economy of vegetable life, will be shown
when we come to examine the phenomena
connected with organization.

A remarkable change takes place in the

character of heat in being radiated from

material substances. In nature, we often

see this fact curiously illustrated. Snow
which lies near the trunks of trees or wood-
en poles, melts much quicker than that

which is at a distance from them,—the li-

quefaction commencing on the side facing

the sun, and gradually extending. We
see, therefore, that the direct rays of solar

heat produce less effect upon the snow than

those which are radiated from colored sur-

faces. By numerous experiments, it has

been shown that these secondary radiations

are more abundantly absorbed by snow or

white bodies than the direct solar rays

themselves. Here is one of the many very

curious evidences, which science lays open

to us, of the intimate connection between

the most ethereal and the grosser forms of

matter. Heat, by touching the earth , be-

comes more earth-like. The subtile prin-

ciple which, like the spirit of superstition,

has the power of passing, unfelt, through

the crystal mass, is robbed of its might

by embracing the things of earth ; and

although it still retains the evidences of its

refined origin, its movements are shackled

as by a clog of clay, and its wings are

heavy with the dust of this rolling ball.

It has, however, acquired new properties,

which fit it for the requirements of crea-

tion, and by which its great tasks are fa-

cilitated. Matter and heat unite in a com-
mon bond, and, harmoniously pursuing the

necessities of some universal law, the result

is the extension of beautiful forms in every

kingdom of nature.

An easy experiment pleasingly illustrates

this remarkable change. If a blackened

card is placed upon snow or ice in the sun-

shine, the frozen mass underneath it will

be gradually thawed, while that by which
it is surrounded, although exposed to the

full power of solar heat, is but little dis-

turbed. ]f, however, we reflect the sun's

rays from a metal surface, an exactly con-

trary result takes j^lace ; the uncovered
parts are the first to melt, and the black-

ened card stands high above the surround-

ing portion.

1 he evidences of science all indicate the

sun as the source, not only of that heat

which we receive directly through our at-

mosphere, but even of that which has been

stored by our planet, and which we can,

by several methods, develop. We have

not to inquire if the earth was ever an
intensely heat 2d sphere ;—this concerns

not our question ; as we should, even were
this admitted, still have to speculate on
the origin—the primitive source of this

caloric.

Before, however, we proceed to the ex-

amination of the phenomena of terrestrial

heat, a few of the great results of the laws

of radiation and convection claim our at-

tention.

Nearly all the heat which the sun pours

upon the ocean is employed in converting

its water into vapor at the very surface, or

is radiated back from it, to perform the

important office of producing those disturb-

ing influences in the atmosphere, which are

essential to the preservation of the health-

ful condition of the great aerial envelop

in which we live.

Currents of air are generally due to the

unequal degree in which the atmosphere is

warmed. Heat, by expanding, increases

the elasticity, and lessens the density, of a

given mass. Consequently, the air heated

by the high temperature of the tropics, as-

cends charged with aqueous vapors, whilst

the colder air of the temperate and the

frigid zones flows towards the equator to

supply its place. These great currents of

the atmosphere are, independent of the

minor disturbances produced by local

causes, in constant flow, and by them a

uniformity of temperature is produced,
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which could not in any other way be ac-

complished. By these currents, too, the

equalization of the constituents of the
" breath of life" is effected, and the purer

oxygen of the " land of the sunny South"
is diffused in healthful gales over the cold-

er climes of the J^orth. The waters, too,

evaporated from the great central Atlantic

ocean, or the far Pacific, are thus carried

over the wide-spread continents, and pour-

ed in fertilizing showers upon distant lands.

How magnificent are the operations of

nature ! The air is not much warmed by
the radiations of caloric passing from the

sun to the earth ; but the surface soil is

heated by its power of absorbing these rays.

The temperature of the air next the earth

is raised, and we thus have the circulation

of these beneficial currents which are so

remarkably regular in the trade winds. A
similar circulation, quite independent of the

ordinary tidal movement, takes place also

in the earth-girdling ocean. The water,

warmed by convection from the hot sur-

face of the tropical lands, sets across the

Atlantic, from the coast of Africa to the

Gulf of Mexico ; it is then carried to the

shores of Newfoundland, and northwards
to the pole. Here we have two immense
influences produced by one agency, ren-

dering these parts of the earth habitable

and fertile, which but for these great re-

sults would sorrow in the cheerless aspect

of an eternal winter.

The beautiful phenomena of the forma-
tion of dew is also distinctly connected with

the peculiar properties which we have been
studying. When from the bright blue

vault of heaven, the sparkling constella-

tions shower their mild light over the earth,

the flowers of the forest become moist with

a fluid of the most translucid nature. Well
might the ancients imagine that the dews
were actually shed from the stars : and
the alchemists and physicians of the Mid-
dle Ages conceive that this pure distillation

of the night po-sessod subtile and penetra-

ting powers beyond most other thiogs

:

and the ladies of those olden times endea-
vor to preserve their charms in the perfec-

tion of their youthful beauty through the

influences of washes procured from so pure
a source.

Science has removed the veil of mystery
with which superstition had invested the

formation of dew ; and in showing to us

that it is a condensation of vapor upon
bodies according to a fixed law of radiation,

it has also developed so many remarkable
facts connected with the characters of ma-
terial creations, that a much higher order

of poetry is opened to the mind than that

which, though beautiful, sprang merely
from the imagination.

Upon the radiation of heat depends the

formation of dew, and bodies must become
colder than the atmosphere before it will

be deposited upon them. Different sub-

stances, independent of color, have the

property of projecting heat from their sur-

faces with different degrees of force.

Rough and porous surfaces radiate heat

more rapidly than smooth ones, and are

consequently reduced in temperature
;

and, if exposed, covered with dew sooner

than smooth and dense bodies are. The
grass parterre glistens with dew, whilst the

hard and stony walks are unmoistened.

Colorless glass is very readily suffused

with dampness, but polished metals are not

so, even when dews are heavily condensed

on other bodies. To comprehend fully the

phenomena of the formation of dew, we
must remember that the entire surface of

the earth is constantly radiating heat into

space ; and that, as by night no absorp-

tion of caloric is taking place, it naturally

cools. As the substances spread over the

earth become colder than the air, they ac-

quire the power of condensing the vapor
with which the atmosphere is always

charged. The bodies which cover this

globe are very differently constituted ; they

possess dissimilar radiating powers, and
consequently present, when examined by
delicate thermometers, varying degrees of

temperature. By the researches of Dr,
Wells, which may be adduced as an ex-

ample of the best class of inductive experi-

ments, we learn that the foliowins; differ-

ences in sensible heat were observed at

seven o'clock in the evening :

—

The air four feet above the grass . GOj
Wool on a raised board .... 64^
Swandown on ditto 53
The surface of the raised board . . 57
Grass plot 51

Dew is most abundantly deposited ou
clear, calm nights, during which the radia-

tion from the surface of the earth is unin-

terrupted. The increased cold of such
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nights over those obscured by clouds is

well known. The clouds it has been
proved, act in the same way as the screens

used by gardeners to protect their young
plants from the frosts of the early spring,

•which obstruct the radiation, and, in all

probability, reflect a small quantity of heat

back to the earth.

It is improbable that the observed in-

crease in grass crops, when they have been

strewn with branches of trees or any slight

shades, may be due to a similar cause.

There are many remarkakle results de-

pendent entirely on the colors of bodies,

which are not explicable upon the idea of

difference in mechanical arrangement. We
know that different colors are regulated by
the powers which structures have of ab-

sorbing and reflecting light ; consequently,

a blue surface must have a different order

of molecular arrangement from a red one.

But there are some physical peculiarities

which also influence calorific radiation,

quite independently of this surjace condi-

tion. If we take pieces of red, black,

green, and yellow glass, and expose them
when the dew is condensing, we shall find

that moisture will show itself first on the

yellow, then on the green glass, but that

none will appear on either the black or

red glasses. The same thing takes place

if we expose colored fluids in white glass

bottles or troughs, in which case the sur-

faces are all ^'alike. If against a sheet of

glass, upon which moisture has been slight-

ly frozen, we place similarly colored glass-

es to those already described, it will be

found that the earliest heat-rays will so

warm the red and the black j^lasses, that

the ice will be melted opposite to them,

long before any change will be seen upon
the frozen film covered by the other colors.

The order in which heat permeates co-

lored media, it has already been shown,

very nearly agrees with their powers of ra-

diation.

These most curious results have engaged

the attention of Melloni, to whose investi-

gations we owe so much ; and from the pe-

culiar order of radiations, which present

phenomena of an analogous character to

those of the colored rays of light, obtained

by him from dissimilarly colored bodies, he

has been led to imagine the existence of a

*' heat-coloration." That is—the heat-

rays are supposed to possess properties like

luminous color, although invisible ; and,

consequently, that a blue surface has a

strong affinity for the blue heat-rays, a red

surface for the red ones, and so on through

the scale. The ingenuity of this hypothe-

sis has procured it much attention, and it

is valuable as one of the aids to the disco-

very of those truths which science so earn-

estly seeks to reveal.

Can anything be more calculated to im-
press the mind with the consciousness of

the high perfection of natural phenomena,
than the fact, that the color of a body
should powerfully influence the transmis-

sion of a principle which is diffused through

all nature, and also determine the rate with

which it is to pass off from its surface.

Some recent experiments have brought us

acquainted with other facts connected with

these heat radiations, and the power of ca-

loric, as influenced by the colorific rays to

produce molecular changes in bodies, which
bear most importantly on our subject.

If we throw upon a plate of polished

metal a prismatic spectrum (deprived, as

nearly as possible, of its chemical pow-
er by being passed through a deep yellow

solution—which possesses this property in

a very remarkable manner, as will be ex-

plained when we come to the examination

of the chemical action of the sun's rays)

—

it will be found, if we afterwards expose

the plate to the action of vapor, very slow-

ly raised from mercury, that the space oc-

cupied by the red rajs, and those which lie

without the spectrum below it, will con-

dense the vapor thickly, while the portion

corresponding with the other rays will be

left untouched. This affords us evidence

of the power of solar heat to produce very

readily a change in the molecular structure

of solid bodies. If we allow the sun's rays

to permeate colored glasses, and then fall

upon a polished metallic surface, the result,

on exposing the plate to vaporization, will

be similar to that just described. Under
yellow and green glasses no vapor will be

condensed ; but on the space on which the

rays permeating a red glass, or even a

blackened one, fall, a very copious deposit

of vapor will mark with distinctness the

spaces these glasses covered. More re-

markable still, if these or any other color-

ed bodies are placed in a box, and a polish-

ed metal plate is suspended a fev/ lines

above them, the whole being kept in per-
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feet darkness for a few hours, precisely the

same effect takes place as when, the ar-

rangement is exposed to the full rays of

the sun. Here we have evidence of the

radiating heat of bodies, producing even in

darkness the same phenomena as the trans-

mitted heat rays of the sun. We must,

however, return to the examination ofsome
of these and other analogous influences un-

der the head of actino-chemistry.

From these curious discoveries of induc-

tive research, we learn some high truths.

Associated with light—obeying many of

the same laws—moving; in a similar man-
ner—we receive a power which is essential

to the constitution of our planet. This

power is often manifested in such intimate

combination with the luminous principle of

the solar rays, that it has been suspected

to be but another form of the same agency.

While, however, we are enabled to show
the phenomena of the one without produ-
cing those which distinguish the other, we
are constrained to regard heat as some-
thing dissimilar to light. It is true that

we appear to be tending toward some point

of proof on this problem ; but we are not

in a position to declare them to be forms of

one common power, or " particular solu-

tions of one great physical equation." In

many instances it would certainly appear
that one of these forces was directly neces-

sary to the production of the other ; but
we have also numerous examples in which
they do not stand in any such correlation.

We learn, from the scientific facts which
we have been discussing, a few of the se-

crets of natural magic. In their relations

to heat, every flower, which adds to the

adornment of the wilds of nature, or the

carefully tended-garden of the florist, pos-

sesses a power peculiar to itself; and, as

we have before indicated, the

" Naid-like lily of the vale,"

and,
" The pied wind-flowers, and the tulip tall,

And narcissi, the faiiest among them all,"

are, by their different colors, prevented
from ever having the same temperatures
under the same sunshine.

Every plant bears within itself the mea-
sure of the caloric which is necessary for

its well-being, and is endued with func-

tions which mutely determine the rela-

tive amount of dew which shall wet its co-

lored leaves. Some of the terrestrial phe-

nomena of this remarkable principle will

still further illustrate the title of this ar-

ticle.

To commence with the most familiar il-

lustrations, let us consider the consequences

of change of temperature. However slight

the additional heat may be to which a body
is subjected, it expands under its influ-

ence ; consequently, every atom which
goes to form the mass moves under the ex-

citation. The differences between the

temperature of day and night are consider-

able ; therefore all bodies expand under

the influence of the higher, and contract

under that of the lower, temperature.

During the day, any cloud obscuring the

sun produces, in every solid, fluid, or aeri-

form body, within the range of solar influ-

ence, a check : the particles which had
been expanding under the force of heat

suddenly contract. Thus there must of

necessity be, during the hours of sunshine,

a tendency in all bodies to dilate, and
during the hours of night they must be re-

suming their original conditions.

Not only do dissimilar bodies radiate

heat in different degrees, but they conduct
it also with constantly varying rates. Ca-
loric passes along silver or copper with
readiness, compared to its progress through
platinum. It is conducted by glass but
slowly, and still more slowly by wood and
charcoal. The metallic oxides or earths

are bad conductors of heat, by which pro-
vision the caloric absorbed by the sun's

rays is not carried away from the surface

of this planet so rapidly as it would have
been had it been of metal ; but is retained

in the superficial crust to produce the due
temperature for healthful germination and
vegetable growth. The wool and hair of

animals are still inferior conductors, and
thus, under changes of climate and of

seasons, the beasts of the field are secured
against those violent transitions from heat

to cold which would be fatal to them.
Hair is a better conductor than wool

:

hence, by nature's alchemy, hair is chang-

ed into wool on the approach of winter, and
feathers into down.

It is, therefore, evident that the rate at

which solar hv^at is conducted into the crust

of the earth must alter with the condition

of the surface upon which it falls. The
conducting power of all the rocks which
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have been examined, is found to vary in

some degree.

It follows, as a natural consequence of

tbe position of the sun to the earth, that

the parts near the equator become more
heated than those remote from it. As this

heat is conducted into the interior of the

mass, it has a tendency to move to the

colder portions of it, and thus the heat

absorbed at the equator flows towards the

poles, and from these parts is carried off

by the atmosphere, or radiated into space.

Owing to this, there is a certain depth

beneath the surface of our globe at which

an equal temperature prevails, the depth

increasing as we travel north or south from

the equator.

A question of great interest, in a scienti-

fic point of view, is the calorific condition

of the centre of the earth. We are, of

course, without the means of solving this

problem ; but we advance a little way on-

wards in the inquiry by a careful examina-

tion of subterranean temperature at such

depths as the enterprise of man enables us

to reach. These researches show us,

that where the mean temperature of the

climate is 50*^, the temperature of the rock

at 59 fathoms from the surface is 60®
; at

132 fathoms it is 70° ; at 239 fathoms it

80° : being an increase of 10*^ at 59IS

fathoms deep, or 1® in 35.4 feet ; of lO'^

more at 73 fathoms deeper, or 1*^ in 43.8

feet ; and of 10*=' more at 114 fathoms still

deeper, or 1® in 64.2 feet.

Althouo;h this would indicate an increase

to a certain depth of about one degree in

every fifty feet, yet it would appear that

the rate of increase diminishes with the

depth, and that the heat of the earth, so

far as man can examine it, is due to the

absorption of the solar rays by the surface.

The mean annual temperature of this

planet is of course subject to great varia-

tions : at the equator we may regard it

as uniformly existing at 80*^, while at the

poles it is below the freezing point of water;

and as far as observations have been made,
the subterranean temperatures bear a close

relation to the thermic condition of the

climate of the surface. The circulation of

water through faults or fissures in the strata

is, without doubt, one means of carrying

heat downwards much quicker than it would
be conducted by the rocks themselves. It

is now, however, found that the quantity

of water increases with the depth. In the

mines of Cornwall, unless where the ground
is very loose, miners find that, after about
l.'^O fathoms (900 feet), the quantity of

water rapidly diminishes. That water
must ascend from very much greater depths
is certain, from the high temperatures at

which many springs flow out at the surface.

At the bottom of the United Mines in

Cornwall, water rises from one part of the

lobe at 90^
; and one of the levels in these

workings is so hot that, notwithstanding a
stream of cold water is purposely brought
into it to reduce the temperature, the

miners work nearly naked, and will bathe
in water at 80° to cool themselves. At
the bottom of Tresavean Mine, in the

same county, about 320 fathoms from the

surface, the temperature is nearly lOO*^.

One cause of the great heat of many of

our deep mines, which appears to have
been entirely lost sight of, is the chemical
action going on upon large masses of pyri-

tic matter in their vicinity. The heat,

which is so oppressive in the United Mines,
is, without doubt, due to the decomposi-

tion of immense quantities of the sulphu-

ret of iron, known to be in this condition

at a short distance from these mineral
works.

As a proof that the heat, which we are

enabled to measure beneath the earth's

surface, is due to the conducting powers
of the rocks themselves, it has been found
that the line of equal temperature follows,

as nearly as possible, the elevations and
depressions which prevail upon the surface.

Whether or not the subterranean bands
of equal heat have any strict relation, upon
a large scale, to the isothermic lines which
have been traced around most portions of

our globe, is a point which has not yet

been so satisfactorily determined as to ad-

mit of any general deductions.

The Oriental story-teller makes the in-

ner world a place of rare beauty—a cavern

temple, bestudded with self-luminous gems,
in which reside the spiritual beings to

whom the direction of the inorganic world

is confided.

Man, in the height of his knowledge,

has had dreams as absurd as this ; and
amid the romances of science, there are not

to be found any more strange visions than

those which relate to the centre of our

globe. At the same time it must be ad-
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mitted, that many of the peculiar pheno-

mena which modern geological researches

have brought to light, are best explained

on the hypothesis of a cooling mass, which
necessaril}- involves the existence of a very

high temperature towards the centre.

We have already noticed some remark-

able diiferences between solar and terres-

trial heat ; but a class of observations by
Delaroche still requires our attention.

Solar heat passes freely through colorless

glass, whereas the radiations from a bright

fire or a mass of incandescent metal are

entirely obstructed by this medium. If

we place a lamp or a ball of glowing hot

metal before a metallic reflector, the focus

of accumulated heat is soon discovered
;

but if a glass mirror is used, the light is re-

flected, but not the heat ; whereas, with

the solar rays, but little diff"erence is de-

tected, whether vitreous or metallic re-

flectors are employed. It is well known
that glass lenses refract both the light and
heat of the sun, and they are commonly
known as burning-glasses : the heat accu-

mulated at their focal point being of the

highest intensity. If, instead of the solar

beam, we employ, in our experiments, an
intense heat produced by artificial means,
the passage of it is obstructed, and the most
delicate thermometers remain undisturbed

in the focus of the lens. Glass exposed
in front of a fire becomes warm, and by
conduction the heat passes through it, and
a secondary radiation takes place from the

opposite side. It has been found that glass

is transcalescent, or diathermic, to some
rays of terrestrial heat, and adiathermic,

or opake for heat, to others—that the capa-

bility of permeating glass increases with

the temperature of the ignited body—and
that rays which have passed one screen tra-

verse a second more readily. It would,
however, appear that something more than

a mere elevation of temperature is neces-

sary to give terrestrial calorific radiations

the power of passing through glass screens,

or, in other words, to acquu-e the proper-

ties of solar heat.

To give an example : The heat of the

oxy-hydrogen flame is most immense, yet

glass obstructs it, although it mav be assist-

ed by a parabolic reflector. If this flame is

made to play upon a ball of lime, by which
a most intense light is produced, the heat,

which has not been actually increased, ac-

quires the power of being refracted by a

glass lens, and combustible bodies may be
ignited in its focus.

It certainly appears from these results

that the undulatory hypothesis holds true,

so far as the motion of the calorific force

is concerned. At a certain rate, the vibra-

tions are thrown back or stopped by the

opposing body, while in a state of higher

excitation, moving with increased rapidity,

they permeate the screen. This does not,

indeed, interfere with the refined theory of

Prevost, which supposes a mutual and
equal interchange of caloric between all

bodies.

The most general efi*ect of hrat is the

expansion of matter ; solids, liquids, and
airs, all expand under its influence. If a
bar of metal is exposed to calorific action,

it increases in size, owins: to i's particles

being separated farther from each other :

by continuing this influence, after a certain

time the cohesion of the mass is so reduced

that it melts, or becomes liquid, and, un-

der the force of a still higher temperature,

this molten metal may be dissipated in va-

por. It would appear as if, under the

agency of the heat applied to a body, its

atoms expanded, until at last, owing to the

tenuity of the outer layer or envelop of

each atom, they were enabled to move
freely over each other, or to interpenetrate

without difficulty. 7 hat heat does really

occasion a considerable disturbance in the

corpuscular arrangement of bodies, may be
proved by a very interesting experiment.

A bar of heated metal is placed to cool,

with one end supported upon a wedge of

another sort of metal, the other resting on
the ground. In coolinor, a distinct musical

sound is given out, owing to the vibratory

action set up among the particles of matter

moving as the temperature declines.

Heat is diff"used through all bodies in

nature, and, as we shall presently see, may
be developed in many different ways. We
may, therefore, infer, that in converting a

sphere of ice into water, and that again

into steam, we have done nothing more
than interpenetrate the mass with a larger

quantity of caloric, by which its atoms are

more w-dely separated, and that thus its

molecules become more ductile and elastic.

Thus, from a solid state, the water becomes
fluid ; and then, if the expansive force is

continued, an invisible vapor. If these
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limits are passed by the powers of any

greatly increased thermic action, the natu-

ral consequence, it must be seen, will be

the separation of the atoms from each other,

to such an extent that the molecule is des-

troyed, and chemical decomposition takes

place.

By the agency of the electricity of the

voltaic battery, we are enabled to produce

the most mtense heat with which we are

acquainted, and by a peculiarly ingenious

arrangement, Mr. Grove has succeeded in

resolving water into its constituent ele-

ments— oxygen and hydrogen gases. That
this decomposition is not due to the volta-

ic current was subsequently proved by em-
ploying platina, heated by the oxy-hydro-

gen flame.

This interesting question has been ex-

amined with great care by Dr. Robinson

of Armagh, who has shown that, as the

temperature of water is increased, the affi-

nity of its elements is lessened, until at a

certain point it is eventually destroyed.

This new and startling fact appears scarce-

ly consistent with our knowledge, that a

body heated so as to be luminous has the

power of causing the combination of the

elements of water with explosive violence.

But as this acute experimental philosopher

somewhat boldly but still most reasonably

suggests :
" Is it not probable that, if not

light, some other actinic power (like that

which accompanies light in the spectrum,

and is revealed to us by its chemical efi'ects

in the process of photography) is evolved

by the heat, and, though invisible, deter-

mines, in conjunction with the affinity, that

atomic change which transforms the three

volumes of oxygen and hydrogen mto two

of steam .?"

This speculation explains in a very satis-

factory manner, some results which were
obtained by Count Rumford, in 1798. In

a series of experiments, instituted for the

purpose of examining " those chemical

properties of light which have been attri-

buted to it," he has shown that many
cases of chemical decomposition occur in

perfect darkness, under the influence of

heat, which are precisely similar to those

produced by exposure to the sun's rays.

It must, however, be remembered, that

both solar light and heat are sometimes

found in direct antagonism to actinic pow-
er, and that the most decided chemical

changes are produced by those rays in which
neither heat nor light can be detected.

The remarkable phenomena of this class

will be explained under the head of actin-

ism.

One of the most curious relations which,

as yet, have been discovered between light

and heat is, that the temperature of the in-

candescence of all bodies, excepting such

as are phosphorescent, is uniform. This

point on the thermometer (Farenheit's

scale) may probably be regarded as, or

very near, 1000*^, when the eye by perfect

repose is enabled to detect the first lumin-

ous influence. Daniel has fixed this point

at 980°, Wedgwood at 947°, and Draper
at 977^. Dr, Robinson and Dr. Draper,

by independent observations, have both

arrived at the conclusion, that the first

gleam of light which appears from heated

platina is not red, but of a lavender grey,

the same in character as that detected by
Sir John Herschel among the most refran-

gible rays of the solar spectrum.

It must be admitted, that the question of

the identity, or otherwise, of light and ra-

diant heat, is beset with difficulties. Many
of their phenomena are very similar—many
of their modes of action are alike ; they

are often found as allied agencies : but

they as frequently exhibit diversity of ac-

tion, and they may be separated from each

other.

We have now examined the physical

conditions and properties of this most im-

portant element, and we must proceed to

learn something of the means by which it

may be developed, independently of its so-

lar source.

This extraordinary principle exists in a

latent state in all bodies, and may be

pressed out of them. The blacksmith

hammers a nail until it becomes red-hot,

and from it he lights his match ; the iron

has by this process become more dense,

and percussion will not again produce in

candescence until the bar has been exposed

in fire to a red heat. The Indian produces

a spark by the attrition of two pieces of

wood. By friction, two pieces of ice may
be made to melt each other ; and could

we, by mechanical pressure, force water

into a solid state, an immense quantity of

caloric would be set free. By the conden-

sation of hydrogen and oxygen gases, pul-

verulent platinum will become glowing red-
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hot, and, with certain precautions, even

the compact metal, platinum, itself: the

heat being derived from the gases, the

union of which it has effected. A body
passing from the solid to the fluid state ab-

sorbs heat from surrounding substances,

and hence a degree of cold is produced.

The heat which is thus removed is not

destroyed—it is held combined with the

fluid ; it exists in a latent state. Fluids,

in passing into a gaseous form, also rob all

surrounding bodies of an amount of heat

necessary to maintain the aeriform condi-

tion. From the air or from the fluid this

heat may, as we have shown above, be

again extracted. Locked in a pint mea-
sure of air, there exists sufficient caloric to

raise several square inches of metal to a

glowing red heat. By the compression of

atmospheric air this may be shown, and
with a small condensing syringe a sufficient

quantity of heat may be set free to fire the

Boletus igniarious^ which, impregnated
with nitre, is known as amadou. We are

acquainted with various sources of heat for

artificial purposes ; the flint and steel, and
the modern Lucifer-match, are the most
common. Those of themselves would ad-

mit of a lengthened discourse ; but it is

necessary that we carefully examine some
of the less familiur phenomona of heat un-
der the influences of changes of chemical

condition.

If spirits of wine and water are mixed
together, a considerable degree of heat is

given out, and by mixing sulpheric acid

and water, an infinitely larger amount. If

oil of vitriol and spirits of wine, or aqua-
fortis (nitric acid) and spirits of turpentine,

at common temperatures, be suddenly mix-
ed, so much heat is set free as to ignite the

spirits. In all these instances there is a

condensation of the fluid. In nearly all

cases of solution, cold is produced by the

absorption of the heat necessary to sustain

the salt in a liquid form ; but when potash
dissolves in water, heat is given out, which
is a fact we cannot yet explain. If potas-

sium is placed on water, it sets fire, by the

heat produced, to the hydrogen gas libera-

ted from it. Antimony and many other

metals thrown into chlorine gas ignite and
burn with brilliancy ; the same phenomena
takes place in the vapors of iodine or bro-

mine. Many chemical combinations, as

the chlorate of potash and sulphur, explode

with a blow ; whilst the slightest friction

occasions the detonation of the fulminating

salts of silver, mercury, and gold. Com-
pounds of nitrogen and chlorine, or iodine,

are still more delicately combined—the

former exploding with fearful violence on
the contact of an oleaginous body, and the

latter with the smallest elevation of tempe-
rature ; both of them destroying the ves-

sels in which they may be contained.

—

These fearful disturbances of combination

can only be explained upon the supposi-

tion, that the particles have the property

of condensing around them an enormous
quantity of the calorific and chemical prin-

ciple, and retaining them in a latent state

until some disturbance renders them sensi-

ble, by which the sudden destruction of the

chemical union is produced, and the full

powers of heat and actinism are developed.

The fact of great heat being evolved dur-

ing the conversion of a body from a solid

to a gaseous state, which is a striking ex-

ception to the law of latent heat, as it pre-

vails in most cases, admits of no more satis-

factory explanation.

As mechanical force produces calorific

excitation, so we find that every movement
of sap in vegetables, and of the blood and
fluids in the animal economy, causes a

sensible increase of heat. The chemical

processes constantly going on in plants and
animals are another source of heat ; and to

nervous energy and to muscular movement,
must we also look for the sustaining calo-

ric which is essential to the health and life

of the latter. Digestion has been consid-

ered as a process of combustion ; and the

action between the elements of food, and

the oxygen conveyed by the circulation of

the blood to every part of the body, re-

garded as the source of animal heat ; and,

without doubt, it is one great source, al-

though it cannot be regarded as the only

one.

The vis vitce, or vital power, influences

the delicate and beautiful system of nerves
;

and as life runs through them, from the

brain to the extremities of the members of

the body, an essence of the rarest and most

subtile order, a difi"usive influence, it sets

those tender threads in rapid vibration, and

heat is developed. By this action, the cir-

culation of the blood is effected ; the mus-

cle is maintained in an elastic condition,

ready to perforin the tasks of the will ; and
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through these agencies is the warm and
fluid blood fitted to receive its chemical

restoratives in the lungs, and the stomach
to support changes to which it is designed

—chemical also—by which more heat is

liberated. Was digestion—eremacausis,

as the slow combustion produced by com-
bination with oxygen is called—the only

source of animal heat, why should the in-

jury of one filmy nerve place a member of

the body for ever in the condition of stony

coldness ? Or why, chemical action being

most actively continued after a violent

death, by the action of the gastric juices

upon the animal tissues, should not animal

heat be maintained for a much longer pe-

riod than it is found to be ?

In studying the influences of caloric

upon the conditions of matter, we must
regard the effects of extreme heat, and also

of the greatest degrees of cold which have
been obtained.

There are a set of experiments by the

Baron Cagniard de la Tour, which appear
to have a very important bearing on some
conditions that may be supposed to prevail

in nature, particularly if we adopt the view
of a constantly increasing temperature to-

wards the centre of our earth. If water,

alcohol, or ether, is put into a strong glass

tube of small bore, and, the euds being

hermetically sealed, the whole is exposed
to a strong heat, the fluid disappears, being
converted into a transparent gas ; but,

upon cooling, it is again condensed, with-

out loss, into its original fluid state. In

this experiment, fluid bodies have been
converted into elastic transparent gases

without any change of volume, under the

pressure of their own atmospheres. We
can readily conceive a similar result oc-

curring upon a far more extensive scale.

In volcanic districts, at great depths, and
consequently under the pressure of the

superincumbent mass, the siliceous rocks,

or even metals, may, from the action of

intense heat, be brought into a gaseous

or fluid condition without any change of

volume, since the elastic force of heat is

opposed by the rigid resistance of the

pressure of the surrounding rocks.

Directly connected with these results of

Cagniard de la Tour, are a yet more re-

markable set of phenomena, which have

been investigated by M. Boutigny, and
generally known as the " spheroidal condi-

tion" of bodies. If water is projected

upon hot metal, it instantly assumes a
spheroidal form—an internal motion of its

particles may be observed—it revolves with
rapidity, and evaporates very slowly.

Even if a silver or platinum capsule, when
brought to a bright red heat, is filled with
cold water, the whole mass assumes the

spheroidal state, the temperature of the

fluid constantly remaining considerably be-
low the boiling point, so long as the red
heat is maintained. If we allow the vessel

to cool below redness, in the dark, the

water bursts into active ebullition, and is

dissipated into vapor with almost explosive

violence.

Another form of this experiment is ex-

ceedingly instructive. If a mass of white

hot metal is suddenly plunged into a vessel

of cold water, the incandescence is not

quenched, the metal shines with a bright

white light, and the water is seen to circu-

late around, but at some distance from the

glowing mass, being actually repelled by
the calorific agency. At length, when the

metal cools, the waiJ^r comes in contact

with it, and boils with energy.

A result similar to this was observed by
Perkins, but its correctness most unjustly

doubted. Having made an iron shell, con-

taining water, red-hot, he caused a hole to

be drilled into it, and he was surprised to

find that no water flowed through the ori-

fice until the iron was considerably cooled,

when it issued forth with violence in the

form of steam. If water is poured upon
an iron sieve, the wires of which are made
red-hot, it will not percolate ; but on cool-

ing it will run through rapidly. M. Bou-
tigny, pursuing this curious inquiry has re-

cently proved that the moisture upon the

skin is sufficient to protect it from disorga-

nization, if the arm is rapidly pluDged into

baths of melted metal. The resistance of

the surfaces is so great, that little elevation

of temperature is experienced.

We have now seen that heat appears to

produce chemical composition—that it de-

composes combined elements—that it alters

the conditions of bodies, and actually main-

tains so powerfully a repellent force, that

fluids cannot touch the heated body.

—

More than this, it exerts a most powerful

influence over all chemical relations. If,

to give one example, the volatile element

iodine is put into a glowing-hot capsule, it
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resolves itself immediately into a spheroid.

Potash rapidly combines with iodine ; but

if a piece of this alkali is thrown upon it in

the capsule, it also takes the spheroidal

form, and both bodies revolve independent-

ly of each other, their chemical affinities

being entirely suspended ; but allow the

capsule to cool, and they combine immedi-

ately.

These experiments of Caigniard de la

Tour and of Boutigny (D'Evreux), con-

nect themseves, in a striking manner, with

those of Mr. Grove and Dr. Robinson
;

and they teach us that but a very slight

alteration in the proportions of the calori-

fic principle given to this planet would com-
pletely change the character of every ma-
terial substance of w^hich it is composed,

unless there was an alteration in the physi-

cal condition of the elements themselves.

Supposing the ordeal of fiery purification

to take place upon this planet, these expe-

riments appear to indicate the mighty

changes which thence result. There would

be no annihilation, but everything would be

transformed from the centre of the globe

to the verge of its atmosphere—old things

would pass away, all things become new,

and the beautiful mythos of the phoenix be

realized in the fresh creation.

The deductions to be drawn from the

results obtained by abstracting heat from
bodies are equally instructive. By taking

advantage of the cooling produced by the

rapid solution of salts of several kinds in

water, an intense degree of coldness may
be produced. Indeed, the absorption of

heat by liquefaction may be shown by the

use of metalic bodies alone. If lead, tin,

and bismuth are melted together, and re-

duced to a coarse powder by being poured

into water, and the alloy then dissolved in

a large quantity of quicksilver, the ther-

mometer will sink nearly 50 degrees. An
intense amount of cold wiU result from the

mixture of muriate of lime and snow, by
which a temperature of SO'^ below the zero

of Fahrenheit, or 82'^ below the freezing

point of water, is produced. By such a

freezing mixture as this, mercury will be

rendered solid. A degree of cold, how-
ever, far exceeding it, has been lately ob-

tained by the use of solid carbonic acid

and ether. Solid carbonic acid is itself

procured from the gas liquefied by pres-

sure ; which liquid, when allowed to escape

into the air, evaporates so rapidly that a

large quantity of it is congealed by being

robbed of its combined heat by the vapori-

zing portion. When this solid acid is uni-

ted with ether, a bath is formed in which
the carbonic acid will remain solid for

twenty or thirty minutes. By a mixture

of this kind, placed under the receiver of

an air-pump, a good exhaustion being sus-

tained, a degree of cold, 166*^ below zero,

is secured. By this intense cold, many of

the bodies which have hitherto been known
to us only in the gaseous state, have been

condensed into liquids and solids. Olefi-

ant gas, a compound of hydrogen and car-

bon, was brought into a liquid form. Hy-
driodic and hydrobromic acids could be
condensed into either a liquid or a solid

form. Phosphoretted hydrogen, a gas which
inflames spontaneously when brought into

contact with the air or with oxygen, be-

came a transparent liquid at this great re-

duction of temperature. Sulphurous acid

may be condensed, by pressure and a re-

duction of temperature, into a liquid which
boils at 14*^ Fahrenheit, but by the carbo-

nic acid bath it is converted into a solid

body transparent and without color. Sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas solidifies at 122*^

below zero, and forms a white substance

resembling a mass of crystals of sea-salt.

A combination of the two gases, chlorine

and oxygen, becomes solid at—75^, and
the protoxide of nitrogen at—150*^. Cya-
nogen, a compound of carbon and nitrogen,

the base of Prussic acid, is solidified at 30*^

below the zero of our thermometric scale.

The well-known pungent compound, am-
monia, so exceedingly volatile at common
temperatures, is converted into a crystal-

line, translucent, white substance at the

temperature of— 103^^. The difficulties

which necessarily attend the exposure of

a body to extreme cold and great pressure

at the same time, appear to be the only

obstacle to the condensation of oxygen, hy-

drogen, and nitrogen gases. A sufficient

amount of condensation was, however, ef-

fected by Dr. Faraday, to lead him to the

conclusion, arrived at also by other evi-

dences, that hydrogen, the lightest of the

ponderable bodies, partakes of the nature

of a metal.

The refinements of Grecian philosophy

saw, without the aids of inductive science,

that the outward vesture of nature covered
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a host of mysterious agencies to which its

characteristics were directly due. In their

dream of the four elements, fire, the exter-

nal and visible form of heat, was regarded

as the cause of vitality, and the disposer

of every organized and unorganized condi-

tion of matter. Their idealizations have

assumed another form, but the researches

of modern science have only established

their universality and truth.

The great agents at work in nature—the

mighty spirits bound to never-ending tasks,

which they pursue with unremitting toil,

are of so refined a character, that they will

probably remain for ever unknown to us.

The arch-evocator, with the wand of in-

duction, calls ; but the only answer to his

evocation is the manifestation of power in

startling efiects. Science pursues her in-

quiries with zeal and care ; she tries and
tortures nature to compel her to reveal her

secrets. Bounds are, however, set to the

powers of finite search : we may not yet

have reached the limits within which we are

free to exercise our mental strength ; but,

these limits reached, we shall find an infi-

nite region beyond us, into which even
conjecture wanders eyeless and aimless, as

the blind Cyclops, groping in his melan-
choly cave.

All we know of heat is, that striking ef-

fects are produced which we measure by
sensation, and by instruments upon which

we have observed that given results will be

produced under certain conditions ; of any-
thing approaching to the cause of these, we
are totally ignorant. The wonder-work-
ing mover of some of the grandest pheno-
mena in nature—giving health to the or-

ganic world, and form to the inorganic

mass—producing genial gales and dire tor-

nadoes—earthquake strugglings and volca-

nic eruptions—ministering to our comforts

in the homely fire—and to advancement
in civilization in the mighty furnace, and
the ingenious engine which drains our mines
or traverses our country with bird like-

speed,—will, in all probability, remain for

ever unknown to man. The immortal
Newton, many of whose guesses have a

prophetic value, thus expresses himself:
" Heat consists in a minute vibratory mo-
tion in the particles of bodies, and this mo-
tion communicated through an apparent

vacuum by the undulations of a very sub-

tile elastic medium, which is also concern-

ed in the phenomena of light."

Our experimental labors and our mathe-
matical investigations, have considerably

advanced our knowledge since the time of

Newton
;
yet still, each theory of heat

strangely resembles the mystic lamp which
the Rosicrucian regarded as a type of eter-

nal life—a dim and flickering symbol, in

the tongue-like flame of which imagination,

like a child, can conjure many shapes.

To he continued.
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BARIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Barium is the metalic basis of baryta

;

it has a dark grey color, the lustre of which

is somewhat inferior to cast-iron. It was

discovered in 1808 by Sir Humphrey
Davy, who obtained it by making a paste

of the carbonate of baryta and placing a

globule of mercury in small depressions,

made for the purpose, in its surface ; the

paste being put on a piece of platina which

was in contact with the positive wire of a

powerful galvanic battery ; the negative

wire was then made to communicate with the

mercury, the baryta was decomposed and
the barium united with the mercury and
formed an amalgam, from which it was se-

parated by heating the compound in a ves-

sel free from air, at a temperature sufficient

to drive off the mercury. Barium is heavier

than water, and sinks in sulphuric acid. It

has a powerful attraction for oxygen, ab-

sorbing it from the air and from water, and
forms a white powder, baryta.

Bromide of Barium.—Boil together

proto-bromide of iron and moist carbonate

of baryta, in excess, filter the solution and
evaporate to dryness, and then heat the

residue to redness. If the evaporation be
conducted carefully prismatic crystals may
be obtained. This compound dissolves

readily in water and alcohol.

Chloride of Barium.—Pass chlorine

gas over baryta at a red heat, oxygen gas

will escape and the chloride of barium is

formed. It may also be formed by heating

to redness the muriate of baryta. It is

soluble in five times its weight of water at

60*^ F. Chloride of barium communicates
a greenish yellow color to flame. It is

poisonous, having for its antidotes, water

acidulated with sulphuric acid, or solutions

of sulphate of soda or magnesia.

Fluoride of Barium.—Digest freshly

precipitated carbonate of baryta in an ex-

cess of hydrofluoric acid. A white powder
is formed which is the fluoride of barium.

Iodide of B\rium.—Dissolve sulphu-

ret of barium in water, and add iodine

,
gradually to excess ; then filter and evapo-

rate. Or you may decompose an aqueous
solution of iodide of iron by freshly preci-

pitated carbonate of baryta and then filter

and crystallize.

SuLPHURET OF Barium.—Thi's com-
pound is formed by exposing sulphate of

baryta to the action of hydrogen gas, or

charcoal, at a high temperature. When
dissolved in water it becomes the hydro-
sulphate of baryta, from which most of the

salts of baryta can be produced. Or mix
together equal parts of sulphate of baryta or

charcoal, and expose the mixture to a full

white heat in a covered crucible.

Oxide of Barium.—This is a grey

powder, and may be produced by exposing

the nitrate of baryta to a red heat, or by
mixing the native carbonate in powder with

charcoal powder, and exposing it to a white

heat in a black lead crucible. Baryta

fuses at a high temperature ; it is more
soluble in water than lime, the solution be-

ing attended with greater evolution of heat

and light. This compound is highly alka-

line, converting vegetable . blues to green,

and neutralizing the strongest acids. It is,

however, less caustic than potassa and soda,

and is insoluble in pure alcohol. Like
lime, it slacks when in contact with water,

forming a white hydrate, which is fused at

a red heat, but will not part with its water

at the highest temperature. It may be
detected when in solution by sulphuric

acid, which produces a white precipitate

insoluble in acids. Hydro-fluocilicic acid,

caustic potash, bicarbonate of potash, car-

bonate of ammonia, neutral phosphate of

soda, oxalic acid and bioxalate of potassa

produce white precipitates in solutions of

baryta or their salts.

Deutoxide of Barium—May be ob-

tained by exposing nitrate of baryta in a

porcelain crucible until oxygen gas comes
over.

Hydrate of Baryta.—A salt, crys-

talizing from a saturated solution in boiling

water, in flattened prismatic crystals. The
hydrate of baryta dissolves in two parts of

boiling water, and in twenty parts of water

at 60° F. Baryta dissolves in water—it

is precipitated by all the alkaline carbo-

nates ; it is precipitated by sulphates, as

an insoluble sulphate of baryta, and forms

with muriatic acid a soluble salt which
crystalizes in four, six, or eight sided tables

insoluble in alcohol. The hydrate of baryta
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is poisonous. Its antidotes are the same as

for Chloride of barium.

Carbonate of Baryta.—This com-
pound is found native, and is very insolu-

ble in water. It may be prepared in minute

divisions, by precipitating the hydrosulphu-

ret, by means of an alkaline carbonate.

From the native carbonate most of the

other salts are prepared. It is very poi-

sonous.

Acetate of Baryta.—Is made by
neutralizing acetic acid with carbonate of

baryta. It crystalizes in six sided prisms,

and it is only used as a re-agent.

Chlorate of Baryta.—Chlorate of

baryta is generally employed in the prepa-

ration of chloric acid. It is made by digest-

ing for a few minutes, a concentrated sili-

cated hydro-fluoric acid ; the alkali is pre-

cipitated in the form of an insoluble double

hydro- fluate of silica and potassa, while

chloric acid remains in solution. The
liquid, after filtration, is neutralized by
carbonate of baryta, which likewise throws

down the excess of hydro-fluoric acid and

silica.

Muriate of Baryta.—Muriate of ba-

ryta may be formed by neutralizing dilute

muriatic acid with carbonate of baryta re-

duced to fine powder, or by the action of

muriatic acid on the hydro-sulphuret of

baryta or by heating together equal quan-
tities of sulphate of baryta and muriate of

lime, until fusion takes place, the acids

changing bases ; the muriate of baryta may
be separated from the insoluble sulphate of

lime by filtration. By evaporation this

solution crystallizes in flat rectangular

plates, which being heated to redness, part

with two equivalents of water, leaving the

chloride of barium. It is soluble in two
and a half pints of water, at 60^ F., but
more so in boilino; water.

Nitrate of Barium—Is made by di-

gesting carbonate of baryta in dilute nitric

acid. It crystallizes in regular octahedrons

which dissolves in twelve parts of cold,

and three or four of boiling water, but does

not dissolve in alcohol.

Sulphate of Baryta.—This com-
pound occurs native, either massive, which
is generally the case, or sometimes in an-

hydrous crystals, sometimes tubular, at

others prismatic. It is very insoluble and
infusible, but may be slightly taken up by
concentrated hot sulphuric acid.

OxiLATE OF Baryta.—This is an inso-

luble salt, prepared by neutralizing oxalic

acid with carbonate of baryta.

From La Lumiere.

HELIOGRAPHIO SOCIETlT OF PARIS.

Translated from the French {expresslyfor this Journal) by J. Russell Snelling, M. D.

MEETING OF APRIL 4tH, 1851.

M. J. Ziegler^ President.

The President, after having opened the

meeting, gave notice to the members that

they could take part in the discussions

with perfect freedom ; that neither their

names nor their remarks should be regis-

tered in the journal, if they expressed

themselves averse to it, by addressing the

secretary at the close of the meeting, the

following day, or any time before the suc-

ceeding Tuesday.

It devolved upon M. Cousin, to read a

communication from M. Blanquart Evrard.

The president dwelt upon the importance

of this

silence

letter ; it claimed attention and

LETTER OF M. BLANQUART EVRARD.

" The Heliographic Society has laid

aside the consideration of the question in

regard to a heliographic press. In its

number of March 30, the journal La Lu-
miere gives an account of the committee's

deliberation. The true question of manu-
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Picturing does not appear to me to have

been touched in this discussion.

" For a manufactory to prosper, two

indispensable conditions are requisite : first,

a regular method of transacting business
5

second, a market for the productions.
'* In the present state of photography it

is impossible to fulfill these conditions, for

how are we to draw positive proofs in rainy

days .'' It is like the stereotype plate,

which will not admit of impressions without

the aid of the press, as the greater number
of photographs require whole hours in the

shade to produce a proof. What, there-

fore, would be the condition of affairs dur-

ing these dark days, when little or no work

can be done, and how much of the profits

will be absorbed by this unfavorable inter-

ruption to the labor .'*

" But these are not the most serious

questions to be considered. A manufacto-

ry has, besides supplying its various neces-

sities, many obligations to fulfill,

" A publisher who devotes every day in

the month to the issue of his paper to his

subscribers could not admit of the delay

which would be occasioned by the inter-

ruptions to the photographic press, which

must necessarily be limited in its produc-

tions. It would, moreover, soon become
paralyzed, if the price of its productions

are to be regulated according to the wants

of the manufactory. This is evidently an

impossibility, and the members of the com-

mittee, who have fixed the price of a good

positive proof at Ifr., or Ifr. 50 c have

certainly committed an error.

" There is another matter to be con-

sidered, besides the materials used in the

manufactory : there is the value of time,

the work of those employed, etc., etc., and

in photographic impressions, the refuse

article, should we wish to submit it to the

perfecting process, as good productions,

will be of more important consideration than

the choice article.

*' There should then be an actual means
to guide us. To establish a photographic

manufactory, in other terms, a press, there

should be

:

" 1 . A means of producing photographs

independent of the caprices of the sun

:

" 2. it should be possible to tell within

limited bounds, in what given time the

orders can be supplied

;

*'3. That the prices of proofs may be
VOL. II. NO. IV. 2

such as to be within the means of the book-

sellers, as M. Caesar Daley, who is him-

self the publisher of an artistic work, has

remarked

:

*' In the Treatise on Photographs*

which I have in press, I have devoted an

article to these kind of researches, and I

have proposed methods by which all these

objects can be accomplished, as it requires

less than a minute to impress a positive

proof, which may be delivered the same
day to the amateur. By admitting of a

very high manufactory a form can furnish

from 2 to 300 proofs a day, and should be

capable in working thirty forms daily, to

turn off from 5 to 6000 proofs very easily.

The price of the proof thus obtained will

be from five to fifteen centimes, according

to its size.

" As soon as I have made arrangements

with my publisher I shall have the honor

of sending a copy of this article to the So-
ciety, I beg you, therefore, to whose favor

I herewith submit some proofs with this

communication, to give me your co-opera-

tion.

" It is simply granted that these proofs

have no other merit than the application of

a new method of production, uniting the

advantages which 1 intend to enumerate,

and far from admitting that I have no other

ambition than the presentation of this

means, I ardently appeal to the large

number of able photographers who com-
pose the Heliographic Society, to cause it

to attain a still greater degree of perfection.,.

" What I desire, therefore, is that my
name should be fully attached to the new
method of producing positive proofs, at

method which replaces the intense action

of light by the action of chemical re-agenta.
'' The proofs that I submit for your in-

spection are certainly very indifferent ; but
they are quite sufficient to demonstrate the

merits of my process, and, consequently

with this first result, progress will soon be
made, as there is a greater advantage in

point of time over those made at present,

" Having procured a copy of this Treatise

—

which we are getting translated at considerable

expense—it is now m course of publication in this

Journal. The first part appeared in our Septem-
ber number from which it will be continued until

finished. It is a valuable work, ful y worth the'

whole subscription price of the Journal.

—

Ed.
Fhot. Art-Journal.
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than these latter possessed over those pro-

duced by Mr. Talbot.
" The process once investigated, before

a month you will see how much the results

are progressive.

" Besides the advantage that this method

presents for a photographic manufactory it

has also that of being convenient to da-

guerreo typists who live by the product of

this discovery, and who cannot devote

themselves to photography on paper, be-

cause the operation requires several days to

be completed, which prevents them from

delivering their productions, on account of

the unavoidable delays of the forms.

" It is granted moreover, that this me-

thod does not proscribe the old one, and

that the heliographic press strikes immedi-

ately at the production of both kinds of

proofs, in consequence of the degree of

perfection and merit necessary for the pro-

ductions.
" At present, if this Society take into

consideration my communication, 1 shall

ask of it permissiou to submit some ideas

upon the manner of conducting its press.

" What appears to me most important,

is, not merely being able to know the ex-

pense of the establishment, but the amount of

the productions it is capable of turning out.

" We have already seen, that the large

mumber of men already employed are hard-

ly sufficient to supply the demand for the

photographs.
" The question of sale depends materi-

.ally upon the work being well and quickly

vdone, and at a reasonable price.

'* Blanquart Evrard."

President. I am enabled to say to you,

;gentlemen, that, in a preceding letter, M^
Blanquart Evrard had entertained M.
Cousin by recounting the facility which he

had in a commercial town like Lille, to

iifind laborers for a heliographic press, so

soon as those laborers could be assured of

constant employment. But by an inverse

'reasoning, we are justified in asserting that,

when we shall have such an establishment,

not only will the workmen be found, but

also will the work be secured. If work

fails now-a-days, it is because the establish-

ment is not where the artists can carry

their matrices.* When we have a helio-

graphic press, painters will have matrices of

* Negative.photQgraphs.

their pictures, sculptors of their statues,

architects of their plans, and work will be-
come constant. I'here is a series of cir-

cumstances which are all intimately con-
nected. Architects are obliged frequent-
ly to procure a work which they do not re-

ly upon. They will shortly be able to

draw proofs of their most complicated
plans ; first a negative proof, then the re-

quisite number of positive proofs, and this

with a facility and economy, which they
cannot obtain in any other manner. We
refer to the time when the Heliographic
art will afford a third means of revealing

our thoughts, beside the press and writing.

We should therefore immediately com-
mence, and we make an appeal at once to

your unremitting exertions, to the press,

and to the employees.

Upon the motion of M. Leon Dela-
borde, a vote of thanks was unanimously
tendered to M. Blanquart Evrard for his

interesting communication.

M. Bayard. The journal. La Lumiere,
announced in one of the last numbers, that

it would shortly publish a photographic pro-
cess without water, which I communicated
to it. The expriments that I wished to make
during the little time at my disposal have
delayed this publication, and I foresaw

that it was impossible to make known all

the details to the Society until its next
meeting, but the considerations into which
M. Blanquart Evrard enters being the

same as those which I wished to suggest,

and the process he announces giving nearly

the same results with my own, I believe it

my duty at the present time to give some
summary details, reserving it to myself to

enlarge more fully upon them in the next
number of the j ournal.

I expose the paper for some minutes to

the vapor of hydrochloric acid saturated

with iodine, then I place it upon a bath of

nitrate of silver ; when the paper is very

dry, I expose it in the camera obscura, and
render the image apparent with the gallic

acid. I thus obtain the negative designs

which produce the positives similar to

those which I gave to the trade in 1846,
(rue Vicieme, 10). If the paper has been

iodized, previous to exposing it to the hy-

drochloric vapors, it is more sensitive and

allows us to obtain the designs in four or

five minutes, with the perfect object-glass

of Daguerre, and the positives in one or
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two seconds by the sun. It is this last

property which marks it out as having a

great analogy with that process which M.
Evrard intends to publish.

I will add, that all the preparations upon

paper, that admit of our making negatives

without water by the camera obscura in

less than fifteen or twenty minutes, can be

used to make the positives in a very short

time. Thus, instead of one or two proces-

ses, we can rely upon eight or ten. These

are not, therefore, the active means of re-

production which they require for a photo-

graphic press.

President. Before passing to another

subject, I deem it my duty to inquire if

there are any other observations to be

made upon this question.

M. Gaudin. There is an analogous

process, which consists in submitting the

paper, impregnated with nitrate of silver,

to the vapor of hydrochloric acid, then to

dip it in the sulphate of iron. The matri-

ces and the positive proofs can thus be ob-

tained with facility.

M. Bayard. This process is incon-

venient, as it gives a yellow tone to the

paper, which is an obstacle to the drawing

of the positives ; whilst with my process

the whiteness is perfectly preserved.

M. Gaudin. M. Blanquart Evrard has

a process nearly similar to that of M. Bay-
ard.

M. Bayard. I presented my own to

the Academy in 1845; it was, therefore,

previous to that of which M. Gaudin

speaks.

President. This point, in relation to

date will be shown in the verbal process of

our meeting.

M. Bayard. If I have delayed to pub-

lish my process, it is because I suffered some
difficulties in obtaining good matrices upon
French paper. However, I have for some

time made attempts with the Causon pa-

per, and I do not doubt, that with some
modifications, the English paper could be

used in preference. Last Sunday we made
experiments at the house of M. Delessert.

In less than a second we had satisfactory

proofs, and a negative portrait upon paper,

that we obtained, was reproduced immedi-

ately.

After the session herein reported, I ask-

ed M. Bayard if he believed that positive

proofs could be obtained by artificial light)

and he replied that although he had not

yet made the attempt, he did not doubt

that this was possible, and that if I wished

it he would, with pleasure, make the ex-
periment in my presence. We appointed

Wednesday, the 9th of April, 8 o'clock,

P. M., at the Society room. M. M.
Ziegler, Mestral and Renard were present

with me, and here I relate that of which we
were witnesses. At ten minutes past 8,

M. Bayard exposed to the light of a lamp
two ordinary cancel frames, one containing

two negatives upon paper produced by M.
Mestral, and the other a negative on glass

;

at ten minutes past 9 the frames were ex-

hibited, and we state beyond all doubt that

the designs were wonderfully apparent upon
the positive paper, but after nearly ten

minutes exposition upon a bath of gallic

acid they acquired their full development

:

they were therefore fixed by the hyposul-

phite. These designs are of a dark, slight-

ly brown color and very vigorous ; the

white parts, which are pure and well pre-

served, afterwards present all the conditions

of good designs obtained by the ordinary

process. For want of the sun in photo-

graphic printing, a lamp of oil, or a jet of

gas will be necessary to supply the deficien-

cy. M. De Montfort.

Afternoon Session.

The President read a letter from M.
Claudet, a French gentleman residing in

London ; we give the most important pas-

sages of this letter

:

** Permit me to refer to the subject re-

specting the name Photography, which is

adopted, wrongfully 1 think, in France, for

the process upon paper invented by Mr.
Talbot.

" In your last number there was an ar-

ticle by M. Gray, in which the author says
* Stimulated by the discoveries of Niepce
and Daguerre, Talbot, in England, devo-

ted his attention to the first applications of

this art, and merits universal gratitude for

the publication of his process, which he de-

signates by the name of Talbotype.'^

" This sentence, entirely well intended

as it is, implies an error. Mr. Talbot

made known his process to the Royal So-

ciety of London, some time before M. Da-
guerre announced his discovery in France,
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and no later than the year 1834, he had

obtained the results and exhibited them to

his friends. It can therefore be said with

justice, that the two discoveries, so differ-

ent from each other, were conceived at the

same time.
" Neither the French nor the English

inventor can be accused of plagiarism, nor

even of having suggested an idea to one

another.
" Mr. Talbot deserves as much grati-

tude as M. Daguerre, and for this reason

the learned world should, by good right,

give the same reward to one which it grants

to the other. It has called the process of

Daguerre, daguerreotype^ and it should

for the same reason adopt the name of

talbotype for Mr. Talbot's discovery.
*' But now that France refuses to call

Mr. Talbot's process talbotype^ this name
is adopted by all in England and in Ame-
rica. 1 have frequently heard them speak

in France of the daguerreotype upon pa-
per^ and this expression is also as false as

thut oi photography y which is the generic

term for all processes in which light is the

principal agent.
'

' But it will be in vain to introduce a

different name for the process of Mr. Tal-

bot than that which is sanctioned in every

country except France, and it will be bad

policy not to fall in with this custom. I

do not see a single reason for maintaining

the name of photography in Mr. Talbot's

process, because, in order to be well com-
prehended, and to avoid confusion, it is

necessary to add photography on pofer.
" The term calotype^ at least, should be

adopted, which the inventor has himself

given to his discovery ; this word would

be more appropriate than that of photo-

graphy.
"I have the honor to be. Monsieur,

" Your devoted Serv't,
" A Claudet."

president.—I now wish to read you part

of a letter from M. Francis Bauer, an Eng-
lish savant.^ and member of the Royal So-

ciety of London ; it is dated in 1839. You
will observe that M. Claudet dates the

discovery of M. Talbot in 1834. We can

refer the question of priority to the Eng-
lish savant himself; here are his own
words :

" In September 1827, a French gentle-

man, M. Joseph Nicephore Niepce, of

Chalon-sur Saone, arrived at Kiew, on a
visit to his brother, who had been a long

time in England, and where he was dan-

gerously ill. I soon formed an acquain-

tance with M. Niepce. He then informed

me that he had made the important and
interesting discovery of permanentlyJix-
i*ig the image of an entire object by the

spontaneous action of light. He showed
several very interesting specimens, such

as images fixed upon polished plates of

pewter that made the impressions upon
paper, after they (the plates) were prepar-

ed by his chemical process. M. Niepce
calls these specimens the first results of
my long researches, M. Niepce wished

that his interesting and important discovery

should be made known to the Royal So-
ciety of London, and that the priority of
his discovery should thus be established.

I agreed with him, therefore, to commence
a writing or memoir upon this subject, to

be presented to the Society ; it was done

;

it was written at Kiew, and dated Dec.

8, 1827."*

There, gentlemen, is a discovery per-

fectly proved ; its inventor publishes it in

England, in 1827 ; he communicates it to

the Royal Society of London, and it is

the same Society to which Mr. Talbot's

communication was addressed, in 1834.

It is true that Mr. Talbot used paper, that

which constituted a new application, but

not a new discovery ; there was no differ-

ence except in the recipient.

We have not selected the word photo-

graphy; it was accepted a long time since.

It means in France, in Germany, and in

Belgium, Daguerreotype on paper ; we
should not say photography on paper ; be-

cause photography is the production of

images on paper by means of light. This

word expressed the whole, and is accepted;

it is a point against which we cannot dis-

pute. We have thought it more proper,

more equitable, to revive as a generic

name the word heliography., which was at

first chosen by M. J. Nicephore Niepce
;

this savant well merited this act of acknow-

ledgement. Heliography is the general

definition of the art. It comprehends in

* See the first number of " La Lumiere." By-

referring to the first number of La Lumiere, I per-

ceive this date is February 27, 1830.

—

Translator,
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its sigaification the daguerreotype as well

as photography.

Jt is said, apparently with truth, that

the word photography was a more general

term, because heliography comprehends
only the light of the sun ; but if, as some
philosophers believe, all terrestial light

emanates from the sun, we are in the right

;

admitting in every instance, that the light

of the sun is the finest light, which no one

disputes. The word heliography is like-

wise the most beautiful expression, and we
have selected it as the term most suitable

in designating our Society. The jury of

the last industrial exhibition made use

of the word heliography, as can be seen

by the report of M. Leon de Laborde,
member of the central jury, which has like-

wise its importances in sustaining us in this

precedent.

M. Niepce de St. Victor. Allow me,
M. Le President, to thank you for your
remarks, which calls the attention to the

labors of my uncle and vindicates his claims

to the priority of this discovery.

M. Lemaitre. Believing that an evi-

dence of the first efforts of M. Niepce at

the dawn of heliography, would be calcu-

lated to interest you, I have brought some
proofs of the heliographic impression made
upon plates of pewter, and which were
shown for the same reason, as at the pre-

sent time, in 1827.—M. Lemaitre placed

a cartoon upon the table.

President. The Society can examine
these proofs after the session.

M, Gaudin. It appears nevertheless

that M. Niepce had not made proofs upon
paper before Mr. Talbot.

President. The whole of the discovery

consists in the fixation of the images of the

camera obscura. Whether this be upon
plates of pewter, of silver, or metal of any
kind ; the merit of the discovery centres in

M. Niepce. At a later period were the

proofs upon glass obtained, and perhaps

the acquisition of them upon other mate-
rials will be effected

;
yet the essential

feature is always the same.
M. Lemaitre. M. Niepce had made

proofs on glass about the same time as upon
pewter.

M. Niepce de St. Victor. I do not

question Mr. Talbot's discovery on paper
;

1 only deny that it was contemporaneous
with that of Niepce and Daguerre.

M. Bayard. The claim relative to Mr.
Talbot rests upon the paper alone ; we can-

not dispute his priority in the use of the

negatives which diminish the office of en-

graved plates; Mr. T. had no idea of

competing with M. Daguerre for the plates.

M. Niepce de St. Victor. In the letter

of M. Claudet it is said that the discovery

of Mr. Talbot was contemporaneous with

that of Daguerre. The efforts of my Uncle
upon metal and glass include the two ex-
treme periods of the discovery.

M. Lemaitre. This is what I observed

of those first attempts. The substance

that covered the plate was a residue of bi-

tumen ; the parts which ought to be clear

are corroded by the action of the sun ; the

metal is becoming bare and cannot resist

the action of acids.

M. Durien. To settle this question, it

will be important to know the size of the

plate ; if it were less than that of the en-

gravings, it is evident that to M. Niepce

is due the credit of having reduced the

size of the engraving by the use of an ob-

ject-glass.

President. M. Niepce has seen his uncle

operate ; will he have the kindness to give

us some details remaining within his recol-

lection }

M. Niepce de St. V. The camera ob-

scura which he used was very imperfect,

and he required a whole day to obtain au
image.

President. M. Claudet has desired that

the question of name should be examined

;

it has been, and it is a member of the

Royal Society of London who has confirm-

ed our convictions. We ought, gentlemen,

to yield to the English, in respect to that

which interests their national glory.

M. de Montfort. Mr. Talbot does not

ask this name ; he does not claim priority,

and is perhaps indifferent about the ques-

tion.

M. Delecluse. I beg leave to state to you
a singular occurrence which has some con-

nexion with the investigation made at this

moment.
I believe it was in 1 8 1 9, that a man found

a way to enlarge or reduce the size of pic-

tures that ornamented porcelain. It was
never known how he did it, I went to see

him, and he gave me the proofs which I will

bring you at the next meeting. I torment-

ed him to ascertain his process, but I could
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obtain no information from him. He was
presented with a situation in the manufac-

tory of Severes, but he did not accept it

;

enormous sums were offered, and he re-

fused ; his secret diedwith him. He call-

ed himself Gonore ; this was in 1S19 or

1S20.
President. This is a name and date

which should be remembered.
QUESTION OF PAPERS.

President. You are aware, gentlemen,

that a Committee on Manufactures was
elected at the last meeting of the Society

for the purpose of obtaining the best paper

possible.

M. Durien. It is necessary for M. Leon
de Laborde (who is absent at this moment)
to see a manufacturer some distance from

Paris ; when he sees him he will speak to

him in relation to making a particular kind

of paper.

M. Delessert. Yesterday I went to M.
Causon's house and purchased his last ream.
I think, for the sake of photography, we
should entreat him to manufacture a fresh

vat of paper. His paper has become more
expensive ; heretofore he has sold it at 25
fr. per ream, and for his last, he asked me
40 fr., telling me at the same time that he

would order some from Angonleme, and
that the next vat would not be any cheaper.

President. It is then profitable to make
this paper, since the price has risen from

25 to 40 fr. It is important to give pub-

licity to this fact for the encouragement

of those who wish to engage in manufac-

turing.

M. Delessert. The materials composing

this paper increase its expense ; conse-

quently, if still better paper were manufac-

tured, (which is contemplated,) it would
exceed the price of 40 fr.

M. Durien. M. G. Le Gray has shown
me paper that admits of excellent nega-

tives ; this is simply ordinary paper, which

by means of a preparation is placed in a

condition suitable for the production of

good negative proofs. It is not therefore

the particular composition of the paper
which alone claims our attention, as the

quality depends as much upon the prepara-

tion which it undergoes after its manufac-
ture.

President. We should all desire the

progress of this manufactory. The papers

surnamed joocr Causon and mean Causon,
until the present time have been the best,

and have better served the purpose for

which they were intended. The attempts

being made at other manufactories to per-

fect the entire composition of photographic

papers will prove salutary in its effects.

Even this concerns our national pre-emin-
ence.

M. Regnault. M. Gratiot has made for

me very good samples of paper ; he could

not give me much because his vat was
spoiled

; but he promised to make me some
more.

In relation to the photographic press

which had been discussed at the commence-
ment of the session, M. Regnault remark-
ed, that he would engage for this work
female colorists accustomed to working on
minute and delicate productions, and who,
moreover, would find here a very lucrative

profession.

President. Before the close of the ses-

sion, I wish to direct the attention of all the

members to the fine proofs on paper which

M. Cousin designs for the exhibition at Lon5
don. M. do Montfort placed on the table

three proofs made by M. Niepce de St.

Victor, upon plates prepared in such a way
as to be exempt from the disagreeable pro-

perty of reflection.

M. Gaudin likewise presented a daguer-

reotype. This is a charming portrait of a

woman, which possesses analogous good
qualities to the proofs of M. Niepce.

Besides the engravings upon plates of

pewter by M. Nicephore Niepce, M. Le-
maitre exhibited an admirable engraving

obtained upon a daguerreotj'pe by the pro-

cesses of M. Fizeau.

L. A. Martin.
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A HINT TO DAQUERREOTYPISTS.

In every age of tlie world there has been

a distinct class of mankind whose zeal and
scientific researches have deservedly won
for them the title oi savants in their pro-

fession. The fact being indisputable that

such have existed and do still exist, we
will not attempt to point out how by their

unceasing and arduous labors they have ac-

quired an enviable reputation and the re-

ward which inevitably ensued thereto ; nei-

ther do we deem it necessary to explain

why merit regulates value. These ques-

tions bear with them their own explanation
;

and if in any degree problematical, they

certainly cannot be difficult of solution to

a reflecting mind.

But, as we are prone to speak of the pe-

culiarities of individuals occupying high

official stations of trust, so for similar, but

more substantial reasons, may we profita-

bly ask ourselves what are the general pe-

culiarities applicable to those who hold ele-

vated positions in science, literature or the

fine arts.

As we are devoted to, and take an inte-

rest in any object in proportion as we re-

gard or love such object, it is very evident

.

what must be the necessary incentives and
characteristic of such as excel or are on

the road to excellence in the profession of

which they may be individual members.

The same spirit animates them en masse^

(although perhaps not quite to such a

heightened degree), as was manifested by
a devotee to his profession within the pre-

cints of a great metropolis, who, when in-

terrogated upon the delicate subject of ma-
trimony, without any visible disturbance of

eqanimity, replied that he had *' long been

wedded to one of the most beautiful of

arts" ! We feel perfectly warranted in

adding that our friend does not regret his

connection, for we have visited him seve-

ral times at his studio, and the many satis-

factory proofs there exhibited of assiduous

attention to his favorite do not by any
means indicate the prospect of a divorce.

He is a worthy representative of a nume-
rous class of whom we delight to speak ; a

class who by word and example, in their

laudable efforts for improvement in art,

general as well as personal, prove that they

have espoused art for its own intrinsic love-

liness. Inspired with such feelings they

are ready to unite in any project that has

for its object the elevation of their profes-

sion. If a magazine is presented to them

for their patronage, having a particular

bearing upon their interests, and to which

all have the privilege of contributing the

account of their discoveries, mutually bene-

ficial to the profession, they do not imme-

diately discourage such enterprise and as-

sert with all the dignity of self-acknowl-

edged talent, that they have reached the

acme of their profession. Neither do they

verbally or passively say that scientific re-

searches have done all they could or would

for the advancement of art ; and, conse-

quently nothing of importance would be

communicated through the medium of a

journal ; truly would such a startling asser-

tion be verified if science were depend-

ent upon illiterate minds for increased

light.

But happily there are those who while

they duly appreciate the incalculable bene-

fits, which they reap from the discoveries

of Niepce and Daguerre, are not insensible

to the discovered improvements of later

days, from the fruitful labors of a Becquer-

el, Evrard, Le Gray, Niepce de St. Vic-

tor, (nephew of the first discoverer of pho-

tography,) of France, Claudet of London,

besides a few in this country, who by con-

tinually publishing the satisfactory results

of their researches are letting their light

shine so that those who choose to see

their good works may be benefitted by
them.

It is, however, strange, that among the

very many excellent Daguerrean artists in

this country, so few are ready and willing

to devote a portion of their time to the li-

terature of their art. There can be but

two reasons for this ; they are all either

mere machines in the art, or else they are

too lazy ; or perhaps too indifi"erent. For
one, Mr. Editor, 1 must express my sur-

prise that so little appears in the journals

of the day, in regard to their art from the

Daguerrean artists of this country. Is there

not more than one among them who is ca-

pable } " Nous verrons''\f

Yours truly,

J. F.
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A TREATISE ON PAPER PHOTOaRAPHS.*

BY M. BLANQUART EVRARD.

INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER, CONTINUED.
An Essay on the History and Progress of Photography.—By M. George Ville.

Translated from the French, by J.R Snelling, M. D.

That which recommends M. Blanquart's

general process in the preparation of the

papers, consists in placing each sheet upon
two successive haths of iodide of potassium

and nitrate of silver. This prolonged con-

tact upon the hath, has the effect of deep-

ly impregnating the paper with the photo-

genic elements. Then, instead of using

gallic acid mixed with the aceto-nitrate of

silver, M. Blanquart uses it in a saturated

bath, into which he plunges the proof upon
taking it from the camera obscura. By
deeply impregnating the papers, he gives

to the proofs a vigor of tone, a durability

and relief in which they were really want-
ing.

The gallic acid baths have the superior

advantage of bringing out the picture with-

out spotting the paper of the proof. In

preparing the paper by immersion, he
spreads upon each sheet a photogenic coat

of a uniform thickness, and preserves the

same uniformity upon every sheet.

Finally, in relation to art, the proofs

obtained by the method of M. Blanquart

have a much superior advantage over that

of Mr. Talbot. The details are better

delineated, while the gradation from the

lights to the shades, is made by more regu-

lar transitions. The design has the ap-

pearance of life, and a very fine picture is

presented to the eye.

After having ascertained the essential

condition for determining the chemical

reactions and obtaining fine proofs with

certainty, M. Blanquart prosecuted his

researches in another direction.

Persuaded that the defective results,

which were attributed to the insufficiency

of photography, were owing more frequent-

ly to a want of taste on the part of opera-

tors, M. Blanquart asked himself what

* Entered, according to act of Congress, in the

y^-ar 1851, by W. B. Smith, in the Clerk's Office,

of the District Court, of the Southern District of

he State of New York.

were the regulations necessary to observe

for obtaining beautiful proofs, harmonious

in every respect, perfect, without barren-

ness, and such indeed as an artist could

desire.

In the image which is formed at the

focus of a camera obscura, the parts occu-

pying the first planes are always enlarged

in comparison to the planes more distant,

and consequently there is frequently a

want of proportion. Now, as in a picture,

there is always a principal subject and the

accessories to it.
' M. Blanquart enter]

tained the opinion that the accessories

should be sacrificed for the principal sub-

ject, and the design of this made the prin-

ciple of the picture.

In a portrait the principal object will

be the figure. An intelligent operator, one

gifted with some taste, previous to execu-

ting a portrait will take such precautions

as are necessary to prevent deformity.

This condition once fulfilled, he should

consider the plane of the figure as the

principal plane of the picture, and arrange

all parts of the body as much as possible

in accordance with this plane. By pro-

ceeding in this manner, he obtains proofs

which are accurate, and in great harmony.

Thus, in portraits, should we studiously

avoid every position in which any part of

the body is not in focal correspondence

with the figure.

After having laid down the rules which

he should follow concerning the arrange-

ment and the design of tableau, M. Blan-

quart asked himself whether it was a mat-

ter of indifference to give every kind of

tint to a proof without distinction. To
admit such a question, is to decide it. It

is evident that if photography can produce

correctly a certain number of tints, there

is always one among these which will be

better appropriated to a given subject than

all the others. He sought therefore to

ascertain how he could vary at will the
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to strengthen ortint of a proof, either

weaken it.

I remarked in commencing that he fixed

the proof by means of the hyposulphite cf

soda, and spoke of the fact that this salt

fixed
^
the image, because it dissolved the

chloride of silver upon which the light had
not acted in the camera obscura.

But, who would suppose that the gener-
al character of a proof could, by the action

of the hyposulphite bath alone be varied,
ad infinitum^ by wholly changing the

coloration, strengthening the shade, giving
more brilliancy to the lights, and by intro-

ducing into the design an incomparable
delicacy of tone !*

Thus, a hyposulphite bath without the
addition of any other macter, imparts the
appearance of barrenness, and is perfectly
suited to landscapes in which arid and de-
solated nature is to be represented.
Do we wish to give more power to the

shades, without weakening the lights, and
impart to the whole proof the tone of a
seppia ?! Nothing is more simple : ad-
ding to the bath some crystals of nitrate of
silver, or a little crystallized acetic acid, is

all that is requisite.

With nitrate of silver the paper of the
proof takes the yellow tint of the paper, and
with the acetic acid it maintains all its white-
ness, which also establishes between these
two an important difference in relation to art.

By adding to the hyposulphite bath some
drops of ammonia, the effect changes com-
pletely.

The proof passes to a red. It acquires
the appearance of a Roman seppia. These
kinds of bath are particularly appropriate
for imparting warmth of tone.

Then, according as he uses all these
baths, concentrated or diluted with water,
prepared a long time previous and being
then suitable, or prepared at the moment
of using them and serving for the first time,
he still obtains the different effects, yet
constant and invariable for each kind of
bath

;
each bath is like a different kind of

sloping bank, which modifies the general
aspect of a proof, and gives it a separate
character.

* This is a remarkable fact which deserves the
most profound attention of our photographers

; its
application to the daguerreotype may be equally
advantageous.—£c?. Phot. Art-Journal.
j^ t A dark brown color.

By the details in which I am about to

enter, we see that photography ought to

afford some charm to him who seeks to

draw interest from the different action of

the baths.

Photography is nothing more than a

physical experiment, in which the results

are invariable and independent of the ope-

rator. Hereafter taste and sentiment will

concur in perfecting them.

After having discovered the circum-

stances which insured the production of

good proofs, and which consists, as is un-

derstood, in the thorough impregnation of

the paper with the solution of nitrate of

silver, M. Blanquart turned his attention

to photography in relation to the artist

particularly, and in this connection he laid

down some rules, which will never be re-

jected as useless.

After having thus produced the usual

photograph and having made with these

products true objects of art, M. Blanquart

completes his work, by placing photography

within the reach of the industrial classes.

He will henceforth produce photographic

proofs with as much facility as lithographs

and engravings, and the time is not dis-

tant when the library will be illustrated

with his more beautiful photographic pro-

ductions.

What interest will it not give to such

publications as relate to journeys or

scientific explorations. With a photogra-

phic proof, we can follow step by step the

historian or the traveler, having constantly

under the eye a means of criticising and
proving the accuracy of his assertions.

This new result is owing also to the ef-

forts and the persevering sagacity of M.
Blanquart.

In preparing negative proofs he makes
use of gallic acid for '' bringing out the

image." At the moment when the proof

is withdrawn from the camera, no vestige

of the image can be perceived, yet this

image really exists, since it is only neces-
sary to plunge the proof in a bath of gallic

acid to make it immediately appear.

The action which the gallic acid exer-

cises in this case, can be compared to that

of the mercurial vapors in the daguerreo-

type : both, although by a different action,

have at least this common result, of ren-

dering the image apparent, and of bring-

ing it out as by enchantment, upon a sur-
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face where the eye had failed to see the

least indication of an impression.

Previously Mr. Talbot had tried to fix

the image of the camera obscura, by means
of chloride of silver, which light had the

effect of darkening, but he did not succeed,

because this action is slow, and accidents

destroyed the design before its entire form-

ation.

Chloride of silver, which is perfectly

white, darkens immediately if it is placed

in contact with the gallic acid in the light.

It happens here that the gallic acid acts in

the same manner as light itself would have

affected it had its action been prolonged a

sufficient time.

In the preparation of the positive proofs,

by the method actually in use, light only

was made use of for coloring the proof.

This process had the inconvenience of

being of long duration, and subordinate to

the state of the weather : in rainy weather

it is impossible to make a good positive

proof.

By means of the gallic acid, M. Blan-

quart avoids all these inconveniences ; he

treats the positive proof exactly as he would
a negative proof when it is withdrawn from

the camera obscura. After having ex-

posed the proof to light a minute or a half

minute, notwithstanding the paper should

be perfectly white and not disclose the

faintest impression of an image, M. Blan-

quart instantaneously rendered this image

apparent by means of the gallic acid. That
which was demanded in consequence of the

prolonged action of light, M. Blanquart

supplied by means of the gallic acid, and
produced the image with much less trouble.

In the present state of photography, it

is impossible to obtain with the same nega-

tive proof more than three or four positive

proofs a day. With the new process of

M. Blanquart, we can increase the num-
ber to three or four hundred, so that in one

vat where thirty or forty proofs were manu-
factured daily, he could easily produce five

or six thousand proofs, which would be de-

liverable the same day, at a very moderate

price.

He could therefore, say, without exag-

geration, that photographic industry is

henceforth to accomplish an important

point, and that this also is the work of M.
Blanquart.

Besides photography upon paper and

metal, there is also photography upon
glass.* This important branch of the art

has been founded by M. Niepce de St.

Victor, nephew of the first inventor.

To obtain a proof upon glass, we spread
upon the surface of a plate of glass a coat-

ing of albumen, upon which is made to act

the same re-agents as on paper.

The great advantage of photography
upon glass, is that of furnishing more re-

sisting negative proofs than those on paper
and better fitted for use. For the appli-

cation of photography to labor, the negative

proofs will be of great utility.

PHOTOGRAPHY ON PAPER COMPARED TO
PHOTOGRAPHY ON METAL.

In photography on metal, the proof is

only a type, which it is impossible to repro-

duce, and where the pleasure of its use is

exclusively reserved for a small number of

persons.

The proofs upon plates have a disagree-

able looking-glass aspect, which has been

lately lessened in a degree, yet which still

exists in a manner quite decided.

In photography upon metal, the proof

has an invariable character, which it is not

in the power of the operator to change.

In all these connections, photography on
paper is superior to photography upon me-
tal.

With photography on paper, proofs are

multiplied without limit ; the reflection

does not exist, and the operator can vary

at will the character of his proofs.

In photography upon metal, the operator

is confined to a limited circle of processes

from which he cannot depart, and in which
the most vigorous observation is imposed

upon him, under penalty of labor without

compensation.

In photography upon paper, the opera-

tor has more ample means ; the productions

appertain to him more literally. His art

is not a barren formula, and dry like all

formulas, but a harmony of processes in

which the application is not too absolute.

If an image is too feeble, in photogra-

phy upon metal, the evil is irreparable, and

the proof always remains too feeble.

In photography on paper, a bath of gal-

* Mr. J. A, Whipple was, undoubtedly, the first

to take photographs on glass, as he, without diffi-

culty, obtained a patent for his invention from the

United States.

—

Ed. Fhot. Art-Journal.
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lie acid affords tlie means of immediately

strengthening that which is to work it.

In photography the operator is an artist

as well as an engraver, to which the work
of photography is similar in some repects.

1 he engraver in forming the model of

his plate, commences by copying a design
;

but the copy being made, he has recourse

to the mordants to complete it, and by
means of these mordants, with a work
which was nothing but the copy of another

design, he has made the design itself.

In photography on paper, the operator

proceeds exactly as the engraver. The
proof which he draws from the camera ob-

scura serves him for a model as the first de-

sign of his plate, and by means of baths ju-

diciously chosen, he makes an image to ap-

pear in which the lines, &c., are imposed
upon it, but which is copied in such a man-
ner as to make an indeterminate or vola-

tile picture, firm or vigorous, according to

artistic taste.

Regarding the variety of its effects, and
the liberty left to the operator, photogra-

phy on paper is superior to photography

upon metal ; but the advantage remains

with the latter when vigor of style is re-

quired, from its clearness, and from the ad-

mirable gradation ot the lights.

PHOTOGRAPHY CONSIDERED IN ITS CONNEC-
TIONS WITH ART

.

Photography must exert upon the pro-

gress of art, which it is instrumental in

aiding, a considerable influence.

In a work of art, there are two simple

and distinct points, the idea and the exe-

cution.

In a picture the idea is the conception of

the picture, and the execution is this con-

ception expressed by means of the design

and color.

Thus art attains the expression by the

reproduction of the form. And in relation

to form, as nature is the greatest master, it

follows that photography offers to the ar-

tist an exact, minute and poetic copy,

while as to truthfulness, it should furnish

to him an inexhaustable source of instruc-

tions which he could not procure by any
other means.

Unity of composition is one of the great-

est difl&culties of art, and yet the condition

of excellence. Without unity it is impos-

sible to have true beauty in a work of art.

Now, in whatever state unity exists in

a work of art, it is necessary that all the

parts should harmonise and concur in the

general expression of the whole ; but the

harmony that arises from the just propor-

tion of the parts, is of that nature which

instructs ; the art is in this respect its own
interpreter, so that photography which in-

variably reproduces nature, can furnish a

very useful accessory to art.

In consequence of the great rapidity

with which it works, photography can

render to art services of another kind, by
furnishing to it a permanent and durable

model of those ephemeral beauties, as the

effect of light, or an expression of coun-

tenance.

Painters have exhibited models in which

the expression was admirable, but in which

the mobility was grievous. The sitting is

prolonged in vain, the expression vanishes

with the thought which has given birth to

it, and lassitude and ennui take the

place of an animation which could not be

long sustained. Now, if this expression

should be fugitive, photography can seize

and fix it, and affords to the artist a durable

model of a beauty which had escaped him.

If art should acquire infinity, it would

nevertheless arrive at the expression by the

representation of the form, because the ex-

pression proceeds from the design. But

it is impossible to draw nature's models in

all their lively expressions.

We see then that photography at this

point can aid the artist in sketching the in-

telligence of nature.

Every object in nature has a particular

character ; a plant is not distinguished from

another plant by the difference alone desig-

nated by the botanist, however numerous

may be the dissimilarities he describes ; it

is not sufficient, therefore, for a landscape

painter, in painting an arbor to imitate its

foliage by the touch, its shadowing by the

conformity of tone, its profile by its rela-

tion. He should then, when he endeavors

to obtain an emblematical character of this

arbor, represent what will be impossible to

discover unless by an artistic study. But

photography has this remarkable property,

that it furnishes to the proof whatever may
be incomplete, it presents precisely the fi-

gurative character of the object taken.

What we say of a single object applies to

all without distinction.
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A better example in point is offered us

to express our idea. We suppose three

materials of silk, wool and cotton, having

exactly the same color and drapery of the

same style. Notwithstanding their identi-

ty of color and arrangement, these three

materials are not less essentially different

in the connexion of art, which fact, a pho-

tographic proof would demonstrate to us.

Each of these materials, as they reflect

a different degree of light, will be produced

by photography with different brightness.

In this respect, the artist will find in a pho-

tographic proof, a source of instruction

which cannot be furnished by a study of the

greatest masters.

What we have said of emblematical

character in relation to art, of every object

taken singly, applies likewise to the grand
scenes of nature.

Undoubtedly, no study can supply to the

artist the spectacle of nations with the

manners and history of whom he wishes

to instruct us in
;

yet, for want of this

spectacle, a small number of photographs,

laid by for inspection would be a very use-

ful help to him in giving a description of

scenes.

I take it for granted, indeed, that a

painter on the other side of the Alps, wish-

ing to draw a scene of the country of Flan-

ders, would not be able to inspire himself

with the Italian Model and the Roman
country.

The face of a country and its character

does not depend alone upon its geological

formation, and the nature of its vegetation.

Many other causes, among which I will

mention only the state of the atmosphere

contribute to impress it with a physiognomy
which marks its principal characteristic.

Thus, in the countries of the north, a

monument seen at the distance of a hun-
dred yards loses its color, and at a hun-
dred yards more distant, it appears to us

more like a confused mass, screened from
our view by a curtain of thick mists. In

Italy and Spain on the contrary, at noon,

the monuments are seen at a very great

distance without change of color or aspect:

they are not less distinct from their distance,

although their size appears diminished.

In the burning sands of Egypt, you
march during the whole day, having be-

fore you the Pyramids, whose base you
believe at every instant you are about to

touch, but which appears to withdraw as

you advance.

But, that variety of effects, which gives

a character in part to all these countries,

and makes each a distinct type in relation

to art, depends alone upon a difference in

the state of the atmosphere.

Now, to represent the effects of this

kind, no means yet known can compete
with photography.

In recommending to artists the study of

photography, we do not pretend to advise

them to become copyists of proofs.

The essential character of art is to con-

bine in one frame the beauties which are

found united in nature, and by this same
combination, to form a true creation.

The utility of photography cannot there-

fore consist in affording to the artist precise

instructions, upon beauties of the most di-

verse order, which he will afterwards be

able to arrange for the execution of the

work which he shall have conceived.

And, indeed, why should it not be as

convenient for a painter to consult a pho-

tographic proof as it is for a sculptor to

examine a cast from nature .'*

Photography is capable of affording to

art services of another kind. It can even

be used to reproduce works of art, and thus

form true collections of masterpieces.

What powerful interest would such col-

lections not afford, which permit us to fol-

low art through the thousand transforma-

tions which it has undergone among differ-

ent nations, and to distinguish j through the

various changes it has passed, a reflection

of the constantly progressive thought,

which is the supreme law of humanity.

For some years past, archeological stu-

dies have become greatly developed, favor-

ted by the efforts of some persevering men,

who were not frightened at the immensity

of the work which the primitive traditions

of mankind have caused to be a mystery

with us.

Under these frequently ridiculous and

rude allegories, modern science discovers

a hidden meaning, of the moral precepts,

or the philosophic principles which the

prudence of royal priests of those remote

times wished to conceal from the people

whom they did not judge ready to receive

them.

To aid in similar studies, of all subjects,

which we are to attain, it is necessary to
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multiply them much, by drawing numer-

our copies, without altering the original.

Now, in relation to the facilities oflFered

for like reproductions, no other known
means can stand in competition with pho-

tography. If a monument is covered with

inscriptions photography can compile them

all, in less time than the most able painter

who endeavors to shape them with his pen-

cil.

The reproduction of manuscripts and

Egyptian papers are not attended with

more difficulty than that of the monument.

I have dwelt very long upon the connex-

ion of photography with art, as this is a

subject deeply interesting by itself, and not

having been studi-ed in this particular con-

nexion as much as it should, has diminish-

ed perhaps the interest of art and of pho-

tography,

OF PHOTOGRAPHY CONSIDERED IN ITS CON-

NEXIONS WITH SCIENCE.

An important branch of the physical sci-

ences, that which treats of the measure of

light, Photometri/^hashorrowed from pho-

tography its most valuable methods of ex-

perimenting.

Before the discovery of photography, it

was not possible to determine with preci-

sion the comparative intensity of two

sources of light, unless they shine simulta-

neously. Thanks to the photographic pro-

cess, the intensity of an unlimited number
of luminous sources can now be measured

;

for this, it is sufficient to place an iodized

plate at the focus of a lens, and the altera-

tion produced upon the plate serves to in-

crease the intensity of the light emitted.

Philosophers have thus been able to com-
pare the dazzling rays of the sun, with that,

three hundred thousand times more feeble,

of the moon.
M. M. Fizeau and Foucault have re-

sorted to the same means for studying dif-

ferent sources of light which nature affords

us, or which we are able to produce artifi-

cially. The great precision of photogra-

phic copies permit us to use this method,

for measuring the grandeur of numerous
objects, which we wish to compare.

I will mention in this connection a prac-

tice of my own :—For several years 1 have

been engaged in researches upon vegeta-

tion. My aim has been to discover what
part the different constituent principles of

the sun take in the nutrition of plants. In
order to obtain the explanation sought, I

proceed by comparison : I cultivate the

plants in a great number of pots, which are

filled with earth suitably prepared. While
the plants are growing, it is a source of great

interest for me to compare their growth,
during the whole period of their vegetation,

and to lay up the instructions that I gather
by this comparison.

But how am I to measure every plant in

a pot that contains thirty, if the experiment
takes place upon a great number of pots,

which is the case in the experiment of

which I speak ?

By means of photography, nothing in the

world is more easy. All the pots upon
which I bestow my attention are placed

upon a slope of earth raised about one foot

above the ground-plot. Before the row of

pots, I place a wooden frame upon which
threads of copper are fastened in a horizon-

tal and perpendicular direction ; and it re-

sults from this disposition, 'that the frame
is covered with small squares, formed by
the crossing of the threads, and which may
be, if we wish it, one-tenth of a foot lateral-

This frame being placed before a certain

number of pots, I reproduce the whole by
photography, and there results an image
showing the plants and the pots in which
they are taken, upon a plane which answers
for a scale, to see the height of a plant. It

suffices to know the relation of the square

formed by the crossing of the threads, upon
the proof and upon the wooden frame ; and
in this manner is obtained in the same ope-
ration a picture in which we can compare
the vegetation in all the pots, and deter-

mine the absolute size of the plants con-
tained in each of them.

Photography is n t yet perfected ; each
day, on the contrary, introduces new and
important improvements. May we not
hope to reach a day when the colors will be
reproduced ? We believe the day is not

far distant.

This problem will be solved when a par-
iicular substance is discovered, to which
the red, yellow and blue rays impart their

respective colors.

Now, M. Niepce de St. Victor has al-

ready obtained effects of this kind.

M. Seebeck, Sir John Herschel, and
more recently M. Becquerel, have sue-
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ceeded ia impressing upon a silver plate

or sensitive papers, the image of the solar

spectrum.

White light, the light of the sun, results

as is known, from the union of a certain

number of colored rays, the simultaneous

impression of which upon our eye produces

the idea of white. If we direct a ray of

light upon a transparent glass in the shape

of a prism, the different rays that compose
this focus of light, are unequally refracted

in the glass.

In issuing from the prism, they separate

like a fan, and form upon the screen which

receives them, an oblong image, or all the

simple colors which compose white light

are found to be separated ; red, orange.^0^7

yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet are

seen quite distinctly indicated. It was an

imasje of this kind which Sir John Herschel

and M. Becquerel suuceeded in impressing

upon a silver plate or photogenic papers.

Evidently, these observations challenge

any doubt, that the day is not distant,

when photography will reproduce the color

of objects. Phenomena of another class

confirm our confidence in this respect.

M. Daguerre, the inventor of photogra-

phy, has discovered a powder, which givei^

out red rays, when red light strikes it
;

another powder to which blue light com-
municates the property of radiating blue

rays ; finally a third, which under similar

circumstances becomes luminous with green

rays : by mixing all of these together, a

combination is obtained which emits red,

green, or blue rays, according as it is acted

upon by these lights. By studying in the

most consistent manner this new order of

phenomena, it will not be impossible to

discover a varnish upon which light might

impress all the shades of objects, in the

same manner as it reproduces the external

form.

CHAPTER I.

Chemical Products used in Photography upon
Paper.—Their Preparation.—Means of Know-
ing their purity.

The whole process of photography upon
paper consists

:

1. In covering the surface of a sheet of

paper with a very thin coating of iodide of

silver, which renders it sensitive to light.

2. In passing the paper thus prepared

to the camera obscura, where the image
is produced which it is necessary to fix.

3. In rendering this image persistent,

and unalterable by the ulterior action of

light.

All these effects are obtained by means
of a small number of bodies, which are

made to react upon each other, in an in-

variable and fixed order.

Before entering into a detailed account
of the operations, or laying down the regula-

tions which insure success, we ought to

familiarize ourselves with these bodies,

study to recognize them, and know how to

prepare them in case of emergency.
We promise then to our readers an ex-

cursion into the domain of chemistry ; but
we assure them, that we have do intention

of introducing in this work any theoretical

considerations foreign to our subject. A
description of the processes of preparation,

made with simplicity and method is suffi-

cient for our ambition and answers our pur-

pose. Whoever will follow our directions

is sure to succeed. We have tried all the

processes, and we give the preference to

that with which we have had the best suc-

cess.

NITRATE OF SILVER.

Nitrate of silver is white, and of a burn-

ing taste ; it communicates a purple stain

to the skin, and is decomposed by light,

for which reason it is preserved in jars

covered with dark paper.

Nitrate of silver is also decomposed by
light when dissolved in water. To pre-

serve a solution of nitrate of silver, the best

way is to keep it closed in a blue glass

bottle.

Water dissolves its weight of nitrate of

silver. This salt is alike soluble in heated

alcohol ; upon cooling it is almost wholly

precipitated.

Nitrate of silver is prepared in the fol-

lowing manner

:

Metallic silver, 1 part.

Nitric acid at 33^, 2 parts.

The silver is dissolved in a vessel with a
long neck. For this purpose, it is suffi-

cient to introduce the silver into the vessel,

then the nitric acid, and apply a gentle

heat. Abundant vapors of the deutoxide

of nitrogen are disengaged, and nitrate of

silver is formed. The operation should be
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conducted under the protection of a good

chimney, in order not to be annoyed by

the vapors. When the silver is dissolved,

the liquid is poured into a porcelain cruci-

ble, it is then evaporated to dryness ; the

residue is heated to fusion, and maintained

some time at a temperature a little below

dark red heat. By this means the nitrate

of copper, proceeding from the copper with

which metallic silver is alloyed, is decom-

posed ; oxide of copper is precipitated, and

there remains pure nitrate of silver.

All the nitrate of a copper is known to

be decomposed, when the mass, which was

blue, becomes colorless, and when no more

nitricious fumes are liberated.

The mass is then placed in distilled wa-

ter. The nitrate of silver is dissolved and

oxide of copper is precipitated in an inso-

luble state.

The solution is filtered and evaporated

by a gentle heat in a porcelain crucible

with an even bottom ; when a strip of glass

plunged into the liquid acquires by its cool-

ness a white mass, the heat is withdrawn

from the crucible, and it is left in a cool

place that crystallization may be facilitated.

Is itrate of silver arranges itself in the form

of transparent lamella ; by concentration

with liquids new crystals are obtained.

When nitrate of silver is pure, its cry-

stals are perfectly colorless. They are

tinted blue when they contain any of the

salt of copper.

ACETIC ACID.

The acetic acid used in photograghy is

pure and crystallizable. This acid is co-

lorless, and of an etherial, pungent odor.

It crystallizes at a temperature of 17® be-

low zero.

It is prepared as follows

:

Anhydrous Ac-Soda 500 gr.

Sulphuric Acid 2000 "

Acetate of soda is evaporated by a gen-

tly heat in an iron or earthen kettle, and

carefully fused. Then, when it is dry and

pulverulent, it is introduced into a retort

furnished with a bent tube to be inserted

into common upright bottles which can be

changed at will.

When the sulphuric acid is turned into

the retort, it is agitated through the tube

with a round piece of glass ; the mass im-

mediately becomes heated and distillation

commences ; when the distillation slack-

ens, coals of fire are placed under the re-

tort and the operation is thus continued

;

it is finished when all the mass is in com-
plete fusion.

The acetic acid obtained is not pure ; it

contains traces of sulphuric acid, which
would be capable of injuring the success of

operations. The difficulty is removed by
submitting the acetic acid to a fresh distil-

lation, after adding thirty grammes of ace-

tate of soda.

BROMIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Bromide of potassium is a white salt de-

liquescent in the air. It crystallizes in

cubes. The crystals, like marine salt, de-

crepitate when heated, and do not decom-
pose by fusion.

Bromide of potassium is obtained by dis-

solving bromine in a concentrated solution

of potash. When the bromine is dissolved,

it is evaporated to dryness ; the residuum

is burned to redness in an earthen crucible
;

it is again dissolved, and the crystallization

of the salt by the concentration of liquids

is eJGfected. The bromide of potassium

being white a yellow coloration denotes an
excess of bromine. It is more advantage-

ous to procure this salt from practical

chemists, who furnish it very pure, than to

prepare it ourselves.

IODIDE OP POTASSIUM.

Iodide of potassium is white ; it crystal-

lizes in cubes, like the bromide ; it attracts

dampness from the atmosphere ; when dis-

solving in water it produces a considerable

abatement of temperature; it is fusible

below red heat, and diff'uses dense fumes

at a higher temperature ; it presents after

the fusion a crystalline mass, which exer-

cises an alkaline reaction upon colored

paper.

The best process for obtaining this salt,

is that of M.M. Baup and Caillot. Here
is the manner of operating recommended
by these savans

:

Iodine, 500 Grains,

Iron filings, 300 "

Carbonate pot. 832 "

This is placed in a cast iron kettle contain-

ing about 10 litres* of distilled water ; the

* 1.760 pint.
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Iodine and the iron filings are added suc-

cessively, and when the liquid becomes

discolored by the application ot heat, it is

filtered ; the residuum of iron that remains

in the boiler is also washed and filtered,

and mixed with the first. A solution of

iodide of iron is thus obtained.

An excess of carbonate of potash is

poured into this solution, until it ceases to

produce a precipitate. The liquid is left

to settle ; the sediment that is formed is

separated from the liquid by decantation
;

this is washed with distilled water boiling

hot, again left to settle, the liquid separated

by decantation, and mixed with that which

was previously filtered. The whole is

evaporated to dryness in the same kettle

which is used for the formation of iodide

of iron, and f©r this effect it is necessary to

wash it well. The product obtained, is

the iodide of potassium mixed with iodide

of iron. The salt is re-dissolved in water,

filtered, and evaporated anew in a porce-

lain crucible, taking care to replace the

loss produced in evaporation, by adding a

fresh quantity of the solution.

When the liquid is very concentrated it

is suffered to cool upon a sand bath. Very

fine cubic crystals of iodide of potassium

are obtained.

Tea-water furnishes, by evaporation and

successive crystallizations, fresh crystals,

the last of which are not pure, and they

prevent it from mixing with liquids for an-

other operator.

It is more convenient to obtain this salt

from commerce, unless greater purity is

required.

HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA,

The most expeditious process for pre-

paring this salt consists in saturating a

solution of the carbonate of soda with sul-

phuric acid, then to digest the solution

with sulphur ; to effect this,- proceed in the

following manner :

Take a retort of the capacity of 2 litres,

and half fill it with a mixture of four parts

sulphur and five parts of peroxide of man-

ganese. Place the retort upon a stove.

Furnish it with a cork with a bent tube,

one end of which you plunge into a tureen

containing three quarts of a solution of

carbonate of soda. By heating the retort,

sulphuric acid gas is disengaged, which

combines with the soda and takes the place

of the carbonic acid.

The liquid contains bi-sulphite of soda

;

to convert the salt into hyposulphite, pour

the liquid into a large earthern vessel, add
an excess of sulphur, apply a gentle heat

and filter it. Preserve the liquid in bot-

tles carefully corked, and dilute it more or

less with water according to its concentra-

tion. Certain tests which we shall dwell

upon hereafter readily determines what
quantity of water is necessary to dilute the

hyposulphite solution.

Instead of leaving the hyposulphite in

solution it could be made to crystallize ; for

this purpose, it will answer to evaporate

the liquids with an excess of sulphur.

Then filter and let it settle in a cool place ;

yet it is better to prepare the hyposulphite

in solution and to preserve it in that state.

GALLIC ACID.

The best method of preparing gallic

acid is embraced in the following recipe :

Bruised nutgalls,

Water,
1 oz.

1 lb.

Boil to 8 oz., and strain ; dissolve 2 oz. of

alum in water, precipitate the alumina with

carbonate of potassa, and after discolora-

tion, mix it with the decoction, frequently

agitate with a glass rod, and the next day

filter ; then wash the precipitate with

water, until the latter ceases to blacken

sulphate of iron ; mix the washings with

the filtered liquor and evaporate, when
gallic acid in fine needles will be obtained.

Gallic acid as obtained by either of the

above forms is never quite pure ; but it

may be purified by combining it with oxide

of lead, and decomposing the compound,

[gallate of lead) by sulphuretted hydro-

gen. The sulphuret of lead acts like ani-

mal charcoal in removing the color.

Gallic acid is presented under the form

of small feathery crystals of a silky lustre,

and of a pale yellow color. #

FLUORIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Fluoride of potassium is white, with an
alkaline rea^ion ; it has an acid and burn-

ing taste ; it is deliquescent and crystalli-

zes in cubes, or in rectangular four sided

prisms, which are usually anhydrous

;

nevertheless the fluoride of potassium seems
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to have a certain degree of affinity for

water, and gives, at a basse temperature,

crystals which are hydrates.

Fluoride of potassium is not decomposed

by heat, the solution attacks the vessel of

glass and porcelain in which it is evaporated.

For evaporating solutions of fluoride of po-

tassium vessels of platinum should be used.

Fluoride of potassium is prepared by
saturating hydrofluoric acid with carbonate

of potash. We should renounce the idea

of preparing this salt, as that furnished by
chemists is sufficiently pure for all photo-

graphic purposes.

To he continued.

**

HENRY KIRKE BROWN.

BY N. CLEAVELAND.

Philadelphia, June 3d, 1850.

N. Cleaveland, Esq.

:

Dear Sir.—Passing hurriedly through

New York last week, I was yet enabled to

get a rapid glance at the exhibition of the

National Academy of Design. The beau-

tiful statues there by Mr. Brown renewed

my desire to procure a notice of his career

and labors that would be worthy of his high

position in the art. From a' conversation

I had with you some months since, I pre-

sume it is in your power to furnish me the

materials I need, or a completed article,

VOL. n. NO. IV. 3

ready for insertion in the United Magazine-.

I propose to accompany the notice with a
wood-cut portrait of the artist, and also a
cut of the bas-relief on Mr. Cozzen's mon-
ument, for which latter 1 am already sup-

plied with the materials. Can you aid me
in" the performance of a duty but too long

neglected }

An answer will much oblige

Yours, truly.

Mr. J. Sartain :

Dear Sir.—I am

John Sartain.

glad to receive and
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most happy to comply with your request.

I have long wished to see some public no-

tice of Mr. Brown more ample than has

yet appeared, and your application but an-

ticipated my design. For the facts con-

tained in the accompanying sketch, I am
indebted to sources which may be relied

on as authentic. Should the article, through

the wide diffusion which your magazine will

give it, help to make better known an artist

not less deserving than he is modest, it will

gratify one, at least, of his sincere admir-

ers and numerous friends.

Respectfully, I am
Your friend and serv't,

Is. Cleaveland.
Brooklyn, June 10th, 1850.

Henry Kirke Brown.
The reader who would know exactly

where this artist was born will need before

him a map that condescends to particulars.

With such aid, he may readily find, in the

northern part of Franklin County, Massa-

chusetts, the small township of Leyden.

Unlike its illustrious namesake, so renown-

ed in history, so long associated with sci-

ence, so immortally interwoven with the

annals of the Plymouth Puritans, our little

Leyden is quite unknown to fame. Should

it hereafter attain to eminence, its earliest

claim to distinction may perhaps rest upon

the fact that it had once the good fortune

to be the birthplace of genius.

His father belonged to the class of small

farmers, so common in New England and

so respectable. His advantages of educa-

tion were a thorough training in good prin-

ciples at home, a few winters at the dis-

trict school, and two or three quarters at

an academy. His summers brought him
abundant occupation in the severe but in-

vigorating labors of the farm. For those

tastes, whether instinctive or acquired, and

those promptings of ambition, which at

length converted the farmer-boy into a

painter and sculptor, he owed much, if not

everything, to his mother. To her intel-

ligence and refinement, which might have

graced a more favored lot, the son has ever

traced those impulses which gave direction

to his life.

He was about twelve years old when he

made what may be called his first serious

attempt in art. There was an aged neighbor

Whom he often visited, and to whom he

used to read from one of the treatises of

S wedenborg. The old man sometime? stop-

ped him to explain the author or to give

his own comments. As the boy gazed
upon that fine face, made more striking by
the loss of sight, and upon the noble head
on which almost a hundred winters had
shed their snows, he determined to try his

hand at a likeness ; the result was a pen-

cil-sketch on a fly-leaf of the book. This
he took home. His mother furnished him
with a piece of old linen, which served for

canvass. From the head of an ox he ob-
tained hair for his pencil, while a painter,

then at work upon the house, supplied the

remaining materials. With these rude

means he produced what was regarded

with admiring wonder, as a perfect repre-

sentation of the old man. The effort was
in the highest degree original, for the youth
had never even seen a portrait.

Two years after this a circumstance oc-

curred which seemed to indicate that for-

tune was about to smile upon his wishes.

A Mr. Smith—a sign-painter from one of

the adjoining towns—made his appearance
in Leyden. At Henry's earnest solicita-

tion, his father consented that he should

be apprenticed to this man, and a bargain

was struck. Smith was about to visit Al-
bany, and it was settled that the lad should

accompany him. For some reason the boy
was sent forward to a neighboring town,

there to await the arrival of his master.

—

But there he waited in vain. The sign-

dauber, who was entrusted with money for

Henry's expenses, never came. But young
Brown had heard and thought too much of

Albany and its works of art to be thus

balked. He had set out, and go he must.

True, he had no money, but he had a pair

of scissors in his pocket, and with these he

determined to work his way. Near the

close of a weary day's walk, he stopped at

a farm-house of decent aspect, and propos-

ed, in return for a night's lodging to cut

the profiles of the family. The offer was
declined. They would keep him for mo-
ney, but they cared not for art. Nothing
daunted at this rebuff, he pushed on. A
second attempt was more successful. The
hospitable farmer bade him "Stay, and wel-

come." After supper, the schoolmaster,

who happened to be an inmate there, ex-

patiated on the beauty and importance of

the fine arts. The consequence was, that
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the entire family had their likenesses cut

in paper, to their own unqualified satisfac-

tion, and to the great delight of the young
artist.

Journeying on in this way, he soon found

himself beyond the Green Mountains, and
within sight of the city which he had so

Ions: wished to behold. But here he hesi-

tated. It was now the middle of Decem-
ber ; winter had set in with deep snow,

and with frost of great severity ; his shoes

were nearly gone, and his clothes were

scanty and dilapidated. He felt no assu-

rance that his scissors would avail him
among the rich and polished Albanians.

After looking long and earnestly at those

columns, and spires, and crowded roofs, so

inviting and so tantalizing, he yielded to

the stern necessity, and turned his steps

homeward. Albany is certainly very little

like Rome, yet the incident now related

will probably remind some of that miracle

of German self-denial, the poor scholar,

who, filled with visions of classical antiqui-

ties, footed it all the way from the Rhine
to the Tiber, and finding, when within

sight of the " Eternal City," that he had
just enough money to carry him back again

contented himself with a long though dis-

tant gaze, and set out on his return.

After weeks of absence, and a long, pain-

ful journey through the snows of that

mountain re2;ion, our vouno; adventurer

reached home, much to the joy of his won-
dering and anxious parents. Soon after

this, he was placed in a school at Deer-
field, and for a time his imitative propensi-

ties found little occupation, except in oc-

casional carricatures of his companions.

At length a holiday occurs. It is the an-

nual return, once so important in New
England, of the General Muster. Conspi-

cuous amid the booths and stands, the gin-

gerbread and lemons, stood a large sign,

which informed the public that they could

there acquire the art of portrait-painting in

three short lessons. How opportune ! The
boy at once enters his name as a pupil, and
pays this eminent master a tuition-fee of

ten dollars. A few days afterward he
started for home, with a finished portrait

under his arm, and with high expectations

of praise and success. But alas ! his do-

mestic reception was scarcely more flatter-

ing than that of Moses Primrose when he re-

turned from the fair. His brothers ridi-

culed his picture, and advised him to stick

to something regular and profitable. From
his mother only he received words of com-
fort as well as of good advice.

He continued to attend school, and oc-
casionally to assist his father, until he was
eighteen years old. But his early visions

of art and fame still haunted him, and he
now urged his father to let him go and seek
or make his own fortune. To this the fa-

ther very judiciously consented.

Thus left to himself, he determined to

become an artist. But some money must
be earned, even before he could beo-in.

For this purpose he labored nearly three
years as a journeyman house and carriage

painter. From the proceeds of this toil

he sent his father one hundred dollars, as

a compensation for the loss of his three
years' service, and having provided him-
self with a decent outfit, went to Boston.
This was in the autumn of 1834. Having
heard much of Chester Harding, he called

upon that gentleman and stated his object.

Mr. Harding asked for references. " He
could give none," was tbe reply, " but he
had sixty dollars in his pocket, one-half of
which he would pay then, provided he
could be allowed to defray the remainino-

expense when he should earn the means of
doing so. " On these terms he was at once
received. He continued to study and
practice under Mr. Harding until the fol-

lowing spring, when he visited some of the
neigboring towns as a portrait painter.

Haviog thus replenished his exhausted
purse, he renewed his studies, which were
prosecuted with the same distinguished
artist, until February, 1836.

Soon after this we find him at Wood-
stock, Vermont, attending, in the medical
school at that place, a course of anatomi-
cal lectures,—not remitting, however, his

study and practice in painting. In the
following autumn he attended another
course of the same kind at Pittsfield, Mas-
sachusetts. Having become acquainted
with Dr. Willard Parker, now so favor-

ably known to the medical world, h3 ac-
companied him to Cincinnati, Ohio, where
he went through his third anatomical
course.

In the mean time he kept on paintino-

portraits, and tried his hand at composition
and figures. The latter part of the year
1837 was passed by him 'in the state of
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Illinois, where he was employed as an en-

gineer. In December he was again in

Cincinnati, and had resumed his pencil.

And now occurred a circumstance, casual

and trivial, as it seemed at the time, but

which soon changed the direction of his

thoughts, and at length altered entirely the

current of his life. He had been giving

lessons in drawing to a young man by the

name of Whetstone. As the latter was

about leaviag, he asked permission to at-

tempt a medallion likeness of his teacher.

Accordingly some clay was procured for

the purpose. While his pupil was gone

for his dinner, Brown amused himself by
working at the clay, and Whetstone found,

on his return, a bust well under way. The
approbation which he and which others ex-

pressed of this first rapid and rude attempt

led to farther efforts in the same line. He
was successful in obtaining likenesses, and

w^as encouraged to go on by brother artists.

Nor was he at all disinclined to follow their

advice. A new light seemed now to break

in upon his mind, and to irradiate all his

prospects. He had long regarded sculp-

ture as the noblest, but least attainable,

form of art. Its masters of antiquity had
seemed to hira almost as mythical as the

demigods which their chisels shaped into

immorial beauty. He began now to feel

that the same path of exertion, of hope,

and of honor, which so many had success-

fully trodden, was perhaps open for him
also. But it must not be supposed that

the alteration in his pursuits took place at

once. Such changes are seldom, if ever,

instantaneous. It was by slow degrees

that the modelling-stick and chisel invaded

and finally supplanted the easel.

To obtain the means of visiting Italy,

he again engaged as a railroad engineer in

the service of the state of Illinois. He
was employed during a part of the time in

one of the most malarious districts of that

unhealthy region. Here he lost, by death,

most of the men under his direction, and
fell sick himself. On recovering from a

long, delirious fever, he found himself, with

funds exhausted and with a broken con-

stitution, compelled, as it were, to set out

anew. But after six invalid months passed

among his native mountains, he is again

in Boston, to see what can be done in the

way of art. Harding, his early master and

steady friend, received him warmly, and

introduced him to others. He was soon

commissioned to model a bust of Mr. Wil-
liam Appleton, and subsequently, at the

request of this gentleman, he made a bust

of the Rev. Dr. Potter. This circum-

stance had an important bearing on his

career. At the desire of this distinguished

clergyman, Mr. Brown went to Schenec-
tady, to mould a likeness of President

Nott. Through the persevering kindness

of the same friend, he received numerous
orders for work in Troy, and afterwards in

Albany. Here, too, he began to attempt

something beyond the narrow range of bust-

making, and executed his first statues at

the desire of his ever liberal friend, Mr. P.
Prentice. Here he spent two busy years,

and so generous was the patronage he re-

ceived, that he found himself able, at

length, to visit Italy. The pleasing cir-

cumstances under which he departed from
this place of his early dreams for the land

of Beauty and Art, recall, in vivid con-

trast, that sad winter hour, when the rag-

ged young profile-cutter stood wistfully

gazing at the same city, and then turned

his back upon it in despair.

Mr. Brown was married about two years

before he left for Europe, and his wife ac-

companied him thither. Those who know
the parties might well charge me with in-

justice, should I m.ake no allusion to the

happiness of this connection. Unincum-
bered by family cares, Mrs. Brown has

b^en the constant companion of her hus-

band, alike in travel and at home, in re-

creation and in toil. In Art, too, she has
been his fellow-student. To her delicacy

of taste, her thorough knowledge of aesthe-

tic principles, and her quick, true judg-

ment, it is his pride to acknowledge many
obligations.

It is unnecessary to pursue farther with

minuteness our artist's personal history.

We have seen his childish inspirations—

his boyish adventures—his manly strug-

gles, faith, and perseverance. All along

we have beheld " the high endeavor," and
we have now begun to witness " the glad

success " It is these earlier portions of a
professional career which best illustrate

individuality of character, and most clear-

ly the genuineness and excellence of youth-

ful impulses.

Mr. Brown's first year abroad was spent

in Florence. The summer months of 1845
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were passed in Naples and its neighbor-

hood, where, after a sickness which almost

cost him his life, he soua;ht and found re-

pose and health. During the other three

years of his absence, his home was in

Rome. An intimate friend, who shared

his thoughts and watched the progress of

his studies and labors, thus describes his

impressions at that period. " Here he

began to feel, more than ever before, the

true dignity and importance of Art. The
works of Raphael and Michael Angelo, and

especially the wonders of Grecian art, now
spread out before him, inspired him anew.

In each little fragment of these he saw, not

the result of one man's performance, but

the fruits of a national taste,—the product

of a school formed, developed, and refined

under the most favorable influences. Every-

thing bespoke knowledge and power. Here
was a standard of unerring accuracy. He
was now convinced that the great princi-

ples of art depend not upon individual whim
or caprice, but that they admit of demon-
stration, and may be brought to the test

of a sound philosophy. It did not seem to

him, as it has seemed to some, that Art,

in its best days, was only the handmaid of

Passion, and much less could he regard

this as its proper vocation now. In the

beautiful relics of Grecian and Etruscan

genius, concentrated as they originally were,

in most instances, to lofty sentiment or to

actual utility, he perceived the true end and
the real dignity of Art. He now zealously

devoted himself to the acquisition of its

principles and language. The mere love

of distinction seemed to fade and disappear

by the side of a stronger love for Art itself.

To perfect his knowledge of drawing and
anatomy, he secured the best aids in Rome,
and, when not engaged in these or in mo-
delling, he was occupied in studying and
sketching from life and from the antiques.

His solicitude seemed to be, not so much
to acquire a sudden reputation, as to lay

the solid foundation on which a durable

fame might one day rest."

Rome has been called, not extavagantly,

the Paradise of artists. In that soft clime

—in a city where a foreigner enjoys all the

immunities and feels scarcely one of the

burdens of society, and where the luxuries

of life cost less than its necessaries else-

where—our artists might well have been

content to dwell. To such inducements

American sculptors have generally yield-

ed, wbile some have even contended that

the art cannot successfully be prosecuted

out of Italy. Mr. Brown took a diflferent

view. It was his ambition to become, not

a European, but an American sculptor.

To him it seemed that, if a school of art,

with characteristics in any degree nation-

al, is ever to grow up among us, its works
must be done mainly upon American ground
and amidst American influences. He felt

that the artist's independence and origina-

lity might be endangered by too Lng fami-

liarity with the faultless models of antiqui-

ty, and the chef-d'ceuvres of modern pow-
er. He could not but see that if the art

to wbich he had devoted his life is ever to

exert over his countrjmaen a powerful and
wholesome influence, it must be accom-
plished by the presentation of other sub-

jects than the unclad beauties or the fabu-

lous forms of ancient Greece. He stayed

not until long absence, and intervening

oceans, and foreign influences, had cooled

his love of country, or quelled his pride as

an American patriot. With generous self-

denial, and in opposition to ttie advice and
solicitation of many friend«, he determined

to forego the comforts and facilities of

Rome, and, to some extent, his prospects

of immediate honor, and reward, in order

to plant himself on his native soil, and trust

his country for an appreciation of his la-

bors. May that country do justice to his

motives and his merits !

A few words now in regard to his artis-

tic labors. Previously to Mr. Brown's
departure for Europe, his attention as a

statuary had been given almost wholly to

busts. The large number of his commis-
sions, and, still more, the high standing

and unquestionable taste of many whose
likenesses were thus taken by him in stone,

bear witness to his successful ability in this

department. His statues of this period

were the Four Seasons, and the Quoit-

player. The last-named is now among the

sculptures in the rooms of the Academy of

Design. While in Florence be modelled

a statue of Adonis, now in his studio in

Brooklyn. At Rome he executed a semi-

colossal statue of David, holding tktt head

of the giant,—an engraving of which was
made by Bertini ; also a small statue of

Rebecca,—the Pleiades, in bas-relief,

—

the Seasons, in the same style,—and the
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statue of Ruth. The Seasons, a set of

medallion pictures, were made by Mr. H.
G. Marquand, of Brooklyn, and, with the

Ruth, may be seen at the exhibition akeady
referred to. While in Rome, Mr. Brown
made three copies of the last named statue

one of which was for Miss Hicks of New
York, and another for Mr. Ewing of Glas-

gow Among the works which he has exe-

cuted since his return, are a statue of Hope,
one of the Historic Muse (monumental)

,

and a recumbent image, also monumental,

which has lately gone to Philadelphia. A
tablet from his chisel, with two figures in

bas-relief, adorns a monument erected in

Greenwood Cemetery, by A. B. Cozzens,

Esq. Among the busts which have come
from his studio, we have seen the heads of

Cole, Bryant, Huntington, Cheney, Du-
rand, Prentice, Willard Parker, Luman
Reed, and others. The face and form of

the North American Indian seems to have

won a special place in his regard. To stu-

dy these, he visited, two years ago, the re-

sorts of the red man in the distant North-
west, and has since carefully explored the

invaluable treasures of the Indian Depart-

ment at Washington. His bronze statu-

ette of an aboriginal hunter was executed

last year for the American Art-Union, and
twenty copies were distributed to the for-

tunate drawers. For some time past he has

been engaged upon a larger work of the

same description. An Indian is defending

himself and child against the ferocity of

the mountain-cat. The proportions are

colossal, the form and attitude are full of

life and force, and when finished will, if I

mistake not, add largely to the reputation

of the artist. A group of several figures,

in both high and low relief, to be executed

in bronze, is nearly completed for the

Messrs. Appleton of New York, and will

adorn the front of their new bookstore in

Broadway. Mr. Brown has also made a

model statuette of De Witt Clinton, which

has received warm approval from some of

the best artists and judges of art among us.

It has been adopted as the basis of a colos-

sal statue in bronze which it is proposed to

erect over the remains of that great man.
The amount needed for the object is al-

most secured.

The limits prescribed to this article do

not allow me to allude even to the specific

character and excellences of these works.

or of any one of them ;—nor can I add
more than a word upon the general merits

of Brown as an artist. The reader, who
has remarked with what invincible resolu-

tion, perseverence, and pains-taking, he
has qualified himself for this high walk of

Art, will readily believe—what his inti-

mate friends well know—that his know-
ledge of his profession is extensive and
thorough. To his taste, his accuracy, his

conceptive powers, his executive skill, ar-

tists of great name in sculpture and paint-

ing, and connoisseurs whose approval is

praise indeed, have given their willing tes-

timony. His principles of Art are, it is

true, severe. His estimate of its scope, its

just aims, and legitimate objects, is pure

and elevated. Conscious of the limitations

imposed upon the sculptor by the material

in which he works, he makes no attempt

at romantic effect, or at any impracticable

picturesque. He has done nothing, and'

will, I feel sure, do nothing, to flatter a

meretricious taste. The dignity and the

proprieties of Sculpture, as they have im-
pressed themselves upon his soul, while

studying its noblest and purest forms, will

never by him be sacrificed to immediate
and lower interests however pressing. To
Art he has devoted his life, with the fer-

vor and fidelity of a true love. To his own
country he consecrates whatever of inspira-

tion or of power he has received from na-

ture, or won by toil.

As an appropriate close to this imperfect

sketch, I add the following note just re-

ceived from one whose high standing re-

quires no attestation here.

" Mr DEAR SIR :

" You ask me what I think of our friend

H. K. Brown, as a sculptor. I hardly

dare to trust myself to answer that ques-

tion fully. If I should express half the

admiration I feel for what he has accom-
plished, my enthusiasm would be charged

to the account of the warm personal friend-

ship existing between us. Neither do I

feel willing to enter into a critical examina-

tion of those merits of which one must be

a very incompetent judge whose studies in

Art have been in so different a direction

from those of the sculptor. The principal

works of Brown have been of a simple,

classical, almost severe, character. Though
a great lover of painting and all its graces
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and luxuries, yet ia sculpture lie avoids

whatever would detract from the dignity

and nobleness of the Art. His studies

have been mainly among the purest and
best remains of the antique, assiduously

compared with living nature. In anatomy
his researches have been deep and constant.

As a draughtsman, he possesses remarka-

ble skill, and any painter might envy the

readiness with which he traces in decided

outlines the frequent inventions of his brain.

I might mention his power with the brush,

—for, though few know it, he is really a

painter of rare excellence, with a keen re-

lish for color, tone, and effect. It is re-

markable that, with all his love for the

brilliant and fascinating qualities of the

picturesque, he so seldom indulges in any-

thing approaching it in sculpture, and that

he never degrades or debauches that noble

art by any of those mere tricks and puerili-

ties, or museum-like wonders and curiosi-

ties of execution, by which sculptors some-
times are tempted to catch at popular ap-

plause. He has the highest reputation

with those whose tastes have been most

thoroughly cultivated by long contempla-

tion of the best models. The severest Ro-
man critics, though very chary of their

praise, expressed very favorable opinions

of his powers. His works were admired by
many of the most distinguished artists re-

siding in Rome, both native and foreign.

Between the lamented Wyatt, the noted
English sculptor, and our artist, there ex-

isted a warm frie ndship and high esteem
for each other's talents.

" The work upon which Brown is now
engaged will, I think, greatly advance his

reputation. I mean the bronze bas-relief

commissioned by the Appletons, and re-

presenting a sage instructing a group of

listeners. I am glad this work is to be
placed in a prominent position, in the open
air, and in one of the crowded thorough-

fares of the city. The Messrs. Appleton
are to be congratulated for the taste and
liberality which places before the public so

noble a specimen of art.

*' I am, truly, yours, &c..
" D. Huntington."

[ Union 31s.gazine.
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THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE ART.

BY THE EDITOR.

Our former articles on this subject have

received such decided commendation from

our readers, and the requests to continue

them have been so numerous that we must
endeavor to do so. We were in hopes,

however, that some of our more practical

operators would have taken up the subject

where we left off, and continued it with

much greater ability, for there is scarcely

a day passes but must present some new
phase in the manipulation of the daguer-

reotype, and afford opportunities for specu-

lation and research, and those daily engaged

in the business are undoubtedly the best

calculated to treat on them.

We shall endeavor, now, to treat on
those subjects coming under the head of

difficulties in the art, upon which we have

not heretofore touched, and if we succeed

in bringing, even one, out of his troubles,

we shall feel that our endeavors have not

been unavailing.

One of the greatest drawbacks to ob-

taining a good picture, it is generally con-

ceeded, is want of proper care in cleaning

the plate. Even the most careful mani-
pulators do not always succeed in their en-

deavors to secure a perfectly pure polish.

In such cases the effects may be attri-

buted to a variety of causes, which we shall

endeavor to enumerate, and point out the

means of avoiding or preventing them.

Here we will take occasion to remark, that

one of the best papers on cleaning and
buffing the plate we have ever read is that

from the pen of Mr. Heslerof Galena, 111.,

published in our July number. Since the

publication of that article we have had the

pleasure of seeing some- of Mr. Hesler's

pictures, and we cheerfully accord to him
the merit of not only getting up a most
beautifully polished plate, but of taking

some of the best ^' side-light" daguerreo-

types, without exception, we have ever

seen. In his article he has not, however,

touched upon some matters intimately con-

nected with this portion of the daguerreo-

type manipulation, which are very essen-

tial for the operator— particulauly the

young beginner and amatuer—to know.

We must also say, that we think that many
of our oldest and best operators are some-

what careless on this point, for during

visits we have made to their rooms, the

exposed disposition, about the room, of

their chemicals, has struck us as decidedly

imprudent, and evincing a want of neat-

ness, wholly incompatible with uniform

success.

It frequently happens that, with all the

care observable, in buffing the plate, its

surface will present a scummy appear-

ance, or become slightly clouded. We
may refer this to several causes, the most

prevalent of which are :

The dampness of the rouge.

Uncleanliness of the buffs.

Impure alcohol.

A slight oxidation of the silver surface,

from atmospheric action, when the plate is

suffered to lie by after buffing.

The action from the fumes of chemical

substances, suffered to escape into the

room, upon the buffs and plates.

Want of care in coating the plate.

Every precaution, therefore, should be
taken to prevent any of these circumstan-

ces from occurring. A perfectly tight

sheetjron, tin, or wood case should be pro-

vided, in which to keep the rouge and
buffs. Many construct these cases in such

a manner that they may be gently heated

by the spirit lamp, and thus dry the buffs
;

but this is decidedly objectionable. The
rouge being perfectly dry, will more readily

attract moisture from the atmosphere, and
sufficient will be deposited upon the buff in

its transition from the case to the plate to

create difficulty, because not being imme-
diately absorbed by the rouge, it is much
more apt to baffle the operator in his at-

tempts to polish the plate than if left wholly

exposed to the air. This will be better

understood by giving the reasons.

I'he rouge on the buff when taken from

the drying apparatus is perfectly dry , bu t

owing to its absorbent properties imme-
diately begins to collect moisture from the

atmosphere, but is applied to the plate be-

fore it has had time to impregnate the en-
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tire mass of rouge upon the buff; conse-

quently there must remain dry particles

under tlie outside moisture, which during

the operation of buffing must occasionally

take the places of the moist particles, and

unless the operation is continued sufficient-

ly long to completely dry up the latter,

the plate will be left in a more or less

cloudy condition, imperceptible in most
cases until the fixing operation. The best

plan therefore is not to heat the case, but
make it as nearly air tight as possible, and
on days unusually damp, or rainy, it would
be well to keep sufficient fire in the opera-

ting room to render it perfectly dry, both

in summer and winter.

The uncleanliness of the buff can only

occur to a negligent and careless operator.

A careful artist will always devise some
means for keeping them clean. We think,

however, we can instruct some in a method
which they wUl find quite efficient, and
economical, especially the latter, as it will

make one buff leather go as far as two.

For all ordinary purposes, take a piece of

glass and scrape the rouge from the skin

while it is stretched upon the stick. Scrape
it thoroughly, and then rub it down well

with a stiff hard brush until the surface is

perfectly free from all rouge or dust. This
is the ordinary mode, where the skin has

not become thoroughly impregnated with
the rouge. When this is the case, you
may, after brushing off all the rouge possi-

ble with the brush, wash the skin in soap

and water, rinsing until the soap and rouge

are entirely expelled. Then ftake some
clean water and dissolve saleratus—about
one ounce of the latter to a quart of the

former—in it, and again wash the buckskin;

rinse in clear water and dry in the sun.

While drying it must be rubbed constantly

between the hands to prevent its becoming
stiff and hard.

The difficulty in polishing arising from
the fumes of chemical agents, can only be
prevented, at all times, by having your
cleaning and buffing room entirely separa-

ted from the coating department, not even
connected by a door or window. In all

large establishments it should be the en-
deavor to have them so.

Another cause for the scuming of the

plate is in the use of impure alcohol while

cleaning with rottenstone. As it evapo-
rates under the operation of the hand it

leaves a residuum on the plate, which, if

not carefully rinsed or wiped off with an

ammoniacal solution, will in buffing be com-
municated to the buff, and render it in-

effectual in producing a good polish.

More or less of the residuum will adhere

to the plate and cause the picture to ap-

pear indistinct, or streaked. The cause of

this difficulty points out its own remedy.

A plate should be coated and submitted

to the camera immediately after buffing.

If the operator finds it necessary to clean

and polish a number of plates at a time,

he should unquestionably leave the finish-

ing touches of the buff until the last mo-
ment. The reasons for this are obvious.

The purest of silver will become more or

less oxidized by contact with the atmos-

phere, and therefore, if a daguerreotype

plate is suffered to remain any length of

time after buffing, and before coating it will

present, in many instances, on the picture

being finished, an unclean surface, spoiling

an otherwise good proof. Besides this, by
buffing your plate at this time, you render

it more sensitive to the action of light, and
are enabled to produce a picture in con-

siderable less time.

These we consider to be the principal

difficulties attendant upon the daguerreo-

type manipulations of cleaning and polish-

ing the plate, and we have qo doubt that

if the remedies pointed out are strictly ob-

served fewer artists will always jump at the

conclusion that the rouo;e is bad, and con-

sequently throw away what would other-

wise prove perfectly satisfactory. Diffi-

culties are undoubtedly caused by bad
rouge, but we feel satisfied that there is no

occasion ever to be troubled by it. The
same rouge, like plates, is often condemned
by one and praised by another. In a form-

er number we gave the method for chosing

rouge and if it only stands that test it is

all that is requisite, and any difficulties

arising in its use must be attributed to

some other cause.

Buff wheels must be treated in the same
manner as buff sticks, and those chosen

which will meet the requisitions, herein

laid down, to the best advantage.

Want of care in coating the plate will

often produce the same effects already

enumerated. Either too heavy or too light

a coating will injure the result ; a medium
is therefore supposed to be best ; but there
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is no general rule by which we can be

guided, and we must depend entirely upon
our experience in the use of the particular

sensitive we have adopted. Where we use

the sensitives of others it will be best to

follow the directions of the inventor impli-

citly. If the fumes of the quick do not

spread over the plate evenly it will be good
policy to change the position of the latter

two or three times during the operation.

There are few sensitives, at present, on
sale by the stock venders—most operators

preferring to make their own—but of those

so to be procured, we would most assuredly

recommend Roach's trippl© compound,
Davie's Magnetic Quick, and Anthony's

Anhydrous sensitive. The first is a liquid,

the two last are dry quicks, and they are

undoubtedly the best in market, if the im-

mense sale of an article is an indication of

its value. In many cases of merchandize

it is not, but when the same men use an

article constantly in preference to all oth-

ers, its reputation must be of the highest

order. This is the case with all these

compounds, particularly with the last

named.
Frequently a good picture is marred by

dingy streaks either across or lengthwise of

the plate. This may be the result of im-
pure hyposulphite or gilding solutions, or

it may be the effect of the action of the

former upon the iron or brass of the pliers

with which you hold the plate ; but we are

inclined to think it is most generally attri-

butable to some oxide or sulphate held in

solution by either the gilding or hyposul-

phite wash. We have spoken of this diffi-

culty in a former article on the subject, and
we have no reason now to alter the opinion

then expressed. There may be other

causes which have not come under our
observation, although well known by others.

If such should be the case we should be
much obliged to those who have made any
such discoveries, if they will communicate
them to the Journal.

We would here take occasion to entreat

our Daguerrean artists to be more commu-
nicative towards their co-laborers in the

art, and not entrench themselves behind
that most odious of feelings, selfishness.

We have labored to show the blindness and
fallacy of such a sentiment, in former num-
bers, and we are pleased that our argu-

ments have not altogether fallen on stony

ground. We still trust that both the roots

and branches of the tree we have planted

may continue to spread until they cover

the whole United States, California, Texas,

and Cuba, to say nothing of all creation,

which we expect to annex one of those

days, and may its fruits be as delicious and
refreshing to all who partake as it will to

him who planted it.

After all that has been said and may be

said on this subject, we must attribute the

greater number of difficulties which arise

to perplex the Daguerrean, to a want of

proper care and a slovenly way of manipu-
lating. Those most uniformly successful,

are those who are unceasingly diligent and
prudent, and who seek to prevent, not to

correct the evils.

The whole daguerreotype process is a

delicate one, and will not be treated with

neglect. Like a spirited young woman
who has been hard to entrap into the

meshes of Cupid, it will treat us to an oc-

casional flash of anger or waywardness if

we are unfaithful to the obligations it im-

poses. It will not be tampered with nor

treated with neglect. You have only to

show it proper attention, and study to an-

ticipate its humors to make it as pliable as
' an amiable and loving girl.
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MR. PRATT'S GALLERY AT RICHMOND, VA.
TYPES.

-COLORING DAGUERREO-

RicHMOND, October l^th, 1851.

Mr. H. H. Snelling :

—

Dear Sir:—
I at lenojth have found a few moments to

devote to you, and I assure you that it is

at the earliest period, as you may be sure

the cares of so extensive an establishment

as ours, after three months absence, pre-

clude the possibility of giving much time

to any other purpose.

You already have published a descrip-

tion of the interior of our establishment,

and I will now give the best I can of its

outside, but the illustration itself affords

almost all that could be desh-ed. The ob-

ject was to obtain as much beauty as pos-

sible, consistent with utiUty, and to make
the alterations without disturbing the origi-

nal building more than I could avoid. The
immense bay window which forms the

principal ornament ia front, is eight feet

wide by about 16 feet in height, and in

combination with the gothic screen work

above, also filled with glass, forms our ope-

rating light, which is about thirty feet from

the floor of the room and runs back about

ten feet. This window projects two feet

into the street, and forms a conspicuous

object in connection with the parapet above

from nearly every part of the city. The

entire front has been remodelled and paint-

ed so as to present the hall-like appearance

which the illustration portrays, and as it

forms the centre of the finest row of build-

ings in Richmond, we think that we have

obtained the objects most to be desired ia

a Daguerrean establishment, viz. :^
Publici-

ty, an immense northern window in combi-

nation with a sky-light, a fine operating

room in the third- story, surrounded with

the necessary offices for cleaning, buffing,
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&c., and a show room, which in all my i

travels I have not yet seen surpassed ex-

cept in point of size.

I would take the opportunity here to

mention that no attention has been paid to

either convenience or beauty of arrange-

ment in the European galleries. I visited

naarly all in England and in Paris, and
found them, generally speaking, below me-
diocrity. Their pictures, too, were so in-

ferior to those of America, with two ex-

ceptions, ( Thomson and Mayall, both for-

merly of Philadelphia,) as to occasion no
surprise at the great want of popularity of

the daguerreotype in England. Their
great object seems to be to disguise it by
colors, varnishes, &c., to hide all the beau-

ty of the original proof, and to produce in-

stead an inferior specimen of miniature

painting
; true, some of the French have,

by the exquisite pencil of their finest artists,

produced pictures which both astonish and
delight, but these alas ! are, from their

very nature, (viz.: being worked up with

gum colors,) liable to turn of a rusty hue,

which destroys their beauty, and leaves

them with the aspect of a faded engraving

after being exposed in a shop window. Mr.
Beard claims to have discovered a method

by which these difficulties are obviated, but
unless I am much deceived, it is the same
as that practised by me, and of which I

have specimens four years old. For the

information of your readers I will detail it.

After your picture is gilded and dry,

pour over it quickly and steadily, a thin

solution of bright copal varnish, and let it

drain off either in the sun or before a gen-

tle fire—a stove is best ; when perfectly

hard, which it will be in the course of a

day, color it as usual with dry colors. An
exposure to the gentle heat of a spirit lamp
will cause them to sink in and become per-

manent, thus giving all the effect of enamel.

After this is completed you may coat it

over with varnish, until you get sufficient

to rub down, and you will obtain an im-
perishable enamelled daguerreotype.

This has probably been tried by more
than one besides Mr. Beard, and only

proves that " there is nothing new under

the sun," in coloring daguerreotypes, at

least, for where such a host of operators

are engaged, the probability is, that nearly

everything has been attempted of this kind

that afforded any chance of success.

Very respectfully yours,

William A. Pratt.

METHOD OP PRODUCING INSTANTANEOUS IMAGES UPON GLASS-

The following translation from the

French of " La iLumiere^'' is an interest-

ing communication addressed to the editor

of that truly instructive journal

;

Mr. Editor.—
I discover in an English periodical, (the

"Patent Journal^ a notice relative to the

use of Collodion, prepared by M. Archer,

for instantly obtaining positive and nega-
tive images; 1 here send you an account

of this notice. Collodion is a solution of

gun cotton in ether ; and to proceed with

the operations here discussed, a small quan-

tity of iodide of silver should be added in

solution with iodide of potassium. It

should be sufficiently liquid to flow freely

when poured upon a plate of glass ; other-

wise it will be necessary to add still more
ether until this result is effected. If the

collodion were too thick, great difficulty

would be encountered in obtaining a uni-

form coat ; but when the preparation is of

a proper consistence, it can be easily

spread upon the plates in all its perfection.

Cut off a piece of glass evenly to the size

of the frame into which it is to be placed
;

having first Washed it with water, then

wipe it until it is perfectly dry, take hold

of it by one of the corners, or if it is very

large, place it upon an even support and

pour upon the centre of the glass a suffi-

cient quantity of collodion thus prepared,

to spread out equally upon the whole sur-

face. Then take the plate of glass by one
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of its angles, and raising it at that part,

immcdiatJy pour back the liquid into the

bottle ; the plate being thus elevated, the

liquid will flow to the most dependent part,

and follow along the edges to the place

where the bottle is held. The liquid in

cooling assumes a plane and uniform sur-

face. A little practice will enable every

operator to obtain a like result.

Before all the ether has had time to eva-

porate, the plate should be immediately

plunged into a bath of nitrate of silver, in

the proportion of 30 grains to the ounce of

distilled water, until it entirely ceases to

present that greasy appearance which it

possesses at the moment of immersion.

The plate should then in its yet moist state,

be placed in the camera for taking the

proof ; the duration ofthe operation neces-

sarily varies with the intensity of the light;

but for a portrait, and with a lens mode-
rately quick, from 3 to 30 s<^conds are

sufficient. Splendid portraits have been

obtained exposed to the free air, and with

the lens for a moment covered. The agent

which s'^rves to develop these images is the

pyro-gallic acid : the protonitrate of iron

also succeeds well.

A solution of pyro-gallic acid should be

made in the following manner : Pyro-gal-

lic acids 3 grains ;
crystallizable acetic acid,

1 drachm ; distilled water, 1 ounce. After

the plate has been exposed in the camera

obscura, it should be placed upon an even

support, with the face up. A sufficient

quantity of the aforesaid solution should be

quickly poured upon it, and time enough
should be given for the image to become de-

veloped, gently moving the plate occasional-

ly in order to avoid to the best advantage the

formation of any deposites. Some drops of a

solution, nitrate of sQver, 5 grains to an
ounce of water can also be addvd in cloudy

weather, at the instant of pouring it upon
the plate ; but in very clear weather the

image is developed sufficiently quick with

the solution of pyro-gallic acid alone. We
can easily judge of the development by
putting a piec3 of white pap^r from time

to time under the plate, and as soon as the

image has acquired a sufficient intensity,

the solution of the plate is poured back.

It is then necessary to wash the plate by
pouring upon it a small stream of water.

After this, the surface should be covered

with a saturated solution of hyposulphite

of soda, which almost immediately seizes

upon the iodine which has not been decom-
posed and fixes the image ; another stream

of water should then be poured anew upon
the plate to carry off the hvposulphite that

may remain, and the proof is finished.

In this state they are more or less nega-

tive to direct light ; and if they have not

been too much developed they are positive

by reflect.^d light. But magnificent ima-
ges, which are entirely positive are ob-

tained by the simple addition of one atom
of nitric acid in the pyro-gallic solution,

taking good care not to add too much.
Proofs of a purple and green color have
been likewise procured, the first, by ad-

ding acetate of lead, and the last by means
of acetate of lime and common gallic acid

to the solution. The proof obtained, can
be used as neojative imao:es,and transferred

or stamped by the process, which it is

known that positive images are obtained

from negative proofs upon paper.

L. D'AUBREVILLE.
Civil Engineer, Rue St. Gill: s, 18.
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ALBUM OF THE HELIOGRAPHIC SOOIETIT OP FRANCE.

BY FRANCIS WEY.

[This article on the contributions to the

Album of the Heliographic Society of

France, coming as it does from a source

where the enterprise has been satisfixctorily

tested, is an echo of our own ideas as well

as a confirmation of our former arguments

in a parallel case, and we commend it to

the attention of our readers.

—

Ed
]

Under the active incitement of the He-
liographic Society, photography on paper

has sensibly progressed in the space of a

few months, and a spirit of emulation ex-

ists among the adepts of the Daguerrean
art, who are inspired with the hope of ma-
king new improvements which are already

foreshadowed. Under these circumstan-

ces it is important to fix from month to

month, from year to year, the verbal pro-

cess of the works, and to register them
among a series of authentic fragments, as

records of discovery. It is with this inten-

tion that an annual publication, the Album,
is created, the first volume of which

(1851), serves to show the state of the

science at the organization of the Society,

and is devoted as a memoir of the advance-

ment which is to be accomplished under

its accumulative influence during the first

twelve months.

Enriched by the best proofs obtained

from the most able operators, this numer-
ous collection, original and of a remarka-

ble variety, is exhibited to the curious, and
offers to the explorer a wide field for ob-

servation ; as it will be possible for the

public to procure, at moderate prices, proofs

of nearly all the designs which it shall have
occasion to admire, the Album will be
doubly precious to the amateur, introduce

him to the best productions of French
photography, and instruct him in the se-

lection of his purchases.

A number of persons, collectors of prints

or original designs, have made themselves

the glad possessors of an original sketch

not much less prized than a costly engrav-

ing, or the exquisite lithographs of contem-

porary artists^ master-pieces of the kicd,

due to the very delicate pencil of M. M
Mouilleron, Francais, Baron, Anastasy,

etc., to possess I say as objects of compari-

son, as photographic curiosities of portraits,

of celebrated monuments, landscapes, etc.

But the idea that succeeding with the he-
liograph endangers the displacing of the

proofs, the double and expensive opera-

tion of the negatives, then the positive im-
pressions, and finally the uncertainty of the

results are so many considerations calcula-

ted to intimidate. The Album shows the

acquired results, and the perfect proofs,

which can be multiplied with little ex-

pense by means of the negative glasses, so

that with a knowledge of the manner of

operating, there is no difficulty to be en-

countered. Thus the collection of the So-
ciety is a veritable museum, and an histo-

rical museum, which will be valuable in fu-

ture time, and closely examined by those

who will desire to make themselves ac-

quainted with the first steps of photogra-

phy and trace it through its onward march.

This museum now established, is being en-

riched each day ; and for the information

of our readers who are excluded by dis-

tance from visiting it, as well as for main-

taining a zealous spirit among onr mem-
bers, we shall take care to describe the Al-

bum in a succession of critical articles, and
desiornate the works with the names of those

by whom they are contributed.

Journals are devoted every season to the

description of paintings. Our Albums are

our salons ; they furnish theory with new
points of light concerning art, in the inte-

resting observations relative to science
;

they present to descriptive fancy causes so

much more abundant, so much more strik-

ing, that the work is confined to copy very

near to nature, which is the most impor-

tant point.

Before entering upon these statements

where there may be a superiority of

art exhibited, we cannot too much exhort

our brethren to contribute none other than

choice proofs, and the subject of which

may be interesting. They will compre-

hend without difficulty the importance of

their dedications, designed to confirm offi-

cially the pre-eminence of the Society, to

be offered to the public, and to the signal

attention of our readers. Surely, the He-
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liographic Society unites all the conditions

of a diffuse circulation ; but should unfore-

seen events effect a dissolution, the exist-

ing Album will be delivered over to the

Cabinet with the stamps of the National

Library, where they will acquire a defini-

tive dedication. Consequently the same

takes place in this museum as in a nation-

al collection, and the associated artists by

embellishing the Album, strive to estahlish

their reputation or heighten its brilliancy.

These ideas have been comprehended in

part, and are the first offered in firm faith.

The proofs are genuine and free from the

artificial after-touches which, occasionally

depreciate those of commerce ; the exam-
ination of one and the other proves that

upon the heliographic ground, the true

work of art is that where the hand of man
has not intermeddled.

A short time since, it was denied that

photography on paper possessed the

strength of line, the vigor of effect, the

clearness, and the precision in the detail,

which characterises designs upon metallic

plates. Two proofs from M. Cousin de-

monstrate that what was indeed true has

ceased to be so, and that by seeking a

bold tone, by suffering the effect to rise to

a certain vigor there is attained, even in

the reproduction of the smallest figures,

and the most minute objects, a delicacy of

touch united with the most valuable finish.

He presents the Columbary in the sec-

ond design, with a roof, which would pro-

voke a Delabarge or Gerard Dow ; not

only are the tiles represented with their

blemishes, their flakes of moss, their

breaches ; but,[in spite of the fibres of the

paper, the grain of the brick is perceived.

The wall of the turret, in ruin, clothed

here and there with a robe of broken plas-

ter shows the stone firm and polished, with

the pulverulent mortar and porous cement
intervening. This figure would appear too

sharp, too much in relief for the design, if

it were not that nature wholly justified it

;

the daguerreotype would not be more sharp.

This character also delineates more forcibly

a scene of the kind entitled La Lecture.^

representing a mother and her two daugh-
ters grouped in a parlor, before a folding

screen figured with Chinese flowers.

To he continued.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MANIPULATION.

Part 1.

CONTAINIKflr THE THEORY AND PLAIN INSTRUCTIONS IN THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY, OR THE PRODUCTION OP
PICTURES THROUGH THE AGENCY OF LIGHT.

BY ROBERT J. BINGHAM,

Late Chemical Assistant in the Laboratory of the London Institution,

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
1. Several names have been given to

this new art, and nearly all of them serve

as definitions of it ; it has been called Pho-
tography from two Greek words, meaning,

drawing by light. MM. Niepce and Da-
guerre originally called their process Heli-

ography, or drawing by the sun ; this name,
being also derived from the Greek. Mr.
Talbot has named a process patented by
him, the Calotype, or, beautiful picture

;

this has lately been altered to Talbotype,

in compliment to the patentee, and a pro-

cess for producing photographs on metallic

plates by M. Daguerre is known as the

Daguerreotype, and for a similar reason.

2. To the Alchemists, with all their

charlatanry, we are indebted for the germs
of a great many important chemical disco-

veries. The early history of Photography
is an illustration of this remark ; for it

seems that in their fruitless researches after

the Elixir vitce^ &c., they obtained a com-
pound, which we know as the chloride of
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silver, but whicb they called, from its ap-

pearance, born silver, and so far back as

1556, they noticed that this substance was

blackened by exposure to light ; and we

have on record one or two experiments,

expressed, it is true, in a very mysterious

way, but which appear to indicate that they

had applied this property as a means of

forming pictures.

3. Here the matter appears to have rest-

ed until that eminent chemist, Charles

William Scheele, noticed that the chloride

of silver was affected very differently by

the different colored rays of light ; it being

blackened in the violet and blue rays, whilst

pure red and yellow light had no effect

upon it. But a still more extraordinary

fact was observed, in 1801, by Ritter, of

Jena, whilst repeating the experiments of

Scheele ; for he found, on throwing the

solar spectrum upon a piece of paper im-

pregnated with chloride of silver, not only

that there was a greater blackening effect

at the blue or more refrangible end of the

spectrum, but that the paper was darkened

beyond any of the visible rays of light.

4. These experiments of Ritter appear

to have given rise to the idea, that there

must be some peculiar aud separate fiuid

accompanying light, which produces all the

chemical changes we notice and attribute

to mere light. Several modern philoso-

phers have experimented upon this sub-

ject of whom the most distinguished are

Mr.' Robert Hunt, and Sir J. F. W.
Herschel. Mr. Hunt gave to this peculiar

principal or influence the name of Energia,

from its being the *' energetic power of

the sun working in and producing changes

in bodies,'' and Sir John Herschel, at a

meetinty of the British Association, pro-

posed that it should be called Actinism, a

compound term from the Greek radical

(ray). Both these terms appear to be

objectionable : the former, because it is

not sufficiently definite, for it expresses

nothinty beyond mere energy or power, and

an objection to the latter is, it is equally

applicable to any other radiant force, for

it may be used in connection with either

heat or light ; however. Actinism appears

to be the name at present generally adopt-

ed. To return, however, to our short his-

tory. In the year 1800, the famous Dr.

(afterwards Sir William) Herschel, in

makino- some experiments on colored glasses

prepared for the purpose of defending his

eye from the heat of the sun, when exam-
ining it with his large telescopes, noticed,

that if he used a deep red glass, although

it obstructed an immense quantity of light^

yet it had little or no protecting influence

from the heat. On the contrary, a blue

or gray glass defended his eye very per-

fectly ; this induced him to examine the

subject, and he discovered that not only

had the red ray of light the greatest amount
of heating power, but that he could detect

heat even below the red ray, in other words,

he could detect heat in the spectrum with-

out any light accompanying it.

5. This is an analagous experiment with

heat, to that of Ritter's with regard to

chemical power, and we- are, therefore, led

to divide the influence proceeding from the

sun into three distinct and separate fluids,

viz., " Actinism. "^"^ Light and Heat.

6. In the year 1801, we find the first

notice of a picture being taken by light, by
the celebrated Joseph VYedgwood, the por-

celain manufacturer, who endeavored to

apply it for making designs for his ware.

His process was to sponge leather or paper
over with a solution of nitrate of silver, and
to place it behind a painting on glass, or

other object of which he wished a copy.

The light passed through this with differ-

ent degrees of intensity, and the paper or

leather behind it was darkened, accordina:

as the glass was more or less permeable to

its rays. Sir Humphrey Davy also at-

tempted to obtain impressions from images

formed by the solar microscope ; but nei-

ther this eminent chemist nor Mr. Wedge-
wood could prevent their pictures chang-

ing on exposure to light : the same agent

which produced, infallibly destroyed them.

7. In 1814, M. Niepce, of Chalons-on-

Soane, turned his attention to this subject,

and he found the resins to be curiously af-

fected by the action of light, with regard

to their solubility, and the result of his re-

searches was the discovery of a process

named Heliography. These pictures were

produced upon metal plates, having the

polished surface of the metal to form the

shadows of the picture, and a resin produ-

cing the light parts : they wsre very indis-

tinct, and wanted depth. M. Niepce,

through accident, became acquainted with

M. Daguerre, and they agreed to pursue

their experiments together, and amongst
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other things tried the effect of sulphur and

iodine to deepen the shadows of their He-
liographs ; and it is extremely probable

that M. Daguerre noticed a darkening ef-

fect in some of those plates, upon exposure

to light, and that this laid the foundation

for his brilliant discovery of the Daguer-

reotype, which was announced in 1839.

8. In January 1839, Mr. Fox Talbot

sent a paper to the Royal Society, with an

account of his discoveries in this branch of

science. This was an account of the meth-

od lie employed to prepare the ordinary

chloride of silver papers, such, as are now
commonly used in copying the negative

(§31.) photographs; also a method of
*' fixing them," by the use of common
Silt. In this way he was the first to pro-

duce a negative photograph unalterable hy

light^ and therefore capable of having co-

pies with correct light and shade taken

from it (§ 31.) This method he gave to

the ivorlcl unrestricted hy any Patent. It is

not surprising that the extreme beauty and
novelty of these sun-drawn pictures, added
to the great scientific interest attached to

the processes, should have excited the at-

tention of numerous lovers of science, who
immediately began to investigate the sub-

ject, and develop the chemical principles

involved. Amongst them Sir John Her-
sshel and Robert Hunt stand in the first

rank ;
ifc is to these gentlemen we owe the

greater part of our present knowledge on
the subject. They were the first to point

out that papers prepared with the pure
chloride, bromide, or iodide of silver, were
quite unaffected by light, but that the

smallest excess of a soluable salt of silver,

such as the nitrate, rendered them exceed-
ingly sensitive. This at once explained

why papers prepared by Mr. Fox Talbot's

first method were not all equally darkened,
some of the sheets and part of others still

remaining perfectly white after a lengthen-
ed exposure, while others blackened very
rapidly.*

* To overcome this difficulty, Mr. Talbot says,—" Having prepared a number of sheets of paper
with the chemical proportions slightly difFerent,Iet

a piece be cut from each, and, having duly mark-
ed all, let them be placed side by side in a very
weak light for a quarter of an hour ; then, if any of
them bears a marked advantage over its competi-
tors, I select the paper which bears the corres-

ponding number to be placed in the Camera Ob-
VOL. II. NO. IV. 4

9. ]n a process on glass plates by Sir J.

Herschel, resulting from some experiments

he was making to determine the action of

the organic matters of the paper on the

discoloration of argentine compounds, he
took advantage of this non-sensibility to

light of the pure iodide of silver, and co-

vered his plates with a film of the iodide,

bromide, or chloride of silver, and kept
them so until required for use ; then by
simply washing them over with a dilute so-

lution of the nitrate of silver, they were
at any time made exceedingly sensitive.

(§ 86.) Another important improvement,
viz., the employment of the hyposulphite

of soda| for fixing the pictures by dissolv-

ing out the unchanged silver salts, we also

owe to this gentleman. In April 1839,
Mr. Brayley, in a lecture at the London
Institution, explained an extraordinarily

sensitive method of obtaining sun-pictures,

communicated to him by the Rev. T. B.
Reade. This was by the employment of

gallic acid, in addition to the iodide, bro-
mide, or chloride of silver, previously used.

In the year 1841, Mr. Fox Talbot obtain-

ed a patent for a method of obtaining pic-

tures by light, which he termed the Calo-
type, in which was included several of the

matters we have previously mentioned

—

amongst others, the use of paper prepared
with the iodide oj silver^ and rendered
sensitive to light hy the application of a
solution of nitrate of silver ad gallic

acid. It was, however, made more man-
ageable by the addition of acetic acid., and
for this valuable agent we are entirely in-

debted to Mr. Talbot ; but surely this

could give him no right to the sole use and
benefit of the iodized paper, gallic acid, and
several other matters included in his pa-
tent.

10. The photographic art has advanced
since this time with great rapidity, and a

number of different methods of taking pic-

scura."

—

London and Edinburgh Phil. Maga-
zine, March 1839.

+ In one of Mr. Fox Talbot's patents the use of
this salt is claimed for dissolving the iodide of sil-

ver from the negative photograph, although previ-

ously used by Sir John Herschel in his processes

both on paper and glass. He (Sir John Herschel)
stating that the solution of hyposulphite should be
used hot, from the difficult solubility of the iodide

and bromide of silver, Mr. Talbot some time af-

terwards patented the use of a hot solution of hy-
posulphite of soda.
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tures bj sunlight have been published ; the

most important of which we shall endeavor

to make the reader fullj acquainted with,

our object being to instruct him in all the

little requisites so necessary to his success

as a photographer, and at the same time to

point out some of the chemical principles

upon which the different processes depend.

APPARATUS AND MATERIALS.

11. Taper for Negative Pictures.—
The selection of good paper is the most im -

portant and troublesome matter the photo-

grapher has to contend with. There are

a great many points to be attended to in

choosing paper fitted for photographic pro-

cesses. In the first place, it is essential

the paper should be quite uniform in thick-

ness. This may be ascertained by holding

it between the rye and a strong light : a

gas or candle light is preferable to day-

light. It will be found on examining most

paper in this way, that the sheet is full of

irregularities in thickness, and very often

minute holes may be detected. These de-

fects exist mostly in very highly glazed

thin papers. A moderately thick paper

is not at all objectionable, provided it has

been made without sulphate of lime ; this

is an impurity which occurs in some kinds

and should be avoided. The paper should

be well sized, for it is found that the or-

ganic matter in the size renders the paper,

when prepared, far more sensitive ; but it

is also important in another respect, for

the photographer will sometimes find that,

upon applying the solutions, transparent

patches will appear, z.^., the solution will

penetrate quite through the paper in some

parts, while the rest will dry properly on

the surface. This will be found the case

in nearly all new paper. It appears to be

essential that the size should have had some
time to get hard and insoluble, for we have

never found this defect in old paper. Se-

veral descriptions have been made by the

manufacturers purposely for the calotype,

&c. ; but, being new, they are allmore or

less liable to this defect. It has been sta-

ted that this may be overcome by applying

a varnish on one side of the paper, but we
have not obtained any good results by this

plan.

12. A paper having much blue in its

composition should be avoided. The co-

loring matter contains several substances

which considerably injure a good photo-
graph. It generally gives a disagreeable

dirty appearance to the light parts. This
defect exists in some of Whatman's papers,
which otherwise would be excellent. A
description known as thick yellow wove
post, made by Turner, Chafford Mill, is de-
cidedly the best paper we have found for

the calotype process. It should be cho-
sen as old as possible ; we have some which
was made in 1840, and find it excellent

;

the only defect is that a number of little

brown spots appear when the iodide of po-
tassium is applied : these consist of iodide

of iron
; but this defect is fuliy counterba-

lanced by other advantages. There is a
fine kind of highly glazed drawing paper,
manufactured by Whatman, on which very
fine negative pictures may be produced,
having their deep shadows and half-tints

very perfect and clear : this paper is by
some preferred to the thinner varieties ge-
nerally used, being more easily manipula-
ted with in the various washings to which
it is necessary to submit the picture. Mr.
Turner has lately made some paper, at the

suggestion of Mr. Nicholson, purposely for

photography, and has succeeded admira-
bly ; and though perhaps this paper does

not give such intense pictures as What-
man's drawing, it has a great advantage
in the smoothness and delicacy of detail.

For portraits, and where great quickness

is required, a French paper, marked " Cau-
son, Freres," is the best that can be em-
ployed : when this is used, the pictures

may be obtained in at least half the time
of exposure in the camera required for

other papers.

13. Paperfor Positives.—For this pur-

pose the texture is not of so much conse-

quence ; and frequently paper rejected for

negatives will answer very well for the

printing process or positive. The opera-

tor will find that different kinds of paper
produce varieties of color and intensity in

his photographs, and should therefore be
selected according to the subject. An ex-
ceedingly smooth and weil defined photo-
graph is obtained on " Causon, Freres' "

positive paper ; and this paper is well

adapted for copying glass negatives, where
much of the detail would be lost on thick-

er papers.

14. In choosing paper for Mr. Hunt's

Chromatype process, care should be|taken
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to have no chloride in the texture of the

paper, otherwise the pictures can never be

rendered permanent.

15. Bibulous Paper.—This should be

without color, and of the description called

white machine wove ; is has an even regu-

lar surface, which is an advantage. Fresh

paper should be used for each stage of the

process, and for each picture ; but old pa-

psr may be used for absorbing moisture

by interposing a clean piece at the back

and front of the photograph, and it is as

well to keep the paper used in the differ-

ent processes distinct, for, should a piece

of paper be accidentally used for drying a

finished picture that had previously been

employed in absorbing some of the sensi-

tive solution, it would infallibly spoil it.

16. Water.—It has been recommend-
ed that the photographer should always

use distilled water : this, in a great many
of the processes, is not at all essential.

Common water generally contains muriate

of soda, and some sulphates, &c., in solu-

tion, and therefore, in making a solution

of nitrate of silver, or in diluting a solu-

tion, we should avoid using it ; for it will

of course precipitate the silver in the state

of chloride ; rain or distilled water must
be used in this case, although, where we
cannot possibly get either, common water

may be used, by allowing the precipitate,

which is formed on the addition of the ni-

trate of silver, to settle. The only conse-

quence is, that the solution will be render-

ed very slightly weaker by the precipita-

tion of a small amount of silver. In all the

other manipulations required, common
water answers very well, and has this ad-

vantage,-the photographer need not be spa-

ring in the quantity used, and the picture

may have a thorough washing without

much expense. Distilled water may be

obtained of any chemist, or the amateur
may readily distil it himself.

Fig. 1 . represents a convenient still for

the purpose. The whole is made of tinned

iron, and can be used on a common tire.

A is the body, holding about a gallon of

water, which is introduced at the opening
i, which is then stopped by a cork The

F^. 1.

tube d connects the neck of the still with
the worm tub or refrigerator B^ which is

filled with cold water, a supply being kept
up through the funnel c, the hot water is

drawn off through the cock /; the differ-

ent joints are rendered tight by lute, or, in

the absence of it, some stiff paste spread
on a piece of tape, and put round them
answers very well. The distilled water is

condensed in the worm, and passing off at

the pipe ^, is collected and preserved for

use in a glass bottle. A glass retort con-
nected with a Liebig's condenser forms a
very convenient apparatus for distilling

water, and may be heated either by an ar-

gand lamp, gas-light, or small chauffer.

17. Brushes, and Methods of applying
the Solutions.—The general method of
applications to the paper is by means of
brushes, which for certain processes an-
swers very well. They should be made of
a soft material, and not bound with metal,

for this has an injurious action upon seve-

ral of the solutions ; they may be obtained

constructed purposely for the photograph-
Each brush should be kept for its owner.

particular solution ; that used for applyin i

the nitrate of silver must not be employed
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for the iodide of potassium, or any muri-

ate, &c. ; and thej should always be well

washed after use. In the absence of pro-

per brushes, the solutions may be very

readily applied by a sponge tied to the end
of a piece of wood. This is an economical

plan and good, inasmuch as, when con-

taminated in any way, it may readily be

replaced ; the only disadvantage is, that it

is apt to disturb the surface of the paper.

The brush used for applying the gallo-ni-

trate of silver in the calotype process is

soon destroyed, and requires extreme care

in washing, to remove all the gallo-nitrate,

after each time of using ; the smalle&t

quantity left in the brush being enough to

spoil a clean solution. Old gallo-nitrate

appears to act in a similar way to yeast,

and of which we have many other exam-
ples in chemistry ; a very minute quantity

sets up a decomposition in a clean and per-

fectly fresh solution. An instructive experi-

ment on this point is the following :—ex-

pose a drop of gallo-nitrate of silver to

sunshine, until it begins to darken, then

take it into a dark room, and allow it to

fall into fresh and clear gallo-nitrate that

has not been exposed to light, and the

whole will be found to become rapidly dis-

colored. [This, according to modern sci-

entific parlance, would be called catalysis,

or, action hy presence ; i. e.^ some pheno-
mena we don't know much about, and give

it a name instead of an explanation.] The
action we have just mentioned is the great

source of failure in the calotype process,

and too much care cannot be taken to keep
the brushes &c., perfectly clean.

A method of applying the solution, which
removes this difficulty to a great extent, is

to pour the liquid into a flat porcelain dish

(Fig. 2.), or, what is better, upon thesur-

Fig. 2.

face of a piece of plate glass, previously ad-

justed by set screws so as to be perfectly

level, and then carefully to apply the

paper so as to take up a certain amount of

the moisture ; this will become very easy

after a few trials. After laying the paper

upon the solution, the finger should be

gently passed over the surface so as to

press out any bubbles of air that might in-

terfere, care being taken not to draw any
of the liquid over the back of the paper.

Before floating the paper on the solution,

about a quarter of an inch in breadth at

one edge should be folded upwards, so as to

enable the paper to be lifted wit^^hout staining

the fingers ; this part should, however, be

previously moistened a little, so as to make
the expansion of the paper uniform with

that wetted by the solution. Mr. Nichol-

son has used for some time, for applying

the sensitive solutions, a shallow dish, cut

out of a thick piece of plate glass : this is

a very clean, good, and ready method.
It is sometimes an advantage, and par-

ticularly in preparing positive (§31.) pa-

per, when using a shallow earthenware dish,

to draw the paper over the edge in taking

it out of the solution ; this will draw off

the superfluous moisture, and leave an
evenly moistened surface. Both the plate

glass and the earthenware vessel should be
well washed after each operation, and care

should be taken that they do not get

scratched ; if so, it will be found that the

gallo-nitrate will often remain in these

scratches, and on pouring a fresh solution

on the plate, and applying the paper, it will

be stained something in the same style that

bookbinders call " marbling."

19. Chemicals—Nitrate of Silver.—
This should be crystallized, and not the

common fused lunar caustic, the latter

often being considerably adulterated with

various substances ; it generally contains

both nitrate of copper and nitrate ofpotash

;

it is a little lower in price, but the crys-

tallized salt will be found to be more eco-

nomical in use. Any contamination with

copper will be readily detected by the salt

being deliquescent, and the pictures produ-

ced will be found not to be permanent.

To he continued.
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AMERICAN DAGUERRE ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of a number of Daguerreo-

typi&ts held in the City of New York, on

the 15th of July, 1851.

J. Gurney was called to the chair, and

S. D. Humphrey appointed Secretary.

At this meeting it was resolved to form

an association for the promotion of the He-

liographic science, and Messrs. S. D.

Humphrey, H. E. Insley, A. Litch, and

J. Gurney, were appointed committee to

draft Preamble and Constitution, and re-

port at next meeting. At a meeting on

the 17th July, J. M. Clarke was called to

the chair, and S. D. Humphrey appointed

secretary. Committee on preamble and

constitution, reported, which report was

accepted, the constitution taken up and

adopted by sections. At a subsequent

meeting the following named gentlemen

were appointed and served to draft by-laws.

Messrs. A. Morand, A. Becker, R. Wes-

ton, J. F. E. Prud'homme, and M. M.
Lawrence. This committee reported at

next meeting which was accepted and com-

mittee discharged. These by-laws em-

bodying much of the former constitution

were taken up and with few amendments

adopted as hereinafter annexed.

The followino; are the officers for the

American Daguerre Association.

M. M. Lawrence, President.

J. Gurney, New York; J. H. Fitzgib-

bon, St. Louis ; A. Southworth, Boston;

S. Van Loan, Philadelphia ; T. J, Do-
byns. New Orleans ; and T. Faris, Cin-
cinnati, Vice-Presidents.

S. D. Humphrey, Recording Secretary.

J. F. E. Prud'homme, Corresponding
Secretary.

H. E. Insley, Treasurer,

M. A Root, P. Haas, A. Bogardus, J.

M. Clarke, and A. Litch, Discretionary
Committee.

J. C. Helme, T. Hayes, R. A. Lewis,
Finance Committee.

G. M. A. Holt, V. Piard, and J. M.
Clarke, Printing Committee.

There are now one hundred and thirty-

one elected members of the American
Daguerre Association. The name first

adopted has been changed from the Ameri-

can HdiograpJiic Association.^ to its pre-

sent one.

At an adjourned meeting on the 5th of

August, the death of Daguerre was an-

nounced, whereupon Mr. Hass offered a

resolution that a committee of four be ap-

pointed to write to Madame Daguerre a

letter in token of our sympathy in the loss

of her husband. The President appointed

Messrs. P. Haas, R. Weston, J. Gurney,

and S. D. Humphrey. It was voted that

the President be added to said committee.

M. M. Lawrence was accordingly appoint-

ed.

At the last meeting it was resolved that

there be an address delivered before this

Association on tho 31st of October. A
committee was appointed to select some

person to deliver said address, whereupon

the committee selected Mr. S. D. Hum-
phrey, who is to deliver the address in this

city on the above date, at the Society Li-

brary Room.

CONSTITUTION.

This Association shall be known as the
*' American Daguerre Association."
The objects of this Association shall le,

to create in America, a higher standard of

taste in the Heliographic art, to bring the

Artists of our country into closer and more
friendly intimacy, and to elevate and sus-

tain the profession in the high rank it has

attained.

To secure the objects of this Association
;

to promote its welfare and prosperity, and
to define the various and respective dutiej
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of its officers and ra embers, we do enact and
ordain the following

BY-LAWS.
ARTICLE r.

§ 1.—The officers of this Association

shall be a President, six Vice-Presidents,

one of whom, only, shall reside in the

City of New York, a Recording Secretary,

a Corresponding Secretary, a Treasurer,

a Discretionary Committee, a Financial

Committee, and a Printing Committee,
who shall hold their office for the term of

one year, and shall be elected by the writ-

ten votes of the members, at the annual

meeting in July ; a majority of the votes

cast, shall constitute a choice.

§ 2.—In case of resignation or removal

from office, from any cause, a new election

shall be called to fill the vacancy, by order

of the President, notice of which shall be

served on every member entitled to vote at

such election.

§ 3.—The regular meetings of this As-
sociation shall be held quarterly, at such

place and time as the President shall direct.

Special meetings will be called on the writ-

tQn request of five members, or whenever
directed by the vote of any organized meet-

ing.

ARTICLE II.

Officers— The President and Vice-Presi-

dents.

§ 1.—The President shall take the chair

at all regular and special meetings, and
shall preserve order ; his authority shall be

respected, his decisions be final on all ques-

tions, except appealed from and reversed

by a two-third vote of the members pres-

ent ; he shall call all meetings, and shall

order a special meeting whenever request-

ed, in writing, so to do, by five members,
who shall specify the purport of said meet-

ing ; he shall countersign all bills passed

for payment at any meeting, and shall have

a casting vote only.

§ 2.—The Vice-President, residing in

the City of New York, shall, in the ab-

sence of the President from the city, be

vested with all the powers of that officer,

and in the absence of the President from
any meeting, shall preside at such meeting.

§ 3.—In the absence of the President

and Vice-Presidents, from any meeting, a

Chairman may be chosen to preside pro.

tern.; but he shall not have the power to

sign bills passed for payment at said meet-
ing.

§ 4.—The Vice-Presidents residing out

of the City of New York, shall receive pro-

posals for membership in the city, or dis-

trict, or state for which he is chosen, and
shall, if approving, report the same in wri-

ting to the Association, through the Dis-
cretionary Committee, stating the qualifi-

cations of the candidate.

ARTICLE III.

The Recording Secretary.

§ 1.—The Recording Secretary shall

keep correct minutes of the proceedings of

the Association, at all meetings, in a book,

provided for that purpose ; he shall imme-
diately, on the election of a member, give

him notice thereof, and serve him with

a copy of these by-laws ; he shall collect

all dues and fines, and pay the same to the

Treasurer, at least monthly, or whenever
required by the Treasurer, taking his re-

ceipt for the same ; he shall make out and
collect all bills, and keep account thereof

in a book provided for that purpose, and
shall report the same in writing, at each

quarterly meeting ; he shall sign all bills

passed for payment at any meeting of the

Association, and shall notify each member
of the meetings ordered by the President.

He shall have, or send his books to, all

meetino-s, and shall exhibit the same at all

times to the Financial Committee, or to

any other two members who may desire to

see the same for inspection ; and for the

performance of these duties, he shall be ex-

empted from the payment of annual dues.

§ 2.—In case of the absence of the Se-

cretary at any meeting, the presiding offi-

cers shall appoint a secretary pro. tern.

ARTICLE IV.

The Corresponding Secretary.

The Corresponding Secretary shall at-

tend to all foreign and general correspond-

ence of this Association ; he shall careful-

ly record copies of all his communications

in a book, which shall be delivered to his

successor in office, as also all letters re-

ceived, which may be in his possession.

He shall produce all letters received, and
his reply, if made, at the next ensuing

meeting.
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ARTICLE V.

The Tnasurer.

The Treasurer shall receive from the

Secretary all monies recived from, or for the

Association
;
giving him his receipt there •

for, and shall be personally responsible for

the same. He shall keep a correct account

of all monies received and disbursed by
him, in a book, to be kept for that purpose,

and shall make a written report thereof at

each quarterly meeting. He shall pay no

bills but such as are signed by the Secre-

tary, and countersigned by the President,

and shall submit his book of accounts to the

inspection of the Finance Committee, when
required so to do.

ARTICLE VI.

Committees.

§ 1.—The Discretionary Committee
shall consist of five members ; it shall be

the duty of this Committee to report im-
mediately, all improvements that may come
to their knowledge, tending to the advance-
ment of the art.

§ 2.—They shall, in conjunction with

the President and the Vice-President, act

as a Committee of arrangement on all pub-
lic occasions.

§ 3.—They shall make all proper en-

quiries regarding persons proposed for mem-
bership, read to them the by-laws, and ob-

tain their assent to be governed thereby,

and make faithful report at the meeting at

which such candidate is to be ballotted for.

They shall also report the names of candi-

dates for membership, received from the

Vice-Presidents residing out of the City

of New York.

§ 4.—The Finance Committee shall

consist of three members. It shall be their

duty to inspect and compare the books of

the Recording Secretary and Treasurer,
and report thereon at the quarterly meet-
ings, previous to the reports of those offi-

cers.

§ 5.— The Printing Committee shall

consist of three members. They shall at-

tend to all the printing requirements of

this Association, and be governed by the

expressed vote of the meeting ordering said

printing.

ARTICLE VII.

Quorum,

Ten members shall constitute a quorum

for the transaction of business at any regu-

lar or special meeting. A majority of any

committee shall be a quorum thereof.

ARTICLE VIII.

Of Members.

§ 1 .—The admission of members in this

Association shall be by ball ballot. Any
candidate receiving the two-thirds affirma-

tive votes of the members present at an
election, shall, on signing the Constitution

and By-Laws, and paying the initiation fee,

be admitted a member.

§ 2 .—None but practical artists of high

moral and artistic standing, actually engag-

ed in the production of Heliographic pic-

tures, shall be a member in this Associa-

tion.

§ 3.—No person shall be eligible to

membership who publicly advertises low

priced pictures, by signs or other means.

§ 4.—Candidates for membership shall

be proposed to the Discretionary Commit-
tee, by a member of the Association, for

the purpose of making the proper investi-

gation as to their standing and character,

and before a candidate shall be balloted for,

a copy of these by-laws shall be read to

him, and if he is not willing to be govern-

ed by them, he shall not be considered a

candidate for membership.

§ 5.—For defraying the expenses of

this Association, an initiation fee of one

dollar., shall be paid by each person re-

ceived into membership, and the annual sum
of four dollars, payable quarterly in ad-

vance. Should any assessment be at any
time required, in addition thereto, it shall

be equally levied on each member of this

Association.

§ 6.—It shall be the duty of each mem-
ber of this Association on changing his re-

sidence or place of business, to notify the

Secretary, within three days thereafter.

§ 7.—Any member leaving the profes-

sion, to engage in any other calling or oc-

cupation, shall be transferred to the list of

Honorary Members.

§ 8.—Should any difference arise be-

tween any members not coming within the

reach of these by-laws, at any meeting of

this Association, it shall be referred to a

board of honor, as hereinafter constituted,

and it shall be the duty of the parties con-

cerned, to appear before said board of

honor, and statements having been mutu-
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ally made, said parties shall abide by the

decision of said board ; any member refus-

ino' to submit to the decision thus made,

shall be declared expelled trom this Asso-

ciation.

ARTICLE IX.

Of the Honorary Memhers.

Persons of eminence in the scientific

world, devoting their talents to the ad-

vancement of the Heliographic art, may,
on having their names presented to the

Discretionary Committee, and receiving

the two-thirds vote of the members present

at the election, be received as Honorary
Members, and shall be entitled to all the

privileges of this Association, except those

of voting or holding office.

ARTICLE X.

Fines and Penalties.

(Recording)—The Secretary for not

having his books at any meeting

of the Association, shall be fined $1 00
The Secretary for neglecting to

make a written quarterly report,

shall be fined - - _ - 1 00
The Secretary for neglecting or re-

fusing to perform any other duty
set down in art. 3, shall be
fined - - - - - 50

Corresponding Secretary for neglect

of duty, as per art. 4, shall be
fined - - - - - 3 00

Treasurer for neglect of any duty,

as per art. 5, shall be fined 1 00
Discretionary Committee. — Any
member of this Committee for

violation or neglect of art. 6, sec. 1,

shall be expelled or fined - 10 00
Discretionary Committee for neglect

of art. 6, sec. 2, shall be fined

each - - - - - 50
Discretionary Committee for viola-

tion of art. 6, sec. 3, shall be fined

each - - - - - 3 00
Finance Committee for neglecting to

make their quarterly report, shall

be fined, each - - - $3 00
Printing Committee for neglect of

duty, as set forth inart. 6, sec. 5,

shall be fined, each - - - 1 00
Any member for not reporting

change of residence or business, as

per art. 8, sec. 6, shall be fined 1 00
Any member for not abiding with

decision of the Board of Honor,
shall be expelled.

Any member for refusing to appear

before the Board of Honor, shall

be expelled.

ARTICLE XI.

Board of Honor.

There shall be a Board of Honor, to

consist of seven members, the first named
of which shall be the President thereof.

They shall take cognizance of all differ-

ences arising at any meeting of the Associa-

tion, among the members, that may be re-

ferred to them, and not coming within the

reach of these by-laws. On hearing the

parties, they shall decide the question.

Their decision shall be final, and without

appeal therefrom. They shall, however,

impose no monied fine. Said board shall

be appointed at the meeting at which any

such differences may arise, or at the next

meetinor ensuing;.

ARTICLE XII.

Funeral Honors.

On the death of a member, it shall be
the duty of any member having cognizance

thereof, to report the same immediately to

the standing committee, that such mea-
sures as may be advisable may be entered

into.

ARRICLE XIII.

Order of Business and Rules of Order
and Debate.

1st—The Chairman shall, at the hour
of meeting, take the chair; he shall call the

meeting to order.

2nd.—Reading of the minutes of the

last meeting.

3rd.—Collection of dues and fines.

4th.—Reports of Committees.

5th.—Report of Secretary.

6th.—Report of Treasurer.

7th.—Balloting for officers and new
members.

8th.—Unfinished business.

9th.—Original business.

Rule 1st.—No motion shall be debated

until seconded.

2nd.—When a motion is made and se-

conded, it shall be stated by the chair, be-

fore debate, and if desired by the members
such motion shall be reduced to writing.

3rd.—After a motion shall have been
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stated by the chair, it shall be deemed to

be in possession of the meeting, but may
be withdrawn at any time before decision

or amendment.
4th.—When a question is under debate,

no motion shall be received unless

1st.—To amend it.

2nd.—To substitute another.

3rd.—To refer it.

4th.—To lay on the table.

5th.—For the previous question.

6th.—To postpone the subject.

7th.—To adjourn.

A motion to adjourn shall be always in

order—that, and the motion to lay on the

table, shall be decided without debate.

The previous question shall be in this

form—" Shall the main question now he

put.'''' It shall only be admitted when de-

manded by a majority of the members pre-

sent, and until it is decided, shall preclude

all amendments and further debate of the

main question.

In case of amendment or substitution,

the question shall be taken on that last of-

fered.

Every member, when he rises, shall ad-

dress the chair previous to speaking.

No member shall speak more than twice

on the same subject, at the same meeting,

without permission of the meeting.

Whin two members rise to speak, the

chair shall name the person to speak ; but

the member who shall first rise and address

the chair, shall speak first.

When a member shall be called to order

by the chair, or by a member, he shall sit

down and await the decision of the chair,

which shall be received without debate, but

shall be subject to an appeal to ttie meet-

ing.

No motion for a reconsideration shall be

in order, unless made at the same meet-

ing, or in pursuance of notice then given

for the next meeting thereafter ; and it

shall be in order for a member in the ma-
jority onl]/y to move a reconsideration there-

of.

The " ayes''' and '' nayes^'' on any ques-

tion may be called for by a member ; as

his name is called, each member shall an-

swer yes or t^o, unless, by special reasons,

he be excused by those present ; and when
the result of the call shall be announced,

no member shall be allowed to alter his

vote, or under any circumstances to have

his name recorded on the question, who
was not present when the call was made.

XIV.

Amendments,

§ 1.—All proposed alterations in these

by-laws, and any amendments or additions

thereto shall be submitted in wiitino-, and
the consideration thereof deferred until the

next quarterly meeting ; or a meeting

called for such consideration, which meet-

ing shall not be held within four weeks of

the announcement of such alteration,

amendment, or addition, notice whereof

shall be given in the oreer convening such

meeting, and the assent of two-thirds of

the members present at such meeting shall

be required to effect a change.

§ 2.— All other by-laws hitherto in use

in this Association are hereby rescinded.

By order of the A. D. A.

M. M. LAWRENCE, Fres't.

S. D. Humphrey, Recording Scc''y.
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GOSSIP.

Our Daguerrean artists have truly awa-

kened to the necessity of forming protec-

tive and mutual benefit associations. Be-

sides the New York State Daguerrean

Association, and the American Daguerre

Association, another has been organized in

the city of New York, essentially differ-

ent from the two named, under the title of

the American Photographic Institute.

This society is in principle, both a protec-

tive and collegiate institution. It already

numbers thirty-seven members, with Mr.

J. M. Clark, of the city of New York, for

its president, and Mr. Dorat and Mr.

Harrison, for recording and corresponding

secretaries. It has a fine chemical appara-

tus, and an embryo library. Several lec-

tures have already been given to its mem-
bers by Dr. Dorat and Mr. Holt, upon the

combination of chemicals used in the art.

This institution is certainly deserving the

attention of Dao;uerreans throughout the

country, and we sincerely wish it all the

prosperity its members can desire.

The American Daguerre Association

still holds its weekly meetings, we believe,

but its proceedings are so studiously kept

a profound secret from us, that we are de-

prived of the pleasure of speaking of it as

we wish. Since its organization, we under-

stand that several important changes have

been made in the constitution, by-laws, and

officers, making it less objectionable than

at first. We trust to see it soon com-

pletely eradicated of the most unwarrant-

able selfish and demeaning sentiments which

gave it birth ; and we have every reason

to trust so from the more elevated minds

which have attached themselves to it since

its first organization. We have no reason

to fear for the result at present.

Therejs, however, we think, too much
gtress and importance put upon the pecu-

niary measures of this movement, both in

the State and City Society, to the exclusion

of more important considerations. Instead

of the improvement of the mind, and the

practical manipulary processes being dis-

cussed as of paramount importance, the

question of "what shall be the price of

pictures .?" is most eagerly and persever-

ingly discussed by nine-tenths of the mem-

bers of the art.

Now, we are in favor of every artist

receiving a respectable and profitable equi-

valent for his labor—we would not, were

we in the business, take a photograph for

less than two dollars and a-half—but we

think that the improvement of the mind

and the hand should be held in greater es-

teem, and we all know how much the art

requires improvement in these points.'

Create a love and respect for the art on

the part of artists, and it will be but a lit-

tle while before prices will improve.

Improve these two points in the charac-

ter of Daguerrean operators, and we shall

soon see those men who " know enough

already" and who only take up the busi-

ness to eke out a miserable existence, flee-

ing from it in affright, or driven before it

like chaff before a gale of wind ; and we

shall see fewer—we hope none—of our art-

galleries prostituted to the purpose of har-

lotry.

Mind is what is most required. Mind

to conceive—mind to appreciate the beau-

ties of the art, both in execution and cha-

racter. Give us these and the public will

make ample returnsln prices for your work.

But let us resume our subject. Human
nature dictates and enforces the necessity

for free and friendly intercourse between

men—the transactions in all business rela-

tions makes it their interest—the objects

of science, with its varied ramifications,

and its general dissemination among men

requires it—and the great increase to the
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ranks of the devotees to the fine arts ren-

ders it obligatory to them particidarly.

Man has discovered that the old adage

that " in union there is strength" posses-

ses somethin ir more than merit as a ''wise

saw/' and that the precept, practically

carried out, is a source of great help in

time of need. We have endeavored in

former papers on this subject to open the

eyes of Daguerrean artists to the impor-

tance of unity both in their intercourse and

in the formation of societies. We are

pleased that sufficient weight has been

given to our views to secure the present

organizations, although they are imper-

fect.

There is too great a disposition on the

part of the most influential operators to lose

sight of the fact that others besides Da-

guerre are equally entitled to lasting honors

as discoverers of the beautiful art of Helio-

graphy, as well as to excbide every branch

of the art except the Daguerreotype, from

consideration. Under the present organi-

zations, none can be admitted who do not

practice the daguerreotype, consequently

all those connected with the other branches,

such as the calotype and the photogenic,

are forcibly excluded. It is also unjust to

the other great minds, Niepce of France,

and Talbot of England, to imply by such

proceedings that to Daguerre alone are we

indebted for the great discovery. We
have no objection that the latter gentle-

man's name should be given to some of the

Heliographic societies formed, but to as-

sert, in so doing, that to him alone is due

the honor, is decidedly wrong. He was

undoubtedly the first to practically perfect

the art, but sufficient data is given to

prove conclusively that its first principles

were the discovery of M. Niepce. He
should, therefore, receive a due portion of

the honor at the hands of Americans.

Our principal objection, however, to Da-
guerre 's name being exclusively given to

our Photographic societies, is that it makes

them too exclusive and isolated.

We trust that the National Convention,

to be held in New York city on the 12th

of November, will take these facts into

serious consideration, and before they fix

upon a name for the National Society,

debate the subject well.

The paper photographists are now in-

creasing almost as rapidly as the Daguer-

reotypists, and they are equally entitled to

the benefits of these societies. They

should not, therefore, be excluded. A
more liberal spirit should actuate the hearts

of our Daguerrean artists ; all personal

considerations should be absorbed by the

desire to build up institutions that may be

of the most practical benefit to the greatest

number.

— At the State Daguerrean Association

it was resolved to erect a monument to the

memory of Daguerre, at a cost of ten

thousand dollars, and a committee was ap-

pointed, consisting of D. D. T. Davie, of

Utica, P. Haas, of New York city, and C.

B. Denny, of Rochester, to receive sub-

scriptions. We hope the Photographers

of the United States will enable this com-

mittee to render a good account of their

proceedings at the meeting of the State

Association on the 11th ofNovember next.

We shall be pleased to publish the names

of subscribers with the amount subscribed,

in each monthy issue, until the sum desig-

nated, or more is made up. We have as

yet heard of the following only, although

more has undoubtedly been subscribed.

G. Harrison, $''>0,00

D. D. T. Davie, 10,00

While on this subject we will quote a few

comments in relation to it, communicated

to La Lumiere, by M Ernest Lacan.

" Mr. Snelling, editor of the Photogra-

phic Art-Journal, we are informed, in a
letter dated September 1st, writes that the

photographic artists of the State of New
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York have|pas3ed a resolution to contribute

the sum of 10,000 dollars, to be raised by
voluntary subscriptions, for the erection of

a monument in honor of Daguerre.
" Thus then, scarcely a month after the

tidings of his death has reached them,

Americans yield their admiration for this

foreigner, who in giving this magnificent

discovery to the world has endeared him-

self to all who profess and appreciate the

art. The Americans, we say, entertain the

idea of raising to his memory a monument
of gratitude and regret. Now, this idea is

well nigh a realization, because, in America
as in England, the mark of any subscrip-

tion whatever, is very quickly attained,

when it is the expression of a noble senti-

ment.
" Although Mr. S. has not spoken of

Niepce, we are persuaded that the Ameri-

cans have not forgotten him. How, in-

deed, could we omit to write upon the same
pedestal the names of these two men who
have united their energies, their talents,

and even their existence, to arrive together

to the end of their comm n labors ? And,
if the one falls in his own path, like the

soldier striking at the moment of victory,

is that any reason why he should be for-

gotten ? To separate Niepce and Daguerre
would be like separating the idea from the

expression.
" Now, we who are the true countrymen

of these two men universally entitled to re-

spect, who have had them among us, and
who have witnessed their labor and their

success, shall we remain behindhand }

Shall it be necessary to commence this

work on the other side of the Atlantic, in

another continent } Must we go to New
York to find a monument in memory of

these two Frenchmen, who have bequeath-
ed to the world a new art }

These sentiments of M. Lacan deserve

the serious consideration of our society, and

we think we can promise ourselves the sa-

tisfaction of seeing the names of Niepce

and Daguerre, side by side, upon the monu-

mental stone. It will only be an act of

justice, an act we, for one, shall feel

chagrined not to see accomplished.

— To show to what perfection Helio-

graphy has attained in Europe, we make

the following extract from " LaLumiere."

Even ten years ago such a result from the

discovery of Niepce, Daguerre and Talbot

was almost beyond hope. Since the de-

cision of the committee of the World's

Fair, to illustrate ,the exhibition by photo-

graphic drawing, M. Blanquart Evrard

has published his process for multiplying

photographic proofs at the rate of from

four to five hundred a day, which will un-

doubtedly facilitate the work materially.

Report of the World?s Fair at London^
Illustrated hy photography

^

The Royal Committee of the London
exhibition has decided that exemplary re-

ports of the difierent juries should be offer-

ed to each foreign country that has parti-

cipated at this universal exhibition ; and

to make these reports wholly worthy of

consideration in the great work which is

designed as a souvenir, the Royal Com-
mittee has desired that the most perfect

means should be resorted to in making the

illustrations.

" Therefore, the most remarkable among
the number of objects exhibited by each

nation, will be reproduced by the aid of

photography. The able artists, Henne-
man of London, and MM. Martens and

Fenier of Paris, have been intrusted with

this important work ; it is being executed

at the present time, by the first, by means

of Mr. Talbot's process on paper ; and by
the two others, with the process on glass

of M. Niepce de St. V. Photography

is therefore officially employed in Eng-
land, as it has already been in France, by

the committee on Historical monuments,

which important office, the beauty and

vigorous exactitude of its productions have

secured to it among the arts of imitation."

— Mr. Vance's California Views.—
This collection comprises a complete pano-

rama of the most interesting scenery in

California. There are over three hundred

daguerreotypes so arranged that a circuit

of several miles of scenery can be seen at

a glance. They are most artistic in de-

sign, and executed with a skill, evincing,

not only a perfect mastery of the manipu-

latory art, but an exquisite taste for the sub-
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lime and beautiful. On looking upon these

pictures, one can almost imagine himself

among the hills and mines of California,

grasping at the glittering gold that lies

before him ; wandering over the plains,

along the beautiful rivers that flow into the

California gulf, or through the streets of

San Francisco, Sacramento and Monte-

rey.

Almost every variety of scenery is pre-

sented to the view. Three or four hours

can be very profitably and amusingly spent

in studying Mr. Vance's collection, and no

Daguerreotypist, visitiDg the city of New
York should neglect the opportunity of

seeing one of the most interesting exhibi-

tions of Daguerreotypes ever presented to

the inspection of the public, in any country.

PersoDS contemplating a trip to the gold

regions should also avail themselves of

Mr. Vance's instructions, as he is intimate-

ly acquainted with all the places of note

in California, and takes pleasure in im-

parting any information desired by his

visitors.

Since writing the above, we have re-

ceived the following testimony to the ex-

cellence of Mr. Vance's Daguerreotypes,

from one of our best landscape painters.

" I have seen nearly all of the painted

panoramas that have been before the

public for the last six years, and have fre-

quently had occasion to express my delight

at the many artistic beauties which they

possessed.

" Form, in color, is perhaps the greatest

charm upon which the eye can dwell,

therefore a panorama in distemper colors,

should be considered of paramount import-

ance to one produced by the Daguerreo-

type. We speak understandingly on this

subject, and do not hesitate to say that

Mr. Vance's views of California created

in us a greater degree of admiration than

did Banvard's or Evers' great productions

of the Mississippi and noble Hudson.

" Detail, with general eifcct, should be

the principal aim of all artists, and if any

desire to see this achieved to the highest

state of perfection, let them call and exa-

mine the three hundred and one produc-

tions of Mr. Vance.

" Not a blade of grass, nor the most

minute pebble—hardly perceptible to the

naked eye—nor the fibres of the bark of

the tree—nor the myriacs of tinny leaves

that compose the clustering foliage—nor

the silver stretches in the zig-zag ripple of

the water as it glides gently on, or mean-

ders among the rocks, washing up in ifg

passage the little spangles of gold which

have made California the great attraction

of the whole world—but are wonderfully

portrayed in these pictures in miniature

most incomparable.

" Some of the pictures, so far as wild and

romantic scenery and the general effect of

the lights and shadows—the water especial-

ly, so life like in its reflections—are con-

cerned, are the finest studies an artist can

have from which to practice his pencil.

*' There is one in particular, having in it

a fallen tree over three hundred feet in

length, sharp, angular rocks, &c.j which

we have no hesitation in saying, is the

finest daguerreotype view ever taken.

" The pictures of Panama are also beau-

tiful, and the one of the old cathedral, an

edifice erected at least two hundred years

ago, is alone well worth the price of admis-

sion. In fact the whole collection reflects

the highest credit on the artistic ability and

indefatigable exertions of Mr. Vance. I

sincerely hope that the expenditure of at

least three thousand dollars, and a year of

the prime of his life, to say nothing of his

hardships, devoted to the advancement of

his art and the gratification of the public,

will be speedily and amply rewarded. Mr.

Vance's exhibition rooms are at the corner

of Leonard street and Broadway, over Mr.

Whitehurst's gallery."
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— Movements of Daguerrean Ar-

tists.—The whole Daguerrean commu-

nity seem to have imbibed the spirit of

locomotion this fall, and the members there-

of are flitting about like the bright meteors

that shoot athwart the heavens on a clear

starry night, not, however, with the same

brevity, for although they occasionally set

and become for a time inactive, they again

rise wiih greater brilliancy than before, and

create greater excitement by the brightness

of their offshoots.

Mr. Barnes, of Mobile, after spending

an a<!reeable vacation amono; his friends at

the east, is on his way to the sunny

south.

Mr. G. S. Cook has also returned to the

region of endless summer, and resumed his

duties at his gallery in Charleston.

Mr. Dobyns is undoubtedly drawing

crowds of admirers to his rooms, to look

upon the pleasant things he has purchased

for their gratification.

Then there is that prince of good fellow-

ship, J. H. Fitzgibbon, of St. Louis,

busily engaged in commanding the sun to

work at his will, and writing essays on the

Daguerreotype art for western editors.

McDonell, of Buffalo, has established a

gallery in Toronto, C. W., where he is

teaching the people to appreciate fine spe-

cimens of his art. We unintentionally

omitted to notice the fact that Mr. Mc
Donell is one of the contributors to the

World's Fair, where, we understand, he

sent several very fine Daguerreotypes of

distinguished Americans.

Whitney and Denny of Rochester, have

completed one of the finest operating rooms

in Western New York, and are executing

daguerreotype portraits of the most exqui-

site character.

R. C. Johnson, of Hillsville, Va.,has,

after an absence of several weeks, amon^
his friends at the south-west, and causing

their faces to shine out upon his magic

plates, returned home ; to the great delight

of his townspeople.

E. Long, of St. Louis, has also returned

home, but, we regret to say, in sorrow.

During his visit to his paternal homestead,

he has had the melancholy duty to per-

form of committing to the tomb his beloved

brother and constant companion, H. H.

Long, Esq. In life they were inseparable,

and it was a grievous shock upon the feel-

ings of the surviving brother, to be obliged

to tear himself away even from the cold

grave of him who was his second self. Mr.

H. H. Long was a man of refined feelings,

honest purpose, and a true gentleman, and

there are none who knew him who will not

mourn his loss.

Like kindred branches of one parent tree.

Two brothers grew from smiling infancy,

All gifts of nature which belong to earth,

Were showered upon them—and the social hearth

Made joyous by love's powerful control.

Ambition's fire was kindled in each soul,

Genius o'er both had shed its heavenly ray
;

With mutual warmth her summons they obey,

—

And now behold them on the stage of life

—

Together sharing all its joys and strife
;

Their brows encircled by the wreath of fame.

Their hopes, their cares, their purposes, the same.

But ah ! when all was sunshine, that dread power

Which blights all earthly prospects in an hour.

Severed at once that sweet fraternal tie.

And proved the truth that " man is boni to die.'*

Yet fate in this some consolation gave
;

Not his the doom to fill a strangers' grave,

But those fond arms encircled him again.

Which oft through life had soothed his every pain,

'Neath the green sod where he in childhood

played.

By loved hands hallowed, his remains are laid.

There to await the summons from the skies.

When the last trump shall bid the dead arise.

Leaving behind him an unsullied name.

The proudest guerdon e'er bestowed by fame.

Bt. Louis^ Oct. 13th, 1851.
Mr. Swelling.

Dear Sir :—As you are aware before

this of the death of H. H. Long, of our

city, whose death has cast a gloom over

his friends, and whose loss I feel deeply for
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myself. Mr. Long was one of the few

Daguerreotypists who by his actions proved

that he had the welfare of his profession at

heart, and carried it out as far as he was

able. You will see by the following Re-

solutions what the unanimous feeling of our

artists was on hearing of his death.

J. H. FiTZGlBBON.

At a meeting of the Daguerrootypists of

the city of St. Louis, held at Fitzgibbon's

Gallery on Tuesday evening, Oct. 7th.

J. H. Fitzgibbon was called to the Chair,

and S. L. Meachan appointed Secretary.

The object of the meeting being stated

by the Chairman, the fo]bwing gentlemen

were appointed a committee to draft reso-

lutions for the action of the meeting :

C. Burritt, M. Wright, T. J. Dobyns,

C. A. Rand, W. A. West, J. McKee,
which committee made the following re-

port :

Whereas, It hath pleased the Almigh-

ty to call from among us one of our bre-

thern, therefore, be it

—

Resolved^ That we, the Daguerreotyp-

ists of the City of St Louis, deeply regret

the loss of our brother artist, H. H. Long,
whose uprightness of character and perse-

verance in the Daguerreotype art, hath

promoted its welfare and elevated its stand-

ing.

Resolved^ That the Daguerrean Art has

lost by the death of Mr. Long, one of its

brightest ornaments and best artists.

Resolved^ That we deeply sympathise

with the widow and friends of the deceas-

ed, for the severe loss they have sustained.

Resolved, That the Chairman and Se-

cretary of this meeting be requested to ad-

dress a letter of condolence to the widow
of our deceased brother.

Resolved^ That these proceedings be

published in the daily papers of the City

of St. Louis—the Daguerrean Journal, and
Photographic-Art Journal of New York.

J. H. Fitzgibbon, Chairman.
S. L. Meachan, Sec'y.

Mr. Moulthrop, of New Haven, always

a successful operator, seems to keep very

quiet at present,—what has become of him }

L. W. Keer, of Tenn., after visiting

the principal galleries of New York, and

purchasing a well selected assortment of

materials, is now on his way home, intend-

ing to let none excel him.

J. G. Richmond, who is an excellent

artist, is an erratic star, that you scarce can

keep track of. He exhibited some of his

pictures to us a few days since, and we are

of opinion that with the advantages possess-

ed by our city artists, few would surpass

him.

Dr. Dorat, of Brooklyn, has been giving

lectures on the combination of chemicals

used in Daguerreotype manipulation, be-

fore the American Photographic Institute.

There is not a gentleman connected with

the art more capable, and we hope these

lectures will become popular among Da-

guerreans.

Mr. Knapp has opened a new Gallery,

at 559 Broadway, N. Y., which is quite

tastefully arranged, and well calculated to

display his abilities as an operator.

Mr. Morand, President of the New
York State Daguerrean Association, con-

templates opening a gallery in the fine

large stone building, now in course of erec-

tion in Chatham street, opposite Chambers.

We shall expect to see the fine taste of

Mr. Morand fully displayed in this new
gallery, and we feel assured we shall not

be disappointed.

Carey, one of the best operators that

ever handled a plate, or drew a focus, is

again among the Georgians, and those

blackeyed, laughing, mischief-loving, but

warm-hearted people, will undoubtedly

welcome him with open arms.

We hear that Mr. Zealy, of Columbia,

S. C, is so busily engaged in copying the

human face divine—particularly feminine

—that he has scarce time to spend an

agreeable moment at home. We hope the

good folk of Columbia will have some con-

sideration— however, as long as he does

not complain, we can only wish him a con-

tinuance of his present success as long as
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he may wish it. He has promised to show

us fac similies of some of the beautiful

faces belonging to the ladies of Columbia,

when next he visits New York, and we

trust he will keep his promise.

Mr. Tucker, of the firm of Leigh, Tuck-

er & Perkins, Augusta, Ga., is now in the

city of New York, making his purchases

of stock for winter's use. Mr. Tucker

has shown us some very fine specimens of

daguerreotypes, which prove that the firm

are truly worthy the liberal patronage they

receive. Messrs. Leigh, Tucker & Per-

kins will hereafter keep a general supply

of stock for the benefit of southern opera-

tors.

We intend to make more critical notices

of our artists, so soon as we can complete

our arrangements for that purpose with

suitable correspondents. We shall, our-

selves, shortly devote a day to the Daguer-

reotypists in New York city, and give them

the benefit, if any, of our opinion. Our

next tour will be to Brooklyn. We should

be equally well pleased to visit all the ar-

tists in every city of the Union, but as this

privilege is unavoidably denied us, we shall

appoint substitutes.

— National Daguerrean Conven-

tion.—In the recent formation of the

" New-York State Daguerrean Associa-

tion," the Artists of the City and State of

New York have sought to give an expres-

sion to their ardent desire for the culture

and progress of the Photographic art. Ex-

isting: as it has heretofore in beautiful but

isolated fragmentary efforts, they hope, by

the well attested power of combination, to

unite and shape them into one harmonious,

symmetrical and enduring whole, which

may successfully demand equality of posi-

tion with the elder Arts, Painting and

Sculpture.

In the history of the Arts, not one will

be found to have gained so rapid an ascen-

dency in public opinion, with so few facili-

ties for improvement, as the discovery of

" Daguerre," scarcely one artist holding

full and free communion with another;

while, from the apparent simplicity of ex-

ecution, many incompetent operators have

recklessly entered the field, thus throwing

a shadow upon its delicate surface suffici-

ent to have obliterated every impression

had it not been indelibly graven by the

Pencil of Light upon the sure basis of

Truth.

In order to secure the unaminity of feel-

ing and action so desirable, and wishing to

extend as far as possible the benefits ac-

cruing from such an Association, the mem-

bers of the N. Y. S. D. A. earnestly re-

quest the cordial co-operation of all at

present connected, or wishing to interest

themselves in the practical cultivation of

this Art in the United States, and solicit

particular attention to the following reso-

lution, passed at the recent Convention of

the New York State Daguerrean Associa-

tion held in Utica, Aug. 20, 1851

:

Resolved^ That this Convention call a

National Convention of Daguerrean Ar-

tists, to meet in the City of New-York on

the second Tuesday in November next.

In accordance with this resolution a

Convention will be held as therein speci-

fied. Augustus Morand,

Pres't. N. Y. S. D. A.

L. V. Parsons, Rec. Sec'y.

— Since writing our " Gossip" the Con"

stitution and By-Laws of the American

Daguerre Association, have been sent to

us for publication.

—Removal.—The Office of the Pho-

tographic Art-Journah is removed from 6

1

Ann to 19 Beekman street, where all busi-

ness letters must be directed, post-paid.
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Its Color dependent on Matter.

Light, tlie first creation, presents to the

inq^uiring mind a series of phenomena of

the most exalted character. The glowing
sunshine, painting the earth with all the

brilliancy of color, and giving to the land-

scape the inimitable charm of every degree

of illumination from the grey shadow to the

golden glow ;—the calm of evening, when,
weary of the " excess of splendor," the

eye can repose in tranquillity upon the
" cloud-land" of the west, and watch the

golden and the ruddy hues fade slowly into

the blue tincture of night ;—and the pale

refulgence of the moon, with the quiet

sparkle of the sun-lit stars, all tend to im-
press upon the soul the great truth, that,

where there is light, organization and life

are found, and beyond its influence death
and silence hold supreme dominion.

—

Through all time we have evidence that

this has been the prevailing feeling of the

human race, derived, of course, from their

observation of the natural phenomena de-

pendent upon luminous agency. In the

* Continued from vol. 2, No. 4, page 206.
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myths of every country, impersonations of

light prevail, and to these are referred the

mysteries of the perpetual renewal of life on
the surface of the earth.

This presentiment of a philosophic truth,

in the instance of the poet sages of intel-

lectual Greece, was advanced to the high-

est degree of refinement ; and the sublime

exclamation of Plato ;
" Light is truth,

and God is Light," approaches nearly to

a divine revelation.

As the medium of vision—as the cause
of color—as a power influencing in a most
striking manner ail the forms of organiza-

zation around us, light presented to the in-

quiring minds of all ages a subject of the

highest interest.

The ancient philosophers, although they
lost themselves in the metaphysical subtle-

ties of their schools, could not but discov-

er in light an element of the utmost im-
portance in natural operations. The al-

chymists regarded the luminous principle

as a most subtile fluid, capable of interpene-

trating and mingling with gross matter

:

gold being supposed to differ from the baser

metals only in containing a larger quanti-

ty of this ethereal essence. Modern sci-

ence, after investigating most attentively a
greater number of the phenomena of lio-ht,

has endeavored to assist the inquiry by the

aid of hypothesis. Newton, in a fine

theory which exhibits the refined charac-

ter of that great philosopher's mind, sup-
poses luminous particles to dart from the

surfaces of bodies in all directions—that

these infinitely minute particles are influ-

enced by the attracting and repelling forces

of matter, and thus turned back, or reflect-
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ed, from their superficies in some cases,

and absorbed into their interstitial spaces in

others.

Huj^ghens, on the contrary, supposes

light to be caused by the waves or vibra-

tions of an elastic medium diffused through

all space, which waves are propagated in

every direction from the luminous body.

In the one case, a luminous particle is sup-

posed actually to come from the sun to the

earth ; in the other, the sun only occa-

sions a disturbance of the ether^ which ex-

tends with great rapidity, in the same man-
ner as a wave spreads itself over the sur-

face of a lake.

Nearly all the facts known in the time

of Newton, and those discovered by him,

were explained most satisfactorily by his

theory ; but it was found they could be in-

terpreted equally well by the undulatory

hypothesis, with the exception of the pro-

duction of color by prismatic refraction.

Although the labors of the most gifted

minds have been given, with the utmost

devotion, to the support of the vibratory

theory, this simple fact has never yet re-

ceived any satisfactory explanation from it

;

and there are numerous discoveries con-

nected with the molecular and chemical

disturbances produced by the sun's rays,

of which its ardent supporters do not even

attempt an explanation.

In both theories, a wave motion is admit-

ted, and every fact renders it probable that

this mode of progression applies not only to

light, but to the so-called imponderable

forces. Admitting, therefore, the undula-

tory movement of luminous rays, we shall

not stop to consider those points of the dis-

cussion which have been so ably dealt with

by Young, Laplace, Fresnel, Biot, Frau-

enhofer, Herschel, Brewster, and others,

but proceed at once to consider the sources

of light, and its more remarkable pheno-

mena.
The sun is the greatest permanently lu-

minous body we are acquainted with, and

that orb is continually pouring off light

from its surface in all directions at the rate,

through the resisting medium of space and

of our own atmosphere, of 192,000 miles

in a second of time. It has been calcula-

ted, however, that it would move through

a vacuum with the speed of 182,500 miles

in the same period. We, therefore, learn

that a ray of light requires eight minutes

and thirteen seconds to come from the sun
to us. In traveling from the distant planet

Uranus, nearly three hours are exhausted
;

and from the nearest of the fixed stars each
ray of light requires more than six years

to traverse the intervening space between
them and the earth. Allow the mind to

advance to the regions of the nebulae, and
it will be found that hundreds of years

must g'ide away during the passage of their

radiations. Consequently, if one of these

masses of matter, or even one of the remote
fixed stars, was " blotted out of heaven"
to-day, several generations of the finite in-

habitants of this world would fade out of

time before the obliteration could be known
to man. Here the immensity of space as-

sists us in our conception ^^ limited though
it be, of the for ever of eternity.

All the planets of our system shine with
reflected light, and the moon, our satellite,

also owes her silvery lustre to the sun's

radiations. The fixed stars are, in all pro-

bability, suns shining from the far distance

of space, with their own self-emitted lights.

By the photometric researches of Dr. Wol-
laston we learn, however, that it would
take 20,000 millions of such orbs as Sirius,

the brightest of the fixed stars, to afford as

much light as we derive from the sun.

The same observer has proved that the

brightest effulgence of the full moon is yet

801,072 times less than the luminous pow-
er of our solar centre.

Chemical action is also a source of light

;

and, under several circumstances in which
the laws of affinity are strongly exerted, a

very intense luminous effect is produced.

In the electric spark we have the develop-

ment of light ; and the arc which is form-

ed between the poles of a powerful voltaic

battery, affords us the most intense artifi-

cial illumination with which we are ac-

quainted. In addition to these, we have
the peculiar phenomena of phosphorescence

arising from chemical, calorific, electrical,

actinic, and vital excitation, all of which
must be particularly examined.

From whatever source we procure light,

it is the same in character, differing only

in intensity. In its action upon matter, we
have the phenomena of transparency, of

reflection, of refraction, of color, of polari-

zation, and of vision, to engage our atten-

tion.

A beam of white light falls upon a plate
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of colorless glass, and it passes freely

throup-li it, losing butlittle of its intensity
;

that little being lost by reflection from the

first surface upon which the light impinges.

If the glass is roughened by grinding, we
lose more light by reflection from the as-

perities of the roughened surface ; but if

we cover that face with any oleaginous

fluid, as for instance turpentine, its trans-

parency is restored. We have thus direct

proof that transparency to light is due to

molecular condition. This may be most
strikingly shown by an interesting experi-

ment of Sir David Brewster's :

—

If a glass tube is filled with nitrous acid

vapor, which is of a dull red color, it ad-

mits freely the passage of the red and
orange rays with some of the others, and,

if held upright in the sunshine, casts a red

shadow on the ground ; by gently warming
it with a spirit-lamp, whilst in this position,

it acquires a much deeper and blacker color,

and becomes almost impervious to any of

the rays of light ; but upon cooling it again

recovers its traosparency.

It has also been stated by the same exact

experimentalist, that having brought a

purple glass to a red heat, its transparency

was impi-oved, so that it transmitted green,

yellow and red rays which it previously

absorbed; but the glass recovered its ab-

sorptive powers as it cooled. A piece of

yellowish-green glass lost its transparency

almost entirely by being heated. Native
yellow orpiment becomes blood-red upon
being warmed, when nearly all but the red

rays are absorbed ; and pure phosphorous,

which is of a pale yellow color, and trans-

mits freely all the colored rays upon being

melted, becomes very dark, and transmits

no light.

Chemistry affords numerous examples of

a very slight change of condition, produc-
ing absolute opacity in fluids which were
previously diaphanous bodies.

Charcoal absorbs all the lio-ht which falls

upon it, but m some of its states of com-
bination, and in the diamond, it is highly

transparent. In the same manner metals

become transparent in their combinations
;

and gold and silver beaten into thin leaves

are permeated by the green and blue rays.

What becomes of the light which falls upon
and is absorbed by bodies, is a question

which we cannot yet, notwithstanding the

extensive observations that have been made

by some of the most gifted of men, answer
in any way satisfactorily. In all probabili-

ty it is permanently retained within their

substances ; and many of the experiments

of exciting light in bodies when in perfect

darkness, by the electric spark and other

means, appear to support the idea of light

becoming latent.

JN'o body is perfectly transparent ; some
light is evidently lost in passing even
through space, and still more in traversing

our atmosphere.

Amongst the most curious instances of

absorption is that which is uniformly dis-

covered in the solar spectrum, if we ex-
amine it with a telescope. We then find

that the colored rays are crossed by a great

number of dark bands, or lines, giving no
light of any color ; these are generally

called Fraunhofer's dark lines, as it was
to the indefatigable exertions of that expe-
rimentalist, and by the aid of his beautiful

instruments that most of them were disco-

vered and measured, and enumerated. It

is quite clear that those lines represent rays

which have been absorbed in their passage

from the sun to the earth ; althoufjh some
of them have no doubt undergone absorp-

tion with the limits of the earth's atmos-
phere, we have every reason to believe,

with Sir John Herschel, that the principal

absorption takes place in the atmosphere
of the sun.

It has been shown by Dr. Miller, that

the number of lines is continually varying

with the alteration of atmospheric condi-

tions ; and the evidences which have been

afforded of peculiar states of absorption by
the gaseous envelop of the earth, during

the prosecution of the investigations on the

chemical agencies of the sun's rays, are of

a sufficiently convincing character.

It has been calculated by Bouguer, that

if our atmosphere, in its purest state, could

be extended rather more than 700 miles

from the earth's surface instead of nearly

40, as it is at present, the sun's rays could

not penetrate it, and this globe would roll

on in darkness and silence, without a ves-

tige of vegetable form or of animal life.

The same calculation supposes that sea-

water loses aU its transparency at the depth

of 730 feet ; but a dim twilight must pre-

vail much deeper in the ocean.

The researches of Professor Edward
Forbes have proved, that at the depth of
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230 fathoms in the ^gean Sea, the few

shelled animals that exist are colorless

:

no plants are found within that zone ;
and

that industrious naturalist fixes the zero of

animal life of those waters at about 300

fathoms.

Our atmosphere, charged with aqueous

vapor, serves, beyond the supply of oxy-

gen it constantly affords for the support of

life, to shield us from the intense action of

the solar powers. By it we are protected

from the destructive influences of the sun's

light and heat, and enjoy those modified

conditions which are most conducive to the

healthful being of organic forms ; and to it

we owe " the blue sky benting over all,''

and those beauties of morning and even-

ing twilight of which

Sound and motion own the potent sway,

Responding to the charm with its own mystery.

To defective transparency, or rather to

variations of it, we must attribute, in part,

the colors of permeable media. Thus, a

glass or fluid appears yellow to the eye, be-

cause it has the property of admitting the

permeation of a larger quantity of the yel-

low rays than of any others ;—red, because

the red rays pass it with the greatest free-

dom ; and so on for every other color. In

most cases the powers of transmission and

of reflection are similar ; but it is not so in

all ; a variety of Derbyshire fluor spar,

and the precious opal, are striking instan-

>ces to the contrary ; and some glasses

which transmit yellow light reflects blue
;

and a solution of quinine in water acidula-

ted with tartaric or sulphuiic acid, al-

though perfectly transparent and colorless

when held between the eye and the light,

reflects, if viewed in a particular direction,

a lively cerulean tint. These effects being

due to the conditions of the surface, have

been called epipolic phenomena. There

are some difficulties about the questions of

transparency, which we shall see presently

are not satisfactorily explained upon either

of the received theories of light.

It is a general law of all the radiant for-

ces, that whenever they fall upon any sur-

face, a portion is thrown back or reflected

at the same time as other portions are ab-

sorbed or transmitted. Upon this pecu-

liarity appear to depend the phenomena of

natural color in bodies.

The white light of the sun is weU known

to be composed of several colored rays.

Or rather, according to the favorite theo-

ry, when the rate at which a ray undulates

is altered, a different sensation is produced

upon the optic nerve. The analytic ex-

amination of this question shows that to

produce a red color the ray of light must
give 37,640 undulations in an inch, and

458,000000,000000 in a second. Yellow
light requires 44,000 undulations in an

inch, and 535,000000,000000 in a se-

cond ; whilst the blue results from 51,110

undulations within an inch, and 622,000-

000,000000 in a second of time. Such
results as these are among the highest re-

finements of science, and, when contrast-

ed with the most sublime efforts of the

imagination, appear immeasurably superior

to them.

If a body sends back white light un-

changed, it appears white ; if the surface

has the property of altering the vibraiion

to that which is calculated to produce red-

ness, the result is a red color ; the annihi-

lation of the undulations produces black-

ness. By the other view, the beam of

white light is supposed to ccnsist of certain

colored rays, each of which has physical

properties peculiar to itself, and thus is ca-

pable of producing different physiological

effects. These rays falling upon a trans-

parent or an opaque body suffer more or

less absorption, and being thus dissevered,

we have the effect of color. A red body

absorbs all the rays but the red ; a blue

surface, all but the blue ; a yellow, all but

the yellow ; and a black surface absorbs

the whole of the light which falls upon it.

That natural colors are the result of

white light, and not innate properties of

the bodies themselves, is most conclusive-

ly shown by placing colored bodies in mo-
nochromatic light of another kind, when
they will appear either of the color of the

light, or, by absorbing it, become black
;

whereas, when placed in light of their own
character, the intensity of color is greatly

increased.

Every surface has, therefore, a peculiar

constitution, by which it gives rise to the

diversified hues of nature. The rich and

lively green, which so abundantly over-

spreads the surface of the earth, the varied

colors of the flowers, and the numberless

tints of animals, together with all those of

the productions of the mineral kingdom,
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and of the artificial combinations of chemi-

cal manufacture, result from powers by
which the relations of matter to light are

rendered permanent, until its physical con-

dittons undergo some change.

There is a remarkable correspondence

between the geographical position of a re-

gion and the coIo!S of its plants and ani-

mals. Within the tropics, where

** The sun shines for ever unchaiigealrly bright,"

the darkest green prevails over the leaves

of plants ; the "Bowers and fruits are tinc-

tured with coloi-s of the deepest dye, whilst

the plumage of the biids is of the most va-

riegated description and of the richest hues.

In the people also of these climes there is

manifested a d -sire for the most strikins:

colors; and their dresses have all a distin-

guishing character, not of shape merely,

but of chromatic arrangements. In the

temperate climates everything is of a more
subdued variety : the flowers are less bright

of hue ; the prevailing tint of the winged
tribes is a russet brown ; and the dresses

of the inhabitants of these regions are of a

sombre character. Jn the colder portions

of the earth there is but little color ; the

flowers are generally white or yellow, and
the animals exhibit no other contrast

than that which white and black afford. A
chromaUc scale might be formed, its max-
imum point being at the equator, and its

minimum at the poles.

The influence of light on the colors of

organized creation is well shown in the sea.

Near the shore we find sea-woods of the

most beautiful tinctures, particularly on
the rocks which are left dry by the tides

;

and the rich hues of the actiniae, which in-

habit shallow water, must have been often

observed. The fishes which swim near

the surface are also distinguished by the

variety of their colors, whereas those which
live at greater depths are gray, brown, or

black. It has been found that after a cer-

tain depth, where the quantity of light is

so reduced that a mere twilight prevails,

the inh-.ibitants of the ocean become nearly

coloiloss. That the sun's ray alone gives

to plants the property of reflecting color is

proved by the process of blanching, or the

etiolated state, produced by artificially ex-

cludinor them from lio-ht.

By a triangular piece of glass, a prism,

we are enabled to resolve light into its ul-

lighttimate rays. The white pencil of

which fiiUs on the first surface of the prism

is bent from its path, and colored bands of

different colors are obtained. These bands

or rays observe a curious constancy in their

positions : the red ray is always the least

bent out of the straight path : the yellow

class comes next in the order of refrangi-

bility ; and the blue are the most diverted

from the vertex of the prism. The largest

amount of illuminating power exi^Ts in the

yrllow ray, and it diminishes towards either

end. It is not uninteresting to observe

somethina; like the same order of color oc-

curriug at each end of the prismatic spec-

trum. The strict order in which the pure

and mixed colored rays present themselves

is as follows :
—

1

.

The extreme red : a ray which can only

be discovered when the eye is pro-

tected from the glare of the other

rays by a cobalt blue glass,—is of a

crimson character—a mixture of the

red and the blue, red predominating.

2. The red : the first ray visible under
ordinary circumstances.

3. The orange : red passing into and com-
bining with yellow.

4. The yellow : the most intensely lumi-

nous of the rays.

5. The green : the yellow passing into and
blending with, the blue.

6. The hlue : in which the light very
rapidly diminishes.

7. The indigo : the dark intensity of

blue.

S. The violet : the Hue mingled again

with the red—blue being in excess.

9. The lavender gray : a neutral tint,

produced by the combination of the

red, blue, and yellow rays, which is

discovered most easily when the spec-

trum is thrown upon a sheet of tume-
ric paper.

Newton regarded the spectrum as con-

sistino; of seven colors of definite and un-

varying refrangibility. Brewster and
others appear to have detected a great dif-

fusion of the colors over the spectrum, and
regard white light as consisting only of

three rays, which in the spectrum overlap

each other ; and from these—red, yellow,

and blue—all the others can certainly be
formed by combination in varying propor-

tions. The truth will probably be found

to be, that the ordinary prismatic spectrum
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is a compound of two spectra. We have
already examined the heating power found
in various parts of the spectrum, which,

although shown to be in a remarkable
manner in constant agreement with the

color of a particular ray, is not directly

connected with it ; that is, not as the effect

of a cause, or the contrary. The chemical
action of the solar rays, to which from its

important bearings we shall devote a sepa-

rate chapter, has, in like manner with heat,

been confounded with the sun's luminous
power ; but although associated with light

and heat, and modified by their presence,

it must be distinguished from them.
We find the maximum of heat at one

end of the spectrum, and that of chemical
excitation at the other—luminous power
observing a mean point between them.
Without doubt we have all these powers
acting reciprocally, modifying all the phe-
nomena of each other, and thus giving rise

to the difficulties which beset the inquirer

on every side.

We have beautiful natural illustrations

of luminous refraction in the rainbow and
in the halo : in both cases the rays of light

being separated by the refractive power of

the falling rain or the moisture which con-

stitutes a fog. In the simple toy of the

child—the soap-bubble floating upon the

air—the philosopher finds subjects for his

contemplation ; and from the unrivalled

play of colors which he discovers in that

attenuated film, he learns that the varying

thicknesses of the surface influence, in a

most remarkable manner, the colors of the

sunbeam. Films of oil floating upon water

present similar appearances ; and the

colors produced in tempering steel, are due
entirely to the thickness of the oxidized

surface produced by heat. The rich play

of tints upon mother-of pearl, in the fea-

thers of many birds, the rings seen in the

cracks of rock crystal, or between the un-
equal faces of two pieces of glass, and pro-

duced by many chemical and indeed me-
chanical operations— are all owing to the

same cause ; that is, to the interference of
light ^ or to rays proceeding from the same
source, but crossing each other at very

acute ano-les. If we take one of those steel

ornaments which are formed by being

covered with an immense number of fine

lines, it will be evident that these striaD

present many different angles of reflection.

and that, consequently, the rays thrown

back will, at some point or another, have

a tendency to cross each other. The re-

sult of this is, that the quantity of light is

augmented at some points of intersection,

and annihilated at others. Out of the in-

vestigation of the phenomena of diffraction^

of the effects of thin and thick plates upon

light, and the results of interference, has

arisen the discovery of one of the most re-

markable conditions within the range of

physical science.

Two hriaht liglits may he madeiopro-
duce darkness.—if two pencils of light ra-

diate from two spots very close to each

other in such a manner that they cross each

other at a given point, any object placed at

that line of interference will be illuminated

with the sum of two luminous pencils. If

we suppose those rays to move in waves,

and the elevation of the wave to represent

the maximum of luminous effect, then the

two waves meeung, when they are both at

the height of their undulation, will neces-

sarily produce a spot of greater intensity.

If now we so arrange the points of radia-

tion, that the systems of luminous waves

proceed irregularly, and that one arrives

at the screen half an undulation before the

other, the one in elevation fa'l ng into the

depression of the other, a mutual annihila-

tion is the consequence. The fact, para-

doxical as it may appear, was broadly sta-

ted by Grimaldi, in the description of his

expeiiments on the inflection of light, and

has been observed by many others. The
vibratory hypothesis, seizing upon the ana-

logy preseoted by two systems of waves in

water, explains this plausibly ; but still

upon examination it does not appear that

the explanation is quite free fiom objec-

tion.

Another theory, not altogether new to

us, being indicated in Mayer's hypothesis

of three primary colors (1775), and to be

found as a problem in some of the Ency-
clopsedias of the last century, has been put

forth, in a very original manner, by that

master mind of ictellectual Germany,
Goethe; and fiom the very comprehen-

sive views which this poet- philosopher has

taken of both animal and vegetcible physi-

ology (views which have been adopted by
some of the first naturalists of Europe),

we are bound to receive his theory of co-

lors with every respect and attention.
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Goethe regards color as the " thinning,"

of light ; that is, by ohstructmg a portion

of white light, yellow is produced ; by re-

ducing it still farther, red is supposed to

result ; and by yet farther retarding the

free pa-sage of the beam, we procure a

blu3 color, which is the first remove from

blackness, or the absence of I'^rht. There

is truth in this ; it bears about it a simpli-

city which will satisfy many minds ; by it

many of the phenomena of color may be

explained : but it is insufficient for any in-

terpretation of several of those recondite

laws to which the other theoiies do give

us some insight.

Newton may have allowed himself to be

misled by the anaiOgy presented between

the seven rays of the spectrum and the

notes in an octave. The mystic number,
seven, may have clung bke a fibre of the

web of superstition to the cloak of the

great philosopher ; but the attack made
by Goethe upon the Newtonian philosophy

betrays the melancholy fact of his being

diseased wi^h the lamentable weakness of

too many exalted minds—an overweening

self-esteem.

The polarization of light, as it has been
unfortunately called— unfortunately, as

conveying an idea of determinate and dif-

ferent poin's or poles, which only exists in

theoretical analogy—presents to us a class

of phenomena which promise to unclose

the mysterious doors of the molecular con-

stitution of bodies

To give a familiar illustration of the dis-

tincti ^n between ordinary and polarized

light, we will suppose the use of a cylinder

having a miiTor at one end of it. If we
point this to the sun, and receive the re-

flected image on a distant screen, we may
turn the cylinder round on its axis, ani
the reflected ray will be found to revolve

constanily and regularly with it. If, now,
instead of receiving the ray direct from the

sun, we allow abt;am rtflected from a glass

plate at an angle of about 54*^ to fall up' n
the mirror, and then be reflected on to the

screen, it will be found that the point of

light has not the same p;operties as that

previously examined ; it is altered in its

degree of intensity as the cylinder is turn-

ed rou'id, has points of greatest brightness,

and others at which it is lost in shadow.

'Jhe polarized beam has been well compar-
ed to " a long, flit, straight stick," having

sides
J
the ordinary ray being regarded as

cylindrical. This remarkable change, as

produced from the reflection of the lay

from glass, was first observed by Malus, in

1808, when amusing himself by looking at

the beams of the setting sun, refljcted from
the windows of Luxembouro- Pal ice throusih

a double-refracting prism. The same fact

was, however, noticed, in the first instance,

by Erasmus Bartolin, in Iceland-spar, a

crystal, the prirairy form of which is a

rhombohedron ; who perceived that the two

images produced by this body were not in

the same physical conditions. It was also

studied by Huyghens and Sir Isaac New-
ton, and to our countryman is due the sin-

frular idea that a ray of litrht emero;ino; from,

such a crystal has sides.

It must not be considered that this change

in the character of the luminous beam is

due to any of the powers of reflection or

refraction of bodies ; it is a properly of

ma'ter independent of the other modes of

action which it v-^xercises over light.

The variety of stt iking effects produced

by the polaiization of light ; the unexpect-

ed results which have sprung from the in-

vestigation of the laws by which it is re-

gulated ; and the singular beauy of its

phenomena, have made it one of the most

attractive subjects of modern science.

Oidinary light pass s through transpa-

rent bodies, without producing any very

striking effects in its passage ; but it would
appear that this thin band, this extraordi-

nary beam of light, has the power of iu-

sinuatinor itself between the molecules of

bodies, and by illuminating them, of ena-

bling the eye to detect something of the

structure of the mass. The chromatic phe-

nomena of polarized light are so striking,

that DO description can convey an adequate

idea of their character.

Spectra, more beautiful and intense than

the prismatic image, systems of rings far

excelling those of thin plates, and forms of

the most symmetric order are constantly

presenting themselves as the polarized ray

is passed through various transparent sub-

stances. By altering the njolecular ar-

rangment of these bodies, either by heat

or by pressure, a new order of phenomena
at once present themselves, and by means
of the polarized ray of light, differences in

the chemical constitution of boJies, too

slight to be discovered by any other mode
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of analysis, can be most readily and cer-

tainly detected.

Although we cannot enter into any ex-

amination of all the conditions involved in

the polarization of light, and the action of

matter upon ordinary lights or when it is

in this peculiar state, it will be readily con-

ceived, from what has been already stated,

that some most important properties are

indicated, beyond those which science has

made known.
What may be the especial use of light

in this state of polarization in nature, it is

at present difficult to determine ; we are,

however, certain that its agency must be

necessary and most important, and we may
hope that, through the industry of experi-

mentalists, it will not be long before w^e

add this knowledge to the stores already

accumulated.

Every body, in some definite position,

appears to have the power of producing

this change upon the solar ray, as may be

satisfactorily shown by examining any ob-

ject with a polarizing apparatus. The sky

at all times furnishes polarized light, which

is most intense where it is blue and un-

clouded, and the point of maximum polari-

zation is vaiied according to the relative

position of the sun and the observer. It

has been stated, that chemical change on

the Daguerreotype plates and on photo-

graphic papers is more readily produced

by the polarized than by the ordinary sun-

beam. If this fact be established by fature

investigations, we advance a step towards

the discovery so much de. iderated of the

part it plays in natural operations.

The refined and accurate investio-ations

of Dr. Faraday stand prominently forward

amid those which will redeem the present

age from the charge of being superficial,

and they will through all time, be re-

ferred to as illustrious examples of the

influence of a love of truth for truth's

sake, in entire independence of the market-

able value, which it has been unfortunately

too much the fashion to reo-ard. The
searching examination made by this " in-

terpreter of nature'' into the phenomena
of electricity in all its forms, has led him
onward to trace what connexion, if any,

existed between this great natural agent

and the luminous principle.

By employing that subtile analyser, a

polarized ray, Dr. Faraday has been ena-

bled to detect and exhibit effects of a most
startling character. It has appeared to

him that he has proved magnetism to have

the power of influencing a ray of light in

its passage through transparent bodies. A
polarized ray is passed through a piece of

glass or a crystal, or along the length of a

tube filled with some transparent fluid, and

the line of its path carefully observed ; if,

when this is done, the solid or fluid body

is brought under powerful magnetic influ-

ence, such as we have at command by
making a very energetic voltaic current

circulate around a bar of soft iron, it will

be found that the polarised light is disturb-

ed ; that, indeed, it does not permeate the

medium along the same line. As this ef-

fect is most strikingly shown in bodies of

the greatest density, and diminished in

fluids, the particles of which are easily

moveable over each other, and has not

hitherto been observed in any gaseous

medium ; the question has arisen,—does

magnetism act directly upon the ray of

light, or only indirectly, by producing a

molecular change in the bodies through

which the ray is passing .? This question,

so important in its bearings upon the con-

nexion betwem the great physical powers,

will, no doubt, before long receive a satis-

factory reply.

Without any desire to generalise too

hastily, we cannot but express a feeling,

amounting to a certainty in our mind, that

those manifestations of luminous power,

connected with the phenomena of terres-

trial magnetism, which are so evident in all

the circumstances attendant upon the ex-

hibition of Aurora Borealis, and those lu-

minous clouds which are often seen, inde-

pendent of the Northern Lights, that a

very intimate relation exists between the

solar radiations and that power which so

strangely gives polarity to this globe of

ours.

In connexion with the mysterious sub-

ject of solar light, it is important that we
should occupy a brief space in these pages

with the phenomena of vision, which is

directly dependent upon luminous radiation.

The human eye has been rightly called

the ''masterpiece of divine mechanism ;"

its structure is complicated, yet all the ad-

JListments of its parts are as simple as they

are perfect. The eyeball consists of four

' coats. The cornea is the transparent coat
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in front of the ^lobs ; it is the first optical

surface, and this is attached to the sclerotic

membrane, filling up the circular aperture

in the white of the eye ; the choroid coat

is a very delicate membrane, lining the

sclerotic, and covered with a perfectly black

pigment on the inside ; and close to this

lies the most delicately reticulated mem-
brane, the retina, which is, indeed, an ex-
tension of the optic nerve.

The eye, in its more superficial mechani-
cal arrangements, presents exactly the

same character as a camera obscura, the

cornea being the lens which receives the
images of objects and refi-acts them ; but
how infinitely more beautiful are all the ar-

ran^^ements of the organ of vision than the

dark chamber of Baptista Porta! Ar-
ranged within this globe we have the aque-
ous humor, crystalline lens, and the vitre-

ous humor : the first is a watery fluid, and
the last a gelatinous one, while the crys-
talline lens is a little capsule of fluid mem-
branaceous matter. These are for the pur-
pose of correcting acy aberrations of light,
which are so evident in ordinary lenses,'and
giving to the whole an achromatic charac-
ter, in which so perfect is everything in

form and arrangement, that both spencal
and chromatic aberrations are corrected,
and by ihe agency of the cornea and the
crystalline lens, perfect images are depicted
on the retina, in a similar way to those
very charming pictures which presentthem-
selves in the table of the camera obscura.

The seat of vision has been generally
supposed to be the retina ; but Mariotte
has shown that the base of the opt;c nerve,
which is immediately connected with the
retina, is incapable of conveyincr an im-
pression to the brain. The choroid coat,
which lies immediately behind the retina,
is regarded by Mariotte and Bernoulli as
the more^ probable seat of vision. The
retina, being transparent, offers no obstruc-
tion to the passage of the light onward to
the black surface of the choroid coat, from
which the vibrations are, in all probability,
communicated to the retina and conveyed
to the brain. Howbeit, upon one or the
other of these delicate coats a distinct im-
age is impressed by light, and the commu-
nication made with the brain possibly by
a vibratory action. We may trace up the
phenomena of vision to this point; we
may conceive undulations of light, differ-

ing in velocity and length of wave, occa-

sioning corresponding tremors in the neu-

ralgic system of the eye ; but how these

vibrations are to communicate correct im-

pressions of length, breadth, and thicknets,

no one has yet undertaken to explain.

It has, however, been justly said by
Herschel: " It is the boast of science to

have been able to trace so far the refined

contrivances of this most admirable organ,

not its shame to find something still con-

cealed from scrutiny ; for, however anato-

mists may differ in points of structure, or

physiologists dispute on modes of action,

there is that in what we do understand of

the formation of the eye so similar, and

yet so infinitely superior to a product of

human ingenuity; such thought, such

care, such refinement, such advantage

taken of the properties of natural agents

used as mere instruments, for accomplish-

ing a given end, as force upon us a con-

viction of deliberate choice and premedi-

tated design, more strongly, perhaps, than

any single contrivance to be found whether

in art or nature, and renders its only study

an object of the greatest interest."

Analogy often is of great value in indi-

cating the direction in which to seek for a

truth ; but analogical evidence, unless

where the resemblance is very striking,

should be received with caution. Man-
kind are so ready to leap to conclusions

without the labor necessary for a faithful

elucidation of the truth, that too often a

few points of resemblance are seized upon

and an inference is drawn which is calcu-

lated to mislead.

There is a vajiue idea that the pheno-

mena of sound bear a relation to those of

light,—that there exists a faint resem-

blance between the chromatic and the dia-

tonic scales. Sound, we know, is convey-

ed by the beating of material particles upon

the auditory membrane of the ear, which

have been set in motion by some distant

disturbance of the medium through which

it passes. Light has been supposed to act

on the optic nerve in the same manner. If

we imagine color to be the result of vibra-

tions of different velocities and lengths, we
can understand that under some of these

tremors, first established on the nerves, and

through them conveyed to the brain, sensa-

tions of pain or pleasure may result, in the

same way as sharp or subdued sounds are
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disagreeable or otherwise. Intensely color-
ed bodies do make an impression upon
perfectly blind men

; and those who, being
born blind, know no condition of light or
color, will point out a difference between
strongly illuminated red and yellow media.
When

^
the eyes are closed we are sensible

to luminous influence, and even t > differ-

ences of color. We must consequently
infer that light produces some peculiar
action upon the system of nerves in general;
this may or may not be independent of the
chemical agency of the solar radiations;
but certainly the excitement is not owing
to any ca'orific influence. The system ol
nerves in the eye is more delicately or-
ganized, and of course peculiarly adapted
to all the necessities of vision.

Thus for some analogy does appear to
exist between light and sound ; but the
phenomena of the one are so much more
refined than those of the other ;—the im-
pressions being, all of them, of a far more
complicated character, that we must not
be led too far by the analogical evidence
in referring light, like sound, to mere ma-
terial motion.

^
It was a beautiful idea that real impres-

sions of external objects are made upon
the seat of vision, and that they are view-
ed, as in a picture, by something behind
the screen,—that these pictures become
dormant, but are capable of being revived
by the operations of the mind iiT peculiar
conditions

; but we can only regard it as
a philosophical speculation of a high order,
the truth or falsehood of which we are
never likely to be enabled to establish.

That which sees will never itself be visi-

ble. The secret principle of sensation,

—

the mystery of the life that is in us,—will
never be unfolded to finite minds.

Numerous experiments have been made
from time to time on the influence of light
upon animal life. It has been proved that
the excitement of the solar rays is too
great for the healthful growth of young ani-
mals

; but, at the same time, it appears
probable that the development of the func-
tional organs of animals requires in some
way, the influence of the solar rays. Tins
might, indeed, have been inferred from the
discovery that animal life ceases in situa-

tions from which light is absolutely exclud-
ed. The case of the Proteus of the Illy-

rian lakes may appear against this conclu-

sion. This remarkable creature is found
in the deep and dark recesses of the calca-
reous rocks of Adelsburg, at Sittich, and
it is stated also in Sicily. Sir Humphry
Davy describes the Proteus anguinus as

"an animal to whom the presence of light

is not essential, and who can live indiffer-

ently in air and in water, on the surface of
the rock, or in the depths of the mud."
The geological character of rocks, however,
renders it extremely probable that these
animals may have descended with the
water, percolating through fissures from
very near the surface of the ground. All

the facts with which science has made us

acquainted—and both natural and physi-

cal science has been laborinsc with most
untning industry in the pursuit of truth—
go to prove that light is absolutely neces-
sary to organization. It is possible, the

influence of the solar radiations may extend

beyond the powers of human senses to de-

tect luminous or thermic action, and that

consequently a development of animal or

vegetable forms may occur where the eyes

can detect no lio-ht ; and under such con-

ditions the Proteus may be produced in

its cavernous abodes, and also those crea-

tures which live buried deep in mud.
Some farther consideration of the proba-

ble agency of light will occupy us, when
we come to examine the phenomena of

vital forces.

Light is essentially necessary to vegeta-

ble life ; and to it science refers the pow-
ers which the plant possesses of separating

carbon from the air breathed by the leaves,

and secreting it within its tissues for the

purpose of adding to its woody structure.

As, however, we have, in the growing

plant, the action of several physical pow-
ers exerted to different ends at the saiue

time, the remarkable facts which connect

themselves with vegetable chemistry and
physiology are deferred for a separate ex-

amination.

The power of the solar rays to produce

in bodies that peculiar gleaming light which

we call phosphorescence, and the curious

conditions under which this phenomenon
is sometimes apparent, independent of the

sun's direct influence, present a very re-

markable chapter in the science of lumin-

ous powers.

'I'he phosphorescence of animals is

amongst the most surprising of nature's
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phenomena, and to us is not the le^s so

from our ahnost enth-e ignorance of the

cause of it. Many very poetical fancies

have been applied in description of these

luminous creations ; and iraao'ination has

found reasons why they should he gifted

with these extraordinary powers. The
glow-worm lights her lamp to lure her lover

to her bower, and the luminous animal-

cules of the ocean are employed in light-

ing up the fathomless depths where the

suu''s rays cannot penetrate, to aid its

monsters in their search for prey. " The
lamp of love—the pharos — the telegraph

of the night,—which scintillates and marks,

in the silence of darkness, the spot ap-

pointed for the lover's rendezvous," is but

a petty jBction ; for the glow-worm shines

in its infant state, in that of the larva, and
when in its aurelian condition Of the

dark depths of the ocean it may be safely

affirmed that no organized creation lives or

moves in its gravelike silence to require

this fai;y-like aid. Fiction has frequently

borrowed her creations from science. In

these cases science appears to have made
free with the riohts of fiction.

The glow-worms {latniiyris noctiluca)^

it is well known, have the power of emit-

ting from their bodies a beautiful pale

bluish-white light, shining during the hours
of night in the hedgerow, like crystal

spheres. It appears, from the observations

of naturalists, that these insects never ex-
hibit their light without some motion of

the body or legs ;—from this it would ssem
that the phosphorescence was dependent
upon some nervous action, regulated at

pleasure by the insect ; for they certainly

have the power of obscuring it entirely.

If the glow-worm is crushed, and the hands
or face is rubbed with it, luminous streaks,

similar to those produced by phosphorus,
appear. 1 hey shine with greatly increas-

ed brilliancy in oxygen gas and in nitrous

oxide. From these facts may we not infer

that the process by which this luminosity

is produced, whatever it may be, has a

strong resemblance to that of respiration ?

There are several varieties of flies, and
three species of beetles of the genus Elater^

which have the power of emitting luminous
rays. The great lantern-fly of South
America is one of the most brilliant, a sin-

gle insect giving sufficient light to enable

a person to read. In Surinam, a very

numerous class of these insects are found,

which often illuminate the air in a remark-

able manner. In some of the bogs of

Ireland a worm exists which gives out a

bright green light ; and there are many
other kinds of creatures which, under cer-

tain circumstances, become luminous in the

daik. This is always dependent upon
vitality ; for all these animals, when de-

prived of life, cease to shine.

At the same time we have many curious

instances of phosphorescence in dead ani-

mals and vegetable matter ; the lobster

amono; the Crustacea, and the whitinor

among fishes, are striking examples ; de-

cayed wood also emits much light under
certain conditions of the atmosphere.

This development of light does not appear

to be at all dependent upon putrefaction
;

indeed, as this process progresses, the lu-

minosity diminishes. We cannot but ima-
gine that this light is owing, in the first

place, to direct absorption by, and fixation

within, the corpuscular structure of these

bodies, and that it is developed by the de-

composition of the particles under the in-

fluence of our oxygenous atmosphere.

1 he pale light emitted by phosphorous
in the dark is well known ; and this is

evidently only a species of slow combus-
tion, a combination 'Of the phosphorus
wi:h the oxygen of the air. Where there

is no oxygen phosphorus will not shine ; its

combustion in chlorine or iodine vapor is a
phenomenon of a totally different character

from that which we are now considering.

This phosphorescence of animal and vege-

table matter has been regarded as some-

thing different from the slow combustion

of phosphorus ; but, upon examination, all

the chemical conditions are found to be

the same, and it is certainly due to a simi-

lar chemical change.

The lumioous matter of the dead whi-

ting or the mackerel may be separated by
a solution of common salt or of sulphate of

magnesia ; by concentrating these solutions

the light disappears ; but it is again emit-

ted when the fluid is diluted. The entire

subject is, however, involved in the mys-
tery of ignorance, although it is a matter

quite within the scope of any industrious

observer. The self-emitted light of the car-

buncle of the romancer is realized in these

remarkable phenomena.

The phosphorescence of some plants and
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flowers is not, perhaps, of the same order

as that which belongs to either of the con-

ditions we have been considering. It ap-

pears to be due rather to an absorption of

light and its subsequent Kberation. If a

nasturtium is plucked during sunshine,

and carried into a dark room, the eye, af-

ter it has reposed for a short time, will dis-

cover the flower by a light emitted from

its leaves.

The following remarkable example, and
an explanation of it by the poet Goethe, is

instructive :

—

" On the 19th of June, 1799, late in

the evening, when the twilight was deep-

ening into a clear night, as I was walking

up and down the garden with a friend, we
very distinctly observed a flame-like ap-

pearance near the oriental poppy, the

flowers of which are remarkable for their

powerful red color. We approached the

place and looked attentively at the flowers,

but could perceive nothing further, till at

last, by passing and repassing repeatedly,

while we looked side-ways on them, we
succeeded in renewing the appearance as

often as we passed. It proved to be a

physiological phenomenon, and the appa-
rent corruscation was nothing but the spec-

trum of the flower in the compensatory
blue-green color. The twilight accounts

for the eye being in a perfect state of re-

pose and thus very susceptible, and the

color of the poppy is sufficiently powerful
in the summer twilight of the longest days
to act with full efi'ect, and produce a com-
pensatory image."

The leaves of the cBnothera macrocarpa
are said to exhibit phosphoric light when
the air is highly charged with electricity.

The agaries of the olive-grounds at Mont •

pelier have been observed to be luminous
at night ; but they exhibit no light, even
in darkness, during the day. The sub-

terranean passages of the coal mines, near

Dresden, are illuminated by the phospho-
rescent light of the rhizomorpha phospho-
reus^ a peculiar fungus. On the leaves of

the Piudoba palm, a species of agaric

grows which is exceedingly luminous at

night ; and many varieties of the lichens,

creeping along the roofs of caverns, lends

to them an air of enchantment by the soft

and clear light thay diffuse. In a small

cave near Falmouth, this luminous moss

is NQry abundant ; it is also found in the

mines of Hesse ; and according to Heinz-

mann, the rhizomorpha suhterranea and
aidulcR are also phosphorescent.

It is but lately that a plant, which

abounds in the jungles in the Madura dis-

trict of the East Indies, was sent to this

country, which, although dead, was re-

markably phosphorescent ; and, when in a

living state, the light which it emitted was

extraordinarily vivid, illuminating the

ground for some distance. These remark-

able effects may be due, in some cases, to

the separation of phosphoretted hydrogen

from decomposing matter, and, in others,

to some peculiar electric manifesta-

tion.

The phosphorescence of the sea, or that

condition called by fi--hermen hrimy^ when
the surface, being struck by an oar, or the

paddle-wheels of a steamer, gives out large

quantities of light, has been attiibuted to

the presence of myiiads of minute insects

which have the power of emitting light

when irritated. The night-shining nereis

{Nereis noctiluca) emits a light of great

brilliancy, as do several kinds of the mo -

lusca. The nereides attach themselves to

the scales of fishes, and thus frequently

render them exceedingly luminous. Some
of the crustacege possess the same remark-

able property :—twelve different species of

cancer were taken up by the naturalists of

the Zaire in the Gulf of Guinea. The
cancerfulgens^ discovered by Sir Joseph

Banks, is enabled to illuminate its whole

body, and emits vivid flashes of light.

Many of the medusae also exhibit powerful

phosphorescence. These noctilucous crea-

tures are, many of them, exceedingly mi-

nute, several thousands being found in a

tea-cup of sea-water. They flo"at near the

surface in countless myriads, and when dis-

turbed they give out brilliant scintillations

often leaving a train of light behind them.

By microscopic examination no other fact

has been elicited than that these minute

beings cootaiu a fluid which, when squeez-

ed out, leaves a line of light upon the sur-

face of the water. The appearance of

these creatures is almost invaiiably on the

eve of some change of weather which would

lead us to suppose that their luminous phe-

nomena must be connected with electrical

excitation ; and of this, the investigations

of Mr. C. Peach, of Fowey, comnmnica-
' ted to the British Association at Birming-
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ham, furnish the most satisfactory proofs

we have as yet obtained.

Benvenuto Cellini gives a curious ac-

count of a carbuncle which would shine

with great brilliancy in the dark. Ihe
same thins; has been stated of the diamond

;

but it appears to be necessary, to procure

these emissions of light, that the minerals

should be first warmed near the fire. From
this we infer that the luminous appearance

is of a similar character to that of fluor

spar, and of numerous other earthy mine-

rals, which, when exposed to heat, phos-

phoresce with great brilliancy. Phosphor-

escent glow can also be excited in similar

bodies by electricity, as was first pointed

out by Father Beccaria, and confirmed by
Mr. Pearsall. These efi"ects, it must be

remembered, are distinct from the electric

spark manifested upon breaking white su-

gar in the dark, or scratching sulphuret of

zinc.

In the instances adduced there is not ne-

cessarily any exposure to the sunshine re-

quired. It is probable that two, if not

three, distinct phenomena are concerned

in the cases above quoted, and that all of

them are distinct from animal phosphores-

cence, or the luminous appearance of ve-

getables. They, however, certainly prove,

either that light is capable of becoming la-

tent, or that it is on\^ a condition of mat-

ter, in which it may be made manifest by
any disturbance of the molecular forces.

We have, in answer to this, very distinct

evidence that some bodies are capable of

deriving this property from the solar rays.

Canton's phosphorus, which is a sulphuret

of calcium, will, having been exposed to

the sun, continue luminous for some time

after it is carried into the dark ; as will

also the Bolognian stone, a sulphuret of

barium. This result appears to be due to

a particular class of the solar rays ; for it

has been found, if these sulphurets, spread

smoothly on paper, are exposed to the in-

fluence of the solar spectrum for some lit-

tle time and then examined in the dark,

that luminous spaces appear, exactly cor-

responding with the most refrangible rays,

or those which excite chemical chanjie ;

and one very remarkable fact must not be
forgotten—the dark rays of the spectrum
beyond the violet produce a lively phos-
phorescence, which is extinguished by the

action of the rays of less refrangibility, or

the heat-rays—whilst artificial heat, as a
warm iron, produces a very considerable

elevation of the phosphorescent effect.

In these allied phenomena we have ef-

fects which are evidently dependent upon
several dissimilar causes The phosphor-
escence of the living animal is due, with-

out doubt, to nervous excitation ; that of

the living vegetable to solar influence ; and
in the case of mosses of caverns, &c. to

that peculiar power which is connected
with the chemical agency of the sun's rays,

and which is now clearly proved to be ca-

pable of conduction. In the dead organic

matter we have a purely chemical action

developing the light, and in the inorganic

bodies we have peculiar molecular consti-

tution, by which an absorption of light ap-
pears to take place.

The subject is one of the greatest diffi-

culty : the torch of science is too dim to

enable us to see the causes at work in pro-
ducing these marvellous eflfects. The in-

vestigation leads, to a certain extent, to

the elucidation of many of the secrets of

luminous action ; and the determination of

the question, whether light is an emana-
tion from the sua, or only a subtile princi-

pal difi"used through all matter, which is

excited by solar influence, is intimately

connectid with the inquiry.

To he continued.
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PEREGRINATIONS OP A DAGUERREAN.

NUMBER TWO.

8outh, October 15tli., 1851.
H. Hunt Snelling, Esq.,

Dear jS/r :—" Our" postmasters
having kindly forwarded your journal very
gradually^ I have at last received the

June, July, August and September num-
bers safely. My movements are so devi-

ous and eccentrical that possibly the gene-

rally not very particularly obliging officials

are in a manner somewhat excusable for

not forwarding letters, magazines, &c., to

"where they know me to he. An anoma-
lous compliment is all I can extend to

them on this occasion, but when I re-

ceive your October number in February
next, 1 shall be able to afford something

more pointed. We left Mount Airy
" a long time ago," and gliding past the

corpse of Rocktbid (awaiting resuscitation

by the navigation of the Yadkin), entered

the little town of Jonesville, where we did

a business quite as extensive as the place,

and thence passed on to Wilkesboro where
we were well entertained by a time-honor-

ed Virginian host, whilst doing a pretty

good business considering the tastes of the

people. Thence to several small towns
and at last reached Lenoire, C. H., where
everybody is everybodys' friend, and stran-

g;ers are " taken in and did for" in the

kindest manner imaginable, if not more so.

Towns vary in character and disposition

as much as individuals. There are affable,

disagreeable, friendly, unfriendly, ill-na-

tured, good-humored, crabbed, sour, pleas-

ant, piggish, polite, and all sorts of towns,

as there are all kinds of people. Now Le-
noire is a species of supernaturally polite,

refined, liberal, courteous and friendly

town. It patronizes everything and every-

body that travels, from a superlatively asth-

matical hand-organ to the great and glori-

ous " Grand National American Circus,"

and things of a kindred nature, discrimina-

ting between the " utile et dulce^'' with a

soundness and nicety of judgment perfect-

ly wonderful to behold.

As for the good-nature of the town, it is

utterly impossible to do it ample justice in

mere words. In the exuberance of its

amiable beneyolence it is so accustomed to

saying yes, that it has entirely forgotten

how to utter the negative, and in the re-

dundancy of its great-hearted liberality it

will continue to say yes until a most vivid

state of ?Jo-ativeness forces the conviction

upon your mind that " promises, like pie-

crusts, are made to be broken." Lenoire

is like no other town in general character-

istics, but is precisely, in one particular,

particularly like all other towns. I mean
its " boys of a larger growth" are given

to practice the self-same tricks peculiar to

all boys all over the world and to idle away
their time, as good-for-nothing juveniles

will always strive to kill the ancient. The
Lenoire bays will be boys in fact, and as

they can take no exception to this assertion

I will leave them while we are on good
terms, only inditing the addendum that

there is no better town than Lenoire in all

the country of the Hottentots, nor is there

a set of finer boys nowhere. Taking an
indescribably affectionate and almost heart-

rending leave of our good friends, the

merchant princes and eminent profession-

als of the ever to be lauded Court House
of Lenoire, we branched off to various

places and several besides, until we got a

focus upon Asheville, in the renowned
county of Buncombe. Here we met with

something refreshing and, I regret to say,

something unusual to traveling daguerreans.

As we entered the reception room of the

Eagle Hotel (the best house in Asheville,

kept by Dr. Boyd, formerly of the Charles-

ton Hotel, S. C.,) our attention was at

once drawn to a frame filled with beauti-

ful specimens of our exquisite art, and at-

tached to it the card of T. H. Smiley, Da-
guerrean Artist. After the usual renova-

tion of our persons internally and exter-

nally we called up at the '^ New York
Store" and found Mr. Smiley operating

in an excellent room "upstairs." And
finding in the person of Mr. Smiley a truly

artistical and very gentlemanly and worthy

Daguerrean I am sure we found that which

is not often met with in the interior coun-

try. With what a gusto did we surround

the table and pore over his elegant and nu-

merous specimens of art.
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We could almost believe ourselves to be,

fot the time being, Aladinized over the

mountains and ^ up into the magnificent

saloon and sky-light gallery of a Brady, a

Morand, a Harrison, or a Hale, so per-

fect was the illusion whilst gazing with

deep interest and admiration upon the

handywork of genius and taste. The tone,

the execution, and finish of Mr. Smiley's

pictures are extraordinary, considering the

many disadvantages traveling artists are

constantly laboring under, and to convince

you that I am speaking only " the words of

soberness and truth," J herewith send you
a specimen. But in criticising this like-

ness, I wish you to understand that Mr.
Smiley does not consider it artistically a

first rate specimen. Indeed, he has taken

several far better while we have been so-

journing here ; but, you are acquainted

with the original of the one sent, and can

better judge by it of its merits. Mr.
Smiley is of opinion that it is not quite

deeply shaded enough to suit the New
York artists, and perhaps not heavily

enough to satisfy the requirements of a

correct artistic taste. I send you this that

you and others interested may see how
well one who feels a pdde in his profession

and works for a name, can do. Good
prices for good work is the rule Mr.
Smiley works by, and he never deviates

from it for the consideration of a few dol-

lars. In this connection let me say that

the public have paid dearly for their ex-

perience in the article of likenesses ; but

now their purchase is made; they have

paid their dollar to *' dabsters," and some-

times their dollar-and-a-half for invisible

pictures daubed into existence, and they

now feel when an artist exhibits his work,

how sorely they have suffered. It is in-

deed most gratifying to meet with gentle-

men who are an honor and an ornament
to the piofession, among hundreds, whom,
I regret to say it to any, would disgrace

an apprenticeship to a hod carrier. The
Daguerrean atmosphere needs purifying,

and let the " National Photographic So-

ciety" be the thunder and lightning that

will dispel the noxious and foeted vapors

so widely spread over the length and
breadth of the land. Argus eyed and

Briarius armed, it could see and reach as

it were, from IMaine to Louisiana, and
from Florida to Oregon, and criticising

the meritorious work of the true artist, as

well as the '"botches" of " dabsters," it

could extend to the former their elegant

diplomas, and to the latter their leathern

medals. In this way the pubic might at

once know the worthy by their legithnate

parchments, and the unworthy by their

li02;'s-hide honors, or nothing;. Let the

Society be the ordeal through w^hich

each Daguerrean as a man, and his work
as an artist, shall have passed current be-

fore he goes into the w-orld as the true

coin of the " National" mint.

That the announcement made by Mr.
Hill relative to his professed discovery is

operating to the great disadvantage of

traveling artists is now beyond a doubt in

the minds of all with whom I have con-

versed upon the subject. It is to be

sincerely hoped that ]\Ir. Hill, for his own
good name, as well as for the sake of the

thousands whom he has deeply injured, and
is injuring daily, will adopt the very fair

and democratic proposition made by Mr.
Anthony, or one equally as impartial, by
means of which he will be enabled to give

to the world the result of his experiments.

A Daguerrean, expressing himself very

bitterly upon this subject, recently said to

me that " all the ' colors' Mr. Hill would

ever show would be a ground of hlackj with

the white skull and cross bones." Mr.
Hill has subjected himself to such remarks,

and he should know that they are made,
and that right frequently too. Let him
" show his colors," and redeem his name.

The process can be sold for conditional

notes^ to the amount required by Mr,
Hill. There is no excuse or justification

any longer to be urged in reason by Mr.
Hill, which can satisfy the public. To
leave a subject which Mr. Hill's conduct

has made odious, 1 should like to relate an
adventure or two, in which my friend Mr.
Johnson and myself figured prominently,

and somewhat unpleasantly to ourselves,

but the dawning page admonishes me to

be brief, and I must defer the " bile" story,

'•lono; and short sweetnin'," &c., until

my next,

Yours truly,

Wanderer.
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HELIOGRAPHIO SOCIETY OP PARIS.
From La Lumiere.

Translatedfrom the French, (expressly for this Journal) by J. Russell SnelUng.

MEETING OF APRIL IStH, 1851.

M. J. Ziegler, President.

The President read part of a letter from

M. Ferrier,an able photographer on glass.

Accompanying the letter there was a pre-

sentation of proofs, which the members
present had the privilege of examining by

turns, to praise and admire.

M. Blanquart Evrard likewise wrote,

tendering his thanks to the society, for the

kind notice taken of his last letter, and

announcing the presentation of a new
memoir which he had sent to the Acade-

my the last Monday preceding, and which

coincided with a communication of the

same kind, lately addressed to the Acade-

my, by M. Bayard. The Academy will

therefore have to decide a question of

priority. Yet, it is proper to bear in mind
that M. Bayard sent the first sealed me-
moir to that institution in 1846.

M. Edmond Fruit, photographer upon
metallic plates, presented to the Society

an ingenious apparatus consisting of a bot-

tle provided with a closely fitting stop-

cock, by means of which the escape of

vapor from the contained bromine can be

regulated, thus permitting the operator to

make the application of the agent to the

plates in the most precise and uniform man-
ner. In support of this new process, M.
Fruit exhibited several portraits which for

finish of the details and warmth of tone

were worthily appreciated. The inventor

desired that a Committee should be named
to examine his apparatus and make report.

The President therefore appointed for the

purpose, MM. Le Baron Gos, De Mont-
fort, Ribot, Dusieu, and Bisson, Sen.

QUESTION OF THE ALBUM OF THE HELIO-
GRAPHIC SOCIETY.

President. You are aware, gentlemen,

that our honorable and devoted colleague,

M. De jMontfort, purposes to ofi"er to the

Society an album to which every one of

you ought to contribute. Some members
have already brought us proofs ; I invite

M. Cousin, who has himself proposed this

album, as well as all our colleagues who
desire the success of the enterprize, to

cooperate in this memorial, destined to con-
firm the state of the art in 1851

;
granting

even that there should be no other proofs

than what we no^v have knowledge of, the

year 1851 will be a glorious year for pho-
tography. J enjoin you then, in the name
of the Society, for the fame of the photo-
graphy, to register in this album the best

you shall have, and add as extended a no-
tice as possible upon the objects reproduc-
ed, also upon the different processes which
you may employ. The least detail, which
may appear indifferent now, will become,
eventually, a very important matter. Thus,
M. Delecluse announced to us, at the last

meeting, that in 1819—that is to say long

before J>Jiepce and Daguerre, long before

anything known to us in the art—one M.
Genore reduced or enlarged the size of en-
gravings, in proportions which gelatine will

never be able to accomplish. It cannot then

be supposed that it was accomplished by
means of photography. M. Delecluse has

written a very interesting memoir upon this

subject, every account of which is found
to have its importance. For instance,

when he went to M. Genore and asked
him the time necessary for the reduction

of the engraving, he ascertained that it

required two hours or half a day to make
a proof. Well, this circumstance which
at that period was of no great moment, has

much importance to our eyes. M. Dele-
cluse has shown us three proofs of an en-

graving representing a parrot holding fruit

;

each of these proofs is of different size, but

all three agree perfectly in the precision

of the details. The memoir of M. Dele-

cluse will form an article of great interest

for the journal, which, being taken up with

the primitive times of heliography, could

be published with like documents under
this title : Fahulous times oflieliography.

M. Renard read the following letter

from M. Schearer, photographer and dealer

in chemical productions :

" Monsieur.—I submit to the Helio-

graphic Society, a new process for render-

ing apparent the negative image in the

most perfect and satisfactory manner. I

use, for this effect, alcohol at a tempera-
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ttire of 36 degrees, in. which I dissolve gal-

lic acid. Here are the proportions Y?liich

give me magnificent results :

Alcohol at 36^, 300 grammes,
Gallic acid, 2 "

Thoimage appears without spots, with very

fine shades, and the light parts perfectly

preserved
*' The alcohol has the immense advantage

of extending rapidly over the ivhole sur-

face of the paper. It alone makes the im-

age appear. In this case the shades are

defective ; but I am firmly convinced that

it will become of general use saturated with

the (rallic acid. Scheuser.
""Paris, April IS, 1851."

P?'esident. Does any one wish to make
a remark upon this letter ?

AL G. Le Gray. I have already tried

this system a year since, but it did not

give me the results. When the gallic

acid is in solution with alcohol, an eiferves-

cence takes place which greatly injures the

proof. *

President. But at the close of the let-

ter, we are informed that he commenced
by making the mixture before spreading

the alcohol upon the paper. How then

could the efiervescence produce any injury.?

M. Le Gray. The first named prepa-

ration already exists in the paper.

M. Bayard. I think that by carrying

off the excess of moisture by a blotting

case, and afterwards submitting the paper

to alcohol, the action would be better. The
alcohol itself makes the image appear ; only

it is too feeble to serve for taking off the

proofs.

M. Le Gray. It is a great inconveni-

ence to use alcohol for the solution of gal-

lic acid, because it will evaporate lapidly,

producing a solution which is too concen-
trated, and by precipitating nitrate of sil-

ver in the paper will spot the proof.

M. Bayard. However, in general, it

requires a very long time for the image to

become apparent ; now, alcohol in union
with water, ought to penetrate the gallic

acid, and hasten the appearance of the

image.

" M. G. Le Gray begs us to make this correc-
tion : It is not with gallic acid that alcohol pro-
duces the effervescence, but the aceto-nitrate of
silver contained in the paper which unites with
this solution when it is applied."

—

Ed. La Lu-
miere.

VOL. II. NO. V. 2

M. Le Gray. A year ago, I made ex-

periments upon paper prepared with alco-

hol, with the solution of nitrate of silver,

with iodide of potassium, and finally with

gallic acid, and I found that there was a

delay of more than two-thirds.

President. It will be of advantage to

test this process. I appoint MM. Le Gray,
Mestral, Bayard, and Cousin, to make the

trials.

M. Bayard,. In good time I sent to the

Academy of Sciences the communication,

which it requested of me, and now it has

addressed me the same question which has

been answered, why I had never since 1846
published my process. I endeavored to

explain the reasons to the Society : this

will be, for me, moreover, a date registered

in the verbal process. I wish to speak of

proofs obtained in relief upon a solid body
with the aid of the camera obscura in con-

junction with an electric current. j\Iy

aim has been to have a design which is

itself a negative, giving an impression in

which the process will be demonstrated

later ; it will represent a relief as perfect

as that which is obtained by wax, an en-

graved stamp or lithograph. The greatest

difficulty is to retain it and render it per-

manent, without deformation by the de-
posites which are formed : I hope to over-

come this obstacle. Now, the chief ele-

ments of this process have been attributed

to me, with those which I am about to

publish. I had hoped that it would be in

my power to communicate the whole to the

Academy in 1848 ; but the events of that

period and other circumstances obliged me
to suspend my researches until the present
time. I intend to resume them imme-
diately.

President. This is a very important re-

sult.

M. Gaudin. I have obtained an anala-

gous result ; this was a relief of silver de-

posited upon the white parts of the proof,

sufficiently prominent to hold cotton
; whea

it is desired to obtain a plate, a deposit of

platinum or gold must be produced upon
the negative, thick enough to prevent the

crystal of silver from jutting out.

M. Gaudin in support of this communi-
cation spoke of a proof upon plate, repre-

senting Notre Dame^ and in which the

white parts present prominences sensible

to the touch.
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3£ bayard. The relief presented by
this negative would be insufiiciant for the

impression, and it has no advantage su-

perior to that to which I referred.

'President. I would observe to you that,

for a relief to be perfect, it is necessary that

it should appear so in the whole of its con-

tour ; now, from what I hear, it would not

be possible to have the relief except in the

lights ; the shades would not therefore be

in relief.

W Bayard. You will make a negative

with this proof by impressing it upon a

liard body
;
you will then have a well de-

fined relief, which will replace the negative

by a positive.

M. Fiot. I believe it a duty to add, in

this connection, that the relief for impres-

sions lias no need of being extremely sen-

sible ; certain eno;ravino;s desifj-ned for

manuals of natural history, and for boolis of

chemistry, are engravings upon copper in

relief, in which the projections sre not

very apparent.

QUESTION OF PAPEIiS.

President. I now wish to know if there

is any thing new to communicate in rela-

tion to paper. M Mestral told me that

the little Causon had inspired him with re-

newed hopes, and was better than any other

paper.
' M. Delesseret. The paper which several

persons have bought of Causon, for nega-

tive, and which is always delivered as the

last which remains, is so poor, that it is

impossible to use it either as positive, or

negative. In a ream which I purchased

fifteen days ago,—which likewise was said

to be the last—-among five hundred sheets,

there was not six that were passable, and,

yet, it was sold to me for 40 francs, and

I was informed that the next supply which

would arrive, would be still more dear. I

think it would be well to mention this in

the journal ; the best folio letter paper does

not cost more than from 20 to 30 francs.

]f this paper were excellent, and if all the

sheets could be used, we would willingly

pay 40 francs. I do not know whether

MM. Causon are aware that their paper is

sold so dear at Paris, but it would be pro-

per to call the attention of these manufac-

turers to this subject.

M. Le Gray. I use the English paper

with success ; by waxing it before the first

bath of iodine, it becomes like a parch-

ment.* I thus supply the place of the siz-

ing
; I sponge the wax between two sheets

of paper ; then I soak the paper in the io-

dide of potassium, or the cyanide and fluo-

ride mixed with sugar of milk and dissolved

in rice water ; the proofs which I bring \o

you at the present time are made after

this system. I ought to add that it re-

quires more time to develop the image in

gallic acid ; the small paper of Lacroix

which cannot bear the action of gallic acid

more than fifteen minutes, can remain in

the aforesaid solution a much longer time.

M. Piot. With the method of M. Lc
Gray, the proof placed in a gallic acid bath,

can remain a long time without suffering

decomposition, without any change in the

clearness of the gallic acid which, by the

ordinary process, is altered and forms de-

posits ; at the end of six hours of immer-
sion, the gallic acid is almost as clear as at

the very moment it received the proof.

M. Le Gray. I have left a proof two
days and one night in gallic acid, and the

solution has remained fiee from all deposit;

it has only acquired a yellow color, as

transparent as brandy.

M. Delessefet. Is it not the presence

of this wax which delays the formation of

the image in the camera obscura ?

31. Le Gray. Quite otherwise, because

the wax forms with the iodide of potassium

an excellent chemical combination, having

properties analogous to soap ; the waxed
paper, once submitted to the iodide, be-

comes dark, which is of great utility for

giving just the time which is convenient

* We would wish our readers to observe that

when M. Le Gray made this communication to

the Society, the letter of M. Fabre which we gave

in our last number, and v/hieh treats of a similar

process, had remained until then unknown to the

members of the Society and the publie ; it had
been addressed, not to the Heliographic Society,

but directly to the journal ; and if the spirit of

impartiality by which we are governed in our edi-

torial capacity made it an imperative duty upon

us to publish this letter of April 3, (before the

communication of M. Le Gray, which was given

no earlier than the 18th of the same month,) then,

it is likewise our duty to declare that it was a much
longer time previous that M. Le Gray practiced hia

process, and if he committed an error by delaying

to make it known, the value of the means was
signalized by the admirable results, which have

more than once attracted the attention and learned

approbation of his colleagues of the Heliographic

Society. F. A. Rentard.

Sec'y. of Fuhlication.
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for the exposition upon tlie aceto-nitrate.

As soon as tbxe dark color has disappeared,

the paper is fit for use ; the combination is

then sufficiently complete in all the pores

of the paper.

President. That of which M. Le Gray
has just spoken fully demonstrates the

utility of the journal, in which we are per-

mitted to confirm from week to week new
discoveries, and to which we can confi-

dently refer in deciding questions of priori-

ty ; it is infinitely better than a register

;

it is numbered, it is stamped by govern-

i?ient : it is the best medium for recordincj

all acts of the Society. As to the small

register which we have opened, it will con-

tinue to exist, and will be appropriated to

matters which are not suited to the journal,

by which, however, we will be guided in

recrard to date.c
M. Negre. I have made an attempt to

draw oif proofs without water, and 1 have

obtained them as good as with wet paper.

M. Le Gray. I did not speak of it, be-

cause I intend to take up more of your
time with details ; 1 have, indeed, obtain-

ed equally good efi'ects by employing this

paper either dry or wet.

M. Nrgre. I have prepared my paper
with iodide of potassium, and then I have
waxed it ; I afterwards placed it upon the

aceto-nitrate of silver ; I let it dry, and
finally exposed it to the camera obscura.

M. he Gray. I apply the wax befoi®

the iodide of potassium ; in this way the

aceto-nitrate penetrates the paper more
equally, as I showed in a deposit stamp

presented to the Academy of Sciences

several months ao;o.

M. Delcsseret. Is the exposition in the

camera obscura longer when the dry paper

is employed ?

M. Le Gray. It requires about the

same time as when the paper is moist.

M. Negre. By waxing the paper before

preparing it with the iodide, it becomes

yellow, and it takes longer time to clear

it.

M. Le Gray. I have observed entirely

otherwise ; it does not require more than

five or six minutes in the hyposulphite to

render it clear. The wax, being applied

after the iodide, prevents the acetic acid

from thoroughly penetrating the paper,

and it would be much more difficult for the

hyposulphite to carry off the iodine.

After some desultory observations ex-
changed between several members, upon
the question of paper, M. Puesch, practi-

cal chemist, announced having secured a

room, in a buildincr in the neighborhood

of the Journal, to be devoted to the pro-

duction of all chemicals used in photogra-

phy, and that he will publish in the Journal

the time when he will be prepared to furnish

them.

For the Phoiograplcic Art-Journal.

OMLOmDE OF GOLD—GILDING SOLUTION, &c.

Mr. I^ditorj—-Among the many beau-

tiful details of the Photographic art, with

which it abounds, there is none which adds

more beauty to the final result than the

employment of the gilding solution.

Without this magic application all the

effect of our experienced operators would
be of small moment. Their creations

would be like the productions of Daguerre,

Niepce and others, who were the first to

make the experiments in the art. All

would fade away or at least become im-

perfect in their outline and effect.

But when the impression is found to

warrant the application of the solution which

exerts such a wonderful effect on the pic-

ture, then it becomes a different production;

it is durable and fixed, as solid and imper-

vious to time as the plate of silver on which
it is impressed.

How much then are we indebted to Mr.
Fizeau for this discovery and its perfect ap-
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plication to this art. In view of this, I

am induced to record within the columns

of your journal, an improvement—in the

present method of preparing the gilding so-

lution. It is rather an addition to the pre-

sent manner of mixing the chloride of gold

with the hyposulphite of soda.

The chloride of gold is usually sold in

bottles containing 15 grains each, which

constitutes sufficient quantity to produce

about one pint and a-half of gilding solu-

tion. The following is the most approved

method of preparing this solution :

—

Sixty grains of hyposulphite of soda

are put into a quart bottle containing

about a pint of soft water. Into another

bottle, containing half a pint of water,

place the 15 grains of chloride of gold.

Before placing the hyposulphite of soda

into the pint of water, pour therefrom

about two ounces of the water into another

small bottle ; into this put sixty grains of

muriate of ammonia (sal amoniac,) and fifty

grains of common rock salt.* Let these

all thoroughly dissolve ; then gradually

pour the chloride of gold into the hyposul-

phite of soda—shaking it well. Allow

it to remain a few moments, then add

the ammonia and salt solution to the whole,

when the usual golden color will disappear,

and the solution will become perfectly clear

and transparent. Not until it becomes
thus clear and colorless is it in a proper state

for use.

Always \ise glass-stoppered bottles for

these solutions, and filter the gilding before

using it.

It should not remain in a strong light as

that tends to precipitate the gold. After

remaining a few days it may require filter-

ing again should any deposit become appa-

rent on the bottom of the bottle.

The foregoing process of preparing the

gilding solution is highly approved of by
many skillful operators, and will be found

on trial to be equal if not superior to the

white salts of gold. Indeed the chemical

combination is nearly similar; the ammonia
acting as a powerful chloride itself—it pro-

duces on mixiog the ingredient a clear,

transparent solution, resembling the white

salts of gold—while it has the property of

bringing out the full tone and effect of the

impression on the plate, which is so much
to be desired.

Yours, most respectfully,

N. G. Burgess.
Novemher^ 1851.

A TREATISE ON PAPER PHOTOGRAPHS.

t

BY M. BLANQUART EVRARD.

Translated from the French, by J. S. SnelUng, M. D.

CHALTER II.

PAPERS FOR POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
PROOFS.

The paper of commerce is not always

s;uitable for photographic operations. Their

quality, variable ad-injinitum^ is a source

* This rock salt is sometimes known by the

name of Turk's Island salt, and is much preferable

to the common table salt.

t Entered, according to act of Congress, in the

year 1851, by W. B. Smith, in the Clerk's Office,

of the District Court, of the Southern District of

th« State of New York.

of failure, which frequently affords a bar-

rier to our best directed efforts. We have

tried some time to remove this difficulty,

and to render photographic operations inde-

pendent of the quality of paper. At pre-

sent, the quality does not influence the

result of the operations. Irreproachable

proofs can be obtained upon ordinary pa-

per.

In the primitive process, the paper tho-

roughly impregnated with a liquid sensitive

to light, was the medium where all the

chemical reactions were carried on, the ul-

timate effect of which was to produce the
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image. In the processes whieli are now
adopted, the office of the paper is limited

to that of a screen.

It is covered with a thick and consistent

photogenic coating, in which all the reac-

tions are effected. The two methods can

be employed, and afford results equally

satisfactory. Preference is given to one

or the other of the two methods, according

to the effects which it is wished to produce.

If the paper is of a perfect horaogeneous-

nsss, and free from the foreign matters

that commonly produce spots in the che-

mical bath, then the first method is the

most expeditious and advantageous.
If the paper is of an inferior quality or

somewhat deficient in that which photo-

graphers seek, the s-^-cond method should

be preferred, as it gives results sup-^rior to

the first ; with paper of a superior quality,

the proofs are admirable.

Of all the defects which it is possible for

paper to present, the most serious without

comparison is the inequality of thickness.

If we make, for example, a negative

proof upon striped paper, we will have an
image representing the marks of the paper,

and which will be traversed in such a man-
ner as to form successively pale and dark
stripes.

Bsfore using a piiper to make proofs, we
should try it. If about to select from a

number of samples, appearing equally good,

it will be sufficient to take a fragment of

each kind, apply them upon a sheet of posi-

tive paper, and expose them to light, in

the same manner as we would make a

proof. The paper will acqnire a tint more
or less striped, rough or transparent accord-

ing to the homogeneousness of the papers
tested ; that is to say, the paper which will

give the clearest and most uniform tint.

We are therefore in possession of the

means of making a judicious selection, in

respect to its most essential quality.

We pass over to the other qualities

which should be sought in negative paper,

OQ account of the effects which it is desira-

ble to obtain. We know that, to obtain
fine proofs, it is necessary to soak the pa-
per in photogenic liquids ; here, it de-

volves upon us to exhibit the utility of
this rule. We can readily foresee, as a
natural consequence, that the impregnation
will be more prompt and complete in its

effect in proportion as the paper is thin

;

so also will the impression be more quickly

accomplished in the camera obscura.

Thus, when it is intended to reproduce

animated nature—the landscape with some
lively object, or the portrait as a study of

physiognomy—thin papers should be cho-

sen. The action of light will be quicker,

and an exposition of a few seconds will be
sufficient to obtain a proof of great clear-

ness.

When, on the contrary, the model ad-
mits of a very long exposition, we should

give the preference to thick paper, because

the photogenic coating being in its turn

thicker, produces more powerful effects,

and the gradations are more gradual in the

transition from light to shade.

We shall treat of these effects in the fol-

lowing chapter. We merely point them
out here to show the important character

which the paper possesses by its thickness

in the results, and the means which it is

made to observe according to the effects

desired.

PAPER FOR POSITIVE PROOFS.

Paper for positive proofs is of little im-
portance, iQ comparison with negatives.

In regard to quality, all paper could ad-

mit of a tolerable positive proof. \Ve see

then what qualities of paper are essential

for furnishing the best positive proofs.

These qualtities are evidently variable and
dependent upon the results which it is de-

sired to obtain. Does it act, for instance,

by producing powerful effects, badly de-

fined } It is necessary to have recourse to

thick paper, because the coating will be

thicker, and consequently there will be
more power and reality in the effects. A
light paper will be preferable, on the con-

trary, in producing effect more mild and
less vigorous.

When the paper is well sized its prepara-

tion is slower, and more difficult, but the

coloring of the proof is frequently more
vivid and transparent. It will be necessa-

ry for us to describe the principle, so that

the operator can draw from ever}- means
possible, either in selecting particular quali-

ties of paper, or supplying, himself, any de-

ficiency of sizing.

We have now to speak of the surface of

the paper. It is believed that the more
uniform and compressed this surface is, the

more perfect will be the copy of the nega-
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tive proof, and the image will be conse-

quently more delicate.

From the foregoing, we must not con-

clude that a smooth paper or one with a yery

fine grain is always necessary, for if the

fineness of grain is a valuable quality in a

great number of instances, it is on the

contrary, odious in certain effects. It is

for this reason that our able artists and .co-

lorists, like Dechamp, for example, have
guarded against taking a smooth japer in

executino; their admirable desisins, where

even to the coarse grain of the paper is im-

parted more delicacy, and a transparency

in the tones of the picture.

In photography, light is a faithful pencil,

but unintelligent. It is, therefore, indis-

pensable that the photographer should come
to the aid of nature, and like the painter,

he should choose the means of execution

which the art places at his disposal for bet-

ter representing his subject.

If the painter, for certain effects, seeks

for a design rough and hard surfaces, why
should not the photographer make use of

the same resources ? Who does not com-
prehend, indeed, that to represent rude and

savage nature,—misery in its rags—a thin

and smooth design would be bad judgment.

In this case then, the papers with the

grain, and even the coarse papers, are in-

dispensable.

In his choice, the photographer should

give attention to the precepts of the art

and show himself a scrupulous observer.

We will refer to this subject when we
speak of photography reviewed in its con-

nection with art, and as distinct from all

other arts. At present, it devolves upon
us to point out the qualities which the pa-

per ought to possess in order to produce the

results which we desire to obtain.

We have considered paper in relation to

its thickness, its sizing and its grain ; it

also remains for us to speak of its shade.

Shade has no influence upo7i the chemi-

cal effects ; nevertheless papers milk white

or yellow are preferable to blue paper.

The tones of the proofs are warmer ; blue

papers produce cold and livid tints. Very
thick papers as the Bristol, cartoon, and ail

those of a like nature, will also give good

results after a preparation of three months.

Although they are colored slowly, the proof

is none the less fine, nor less harmonious
;

on the contrary, when the lights of the de-

sign are reproduced very vividly, the proof
acquires qualities which it is difficult to give

it by any other means.

Papersof ordinary strength, as the vcllurat

paper, in use among designers, do not keep
good on account of their thickness, longer

than from fifteen to thirty days ; the letter

paper does not often keep well longer than

five days. It requires some attention to

warrant their produetion with any light,

and they are colored to such a point, that

at the end of some days it is impossible to

make use of them.

Papers covered with a photogenic paste,

of albumen for example, can be kept a
much longer time ; they comport them-
selves well, like thick paper, but the uni-

form coloration which they take does not
hurt the harmony of the proof; moreover
this proof has the appearance of being made
upon China paper ; and in this respect, in

many instances, they will be preferred by
men of taste who seek the effects of art in

photographic results, rather than endure
objectionable bareness in the outlines.

CHAPTER III.

THE EXPOSITION OF MODELS. PORTRAITS,
To make a portrait, the photographer

should proceed like the painter. He
ought to study his model, and vary the

position according to its character, and the

nature and color of the garments, and af-

ter having fixed in his mind the composi-
tion of the picture, dispose his model ac-

cording to the effect desired. All photo-

graphic processes are not equally proper
for producing similar effects.

The photographer therefore, like the

painter, should vary his process, A light

ground, dark, or demi-tint, with the oppo-
site colors vivid, or feebly so, are the stra-

tagems which the painter employs daily

and which the photographer ought not to*

neglect.

The photographer can thus vary the

character of his productions, and if not im-

prove and beautify nature itself, at least

represent it under the most favorable as-

pects, and this it is which constitutes art.

According to our views, indeed, photogra-

phy is an art of which the boundary is

more limited than that of the painter and

sculptor
;
yet notwithstanding that, it is no

less an art.

The essential difference which distil-
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guishes the painter from the photographer,

is that the former can impart the sugges-

tions of his mind to the models of nature,

whereas the latter is unable to modify its

character and general appearance with an

invariable harmony. The relations of size

and position are not imposed upon him,

but the varieties of light, and the vigor of

tone which he strengthens or enfeebles at

will, permit him to impress upon his pro-

ductions a character detemined beforehand.

That these different effects which are at his

disposal, and which he employs at plea-

sure, are the effects of art, I admit, yet of

an art, which for precision and delicacy,

can defy the most practical pencil !

In public, we see, unhappily, a practi-

cal application of natural philosophy which
is capable of executing with more or less

success, specimens of photography, but in

which the results are independent of the

will of the operator ; this system has been
followed by the most deplorable consequen-
ces.

Instead of changing the process accord-

ing to the nature of the proofs, photogra-
phy is confined to a single process, and
with this invariability in the operative me-
thod, there ensues a general defect of har-

mony in the results.

It is absolutely necessa^-y to abandon this

course if we wish to obtain fine proofs. It

is injurious to the daguerreotype, to have,
even its facility and apparent fidelity, con-
tribute to diffuse a belief so contrary to all

the precepts of the art.

But we return to the portraits :

To make a good portrait the photogra-
pher should study his subject and under-
stand well, that a portrait is no less the re-

presentative of the physical than the phy-
siognomic character, resulting from three

distinct conditions for every individual

—

the oseous form, the coloration, and the
play of muscles.

He should therefore, to attain the first

object, demand from the person sufficient

time and persuade him that it requires
more than a sitting of some moments to

produce a fine portmit.

Portraits are generally executed under
two circumstances, which influence the

final result in a particular manner.
In the first—which is the most grievous

—the individual presents himself at any
hour he pleases, in the cottume of his

choice, and even in the position he re-

quires ; then it remains for the operator to

obtain the best results possible from the

difficulties which are imposed upon him.

The other circumstance is more favor-

able, it is that where the day, the hour,

and even the dress of the model is placed

at the disposition of the operator.

He can therefore study in this connec-
tion the means which insure success and
lay down some general principle.

The first on which we shall treat is that

of preserving harmony in the whole pic-

ture.

Harmony in the execution depends, upon
the luminous merit of each part constitu-

ting the picture. It is necessary, then, to

ascertain what covering is proper for the

model, and the manner of adjusting the

portrait in the frame, to make it meritori-

ous.

The costume, the material, the shade of

this costume, the ground of tbe picture, ara

so many conditions which harmonize to a

certain degree with the beauty of the proof.

The operator should not therefore leave to

chance, effects, the relative value of which
he has the power to infi.uenee.

We have intimated the necessity of

ma^iing such preparations beforehand as

will produce the distinctive character of

the model.

If the model is a young girl with fresh

and rosy cheeks, with light hair, the pho-

too"enie action must be conducted in sucho
a manner that the result will show that the

image reproduced is a young girl fresh and
fair.

We arrive at this result by prolonging

the action of light in the camera obscura,

in order to deepen the shades well, until it

gives them the transparency which is suit-

able for that kind of model.

It is very evident that an artist, of that

class designated under the name of color-

ists are able to indicate, without the assist-

ance of color and with a black pencil

alone, that the model which he draws has

a fresh and fair complexion ; there is no

necessity for coloring, for foreign accessa-

ries to his model, neither for a dark

ground, nor finally for any other opposite

stratagem.

The photographer is here placed in less

favorable circumstances than the colorist,

since he cannot free himself from these ac-
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cessaries ; he must submit to them, be-

cause all that accompany s the model must

be inevitably reproduced in his picture,

and it is therefore a matter of importance

for him to study how he shall adapt them
to his subject.

When the portrait of a young girl is

executed, it is necessary that the accessa-

ries should harmonize with the principal

subject. A dark ground and dark gar-

ments will give the features the appear-

ance of a head of piaster, while a light

ground and light robe would make a mu-
latto of the young girl. It is here shown
that the accessaries communicate to the

portrait its form and its complexion.

—

Whatever means the artist takes, to trans-

fer the head upon a clear demi-tint ground,

garments will be chosen in preference with

brilliant colors and sufficiently clear to be

represented with their vigor of tone in the

time required for the exposition of the

head, a period which will be necessarily li-

mitted, in the particular subject of which

we speak. In advising to prolong the expo-

sitions in the camera, we do not mean to say

that it must be very long, yet it should be

prolonged enough to permit the coloration of

the portrait to preserve the effects given

by the model.

We abandon, it is perceived, all cus-

toms received in photography ; we require

a relatively long exposition for the acces-

saries, and plain garments to the models,

which are more brilliant than as for stri-

ving to increase the effect we place the

models in dissimilar circumstances.

We ought to study our models, as we at

present understand the use of light as to

character and adjustment.

It is impossible to lay down an absolute

principle in this respect, because the ex-

ceptions here almost establish the rule.

A soft and diffuse lio-ht is the most fa-

vorable, indeed, for taking a fair young
lady, as it gives to the effects an exquisite

charm.

On the other hand, however, a vivid,

though not diffuse light, is capable of pro-

ducing striking effects of vigor, and of a

remarkable sharpness.

There are then two opposite states which

are able to induce good results, but it is evi-

dent that the first should be preferred as a

general custom.

If now, instead of a fresh and brilliant

complexion, as we find it in the north of

Europe, we have it of a southern nature,

strongly colored, it will be particularly ne-

cessary to place the person in a very dif-

fuse light, (coming from all sides,) in order

to reveal the least possible shade. We pro-

ceed now to explain the reason.

The formation of the imao-e arisinfj from
the reduction of a part of the iodide of sil-

ver which covers the surface of the paper^

the harmony of the picture results from
the affinity which is set up between the

luminous vigor of the light parts and the

shades. It is necessary for this reason that

the parts which are in the shade should re-

flect sufficient light to produce the chemical

action which reveals the lisihts and shades

in the image. If these conditions are not

fulfilled, it will follow that the luminous

parts only of the model will be shown upon
the proof.

We have discovered that if the model of

a very dark complexion is strongly lighted,

the shades would have a vigor which de-

stroyed all harmony between the shades

and the light parts.

Yet it must not be imagined that by pro-

scribing vigorous shades, we relinquish im-

portant effects. This would be an error

which experience would very quickly ban-

ish, for nothing is more easy than to arrive

at effects of an extreme power, without

having recourse to a very bright light dur-

ing the exposition.

We can obtain powerfully opposite ef-

fects, with a mild light and without vigor-

ous shades, by lighting the model in such a

manner that the clear parts may be perfect-

ly distinct from those opposed to light.

Hence it also follows that the limit of

exposition for every possible model is pre-

cisely that required for representing it in

light and shade and giving the details in

the shades, if a result is wished for which

shall be acceptable in an artistic point of

view, for there is nothing possessing posi-

tive shade in nature, which has not its re-

lative shades.

These principles well comprehended will

suffice to guide the operator in the manner
of lighting his model. We have only to

recommend him to always regard the na-

ture of the light upon his model, with a

view to an agreeable result. Thus, for ex-

ample, if the portrait is seen from three

quarters, the light must come from the
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right or left, so that the face may be more
forcibly clear on one side than the other : a
perfect view of the face equally light on
both sides would produce a disagreeable

effect; we recommend the operator, more-
over, to assure himself fully, whether the

portrait with the ground of the picture

shall be taken in light or in shade.

If the person has blue eyes it is absolute-

ly necessary to turn them in the sbade, in

order to strengthen their tone. As to

strength of tons, it is very evident that the
most transparent blue eye is of a stronger
shade in painting than "the most forcible
shades of the head.

In the photogenic action, a bright blue
eye will reflect more light than the com-
plexion even of the person, in such a man-
ner that the result will be inverse, because
the eye will be more clear than the tones of
the complexion.

Operators pretty generally remark that
they are liable to obtain the hands too
light

; this more frequently occurs when
the models are placed in a sitting position,
the hands lying upon the lap receive the
light vertically and consequently become
brighter than the head : this fact claims
our attention.

We have no reason for prohibiting
gloves in photographic portraits. We do
not see why the photographer more than
the painter or the sculptor should be
obliged to deviate from the exactitude of
the portrait, which is capable ot becoming
in future a precious historical mark, or
finally of the picturesque which springs
from the employment of accessaries. The
glove also might be a means of concealing
the too long fingers, which one dislikes to

see in a perfect portrait under any circum-
stances

;
yet the color of the gloves should

be chosen with reference to the harmony
of the picture, in order that the hand may
receive a desirable degree of coloration :

it will be necessary, therefore, to reject the
white gloves in most instances.

We come now to position of the model

;

this is a matter of taste, of individuality
;

it is an artistic study of the model ; the

manner of holding the head, and attitude—all that is peculiar to each individual.

Observe at a certain distance a nume-
rous group of men, all uniformly clad :

do you see no distinguishing trait t should

you find them alike in your habitual inter-

course in society, you have made yourself

acquainted with the whole world.

It is this knowledge of the peculiar type
of each individual, in order to arrive at

and represent character in the execution of

his work, which constitutes the predomi-
nant talent of the portrait painter.

It is not essential for this purpose in pho-
tography that a person should show us his

peculiar characteiistics for our recognition.

The photographer, who takes in a single in-

stant the whole of the model which is pre-

sented to him, has then an immense advan-

tage over the painter, who does not arrive

at this ensemble exGQ'pt by the reproduction

of each part taken separately. Yet photo-

graphic portraits are far from being like-

nesses !

It becomes us to search out the reason

—

We attribute it to two causes : the first is

where the operator pays no attention to

some peculiarities of his models, and places

them in a position directly in opposition to

their cus'omary way. The second is that

where the operator neglects the effects of

perspective, and destroys the harmony of

the picture by magnifying the parts of the

model which are placed in relief and di-

minishing those which are more in the back
ground.

A little practice, some taste, and much
observation are therefore necessary to the

photographer.

Our acquaintance with the instrument

to be employed is also indispensable.

For an image to be correct at the focus

of the camera obscura, it must be brought

upon a singrls plane—the lens on a right

line with the middle of the picture and at

the centre of its axis. This is a rule which

cannot probably be brought into practice for

portraits, since the model presents parts

which arc in relief and also parts which are

in retreat, because the model is what we
call in the expression of art, bas-relief.

These same dispositions of the model exist

for the eye of the painter, but they are

corrected in his execution ; for, if perspec-

tive is one of the essential conditions of a

work of art, it is inadmissable in the de-

sign of the figure. Thus, we have no
knowledge of portraits of great masters

where the individual had one hand larger

and coarser than the other, which, however,

should be the case if the painter executed

liis design mathematically, because it never
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happens that the two hands of a person can

be placed at the same distance from the eye

of the artist. It is thought that the art

has failed unless it is removed from preci-

sion, since a vigorously exact execution,

will have the result of deforming the models

which it may represent.

The painter, bang placed near his model,

the lines and conditions which this model
would present to him, if it were situated at

a sufficient distance for his eye to take in

the tout ens'mhle^ renders it imperfect.

It is therefore necessary, in order that

a photographic proof should have all its

perfection, that the distance of the object-

glass from the object to be reproduced

should be such, that all parts of the object

may be produced with equal clearness at

the focus of the camera obscura.

For this purpose any variations of place

which occupy any parts of the picture in

connection with the principal place must
be rectified. In the portrait, the head
is evidently the principal plane. The
model should therefore be placed in such

a manner that all parts of the body shall

coincide with this plane. In this state,

only, can we obtain the harmony of the

whole, which results from the just propor-

tion of every part.

Whenever it is desired to give grandeur
to the figure, it will always be a very great

advantage for the purpose of accuracy of

the design, to make use of the largest ob-

ject-glasses possible (admitting that they

are well-constructed), for the model can be

placed at a greater distance in proportion

to the increased size of the object-glass.

It is evident that, when a large figure

is produced by a small instrument, the

prominent parts of this figure are exaggera-
ted. For this reason, not only are the

hands too large in comparison with \h&

head, but the nose and lips are too much
in relief for the rest of the fio-ure.

1 he opmion so generally prevalent, and
unfortunately too well founded, that the

daguerreotype disfigures, is owing to the

fact that operators neglect to observe these

elementary but inflexible principles of li-

near perspective.

In portraits of women, we must avoid

shades which are too forcibly delineated.

The shade of a very prominent cheek bone,

and the mark of a double chin, or of a pre-

mature wrinkle always takes too much vi-

gor. When we take the portrait of one
of these women who may be called hand-
some rather than beautiful—who at least

would appear so, when viewed at a dis-

tance, and whose appearance is not so flat-

tering by a nearer approach, since trouble

and age have left the traces of thtir pas-

sage,—we ought to banish the diaphragm,

as it would have the efi"ect of representing

them in the same conditions as when we
see them too near. Now, in photography,

as in every other art, it should not fail to

be pleasing, whenever it can be so, without

detracting from truth, by putting into re-

quisition every means possible to give a

charm to the result.

ORNAMENTS, SCULPTURE AND STATUARY.

This kind of model will be re-produced

in size, according to the diffusion and soft-

ness of light, whether the piece of statuary

be of white marble or bronze. In both

cases, the use of a too vivid light must be

avoided ; the luminous parts would be too

much revealed, the shades too powerful,

the demi-tints too feeble in the t-ansition

from lio-ht to shade, and the result would

be dry^ without harmony, and incomplete.

Weather is of no consideration in the

production of these kinds of proofs, and

preference should be given to preparations

which are richest in reducible materials

—

in which the action is accomplished most

uniformly and with most power in every

part, so that we need not anticipate a long-

er period for exposition.

MONUMENTS.

Before reproducing a monument, we
must decide under what aspects and condi-

tions the beauty which characterizes it,

will be best represented, whether in relief

or otherwise, and shape the means in ac-

cordance with our decision. If we wish to

obtain a detailable design of an elevated

plan, we must choose a time when the

building is not brightened by the sun, and

make use of a preparation which is slowly

acted upon during the exposition.

We pursue the same course when we
wish to take the interior of an edifice.

Parts which are struck by light are ex-

tremely brilliant, while those in the shade

are too forcible and fail in transparency.

The shades are scarcely manifest if we ar-

rest the exposition before the limit necessa-

ry for the full maturity of the clear parts.
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This also explains why slightly energetic

means should be preferred, since we can,

by their aid, prolong the exposition until

the parts which are in the shade can be
well rendered, without altering the design

of the parts which are in full light. It

would be otherwise if the monument was
less clearly shown ; then the most sensitive

preparations are not only preferable, but
necessary, for without their aid we would
not be able to obtain a proof.

We return to the subject of sculptural

monuments.
When employed with a view to pictu

resque harmony the sun is a powerful aux-
illiary for inducing sharp effects, and es-

pecially if the monument consists of stones
darkened by the weather ; but the most
favorable state for this kind of reproduction
is that where the monument is successively
clear by a full light and obscured by the

passage of a cloud. Weather a little cloudy
is the most favorable. If the passage of the
clouds occurs at too long intervals, and
does not admit of sufficient time for the ac-
aon of veiled light, the surface of the object
glass could be "covered, and the action of
full light thus be deferred at the moment it

commences to become clear. The succes-
sions of effects which results from the action

of a soft and feeble light, then vivid and
strong, produces incomparable beauties.

By proceeding immediately with an exposi-
tion in darkness which admits of obtaiuing
transparent shades, and by finishino; the
proof by a short exposition to the sun, we
arrive at a complete result.

The time of exposition may be decided
in the following manner :—If the monu-
ment is an old Gothic structure, deeply
sculptured and with corresponding projec-

tions, the least time deemed necessaiy,
were it effected in the shade alone, will be
given to the exposition in the shade, and
the exposition to the sun, will likewise be
the least time practicable were the exposi-
tion made entirely in the sun.

If the monument is modern and the stone
white, the time of exposition to the shade
must be increased and that to the sun di-

minished, according to the plainness of the
monument or its freedom from embellish-
ments. We thus see that by conducting
our operation with intelligence, we can ar"^

rive at effects excessively varied in the re-

production of the same monument.

LANDSCAPE.
We mean by landscape, a picture of ve-

getation, either with or without the sky for

the groundwork.
The sky and the vegetation require a

very intense chemical action.

A very clear sky in the negative proof

yields a bad result to the positive proof.

However slightly the sky may be tinted

there is danger that this tint will not be
familiar, and thus acquire such vigor of

tone as to bring it too near the principal

plan and omit the field of the picture.

The sky and the earth being represented

in the same tones, would give a detestable

eif.ct to the result.

It is necessary therefore, at least to

avoid clouds, and to prolong the exposition

sufficiently to insure a clear sky in the

fical result.

As we have several times repeated, bo-

dies become more brilliant and their shades

more powerful in proportion to the increas-

ed intensity of light which strikes them.

Now, in proofs of landscapes, the green

shade which predominates in the picture,

being the slowest to photogenic action, it

follows that the masses which are placed

in the shade remain without action on the

sensitive coat, while the foliage which is

struck by the light also reflects a vivid

light, so that the double inconvenience

occurs of rendering the lights too bright

and the shades too vigorous. There is no
truth in this kind of reproduction.

Remember well, that it is not the use

of accelerative means which is capable of

supplying this w^ant of truth, for if the

sensibility is sufficiently active to develop

the shades of the design, the clear parts

must be acted upon to such a degree as to

loose all detail ; it will do well with the

foliage in the shade, but those parts which,

are in the light will be nothing; more than
the white of the plate.

Notwithstanding the dangers of a too

vivid light we do not pretend that it is im-
possible to make a good landscape exposed

to the sun, and we are far from absolutely

proscribing the accelerative means, but we
only wish to undeceive the operator of the

generally received opinion, that the sun is

alwa3'S favorable to photograpLi? opera-

tions. It is the case, in short, when it is

desired to take nature as she appears. It

is for this reason that we do not admit the
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uniform method in the matter of execu-

tion.

When we wish to obtain the details in

the verdant positions and operate with the

strong light of the sun, it is found advan-

tageous to employ a preparation which per-

mits us to prolong the exposition in the

camera obscura. At the expiration of a

longer exposition, the action of light is

more uniform. The image appears cover-

ed with a transparent metallic coating, the

negative proof leaves a design unparallel-

led, and furnishes positive proofs of great

beauty. The albumbinous paper is espe-

cially adapted to this kind of result.

It is an error to think that the wind op-

poses the good execution of a landsc;ipe.

When the model is very much diminish-

ed, the distance of the objects from the

object glass is such that the slow displace-

ment produced by the wind is almost in-

sensible . If this displacement results from

slight gusts of wind which succeed each

other at intervals, the tree, the plant, and
the leaf, after the passage of the wind, re-

cover precisely their former position.

—

With a slow preparation and a long expo-

sition, the result is entirely satisfactory,

and it is impossible to discover that it has

been influenced by the prevalence of wind,

such is the clearness and correctness of the

design.

The necessity of prolonging the exposi-

tion is easily explained. Let us suppose,

for instance, that a preparation is employ-

ed which requires an exposition of thirty

seconds ; if the wind should blow, it is

evident that there would be movement in

the mass and confusion in the image. An
exposition of ten minutes is sufficient for

the photogenic action, and, unless the wind
is considerable and continued, it is rare

that the proof is defective
; there has been

confusion after a quarter or one-third of

that time. Active preparations are on the

contrary very valuable in reproducing the

animated landscape, because here the

movement is not a momentary, but a po-

sitive displacement, the model never whol-

ly resuming the place which it previously

occupied. For this reason, as the land-

scape will be executed with lively objects,

it will be necessary to use the most active

preparations and sacrifice to the accuracy

of form what it is impossible to obtain ex-

cept by a long exposition.

DESIGNS AND ENGRAVINGS.
Nothing is easier than this kind of re-

production. All parts of the picture being

on the same plane provided that the ob-

ject-glass is placed at the centre of the pic-

ture, on the same inclined plane, a regular

result as to lines are obtained, whatever
may be the preparation employed.

But if nothing is as easy to obtain as

the reproduction of an engraving, when an
irreproachable result is not acquired, some
experience in photography demands more
complete intelligence of photogenic effects

to arrive at and produce the design with

all its delicacy, its model and its colora-

tion.

The operator is here placed before a

work of art, it is not required of him to

make a sketch, but a reproduction : he
cannot then act mechanically, as it is too

often supposed, for he must attain a deter-

mined result beforehand, without falling

short or exceeding it. Thus, the opera-

tion which, imperfect, is very certainly

the easiest, requires to be well conducted,

and is a study infinitely more profound

than those which are reputed more diflS.-

cult.

We prove our assertion by an example :

If the engraving is very dark,—the ex-

position to the direct rays of the sun will be

more favorable for the reason that the

shades resist chemical action, and it must,

by vivid light
;
give vigor to the thin parts

of the engraving and thus induce transpa-

rency in the shades. An exposition to a

gentle light will render the action of its re-

serves in the shades too feeble ; these

shades will remain too diffuse, too vigorous

and without transparency.

If, on the contrary, the engraving is

very clear, the lights powerful and the

shades formed from careful etchings, with

little vigor, means must be resorted to for

strengthening their vigor by operating with

very little light ; the white parts of the de-

sign will always exercise an action, whe-
ther exposed to the shade or the sun, whilst

the more the shades are developed the bet-

ter it will be,, as the exposition will be more
prolonged and the light less vivid.

We understand now the artificial me-
thod for developing or enfeebling chemical

action upon a limited part of the picture.

From our remarks here it may be readi-

ly seen that, if it is possible to conduct the
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operation in such a manner as to adhere to

the eflfeets which the painter wishes to pro-

duce, it is also possible to modify them
"with a view to a better effect, to obtain

more vivid lights, more vigor, more outline,

more harmony, or less bareness ; to induce,

finally, a more satisfactory proof, in an ar-

tistic point of vijw, like the engraving itself.

There is here an extended career open

to photography on paper. We indulge the

hope that the day is not distant, w^hen pho-

tography will not only be a subject of study

for the painter, but also furnish him the

effects which it has been unable to produce

without his aid.

To be continued.

HELIOGRAPHS 02^ METALLIC PLATES.

A VISIT TO M. CLAUDET.

To the Editor of La Lumiere.
Sir :—One of the attractions of the In-

dustrial Exhibition, was, to me, the oppor-

tunity of examining the progress of photo-

graphy. I shall make no remarks on the

specimens I saw, nor on the relative superi-

ority of nations or of individuals, the sub-

ject, besides being a very delicate one to

handle, has been already most ably discuss-

ed by others. It is merely my desire, by
occupying a few columns of your paper on
Heliography, (the rapid progress of which
is without example and '•'' retcurnant a
nospremiers Tionoi'Sy''' " dulces argos'''' and
to that attractive and delicate impression

on metal which has so often thought to

have attained its apogee,) to impart to your
readers the impressions I received from
divers visits to M. Claudet, an amiable and
learned man, whose many and various pub-
lications have rendered his name familiar

to all those who have stood in the vestibule

of the Temple, and who for twelve years has

made the art his daily and nightly study,

and still continues with the same energy as

at first. To collect and verify facts he has

spared neither care nor expense. He has

created from his experience, a system of

his own ; a description of which, briefly

related, will overthrow many formed opin-

ions, and will constitute a small series, of

operations which I shall describe from the

first steps. Let it be understood that M.
Claudet obtained most excellent results,

that his specimens are on the whole remark-
able for their design, strength and accura-

cy of detail. Let us now see how he ar-

rives at these desired results.

OF PLATES, AND POLISHING.

M. Claudet does not purchase any plates,

but has sheets of plated copper made, such

as are used by silversmiths, requiring only

that they should be of one-twelfth, and the

silver pure. A workman, with shears, cuts

off a piece of this sheet, planishes it imme-
diately, and presents it at the end of an
iron rod, and in an appropriate holder, to

the surface of a wooden wheel covered with

velvet, and impregnated with oil and rot-

ten stone, and set in motion by a crank

;

then after having moved it for some time

from the centre outwards, wipes the copper

side, and passes it, still covered with the

material, to another workman, who imme-
diately places the silver side on a piece of

velvet, one end of which is rolled up in a

box, the other end spread on a board, the

whole length of which is about four feet

;

the extremity being almost as black and
soiled as the surface of the wheel on which

the polishing was begun. The plate being

moved onward with a rotary motion of the

hand, from the extremity where it is ap-

plied, coated with oil and rotten stone, final-

ly reaches the part of the velvet enclosed

in the box, brilliant with the polish it has

received, and ready to receive the sensitive

coating. No cotton ! no rouge ! no alco-

hol or essences ! Here is a triumph for the

partizans of the greasy school ! The
" Philhellines", as they were called, who
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had so lonsf. considered themselves van-

quished,

APPLICATION OF IODINE AND BROMINE*

The iodine box contains fn\7 a thin

sheet of pasteboard impregna o I with io-

dine. When its energy diminishes it is re-

placed by other similar sheets, from a box
in which they are continually oxposed to

the action of vapor of iodine, the grains of

which are attached to the bottom of the

box by a solution of Gum Arabic.

The plate is brought to the golden color

only, examined by daylight ; it is then re-

moved to a closet, and by candle-light

only, submitted to the vapcr of biomide of

iodine. By the use of this long disused

chemical, I have seen M, Claudet take

portraits in two or three seconds, under a

glazed paviilion, the light diminished by
curtains, the sky of London, and above all

by the use of the prism, and of a dia-

phragm, which cuts off nearly half the sur-

face of the lens. I must, moreover, re-

mark, that M. Claudet has always a num-
ber of plates coated in advance, and insists

that, in that state they may remain an in-

definite time without loss of sensitiveness,

provided they are protected from light and
chemical reaction.

EXPOSURE TO LIGHT.

M. Claudet strenuously insists on the

precautions, indicated to be used, in his

works, and which are in general neglected

by operators. His camera is enclosed in

a dark, movable chamber. To the ante-

rior part of the object glass, which is always

in connection with the prism, is attached

an appendige of black cloth, four or five

inches long. The window of the closet is

so constructed as to lengthen or contract

according to the distance required, and
forms part of a cone, of which the model is

the base , and the object glass the apex. The
object of all these precautions is to prevent

the action of the oblique rays on the an-

terior lens, thereby favoring to the utmost

the intensity of the action of the direct

rays. The background is neither blue nor

white, but of a neutral tint, verging to-

wards a light yellow ochre. During the

sitting, a screen of black velvet, with a

Ions handle is moved before the head and
too white shoulders of the fair Islanders.

In France, such a process would spoil all,

but English stoicism is in no way deranged
by it.^

This would be the place to introduce

M. Ciaudet'g views on the chemical and
visual focus. The makers of instruments
may have an object in evading the ques-
tion, but the fact is, that M. Claudet, to

obtain an extreme sharpness, in certain

cases when 1 saw him operate, drew his

focus on a marked sheet of paper, placed

in front of his sitter five inches from the

nose.

MERCURIALIZING.

The angle of 45'^', an angle so singular-

ly privileged at first, is entirely thrown
aside by M. Claudet. His bath is, in short,

a perfect plate box, with twelve vertical

grooves, in which he can place twenty-

four plates at once, back to back—a double

bottom contains the receptacle for mercury
and water, which is maintained at the pro-

per temperature by a gas lamp below it.

A well arranged ventilator destroys all ob-

noxious emanations. He maintains, con-

trary to all the recommendations of the

schools, that the state of the mercury is per-

fectly immaterial. He examined the con-

tents of the baths, on which he had been
working for some length of time, and not only

did they contain much less mercury than

we supposed necessary, but it was soiled and
covered with oxide, no part of a brilliant

surface could he perceive. He observed

that this mercury having been often spilt

on solder, was necessarily contaminated

with an admixture of lead and tin—and
that there was no disadvantage in working

with amalgams. This operation may be

correct as far as lead and tin are concern-

ed, but with zinc, my own experience must
contradict it, as I will illustrate by an ex-

tract from my note book on the 5th July

last

:

Having amalgamated some plates of zinc

belonging to a galvanic battery with which
Baron Gros silvered his plates, I poured

by mistake forty or fifty grammes of the

mercury I had used into a vial contain-

ing seven hundred and fifty grains of

pure mercury that had only been used

for Daguerrean purposes. I had, there-

fore, introduced a minute portion of oxide

and sulph. of zinc, having used sulph.

acid on the plate. It being the general

opinion that amalgamated metals will de-
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^elop the picture equally with mercury

alone, 1 paid but little attention to the

accident. Two months after, wishing to

make some specimens, I poured this mer-

cury in its proper bath, and after exposing

my plate as usual, was much surprised

to find that the only result obtained was a

green surface without the least trace of a

picture. Suspecting some atmospheric

deransjement, repeated the experiment, but

with the same result.

I now perceived the real cause of the

failure, but wishing to obtain a most satis-

factory result I changed the lenses, the

camera, the iodine, bromine and cleaning

materials. The exposure, from five to

fifteen seconds. The plate came out in-

variably of an olive green color. I now
chariged the mercury, and immmediately

had my impressions perfect.

These operations differ but little from

general use. M. Claudet prefers the

chloride of gold to the salts of gold—his

plates not being bent over will hold a large

quantity, he heats with a very strong lamp

until the liquid boils.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

The most eccentric opinion entertained

by M. Claudet, and which he has most
successfully verified by experiments, is the

extraordinary latitude in the time of expo-

sure to light. He submitted to my in-

spection a number of plates, having circles

with numbered segments which has been

acted on by light during spaces of from one

to twenty seconds— with very clean plates

and equaliz d light, the variation of the

impressed segments was scarcely percepti-

ble between six and twenty seconds.

On another series of plates, on which he

had adopted the proportion of two, four,

eight, sixteen, the demonstration was ren-

dered still more evident. Another expe-

riment served to show how extensive is the

limit on plates overcharged with bromine

of iodine, before they lose their sensibility

to light. He took a plate, iodized to gold-

en yellow and exposed it for ten minutes,

then covering the bath with a glass plate,

so as to cover three-quarters of the silver

plate, he lefc it over the quick five minutes

more—withdrawing the glass another quar-

ter, five minutes more, he then finished by
a complete exposure of the whole plate for

two minutes to destroy the action of the

light, which had effected the surface during

our examination. There were found on
the plate four distinct zones, represented

by twelve, seventeen, twenty-two and twen-

ty-seven minutes of exposure, on this plate

he made a copy of a marble group of the

three graces, the light, uniform tint of the

marble being a certain means of discover-

ing the difference of tone on the plate.

There are now perceptible between
twenty- seven, twenty-two, and seventeen

minutes exposure, to very attractive eyes, a

slight difference was seen on the portion

exposed for twelve minutes, not even ob-
servable unless pointed out, and being ex-

actly on that portion where the three

heads threw a slight shadow, was after all

perhaps of the exact required proportion.

Although the parts marked by the lower

number may not have been exactly repre-

sented, owing to the diffusion of the bro-

mine vapor under the glass, it is neverthe-

less certain that the zones were visible, and
consequently that the experiment is of real

value, and combined with the results ob-
tained by Mr. Claudet. I must not finish

this letter without mentioning the appear-
ance and enthusiastic reception of a small

optical instrument, the threoscope of

Wheatsone, and most ingeniously and cu-
riously applied to the daguerrectyps by M.
Soleil, I believe, of Paris. He submitted to

the focus of his lenses two portraits of the

same person taken under a different ano-le.

One portrait only is perceived with a
rounded and statue like form which is truly

stonishing. F. A. Delaeivjere.
London^ Avgust^ 1851.
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From ehe Western World.

DAatTESREOTYPINC* SIMPLIFIED.

BY J. n. FITZGIBBON, OF ST. LOUIS, MO.

It is a well known fact, that until very

recently a veil of secrecy, has been thrown

over many of the manipulations of this

beautiful art, so as to mistify its operations

to the new beginner in such a manner that

the more he experimented the more he got

lost in a labyrinth of uncertainty and doubt,

until at last he abandoned its pursuit, fully

convinced in his own mind of the inutility

of further prosecuting a system of experi-

ments wherein he cojid not hope to attain

anything like success. One chief reason

of this is the complete want of confidence

amono-st operators.—A total absence of

that esprit du corps which should invaria-

bly accompany the pursuit of any of the

liberal arts or sciences ; but, this want of

confidence among Daguerreotypists can

readily be accounted for by the ease with

which almost any person can enter the pro-

fession and assume to himself the title of

artist. Like the profession of the Law its

gates are thrown wide open to all alike who

wish to enter ; the consequence of which

liberality is, that its temple is dissecrated

and its altars polluted by any pretender

that has not the slightest love for the beau-

tiful in either art or nature. Until very

recently, if a Daguerrean should by acci-

dent put a few drops more or less of acid

in his Bromine, or a little Iodine or any

other ingredient which is used in the pre-

paration of Quick or sensitive, he immedi-

ately announced to the Daguerrean world

that he had made a wonderful discovery,

and for a consideration varying from ten

to fifty dollars was willing to impart his

profound knowledge to those verdant prac-

titioners who are thirsting for wisdom. A
dozen instances could be adduced of the

grasping and insatiate avariciousness of

disposition of some of the fraternity who
have made and still make money by the

sale of their recipes " for removing spots

off pictures", "the prevention of pictures

from blueing", '* How to make chloride of

gold", " To galvanize plates", " To keep

dampness out of Iodine", '* To make Black

Polish", " To take the chemical focus",

" To clean Buffs", " How to color pic-

tures," and many other things which new
beginners have to pay well for ere they can
be properly inducted into the mysteries of

Daguerreotyping. How then can we won-
der at the number of inferior pictures, or

the herds of indifferent and bad operators

that now flood the land in every direction }

Where there is no intercommunication, no
free interchange of thought or opinion,

there can be no confidence between opera-

tors, the consequence of which must ne-

cessarily be a system of unsatisfactory ex-

periments without producing the slighest

benefit to themselves or the fraternity at

large.*

I would here state that ever since I

commenced the practice of the profession,

I have endeavored to do away with every

thing like mystery and confine myself to

the most simple method possible. To my
pupils and the community of St. Louis

—

I leave the question to be answered how
far I have succeeded.

In proceeding to elucidate my process,

I will divide it into six parts, the first three

of which will be confined to plate cleaning
;

the fourth to coating with chemicals ; the

fifth to mercurying and chemicals, and the

sixth to finishing with general remarks.

First. Take the very best plates
"f
you

* There have lately appeared some valuable

works on Daguerreotyping from the pens ol a few
of our own artists, containing much useful infor-

mation, among which are " Hill's treatise on Da-
guerreotyping," " Snelling's Art of Photography,"

and " Humphrey's System of Photography," also

two works, one by S. D. Humphrey, published

semi-monthly in New York, called the Daguer-
rean .Journal , and another called the Photographic
Art-Journal by H. H. Snelling,published monthly.

t In a former paper I stated what I knew* from
practical experience to be the best, and I now reite-

rate it, notwithstanding the opinions to the con-

trary of others, that there are no plates equal to

those manufactured by the Scovill Manufacturing

Company.

j:
" Considered,'' would be a better w^rd here. Cart

of Savannah who is not excelled a? a Daguerrean, says

they art! nut the best, but that the French are. "Who
shnll decide when Doctors disagree ?" vv'e will,—one is

as good as the other, and much better.—Ed.
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can procure and turn down the edges if

they are not already turned down, then

slightly burn them with the spirit lamp and
leave them to cool on a slap ; then take

your plate and fasten it down on your plate

cleaning block, then take two ounces of

pure rain water, to which add twenty

drops of nitric acid and shake them well

together, and it is fit for use. Then take

some of the finest or best of cotton cloth

or fine carded cotton, prepared on purpose,

which comes in rolls : 3'ou then take some
of the finest rotten stone (some use tripoli)

.

With these articles your plates must be
cleaned. After dustino- the rotten stone

on your plate, put on a few drops of the

acid water, then take a small quantity of

the cotton, form it into a pellet and rub
your plate with a circular motion, occasion-

ally putting on more acid-water and rot-

ten stone ; while the plate is still damp, take

another piece of cotton and rub the plate

well until you take that entirely off
;
you

must still continue to rub for some time

until you feel that it is clean. If you have
any doubt about it, blow your breath
slightly on the plate, when, if not thorough-
ly clean, it will show for itself. After it is

thus far cleaned, take your plate ofi" the

block, being careful while doing so not to

lay hold of any part but the edges. A
small piece of cotton is now used to wipe
the edges with, so as to remove all foreign

substances which may have got on while

cleaning, which, when done, the plate is put
in the box until you are ready to buff it.

Second : Your buffs, whether hand or

wheel buffs, should be kept perfectly free

from dampness, as moisture is a great ene-

my to daguerreotyping. Heat should be
applied to your buff holders, and the first

thing to be done every morning upon en-
tering your laboratory should be to apply
heat, through means of the spirit-lamp, to

your buff holder and keep it there during
the day. Two buffs, one made from pre-
pared buckskin, I am in the habit of using,

on which the finest rouge which I can pos-
sibly procure is powdered after having
burned it very well on a piece of sheet iron.

The other I cover with a piece of drab
cotton velvet, this should be very well
rinsed in scalding hot rain water before

using it, on this buff put some calcined

Lamp-black, after having be an well burned
in asind-crucible buff with the buckskin
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buff first and then the velvet one to finish

on. After putting the plate on the holder,

particular care should be taken to remove

every particle of dust which may have

settled on the plate, by means of a gum-
elastic blower. You now proceed to buff

lightly, first with one buff, then with the

other, until all the cotton marks are oblite-

rated. The small plates, medium and
quarter, should be buffed about five min-
utes ; a longer time is required for the lar-

ger ones. The same care should be observ-

ed in handling the plates after buffing,

as before. You must also be particular

to brush the buffs well, at least once each

day, and must not let them get clogged up
with too much rouge or lamp-black.

Third : Galvanizing is as necessary to

plate cleaning as a good camera is to the

successful production of a fine picture.'"

There are many fine pictures produced on
plates that are not galvanized ; still I can

see no reason why the process of galvani-

zing is not beneficial. It makes the plates

more sensitive for an impression and a

shorter time is required for the impression
^

besides imparting a finer tone than those

not galvanized. Operators using them have
this advantage, that they can keep on hand
a greater number of clean plates which are

galvanized for a greater length of time in a

perfectly clean state than others not so

cleaned ; for it is a well known fact that

plates which are not galvanized will not

keep from day to day clean. The same
precaution should be observed before gal-

vanizing as before buffing, namely to keep
the plate free from dust. Dip your plate

in the solution of silver until it assumes a
light sky blue—say about one minute if

your battery is in good working order, then

take it out and wash it well with pure rain

water ; then it must be completely dried

over a spirit-lamp, you may then put it

into the plate box until you are ready to

take a picture, then you will rebuff it in the

same manner as you did at the first.

Plates so cleaned will last any length of

time and will be as good as if they had
been cleaned the day before.

Fourth : Chemicals and coating ; there

are as many different ways of coating the

plates as there are chemicals to bring out

* A small battery (Daniels) ia generally used,
1 although some operators are aot partial to them.
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tlie pictures. I shall here, however, con-

fine myself to my own method of coating

and to the chemicals I use. Good, tight

coating boxes should always be used. I

prefer using three of the deepest kind ; I

cover the bottom of the first box with cot-

ton cloth and spread on it some of the best

iodine so as to entirely cover the the bot-

tom. I then cover that with another piece

of the cloth and fasten up the box until I

am ready to use it. In the second, I

spread over the bottom dry Quick to the

depth of about halfan inch and immediate-

ly fasten up the box. When I use the

wet Quick I put one-half pint of rain- wa-
ter and about a table-spoon full of liquid

Quick in my coating box.'f in the third

box I use Iodine as in the first. The bene-

fit to be derived from using the third box

is, that you then know the exact propor-

tions of iodine you are using, whereas if

you use one iodine box, you will find it ra-

ther difficult to ascertain the due proportions

on your plate—especially in cold weather.

1 coat my plates in the following manner,

taking; care to have them free from all dust

spots and of a warm temperature, as they

come from the buffs. I put the plate first

into the box No. 1 and coat it over the

Iodine until it is a cherry red : then 1 put

lit over the box No. 2 until it becomes of a

.deep red or just turning to a slight steel

or grey color, when I place it over the box

Mo. 3 and coat it one-fifth of the first time

of Jodine for the dry Quick, and one third

for the wet Quick.* When using the wet

Quick I coat my plates a little lighter than

what I <io in using the dry in my dark

room.. The Hght is admitted freely while

coating, except when coating the second

time over the Iodine, when I coat entirely

in the dark. After coating, great care

should be taken to let no dust get on the

plate holder, if it does it is apt to get on
the plate in moving about and the picture

t The liquid Quick, which I use, is nothing more
than Bromine water which is allowed by our best

writers and artists, to be the finest Quick that can
possibly be used,—if you can at all manage the

working of it, which is very simple. The great

error operators fall into is, the making the mix-
ture too strong. One ounce of German Bromine
will make two quarts of Quick, I use it as mention-

ed above. A quantity of it thus prepared will last

about two weeks or longer.

* My dry Quick is composed of Bromine and
Lime.

becomes spotted. Although a north ligh^

is preferable, yet I believe good pictures

can be taken in any light. Sky lights seem
to be all the rage at present, but I believe

if operators knew as much about them be-

fore they had gone to the trouble and ex-

pense of constructing them ass they do af-

terwards, they would not have had them
made. In posing Jny sitters I endeavor

to place them in as easy and graceful s

position as possible, and by carrying on ai

conversation until I am ready to uncover

the camera tube—generally get a more
animated expression of countenance than 1

otherwise would do.

Fifth : After the impression, put your

picture over the mercury and leave it over

about three minutes, I heat up my mercu-

ry early in the morning at a certain point

and keep it there during the day.f

Sixth : Gilding and coloring, are parts

of the Daguerreotype process which re-

quire great care, if not skill, and either

adds to, or takes from the beauty of the

pictures.

Take of Hyposulphite one ounce put

into a pint of filtered rain or distilled

water, when dissolved, filter it again, when
it is ready for use. Pour the solution of

Hyposulphite of soda over the plate until

the chemicals disappear, then rinse well the

plate with rain water and pour on the gold

solution and with a slow heat gild the pic-

tures, keeping the solution in motion to

prevent it from staining or gilding too fast.

In using the chloride of gold, put fifteen

grains of gold to fifty-two of Hyposulphite

of soda in one pint and a half of rain water.

In mixing always poar^the gold on the

Hypo. When the salts of gold are used

all that is necessary is to mix one bottle of

the salts—fifteen grains to one quart of

water and then filter it. I now use salts

of ''gold altogether. In coloring the pic-

tures I believe the less coloring matter

used the better for their appearance. Such
is my own simple process given in as con-

cise a manner as possible, and I would say

t I am in the habit of filtering my mercury

once a week, and of washing my plate holders and

slides with a solution of Hyposulphite of Soda

about the same time. My rooms are sprinkled,

occasionally, with ammonia and a silver plate

hangs in my dark room to catch the floating che-

micals. My chemical boxes or bottles are never

open in my laboratory.
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in conclusion that there are many things

connected with the art into which I cannot

enter in this communication, but will mere-

ly remark that the great secret of success

in the process is to have all things in or-

der, use the best materials, and though last

cot least, have some taste yourself for some-

thing more than the almighty dollar, and

my word for it money will come all the

quicker. I have hastily sketched my own
method of proceeding for the benefit of

those who really love the art and are desi-

rous of practising it, and also as a guide

to my pupils in their manipulations.

ON THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE TO THE FINE AND USEFUL ARTS.

BY ROBERT HUNT.

HELIOCHROMIE.
The name of Heliochromies or sun-co-

loring, is very appropriately given to a pro-

cess by which photographic pictures in their

natural colors are obtained. The name
originally proposed for sun-drawing by M.
Niepce was Heliograpky^ which is in

every respect far preferable to photogra-

phy, which signifies light-drawing ; where-
as, we have every reason for believing that

these pictures are produced by a principle

associated with light, but which gives none,

that is, it possesses no illuminating power.

The problem of the production of color

upon sensitive tablets by the action of the

radiations, from the colored surfaces of na-
tural objects, the colored copy correspond-

ing with the hues of nature, is now solved.

We have previously stated (Art-Journal,

p. 188) that M. E. Becquerel in Paris

and Mr. Hill in the United States have
succeeded in producing colored pictures by
the action of the solar rays upon metallic

plates. The former published his process,

the latter has not yet done so.

Since that time, the nephew of M.
Neipce, one of the earliest investigators of

this important subject, has circulated speci-

mens of the colored pictures, called by him
Heliochromie, and we have had an oppor-
tunity of inspecting several of them—the

personal gift of M. Niepce to Mr. Malone.
There is sometning so exquisitely charm-
ing in these pictures—though the process

is still imperfect, and the production of

them involves such very important scienti-

fic considerations, that we are anxious to

embrace the earliest opportunity of putting

the readers of the Art-Journal in possession

of all the facts of the progress of discovery,

and such explanations of the process and
of the physical phenomena, as we are in

possession of.

Without entering into a discussion which
has been carried on for a long period, as to

the phenomena of color, it is necessary for

the perfect understanding of the results ob-

tained, that the chromatic conditions of a

decomposed sunbeam should be clearly ap-

preciated, and the relation of this colored

image to the chemical effects obtained, dis-

tinctly understood. A pencil of light is

passed through a prism and we obtain an
elongated image consisting of a beautifully

colored set of bands. There are three pri-

maries, red, yellow, and blue, which by
inter-combination give rise to other tints,

so that altogether we are acquainted with

nine colored rays,—crimson, red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet, and la-

vender. The colors of natural objects are

produced by the decomposition of the rays

of light, this being effected by some pecu-
liar surface action. Now, if we expose a

piece of photographic paper or a daguerreo-

type plate, to the action of this spectrum,

or to the radiations from colored surfaces,

we shall find that the chemical effect has

no relation to the intensity of light belong-

ing to the colored ray. For example, sup-

posing the colored image of the nine rays

to fall upon a sensitive tablet, the result is

of the following curious character, —one of

the red rays protects the paper from all
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change, the other -ugually makes a red im-

pression ; the orange and yellow rays have

no chemical action, though these have the

most illuminating power. The chemical

action commences in the green ray, rapid-

ly increases in energy in the blue, and
exerts its maximum power over the space

covered by the indigo, violet and lavender,

still continuing with much energy over a

space beyond the lavender, in which no light

can be detected. It was upon the consi-

deration of these peculiarities—clearly

proving that ordinarily there was a remark-

able want of agreement between the actinic

power of sunbeams, and the chromatic phe-

nomena depending upon it,—that M. Biot

wrote the following passage :

—

" Substances of the same tint, may pre-

sent, in the quantity, or the nature of the

radiations which they reflect, as many di-

versities, or diversities of the same order,

as substances of a difierent tint ; inversely

they may be similar in their property of

reflecting chemical radiations, when they

are dissimilar to the eye ; so that the dif-

ference of that which they present to the

eye may entirely disappear in the chemi-

cal picture. 1 here are difiiculties inhe-

rent in the formation of photographic pic-

tures, and tliey show, 1 think, evidently,

the illusion of the experimenters who hope

to reconcile, not only the intensity, but

the tints of the chemical impressions pro-

duced by radiation, with the colors of the

objects from which these rays emanate."

These were the natural suggestions of

the mind when merely considering the or-

dinary phenomena of the chemical action

of the solar spectrum. But, had M. Biot

been himself an experimenter in photogra-

phy, it is scarcely to be supposed that a

man of his acute mind would have taken

go limitted a view of the phenomena as is

involved in the above considerations. Color

is a result of a peculiai- condition of the

surface^ and if the different rays produce

a dissimilar molecular or chemical change,

there is no reason why the result should

not be the production of chromatic impres-

sions. The yellow rays produce a small

amount of chemical action, but that may
result in such a molecular arrangement as

•will determine the reflection of yellow light

and so of the other rays. In fact, in 1840,

Sir John Herschel published an account of

some experiments in which the production

of color was very evident, and on papei'

prepared with a brown vegetable juice he
obtained an impression of the spectrum
colored from end to end, the color of each
ray being impressed in the natural order.

Subsequently Sir John Herschel wrote
;

" I have got specimens of paper, long

kept, which give a considerable better re-

presentation of the spectrum in its natural

colors, than I had obtained at the date of

my paper (Feb. 1840), and that light on
a dark ground^ but at present I am not

prepared to say that this will prove an
available process for colored photographs^

though it brings the hope nearer." In

April 1840, the author of these papers, in

a memoir, entitled " Experiments and Ob-
servations on Light, which has permeated
colored media," described some curious

results obtained on those photographs which

are prepared with the Hydriodic salts, ex-

posed to luminous influence with colored

fluids superposed
;
permitting, as distinct-

ly isolated as possible, the permeation of

the violet and blue, the green, the yellow,

and the red rays—under each of these a

complementary color was induced. In Jan'y

1841, the author prepared some papers

with the bichromate of potash and a very

weak solution of nitrate of silver ; a piece

of this paper was exposed behind four co-

lored glasses, which admitted the passage

respectively of, first, the violet, indigo, and

blue rays ; second, the blue, green, and a
portion of the yellow rays ; third, the

green, yellow, and orange rays, and fourth,

the orange and red rays The weather

being extremely foggy, the arrangement

was attended to for two days, being allow-

ed to lie upon a table opposite a window,

having a southern aspect. On examining

it, it had, under the respective colors be-

come tinted of a blue, a green, and a red,

while beneath the yellow glass the eliange

was uncertain, from the peculiar color of

the paper. These results were obtained

without a gleam of sunshine. In the

" Researches on Light," will be found se-

veral other experiments, particularly some

with the fluoride of silver, which sufficient-

ly showed the production of colored pho-

tographs to be within the limits of proba-

bility. To M. EdmondBecquerel is how-

ever certainly due the discovery of the

mode of preparing a metallic plate in such

a manner as to produce a tablet suscepti-
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ble of chromatic impressions. This was
eflfected by the young French experimen-

talist about two years since ; his process

consisting essentially in the formation of

chloride of silver, or probably of a sub-

chloride upon a metallic plate. In the

camera obscura, highly-colored images were

copied, and the copies gave colors of the

natural character. In this way, however,

only large masses of color, as the colors of

a geological map, were copied, and impres-

sions of the spectrum obtained. By far the

most important investigation has been car-

ried out by M. Niepce de St. Victor, an

abstract of whose Memoir we hasten to

communicate to the readers of the Art-

Journal.

The Memoir is entitled, " Upon the

relation existins; between the colors of cer-

tain colored flames, and the Heliographic

images colored by light."

When a plate of silver is plunged into a

solution of sulphate of copper and chloride

of sodium, at the same time that it is ren-

dered electro-positive by means of the vol-

taic battery, the chloride formed becomes
susceptible of coloration, when having been
withdrawn from the bath, it receives the

influence of light. This was the discovery

of M. Edmond Becquerel ; M. Sainte

Victor had been led to think that a rela-

tion existed between the color communica-
ted by a body to a flame, and the color de-

veloped upon a plate of silver, which should

have been chloridated with the body which
colors this flame.

The bath in which the plate of silver

was plunged, was formed of water satura-

ted with chlorine, to which was added a

chlbride possessing the quality of coloring

flames.

It is well known that strontium gives a

purple color to flames in general, and to

that of alcohol in particular. If we pre-

pare a plate of silver and pass it into water
saturated with chlorine, to which is added
some chloride of strontium, and when thus

prepared we place upon it some colored de-

sign, of red and other colors, and then ex-

pose it to the sunshine, after six or seven
minutes we shall perceive that the colors of

the image are reproduced upon the plate,

but the reds much more decidedly than the

others. When we would produce success-

fully the other rays of the solar spectrum,

we act in the same manner we tiave indica-

ted for the red ray, employing for the orange

the chloride of calcium, or that of uranium
for the yellow, or hypochlorite of soda, or

the chlorides of sodium and potassium. If

we plunge a plate of silver in the chlorine

liquid, or if we expose the plate to the va-

por we obtain all the colors by the light,

but the yellow only with any degree of vi-

vacity. Very fine yellows have been ob-

tained with a bath composed of water slight-

ly acidulated with muriatic acid with a salt

of copper.

The green rays are obtained with boracic

acid or the chloride of nickel ; also with all

the salts of copper.

The blue rays are obtained with the

double chloride of copper and ammonia.
Indigo rays are obtained with the same
substance.

The violet rays are obtained with the

chloride of strontium and the sulphate of

copper.

AH the substances which give colored

flames give also colored images by the light.

If we take any of the substances which do

not give color to flame, we do not obtain

colored images by the light ; we produce

upon the plate a negative image composed
merely of black and white as in the ordina-

ry photographs. Those substances which

give white flames, as the chloride of anti-

mony, the chlorate of lead, and the chloride

of zinc, yield us color by luminous action.

All the colors of a picture have been pro-

duced by preparing a bath composed of the

dento-chloride of copper ; and Niepce states

that this salt, thrown into burning alcohol,

produces a variegated flame according to

the intensity of the fire ; and it is nearly

the same with all the salts of copper mixed
with chlorine.

•'If," says Niepce de St. Victor, " we
put a salt of copper in liquid chlorine, we
obtain a very sensitive surface by a single

immersion ; but the result of the mixture
is seldom good. I prefer taking the deuto-

chloride of copper, to which I add three or

four pounds of water—this bath gives very

good results. I prefer, however, a mixture

of equal parts of chloride of copper and of

chloride of iron, with three or four parts of

water ; the chloride of iron has, as those of

copper, the property of being impressed

on the plate of silver, and of producing

many colors, but they are infinitely more
feeble, and the yellow always predominates,
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and this agrees witli the yellow color pro-

duced in flame by the chloride of iron."

If we form a bath composed of all the

substances which separably give a domi-

nant color, we obtain very lively colors;

but the great difficulty is the mixing in

proper proportions, for it happens nearly

always that some colors are found exclu-

ded by others. By care, however, we
ought to arrive at the reproduction of all

the colors. There exists many difficulties,

more indeed than in any of the ordinary

processes of photography. We cannot al-

ways depend upon obtaining the same re-

sults with the same materials, owing princi-

pally to the difficulty of preserving the so-

lution at a uniform strength. Liquid chlo-

rine is necessary, the application of dry

chlorine will not produce the same result

The action of heat upon these prepared

plates is, in some respects, analogous to

the effects of light. By warming a plate

over a spirit-lamp we produce successfully

the following tints—brown red ; a cerise

red ; scarlet ; and red having a whitish tint.

Numerous experiments have been made
by St. Victor to produce the colors upon
the salts of silver and copper spread on pa-

per, but hitherto without success, a metal-

lic plate of silver—the plated copper an-

swers—must be employed
Iodine and bromine, and their salts have

been tried, but they will not produce a sur-

face capable of developing colors. Chlo-

rine, in the state of chlorates or chlorides,

is the only substance which possesses the

property of being colored by light, when
chemically combined with metallic silver.

The mode of operating recommended is,

to form a bath with one-fourth by weight

of the chloride, and three-fourths of water.

When the muriatic acid is used with a salt

of copper, we must add one-tenth of water.

When the bath is composed of several sub-

stances, it is essential to filter the solution

carefully, so as to obtain very transparent

solutions, and it must be preserved in a

well stoppered bottle.

The quantity necessary to prepare two

or more plates should always be taken, be-

cause the bath is weakened considerably at

each operation ; it can, however, be ren-

dered active by the addition of a few drops

of muriatic acid.

The purer the silver employed, the more
perfect is the impression, and the more in-

tense the colors.

The plate being very highly polished,

which is best effected by tripoli powder and
ammonia, is connected with the battery,

and then plunged into the bath, and kept
there for some minutes ; it is then taken

from the bath, washed in a large quantity

of water, and dried over a spirit-lamp. The
surface thus produced is a dull neutral tint,

often almost black, and upon exposing it to

the light, the colors are produced by re-

moving the blackness ; the surface is, in

fact, eaten out in colors. The sensibility

of the plate appears to be increased by the

action of heat, and when brought by the

spirit lamp to the cerise red color it is in

its most sensitive state. At present, how-
ever, the plates cannot be rendered very

sensitive, two or three hours being requir-

ed to produce a decided effect in the ca-

mera obscura. It is, however, already

found that the fluoride of sodium will very

much accelerate the operation.

The fixation of the colored image is,

however, still a point of considerable diffi-

culty, and although a certain degree of

permanence has been recovered, the colors

fade out by exposure, and eventually pass

away. A kind of lacquer appears to have

been applied to the plates we have seen,

and ordinary diffused light does not seem
to produce much change upon them.

Such is an outline of the researches of

M. Niepce de Saint Victor, as communi-
cated by him to the Academy of Sciences

;

he is still zealously occupied in the enquiry,

and we hope very shortly to be enabled to

communicate some yet more important re-

sults. The problem is, however, solved
;

we can produce pictures by the agency of

the solar beam in natural colors ; that prin-

ciple which gives to the exterior world the

charm of color, will so regulate the chemi-

cal agency of the actinic power with which

it is associated, that, on properly prepared

surfaces, the images are painted in their na-

tive hues. The heliochromie will, we have

no doubt, in a short time enable the artist

to catch the ever-varying tints of nature

and preserve them as studies. This is cer-

tainly one of the greatest steps made in

photography.
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BROOKLYN ART-UNION.

BY GABRIEL HARRISON.

It is with more tlian ordinary pleasure

that I take up the pen to speak of, and re-

cord the existence of the above Institution,

and even had I started with an exclama-
tion, still would it seem that the pen was
lame in according the subject proper no-

tice, for at last there are found men capa-

citated to think and plan for themselves, and
to give us a structure dedicated to art

;

refined and original in its archetype—

a

temple reared to uphold the beautiful and
inspiring, without having a lottery wheel
for its corner-stone, or a dice-box for its

cupola. Really, under this new phasis of ac-

tion, one would think that our national

mimicry of all that concerned art haddepart-
ed from our midst and that the spirit forms
of Guilio Romano, Raphael, Giovanni de

XJdine, Vandyke, Angelo and others, had
verily come and in resurrection whispered
into our ears, that art could be cherished

and entertained in the United States with-

out looking to foreign lands for material

;

and more especially such debased material as

hitherto furnished by Germany and Great
Britain, and which at present forms the four

walls of all the art-unions, now attempting

to elevate and nurse art in this country.

That the germ for art is among us and is

part of our great national being, I think,

there is no man who knows anything of

our national history and character of topo-

graphy will pretend to deny. The wild,

romantic reality connected with the disco-

very of our country—the blessed spirit that

actuated the pilgrim fathers to trace their

way through strange waters, and, in the

nipping blast of ripe winter, to plant on
our frozen shores their standard of religious

freedom—the adventuresome and battle-like

spirits of the aborigines of the land, and
the stupendious boldness of our forefathers

in severing the yoke that bound them ; to-

gether with the endless variety of scenery

—mountains, valleys, lakes and rivers,

—

our spring, with its luxuriant beds of green,

innumerable all-colored birds, flowers and
gigantic trees ; fullbloommg summer, and
fairy colored fall with its purple, crimson,

and golden foliage; all these beautiful, pic-

turesque things constantly before our eyes

must be imbibed in our flesh and blood, for

the very atmosphere seems impregnated

with the best of materials for the artist's

study. And if the passion is looked after

and properly nursed, in a half century our

country will not only be great in political

and mercantile existence, but will be re-

splendent with her master in art.

I could go on, and without end ennume-
rate the many advantages my countrymen

have, over all others, to improve them in

art. Some may smile at this assertion and

ask, where are our schools for study and

tuition, the cartoons, the flat, the round

and the antique ? In answer to this, if

we will go back to the ancients, when art

first took attention, we find that the sha-

dow of a man marked by the outlines only,

gave birth to it. This was starting where

every artist should start, at the very por-

tal of nature, and if Phidias and Cananus
had tarried for a school in sculptur-

'ing and painting they would not have

adorned the 83rd Olympiad, A. M., 3556,
and we find that all of the most prominent

masters who have shed lustre on the histo-

ric page of art, imparted that lustre from

an originality possessed in their works.

Where did that originality come from and

why did one excel the other } Was it be-

cause one copied from the other, and at-

tended to a particular style in a certain

school } No, each saw beauties in nature,

and in their admiration, copied her ; the

fount of truth ; without which there is no

besinnino; in art. But, thank our luckv

stars ! America is about to have her be-

ginning. The arts, as well as sciences,

have had their happy ages in all other

countries; they triumphed longer in Greece

than in any other part of the world ; it be-

gan at the time of Pericles and improved up
to the death of Alexander's first successors,

a space of at least two hundred years ; but

without the fostering care of the people and

the steadfast appreciation of the noble and

powerful men of those ages, no matter how
much genius might have existed, there

would not have been the multitude of stars

casting out their liiiht and splendor, nor at

this late posterity, the palsied finger of time
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pointing out their names and works. We
are by nature a people of impetus

;
give us

an incentive and nothing can stay our pro-

gress^"; hold up your rewards, honors and
emulations and behold how soon you will

have your great painters and great pictures.

Rollin says, " what a laudable custom
prevailed at one time in many cities of

Greece, of exhibiting in the stores such as

succeeded best in the arts, of distributing

prizes to the victors in the sight and with

the applauses of a whole people.'' Greece
thought herself obliged to render as much
honor to the celebrated Polygnatus as she

could have paid to Lycurgus and Solon
;

to prepare magnificent entries for him into

the cities where he had finished some
paintings ; and to appoint, by a degree of

the Amphictyons, that he should be main-
tained at the public expense in all the public

places where he should go. What honors

have not the greatest Princes paid in all ages

to such as have distinguished themselves by
the arts ! We have seen Alexander the

Great and Demetrius Coliorcetes forget

their rank to familiarise themselves with

the two illustrious painters, and come where

they worked to pay homage in some man-
ner to the rare talents and superior merit

of those extraordinary persons. One of the

greatest emperors, Charles V, that reigned

in the west since Charleraaigne, showed the

value he set on painting when he made
Titian Count Palatine, and honored him

with the golden key and all the honors of

knighthood. Francis 1st, King of France,

his illustrious rival, as well in the actions

of peace as those of war, out-did him much,
when he said to the Lords of his Court, of

Leonardo di Vinci, then expiring in his

aims ;
" you are in the wrong to wonder

at the honor I pay thia great painter ; I

make a great many such lords as you every

day, but only God can make such a man
as he J now lose."

Princes who speak in this manner do

themselves at least as much honor as those

whose merit they extol and respect. It is

true, the arts, by the esteem kings profess

for them, acquire a dignity and splendor

that render them more illustrious and ex-

alted, but the arts in their turn, reflect a

like lustre upon kings, and ennoble them
also, in some measure, in immortalizing

their names and actions by works transmit-

ted to the latest posterity.

After such demonstrations as these, and
by such illustrious persons, it is not to be
wondered at, that a number of Brook-
lyn's brightest sons come forward in the

noblest and most disinterested manner, each

extending his hand with an honest fervor,

resolved to assist art in climbing up her

rugged path in this stilt infant land. The
prospectus, which is annexed, will speak

well for itself ; by all odds, it is the best

plan ever put forth for the formation of an

Art-Union, it is conceived in the proper

spirit, dignified, nothing ignoble and deba-

sing in the material of its organization, en-

tirely void of the spirit of gambling, and

will be so conducted by moral and high-

minded men that the most fastidious will

not hesitate to subscribe to its prosperity,

and visit with pleasure the chaste and beau-

tiful suite of rooms which are now being

erected through the patriotic and tasteful

feelings of a Mr. John O. Whitehouse, a

gentleman resident of Brooklyn. In my
humble opinion there is but one thing want-

ed to make the plan perfect; something by
way of emulation to the artist ; that is,

have a sinking fund of about five per cent.,

to be appropriated at the end of every five

years, either to send the most promising

young artist to Europe to study for a year
;

or offer the amount as a prize for the best

original production from the hands.of a na-

tive artist : for instance, if they have one

thousand subscribers annually at five dol-

lars each, their receipts will be five thous-

and dollars, the interest of which at five

per cent is two hundred and fifty dollars,

for five years twelve hundred and fifty dol-

lars, a sum sufficient to maintain an artist

for one year, in any part of Europe, in

princely style ; or a sum of sufiicient mag-

nitude to cause the best of our painters to

take up the gauntlet, and produce a work

of art which would do for an extraordinary

exhibition, the funds of which should be

devoted to produce other works of art for a

National Gallery in Brooklyn, and lastly

becoming one of the pictures of the said

Institute, By this procedure Brooklyn

would not only be enlightening her people

and creating in them a proper taste for

the chaste and refined, but would actually

be adorning her country with great produc-

tions in art, and draging native genius from

her Phoenix ashes.

The plan of the re- organization of the
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Brooklyn Art-Union, for the encourage-

ment of the Fine arts, upon the principle

of the accumulating Fund AssociatioLS is

as follows:

—

"Art Unions as at present constituted are

liable to many objections. They encou-

rage a spirit of gambling, wherein a few

members receive more than they invest,'

while the largest number receive but a

small return for their investment.
j

" The Fine Arts are deserving of encou-

ragement, inasmuch as they promote good

taste in the adornment of the dwellings of

the people. Embellishing a house with

Engravings, Paintings, and Statuary, con-

tributes to its attractiveness and promotes

a love of home. The proprietors of places

of public amusement and dissipation, allure

many to their retreats by embellishing them
with works of Art. The same means will

work a counter influence in favor of home.
" The City of Brooklyn, from its great

and growing population and the good taste

of many of its people as displayed in the

style of their buildings, is sufficient in it-

self to support a large Association for the

encouragement of the Fine Arts. It is

believed that one on the plan here propos-

ed will from its novelty and advantages,

receive members from beyond our own
city.

" It is proposed to form an Association

upon the plan of a Joint Stock Association

divided into shares. Every member to

hold one or more shares. The price for

each share to be §5 per annum, payable

half yearly in advance. The par value of

each share shall, including dividends on
profits, be fifty dollars, to be returned to

each member in Engravings, Paintings, or

Statuary of his own selection.

" The afifairs of the Association shall be
managed by a board of 24 directors, from
whom shall be elected a President, two
Vice Presidents, and a Treasurer The
Board shall appoint a Manager of the ex-

hibition, who shall also act as Secretary to

the Board.
" There shall be an exhibition of the As-

sociation on every week day, at such hours
as the Board shall designate, to which all

members shall have access and introduce

their fiiends. There may also be extraor-

dinary exhibitions, to which members and
their families may have access, but a
charn;e shall be made to all others.

"Artists belonS;ino: to the Association shall

have the right to exhibit their works at the

Association, and by it efiect sales, for which

they shall be charged a commission.
" The Board shall have the power to pur-

chase works of Art for the Association.

"The Board in particular shall every year

purchase Engravings of different kinds, so

that there shall be, at least, one kind for

every 100 members. The Engravings shall

be disposed of at the ordinary retail prices.

" Every member shall have the right

to purchase Engravings, Paintings, and
Statuary of the Association, on account

of the shares held by him. The En-
gravings shall not exceed in value one

fourth of the amount standing to a mem-
ber's credit during the first two years, nor

one half of such amount for the next three

years. The Paintings and Statuary shall

not be removed until their whole value is

standing to a member's credit on his shares,

and until they have been at least a year

on exhibition. Members may select Paint-

ings and Statuary in anticipation of the

value of their shares.

" Members may procure through the As-
sociation, Paintings or Statuary to be exe-

cuted by such Artists as they may select

and the value thereof shall be paid out of

the funds of the Association, such Paint-

ings and Statuary to be delivered to the

members selecting them, when theii* value

shall be standing to a member's credit, and
after being on exhibition at least a year

;

provided, that the same shall not be pur-

chased by the Association, unless there

shall be sufficient standing to the credit of

the member selecting them, to cover any
probable loss in case the member shall fail

to continue his membership.
" At each annual meeting there shall be

ascertained the amount of profits of the

Association for sales and commissions on
sales, as well as the proceeds of any extra-

ordinary exhibitions, and also the expenses

of the Association, and the difference shall

be carried to the members' accounts in

proportion to the number of shares held by
them.

" Provision shall be made in the Consti-

tution for fines against members nefflectins;

punctual payments made on shares, after

default in continuing the payments for a

specified time.

" Shares shall be transferable to such per-
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sons, as after proposition, may be elected

members of the Association.
" Whenever any shares shall be worth

their par value of fifty dollars, the owners
thereof shall receive the value thereof in

Engravings, Paintings, or Statuary.

''An Association on the plan here propos-
ed, would support itself with 500 shares,

without any expense beyond the profits.

Beyond that number, the profits will ex-
ceed the expense. With 500 shares at its

commencement and an increase of 100

shares annually, it would in two years give
a Capital of $5,000, invested in Engra-
vings, Paintings, and Statuary, which will

be more than doubled every succeeding two
years, and within ten years the Gallery
will exceed in value any in this country.

" It is proposed that those favorable to

this plan, shall subscribe to as many shares

as they are willing to hold, and that one
or more meetings shall be held in Septem-
ber next, to adopt a Constitution, elect

Officers, and organize for operation."

OFFICIAL REPORT

. OF THE PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

NEW YORK STATB DAGUERREAN ASSOCIATION.

PROCEEaiNGS OF SPECIAL MEETING HELD IN

New-York, Nov. llth, 1851.
(

The Association met at M. B. Brady's
rooms at half past 7 o'clock, P. M. The
Secretary being absent Mr. C. B. Denny
was appointed Secretary, pro. tem. The
roll being called, Messrs. Metcalf, Turner,
Benedict, Higgins, Parsons, De Reimer,
Nichols, Frost, Westcott, Johnson, Ever-
itt, Beach, Johnso.n, Goddard, Whitney,
Merritt, McDonel, and Fairchild were
found absent.

The Committee on By-Laws reported
and presented a code of By-Laws for the
consideration of the Association, which were
received and the Committee discharged.

Resolved^ That when we adjourn, we
adjourn to meet on Thursday evening next,
for the purpose of taking up the By-Laws
by sections, for their adoption.

The Committee on Design for Certificate
of Membership, reported in part, and were
continued.

The Committee on Chemistry, present-
ed a very able report, which was received,
entered on file, and the Committee dis-

charged.

The Committee to solicit subscriptions

to erect a Monument to the Memory of

, That a vote of thanks be pre-

G. N. 'Barnard for the able re-

Daguerre, reported in part, and were con-

tinued.

The Committee on Light, reported pro-

gress.

Mr. G. N. Barnard, from the Commit-
tee on Position, presented a report, which
was received, entered on file, and the

Committee discharged

Resolved

sented Mr
port presented by him.

Resolved^ That a telegraphic communi-
cation be sent to the Rec. Secretary, re-

questing him to forward the Constitution,

Minutes, and funds in his possession, ad-

dressed to the President.

Resolved^ That a Committee of three be

appointed to propose a plan to be adopted

by this Association for the purpose of es-

tablishing a National Daguerrean Gallery

of Design.

The President appointed Messrs. P.

Haas, Tomlinson, and Weston.

Resolved.^ That the President be added

to the above Committee.

Resolved^ That the National Convention

be called to meet to-morrow morning at 10

i o'clock, at Mr. E. Anthony's Rooms.
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Resolved^ That a committee of three be

appointed to notify the Daguerrean Artists

in this city, of the convention.

The President appointed Mr. F. J.

Clark, Mr. J. P. Weston, and Mr. C. B.
Denny.

Resolved^ That we adjourn to meet at

the Room of Mr. E. Anthony, No. 308
Broadway.

A. MoRAND, Pres.

C. B. Denxy, Sec'y pro. ttm.

New York, Nov. \?>th, 1851.
The Association met pursuant to ad-

journment. The minutes of the last meet-
ing were read and approved.

Resolved, That the By-Laws be read
again by the Secretary.

The By-Laws were then adopted as read,

except the blanks.

Resolved^ That the blank in Art. 2, Sec.

1st, be filled, to read as follows:—At the
city or place designated at the previous
meeting.

Resolved., That the Secretary be instruc-

ted to fill those blanks in the By-Laws,
which refer to Articles in the Constitu-

tion.

A report from Mr. D. McDonell, a

member of the committee on light,was read,

accepted and the committee discharged.

A communication was received from Mr.
McDonell, of Buffalo, which was read,

received, and entered on file.

The committee to propose a plan to es-

tablish a National Daguerrean Gallery of
Design, reported progress.

Resolved^ That each member of this As-
sociation be required to present at the next
meeting, a Daguerreotype of their own pro-
duction for the benefit, and to be the pro-
perty of the Association.

R- solved., That a committee of three be
appointed to attend to printing the Consti-
tution and By-Laws.

The President appointed INIessrs. Barn-
ard, Weston, and J. M. Clark.

Resolved., That the committee be in-

structed to procure one thousand copies of
the Constitution and By-Laws.

Resoli^ed, That a committee of three be
appointed on Daguerrean Chemistry, and
report at the next meeting.

Mr. p. S. Heffron, P. Haas, and D. D.
T. Davie, were appointed the above com-
mittee.

Resolved., That a committee of three be

appointed on Light.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Barnard,

Sisson, and F. J. Clark.

Resolved., That a committee of three be

appointed on Artistic composition.

The Chair appointed Messrs. Weston,
Sillick, and G. Harrison.

Resolved^ that Mr. S. D. Humphrey be

requested to make a statement of his infor-

mation in relation to Mr. Hill's alledged

discovery of taking Daguerreotypes in Na-
tural colors.

Resolved., that a committee of three be

appointed to report upon the Philosophy

of Daguerreotyping.

The President appointed Messrs. Sillick,

Snelling and Nichols.

Resolved., that when we adjourn we ad-

journ to meet at Rochester.

Mr. Humphrey then gave a very inte-

resting statement of his information in re-

gard to the Hillotypes, and read extracts

from correspondence between Mr. Hill and

himself, which were listened to with great

attention by all the members present.

Mr. Humphrey remarked that the infor-

mation in regard to ISIr. Hill's discovery

had extended throughout the whole world

and that he had presented a claim for a dis-

covery which he had not substantiated.

Mr. Hill sustains a good character at

home.

Nine months ago Mr. Hill announced

he had made a discovery for taking Da-
guerreotypes in natural colors, termed Hil-

lotypes ; that he had then a large number
of perfect specimens true to a tint ; one ia

particular in which was a red house., beau-

tiful sky, green foliage, and every color in

its proper locality, true to a tint. That he
had no difficulty in making the ^' singular

compound," could make it as often as he

pleased, and yet he showed him pictures on
which -he said he was experimenting for
red. Nine months after he announced his

discovery he says, a singh; grain more than

is necessary to produce one color causes a

predominance of that color over the plate,

and that he never made a partial failure
;

either made a total failure or a splendid

picture ; he saw no splendid pictures, and
refers to those seen by the President ; did

not doubt until he saw the productions.

Never had any pecuniary offer from Mr,
Hill, and did not insert one-fifth of his let-
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ters, as they were discretionary. He saw

no picture from life, none made by the

camera, and none of the originals from

which the pictures he showed him were
taken. Never doubted Mr. Hill's state-

ment until he saw his productions. Went
to his house at his own request, in which
he said he would convince him he had all

he said he had. Mr H. has plenty of time

to teach pupils at fifty dollars per head, and
no time to finish his experiments. He now
has pupils.

Mr. Hill said he showed him"only imper-

fect impressions ; insisted upon seeing per-

fect specimens or the originals from which
the pictures he showed him were taken.

He refused to take a Daguerreotype copy
of a Hillotype of Mr. H. which he asserted

he possessed. He fully believed that Mr.
Hill has now lost the secret of compound-

ing the " singular compound," if he eve^

possessed it. Read several of Mr. Hill'^

letters which were quite conflicting in their

statements.

Resolved, that a committee of three bs
appointed to wait upon Mr. Hill, and ob-

tain from him all possible information in

regard to his discovery of taking Heliogra-

phic pictures in their natural colors, and
report in two weeks from this date in the

N. Y. Tribune, Daily Times, and Herald.

The President appointed Messrs. Davie,

J. M. Clark and Tomlinson.

Resolved^ that a vote of thanks be pre-

sented to Mr. M. B. Brady for the use of

Rooms for holding the meetings of this as-

sociation.

Resolved
J
that we adjourn.

A. MoRAND, Pres.

C. B. Denny. Sec. fro. tern.

From Sartain's Union Magazine.

FELIX O. DARLEY.

To sketch Darley's history is a matter

somewhat annoying to me since I have ob-

tained no material from himself, and it will

be necessary in speaking of him, to use the

first person, singular, more frequently than

may be acceptable. But the truth is that

I, though no artist, was connected slightly

by circumstances with Mr. Darley's early

career in art ; and as Mr. Sartain desires

from me all that 1 know of the personal

history of the artist, I shall have to place

myself occasionly as bobtail to the latter's

kite.

My first acquaintance with Feli^: Dar-
ley was made in this way :

During the year 1842, I forget now
what day and month, and have no data at

hand, I had occasion to have some illustra-

tions drawn for a poem which I purposed

to publish, and found much difficulty in

obtaining a proper artist. While looking

round for the required person, I happened

to call on G. Parker Cummings, the archi-

tect, to whom I complained of my troubles.

"Pooh! yes!" said he, in his peculiar

way, " I know the man to suit you exact-

ly. There's a young fellow in town, a

clerk, who has the real stuff in him. He
left here about ten minutes since. That
will give some idea of his power." So
saying, Cummings pointed to a pen-sketch

hastily done on the outer sheet of a quire

of wrapping-paper v/hich lay on the table.

The moment 1 looked at it I laughed. It

was not a likeness in feature but in char-

acter, of a drunken fellow whom I had

seen a few minutes previous, in self-satis-

fied recumbency, disposed against a tree-

box ill the street. There was no mistak-

ing it. The expression of the figure was

admirable ; the artist had succeeded in

transferring " the entire drunk," as they

say in the West, of his subject, with a few

pen-strokes. I obtained the address of

Darley, sought and found the young artist

forthwith, and introduced myself and my
business. At my request, he showed me
a number of his sketches. Among these

were illustrations of " Manfred," ''The

Maid and Magpie," "The Drunkard's
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Progress," " Cromwell," " Scenes in the

Life of an Indian Chief," '' Philadelphia

Character," and many others mostly in

outline.

At the same time, he seemed to be dis-

trustful of his own power, and to doubt if

he could execute the work I wanted in a

satisfactory manner. Of this distrust 1 did

not at all partake. The force, Tigor, and

beauty of what I saw, though full of errors

of drawmcr, satisfied me that a m-eat artist

stood before me in embryo, waiting the ge-

nial warmth of opportunity to pass into vi-

tality. Purged him to turn his energies to

the pursuit of art as a profession, to which

he seemed inclined, though laborins; under

a fear lest he might thereby undertake a

hazardous experiment. It appears that his

ather,—who, by the by, is one of the most
perfect gentlemen of the old school, in mind
and manner, that I ever saw,—had early

discouraged his genius, possibly associa-

ting ragged elbows and soiled linen with

the artists profession ; while a member of

the firm under whose eye he was prepar-

ing himself for mercantile pursuits, had as-

sured his artist-clerk, that such scratchings

on paper produced " small cash in hand."

He evidently loved art for its own sake,

but feared to appear before the public as

an artist ; being deterred by the apprehen-

sions of failure which had been instilled

into his mind by others Indeed, his at-

tachment to design must have been inborn.

A relative of his once assured me, that

Felix was seized with the art-fever at a

very early age—in truth, when so small

that a chair served him for a table, and a

child's stool for a seat—the afi"ection show-
ing itself in the daily destruction of nume-
rous sheets of serviceable paper, and the

ruin of a capital box of water- colors be-

longing to his sister. Efibrts were made
to eradicate this mischievous propensity

;

and on being sent to school, the impulse

of the head was attacked by the means of

an application of the master's rod to the

other extremity, on the principle of coun-

ter-irritation—but in vain. The smartness

only had a temporary transfer, as might
have been expected ; for though Pope's
maxim

—

" Just as the twig is bent, the tree's iaclined,"

may hold good, it could not be applied to

a case where the twig stubbornly refuses

to bend at all.

Shortly after this, having borrowed a few

of Barley's sketches, 1 showed them to va-

rious friends whose good opinion I thought

might be of service to the artist—among
the rest, to Robert Morris, then, as now,
the editor of the " Pennsylvania Inquirer."

He was delighted with them ; and with his

usual kind feeling towards unknown merit,

requested me to wiite a commendatory pa-

ragraph for his journal, which I did. The
notice was brief, and anticipatory, rather

than otherwise : but I really believe that it

annoyed Darley very much. The pleasant

sensation of seeing his name in print, was
neutralized by the fear lest some should

suppose the compliment came through his

solicitation or desire ; and I really believe

had he known of my intention, he would
have implored me to suppress the article.

Of this feeling, I dare say, he has got rid

long before this. It is an interesting dis-

ease, which, like the measles, may be ex-

pected but once in the lifetime of the pa-

tient : but unlike the measles, is never

contagious.

Not long after, I had occasion to vLsit

New York, and took with me the same
drawings, intending to exhibit them to

some friends there. I happened to meet
N. P. Willis, who had in conjunction with

General Morris, just started the *' New
Mirror," and told him I had something

worth looking at in my room at Howard's.
During the afternoon he called on me, say-

ing that he only came for a brief visit, and
could sit for a few minutes only, as he

wished to attend to some business at the

other end of the town. After some gene-

ral conversation, and as he was about to

go, I handed him the drawings for exami-

nation. He was both delio-hted and aston-o
ished, forgot his urgent business, and sat

there for hours, changing from one sketch

to the other, discussing their faults and
merits, and talking as he can talk, when
excitement and an apt subject brings out

the natural man. The conclusion that he

came to, was that Darley had great geni-

us ; and he predicted for him a most suc-

cessful career as a designer. The veteran

editor, Mordecai M. Noah, to whom I

showed the same designs, concurred in our

estimate of the ability they betokened ; and
the next day, laudatory notices in the New
York journals astonished Darley beyond

measure, and attracted a momentary at-
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tention to a dehutant on the stage of

art.

Some time after these occm'rences, the

series of designs portraying the career of a

drunkard, were shown to Mr. T. C. Clarke,

the proprietor of a new paper, the " Satur-

day Museum," now merged in " Neal's

Saturday Gazette." He was struck with

their merit, and applied to me to write a

novel for his paper, using the pictures as

a groundwork. I agreed, but found it im-
practicable ; and instead of the first de-

signed, wrote another of the character de-

sired, to which Darley furnished the illus-

trations. Unfortunately for Darley, he

had not been used to drawing on the block,

and most of the pictures were badly done.

Between his inexperience, and the bad
workmanship of the engravers, but two of

the engravings furnished copies of the ori-

ginal designs. The prosperity of the paper

was advanced, if the artist's reputation was
not, which I presume was all that was de-

sired by the publisher. The sketches of

Philadelphia Character next attracted Mr.
Clarke's attention ; an arrangement was
entered into for their publication, and one
number, with letter press illustrations by
Joseph C. Neal, was actually issued, un-
der the imprint of Godey and M 'Michael.

But the enterprise failed. Subsequently,

one or two of the designs appeared in the
" Democratic Reviev/," of New York

;

and one in Godey's " Lady's Book." in

the last, the sketch purported to be in il-

lustration of an article on the Black Ma-
ria (the prison omnibus), but really the

reverse was just the case,—the article was
the description of the drawing, and the ori-

ginality of conception lay with the artist.

The next work of Darley issued to the

public, was a series of outline etchings on
stone, now out of print, giving the adven-

tures of an Indian Chief from his bark
cradle to his grave. To this I furnished

the letter-press portion, under the name of
" The Death of War-Eagle." One num-
ber of this, containing three plates, and the

only copy I possess of any of the series,

now lies before me. Far inferior as it is,

in point of mechanical execution and gene-

ral finish, to his later productions, it still

moves admiration at its boldness of design,

eficctive grouping, and individual charac-

ter.

By this time the talents of Darley began

to excite attention, and to make an impres-
sion on the minds of those much- abused,
but rather necessary beings, the book-pub-
lishers. Carey and Hart were about to

publish a series of humorous American
works, and engaged the pencil of Darley
to illustrate them. Among these books
were " The Life and Adventures of Cap-
tain Simon Suggs," Hooper's remarkably
clever book ;

" The Big Bear of Arkan-
sas," and " Major'Jones's Courtship." In
these books was collected a set of stories

peculiar to the South and West ; and the

new character thus thrown open to him,
while it afforded him a scope for the exer-

cise of his abilities, provoked him to the

production of designs, which, for exquisite

adherence to nature, have never been
equalled on this side of the Atlantic, or

surpassed elsewhere. No one who sees

them can fail to be struck with the truth

and fidelity of these designs. Their char-

acter is inimitable. Whether in the figure

and face of Captain Suggs, the attitude

and manner of Kit Kuncker, or the whole
tone of Deacon Suggs's negro boy Bill, of

whom Hooper makes his hero say

—

" Thar's more nigger in him than you'll

meet now-a-days in a whole cornfield"—

the genius of the artist reigns supreme.

The quaint humor, the individuality of

character, preserved through every variety

of incident, and the grasping of every ac-

cessory, render these drawings the most
efi"ective and admirable that ever delighted

the lover of humorous delineation.

Now began Darley's tide of gold-mak-

ing to flow in, bearing reputation on its

surface ; and he had no longer any fears in

regard to his success, so far as pecuniary

matters were concerned. But Philadel-

phia was not his proper place. I urged

him to go to New York, where the field

was left entirely open by the departure of

Chapman. The artist still doubted if he
could make an impression out of Philadel-

phia, and distrusted his powers. He re-

fused for a long while. At length the im-

portunity of friends in both cities had its

effect ; he finally consented to go to New
York, temporarily, to see if he liked the

place, and, as I expected, never returned

to Philadelphia, except as a visitor. His

genius was at once appreciated in the Em-
pire City, and from that day to this he has

been busily engaged. Among the most
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notable things which he has produced with-

in the last two years, are illustrations to

Mrs. vSigourney's " Poems," Washington
Irving's " Sketch Book," " Rip Van
Winkle," the latter published by the Ame-
rican Art Union, and " Margaret ;" which
last is to be shortly issued. The illustra-

tions to Margaret are superior to any of

his former productions, and will produce a

sensation when they are laid before the

public. I saw them about eighteen months
since, and have no words to convey my ap-

preciation of their vigor and beauty.

It may be as well also to mention in this

connexion, that a series of designs, four-

teen in number, illustrating Wiley's novel

of " Roanoke, or Where's Utopia V exe-

cuted for Sartain's Magazine last year,

have attracted so much attention abroad,

that they are to be republished in book-
form in London.

Thus far I have given what I know per-

sonally of Darley, and I have been oblig-

ed to mix myself up with the narrative

more than is consonant with good taste.

There was no other resource than to men-
tion personal reminiscences, as the artist

has not probably lost all his olden diffi-

dence, and would be horrified at being
made an accessory before the fact to the
" taking of his own life." What is said

is true, however, and that may invest it

with an additional interest.

Of Mr. Darley's birth and early life I

know very little, beyond that he is the

youngest son of John and Elenora Darley,
and was born in 1821. His family is one
possessing more than an ordinary share of

talent. His mother was a lady of strong,

clear, and vigorous mind ; one of his bro-

thers is a musical composer of some merit

;

another brother and an elder sister (Mrs.
Sully), are exceedingly able artists; and
another sister is a forcible and fertile wri-
ter. His family is respected and respecta-

ble, and his parents have been universally
well-regarded for their fine manners, kind
hearts, and estimable character.

Darley's drawings are transcripts of cha-
racter. That which they assume to por-
tray they do portray. There is nothing
lost which is necessary to make up the per-
fect whole

; there is a thorough identifica-

tion of the thought and the pencil ; each
figure has the stamp of an unmistakeable
individuality of character.

It gives an actual, not a warped represen-

tation. In some parts of art, Darley is

unapproachable by any living artist whom
we can call to mind. His transfusion of

the character of a class into a single figure

is complete. I have had some difficulty in

persuading some southern friends that the

faces in " Simon Suggs" are not portraits

of their immediate neighbors. As for Si-

mon himself, I am confidently assured by
one man, that he lives on Moccasin Creek

;

while another remembers seeing him, dur-

ing boyhood, at the forks of Big Sandy.

According to others they are familiar with

Kit Kuncker ; and of twenty, residing

miles apart, each has seen a dog " Andy"
in his own immediate vicinity. During

last March, while traveling from the Guy-
andotte River to the Tug Fork of Sandy,

in the lower part of Western Virginia, I

stopped at a log cabin near the Indian

Ridge. After tying my horse to the fence

and placing some corn before him in a log

trough, I went in the house to dry myself,

and get ready for dinner. An old woman,
lady paramount of the single room, with

its dependencies the stable and stye, was
preparing the corn-bread and pork which

was to form my meal ; and, while the for-

mer was being baked in the Dutch oven,

and the latter undergoing a fiery prepara-

tion in the frying-pan, I commenced to read

for the ninety-ninth time, concerning the

life and adventures of the renowned Cap-
tain Suggs, late of the Tallapoosa volun-

teers. A noise outside attracted my at-

tention. I dropped the book, and went
out to see if my horse was taking his pro-

vender with appetite. On my return I

found the old woman with her ladle in one

hand, and my book in the other, regarding

one of the " picturs" with admiring won-
der. "See here, stranger," said she, " did

you make that V We told her that it was
the production of Mr. Darley, at the North.
" Darley !'' said the matron, " when was
he down in this country V We assured

her that he had never been there, to the

best of our knowledge and belief. " Don't

you tell me that, mister,'' was the indig-

nant response, as she pointed with the drip-

ping ladle at the figure of Daddy," Lias

Biggs ;
" ef that aint ole C , down

the Guy«n, the very moral of him, drawd
tu the nineties, then I don't know nothin'.

He's got his face turned 'tother way, wrong
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eend toards yer, but I never seed setch a

likeness in all my bom days—never." 1

possessed myself of the book at once, for

fear she might look farther back, and see

the portraiture of Mrs. Nason, to which

she bore no small resemblance ; and the

old lady, resuming her culinary occupation,

muttered, " Well, I do wonder ef that Bar-
ley stopt yer nara time, when he was in this

country, from the norrad."

Yet, with all the humor in these draw-

ings, there is no positive fun. Parley's

pencil is rather that of a wit than of a hu-
morist. Every minute difference of ex-

pression, every delicate shade of character,

is seized intuitively, and delineated by
means of a few simple strokes of the pen-

cil. The picture is invariably consistent

;

it is conceived and carried out in the most
perfect manner ; it grows upon you more
and more as you look at it. But Darley

never makes you laugh. He has no broad
humor—no idea of the grotesque—no un-
expectedaess. His is a higher field.

Darley has merely attained the first step

in the ascent to the height of his reputa-

tion. If not arrested by some unexpected

obstacle he will achieve absolute eminence

in the world of art ; for he possesses those

two qualities necessary to perfect success,

—extraordinary genius and intense appli-

cation. He is the only artist we have yet

seen who, while capable of delineating

American every-day character with truth

and effect, can ascend to the realm of the

purely ideal, and tread in the highest paths

of his art with the confident and assured

step of a master. The career of such a

man cannot stop at its present point.

In person, Mr. Darley is over the mid-
dle height, finely formed, of a graceful and
erect carriage, and easy deportment. His
features are rather regular. His expres-

sion is cold and peculiar, though it be-

comes agreeable when he is engaged in

animated conversation. His manner is most-

ly reserved, but he can be an exceedingly

agreeable companion. Our impressions

concerning his moral character, good dis-

position, and strong integrity, were good
at first, and we never had any reason to

change them. His faults we never have
had any occasion or opportunity to study. At
one time tolerably intimate with him, and
in daily intercourse about business matters,

our acquaintanceship was interrupted by
his departure for New York, and by the

press of our own affairs. Since then we
have seen him but once or twice. We un-

dertook, at the request of the editor of this

work, to give what knowledge we had of

his history, and have done so faithfully,

fully conscious that our laudation could not

increase, nor our censure diminish, his re-

putation. We have our candid opinion

concerning the merits of his work, opinions

held in common with many better judges

than we, and heartily wish him all that dis-

tinguished success which his great genius

undoubtedly deserves. We have been un-

able to speak, during the sketch, of priva-

tions endured by him in the pursuit of art,

for he never met any ; we have no roman-

tic stories to tell of his adventures, as he

had none :—we have merely told what we
know of his even history, and we hope our

readers are satisfied.

T. Dunn English.

" How doth the little busy bee,

Improve each shining hour."
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PHOTOGRAPHIO MANIPULATION.*

Part 1.

contaixixa the theory and plain ixstfxctioxs in the art of photography, or tee productiox op

PICTURES THROUGH THE AGENCY OF LI&HT.

BY ROBERT J. BINGHAM,

Late Chemical Assistant in the Laboratory of the London Institution.

19. (Continued.)

—

Nitrate of Silver.—
Another matter to be attended to is this

:

—^nitrate of silver very often contains a

quantity of free nitric acid : this may be

readily detected by the smell, and it may
be remedied by dissolving in distilled water

and driving it off by heat. In doing so,

the salt will re-crystallize, and a great quan-

tity of the acid will have been driven off

with the water.

The other chemicals required in the or-

dinary processes are,—iodide of potassium,

bromide of potassium, and gallic acid.

Acetic Acid.—The strength of this acid

should be known ; it is genenally sold con-

taining very variable quantities of real acid.

Chloride of Sodium.—Common salt is

an impure chloride of sodium, but answers

very well. Various other chlorides have

been used, such as the chloride of barium,

stontium, calcium, &c., and which we
shall refer to presently.

Hyposulphite of Soda.—This should

be pure, and free from sulphuret of sodi-

um. We give a method by which it may
be prepared : one ounce of sublimed sul-

phur is to be mixed with one ounce and a

half of lime, previously slaked by the addi-

tion of hot water, and the mixture put in-

to a clean earthen vessel. Three quarts

of water are added, and the whole is to be

boiled two hours. The clear liquid may
then be filtered off into several wide basins

or dishes, and allowed to remain freely ex-

posed to air. When just made, the liquor

is of a deep yellow color, but by exposure

to air it will become quite colorless. The
time of exposure varies according to the

strength of the solution, and the amount
of persulphuret of calcium contained in it.

This liquid, when colorless, is a solution of

the hyposulphite of lime ; it should be fil-

tered before use. The hyposulphite of

soda may be made by adding common car-

* Continued from vol. 2, No. 3^ p. 244.
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bonate of soda ; a white precipitate will

fall, which is carbonate of lime, and hypo-
gulphite of soda will remain in solution.

20. Different Methods cf Preparing
ordinary Photographic Copying Paper.

—As we may by any of the simple means
' described in the following paragraphs ob-

tain very beautiful copies of many natural

objects with very inexpensive apparatus

and materials viz., a pressure frame and a

few chemicals, we have thought it better,

before considering the methods by which

portraits and views from nature are produ-

ced, to describe the ordinary printing pro-

cess by which copies of ferns, pieces of sea-

weed, entomological specimens, lace, and
engravings, See, may be obtained. These
photographs are very easily produced, and
may serve in some degree to habituate the

tyro to photographic manipulation before

he commences with camera pictures, which
require a little more attention in their ma-
nagement.

Nitrate Paper.—If we brush a solution

of nitrate of silver, having about 100
grains of the salt dissolved in an ounce of

water, over a piece of paper, and allow it

to dry, we shall have a paper moderately

sensitive to lio^ht : about one hour's o-ood

sunshine will completely blacken it. This

paper will serve very well for copying lace,

leaves, ferns, &c. ; and there is this ad-

vantage in usins: it, the picture can be fix-

ed by soaking in hot water. The experi-

mentalist will find very different effects in

using different sorts of paper. A highly-

sized paper answers best with the simple

nitrate of silver ; it appears to combine
with the size, and form a sensitive surface.

By soaking in hot water, all the undecom-
posed nitrate of silver and size is dissolved

out together : but, however, this is far from
being the best or most economical process.

21. Papersprepared with the Chloride

of Silver.—If we form a solution of nitrate

of silver, and then add to it a solution of
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cliloride of sodium, a white bulky precipi-

tate will fall, which consists of chloride of

silver, whilst there will remain in the solu-

tion nitrate of soda. The following dia-

gram will roughly explain this interchange
of substances.

Common Salt.

Chlorine.

Chloride

of

Silver,

Isiiver.

Sodium.

Nitric Acid.

Nitrate of Silver.

From this it will be evident that if we
wash paper over, first, with chloride of so-

dium, and allow it to dry, and then wash

it over with nitrate of silver, the above in-

terchange will take place, and the insolu-

ble chloride will be precipitated in the

pores of the paper. This forms an ex-

tremely sensitive surface, when a little ex-

cess of nitrate of silver is present ; hence,

in giving the following proportions for sen-

sitive papers, care has been taken to allow

this excess to be present, for it is a curious

fact, but well worthy of attention, as it is

of importance in the calotype process, that

neither the chloride, the iodide, nor bro-

mide, of silver, is sensitive to light when
perfectly pure and free from organic mat-

ter. We give the proportions for forming

the chloride papers.

22. Dissolve 60 grains of common salt

in 3 ounces of water, (it is not necessary

it should be distilled water), then weigh

60 grains of nitrate of silver, and dissolve

tliis in one ounce of distilled water ; dip

a sheet of good writing-paper in the solu-

tion of common salt, absorb the superflu-

ous moisture by bibulous paper, or a clean

dry cloth, and then allow it to dry ; then

brush over the surface the solution of ni-

trate of silver,—this must be done rapidly

and evenly. Should any part of the paper

not have been touched • y the brush, that

part must not be filled in separately, but

the whole sheet must be brushed over again

very regularly ; care must be taken that

the solution should be evenly spread over

the whole surface alike, otherwise part of

the paper will exhibit black patches on ex-

posure to light, before the other part is

sensibly darkened. The silver solution

may be applied by means of the porcelain

dish, as explained (§ 17.) ; this paper

sbould be allowed to dry in the dark, and

when dry will be ready for use. These
proportions may be varied according to the
colors wished to be obtained in the finish-

ed drawing ; it will be found, by using an
excess of salt, that the paper will not be
very sensitive, and will darken to a disa-

greeable light slate color, and there will be
no depth in the picture ; a less proportion

of salt w'ill give a very sensitive surface

having a dark-slate color, a still less quan-
tity gives a great depth and blackness in

the drawing, and a smaller quantity will

give a rich bronze color, and so on, pass-

ing through all the shades of brown until

we come to a very red brick color having,

little depth. These principles will serve

to guide the amateur, who will thus be
enabled to vary the colors, and obtain any
tone of picture his taste may dictate. The
same rules will also hold good with the

bromide paper, which we shall now give

directions for preparing.

23. Bromide Paper.—Dissolve 60 gr.

of bromide of potassium in 3 ounces of

water, and soak the paper in the solution

;

absorb the superfluous moisture, and then
wash it over with a solution of nitrate of

silver having 100 grains to the ounce^

observing the same precautions as with the

chloride paper ; if required to be very sen-

sitive, it may receive a larger quantity of

silver. This is a very sensitive paper.

24, The fluoride, tartrate, benzoate, and
iodide of silver, have all been used, and
they all modify the color and the quickness

of the picture very considerably ; and, in

preparing the chloride papers, it will be

found that the results will vary considera-

bly by using different chlorides:—viz. the

chloride of barium, used in the same pro-

portions as the other chlorides, give rise to

a picture having a deep red ground ; the

chloride of calcium, the chloride of lime,
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muriate of ammonia, mmiate of iron, and
the chlorate of potash, recommended by
Mr. Cooper, the vapors of muriatic acid,

recommended by Dr, Schaffbauti, and a

great number of others, all modify the re-

sults considerably.

25. Ammonio-Nitrate of Silver Paper.

—The best and most economical photogra-

phic paper is prepared with the ammonio-
nitrate of silver, which was first used and

described by Mr. X^yloi'- The solution

ammonio-nitrate may be substituted for the

simple nitrate of silver in the previously des-

cribed chloride, bromide and iodide papers
;

the same preparation with common salt or

bromide of Potassium being necessary.

On washino; a solution of ammonio-nitrate

of silver over a paper prepared with the

former, a similar decomposition takes place

as described (§ 21.), a quantity of chlo-

ride of silver is formed, and, if the propor-

tions are correct, a small quantity of free

ammonio-nitrate is left on the paper.

26. Dissolve 30 grains of nitrate of sil-

ver in one ounce of distilled water, then

cautiously add, drop by drop, strong solu-

tion of ammonia {liquor ammonicB).^ until

a precipitate of oxide of silver, which is at

first formed, is re-dissolved. Care should

be taken that no more ammonia be added
than is sufficient to effect this. The tint

of the picture may also be varied by adding

more or less ammonia : two or three drops

in excess produce a blackish tint.

The following is another method of pre-

paring this kind of sensitive paper :—Dis-

solve 60 grains of nitrate of silver in some
distilled water, and then add ammonia un-

til it ceases to precipitate any more oxide

of silver ; allow the precipitate to fall to

the bottom of the vessel, and then pour off

the solution of nitrate of ammonia which

has been formed, add some distilled water,

allow the oxide to settle, and again pour

off the liquid ; repeat this two or three

times, you will then have oxide of silver

moistened with a little pure water ; now
add ammonia, drop by drop, until the

oxide is nearly all dissolved, and add dis-

tilled water until an ounce of solution is ob-

tained. By this means a solution is pro-

cured without any nitrate of ammonia being

present, and the pictures produced are free

from the red tone which is thought disa-

greeable by some persons. A very warm
tint is produced by dissolving the oxide of

silver in a solution of nitrate of ammonia.

27. In preparing these papers, the ex-

perimenter should be cautious not to touch

the prepared surface w'ith his fingers

;

this generally gives rise, on exposure

to light, to annoying representations of the

markings of the skin, from all communica-
tion of organic matter, which, as already

stated, quickens the action of light. It is

also a necessary precaution to mark the

prepared side of the paper. The am-
monio-nitrate paper, and indeed all the

very sensitive papers, should not be

made more than a few hours before they

are required for use ; they become yellow

and discolored by long keeping.

28. Making the "Photograph.—We
have now described several methods by
which paper may be prepared in such a

way that it will very quickly blacken all

over, if exposed to light ; but it will be ob-

vious that, if we shaded any part and ex-
posed the other, the part covered would
still remain white, and the whiteness would
correspond to the form of the body shading

it. If a leaf be placed upon a sheet of

Fig. 3.
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such prepared paper, and exposed to sun-

shine, the paper will become black all

around the leaf, but underneath it, it will

not have been blackened, except partially,

under those parts of the leaf less opaque
than the rest. The light will shine through

these parts with different degrees of inten-

sity, and there will be a corresponding

marking ; the fibres of the leaf will shade

more light than some of the other parts,

and therefore will remain white ; but it is

necessary, in order to obtain a perfect copy
of the leaf, that no other light should get

to the paper under the leaf, than what
would shiae through the more transparent

parts. For this purpose, it is necessary

that the object to be copied should be
pressed close to the paper.—An apparatus
contrived for this purpose is shown in Fig.

3. It consists of a thick piece of plate

glass fitting into a frame ; upon this glass

the object to be copied is placed, and over
this the sheet of prepared paper ; the board
D is then laid over the paper, and the re-

quisite pressure applied by means of a cross

piece with a screw E. These frames are

sometimes applied with a sliding cover of

wood C, by v/hich the paper can be expos-
ed to light when convenient.

In copying an object which has thick

-parts, as the stems and thick fibres of

plants, it is requisite to press the paper
over them close to the glass ; this is done
by putting a thick piece of flannel or a soft

cushion in the pressure-frame beneath the

paper, or the stems may sometimes require

paring down with a penknife when too

thick.

.30. Engravings may be beautifully co-

pied by this process, particularly when they
nre moderately strong in light and shade :

they should be placed with the printed side

downwards upon the piece of prepared
paper (which should be perfectly dry,

otherwise it might spoil the print), and
secured by a small piece of paper at the
corners, or what is better, two or three
pieces of gummed paper ; it may then be
examined from time to time during the ex-
posure, without risk of disturbing its posi-

tion
; it may be allowed to become a little

darker than required when finished, the
fixing process tending to lighten it. Ferns
form exceedingly beautiful objects. Sea-
weeds, feathers, wings of insects, and paint-
ings on glass, serve to diversify the speci-

mens. They should all be pressed as close-

ly as possible to the glass, otherwise there

will be want of proper definition in the pho-
tograph. Engravings should be chosen
which have been printed upon even and
uniform paper ; for, in copying the engra-

ving, we also copy all the defects of the

paper ; they should also have no writing

or printing upon the back, for this would
also be copied.

31. In the first copy of a print by thi&

process, the light and shade will not be
true to nature ; the dark parts of the pic-

ture will obstruct the greatest amount of

light, consequently the paper will remain
white underneath these shadows, while the

white parts of the print will allow the light

to shine through ; therefore the photogra-

phic paper will be darkened just in propor-

tion to the light and shade, but in an op-

posite manner. This is what is technical-

ly called a negative photograph ; and in

order to obtain the light and shade true to

nature, or a positive^ photograph, we must
place the negative copy (of course, having

previously fixed it so that the light no
longer acts upon it) (§35) upon another

piece of prepared paper, and expose this

arrangement again to sunshine ; this will

again reverse the light and shade, and this

copy will, therefore, be correct.

In this way the negatives produced in

the camera are copied, being generally se-

cured to the prepared paper by a portion

of wafer or gummed paper ; but as a great

number of copies are sometimes required,

the negative is liable to get torn by this

method. Mr. Heinecker has contrived an
addition to the pressure-frame, which over-

comes this inconvenience. The negative

and positive being allowed to project a

trifle beyond the glass, are secured toge-

ther by a steel-spring hinged at one end of

the frame, and, being slightly curved when
forced straight, and fastened by a small

catch at the other end, exercise sufiicient

pressure on the edges of the papers to keep
them firmly together. Two negatives may
be copied at the same time, and either re-

moved without disturbing the other.

32. A pretty method of multiplying de-

signs is the following, which we owe to Mr.
Havell :—Cover a piece of glass with a

coating of black varnish, and then with a

* The terms negative and positive were first

proposed by Sir John Herschel.
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steel point remove the varnish, according

to any design you may wish to multiply
;

a piece of photographic paper placed un-

derneath this will, of course, be blackened

where the varnish has been removed, and

an exact copy of the design will be made
;

in which way any number of copies can of

course be made ; but this requires some
artistic skill ; nevertheless we have seen

some very beautiful specimens produced in

this manner. The following is, perhaps,

an improvement :—A piece of ordinary

photographic paper is blackened all over,

by exposure to the sun, and then submit-

ted to the fixing process (§ 37.), we should

then prepare a solution of cyanide of po-

tassium moderately strong ; and with a

cjuill pen tra<3e any design we may wish to

be multiplied : this will remove the black-

ened surface, or in other words, dissolve

the oxide of silver from the paper ; it

should then be washed in water and dried,

when it may be used as a negative, and any

numbpr of positive (§ 31.) pictures maj'-

b» produced from it.

33. Time cf ExjDosure —This will, of

course, vary with the degree of sensitive-

ness imparted to the paper, and the degree

of opacity in the objects to be copied, the

strength of the light, &c, ; but the opera-

tor will easily determine this in a few tri-

als. It is as well to make the impression

rather darker than you wish it to be when
finished ; for the fixing process hereafter

described (§ 37.) will render the photo-

graph a shade or two lighter It is some-

times an advantage to make the eno-ravino;,

or negative photograph, more transparent

;

this may be done by warming it, and thtn

rubbing it over with white wax, and ab-

sorbing the excess by bibulous paper : or

it may be covered with Canada balsam, or

boiled lioseed oil. These substances, how-
ever, have a tendency to make the paper

yellow, unless used very sparingly ^ which
effect v7ould just defeat the object we had
in view in using them, viz.— to obtain a

copy more quickly.

34. On the Chemical Change produ-
ced.—We will now briefly notice the change
which has been set up by the action of light

and for this purpose will relate a very in-

structive experiment made by Mr. Hunt,
which will give a clear view of the subject.

That gentleman prepared some very pure

chloride of silver, and placed it on a glass

tube containing a little pure distilled water
;

the tube was then hermetically sealed, and

exposed to light ; the consequence was,

that the chloride became darkened, or in

other words, it was decomposed into the

elements, viz. silver and chlorine ; the

dark powder being silver and oxide of sil-

ver in a state of minute division, and the

chlorine formed a solution in the water.

This was proved, by breaking the tube and

pouring off the water ; a solution of nitrate

of silver was then added, when an immedi-

ate precipitate of white chloride of silver

took place ; which was collected and weigh-

ed. A little dilute nitric acid was then

added to the darkened chloride ; this dis-

solved any silver that might be present

:

and it was found, on calculation, to be ex-

actly equivalent to the amount of chlorine

found in the distilled water. 1 he first ac-

tion in these papers, when exposed to light,

is this,—the chlorine, bromine, or nitric

acid, with which the silver is combined, is

set free, and dark oxide of silver is left in

the paper. A still greater exposure to light

sets free the oxygen, and metallic silver is

left : this forms the dark parts of the pic-

ture, and the undecomposed chloride of

silver the lighter parts. We have, there-

fore, a complete picture, but which would

not bear exposure to the light ; for this

would act on the remainino- chloride in the

lighter parts of the picture, and darken it

;

our picture would, therefore, disappear,

and we should have a mere black sheet of

paper. The object with the photoejrapher

will now be, to remove this chloride of sil-

ver from the unsunned parts, without in-

jury to the oxide of silver in the shadows.

This we shall consider in describing the

35. Fixing Process.—It is known to

chemists that the chloride of silver is solu-

ble in a solution of ammonia ; we may,
therefore, dissolve the undecomposed chlo-

ride out of the paper by this agent ; and it

does so very effectually ; but, unfortunate-

ly, it also has the property of dissolving

oxide of silver. We shall, therefore, have

our picture moderately well fixed b}^ soak-

ing in ammonia ; but without great care,

the oxide of silver forming the shadows
will also be dissolved out. The ammonia
used as a fixins; a2[;cnt should be rather

weak.

36. Common salt has been recommend-
ed by INlr. Fox Talbot to fix the pho'.o-
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graph. In this case, the action is also by
dissolvino; out the chloride of silver, that

substance being soluble in chloride of sodi-

um or common salt ; it is probable, how-
ever, that this ^substance also acts, to a

certain extent, by getting rid of any excess

of nitrate of silver, by converting the whole

into chloride,—the chloride being almost

insensible to light, provided free nitrate of

silver is not present, as before stated (§
21,); however, organic matter is always

present, which, as well as free nitrate of

silver, determines the blackening action of

light. Photographs soaked in a solution of

common salt are therefore but imperfectly

fixed ; they should always be washed in

abundance of water after immersion in the

solution of salt. Iodide and bromide of

potassium may be also used with like suc-

cess, the rationale being the same.

37. But the best substance to use is a

salt called the hyposulphite of soda, and
by proper precautions pictures may be per-

fectly fixed by it.

The photograph should be placed in a

fiat porcelain dish. Fig. 2, and wetted

throughout with cold water ; a quantity of

hot water should then be poured upon it

and allowed to remain a little time ; this

will shortly become milky from the quantity

of muriates and sulphates contained in or-

dinary water (§21.): it should then be

poured off, and a fresh quantity of hot

water placed in the dish ; it may now be

allowed to stand in a shaded place until

quite cold, and the photograph then rinsed

with a little common water, and pressed

between folds of blotting paper. The
picture is now moderately well fixed, but

not perfectly ; all the size and nitrate of

silver will have been dissolved out of it,

but a little insoluble chloride of silver will

still remain ; a solution of hyposulphite of

soda should then be prepared, having about

a quarter of an ounce of the salt dissolved

in a pint of water ; a little of this should

then be poured into a flat dish, and the

photograph placed in the solution ; in

about half an hour the hyposulphite will

gradnally have dissolved out the silver, and
a red appearance will be given to the draw-

ing ; the picture should now be withdrawn

and placed in a vessel of cold water, and
allowed to remain a considerable time, or

until the water in which it is soaked is

quite tasteless ; and, if required to be very

carefully fixed, should be washed and left

for some hours in several quantities of raiu

water. The hyposulphite of silver is very

soluble, and. it is a curious fact that it has

an extremely sweet taste. It is an ad-

vantage to press all the water out of the

paper once or twice before putting it into

fresh water, as it is quite necessary to get

rid of all this hyposulphite of silver, for if

any remains the photograph will gradually

fade and nearly disappear. It is as well to

remind the amateur that^ from the extreme

solubility of the hyposulphite of silver, a

great quaiiHty of water is required rather

than long soaking. The paper should be
pressed between clean bibulous paper, and
then completely dried by the fire. It very

often happens that the picture assumes,

after fixing, a very red disagreeable ap-

pearance ; this maybe obviated by altering

the proportions of the salt and silver.

(§ 22.) Another method of obtaining

different tints has been adopted by some
French operators : this is done in the fol-

lowing manner,—prepare a solution of

hyposulphite of soda, containing eight

drachms of the salt to half-pint of water;

to this add ten drops of any acid—acetic

is perhaps the best ; immerse the caiotype

in this mixture at once, without any pre-

vious washing, and allow it to remain until

it changes to the desired tint ; at first it

will be red, then alter to a brown, then to

a black, and lastly pass to a greenish yel-

low : these chano-es will take several hours.

After it has attained the desired color, it

should be removed from the hyposulphite

bath, and well washed, and left in clean

water for several hours, when it may be

removed and dried by bibulous paper. The
same solution of hyposulphite may be used

repeatedly, a little fresh being added from

time to time. The rationale of the altera-

tion in color is this :—the hyposulphite of

soda is very readilj decomposed by acids,

with the liberation of sulphurous acid and
free sulphur ; but if there be an excess of

the hyposulphite of soda, the sulphur dis-

solves in it, forming a solution of a sulphu-

retted hyposulphite ; when the photograph

is placed in this mixture, the sulphur com-
bines with the reduced silver (§ 34.), and

forms black sulphuret of silver ; this gives

the shadows of the picture, at the same

time the hyposulphite of soda dissolves the

chloride and nitrate of silver from the white
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parts : it must, however, be observed, that

pictures treated in this way are not per-

fectly fixed, for whenever we gQisulphuret

of silver, although at first a beautiful black,

it will inevitably oxydize by the action of

the light and the oxygen of the air, and
form the pale sulpliate of silver.*

38, We have for some time practised a

method of changing the color of fixed pho-

tographs, which is very simple :—To a pint

of water add one drop of hydrosulphate of

ammonia ; immerse the fixed picture in

this ; it will shortly change from a red,

through all the different tints of brown, to

a beautiful black, and at last to a greenish

yellow: it should then be -well washed in

water and dried. This is a severe test, for

if all the silver has not been removed from
the vrhite parts by the fixing process, the

picture will become dusky all over ; but, if

it has been well fixed, the lights of the pic-

ture will not suffer in the least. The re-

action in this case is precisely the same as

we have before described. The pictures

are equally liable to fade after a time, but,

if preserved from the air, will keep for

some years.

I

39. Alhuvienized Paperfor "Positives.

—By the following means we obtain very
brilliant proofs. We give the method
adopted by ]\Ir. Blanquart Evrard, the

author of the process :—To four ounces of

the clear liquid of the white of eggs, add
60 grains of common salt, dissolved in 1

ounce of distilled water, beat up into a

froth, allow it to return into a liquid, and
then pour it into a flat earthenware dish

(fig. 2); now very carefully depress upon
this a sheet of paper, so that one side only

is wetted ; allow it to float for half a min-
ute, then carefully and gently raise it ; al-

low it to drain for a minute, and suspend
it by a pin at one corner until dry ; when

* This is rendered certain by some late re-

searches of Professor Sehonbein on the metallic

sulphurets. He states that all tliese substances are

oxydized when acted on by light and air.

t A patent has lately been obtained for the

betterfixation of photographs in which sulphuret-

ted hydrogen is used for darkening the picture ai'ter

it has been submitted to the improved fixing pro-

cess. It is but due to Mr. Robert Hunt to state

that he described this application of sulphuretted

hydrogen to the darkening and altering the color

of photographs, in a treatise on the art of photo-

graphy, published in the year 1841, by Griffin &
Co.

a few of these have been prepared they

should be placed under a strong pressure

between folds of paper until quite flat.

To render a sheet sensitive to light, pour

into another dish a solution of nitrate of

silver, containing 120 grains, dissolved in

one oz. of distilled water ; upon this liquid

lay a sheet of albumenized paper, let it

remain fcr two minutes, raise it gently by
one corner, let it drain, and then dry it

slowly before the fire ; it is then ready to

receive the impression. The method of

fixing is precisely the same as for the fore-

going processes. Instead of using paper

for a support to the albumen, we may use

any other transparent material ; when glass

is used it forms very beautiful slides for the

dissolving views or magic lanthorn. See

also § 81.

40. Application.—Mr. Fox Talbot has

patented a great number of applications of

this new art, and has exercised great inge-

nuity in anticipating some purposes to which

it may be applied.

Photography has been applied as a means
of making the desisns upon blocks of wood
for woodcuts and for calico printing ; for

this purpose the surface of the block is

washed over with the solutions in the same

way as they are directed to be applied to

paper, and ,they may undergo the same

processes in fixing.

It is a curious and interesting fact, that

nearly all paper photographs may be ren-

dered invisible, and again restored at plea-

sure. If a photographic picture be dipped

into a solution of corrosive sublimate (the

strength of the solution is of no material

consequence), the picture is observed gra-

dually to fade, and after a time, varying

according to the strength of the solution,

it will entirely disappear. It may thus be

preserved for an indefinite length of time

as an apparently blank piece of paper, but

can at once be restored by washing it with

hyposulphite of soda ; the rapidity with

which its restoration is effected is almost

marvellous.*

* If the photograph produced upon a dark sur-

face, as stained boxwood or ebony, is immersed in

corrosive sublimate, all the black shadows of the

pictures will be changed into white ; thus we shall

obtain a white picture on a black ground. In this

manner we may obtain either a " positive" or
" negative" at v/ill. (§ 97.)
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CAMERA PICTURES.

41. We have hitherto described the

most simple kind of photographs,—those

produced by direct radiation through the

object to be copied ; but the most interest-

ing and important variety of sun pictures

are those produced by light, reflected from

the object to be copied upon the prepared

surface 5 in order to produce these results,

the manipulation is a little more complica-

ted : but the effects produced are well

worth the additional trouble and expense.

We allude to the method of obtaining views

and portraits yr{?w nature by means of the

Camera Obscura, an instrument which it

is necessary to describe at some length, as

upon its perfection a good deal of the suc-

cess of the amateur will depend.

42. Camera Ohscura.—This instru-

ment has hitherto been described in optical

treatises as little more than a philosophical

plaything ; the requirements of photogra-

phy have, however, induced opticians to

make modifications in its construction, and
almost every optician has altered it to suit

his own particular fancy.

43. The most simple and inexpensive

form of the apparatus, consists of a

wooden box, havinc^ at one end a meniscus

or concavo-convex lens screwed into a sli-

ding brass tube, so as to be able to push it

toward or away from a piece of dimmed
glass which is enclosed in a frame, and
made to slide into a groove at the other

end of the box. On pointing the camera
at any object, there will be a reduced re-

presentation of it on the ground glass^ more
or less ; but this image may be rendered

quite distinct by adjusting the distance of

the lens from the ground glass. The sli-

ding frame for holding the prepared paper,

fits into the same groove in the camera as

the ground glass, and is provided with a sli-

ding door, so that the light can be made to

fall on the prepared paper after its intro-

duction into the camera ; the paper is

affixed by one or two morsels of wafer upon
the door of the frame.*

44. Portable Camera.—A far more
complete and convenient form of camera
may be made as follows. The sides of the

box are hinged too-etber, and so contrived

that, upon taking out the back and front, it

folds into a very small compass, and the

whole can be packed in a box ; the slide

for containing the paper is also very con-

venient, inasmuch as it is so constructed

that two pieces of prepared paper may be
enclosed and exposed to light in succes-

sion. The pieces of paper are laid, the

prepared side downwards, upon the squares

of glass ; the two halfs of the slide are then

folded together, and secured by a brass

clasp at each side. One slide is drawn
upwards, which lets the light act upon
one piece of paper ; this shut down, the

frame turned round in the camera box, and
the other drawn up, would then uacover
the other piece.*

To he continued.

* A very convenient form of camera for small
pictures has been fully described in the Philosophi-

cal Magazine, by Mr. Cundol.

—

Fhil. Mag., No.
160, 31ay 1844.

t The interior of this box has always been
blacked, in order that any stray rays of light, not
directly incident upon the photographic paper,

should not be reflected upon it from a light sur-

face. M. Laucherer, of Munich, a very success-

ful operator, has lately stated that we are in error

in this, that the interior of the camera should be
perfectly white ; he considers the image is thus

obtained in half the time, that there is greater uni-

formity in the impregnation, and that the lights

are not lost before the full development of the

parts of shadows. No doubt in some cases it

might be used with advantage, but in most instan-

ces we should prefer operating with a blackened

camera,
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GOSSIP.

— In auotlier column will be found the

proceedings of the second meeting of the

Ne2o York State Dagucrrean Association.

Those proceedings were peculiarly inte-

resting, and those Daguerreans who were

not present lost a treat thej may and will,

hereafter deplore. The committees on

Light, Position, Chemistry, &c., all ac-

quitted themselves very ably, and the pro-

ceedings in regard to the Hillotype were

very important. The committee appoint-

ed to visit Mr. Hill, reported to a special

meeting convened at Mr. Brady's rooms,

on the evening of the 19th, and we must

confess that so many startling facts were

submitted to the association that, notwith-

standing our desire to believe jMr. Hill, our

credulity was considerably shattered, and

we must say that there is nothing now can

assure us of the reality of the alledged dis-

covery but occular demonstration.

It was voted at the meeting of the 19th

that three more members should be added

to the committee of investigation, and that

it should still further investigate the mat-

ter before publishing their report. We
v/ere among those added to the committee,

and although our personal feelings prompt-

ed us to beg to be excused, our duty to the.

public, and our desire to promote the in-

terest of Mr. Hill, if it were a possible

thing, as well as that of tha Daguerrean

art generally, induced us to accept the ap-

pointment. We had full confidence in the

committee appointed at the meeting of the

13th, and of the other gentlemen added on

the 19rh, but as they desired assistance

and counsel in the matter we could not re-

fuse, when called upon, to add our mite.

We were, however, prevented by illness

—which had been growing upon us for

several days, and became more active on

the morning appointed for the meeting of

the committee—from being present at the

investigation. Following, we give the re-

port of the committee. It must fpeak for

itself, and, as we have before remarked,

we must now have occular demonstration

before we can believe in the Hillotype.

In this decision, we must not, however,

lay ourselves open to the fault of injustice,

and we shall, therefore, as we have done

before, offer our columns to Mr. Hill as- a

medium through which to reply to this re-

port ; although we do not, now, think that

anything will be available to him except a

public exhibition of the pictures in natural

colors he persists in saying are in his

possession. We did intend to lay before

the committee—and also publish in this

number—portions of a letter we received

from Mr. Hill on the 13th, but our illness

prevented the first intention, while we find

that, with one exception—the determina-

tion to adhere to the resolution not to show

his pictures until he had fully developed

his process—they jar too forcibly with form-

er letters to be of any service to him.

There is not an individual who knows us,

who would not testify to our heart-felt de-

sire to vindicate and assist Mr. Hill in this

matter, and that nothins; but strono* evi-

dence could shake us in the position wo

had assumed, although we did not go so

far in our belief as others, who are now
more violent in their censure and bitter-

ness.

Report of the Committee appointed
BY the New York State Daguer-
rean Association, to investigate
the Present State of the Hillo-
type, &c., &c.
At a meetino; of the ISew York State

Daguerrean Association, held at Mr. Bra-
dy's Gallery, in the city of New York, on
the 12th inst., among other interesting

topics the alledged discovery of Mr. L. L.
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Hill, with respect to his ability in taking

daguerreotypes in colors, was discussed

;

and from the many conflicting circumstan-

ces brought before the Association for in-

vestigation, it was finally voted that a com-
mittee of three members of the Associa-

tion should visit Mr. Hill at his residence

at Westkill, Greene Co., N. Y., for the

purpose of hearing Mr. Hill's explanations,

and to receive such evidence as mi«;ht have
reference to this subject generally.

The Committee to whom this business

was intrusted, believing that the object of

the Association was a fair, impartial and
final decision as to the alledged discovery,

beg leave, before proceeding with the im-
mediate business of then- report, to state

that nearly a year has elapsed since Mr.
L. L. Hill announced his discovery of a

process for daguerreotyping all the natural

colors ; that the results furnished inexpres-

sively beautiful copies of nature ; that a
red house with snow in the landscape, and
other views of nature, were perfectly trans-

ferred to plates in all the hues of life and
reality. The public journals announced
many other wonders of a similar character,

and the interest arising from the announce-
ment of such a discovery has pervaded not
only the minds of artists, but those of a
large portion of the public. The Daguer-
rean art languished, in the expected pre-

sence of the new light which was to break
over its diminished glory. Daguerrean ar-

tists awaited the fidfillment of Mr. Hill's

promises. Day passed after day, and
month after month, without any visible evi-

dence of the fruits of the alledged discovery,

except in the patient watchfulness of the

artists, who expected so much and who
have reason, as we fear, to expect so little.

Your Committee have taken pains to in-

quire into the rumors and reports which
have had reference to the alledged discovery,

Eot only with respect to Mr. Hill's con-
duct since the announcement of his discov-

ery, but also with respect to the pictures

which he is said to have produced. They
have found no evidence to satisfy them
that any person has seen any picture color-

ed by any process, new . to the scientific

world, at the hands of Mr. Hill. On the

contrary, they are of opinion that the pic-

tures in colors which have been exhibited

by Mi'. Hill are mere transfers of colored

prints, and that they have been in no case

transfers of copies from nature ; in sifting

the rumors connected with this part of th®

subject, a variety of facts, also, have pre-

sented themselves, which show that how-
ever profitable to Mr. Hill, may have been
the means of keeping the public mind
awake to the importance of the alledged

discovery, the general result has been dis-

astrous not only to the Daguerrean art it-

self, but, individually to the professors of

it. However anxious your Committee may
be to favor Mr. Hill as far as charity can

do it, the public good seems to demand an

acknowledgment of the fact that Mr. Hill

appears to be realizing, or to have already

realized a handsome income from his pub-
lications, and from the pupils, who have

been induced by his vaunted discovery to

place themselves under his tuition, in the

eager hope of seeing those colored pictures,

of which they know no more than that

" the frames have been ordered." Your
Committee may believe that where there is

smoke there may have been fire—but they

are not fully persuaded that where there

are frames, new and extraordinary pictures,

colored like life and nature, are sure to

present themselves. Happy will be the

pupil in the vale at Westkill, who shall

have his rosy-colored dreams fully realized.

Your Committee on the 13th instant,

called on Mr. Hill at his residence, at a

late hour in the evening, and were cordial-

ly received. The purpose of the visit was

distinctly and clearly made known, and

Mr. Hill was fully advised that your Com-
mittee would report on the interview, and

investigations made by them. Mr. Hill

replied that he was prepared ; that he had

perfected his discovery ; that he had taken

advice, and that there was no necessity for

further delay. This was quite satisfactory

for the first interview. The next morning

a second visit to Mr. Hill's residence ^^as

made by your Committee, who were unable

to ascertain that any new or useful disco-

very has been made. Mr. Hill declined

exhibidng any pictures, giving as reasons

that they had been misrepresented, and

produced unfavorable impressions when
they had been shown, and that the process

would be discovered if they were inspected

by piactical Daguerrean^..

In an interview which lasted several

hours, there appeared nothing in the least

decree favorable to the assumed discovery.
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and very little that would induce men of
sound judgment to employ their time in

discourse with such a discoverer. Discre-

pancies and eccentricities of thought pre-

dominated over any wholesome and practi-

cal course of ideas, and, taken together

with the many circumstances which have

been discussed in the circle of the art, (in

which the supernatural origin of the disco-

very should not be forgotten,) your Com-
mittee have come to the conclusion that

Mr. L. L. Hill, has not only deluded many
Professors of the Daguerrean Art, but that

he has deluded himself thoroughly and
completely—that the origin of the discove-

ry was a delusion— that the assumed pro-

gress and improvement of it was a delusion

—and that the only thought respecting it,

in which there is no delusion, is for every
one to abandon any possible faith in Mr.
Hill's abilities to produce natural colors in

Daguerreotypes—of which the whole his-

tory has been an unmitio;ated delusion.

D. D. T. Davie, tjtica, N. Y.
John M. Clark, New-York,
Wm. a. Tomlinson, Troy, N. Y.
A. MORAND, N. Y.
Gabriel Harrison, N. Y.

Neiv-York^ Nov. IS, 1851.

— It will be seen from the following ex-

tract from the English papers, that our

countryman, IMayall, still holds the palm

in Loadon, in the Daguerreotype art.

" Among the best specimens of the Da-
guerreotype process which have been seen

in this country are those which have been
exhibited in the Crystal Palace by the Ame-
rican artist, Mr. Mayall, and which are

now in his studio in the Strand. Tbis
gentleman has brought his art to a very
high degree of perfection, the principal

characteristic of his style being its extra-

ordinary vigor. His photographs are among
the clearest and cleanest cut we have ever

seen. In portraits we have found him ex-

ceedingly successful, and a visitor will pro-

bably be surprised to see upon how large a

field the transatlantic boldness of Mr.
Mayall has tempted him to work. Among
the likenesses which he has produced are

some of a size which gives the photograph
the status of a goodly picture. Nor will

it be found that the manipulation is in any
way inferior to that of the most delicate

miniatures, and whether these large works

be regarded with the naked eye or with

the magnifying glass, they will be found as

finished and accurate as can possibly be de-

sired. With a laudable desire that his da-

guerreotypes should be tested by the great-

est number of examiners, Mr. Mayall has

taken pains to obtain sittings, in costume,

by a number of our most popular theatrical

artists, male and female, and the exceed-

ing good fortune with which he has beea
enabled to catch the peculiar look and

manner of each metropolitan favorite will

instantly occur to the spectator. He has

selected a group from each of the principal

theatres, and this department of his col-

lection would in itself repay a visit.

" But the most striking feature in Mr,
Mayall's gallery is a series of views which

he has taken in the Crystal Palace itself,

when in the zenith of its glory. He has

applied himself most zealously to the busi-

ness of procuring a set of Exhibition me-
morials, beside whose marvellous and lite-

ral fidelity every other representation must

seem idealized. Mr. Mayall appears to.

have tried all points and corners of the

place, until there is hardly a possible vari-

ety of view which he has not seized. His

principal seiies of pictures take you pro-

gressively from end to end of the building,

and not only are all the great objects along

the centre of the nave admirably brought

out, but the contributions on the stalls and
counters on each side are so clearly depict-

ed, that in making them out, one by one,

you have a stronger reminiscence of your

own original impressions in the building

than can be imamned without seeino* the

photographs. A picture, in giving you a

more general, gives you of course a more
artistic recollection of details ; but here are

the details themselves—lamp-globes, bird-

cages, jewel boxes, and non-inverted in-

scriptions, precisely as you noted them
down from your catalogue. Facts have

seldom been so rigidly adhered to since

pictorial art came into use. But, literally

truthful as these pictures are, most of them

have a very pleasing character ; those es-

pecially which introduce portions of the

central nave and fountain. This latter,

indeed, Mr. Mayall has haunted perseve-

ringly, and has obtained several charming

recollections of its graceful form, catching

even the spray thrown ofi" from the crown-
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iog bulb of water. We believe tbat Mr.
Mayall has it in contemplation to prep£ire

from these photographs a series of copies,

which will be essential to those who wish

to retain a perfect " book of reference" in

regard to the contents of the Crystal

Palace.
" The studio in the Strand contains an

nnusually large number of the photographs,

and among them are some likenesses of dis-

tinguished Americans, and some views of

American towns, which will be examined
with much interest. Nor are this gentle-

man's efforts solely literal, for among other

comic designs is a series of four views of

the same extraordinary face, that of a

bearded, bald-headed, wrinkled, rail-way

speculator, in four different phases of feel-

ing, arising from the successful or unsuc-
cessful issues of his negotiations. This se-

ries, illustrated by appropriate passages

from Shakspeare has been lithographed for

Mr. Grundy, of Regent-street (whose gal-

lery we have some time since noticed), and
ought really to have a place in the portfo-

lio of the collector of quaintnesses. Mr.
MayalPs courtesy opens his gallery in the

most liberal way to visitors, and an hour
can hardly be more agreeably spent than
in looking over the American daguerreo-
types .

' '

—

Mo7"ning Chronicle.

"Among the records of the Crystal Pa-
lace which will convey to future genera-
tions most lively impressions of its pictu-

resque aspects and marvellous details, a

series of daguerreotypes—on what we be-

lieve to be an unprecsdentedly large scale

taken from the most striking points of the

exhibition,—on which Mr. Mayall, the

American photographist, has been for some
time engaged,—will hold a conspicuous
place. Some of these have been submitted
for our inspection

; and we can scarcely do
justice in words to the charm of their pre-

cision in drawing and the illusion of their

perspective. In particular they are re-

markable for the refinement and accuracy

of outline, as well as the delicacy of relief,

with which the statuary is produced. Con-
sidering that, with all their beauty, these

works have no extraneous embellishments

—that nothing is altered, added, or with-

drawn for the sake of effect—that they are

Nature's own copies of the wondrous scene

—we are glad to understand that it is Mr.

MayalPs intention to reproduce them by
means of the glass process—so as to give

them to the world on paper with the agree-

able tint of the calotype, whilst they retain

the precision peculiar to the art through

which they are now being created. Such
a means of seizing and multiplying what
each successive day is bringing closer and
closer to the vanishing point, is of great

importance to those who will hereafter con-

sult every document that can report to

them fcdthfully and eloquently of the much-
talked-of scene."

—

Athenceum.

— We are glad to learn from the follow-

ing communication, that the taste for the

fine arts is rapidly improving at the west,

Mr. Earle appears to be a devout and per-

severing worshipper at its shrine, and his

efforts for its elevation will certainly entitle

him to the utmost approbation of his con-

temporaries. We tender him our sincere

thanks for his attentions to us.

Cincinnati.^ Nov. 14th, 1851.

Dear Sir :—I received your favor in

due time, and thank you for your courtesy.

I will remit soon. I would have written

to you at an earlier date, but have been

delayed by some matters that were in

embryo. You will see by the accompany-

ing circular that our Artists are getting up

a gallery on principles of equity similar to

those contained in an article of your Sep-

tember number. The circular was printed

before we received your journal, and it was

gratifying to us, in glancing through your

pages, to find one of your able correspon-

dents, J. K. Fisher, developing principles

similar to those we had embodied. An
association for academical purposes, has

also been formed, embracing in it the most

eminent members of the four arts of design,

Architecture, Painting, Engraving and

Sculpture. Its meetings are held twice a

week for the purpose of drawing, and much

good feeling and improvement will no doubt

grow out of it. I should rejoice to see a
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like union of our Daguerrean artists, and

hope that F'aris, Hawkins, and gome more

of the okler members of the profession will

take the lead in effectins; somethin;>; of the

kind. At the late exhibition of the Ohio

Mechanics' Fair, there was scarcely what

could be called a competition of Daguer-

rean art. Fontayne and Porter seem to

have rested upon the laurels they had won

at the World's Fair. Lippcncott and

Carter, were likewise resting. Boyce, had

a few choice pictures. Hawkins had about

one dozen first class portraits
; but so badly

exhibited as to do him great injustice.

Faris, however, sustained the honor of

Cincinnatian daguerreotypists, by a splen-

did display of about sixty portraits, groups,

&c., most of which were exceedingly good

pictures. The burning of the Apollo

Building, and with it the fine collection

that Hawkins had made through the course

of ten years, was the principal cause of his

meagre display. These two pioneers of the

art in the Ohio Valley, have steadily main-

tained the lead in portraiture, whilst the

palm for views has been given to Fontayne

and Porter. Comparisons between these

two, would perhaps be odious, whilst it

would be difiicult to decide to which the

superiority belongs. The artists I believe

are disposed to give the laurel to Hawkins?

whilst popular favor leans to Faris.

The pictures of the former, as well as

others, in the fine gradation of their lights

and shades, and the transparency of their

shadows, give great depth, roundness?

and projection to the forms. Those of the

latter have more striking contrasts of light

and shade, more streaks of sunshine and

cloud-shadows, if I may be allowed to use

such a simile ; and withal, a light, airy,

spiritual gracefulness, that wins the popu-

lar favor. Hawkins has experimented

much with paper, and produced what he

termed the Solograph. The principle upon

which they are produced I believe is the

same as Talbot's, though the practical de-

tails are somewhat different. Of these

and also of his negatives upon glass, 1 will

give you some items at another time, should

my pennings be found acceptable.

Yours, truly,

Austin T. Earle.

artists' exhibition gallery for the
annual distribution of art.

To tlie Artists oj the United Slates :

Experience has proven that a general

exhibition of whatever may from time to

time be added to Art, tends to cultivate a

taste on the part of the people—to induce

them to purchase, and to stimulate a

generous emulation on the part of the

Artists.

The design of this gallery is to combine

such elements of popularity with the peo-

ple and with the artists that each shall act

as a stimulus to the other.

We therefore invite co-operation from

all parts of the Union, and hope that none

either here or elsewhere will feel themselves

excused or uninvited.

REGULATIONS OF THE EXHIBITION AND
DISTRIBUTION.

r. The Gallery will open daily, Sun-
days excepted for the reception of works
of art and the admission of visitors.

2. The subscription to the Annual Dis-

tribution will be three dollars. Admission

of non-subscribers to the Gallery ten cents.

Subscribers and Artists free.

3. All works of Art sent to' the Gallery

must be accompanied with a note, stating

whether for distribution or to be disposed

of otherwise.

4. The value of each work of Art to be
estimated by a committee of disinterested

artists, the owner having the privilege to

demur and withdraw his property at any
time before receiving part pay on the same.

5. Insurance to be effected early as

practicable on the Gallery and contents, so

as to secure contributing artists from serious

loss in case of fire.

6. Contributions of Art to be so ar-

ranged in the Gallery in reference to posi-

tion and light as to deal feirly and equally

by all.

7. Twenty per cent, of the income from

subscriptions, admissions, and private sales
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to be appropriated to the payment of ex-

penses, including rent, advertising, postage,

and the salary of the business agent and
Corresponding Secretary.

8. The remaining eighty per cent, to

constitute the Artists^ Fund^ fr m which

a monthly dividend shall be declared and
paid to Artists in proportion to the value

of their unpaid works, and in reference to

the reception of the same.

9. The number and value of the Paint-

ings, Modelliogs, &c., to be distributed

annually to be governed by the amount of

subscriptions received, and to embrace a

fair representation of the productions of

each contributing Artist.

10. The Annual Distribution to take

place at the close of the Annual Exhibition

of the Ohio Mechanics' Institute.

11. Contributing Artists to constitute an

associated body who shall hold one annual

meeting at their gallery in each year, for

the election of one President, two Vice
Presidents, one Treasurer, one Recording
Secretary, and one Corresponding Secreta-

ry and Business Agent, (who shall perform

such duties as are usually assigned to such

officers,) also a Committee of Estimate,

cons'sting of five, who, with the officers,

shall constitute a Board of Management.
12. These Regulations to be changed or

modified as a majority of the organized As-
sociation of Artists may desire.

Austin T. Earle,
Business AgH and Cor. Sec'y.pro. tern.

Cincinnati^ Sept. 15, 1851.

N. B —Earle's Daguerrean Institute will

be used for an Exhibition Gallery for the

present. It is a fine, large, well lighted

and ventilated room, being thirteen and a

half feet from the floor to the ceiling, thirty

feet wide, and fifty-four feet deep. It is

centrally located in a pleasant and fashion-

able part of the city, on the east side of

Vine street above Fourth, Cincinnati,

Ohio. A. T. E.

— We are indebted to the Messrs.

Mead, Brothers, for the following letter of

M'me. Daguerre, written in answer to a

letter of condolence, for the loss of her es-

teemed husband, from those enterprising

gentlemen :

—

Messieurs,

I will not longer delay expressing

how deeply affected I was by your kind

and sympathizing letter you wrote me on
the mournful bereavement I have experi-

enced by the death of M. Daguerre, my
husband. Indeed, if anything could con-

sole me and lessen my regret, it would be

the marks of sympathy that have been

shown me, not only in France, but in every

country where M. Daguerre's name,
talents and discoveries are known. It is a

painful but a soothing pleasure to his widow
to know that the Daguerrean artists in

America have shown their respect for his

memory in wearing crape for him during

several days, and 1 beg you to errpress my
sincere thanks to all those who have thus

acted, particularly to the Society of Artists

at New York, as I have myself done here

to the Society des Beaux-Arts, of which

M. Daguerre was a member and who in-

tend, as probably you already know, open-

ing a subscription among the artists and

persons who are employed in the Daguer-

reotype, for the erection of a monument t®

M. Daguerre 's memory in the cemetery of

Petit Bry Sur Marne, where my husband

resided and where he breathed his last, the

10th of July, 1851.

I should have desired to offer you an au-

tograph of M. Daguerre, but he scarcely

wrote by himself, and I can only forward

as autograph his simple signature or print-

ed piece, I will send you one if you wish it

less I should find a more interesting writing.

I do not possess the lithograph you men-
tion, and it would indeed be a great trea-

sure to me to have one, and for which kind

attention allow me at once to express my
most grateful thanks. I remain, sirs.

Your very truly, D. Daguerre.
Bry Sur Marne ^ IQth Oct.

— We have received three exquisite

specimens of paper photographs from M.

Renard, of Paris, France. They are far

more beautiful than any thing of the kind

ever seen in this country. Photographs

taken in this style bid fair to out-rival the

daguerreotype. These photographs are

designed to illustrate the style in which we

intended to publish our Daguerrean Album,

and we shall be happy in showing them to
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ail daguerreans who may wish to see them.

M. Kenard will please accept onr thanks

for these pictures, and our assurance of a

desire to reciprocate the favor done us.

— The National Daguerrean Con-

VENTiox met pursuant to call, on the 13th

inst. at 308 Broadway, N. Y., and ap-

pointed a committee to draft an address to

the Dao-uerreans of the United States.O
This address we hope to publish in the jour-

nal for December, to which time we shall

reserve our comments.

— Mr. Barnard, of Oswego, and Mr.

Davie of Utica, have exhibited to us some

beautiful specimens of the Daguerreotype

art. unsurpassed by those of any other

artist. We cordially recommend these

artists to the ladies and gentlemen of their

respective cities.

two exceptions those who have inserted

their portraits have purchased one hundred

copies of the number containing it.

— W. T. of S. C.—In answer to your

question we will say that you have been

misinformed in regard to the matter. We
make no charge for the insertion of por-

traits and biographies, although it is gene-

rally customary, among periodicals, to do

so. The reputation of an operator as an

artist must be good, in order to secure the

privilege of placing his portrait in our

Journal, but as it is undoubtedly of far

more advantage to the artist than ourselves,

we think it not more than right that he

furnish the illustration free of expense to

us. As to the style and cost of the por-

trait, we leave that entirely to 'the judg-

ment and taste of the operator, requiring

only, that the work be executed as nearly

perfect as possible. Steel plates are de-

cidedly the least trouble, and much pre-

ferable, as finer impressions and more uni-

form printing can be obtained from them.

Lithographic drawings will not always

print well, and we have had much trouble

with them on that accouut. With on 3 or

— We are informed that a report has

been very industriously circulated through

the country, that Mr. E. Anthony, of

New York city, is directly interested in

and connected with the Photographic Art-

Journal. In justice to Mr. Anthony, we

most solemnly declare that the report is a

most wilful and deliberate falsehood. Mr.

Anthony has never in any way been in-

terested in the Journal farther than as a

friend, neither has he rendered it any

pecuniary assistance, farther than paying

his bill for advertising promptly when pre-

sented, and he knows no more of the con-

tents of each number, before its appear-

ance complete, than other subscribers—he

never even sees a line until it is in pi-int.

We make this statement because we are

given to understand that the report has

been circulated by designing men for the

purpose of injuring the influence both of

Mr. Anthony and the Photographic Art-

Journal. Such paltry tricks can only end

in the discomfiture of those who resort to

them.

— Our next number will complete the

first yearof the Photographic Art-Jour-

nal, and with it the term for which all

our subscribers have paid. We tender our

thanks for the liberal support our efforts

have received, and would respectfully re-

quest all those who intend continuing their

subscriptions to send the amount of each

before the 1 0th of January next, as we shall

discontinue sending the Journal to those

who do not renew, on or before that time.

We should also be pleased to mention in

our " Gossip" the services of such of our

subscribers, who may take the trouble to

procure and send us one or more subscri-

bers. To the artist who will send us the
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largest number of subscribers by tliat time,

we will give a premium of one of Harri-

son's J cameras, and if bis list is suffi-

ciently large we will give a J size. It is

with pleasure we have to state, that so well

have we been supported by the Daguer-

rean artists of the United States and Eng-

land, that our Journal has gone through its

first year without a dollar of pecuniary as-

sistance from any other source than that

of its subscription and advertising patron-

ao-e—a rare instance in periodical literature

—and we trust that our present subscri-

bers will appreciate our labors sufficiently to

induce each to send with his own an addi-

tional name, that we may be enabled to

increase, correspondingly, our usefulness.

In our next we shall enter into a review of

the benefits which have already resulted to

the profession from our publication, and we

shall begin the new year with announce-

ments of much importance.

—We understand, just as we are going

to press, that one of the Philadelphia pa-

pers—not having seen it we are unable to

rive its name—has published an article of

a most caustic and libellous nature upon the

Committee appointed by the New York

State Daguerrsan Association to visit Mr.

Hill, examine papers and report upon the

truth of th alledged discovery of taking

Daguerreotypes in their natural colors.

We also understand that in the course of

its remarks it says that the meeting from

which this Committee emanated was got

up by Mr. Brady of New York, for the

purpose of gaining notoriety and custom,

and otherwise attacks him in a most scan-

dalous manner.

Now, as Mr. Brady is absent from the

city, and has been for the last four or five

months, we consider it our duty to excul-

pate him from this cowardly, unwarranted

and libellous attack. We have no doubt

that if Mr. Brady had been in New York

at the time of the meeting of the Daguer-

rean Association he would have taken an

active part in its proceedings ; but that

this meeting was got up by him for the pur-

pose indicated is a deliberate falsehood, and

whoever penned the article in question

must have known it to be such, and had it

inserted in a literary sewer for the express

purpose of injuring Mr. Brady's business
;

perhaps with the frail hope that his own

—

if he is a daguerreotypist—might be bene-

fitted. If this—as has been suggested to

us—is the case, we have not words of ab-

horrence and censure sufficient to depict

his true character. If the editor of the

paper inserted the article on his own re-

sponsibility all we can say to him is,

that, if he or his paper has the smallest

particle of respect or influence in the com-

munity where it is printed, he may be as-

sured Mr. Brady will insist upon the only

reparation a gentleman can lawfully ob-

tain, so soon as he returns from Europe,

where he now is for the benefit of his health.

We fear, however, that both the paper

and the editor are too insignificant to be

noticed by a gentleman, and we feel that

we are polluting our Journal by alluding to

the falsifier at all, and we should not do so if

the attack had not been made on an ab-

sent friend, who is unable to defend him-

self in the manner we have mentioned.

In regard to the Committee we will say

—

for the satisfaction of those most interested

in the question at issue—that it was com-

posed of five of the best and most respect-

able Daguerreotypists in the country, three

of whom were personal friends of Mr. Hill.

The other two were entirely unknown to

him, and he to them, except by public re-

putation. From the evidence placed be-

fore them we do not see how they could

have decided otherwise. If Mr. Hill does

not entirely vindicate himself in regard to

the matter—and we most sincerely and

devoutly hope he may be able to do so—we

shall hereafter lay the whole evidence pre-

sented to the Committee before the public.
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THE POETRY OF SCIENCE, OR STUDIES OF THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA
OF NATURE.*

BY ROBERT HUNT,
Author of ' Fauihea,' ' Researches on Lights etc.

It has been stated that matter is neces-

sary to the development of light ; that no
luminous effect would be produced if it

were not for the presence of matter. Of
this we have not only no proof, but such

evidence as we have is against the position.

There is no loss of light in the most per-

fect vacuum we can produce by any artifi-

cial means, which should be the case if

matter was concerned in the phenomena of

light as a cause.

Color is certainly a property regulated

by material bodies ; or rather the presence

ot matter is necessary to the production of

color. Chlorine gas is a pale yellow, and
nitrous vapor is a yellowish red. These
and one or two other vapors, which arc

near the point of condensation into fluids,

are the only colored gaseous or vaporiform

bodies. The sky is blue, because the ma-
terial particles of the atmosphere reflect

back the blue rays. But we have more
practical illustrations than this. The flame

of hydrogen burning with oxygen gives

scarcely any light ; allow it to impinge on

lime, a portion of which is carried off by the

heat of the flame, and the most intense ar-

tificial light with which we are acquainted

is produced. Hydrogen gas alone gives a

flame in which nearly all but the blue rays

are wanting : place a brush of steel or as-

bestos in it, and many of the other rays

are at once produced. An Argand lamp,
and more particularly the camphene Ar-
gand, gives a flame which emits most of

the rays found in sun-light. Spirit of wine
mixed with water, warmed and ignited,

* Continued from vol. 2, No. 5, page 269.
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gives only yellow rays ; add nitrate of ston-

tian, and they become red ; but nitrate of

barytes being mixed with it, they are

changed to green and yellow ; salts of cop-

per afford fine blue rays, and common salt

intense yellow ones. Many of these colored

rays and others can be produced in great

power by the use of various solid bodies in-

troduced into flame. This has not been
sufficiently pointed out by authors ; but it is

clear from experiments that light requires

the presence of matter to enable it to dif-

fuse its glories. How is it that the oxygen
and hydrogen flame gives so little light,

and, with a solid body present, pours forth

such a flood of brilliancy ?

The production of artificial light by elec-

trical and chemical agencies will necessa-

rily find some consideration under their

respective heads. There are numerous
phenomena which connect themselvt s with
luminous power, or appear to do so, which,

in the present state of our knowledge, can-

not come immediately within our attention.

We are compelled to reserve our limited

space for those branches of science which
we are enabled to connect with the great

natural operations constantly go'ng on
around us. Many of these more abstruse

results will, however, receive some inciden-

tal notice when we come to examine the

operation of the combined physical forces

on matter.

We see in light a principle which, if

it has not its source in the sun, is certain-

ly dependent upon that luminary for its

manifestations and powers. From that
" fountain of light" we find this principle

traveling to us at a speed which almost
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approaclies the quickness of thought itself;

yet by the refinements of science we have

been enabled to measure its velocity with

the utmost accuracy. The immortal poet

of our own land and language, in his crea-

tion of Ariel, that " tricksy spirit," who
would creep like music upon the waters,

and girdle the earth in thirty minutes, ap-

pears to have approached to the highest

point to which mere imagination could

carry the human mind as to the powers of

things ethereal. Science has, since then,

shown to man that this " spirit, fine spirit,"

was a laggard in his tasks, and a gros3

piece of matter, when compared with the

subtile essences which man, like a nobler

Prospero, has now subdued to do him ser-

vice. Light is necessary to life ; the world

was a dead chaos before its creation, and

mute disorder would again be the conse-

quence of its annihilation. Every charm
which spreads itself over this rolling globe

is directly dependent upon luminous power.

Colors, and often, probably, forms, are the

result of light, certainly the consequence

of solar radiations. We know much of the

mysterious influences of this great agent,

but we know nothing of the principle itself.

The solar beam has been tortured through

prismatic glasses and natural crystals.

Every chemical agent has been tried upon
it, every electrical force in the most exci-

ted state brought to bear upon its opera-

tions, with a view to the discovery of the

most refined ef earthly agencies ; but it

has passed through every trial without re-

vealing its secrets, and even the effects

which it produces in its path are unexplain-

ed problems still, to tax the intellect of

man.
Every animal and every plant is impelled

to own that life and health are duo to light

;

;and even the crystallizing forms of inorganic

matter by bending towards it, confess its

all prevailing sway. From the sun to every

planet revolving around that orb, and to

the remotest stars which gleam through

the vast immensity of heaven, we discover

this power still in its brightness, giving

beauty and order to these unnumbered
creations, no less completely than to this

small island of the universe. Through

every form of matter we can mark its pow-

er, and from all we can, under certain con-

ditions, evoke it in lustre and activity.

Over all and through all light spreads its

ethereal force, and manifests, in all its

operations, powers which might well exalt

the mind of Plato to the idea of an omnis-

cient and omnipresent God. Science, with
her Ithuriel wand, has, however, shown
that light is itself an effect of a yet more
exalted cause, which we can only refer to

the source of every good and every perfect

gift.

CHAPTER VIII.

ACTINISM CHEMICAL RADIATIONS.

The Sun-ray and its Powers—Darkening ot Horn
|

Silver—Niepce's Discovery—Prismatic Spec-
trum—Refrangibihty of Light, Heat, and Acti-

nism—Daguerre's Discovery—Photography

—

Chemical Effects produced by Solar Radiations

—Absorption of Actinism—Phenomena of the

Daguerreotype—Chemical Change produced
upon all bodies—Power of Matter to restore its

Condition—Light protects from Chemical
Change—Photographs taken in Darkness—Che-
mical Effects of Light on Organized Forms

—

Chemical Effects of Solar Heat—Influence of
Actinism on Electricity—Radiations in Dark-
ness—Moser's Discoveries, &c.

Heat and light are derived from the

sun, and we have attempted to show that

not only are the phenomena of these two
principles different, but that they can

scarcely, in the present condition of our

knowledge, be regarded as modified mani-
festations of one superior power. Associ-

ated with these two remarkable elements,

others may exist in the solar rays. Elec-

trical phenomena are certainly developed

by both heat and light, and peculiar

changes are produced by a short exposure

to sunshine. Electricity may be merely
excited by the solar rays, or it may flow

like light from the sun. Chemical action

may be only due to the disturbance of some
difi'used principle ; or it may be directly

owing to some agency which is radiated at

once from the sun.

A sun-ray is a magical thing : we con-

nect it in our fancy with the most ethereal

of possible creations. Yet in its action on
matter it produces color ; it separates the

particles of solid masses farther from each

other, and it breaks up some of the strong-

est forces of chemical affinity. To modern
science is entirely due the knowledge we
have gained of the marvellous powers of

the sunbeam ; and it has rendered us fa-

miliar with phenomena, to which the incan-

tation-scenes of the Cornelius Agrippas of
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the Dark Ages were but ill-contrived delu-

sions, and their magic mirrors poor instru-

ments in corapariswn with the silver tablets

of the photographic artist.

In the Dark Ages, or rather as the earli-

est gleams of the bright morning of indus-

trious research were dispelling the mists of

that phantom-peopled period, it was observ-

ed, for the first time, that the sun's rays

turned a white compound black. Man
must have witnessed, long before, that cu-

rious change which is constantly taking

place in all vegetable colois : some darken-

ing by exposure to sunlight, while ethers

are bleached by the solar rays. Yet those

phenomena excited no attention, and the

world knew nothing of the mighty changes

which were constantly taking place around

them. The alchemists—sublime pictures

of credulous humanity—toiling in the

smoke of their secret laboratories, wai ing

and watching for every change which could

be produced by fire, or by their "royal

waters," caught the first faint ray of an

t)pening truth ; and their wild fancy, that

light could change silver into gold, if they

but succeeded in s-eitino; its subtile beams
to interpenetrate the metal, was the clue

afforded to the empirical philosopher to

fjuide him through a more than Cretan la-

byrinth.

The first fact recorded upon this point

was, that horn silver blackened when expo-

sed to the light. Without doubt many
anxious thoughts were given by these al-

chemists to that fact. Here was, as it ap-

peared, a mixing up of light and matter,

and behold the strikins; chang-e. It was a

step towards the realization of their dreams.

Alas, poor visionaries ! in pursuing an

ideality they lost the reality which was

within their grasp.

Truths come slowly upon man, and long

it is before these angel visits are acknowl-
edged by humanity. The world clings to

Its errors, and avoids the truth, lest its

light should betray their miserable follies.

At length a man of genius announced
that " No substance can he exposed to the

sun''s rays without undergoing a chemical
change ;" but his words fell idly upon the

ear. His friends looked upon his light-

produced pictures as curious matters ; they

preserved them in their cabinets of curio-

sities : but the truth which he enunciated

was goon forgotten, Howbeit, these words

were recorded, and it is due to the solitary

experimentalist of Chalons on the Saone,

to couple the name of Niepce with the dis-

covery of a fact which is scarcely second to

the development of the great law of uni-

versal gravitation. But an examination
awaits us, which, for its novelty, has more
charms than most branches of science, and
which, for the extensive views it opens to

the enquirer, has an interest in nowise in-

ferior to any other physical investigation.

The prismatic spectrum affords us the

means of examining the conditions of the

solar rays with great facility. In bending
the ray of white light out of its path, by
means of a triangular piece of glass, we di-

vide it in a remarkable manner. We learn

that heat is less refracted by the glass than

the other powers ; we find the maximum
point of the calorific rays but slightly

thrown out of the right line, which the so-

lar pencil would have taken, had it not

been interrupted by the prism ; and the

thermic action is found to diminish with

much regularity on either side of this line.

We discover that the luminous power is

subject to greater refraction, and that its

maximum lies considembly above that of

heat ; and that, in like manner, on each
side the light diminishes, producing orange,

red, and crimson colors below the maxi-
mum point, and green, blue, and violet

above it. Again, we find that the radia-

tions which produce chemical change are

more refrangible than either of the others,

and the maximum of this power is found at

the point where light rapidly diminishes,

and where scarcely any heat can be de-

tected : it extends in full activity, above its

maximum, to a considerable distance,

where no trace of lio;ht can be discovered,

and below that pomt, until light, appear-

ing to act as an interfering agent, quenches
its peculiar properties. These are strong

evidences that light and actinism—as this

principle has been named—are not identi-

cal ; and we may separate them most easi-

ly and effectually from each other. Cer-

tain glasses, stained dark blue, with oxide

of cobalt, admit scarcely any light ; but

they offer no interruption to the passage of

actinism ; on the contrary, a yellow glass

or a yellow fluid, which does not sensibly

reduce the intensity of any one color of the

chromatic band of luminous rays, complete-
' ly cuts off this chemical principle, whatever
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it may be, la addition to these, there are

other results which we shall have to des-

cribe, which prove that, although associated

in the solar beam, light and actinism are in

constant antagonism.

When Daguerre first published his great

discovery, the European public regarded

his metal tablets with feelings of wonder
;

we have grown accustomed to the beauti-

ful phenomena of this art, and we have be-

come acquainted with a number of no less

beautiful processes on paper, all of which,

if studied aright, must convince the most

superficial thinker, that a world of wonder

lies a little beyond our knowledge, but

within the reach of patient and industrious

research. Photography is the name by

which the art of sun -painting will be for

ever known. We regard this as unfortu-

nate, conveying as it does a false idea,

—

the pictures not being light-drawn. Could

we adopt the name given by Niepce to the

process, the difiiculty would be avoided,

siace Heliography involves no hypothesis,

and strictly tells the undeniable fact.

By whatever name we determine to con-

vey our ideas of these phenomena, it is cer-

tain that they involve a series of efi"pcts

which are of the highest interest to every

lover of nature, and of the utmost import-

ance to the artist and the amateur. By
easy manipulation, we are now enabled to

give permanence to the charming pictures

which are produced by means of that pleas-

ing invention of Baptista Porta, the camera,

ohscura. Any image, which being refrac-

ted by the lens of this instrument falls upon

the table in its dark chamber, may be se-

cured with its most delicate gradations of

shadows, upon either a metallic or a paper

tablet.

Thus we are enabled to preserve the

lineaments of those vyho have benefitted

their race by their genius or their bravery.

By the agency of those very rays which

give life and brilliancy to the laughing eye

and roseate cheek, we can at once correct-

ly trace the outline of the features we ad-

mire, and fill in those shadowy details

which give the picture the charm of vrai-

semhlance. The admirer of nature may
copy her arrangements with strict fidelity.

Every undulation of the landscape, every

projecting rock or beetling tor, each sinu-

ous river, and the spreading plains over

which are scattered the homes of honest

industry and domestic peace, intermingle(i

with the towers or spires of those humble
temples in which simple-hearted piety de-
lights to kneel,—these, all of these, may,
by the sunbeam which illuminates the

whole, be faithfully pencilled upon our'

chemical preparations.

To the traveler how valuable is the pro-

cess } The characteristic vegetation of
distant lands, and the remains of hf)ar an-

tiquity, speaking to the present of the past,

and recording the histories of races which
have fieeted away, may be alike secured to-

instruct " ho^me-keeping wits," by the as-

sistance of this beautiful art.

But it is necessary we name a few of the-

more striking phenomena of these changes.

To commence with some of the more sim-

ple, but no less important results.

Chlotine and hydrogen will not unite m
darkness, nor will chlorine and carbonic

oxide ; but, if either of those gaseous mix-
tures are exposed to sunshine, they com-
bine rapidly, and with explosion. A solu-

tion of the sulphate of iron in ordinary

water may be preserved for a long time in

the dark without undergoing any change
;,

expose it to the sunshine, and a precipita-

tion of oxide of iron is very rapidly pro-

duced. The mineral chameleon, the man-
ganesiate of potash in solution, is almost

instantly decomposed in daylight ; but it

is a long time before it undergoes any
change in darkness. The same thing oc-

curs with a combination of platinum an(}

lime ; and, indeed, it appears that precipi-

tation is at all times, and under all circum-

stances, accelerated by the solar rays. As
these precipitations are in exact agreement
with the quantity of ae^tinic radiation to*

which the solutions have been exposed, we-

may actually weigh ofi" the relative quanti-

ties, representing in grains the equivalent

numbers to the amount of actinism which
has influenced the chemical compound.
We have evidence which appears to

prove that this agent may be absorbed by
simple bodies, and that by this absorption

an actual change of condition is produced,

in many respects analogous to those allotro-

pic changes which we have previously con-

sidered. Chlorine, in its ordinary state,

and hydrogen, do not combine in the dark.

If we employ the yellow medium of chlo-

rine gas, for the purpose of analyzing the

sun's rays previously to their falling upoa
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some chemical compound which is sensitive

to actinic power, we shall find that the

chlorine obstructs all this actinism, and

our unstable compound remains unchanged.

But the chlorine gas which has interrupted

this wonderful agent, appears to have ab-

sorbed it, and it is so far altered in its con-

stitution that it will unite with hydrogen

in the dark. In like manner, if, of two

portions of the same solution of sulphate of

iron, one is kept in the dark and the other

exposed to sunshine, it will be found that

the solution which has been exposed will

precipitate gold and silver from their com-
binations much more speedily than that

which hos been preserved in darkness.

The phenomena of the Daguerreotype

involve many strange conditions. A plate

of silver, on which a slight chemical action

has been established by the use of iodine,

is exposed to the lenticular image in the

oamera obscura. If allowed to remain un-

der the influence of the radiations for a

sufficient length of time, a faithful picture

of the illuminated objects is delineated on

the plate, as shown by the visible decompo •

sition and darkenino; of the iodized surface.

The plate is not, however, in practice al-

lowed to assume this condition ; after an

exposure of a few seconds the radiant in-

fluence is cut off, and the eye cannot de-

tect any evidence of change upon the yel-

low plate. It is now exposed to the vapor

of mercury, and that metal in a state of

exceedingly fine division is condensed upon
the plate ; but the condensation is not uni-

formly spread upon its face. The deposit

of mercurial vapor is in exact proportion

to the amount of chemical action produced.

Is the change, by which this peculiar power
of condensation is effected, a chemical,

calorific, electrical, or merely a molecular

one ? The evidences, at present, are not

sufficient to determine the question. In

all probability we have the involved action

of several forces. It is not necessary that

a chemically prepared surface should be

exposed to the sun's rays to exhibit this

result. A polished plate of metal, of glass,

of marble, or a piece of wood being partial-

ly exposed, will, when breathed upon, or

presented to the action of mercurial vapor,

show that a disturbance has been produced

npon the portions which were illuminated,

whereas no change can be detected upon
the parts which were kept in the dark. It

was thought, until lately, that a few chemi-

cal compounds, such as iodide of silver, the

Daguerreotype and Calotype material,

—

chloride of silver, the ordinary photogra-

phic agent,—a few salts of gold, and one

or two of lead and iron, were the only ma-
terials upon which these very remarkable

changes were produced. We now know
that it is impossible to expose any body,

simple or compound, to the sun's rays,

without its being influenced by this chemi-

cal and molecular disturbing power. To
take our examples from inorganic nature,

the granite rock which presents its uplifted

head in firmness to the driving storm, the

stones which genius has framed into forms

of architectural beauty, or the metal which

is intended to commemorate the great acts

of man, and which in the human form pro-

claims the hero's deeds and the artist's ta-

lent, are all alike destructively acted upon
during the hours of sunshine, and, but for

provisions of nature no less wonderful,

would soon perish under the delicate touch

of the most subtile of the agencies of the

universe,

Niepce was the first to show that those

bodies which underwent this change during

daylight, possessed the power of restoring

themselves to their original conditions du-

ring the hours of night, when this excite-O Of
ment was no longer influencing them.

Resins, the Daguerreotype plate, the un-
prepared metal tablet, and numerous pho-

tographic preparations show this in a re-

markable manner.

The picture which we receive to-night,

unless we adopt some method of securing

its permanency, fades away before the morn-
ing, and we try to restore it in vain. Upon
some of our chemical preparations this is

very remarkably shown, but by none in so

striking a manner as by paper prepared with

the iodide of platinum, which, being im-
pressed with an image of heliographic pow-
er, restores itself in the dark, in a few

minutes to its former state of sensibility to

sunshine. The inference we alone can

draw from all the evidences which the

study of actino-cheraistry affords, is, that

the hours of darkness are as necessary to

the inorganic creation as we know night

and sleep are to the organic kingdom. But
we must not forget that there does not cxiirt

in the solar rays a balance of forces which

materially modifies the amount of disturb-
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ing influence exerted by them on matter

Not only do we find that the chemical ac-

tion is not extended over the whole leno;th

of the prismatic spectrum, but we discover

that over spaces, which correspond with

the maximum points of light and heat, a

protective action is exerted. That is, that

highly sensitive photographic agents, which

blacken rapidly under exposure to diSused

daylight, are entirely protected from change

in full sunshine, if at the same time, as a

strong light is thrown upon them by reflec-

tion, the yellow and extra red rays are

brought to bear upon their surface. Not
only so, but by employing media which will

cut off the chemical rays of the spectrum,

admitting only the luminous and calorific

rays, we find that this power of protection

is co-extensive with color, or rather with

liglit^ and that a protected band, the length

of the spectrum, remains white, whilst

every other portion has blackened.

Among the many curious instances of

natural masfic, none are more remarkable

than an experiment not long since proposed

by which Daguerreotype pictures could

be taken in absolute darkness. This is ef-

fected in the following manner : A large

prismatic spectrum is thrown upon a lens

fitted into one side of a dark chamber ; and
as we know that the actinic power resides

in great activity beyond the violet ray,

where there is no light, the only rays which
we allow to pass the lens into the chamber
are those which are extra-spectral and
non-luminous. These are directed upon
any object, and from that object radiated

upon a highly sensitive plate in a camera
obscura. Thus a copy of the subject will

be obtained by the agency of radiations

which produce no sensible efiect upon the

optic nerve. This experiment is the con-

verse of those which show us, that we may
illuminate any object with the strongest

sunlight which has passed such adioactinic

media—as yellow glass, the yellow solution

of sulphuret of calcium, or of bichromate

of potash—and yet fail to secure any Da-
guerreotype copy of it, even upon the most
exquisitely sensitive plate. Indeed, the

imao;e of the sun itself, when settino;

through an atmosphere which reduces its

light to a red or rich yellow color, not only

produces no chemical change, but protects

an iodized plate from it ; and whilst every

other part of the tablet gives a picture of

surrounding objects in the ordinary char-

acter, the bright sun itself is represented

by a spot upon which no change has taken

place. In tropical climes, where a brilli-

ant sun is giving the utmost degree of illu-

mination to all surrounding objects, all

photographic preparations are acted upon
more slowly than in the climate of Eng-
land, where the light is less intense. As
a remarkable instance of this fact, a cir-

cumstance may be mentioned, which is cu^

riously illustrative of the power of light to

interfere with actinism :

—

A gentleman, well acquainted with the

Daguerreotype process, took with him to

the city of Mexico all the necessary appa-

ratus and chemicals, expecting, under the

bright light and cloudless skies of that cli-

mate, to produce pictures of superior ex-

cellence. Failure upon failure was the

result ; and although every care was used,

and every precaution adopted, it was not

until the rainy season set in that he could

secure a good Daguerreotype of any of

the buildings of that southern city.

Any reference to the chemical agency'of

LIGHT

—

luminous ray?,—has been avoided

until we came to the consideration of this

particular question of chemical change.

Upon organic compounds, as, for in-

stance, upon the coloring matter of leaves

and flowers, light does exert a chemical

power ; and it is found that vegetable colors

are bleached, not by rays of their own
character, but by those which are eomple-

mentary to them. A red dye fades under

the influence of a green ray, and a yellow

under that of a blue one, much more spee-

dily than when exposed to the rays of any
other color. It was long a question whe-
ther the decomposition of carbonic acid by
plants was due to the luminous or the che-

mical rays. It is now clearly established

that the luminous rajs are the most active

in producing this effect; which they do, in

all probability, only indirectly, by exciting

the vital powers of the organized structures,

to which we would refer this phenomenon
of gaseous decomposition.

We have already noticed some chemical

phenomena due to heat, particularly those

experiments of Count Rumford's, which
appeared to him to prove that the chemical

agency of the sun's rays was due to its ca-

lorific power. . A certain class of chemical

phenomena, we know, may be produced bj
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thermic action, both radiant and direct

;

but the only class of thermo-chemical
action, which connects itself immediately
with the solar radiations, belongs to a class

of rays to which the name of Parathermic
has been given, and to which belong the

scorching, as it is called, of plants, the

browning of the autumnal leaves, and pro-

bably the ripening of fruits. When we
come to the consideration of those physical

phenomena which belong to the growth of

plants, all these peculiarities of solar action

must be attended to in detail.

The manner in which we find the actinic

power influencing electrical action, also

shows us that this balance of force is con-
tinued through all the great principles of

nature. If a galvanic arrangement is made,
by which small quantities of metals maybe
slowly precipitated at one of the poles in

the dark, and a similar arransrement be ex-

posed to sunshine, it will be then found
that no metal will be deposited : the sun's

rays have interfered with the decomposing
power of the electrical current. At the

same time we learn, that, by throwing a

beam of light upon a plate of copper, form-
ing one of a galvanic pair, whilst it is under
the influence of an acidulated solution, an
additional excitation takes place, and the

galvanometer will indicate the passage of

an increased current of electricity. These
two dissimilar actions appear enigmatical

;

but they may, there is no doubt, receive

some solution from the influence of dififerent

rays on the contrary poles of the battery.

One thing is quite evident,—electricity suf-

fers a disturbance of one order, by lio-ht

:

and, by its associated principles in the sun-

beam, an excitement of another. If a

yellow glass is interposed between the gal-

vanic arrangement and the sun, the electro-

chemical precipitation goes on in the same
manner as it would in darkness, and no
extra excitement is produced upon the

plates of the battery. From this it would
appear that actinism and not lifrht is to be
regarded as the actively disturbing power.
We have already detailed many of the

peculiarities of the difi'erent varieties of

Phosphori, which would seem to be the

result of light. Phosphorescence is, how-
ever, excited by those rays which produce
no direct efiect upon the eye. If we spread
Bulphuretof calcium upon paper, and expose
it to the action of the solar spectrum, it is

found to glow (in the dark) only over those

spaces occupied by the violet rays and the

dark rays beyond them, proving that the

excitation necessary to the development of

the phenomena of phosphorescence is due
to a class of rays distinct from the true

light-giving principle, and more nearly al-

lied to that principle or power which sets

up chemical decomposition.

Vision and color, calorific action, che-

mical change, molecular disturbance, elec-

trical phenomena, and phosphorescent ex-

citation, all, each one with a strange quali-

ty, are connected with the sunbeam.

We find, when we receive solar spectra

upon iodized plates, or on several kinds of

photographic paper, that a line, over which

no action takes place, is preserved at the

top and bottom of the impressed image,

and in many cases along the sides also.

The only way in which this can be account-

ed for, as the spectrum represents the sun

in a distorted form, is by supposing that

rays come from the edges of the sun of a

different character from those which pro-

ceed from the centre of that orb.

May we not look upon the examples which

have been given, as evidence of some such

arrangement of the united principles as the

following ? Light proceeds with greatest

power from the centre of the solar disc, al-

though diffusing itself over every part ;

—

as the force of light diminishes, calorific

action is more strongly manifested, and a

zone of heat surrounds the centre of light,

beyond which, extending like an atmosphere

to the sun himself, exists the mighty che-

mical power which we call actinism ; and
may not electricity be the result of the

combined action of these three powers ?

That actinism is one of the great powers

of creation we have abundant proof. Near-
ly all the phenomena of change which have
been referred to light, are now proved to

be dependv nt upon actinic power ; and be-

yond the influence which has been ascer-

tained to be exerted by it upon all inorga-

nic bodies, we shall have occasion to show
still further the dependence of the vegeta-

ble and animal worlds upon its agency.

The influence of the solar beams on vegeta-

tion is proved by common experience ; the

closer examination of its action on vegetable

life is reserved for the chapter devoted to

its phenomena. Of its influence on animals

nothing is very correctly known ; but some
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early experiments prove that they, like

other organized bodies, are subject to all

the radiant forces, as indeed, independent

of experiment, our common experience

teaches. Certain it is, that organization

can take place only where the sun's rays

can penetrate : where there is unchanging
darkness, there we iSnd all the silence of

death. Prometheus stole fire from heaven,

and gave the sacred gift to man, as the

most useful to him of all things in his ne-

cessiuies : by the aid of it he could temper
the severities of climate, render his food

more digestible and agreeable, and illumi-

nate the hours of darkness. So says the

beautiful fiction of the Grecian mind,

—

which appears as the poetic dream or pro-

phetic glance of a gifted race, who felt the

mysterious truth they were yet unable to

describe. Phaeton and Apollo are only

other foreshadowino;s of the creative ener-

gies which dwell in the glorious centre of

our universe. The poetry of the Hellenic

people ascended above the littleness of

merely human action, and sought to inter-

pret the great truths of creation. Reflec-

tive, they could not but see that some
mysterious powers were at work around
them; imaginative, they gave to fine ideal-

izations the government of those inexplica-

ble phenomena. Modern science has shown
what vastly important offices the solar rays

execute, and that the principles discovered

in a sunbeam are indeed the exciters of

organic life, and the disposers of inorganic

form.

It must not be forgotten that we have
already alluded to a speculation which sup-

poses this actinic influence to be diflused

through all nature, to be indeed the ele-

ment to which chemical force in all its

forms is to be referred, and that it is mere-
ly excited by the solar rays. This hypo-
thesis receives some support from the very

peculiar manner in which chemical action

once set up is carried on, independent of

extraneous excitement, after the first dis-

turbance has been produced. If any of the

salts of gold are exposed in connection with

organic matter, as on paper, to sunshine

for a moment, an action is begun, which

goes on unceasingly in the dark, until the

gold is reduced to its most simple state.

The same thing occurs with chromate of

silver, some of the salts of mercury, argen-

tine preparations mixed with protosulphate

of iron or gallic acid, and some other che-

mical combinations. These progressive in-

fluences point to some law not yet disco-

vered, which seems to link this radiant ac-

tinism with the chemical agent existing in

matter.

This problem also connects itself with

another class of facts which, although due
in all probability, to a great extent, -to ca-

lorific radiations, and hence known under
the general term of Thermography, appear

to involve both chemical and electrical ex-

citation. From the investigations of Moser
and of others we learn the very extraordi-

nary fact, that even inanimate masses act

and re-act upon each other by the influ-

ence of some dark radiations, and seem to

exchange some of the peculiarities which
they possess. This appears generally in

the curioLis experiments which have been

referred to, as confined merely to form or

structure. Thus an engraved plate will

give to a polished surface of metal or glass

placed near it, after a very little time, a

neat, distinct image of itself; that is, pro-

duce such a structural disturbance as will

occasion the plate to receive vapor differ-

ently over those spaces opposite to the parts

*in cameo or in intaglio, from what it does

over the opposite. If a piece of wood is

used instead of a medal, there will, by si-

milar treatment, be produced a true pic-

ture of the wood, even to the representa-

tion of its fibres.

It has also been found that chemical de-

composition is produced by the mere juxta-

position of different bodies. If iodide of

gold or silver, perfectly pure, is placed

upon a plate of glass, and a plate of copper

covered with mercury is suspended over

them, a gradual decomposition of those

salts will take place, iodide of mercury
will be formed, and the gold or silver salts

will be reduced to a finely divided metallic

state.

A body, whose powers of radiating heat

are low, being brought near another whose

radiating powers are more extensive, will,

in the course of a short time, undergo such

an amount of molecular disturbance, as

will effect a complete change in the ar-

rangement of its surface, and an impression

of the body having the highest radiating

powers will be made upon the other. This

impression is dormant, but may be deve-

loped under the influence of vapor, or of
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oxidation. A body, such as charcoal, of

low conducting power, being placed near

another, such as copper, which is a good
conductor, will, in a very short time, pro-

duce, in like manner, an impression of it-

self upon the metal plate. Thus any two
bodies, whose conducting or radiating pow-
ers are dissimilar, beino; brouo;ht near each

other, will occasion a molecular disturb-

ance, or impress the one with the image of

the other. However small the difference

may be, an effect is perceived, and that of

the most extraordinary kind, giving rise to

the impression of actual images upon each

surfiice exposed. It is thus that a print

on paper may be copied on metal, by
merely suspending it near a well-polished

plate of silver or copper for a few days.

The white and black lines radiate very dif-

ferently ; consequently, an effect is produ-

ced on the bright metal in the parts corres-

ponding to the black lines, dissimilar to

that which takes place opposite to the white

portions of the paper ; and, on the applica-

tion of vapor, a true image of the one is

found impressed upon the other.

Bodies which are in different electrical

states act upon each other in an analogous

manner. Thus arsenic, which is highly

electro-negative, will, when placed near a

piece of electro-positive copper, readily im-

part to its surface an impression of itself

;

and so in like manner will other bodies, if

in unlike conditions. Every substance

physically different, (it signifies not whether

as it regards color, chemical composition,

mechanical structure, calorific condition,

or electrical state,) has a power of radia-

tion by which a sensible change can be pro-

duced in a body differently constituted.

Fable has told us that the magicians of

the East povssessed mirrors in which they

could at will produce images of the absent.

Science now shows us that representations

quite sufficient to deceive the credulous

can be produced on the surface of polished

metals without difficulty . A highly polish-

ed plate of steel may be impressed with
images of any kind, which would remain
invisible, the polished surface not being in

the least degree affected, as it regards its

reflecting powers ; but that, by breathing

over it, these dormant images would de-

velop themselves, and fade away again as

the condensed moisture evaporated from

the surface.

These, which are but a few of a series of

results of as striking a character, serve to

convince us that nature is unceasingly at

work, that every atom is possessed of pro-

perties by which it influences every other

atom in the universe, and that a most im-

portant class of natural phenomena appear,

in the present state of our knowledge, to

connect themselves directly with the radi-

ant forces.

The alchemists observed that a change

took place in chloride of silver exposed to

sunshine. Wedgewood first took advan-

tage of that discovery to copy pictures.

Niepce pursued a physical investigation of

the curious change, and found that ail

bodies were influenced by this prmciple ra-

diated from the sun. Daguerre produced

effects from the solar pencil which no ar-

tist could approach to ; and Talbot and

others extended the application. Herschel

took up the inquiry ; and he, with his usual

power of inductive search and philosophi-

cal deductions, presented the world with

a class of discoveries which show how vast

a field of investigation is opening for the

younger races of mankind,—a field in

which a true spirit may reap the highest

reward in the discovery of new facts, and

to which we must look for a further de-

velopment of those great powers with which

we have already some slight acquaintance,

and for the discovery of higher influences

which are not yet dreamed of in our philo-

sophy.

If music, with its mysteries of sound,

Gives to the human heart a heavenward feeling

;

The beauty and the grandeur -which is found

Wrapping in lustre this fair earth around.

Creation's w^ond'rous harmonies revealing.

And to the soul in truth's strong tongue appealing.

With all the magic of those secret powers,

Which, mingling with the lovely band of light.

The sun in constant undulation showers

To mould the crystals, and to shape the flowers.

Or give to matter the immortal might

Of an embracing soul—should, from this sod.

Exalt our aspirations all to God.
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CHAPTER IX.

1 ELECTRICITY.

Discovery of Electrical Force—Diffused through
all Matter—What is Electricity ?—Theories—
Frictional Electricity—Conducting Power of
Bodies—Hypothesis of two Fluids—Electrical
Images—Galvanic Electricity—Effects on Ani-
mals— Chemistry of Galvanic Battery—Elec-
tricity of a drop of Water—Electro-chemical
Action—Electrical Currents—Thermo-Electri-
city—Animal Electricity—Gymnotus—Torpe-

, do—Atmospheric Electricity—Lightning Con-
ductors—Earth's Magnetism due to Electrical
Currents—Influence on Vitality—Animal and
Vegetable Developments—Terrestrial Currents—Electricity of Mineral Veins—Electrotype

—

Influence of Heat, Light, and Actinism on Elec-
trical Phenomena.

If a piece of amber, electrum^ is briskly-

rubbed, it acquires the property of attract-

ing light bodies. This curious power ex-
cited the attention of Thales of Miletus

;

and from the investigations of this Grecian
philosopher we must date our knowledge of
one of the most important of the natural
forces— Electricity.

If an inquiring mind had not been led to

ask why does this curious natural produc-
tion attract a feather, the present age, in

all probability, would not have been in pos-

session of the means by which it is enabled
to transmit intelligence with a rapidity

which is only excelled by that of the

"swift-winged messeno-ers of thouo-ht."

To this age of application, a striking lesson

does this amber teach. Modern utility

would regard Thales as a madman. Hold-
ing a piece of yellow resin in his hand, rub-
bing it, and then picking up bits of down,
or catching floating feathers, the old Greek
would have appeared a very imbecile, and
the cui hone generation would have laughed
at his silly labors. But when he announc-
ed to his school that this amber held a

soul, or essence, which was awakened by
friction, and went forth from the body in

which it previously lay dormant, and
brought back the small particles floating

around it, he gave to the world the first

hint of a great truth which has advanced
our knowledge of physical phenomena in a

marvellous manner, and ministered to the

refinements and to the necessities of civili-

zation. Each phenomenon which presents

itself to us, however simple it may appear
to be, is an outward expression of some in-

ternal truth, the interpretation of which is

only to be arrived at by^ assiduous study,

but which, once discovered, directs the
w^ay to new knowledge, and gives to man
a great increase of power.

Electricity appears to be dijffused through
all nature ; and it is, beyond doubt, one of

the most important of the physical forces,

in the great phenomena of creation. In
the thunder-cloud, swelling with destruc-

tion, it resides, ready to launch its darts

and shake the earth with its explosions : in

the aerial undulations, silent and unseen,

it passes, giving the necessary excitement
to the organisms around which it floats.

The rain-drop—the earth-girdling ocean

—

and the ringing
I;
waters of the hill-born

river hold locked this mighty force. The
solid rocks—the tenacious clays which rest

upon them—the superficial soils—and the

incoherent sands give us evidence of the

presence of this agency ; and in the organic

world, whether animal or vegetable, the

excitement of electrical force is always to

be detected.

In the solar radiations, we have perhaps
the prime mover of this power. In our at-

mosphere, when calm and cloudless, a great

ocean of light, or when sombre with the

mighty aspect of the dire tornado, we can
constantly detect the struggle between the

elements of matter to maintain an equili-

brium of electrical force.

Difi"used throughout matter, electricity

is ever active : but it must be remembered
that, although it is evidently a necessary

agent in all the operations of nature, it is

not the agent to which everything unknown
is to be referred. Doubtless the influence

of this force is more extensive than we have

yet discovered ; but that is an indolent

philosophy which refers, without examina-

tion, every mysterious phenomenon to the

influence of electricity.

The question, what is electricity } has

ever perplexed, and still continues to agi-

tate, the world of science. While one set

of experimentalists have endeavored to ex-

plain the phenomena they have witnessed,

upon the theory that electricity is a pecu-

liar subtile fluid pervading matter, and pos-

sessing singular powers of attraction and
repulsion, another party find themselves

compelled to regard the phenomena as

giving evidence of the action of two fluids

which are always in opposite states : while

again, electricity has been considered by
others as, like the attraction of gravitation,
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a mere property of matter. Certain it is

that, in the manifestations of electrical phe-
nomena, we have, as it appears, the evi-

dence of two conditions of force ; but in

the states o^ jyositive or negative^ o^ vitre-

ous or resinous electricity, we have a fami-
liar expknation in the assumption of some
current flowing into or out of the material

body, —of some principle which is ever

active in maintaining its equilibrium, which,
consequently, must act in two directions,

and always exhibit that duality which is a
striking characteristic of this subtile acrent.

It IS a curious, and it should be an instruc-

tive fact, that each of the three theories of
electricity is capable of proof, and has, in-

deed, been most ably supported by the ri-

gorous analysis of mathematics. When we
remember that some of the mostealighten-
ed investigators of this and the past age
have severally maintained, in the most able

manner, these dissimilar views, we should
hesitate before we pronouce an opinion up-
on the cause or causes of the very compli-
cated phenomena of electrical force.

^
Although we discover, in all the process-

es^ of nature, the manifestations of this

principal of force in its characteristic con-
ditions, it will be necessary, before we re-

gard the great phenomena, to examine the
known sources from which we can evoke
the mighty power of electricity. If we
rub a piece of glass or resin, we readily

render this agent active ; these substances
appear, by this excitement, to become sur-
rounded by an attractive or a repellent at-

mosphere. Let us rub a strip of writing
paper with Indian rubber, or a strip of
Gutta percha with the fingers in the dark,
and we have the manifestation of several
curious pheoomena. We have a peculiar
attracting power ; we have a luminous dis-

charge in the shape of a spark ; and we
have very sensible evidence of muscular
disturbance produced by applying the
knuckle to the surface of the material. In
each case we have the development of the
same power.

Every substance in nature is an electric,

and, if so disposed that its electricity may
not fly off as it is developed, we may, by
friction, manifest its presence, and, indeed,
measure its quantity or its force. All
bodies are not, however, equally good elec-
trics

; shell-lac, amber, resins, sulphur, and
glass, exhibiting more powerfully the phe-

nomena of frictional or mechanical electri-

city than the metals, charcoal, or plumba-

go. Solid bodies allow this peculiar prin-

ciple to pass along them also in very difi'er-

ent degrees. Thus electricity travels

readily through copper and most other me-
tals, platinum being the worst metallic

conductor, it ab:o passes through living

animals and vegetables, smoke, vapor,

rarefied air, and moist earth ; but it is ob-

structed by resins and glass, paper when
dry, oils, and dry metallic oxides, and in a

very powerful manner by Gutta Percha.

If, therefore, we place an electric upon
any of those non-conducting bodies, the

air around beinsr well-dried, we are enabled

to gather a large quantity of the force for

the production of any particular eff"ect.

Takino; advantag-e of this f ict, arranfjeraents

are made for the accumulation and libera-

tion at pleasure of any amount of electri-

city.

A Leyden phial, so called from its in-

ventor, Mu-:chenbrock, having resided at

Leyden, is merely a glass bottle lined within

and without, to within a few inches of the

top, with a metal coating. If a wire or

chain, carrying an electric current, is al-

lowed to dip to the bottom of the bottle,

the inner coat of the jar becomes charged,

or gathers an excess, whilst the outer one

is in its natural condition—one is said to

be in a positive, and the other in a nega-

tive state. If the two coatings are now
connected by a good conductor, as a piece

of copper wire, passing from one to the

other, the outside to the inside, a discharge,

arising from the establishment of the equi-

librium of the two coatings, takes place
;

and, if the connection is made through the

medium of our bodies, we are sensible of a

severe disturbance of the nervous system.

The cause of the conducting and non-

conducting powers of bodies we know not

;

they bear some relation to their conducting

powers for caloric
; but they are not in

obedience to the same laws. When we
consider that resin, a comparatively soft

body, in which, consequently, cohesive at-

traction is not very strong, is an imperfect

conductor, and that copper, in which cohe-

sion is much more powerful, is a good con-

ductor, we may be disposed to consider that

it is regulated by the closer approximation

of the particles of matter. But in platinum

the corpuscular arrangement must be much
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more dense than it is in copper, and yet it

is, compared with it, a very bad conductor.

We have now learned that we may, by
friction, excite the electricity in a vitreous

substance ; but it must not be forgotten

that we cannot increase the quantity which
is, under ordinary conditions, natural to

the electric ; to do so, we must in some
way establish a channel of communication
with the earth, from which, through the

medium we excite, we draw our supply.

We have the means of confioino; this mio-h-

ty force, and by placing conducting bodies

upon insulating ones, we may retain a con-

siderable quantity of it, in the same way as

with the Leyden jar : but there is a con-

stant effort to maintain a balance of condi-

tions, and the body in which we have ac-

cumulated any extraordinary quantity soon
returns to its natural state.

A very simple means may be adopted
of showing what is thought to be one of

the many evidences in favor of two electri-

cities. If the wire carrying the current

flowing from the machine, is passed over
paper covered with nitrate of silver, it

produces no change upon it ; but if the

wire which conveys the current to the in-

strument, when it is excited, is passed over

the same paper, the silver salt is decom-
posed. We may, however, explain this

result in a satisfactory manner, upon the

hypothesis that the decomposition is pro-

duced by the abstraction or addition of

electricity, rather than by any physical

difference in the fluid itself. By this fric-

tional electricity we may produce curious

molecular disturbances, and give rise to

re-arrangements, which have been called
*' electrical images," in glass, in stone,

and in the apparently less tractable metals
;—again, many of the great natural pheno-

mena may be imitated by familiar arrange-

ments of electrics.

Voltaic electricity, as the" active force

produced by chemical change is commonly
called, in honor of the illustrious Volta, is

now to be considered. It differs from fric-

tional electricity only in this : the electri-

city developed by friction of the glass plate

or cylinder of the electrical machine, is a

discharge with a sort of explosion, where-
as that which is generated by chemical ac-

tion is a steady flowing current. We may
compare one to the ignition of a mass of

gunpowder at once, and the other to the

same quantity spread out into a very pro-

longed train.

There are numerous ways in which we
may excite the phenomena of Voltaism,

but in all of them the decomposition of one

of the compounds employed appears to be

necessary. This is the case in the arrange-

ments of galvanic batteries, in which two

dissimilar metals, zinc and copper, silver

and platinum, or the like, are immersed in

fluids ; the zinc or the silver are gradual-

ly converted into soluble salts, which arc

dissolved, whilst the copper or platinum

are protected from any action. The most

simple manner of illustrating the develop-

ment of this electricity is by placing a piece

of silver on the tongue, and a piece of zinc

or lead underneath it. No effect will be

observed so long as the two metals are kept

asunder, but when their ends are brought

together a slight sensation will pass through

the tongue and a saline taste be distin-

guished by the palate.

This, the germ of the most striking of

the sciences, was noticed by Sulzer, fifty

years before Galvani observed the convul-

sions in the limbs of frogs, when excited

by the action of dissimilar metals ; but the

former paid little attention to the pheno-

menon, and the discovery led to no results.

When Galvani's observant mind was

directed to the remarkable fact that the

mere contact of two dissimilar metals with

the moist surface of living muscles produ-

ced convulsions, there was an awakening

in the soul of that philosopher to a great fun-

damental truth, which was nurtured by

him, tried and tested, and preserved to

work its marvels for future ages.

Although the world of science looks

back to Volta as the man who gave the

first true interpretation of this discovery,

yet the ordinary world will never discon-

nect this important branch of physical sci-

ence from the name of Galvani, and chemi-

cal electricity in all its forms will for ever

be known under the familiar name of Gal-

vanism.

Let us examine its phenomena, in its

most simple phases :

—

If we place a live flounder upon a piece

of zinc, put a shilling on its back, and then

touch both metals with the ends of the

same metallic wire, the fish will exhibit

painful convulsions. The zinc becomes

oxidized by the separation of oxygen from
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the fluid on the surface, with which it is in

contact, whilst hydrogen gas is liberated

at the other metal. How the impulse

which is derived from the zinc is transmit-

ted through the body of the animal, or the

tongue, to the silver or copper is the next

consideration.

We can only understand this "upon the

supposition that a series of impulses are

communicated in the most rapid manner
alomx the connectins; line : the idea of a

current, although the term is commonly
employed, tends to convey an imperfect

impression to the mind, it would seem
rather that a disturbance throughout the

entire circuit is at once set up by a series

of vibrations or impulses communicated
from particle to particle, and along the

strange network of nerves. One set of

chemical elements have a tendency to de-

velop themselves at that point where vi-

bration is first communicated to the mass
from a better conductor than it is, and an-

other set at the point where it passes from
the body to a better conductor than itself.

The cause of this is to be sought for in the

laws which regulate molecular constitution

—by which chemical affinity is disturbed,

—and a new attractive force exerted, in

obedience to which the vital energy is itself

agitated. We must not, however, forget

that it is probable after all, although not
yet susceptible of proof, that the electricity

does nothing more than disturb or quicken
the unknown principles upon which chemi-
cal and vital phenomena depend, being,
indeed, a secondary agent.

Notwithstanding our long acquaintance
with the phenomena of Galvanism, there

are but few who entertain a correct idea of

the enormous amount of electricity which
is necessary to the conditions of matter as

we know it. To Faraday we are indebted
for the first clear view of the most remarka-
ble deduction of Science. He has proved,

by a series of exceedingly beautiful and
most conslusive experiments, that if the

electrical power which holds a grain of wa-
ter in combination, or which causes a grain

of oxygen and hydrogen to unite in the

right proportions to form water, could be
collected and thrown into the condition of

a Voltaic current, it would be exactly the

quantity required to produce the decompo-
sition of that grain of water, or the libera-

tion of its elements, hydrogen and oxygen.

By direct experiment it fias been proved
that one equivalent of zinc in a voltaic ar-

rangement evolves such a quantity of elec-

tricity in the form of a current, as, passing

through Water, will decompose exactly one

equivalent of that fluid. The law has

been thus expressed : The electricity

whichd composes, and that which is evolv-

ed by the d: composition of a certain quan-
tity of matter, are alike. The equivalent

weights of bodies are those cjuantities of

them which contain equal quantities of

electricity ; electricity determining the

equivalent number, because it determines

the combining force.

The same eleo;ant and correct exneri-

mentalist has shown that zinc and platinum

wires, one-eighteenth of an inch in diame-

ter, and about half an inch long, dipped

into dilute sulphuric acid, so weak that it

is not sensibly sour to the tongue, will evolve

more electricity in one-twentieth of a mi-

nute than is given by thirty turns of a large

and powerful plate electrical machine in

full action, a quantity which, if passed

throucfh the head of a cat, is sufficient to kill

it as by a flash of lightning. Pursuing this

interesting inquiry yet further, it is found

that a single grain of water contains as

much electricity as could be accumulated

in 800,000 Leyden jars, each requiring

thirty turns of the large machine of the

Royal Institution to charge it,—a quanti-

ty equal to that which is developed from a

charged thunder- cloud. " Yet we have it

under perf ct command,—can evolve, di-

rect, and employ it at pleasure ; and when
it has performed its full woik of electroli-

zation, it has only separated the elements

of a single grain of water."

It has been argued by many that the

realities of science will not admit of any-

thing like a poetic view without degrading

its high office ;
that poetry, being the ima-

o-inative side of nature, has nothing in com-
mon with the facts of experimental re-

search, or with the philosophy which ge-

neralizes the discoveries of severe induc-

tion. If our science was perfect, and laid

bare to our senses all the secrets of the in-

ner world; if our philosophy was infallible,

and always connected one fact with an-

other through a long series up to the un-

doubted cause of all—then poetry, in the

sense we now use the term, would hive

little business with the truth; it would,
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indeed, be lost or embodied, like the stars

of beaven, in the brightness of a meridian

sun. But to take our present fact as an

example, how important a foundation does

it offer upon which to build a series of

thoughts, capable of lifting the human
mind above the materialities by which it is

surrounded,—of exalting each common
nature by the refinement of its fresh ideas

to a point higher in the scale of intelligence,

—of quickening every pulse of the soul,

—

and of giving to mankind most holy long-

ings.

What does science tell us of the drop of

water } Two gases, the one exciting life

and quickening combustion, the other a

highly inflammable air, are, by the influ-

ence of a combination of powers, brought

into a liquid globe. We can, from this

crystal sphere, evoke heat, light, electricity,

and actinism in enormous quantities ; and
beyond these we can see powers or forces,

for which, in the poverty of our ideas and
our words, we have not names ; and we
learn that every one of these principles is

engaged in maintaining the conditions of

each drop of water which refreshes organic

nature, and gives gladness to man's dwell-

ing-place.

Has poetry a nobler theme than this }

Agencies are seen like winged spirits of in-

finite power, each one working in its own
peculiar way, and all to a common end,-

—

to produce, under the guidance of omnipo-

tent rule, the waters of the rivers and the

seas. As the great ocean mirrors the bright

heaven which overspreads it, and reflects

back the sunlight and the sheen of the

midnight stars in grandeur and loveliness

;

so every drop of water, viewed with the

knowledge which science has given to us,

sends back to the mind reflections of yet

distant truths which, rightly followed, will

lead us upwards and onwards in the tract

of higher intelligences,

—

** To the abodes where the eternals are."

In the discoveries connected with electri-

city, we have results of a more tangible

character than are as yet connected with

the other physical forces ; and it does ap-

pear that this science has advanced our

knowledge of nature and of the mysteries

of creation far more extensively than any

other department of purely experimental

inquiry.

The phenomena of electro-chemical ac-

tion are so strange that we must return for

a moment to the consideration of the de-

composition of water, and the appearance

of hydrogen at one pole, and of oxygen at

the other. It appears that some confusion

of our ideas has arisen from the views

which have been received of the atomic

constitution of bodies. We have been ac-

customed to regard water—to take that

body as an example of all—as a compound
of two gases, hydrogen and oxygen ; an

equivalent, or one atom of the first, united

to an equivalent, or one atom of the last,

forming one atom of water. This atom of

water we regard as infinitely small ; con-

sequently, a drop of water is made up of

many hundreds of these combined atoms,

and a pint of water of not less than 10,000
drops. Now, if this pint of water is con-

nected with the wires of a Galvanic batte-

ry, although these may be some inches

apart, for every atom of oxygen liberated

at one pole, an atom of hydrogen is set free

at the other. It has been thought that an

atom has undergone decomposition at one

point, its oxygen being torn from it, and
then there has arisen the difiiculty of send-

ing the atom of hydrogen through all the

combined atoms of water across to the

other pole. A series of decompositions

and rccompositions have been supposed to

take place, and the communication of ef-

fects from partiole to particle.

An attracting power for one class of

bodies hag been found in one pole, which
is repellent to another class ; and the rC"

verse order has been detected at the oppo-

site pole of a Galvanic arrangement. That
is, the wire which carries the current from

an excited zinc plate, has a relation to all

bodies, which is directly opposite to that

which is exhibited by the wire conveying

the current from, or completing the circuit;

with, the copper plate. The one, for in-

stance, collects and carries acids and the

like, the other the metallic bases. At the

extremity of one galvanic wire, placed into

a drop of water, oxygen is always libera-

ted ; and at the end of the other, necessa-

ry to complete the circuit with the batte-

ry, hydrogen is set free.

It appears necessary, to a clear under-

standing of what takes place in this expe-

riment, that we should regard each mass,

howsoever large, as the representative of
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a single atom. Nor is this difficult, as the

followinor illustration will show :

—

Let us take one particle of common salt

[^chloride of sodiuni) weighing less than a

grain, and put it into a hundred thousand

grains of distilled water. In a few minutes

it has diffused itself through the whole of

the fluid, and in every drop we can detect

chlorine and soda. We cannot believe

that this grain of salt has split itself up into

a hundred thousand parts ; we conceive

rather that the phenomena of solution is

one of difiPusion. One infinitely elastic

body has interpenetrated w^ith another.

Instead of an experiment with a pint of

water, let us take our stand on Dover
heights, and, with a gigantic battery at

our command, place one wire into the

ocean on our own shores, and convey the

other through the air across the Channel,

and let its extremity dip into the sea off

Calais pier—the experiment is a practical

one—we have now an electrical circuit of

which the British chancel forms a part,

and the result will be exactly the same as

that which we may observe in a watch-

glass with a drop of water.

We cannot .suppose that the instantane-

ous and simultaneous effect, which takes

place in the water at Calais and at Dover,

is due to anything like what we have stu-

died under the name of convection,, when
considering heat. We cannot conceive

that the particle A excites the particle jB

next it, and so on through the series be-

tween the two shores ; but refjardino; the

Channel as one large drop, charged with

the electric principle as we know it to be,

it is excited by undulation or tremor

throughout its width, and we have an equi-

valent of oxygen thrown off on one side of

the line, and an exact equivalent of hydro-

gen at the other, the electro- chemical in-

fluence being exerted only where the cur-

rent or motion is transferred from one me-
dium to another. The imperfect charac-

ter of this view is freely admitted ; but re-

garding this remarkable class of phenome-
na as due to an internal excitement of the

body under decomposition, rather than to

any external one, no other, consistent with

known facts, presents itself by which the

effect can be explained. The fact stands

as a truth ; the hypothesis by which it is

attempted to be interpreted is open to doubt,

and is opposed to some favorite theo-

ries.

Before we" pass to the consideration of

the other sources of electricity, it is impor-
tant we should understand that no chemi-
cal or physical change, however slight it

may be, can occur without the develop-
ment of electrical power. If we dissolve a
salt in water, if we mix two fluids together,

if we condense a gas, or convert a fluid into

vapor, electricity is disturbed, and may be
made manifest to our senses.

It has been shown that this power may
be excited by friction (machine electrici- '

ty); and it now remains to speak of the
electricity developed by heat (thermo-
electricity), and \hQ electricity exhibited
under nervous excitement by the gymno-
tous and torpedo (animal electricity)

;

magnetism and its phenomena being re-

served for a separate consideration.

If a bar of metal is warmed at one end
and kept cool at the other, an electrical

current circulates through the bar, and
may be carried off by connection with any
good conductor, and shown to exhibit the

properties of ordinary electricity. The
metals best suited for showing the effects

of thermo-electricity appear to be bismuth
and antimony. By binding two bars of
these metals together at one end, and con-
necting the other ends with a Galvanome-
ter, it will be discovered that an electric

current passes off through the instrument
by the slightest variation of temperature.
Merely clasping the two metals, where
bound together, with the finger and thumb,
is sufficient to exhibit the phenomenon.
By a series of such arrangements, which
form what have been called thermo-electric
multipliers, we obtain the most delicate

measures of heat with which philosophers
are acquainted, and by the aid of which
Melloni has been enabled to pursue his
beautiful researches on radiant caloric.

That this electricity is identical with
the other forms has been proved by em-
ploying the current thus excited for the
purpose of producing chemical decomposi-
tion, magnetism, and electric light.

To he continued.
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LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF DAGU3EIRRSAN LIFE—No. 3.

BY GABRIEL HARRISON.

THE POOR MOUSE BOY.

The deep tones of the City Hall bell,

the apparent cessation of all business ;
min-

ute guns booming in sullen peals, and the

sidewalks lined with thousands of pedestri-

ans ; —some mounted on stores, balconies,

and the eves of houses, even upon the chim-

ney-tops—denote some great cehbration.

Yes, the funeral obsequies of some great

departed, who by the power of his superior

genius, had gained the admiration of a

people ; or who, perhaps, without that co-

lossal power, genius, but by dint of inces-

sant labor, by growing pale over the mid-

night lamp, shaped his life to his liking,

and caught the ardent desire of man's

heart, fame. What magic power is in

that little word. Fame ! what loadstone

allurements it possesses ! Its great charm

to live after death ; not that existence of

eternal bliss pertaining to an abode called

heaven, but that life which makes your

memory hallowed in the solid minds and

warm hearts of an enlightened, free people,

to be revered by your children's children,

your praise wrought out on monumental
marble, bedecked with springs earliest

flowers, and your name re-echoing 'neath

the vaulted roof of greatness. To gain

these, the soldier has slumbered on the

cold earthy couch^—waded through blood

—recklessly placed his nation's standard

on the ramparts of the enemy, and re-

ceived his d3ath-wound with a smile ! This

has actuated the painter to generous con-

ceptions, and made his ideality breathe

with life upoQ the canvas ; the student to

comprehend anatomy's world, and the Da-
guerrean with the sun's bright beams to

pencil the babe's glowing smiles, and per-

haps some day give us nature in her myriad
of incomparable tints, with the rosy lip, the

mellow brown eye, the pearly shoulder, the

variegated attire, and even the prismatic

sparklings of the diamond that adorns the

snowy brow.

But stay,—the muffled drum's slow beat

announces the moving of the procession,

and the people are pressing forward with as

much eag rness as if their lives depended

on what they were to see. First comes

the troop of Lancers, with their gay
steeds pattering over the Russ pavement,
their spears sparkling in the sun -light like

quivering stars, and the little red flags lan-

guishing in the still air—harmonizing with
the sad strains of music, as the black raven
on the tomb. Next a long column of in-

fantry with funeral pace and slow. The
National Guards with their trim dress,

modest but soldier-like in their attire ; the
Light Guards, stalwart in their appearance

;

the black Riflemen ; and then the rolling

sepulchre, drawn by six white steeds,

proudly curving up their necks as if con-
scious of their honorable charge, and the
graceful plumage that adorns their spirited

heads. The hearse, equally appropriate
and beautiful, with its feathers of white
and black, and the name of " Worth"
in gold on the looped up stars and stripes.

Again, another troop of horse, the showy
huzzars, a regiment of infantry, and a second
funeral car with like adornments, with
the name of Gates in silver ; and, though
last not least, dead Duncan comes with
equal equipage. Then ends the pageant

;

all its lustre ;—and but one passion actu-

ates the multitude, a strong desire to reach

home ; where the impression of sorrow
should have been strongly marked, gaiety

seemed to exist. No one in that multi-

tude appeared touched with the moral the

sad occasion carried with it. What soul

was inspired to do his country good }—
What heart quickened its pulsations .'' and
what eye dropped a tear for the decease of

those gallant spirits who had so lately

poured out their life-blood on the altar of

their country, and placed another vivid

star on their national standard ? Is it like-

ly that any, as they stopped over their

thresholds, articulated,— " Alas ! poor

Worth ! he is no more
;
peace and honor

to his ashes V No ! they entered with

delight depicted on their faces, as if amused
by the gilded trappings they had seen, and
thought no more of death than if it were

merely a child's play, and funerals a plea-

sure ! How changed becoiues the hearts

of the people from what God created them !

Instead of being like a thriving meadow,
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with its many tender flowers, and a pure

rivulet penetrating to each blade of grass,

expanding it in its holy growth, and erait-

ing perfumes delicious, it is like modern

Syria, that once had its richly cultivated

fields, its palaces of Persipolis and temples

of Balbec ; but now a mean sepulchre, in-

habited by filthy reptiles and belching up

the ruins of what was once beautiful and

inspiring.

While thus contemplating this mournful

state of things, 1 was aroused from my
reverie by a tap on the shoulder, and told

to take a half-plate specimen picture of the

Mouse Boy, who at the same time was con-

ducted into the room. The appearance of

this cliild of nature was irresistible. There

was a beautiful simplicity in his expression

and a neo-licyence in his dress that at once

made him the subject of the poet, the

painter, and the daguerrean ; a very glimpse

of the boy's face indicated nobleness of

character. His eyes full, large, of hazel-

hue, and great vivaciousness of expression,

with lashes like a long auburn silken fringe,

gracefully curving over and shading his

orbs of sight in a bewitching manner. His

mouth was novel in expression, as the lips

were bold in outline, and with an unceas-

ing playfulness in their ruby portals, as if

formed to utter nothing but what was sweet

and truthful ; and teeth so regular and

white, that when his lips did part to give

way to a smile, it was like peeping into a

casket of pearls. However, his costume

was of rath'T a different description ; not

quite of so high a finish and perfect in all

its parts, and yet it seemed to chime

and suit the contour of his face better than

any that could be formed by the skill of

the best modern draper. His brown jack-

et was too large for him and rather the

worse for wear, as it had about it (the el-

bows especially) exhibited holes and patches

of divers colors. His vest was d cid dly

better, of a drab hue and a purple stripe

;

and his breeches of dark blue, but very

evidently never made for him, as they ap-

peared to have been cut off at the knees to

give them their proper length; his "cap
were like to lose its crown, and his shoes

were minus nearly half their soles." Yet
with all this dilapidation of habiliments,

there was a cleanliness that was really ad-

mirable, and at once stamped him to be a

modest beofgar.
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After this general observation of the boy,

I made several attempts with the camera

in as many positions, and at last produced

two or three pictures of much interest, but

while sitting him, I observed that he was

very much troubled with a bad cough.

—

This, with the bright spots of red on each

cheek were sad omens, and plainly told

that the reptile, consumption, was slowly

but surely and effactivoly doing its terrible

work.

However, such was the character of the

boy, that I was compelled to take a lively

interest in his history, and at once made
many inquiries as to his former place of

abode, and how long he had been in this

country, and what his mice could do .'' (he

carried them about in a little box slunoj

over his shoulders. ) He replied that " his

mice could do many pretty things, and if I

would give him one penny he would show
me." I complied ; he then pulled aside

the little curtain that was suspended across

the front of his cao-e, and taking; a cracker

from his pocket, put his mouth close to ihe

show-box and called out in a tender voice :

" Come, Ned, come to dinner."

And to my very great astonishment,

there appeared at the head of a rudely-con-

structed flight of stairs that extended into

another department up in one corner, a

beautiful white mouse with its bnVht red
eyes, and then he trotted down stairs and
nibbled the bit of cracker which the Mou«e
Boy held in his fingers placed through the

wires. ]n a few moments he called again,
" Anita," and out came another, devoured
her meal in the same manner, and then
both jumped into a small cylinder resting

on two upright ones, such as the squirrels

have and with their little feet they made it

fly around with astonishing speed. Thus
fascinated by the pranks of these tiny crea-

tures, I was tempted to inquire farther into

the history of the boy. 1 asked him whe-
ther it had not been very difiicult to teach

them such things, and from whence he had
procured them. To which he answered
that he had been tendinsr them for five

years, and brought them from his native

country, sunny Italy.

" On what do you feed them V
'' Crackers and water, and sometimes a

little bit of cheese."
" Do they eat many crackers in a week .-"

" Almost three or four, sir."
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" Is that all ? You must have large

profits from your show. How much money
have you taken to-day V

'* Oh ! this has been a good day for me.
The funeral brought out all the people, and
a great many looked at my show."

it is an old adage, that "it is an ill wind
that does good to no one." While making
these remarks, he had put his hand into his

breeches pocket, which reached more than

half way down his leg, and with eyes nearly

as big as saucers, and an expression of great

satisfaction playing in every corner of his

charming face, he pulled out a handful of

specie, and exclaimed.
" Look here, sir, 1 have made all this

to-day !" He proceeded to count, and
the sum all told, was three shillings and
seven pence.

" Is it possible ! and what are you going

to do with all this money } give it to your
father^ I suppose."

" No, sir ; my father is dead."
" Has he been dead long .?"

*' Nearly seven years."
" Why, how old are you .^"

" Ten to-morrow, sir."

" You don't look so old. Then your

father died before you arrived in this coun-

try .?"

" I came with my mother, and elder

brother, and a little sister."

" Where are your brother and sister .?"

'* My brother died on board of the ship,

coming over to this country,"
" And your little sister .?"

" Three weeks after we arrived here,

she got run over by a butcher's cart, and

was brought into the house dead."
" Why, how unfortunate. Well, I sup-

ipese you are a good boy, and help your

imother all you can. You must take good
< care of this money. Give it all to her, and
'•Ge4 will bless you for it."

These last words, it was clearly to be

•seen, had unintentionally touched the ten-

derest string on the harp of human nature!

One that reverberates to the utmost cham-
ber of the heart ! The curly under lip

—

the big tears, that stood like dew drop

sentinels on the edge of an opening bud,

trembled, and sparkled for a moment in

heaven's light, and then rolled down his

cheeks and fell among the scanty pennies

that still remained in his half opened hand;

this, and the sorrow stricken face of the

noble boy, were too eloquent, and told in

language strong as holy writ, that the

nearest, the dearest friend all earth can
boast of, had returned to nature's dust ! and
for the child's sake I would have stopped
here, and asked him no more questions,

but his sad story awoke in me a lively inte-

rest. With a glance I saw his heart rend-

ing position. He was an orphan, alone in

the world. Like a tender, beautiful plant,

growing up in the midst of poisonous weeds;

with no guardian in the form of an angel

mother, ever watchful, and with that prob-

ing knife of deep affection, to trim the

shoot that it might grow heavenward, and
cut away the blasting weeds when approxi-

mating to deal forth ruin. I continued my
investigations.

" So your mother is dead too, and I sup-

pose you have no fiiends or relatives in

this country.?"
" No," he sobbed. " I don't know that

I have a friend or relation in the whole

world. When I lost mother every thing

appeared desolate. I didn't care even for

my little mice ; but oh ! what would I give

if she were only here ! I used to be so glad

when night came, so as to get home and
sit by her side, and listen to her as she told

me to be a good boy. It is almost a year

since she died, and when I get money
enough, and can find her grave, I will put
up a tomb stone to her memory.

Simple words these, and from the mouth
of a young and untutored boy. But what
a holy fire burns within them ; and for a

parent who never forgets a child, no matter

what age, sex, or condition. Oh heaven !

if all hearts were as pure as this poor

little Mouse Boy's, what a different state of

things would exist between man and man.

A strong bond of brotherhood would ce-

ment together the whole human family.

Humanity would no longer stand before us

pale, diseased, fainting— covered with

mourning garments, besprinkled with blood,

but man proudly erect, as God created him^

would be there, united with his fellow man,

in bonds of fraternal love, as one family,

and in its growth would resemble a tree

whose rising trunk produces numerous

branches, and these again innumerable

others, nourished by the same sap, and ani-

mated by the same life. Prison houseg

would be untenanted, or perhaps be con-

verted into holy temples, in which to chant
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the praise of God. The purple cushions

and crimson drapery of the court, would
grow rusty. Iron laws would have no iron

masters to enforce them. The mock fisjure

of Justice (and most aptly hlindfolded)

would tumble from its dizzy heighth, and
God's creatures reign in a perfect paradise.

In a few moments the boy ceased shed-

ding tears, and I remarked.
" It is true that you are alone in the

world, but you must not think for one mo-
ment that you are entirely friendless ; for

there are many good hearts on earth ever

ready to extend to the orphan the hand
of assistance. Besides, there is a super-

human power always hovering around you.
To be prosperous and happy, all you have
to do is to make proper use of time, ' for

the hour that is lost is often the most im-
portant and readily converted to account."
Shun a Ue with as much avidity as you would
the sting of a rattlesnake ; for it is the pre-

cursor to all crime. Do not swear—it is

the antidote to truth. Obey the honest
workings of your heart, and prosperity, and
perhaps greatness will crown your labors.

You need not look so incredulous, my boy,
for some of the greatest men who have
adorned this world, were, in their helpless

infancy left fatherless and motherless. I

have but one or two more words to say to

you, and then I will let you go. You said

that your mother had been dead but a

year. What caused her death ?''

" She was sick in bed for over four

months, with a bad cough and a pain in

her side. 1 went for a doctor. He came
to see mother, and told me she had the

consumption. But the man who took mo-
ther away after she was dead, told me that

she was starved to death.''

.
" Starved to death ! Why, where was

she ? Hew could she starve to death in

this city ?"

" VVe had a room in Twenty-seventh
street, for which we paid three dollars a

month. It was a nice room, and we lived

happy until mother was taken sick and had

been confined to her bed for over three

weeks, when one day the landlord came for

his rent. She had not enough money to

pay it, so he sent two men just before dark

and it was raining, who broke some of our

things and put us into the street. W^e

took shelter in an old hut that stood on a

lot three blocks off. The next day the

man who owned i\iQ place came to measure
his land. He saw us, was kind to us, and
said we could stay there for nothing if we
would watch the boys, and keep them from
stealing his fences.

*' But how long was your mother without

food before she died .^''

*' Two days, sir."

" How came that V*

The first day she was very sick, and told

me she was going to die, and not to leave

her side. So I stopped at home, and did

not go out with my mice. The next day,

too, she said, ' stay by my bedside,' but at

dark she told me she wanted something to

eat and drink. There was nothing in the

house. We had no money, and I did not

know what to do. At last I went out to

beg, and the first door I knocked at, a wo-
man opened and I asked her for some cold

victuals for a sick mother ; but she picked

up a broom and threatened me with a blow

if I did not clear out. At the next house

a big Irishwoman came to the door. vShe

told me that I was big enough and ugly

enough to earn my living, and then shut

the door in my face. I went to another,

but no one would listen to me. I thought

their hearts were made of stone. I then

went to the Third Avenue and stood on the

corner, held out my hand with tears in my
eyes, and asked for a penny. But some-

how—I cannot tell how it was—no one ap-

peared to see me. All hurried by. I

thought of mother—1 saw a baker's shop,

I crossed the street, went in, and told the

man that mother was starving to death, and

please to give me a loaf of bread. He
would not believe me—said I had been

playing hookey all day, and drove me out

of the store. My heart felt as if it was

breaking. I thought of mother again,—

I

could hear her feeble voice ask for water to

wet her parched lips. I could see her long,

thin fingers stretched out for bread ; I

thought she would be starved to death be-

fore I could reach home,—a cold thrill

went through me like a bolt of ice, as I

thought for the first time in my life of steal-

incp. I did not know what to do. Just at

this moment the baker's wagon drove up

to his door ; the man got out and went into

the store. It was a holy theft ! I climb-

ed up the back of the wagon, reached my
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hand over into the basket and took a loaf

of bread. Oh, sir ! I thought I should

have dropped dead, as I heard a boy who
saw me cry out ' stealing bread !' but I

held on to it, and how I did run ! The
man came after me, others joined in the

chase, all crying ' stop thief! stop thief!'

The night was dark. I soon got into the

street where there was no lamps, where I

think they lost sight of me, but I still ran

on, and, nearly out of breath, I leaped over

the fence that enclosed the house where we
lived. But I fell through some rotten

boards that had been laid across an old cis-

tern. I would not call for help, for fear

they would catch me and put me into pri-

son. I could not get out, and had to stop

there all night shivering with cold, up to

my keees in water, but keeping my bread

dry. When morning came, I heard some
boys who were passing by. 1 called for

help ; they got a rope, put it down to me
and pulled me out. 1 went right into the

house, and—" as he came to this part of

his narrative, his eyes were again filled with

tears, and he seemed to be choking for ut-

terance.
" Well," I said ;

'' go on Merano, what
then.?''

" I went into the house, and there lay

mother, with her head hanging partly over

one side of the bed. I spoke to her. I

told her to look, that I had bread for her.

I looked into her eyes that were partly

open. I halloed into her ear. I shook

her—but f^he would not speak to me. I

took hold of her hand, it was like an
icicle. Oh, God ! she was stiff and dead!

I burst into tears ; dropped my head upon
her cold bosom, and exhausted, I fell asleep.

When I awoke, all was darkness. I looked

around. Night had come again, and every-

thing seemed like a dream. But a cloud

passed from before the moon. A beam
darted its pearly rays through the broken
window, and like a sorrowful gleam from
heaven, lighted up arjd revealed to view,

the pleasant smile that played around the

compressed lips of poor dead mother !

*' I always thought I would be afraid to

be alone at the mid of night, with a dead

body, but I was not ; for a few moments,
I felt happy, very happy : I thought angels

were watching with me. 1 could see their

bright faces and purple wiogs hovering

around her bed. The wind that sported

through the crevices of the old hut, was
like sweet music to me, and was playful

company, until the sun rolled up the east-

ern horizon, and told me of the morn."
'' VVell, and what then .?"

" Then 1 went into the street weeping^,

and the first man I met, I told him that

mother was dead, and I did not know what
to do. He said, ' Go to the station-house.'

I did so, and on the afternoon of the same
day, two men came, put mother into a box
and took her away.

" Well, Merano ; I pity you from the

bottom ofmy heart. However, follow my
advice, and all will be well. Come and
see me again."

The poor Mouse Boy took up his box,

placed the strap across his shoulder, and
with the cuff of his jacket wiped his moist-

eced eyes, bade me farewell, and turned

and left me ; somewhat depressed in my
feelings by the funeral pageant, and the

relation of the boy's misfortunes, and a&

the hour was late, I prepared to q[uit the

Daguerrean studio, and with a desire tC"

reach home, I started, determined if pos-

sible, to shake off the melancholy spell that

held me captive. But 1 strove in vain.

Other thoughts were banished. My mind
still rested upon the incidents that had just

passed. The day too, had changed froni

its bright sunny warmth to a chilly cloudi-

ness, with the appearance of a heavy storm-

from the north-east. At nine o'clock in

the evening, I started from home with the'

intention of attending a wedding in the

suburbs of the city. I had not gone far,

before the threatened storm had commenced
in good earnest ; as the big drops of rain

came pelting down, accompanied by fitful

gusts of wind ; and by the time I reached

Thirteenth street, between first and second

avenues, it blew a peifect hurricane, and a

sudden gust turned my umbrella inside

out. This was any thing but agreeable,

for the rain was drenching. There was no

house on either side for some distance, and

only here and there a lamp lighted. In

this situation, I stopped to arrange my fraii

shelter, but just as I was about to start

again, I heard a mournful sound, uttered in

pain, and a faint cry of help ; and startled,

I looked around, but could see nothing. I

paused, and in a moment there was another

murmur, that seemed to come from the

opposite side of the street. Trembling, I
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crossed over, and looking about, I saw a

clump of something lying across the fence.

I went up, took hold of it, and found it to

be a human being. I asked him Avhat was

the matter, for there was a low choakino-

isound in his throat, and a slow convulsive

breathino-. I raised up the sufferins; crea-

ture's head, and placed it on my knee, and
•with no other lioihtthan the ilickerino; street

lamp, I looked into his face. It was covered

with blood, and his shirt bosom appeared

saturated with the same life stream. Great
heaven ! It was the Mouse Boy ! He
could not speak. He was in the agony of

death. I called for the watch, but no one

came. A convulsion followed. He was
suffocating ! He stretched back his head,

attempted to put his hand to his mouth,
stiff"ened his limbs, one or two throes, and
then rolled dead at mj feet

!

Attentive reader ; the whole matter is

easily explained. When the poor Mouse
Boy, in the discharge of a sacred duty to a

dear mother, fell into the cistern, he took

cold, and contracted the most fearful of all

diseases, consumption. Friendless, no com-
fortable place of shelter, no proper atten-

tion to alleviate the sickness, he passed on
from week to week, from month to month,

until the influence of a heavy north-east

storm, with bleak winds, a drenching rain,

and at night wandering to a shelter, he

knew not where, he contracted a violent

cough, broke a blood vessel, and suffocated

to death. Whatever may be our condition

in life, let us think of the poor Mouse Boy,
and thank God that neither we nor those

near and dear to us are similarly situa-

ted.

Neiv Yorh. December. 1851.

From La Lumiere.

HELIOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF FRANCE.

^Translatedfrom the French, {expressly for this Journal) by J. Russell Snelling.

MEETING OF MAY 2, 1851.

3/. Benjamin Delessert, President.

President.—Gentlemen,—our worthy

President, M. Le Baron Gros, being ab-

sent from Paris, and M. Leon de Laborde,

and M. Ziegler, being called to London
to perform the functions of jurors of the

great Exposition, several of my colleagues

have had the kindness to invite me to pre-

side at the meeting. The opportunity is

nosv given for a very interesting communi-
cation which M. Regnault desires to make
known to the Society.

M. Regnault.—-M. Blanquart Evrard,
of Lille, begs me to deliver you a commu-
nication which is the conclusion of that

which he sent during the preceding session,

and relative to photographic impressions.

M. Blanquart Evrard is endeavoring to

restore or reform positive proofs which will

not succeed in an entirely satisfactory man-
ner with the ordinary exposition. When
a proof is too matured, he discolors it ; he

can almost completely discolor it and then

revive it with extremely intense shades.

Herein consists the result of this process.

Behold and follow this advantage discov-

ered hy the research., and described in the

communication of M. Blanquai't Evrard

.

(M. Regnault then exhibited the proofs

sent to the Society by M. Blanquart Ev-
rard'in support of this process, and which

presented a discolored portion, and another

portion colored anew by the means describ-

ed.)

President.—It would be desirable that

M. Blanquart Evrard should transmit us

more complete and definite accounts.

M. Regnault.—The details into which

he has entered are indeed insufficient, and I

have written for the purpose of obtaining

from him more satisfactory information.

M. Le Gray.—Can a proof be restored

which has not been sufficiently exposed }

by submitting it to iodine it will be com-

pletely dissipated ; and to be brought out
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"witli gallic acid, it must be exposed a very

short time to the light if we do not wish to

lose the light parts of the picture.

M. Regnault.—The more acetic acid

the paper contains, the more are the lights

of the picture prevented from blackening
;

acetic acid prevents the decomposition of

the salt of silver which has not been im-

pressed by lisjht.

M. Le Gray.—When the proof has

been soaked in iodine, if you place it in

acetic acid, the iodine should be precipita-

ted upon the paper.

M. Regnault.—As soon as you plunge

the proof in the hyposulphite, the iodine is

dissolved ; if the proof has taken a blue

tint, the gallic acid can make it disappear.

Iodine precipitated by starch decomposes

gallic acid ; I have tiied it for whitening a

proof and thus bringing it back to the tone

which I desired. When it is necessary to

leave a proof a long time in the hyposul-

phite to restore it to a desirable tone, it

would be better to put it into a solution of

bromide of iodine, in order that the lights

of the picture may not become yellow.

Fresident.—Does the Society wish that

a Committee should be named to examine
the process of M. Blanquart Evrard, of

which M. Regnault informs us }

M. Bayard.—We have not all the in-

structions desirable for experimenting.

M. Ribot.—Before a Committee is ap-

pointed, 1 would propose that we wait for

the reply of M. Blanquart Evrard to the

letter which M. Regnault wrote him beg-

ging him to complete his communication.

This proposition was adopted.

President.—Then we delay for a fort-

night the appointment of a Committee in-

trusted to examine the process of M. Blan-

quart Evrard,

QUESTION OF PAPERS.

President.—We pass over to the ques-

tion of papers. M. Regnault has the floor.

M. Regnault.—M. Causon has sent di-

rectly from his manufactory two samples of

prepared paper ; one of them is very fine

and very good ; only the woof is too appa-

rent.

M. he Gray.—He sent me also a

splendid paper as to grain ; but it cost 50
francs per ream, and yet, he delivers a

poorer quality of paper at an equally high

price ; this is a kind of speculation of

which we are by no means disposed to b®
the victims.

M. Mestral.—The Lacroix paper is

likewise good, and is less expensive.

President.—I have consulted M. Fir-

min Didot upon the possibility of making
photographic paper ; he told me that this

paper would be very expensive, because it

would require a manufactory to suspend its

ordinary work eight or ten days, in making
this particular kind of paper. It is conse-

quently necessary to obtain the paper of

commerce, and transform the bad into

good, by M. Le Gray's process.

The session was brought to a close by
the remarks of several members upon the

necessity of discovering in the waxed and

albuminous paper of commerce, that which

would save operators the most time
;

moreover, this is a work of very essentia!

importance which does not require chemi-

cal instructions. For want of paper ma-
kers, dealers in chemical productions could

undertake this trade, and connect that of

paper with glass for negative proofs pre-

pared after the known processes. An ad-

vantageous sale would increase the use of

them every day among those who are en-

gaged in photography.

MEETING OF MAY 16tH, 1851.

31. Durien, President.

In the absence of the titulary presidents^

M. Durien was invited to take the chair

and direct the discussions.

Two scientific works were presented to

the Society, by Puille of Amiens, a theo-

retical and practical Course of Elementa-

ry Algebra., and Linear Designs applied

to the Arts. The author in presenting these

works to the Society expressed a desire to

open records, whenever it was practicable,

for every member to contribute a specimen

of his works. This suggestion was favora-

bly received.

M. Vallon de Villeneuve ofi'ered for the

Album of the Society, two proofs : a view

and a portrait.

QUESTION OF OBJECT-GLASSES.

President.—M. Mestral will give us a

communication concerning -new object-

glasses.

M. Mestral—The glasses in question

are those of M. Maguey, w^hich, owing to

a new composition, have no chemical focus
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and rival, advantageously, the German ob-

ject-glasses. I have them at my house
;

they are at the disposal of those who may
wish to try them.

M. Rihot.—Several opticians of Paris,

amono; others M. Plas-uiol desire that a

Committee should be named for the pur-

pose of examining their object-glasses, and

comparing them with those of Germany.
The Heliographic Society will perhaps be

obliged, at this time, to name this Commit-
tee, and not confine itself to the examina-

tion of one object-glass only.

M B. Delesscrt.—On the same princi-

ple that we have a permanent Committee
for the paper, should we have a permanent
Committee on object-glasses, which shall

be submitted by opticians ; this Committee
will advise us of all improvements made in

the construction of object-glasses ; it will

therefore make oat a report of M. Maguey's
object-glass.

M. Rihot.—It will, perhaps, be quite

difficult to try the object-glasses of one op-

tician alone, without having others for

drawing comparisons. It would be neces-

sary, for better facilitating the object, to

place a certain number of object-glasses at

the disposal of the Committee named for

this examination.

M. Delessert.—The Committee should

report upon nothing except object-glasses

which may be submitted m them, and not

upon the manufacture of one optician to

the exclusion of others. It should be enabled

to say, for instance, that an object-glass of

M. Maguey has been found very good, that

it is quick in its operation ; but if another

slower object-glass is presented to the Com-
mittee, this should be the subject of a

special report and declared superior or in-

ferior according to the test of comparison.

Its report will be analogous to that of the

jury of Expositions, which bears upon the

objects manufactured and not upon such or

such factory. I request, therefore, that

the Committee may be permanent, viz.

that having already tested several object-

glasses, they may be intrusted to examine
likewise all those which may subsequently

be submitted to the Society ; it will thus

have a great number of points of compari-
son to guide it in its decisions.

M. Rihot.— I would remark, however,
that if the Committee should commence by
trying a single object-glass, as that of M.

Maguey, the report which would be made
might be of no further importance than a cer-

tificate in favor of the dealer, and this would

not be worthy of the Society. I think the

only and true way of testing the object-

glasses of a manufactory which is thought

to have obtained new results, is to have

several of its specimens to try and compare.

M. Regnault.—The new glass employ-

ed by M. Maguey is probably glass with

the zinc base of M. M. Maes and Cleman-
dot, this glass is remarkable for its purity,

its whiteness, and its perfect clearness ; but

several opticians used it for lenses before

M. Maguey. I have handled object-

glasses of this kind manufactured by M.
Brenner and M. Berthiot ; they were re-

markable for the clearness of their images.

But to make good object-glasses with

this glass it is necessary to modify the cur-

vatures, as it is most generally adapted for

object-glasses constructed with the old

glass, and which opticians prefer most fre-

quently for copying. Unfortunately, men
of art are not theorists enough to calculate

these curvatures, and they have, at least

here, the information which directs them in

their principal groupings. '

Photographers find fault with German ob-

ject-glasses on account of the notable difier-

ence which exists between the focus of the

visual rays and the focus of the photogenic

rays, and French opticians pride themselves

in favor of their object-glasses on account of

the coincidence which exists between the

two foci. I do not believe that this is an im-

provement ; I think, on the contrary, that

in classing this as an absolute reality, we
deprive ourselves of the means necessary

for obtaining the most desirable efiects of

clearness and of equal distribution of light

upon all points of the design. A few ap-

plications will make this understood.

The qualities which should make a da-

guerreotype object-glass satisfactory are

very diiferent from those which the object-

glass of an astronomical telescope ought

to present. In the latter, we do not see

that the objects are placed very near the

axis of the telescope. The object-glass

must bring back all the rays which strike

its surface, to very near the same point

placed upon the axis, whatever may be the

refrangibility of the different colored

rays which compose white light and the

point of the object-glass where the ray
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strikes. The artist then has to remedy,
as completely as possible, the aberration

of refrangibility of the different colored

rays.

For the daguerreotype object-glass, the

most essential conditions to be fulfilled are

very different. As the least refrangible

rays of the spectrum, particularly the red,

yellow, and green, have very little photo-

genic action, whilst the most refrangible

rays—the blue and violet have much more
activity, it is principally with these latter

rays that our attention should be occupied
;

consequently, the conditions to be fulfilled

for the achromatism, in the daguerrrotype

object-glass, are much more simple than

in the astronomical telescope.

In my opinion natural objects possessing

one of the least refrangible colors of the

spectrum, are much more photographical-

ly painted by the white rays which they

reflect specularly than by those of their

own color, unless there are accessories.

The conditions for the aberration of

sphericity are likewise very different, and
in many respects important.

It does not operate more simply than in

the astronomical telescope ; but it is neces-

sary, moreover, that the rays proceeding

from objects distant from the axis of the

lens, and which strike upon its smface,

form their focus upon their particular axis,

at a point which may be as short a dis-

tance as possible from the plane of the pic-

ture perpendicular to the geometrical axis

and placed at the focus of the central rays.

This condition it is frequently essential to

fulfil when the apparatus is destined to re-

produce a monument directed perpendicu-

larly to the geometrical axis of the optical

apparatus.

Its non-existence is less inconvenient in

taking landscapes than portraits, seeing that,

in this case, the objects are always at the

focus.

We cannot supply the deficiency by the

use of object-glasses combined, except in

calculating their curvatures of this particu-

lar aberration, an aberration of sphericity

properly speaking, much more than the

aberration of refrangibility. This, 1 think,

is what the German opticians have prac-

ticed, and it is for this reason that the

chemical focus of their object-glasses does

not coincide with their visual focus. I am
not willing to say, by that, that their ob'

ject-glasses must be perfect ; their con-
struction leaves much to desire, and it is

probable that manufacturers are not satis-

fied to reproduce with the customary cur-
vatures without continuing to calculate the

variability of the raw material.

I also think that, instead of invariably

fixing the position of the lens of correction

relatively to the other, as generally prac-

ticed, their distance should be varied by
the use of a rack with a partition which
would admit of their being properly regula-

ted. The distance at which these two ob-
ject-glasses should be placed, in order to

produce in the best possible manner the

conditions which I have pointed out, varies

with the distance of the object, and it should

be easy for the intelligent optician, and
photographer to decide, by some very sim-

ple preliminary experiments, at what dis-

tances the glasses produce the best effects

ia certain respects. Nothing is more sim-

ple than that of ascertaining, in every

instance, the distance at which the focus

of the chemical rays is not photogenically

active with the focus of the visual rays.

M. Delessert.—That is to say, that the

glasses should be separated or brought to-

gether, according to the distance of the

model.

M. Regnault.—You may make it once

for all ; and you may know every time, ac-

cordiag to the jfbsition you choose, at what
distance you should place the glasses from

each other.

M. Delessert.—It remains for opticians

to make this experiment.

M. Regnault.—You require of them
that which they are most frequently unable

to perform.

President.—This shows the necessity of

instituting a Committee. Several proposi-

tions have been made ; the first would have

for its object the formation of a special

Committee to examine object-glasses ; the

second would consist in forming a perma-

nent Committee, intrusted, first, with the

examination of the object-glass discussed

upon the present occasion, and, successive-

ly, all those which may be presented, in

order to stimulate opticians to a kind of

emulation. We must„ first decide whether

we shall have a Committee.

M. Bayard.—I think the Conamittee

together with the Society would assume a

great responsibility, if it were charged to
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examine all object-glasses which might be

presented to them by opticians ; it would
create discontentments.

M. Rlbot.—This is unavoidable ; those

of whom we do not speak are always dis-

contented. What constitutes a Committee ?

Object-glasses presented to it are examined,

and opinion freely expressed whether it dis-

pleases others or not.

At a meeting which took place at the

close of the exhibition of 1847, it was con-

ducted in this manner : each optician

brought an object-glass, which were tried,

and rewards given ; a little too much con-

fidence, perhaps, was placed in the exami-
nation, and I have mentioned what I con-

sidered a better plan : this was to take from
each optician a certain number of object-

glasses, and to choose among them ; this is

the way to avoid deception.

Tresident.—M. Bayard has made an

objection which is not without its import-

ance : it is that the Society would compro-
mise itself by saying that such optician

makes the best object-glasses. It should

limit itself to judging whether the object-

glass submitted to it is good or bad.

il/. Delessert. — Everything depends
upon the manner of making out the report.

We may say that an object-glass is good,

that another presents new advantages, the

tenor of the report may be more or less

encouraging to the optician.

President.—The Academies establish

this fact daily.

M. Regnault.—But usually they are

discovered to be very bad from the testi-

mony presented in affairs of trade, and I

think these are sufficient reasons for pro-

testing against this kind of report.

In order that the Society engage as little

as possible in the examination of object-

glasses, I think that a verbal report will

answer in which it may be stated, if these

object-glasses have been tested, and whe-
ther they have been found very good. If

•'ou give too much latitude to this exami-
nation, every optician may come and pre-

sent you glasses which have not been made
by him.

M. Rihot.—There are many opticians

indeed, who sell ready made object-glasses

with the works of the camera box and pre-

sent them as comino; from themselves.

M. Pudle.—I fear, also, that a Commit-
tee, by the reports which they make upon

the object-glasses presented, will invite

some disagreeable discussions which you
can not evade. M. Maguey asks of you
a report upon an object-glass

;
you are

able to make it, and add at the close of

your decision, that you are willing to ex-

amine the object-glasses which might be

presented to you, but without exciting a

competition ; for then you would see five

or six hundred opticians, each with an ob-

ject glass under his arm, running to you
fiom all parts of the country ; it would be

like a universal competition.

President.—It is necessary to decide

whether there shall be a Committee to ex-

amine the apparatus of M. Maguey.
M. Regnault.—There is another way

to proceed, which is this : that three or four

persons volunteer to act ; this would de-

prive the examination of the kind of so-

lemnity which applies to a Committee elect-

ed by the Society.

M. Mestral.—I have already inquired

whether there were any that would be wil-

ling to make the test with me.
M. Delessert.—We have elected a Com-

mittee for the papers, and no manufactu-
rer of paper asks of us a report ; but, as

for the object-glasses, we should certainly

be overrun by the number of manufactu-
rers interested in our judgment. Per-
haps we should adopt as a rule in the So-
ciety, that whenever a person shall decide

a report upon an object-glass, upon paper,

or upon photographic procesess, he must
make his application in writing and address

it to the president. I mention this for fu-

ture action.

President.—There is a more general

question to decide ; this is to know whe-
ther we shall have a Committee. M. Reg-
nault asks only that several persons volun-

tarily test with M. Mestral the apparatus

of M. Maguey.
M. Regnault.—It would be an advan-

tage to thus proceed ; in this instance, the

report is under the responsibility of those

who present it, and not under the respon-

sibility of the Society.

President.— Upon this occasion, I

would like to know what has become of the

Committee that has been appointed to ex-

amine a box designed to diffuse in a uni-

form manner the vapor of bromine upon
the plates.

M. L. A.Martin,—Five members were
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appointed at the last meeting, but one, to

examine this box and give their opinion,

but their report is delayed, because seve-

ral of the Committee chance to be momen-
tarily absent from Paris.

M. Ribot.—Moreover, it is necessary

for us to make a new box which will be
presented.

M. Puille.—The suggestion of M.
Regnault appears to me just ; that three

or four individuals examine M. Maguey's
apparatus, and make it the subject of a

communication to the Society ; this would
be sufficient to shield our responsibility.

M. Regnault.—Every member being at

liberty to make a communication at the

meetings, those who will have the exami-
nation of the object-glasses in question will

be enabled to tell us if they have found it to

possess a certain quality or a certain fault

;

these will be individual communications,
and not reports emanating from the Socie-

ty.

President

.

—Then, a Committee will

not be appointed ; but the individuals who
may wish to co-operate with M. Mestral

will inform us at the next meetinoj of the

results of their experiments with this ob-

ject-glass.

PROCESS FOR DISCOLORING AND RECOLOR-
ING PROOFS.

President.—At the last meeting, M.
Regnault communicated to us a letter from
M. Blanquart Evrard upon a reliable pro-
cess for discoloring and recoloring proofs

;

the account not appearing sufficient, M.
Ilegn;mlt wrote to M. Blanquart Evrard
to obtain more complete details. Here is

the answer of M. Evrard.
" Monsieur :—To satisfy a desire of the

Heliographic Society, I have sent you the

sheets of my Treatise on Photography*
(which M. Roret will issue in about a
week), in which are described in detail

the manipulations for coloring the positive

ovnegativeipYOoh, which, after being fixed,

leaves nothing to be wished for in relation

to intensity. (See this after : Heliogra-
phy upon paper.

)

" 1 will here lay down the principle of

the operation with an entreaty to the He-
liographic Society to copy my letter into

the journal " La Lumiere," as the instruc-

* Now publishing in the Phot. Art. Journal

—

Ed.

tions they contain may be useful to its

readers.

" Every Photographic proof, negative

or positive., is produced with a metallic re-

duction which colors the gallo-nitrate of

silver.

" This coloring can be effiscted, what-
ever may be the apparent state of these re-

ductions, that is to say, whether they may
or may not be visible to the eye.

" The more abundant the reductions are

in the menstruum where they are suspi nd-

ed, the more complete will be the image,
and the more powerful and better gradua-

ted will be the transition from the shades

to the lights. The degree of impregna-
tion constitutes the degree of perfection.

" In order that this new coloration may
be imparted to the photographic proof, pre-

serving it in all its qualities, two conditions

are absolutely necessary.

"First* that the paper contain no salt

except what is reduced and which contri-

butes to the production of the photographic

image. Second : that the paper may be
under the action of an agent which with-

draws the influence of the coloring re-

agents.
" The first condition is obtained by

clearing the paper of the soluble salts which
concur in the formation of the image and
which have not been reduced.

" The second, by soaking the paper in

the crystallizable acetic acid.

" We may know that the paper is clear

of the photogenic salts not reduced, when,
soaked in acetic acid, it is perfectly trans-

parent. In the opposite case it remains

rough and grained. The salts which it

still contains are colored by the gallo-ni-

trate, at the same time that the reductions

which form the image, and the results are

defective.

" It is necessary, therefore, to distin-

guish the chemical agents employed for the

preparation of the proofs, the decolorizing

action and the dissolving action
;
yet pale

as a colorless proof may be, if there still

exist in the paper the necessary reductions

they can be restored to color by the gallo-

nitrate of silver. The specimens submitted

to the Institute and the Heliographic Socie-

ty have demonstrated it. The same does

not appear to occur when a proof has been

submitted to the action of the solvent and

energetic agents, as the cyanide, iodide,
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and bromide of iodine ; under the influence

of these re-agents, the image is not only

rendered colorless, as in the weak hyposul-

phite, but it is dissipated wholly or partially

and the colorino; ao-ents have no loi]o;er the

material to combine with, or that which
may remain is in too imperfect a state to

admit of a good result.

" These instructions, together with the

details contained in the accompanying
pages, and which may be published if the

Society deem it desirable, will suffice. I

hope to enable amateurs to improve not

only positive proofs, but, what is in other

respects very important to them, the nega-
tive proofs which have not been waxed.

" If the Heliographic Society wish any
further accounts, 1 am always at its dispo-

sal. " Blanquart Evrard.
''Lille, May 16th, 1851."
In support of this communication, seve-

ral proofs were laid upon the table. Images,
scarcely perceptible at the end of a short

exposition, submitted to the process of M.
Blanquart Evrard, have immediately taken

a deep and vigorous tint, like the best

proofs drawn from the glass negatives. M,
Regnault discovered that he could likewise

impart to the too feeble negatives a greater

intensity ; unfortunately, M. B. Evrard
has not sent us the proofs ; we trust that

he will next present us the proofs retouch-

ed by his process. Already, M. Le Gray

has ascertained the means of transferring

the negative proofs produced on waxed
paper, by the use of acetic acid mixed
with gallic acid.

• • • t

There is no need of msistmg upon the

importance of a result, which would

enable us to use in coloring the very feeble

negatives, which we have laid aside without

expecting they would ever be of any prac-

tical utility.

The meeting was closed by an interesting

communication from M. Mnxime Du
Camp, who announced to the Society his

return from a journey in Syria, from

whence he had brought a large number of

negative photograpic proofs, which he beg-

ged the Society to notice. It is a valuable

collection of the monuments, and of heads,

which would be adapted to some great his-

torical, archeological and geographical work,

concerning tliis beautiful Oriental country,

where the erudite locate the cradle of man-
kind. One of the greatest services photo-

graphy is destined to render is certainly

the exact reproduction of monuments, in

scriptions, medals, etc., for they will here-

after furnish to the learned traveler a firm

and incontestible basis.

Louis A. Martin.

AMMONIA AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Ammonia is frequently found in a native

state, combined with various acids, but
that in general use is a manufactured arti-

cle. It was originally brought from Egypt
where it was obtained under the form of

sal ammoniac, being extracted from the

soot produced by burning camePs dung.
Subsequently it was made from putrid
urine, by distillation, but at the present
day it is mostly prepared from the ammo-
nical liquor of the gas-works, from the

manufacturing of ivory black, and from
animal charcoal. From these places a

large quantity of ciude ammonical liquor

is obtained, to which muriatic or sulphuric

acid is added, by which it is converted into

a salt, which may be obtained nearly pure

by evaporation, crystallization and subli-

mation.

Pure ammonia is an incondensable co-

lorless gas, possessing great pungency and
acidness, and powerful alkaline properties.

Water readily absorbs about five hundred
times its value of ammonia, and in this state

forms strong liquid ammonia, which, when
more diluted, is properly known as spirits

of hartshorn.

It is incapable of supporting combustion,

and is nearly incombustible, as may be

seen by putting a little into a glass jar, and
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applying a lighted taper, which will be ex-

tinguished, although the flame at first will

be slightly increased and tinged of a pale

yellow color.

It has all the properties of an alkali.

It combines with acids and forms neutral

salts, tinges tumeric paper brown, and has

an acid taste. Its salts are decomposed by
alkaline earths, and at red heat, with the

exception of such as are composed of vola-

tile acids.

Ammonia may be distinguished by its

odor, its caustic taste, the white, dense

cloud formed when a rod dipped in nitre or

muriatic acid are brought in contact with

it. These dense white clouds are also

produced when its fumes come in contact

with those of bromine—the latter being en-

tirely neutralized, and its disagreeable oder

entirely dissipated. Chloride of platinum

or sulphate of alumina, produces with am-
monia the same results as with potassa.

Ammonia is decomposeu by chlorine,

nitrogen gas being liberated, and muriatic

acid formed ; a lambent flame is seen when
three measures of chlorine are mixed with

two measures of ammonical gas. When
two measures of ammonical gas are mixed
with one and a half of oxygen in a strong

tube, and detonated over mercury with tha

electric spark, the hydrogen and oxygen
unite and form water, with the disengage-

ment of nitrogen.

Liquid Ammonia may be prepared by
passing a stream of gas through water un-

,,til it is saturated. The gas may be libe-

rated from any salt of ammonia by an
alkali ; the muriatic being preferred on
account of its cheapness. For this purpose
equal parts of the muriate of ammonia and
quick lime may be taken—the lime being

slacked by water, and dried free from the

action of the atmosphere. The latter is

to be rubbed in a mortar with finely pow-
dered muriate of ammonia, and then put
into an earthern or iron retort and heat ap-
plied, gradually increasing the temperature
until no more gas passes over. The beak
of the retort must pass into water con-

tained in a close vessel, which must be kept
cool with ice or snow.

Liquid ammonia is extensively employ-
ed in the Photographic art in cleaning

plates, expelling the • noxious fumes of

chemicals from the apartments, and for

other purposes.

Vinegar and lemon-juice are antidotes to

ammonia when taken into the stomach.

Acetate of Ammonia.—Is made by
mixing together equal parts of the ammo-
nia and acetate of potassa, and afterwards

distilled. During this operation binace-

tate of ammonia passes over into the re-

ceiver as an oily liquid, which on cooling

forms a radiated crystalline mass. By
passing dry ammonical gas into this salt,

melted by a gentle heat, it is transformed

into the neutral acetate, and becomes solid

and inodorant.

It may also be made by saturating strong

acetic acid with ammonia, and evaporating

over sulphuric acid in vacuo, when crystals

of acetate of ammonia are obtained.

A solution of acetate of ammonia may
be obtained by saturating distilled vinegar

with carbonate of ammonia.
Arseniate of Ammonia.—To prepare

this take a scrong solution of arsenic acid,

and saturate it with the liquor of sesqui-

carbonate of ammonia, and then evaporate

and cryntalize.

Arsenite of Ammonia.—Dissolve ses-

quicarbonate of ammonia in a hot and

strong solution of arsenious acid, until sa-

turation is produced ; then evaporate and

crystallize as last.

Ammonio Chloride of Silver.—The
preparation of this compound is somewhat
dangerous as a brown fulminating powder

is sometimes thrown down by the liquor,

and not unfrequently leads to accidents.

It should therefore be prepared in small

quantities at a time. To do this, expose

well washed and freshly precipitated chlo-

ride of silver to the action of ammoniacal

gas, by placing a small cup containing

liquor of ammonia in an evaporating basin

containing the chloride, and covering the

whole with a plate of glass and sheet of

writing paper. After standing a few hours,

digest the precipitate in liquor of ammonia,

of the specific gravity of .880, gradually

applying a gentle heat until the water boils
;

then remove the flask from the fire and al-

low it to cool, when crystals will form

These must be collected, washed with cold

liquor of ammonia, and dried by pressure

between sheets of blotting-paper.

Benzoate of Ammonia.—Prepare by

dissolving pure benzoic acid in strong liquor

of carbonate of ammonia, until the latter

is completely saturated ; at the same time
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cautiouJj applying a gentle heat. Cool

and crystalize.

BiMALATE OF Ammonia—may be made
by adding strong solutions of malic acid

and neutral malate of ammonia together,

and cautiously crystalizing by evaporation.

Carbonate of Ammonia.—Take equal

parts of sal ammonia and chalk, both dry

aiid in powder ; mix and sublime from an

iron pot into a long earthen receiver, sur-

rounded with ice.

" The receiver is usually fitted with a

moveable cover, secured by a water joint,

and has an open lead pipe in the bottom to

allow the li(|uid products of the distillation

to drain off into a second receiver. When
made of the impure sulphite of ammonia,
it must be re-sublimed in iron pots, fur-

nished with leaden heads kept cool. A
little water is commonly introduced into

the subliming pots, to render the product

translucent. The heat is usually applied

by means of a common furnace, but a

steam or water bath is preferable, as the

temperature required for this purpose does

not exceed 200^' F."
Citrate of Ammonia.—Saturate a so-

lution of pure citric acid with carbonate of

ammonia— about seven parts of the former

to six of the latter. Evaporate and crysta-

lize. Or you may use lemon juice, with

the carbonate of ammonia.
Cyanate of Ammonia.—With twenty-

eight parts of perfectly dry ferro-cyanide of

potassium mix fourteen parts of black oxide

of manganese. They should both be per-

fectly pure and reduced to very fine pow-
der. After they are thoroughly incorpora-

ted, place them on a smooth iron plate and
heat them to a dull red over a charcoal

fire, stirring the mass frequently. Then
let it cool ; after which dissolve it in cold

water and filter, adding twenty and a-half

parts of dry sulphate of ammonia and pour-

ing off the clear liquid from the precipitated

sulphite of potassa. Concentrate at a heat

below 212'^, again decant, evaporate to

dryness, and digest in boiling alcohol.

Hydrosulphuret of Ammonia.—Put
into a ret trt seven parts of sulphuric acid

diluted with thirty -two parts of water, and
then add five parts sulphuret of iron, re-

duced to a coarse powder : gas will be

evolved, which must be passed through

four parts of strong liquor of ammonia
placed in a glass receiver for that purpose.

A gentle heat must be applied towards the

end of the process.

The hydrosulphuret of ammonia is a vio-

lent poison. Its effects may be neutralized

by dilute solutions of chlorine, chloride of

lime, or soda, followed by a powerful eme-
tic, or the stomach pump.
Muriate of Ammonia.—This sub-

stance is said to have been known to tho

ancients ; and was formerly prepared in

Egypt. It is now generally known as sal

ammoniac. It is made on a large scale for

commerce, and is made by decomposing

the sulphate of ammonia by means of the

muriate of soda, and the application of

heat. It may be made on a small scale

by bringing together, in a large receiver,

muriatic gas and ammoniacal gas. When
these two gases come in contact an instan-

taneous union takes place, and a white

powder falls down. It forms a clear color-

less solution with water and wholly vola-

talizes with heat, mixed with lime or caus-

tic pota?sa, it evolves the pungent odor of

ammonia, and it gives a white curdy pre-

cipitate with nitrate of silver.

Nitrate of Ammonia.—This salt is

prepared by saturating nitric acid with am-
monia. Nitrous oxide, or laughing gas is

made from this compound. It also forms

a very convenient freezing mixture, with

water, and may be used any number of

times for this purpose by simply evapora-

ting the solution to dryness.

Phosphate of Ammonia,—This salt

is prepared by adding ammonia to concen-

trated phosphoric acid until a precipitate

appears. After which, by applying heat

the precipitate will be dissolved from the

solution, and upon cooling the crystals will

be formed.

Succinate of Ammonia.—This is very

soluble in water, and may be obtained by
neutralizing succinic acid with ammonia.
Sulphate op Ammonia.—Neutralize

sulphuric acid with carbonate of ammonia.
Sulphite of ammonia exists in large quan-

tities in the soot from coals, from which

source it is obtained for commercial pur-

poses.
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A TREATISE ON PAPER PHOTOGRAPHS.*

BY M. BLANQUART EVRAHD.

Translated from the French, hy J. B. Snelling, M. D.

CHAPTER IV.

PREPARATION OF NEGATIVE PAPER. NE-
GATIVE PAPERS. NEGATIVE PROOFS
UPON GLASS.

PREPARATION OF NEGATIVE PAPER WITH
THE IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Into a very large vessel, in whicli tlie

paper is prepared, pour a saturated solution

of iodide of potassium.

Plunge the paper into this solution, and
let it soak from one to two minutes, accord-

ing to its thickness ; after which take it

hy the corners and withdraw it from the

bath
;
pass it twice successively, and with-

out letting it slip from your grasp, into a

very large vessel filled with distilled water,

or, in its stead, with rain water ; then press

it between several sheets of blotting paper,

until it is perfectly dry.

Submit it simultaneously to the aceto-

nitrate, and the expositiouy and, as will be
explained in the succeeding chapter, this

preparation furnishes a very fine proof:

its execution as we see, is extremely easy,

and almost absolutely certain. It is pre-

ferable to prepare the paper at the moment
of executing the proof, the effect is more
constant and certain.

The passing of the iodized paper into

the bath of distilled water, has the effect

of carrying off the iodine which remains at

the surface of the paper. The paper

therefore must be well dried, and dried

outwardly, so to speak, by means of the

blotting paper, before it is submitted to the

aceto -nitrate of silver, without which the

image will not be clear.

All these manipulations may be carried

on in broad day-light ; all the paper ren-

dered very dry is put together into a paste-

board case, and it preserves its chemical

properties for whole months.

On account of its sensibility to the action

* Entered, according to act of Congress, in the

year 1851, by W. B. Smith, in the Clerk's Office,

of the District Court, of the Southern District of

the State ofNew York.

of light, this paper is particularly adapted

to the execution of portraits, as well as

that of all subjects which claim a rapid

execution.

The simplicity of its preparation would
induce its adoption to the exclusion of all

others, if it were proper for all kinds of re-

production ; but, this unfortunately is not

the case, and consequently there is a ne-

cessity for changing the preparations, and
extending as much as possible the circle of

results which photography on paper re-

quires.

Before entering further into the detail

of the operations, it is necessary to make
known the particular attentions which they

demand, and the general precautions which
they claim, since the neglect of a little

care, although very trivial and puerile in

appearance, may cause the most serious

trouble in the chemical reactions which are

essential for the development of the in: age.

All operations in which the salts of silver

are concerned should be prosecuted with

the light of a candle, day-light being one

cause of difficulty.

All paper having received a preparation

of silver should be kept screened from

light.

Preparations not containing the salts of

silver can be made in broad day-light.

Solutions of silver should be preserved in

bottles of blue glass. If white glass bottles

are used, they must be covered with dark

paper.

All the bottles should be stopped with

ground stoppers. Ordinary corks—from

the tree—will alter the solutions.

All solutions, without distinction, should

be made with distilled, and for want of

this, with rain water.

Before using a liquid, we should always

filter it ; otherwise deposites and partial

decompositions may both be produced, and

it is necessary to guard against the acci-

dents which they would inevitably produce.

The filters should be of white paper, and

not colored ; those whicli have received so-

lutions of the salts of silver should never
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be used except for one operation only
;

tliere should be a particular filter for each

substance. The funnels should be of glass.

We should have six sheets of blotting

paper for each preparation. Even six

sheets would not do to use twice.

The blotting paper must be very thick,

perfectly white and not streaked. Fine

printing papers are excellent for this pur-

pose.

The vessels should be wiped clean with

the greatest care, and the cloths which serve

for this purpose very clean.

When the operator gets his fingers stain-

ed by the gallic acid and nitrate of silver,

he ought to avoid preparing a fresh paper

with the iodide of potassium. This salt

dissolves the gallate of silver, and thus the

paper would be spotted.

This accident is the more to be feared,

as the spots so formed sometimes remain

for a whole month without making their

appearance, and although invisible, they in-

duce, in the course of the operations, acci-

dents which prevent the production of good
proofs.

When the finsers become stained, it is

necessary to wash the hands with cyanide

of potassium. This salts dissolves the

spots with the greatest facility.

If we have the slightest scratch on the

band, we shall be obliged to abandon the

use of this salt. It would be suflScient to

occasion the most serious poisoning. Cy-
anide of potassium is almost as active as

prussic acid. In this last case, we should

have recourse to iodide of potassium, which

is less efficacious, but which is not attended

with any danger.

PREPARATION OF NEGATIVE PAPER "WITH

SERUM.

Into a half-litre* of serum of milk, which

is strained through fin,^ linen to separate the

caseum. stir the white of an ego: ; after de-

priving it of all solid matter, boil it ; then

strain it again tljrough a paper filter, after

which, upon cool ng, dissolve in it three

per cent its weights of iodide of potassium.

To use this liquid proceed in the follow-

ing manner.

Plunge the paper which is to undergo the

preparation, into the liquid, in which let it

remain for two minutes, and when it is

very uniformly impregnated, dry it by sus-

* Litre— 1.760 pint.

pending it with two pins to a piece of tape

which is placed horizontally.

This preparation is conducted in daylight,

without any particular precaution ; the

paper can be used in the most flexible

state: we then dry it with the blotting-

paper before submitting it to the aceto-ni-

trate If it is intended for subsequent

operations, it should be left to dry com-
pletely.

Protected from moisture and dust, this

paper keeps almost indefinitely. Papers

with the serum have not the sensibility of

those prepared with the saturated solution

of iodide of potassium. They are there-

fore less practicable for the execution of

portraits.

We renounce them in the execution of

objects which require a short exposition,

and adopt them exclusively in the repro-

duction of those in which the duration of

exposition is not important, (and, for a long

exposition, it is necessary to make a difi"er-

ence of one or two minutes,) and it is

therefore preferable to choose them rather

thin, according as the images have more
power of depth in the body of the paper,

and, consequently, more gradations in the

general efiect of the picture.

When we work with a paper but slightly

sensitive to light, the strongly clear parts

are the only ones which are impressed

during the first periods of exposition ; the

demi-tiuts are scarcely represented in com-
parison with these, and the lights and shades

have an extreme dullness.

With the very S2nsitive preparations, a

nearly contrary efiect is produced ; the

clear parts are copied without clearness
;

all the details are blended—without design

and without harmony.
We then say that the proof is overdone.

The parts which are in the shade, or the

deep dark, on the contrary, reflect less

light. The photogenic action is less active
;

sufficiently energetic to form a well deline-

ated image, this action has not intensity

enough to compromise the purity of the

lines and the clearness of the details. The
very sensitive preparations do not bear the

effects of light, unless a certain arrangement

of the picture peculiarly counteracts the

difficulty, for in wishing to push the expo-

sition too far, we carry off the image under

the glare of light, and all detail disappears.

It is for this reason that slow preparations
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are preferred by amateurs who study art in

photography. It is for the intelligence of

the operator to draw from the resources

presented to him in the particular proper-

ties of each preparation. We illustrate by
an example :

If we should take either a view or a

landscape too uniformly clear, without any

other effect, in which the parts in the shade

are badly distinguished from those in full

light, the effect would be what is commonly
called solarized, and which the artist terms

imperfectly clear.

This picture, seen in the camera obscura.

Las the same appearance that it would if

we use a very sensitive preparation in the

reproduction ; the impression of the image

will take place uniformly, and we will have
a dull, monotonous picture ; if we employ,

on the contrary, a slower preparation, that

is to say, less sensitive, the shades and
demi-tiots will acquire more vigor, since

the photogenic action is accomplished com-
paratively slower with them, than with the

luminous parts. There will be, it is true,

less accuracy in the picture, but it will be

more sharp. It should be the duty of the

artist to heighten by the lights and stronger

shades, the general effect of a picture too

indifferently represented.

Studied in this point of view, photogra-

phy on paper enters the domain of art.

PREPARATION OF NEGATIVE PAPER WITH
ALBUMEN.

Beat the albumen of eggs into foam into

which, for each white of egg, add :

30 drops of a saturated solution of iodide

of potassium (in weight, 2 grammes), and
2 drops of a saturated solution of bromide

of potassium.

We increase the sensitiveness of the al-

buminous paper by diminishing the propor-

tion of iodide and omitting the bromide
;

thus we can descend to 10 drops of iodide

to the whit 3 of an egg ; the vigor of the

effects to be produced decrease according

to the diminution of the chemical element

in the preparation.

We let it remain until the foam returns

to the liquid albumen ; if we do not find

this liquid perfectly clear, we filter it.

We can prepare paper with this com-
pound in many ways. It may be covered

upon one of its surfaces only with this io-

dized albumen, without which there may

be differences of thickness in the coating

with bubbles of air upon its surface. If

we make use of paper too fine we insure

an easy preparation, by giving the sheets

of paper a larger extent than the proof

which it is intended to obtain ; we then

bend the four edges at right angles and
confine them by pasting with glue or seal-

inj: wax.

The paper consequently presents the

form of a tray. We lay it upon a glass to

obtain a perfectly horizontal surface, and
then pour in the albumen.

In order to guard against the formation

of air bubbles, we introduce a table spoon-

ful at a time of the albumen ; we com-
mence at one of the corners and spread the

albumen in the desired quantity towards the

opposite corners ; after which elevating the

glass upon which the paper is placed we give

every side, alternately, a sufficient inclina-

tion to convey the albumen over the whole

interior surface ; then, pouring out the ex-

cess, we pulldown the raised edges and hang
up the paper by two pins to a piece of tape

fastened horizontally, in the same manner
as was remarked for the preceding prepa-

rations.

It is not necessary to collect the paper

until perfectly dry, which may be com-
pleted by holding it before a hot fire, or

by ironing it with a very hot iron between

several sheets of white paper, perfectly

clean, which latter mode will be preferable,

because it will better insure smoothness.

This paper will keep well a long time.

We have some which has been prepared a

year and which still gives us good results.

We advise, however, not to prepare too

great a quantity beforehand, because by
growing old it loses a part of its sensitive-

ness.

When we are obliged to prepare much
albuminous paper at a time, and which we
must use a long time after its preparation,

it will be well to increase the proportion of

iodide. Thirty drops to the white of an

egg are then necessary.

We are obliged to use in the prepara-

tions of albumen those eggs only which are

very fresh. In order not to run the risk

of losing the whole of the preparation, by
the addition of an egg which might be

spoiled, we turn the white of each e^rg

separately into a plate before adding it to

the mixture. We thus assure ourselves
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whether it is perfectly transparent, and
that the yolk is separated from the mas?, a

condition which would frequently occasion,

in the preparation of albuminous glasses,

(which will shortly be spoken of,) the most

disagreeable blemishes in the effect.

We should also avoid the introduction of

dust, either into the albumen or upon the

papers by covering them ; for the dust

would be as an opaque body in a transpa-

rent coating, and would produce spotting

upon the positive proof.

The sensitiveness of papers prepared

with albumen is infinitely less than that of

the two preceding preparations ; although

the image is developed sufficiently quick

in all its preparations, it does not acquire

vigor except by a tolerably prolonged ex-

position, that is to say, two or three min-
utes in favorable conditions of lis-ht. Proofs

which admit of this preparation are of ad-

mirable fineness and uniformity ; the obsta-

cles are less decided than those of papers

prepared with the iodide alone.

These results are due to causes which it

is probably useful to study, in order to

draw every advantage possible from this

preparation.

We conceive therefore an experiment,

and follow the progress of photogenic ac-

tions upon two prepared papers, one with

the iodide only and the other with the al-

bumen. If twenty seconds are required for

exposition in the camera obscura to obtain

with an iodized paper a photogenic action

which imparts to the lights of the image
their maximum of intensity ; if the shades

are susceptible of being deepened, and if

the light and shade can be sufficiently im-

pressed during the same period of exposi-

tion, the image will be perfect ; but if the

lights of the parts forcibly clear are too

vivid in comparison with the shades, this

effect will not be produced, and the image
will fail in harmony, since the lights will

be too clear and the shades too dark.
|

To attain harmony in the image, it
:

would therefore be essential that we should

be enabled to extend the exposition until i

the lights and shades are sufficiently re-

vealed ; but for this purpose it would be

necessary that the luminous parts should

bear without injury the photogenic action

thus prolonged and not loose their transpa-

rence and disappear entirely.

Yet, this is precisely what the papers

VOL. II. NO. VI. 2

prepared with albumen admit of, for they

consist of two photogenic coatings : the

first is that of albumen, and the second that

of paper which becomes photogenic by the

absorption of a part of the iodide which is

dissolved in the albumen.

The exposition of the albuminous papers

ought to be more or less prolonged, accord-

ing to the effects which we wi.>?h to produce.

Unless the photogenic action is exerted

upon the albuminous coating, the proof does

not differ from that which is obtained upon
ordinary paper. The light parts are bright

and clear, and the shades badly defined,

and not at all deepened. But, if the pho-
togenic action is prolonged four times as

long, oh ! then the proof is admirable ; the

lights and shades are clear ; the shades

well deepened, and the image irreproacha-

ble in all its parts.

It often happens that the exposition in

the camera obscura is pushed to such a

point, that nothing is obtained after passing

the proof in gallic acid except a paper of a

metallic bronzed appearance, and we can on-

ly see the image by holding the paper before

the light. With such negative proofs we ob-
tain positive proofs of incomparable beauty.

The three preparations of negative paper
which we come to describe, present, there-

fore, as we perceive, essential differences in

the results which they produce, although
all three of them may be formed by the

same photogenic element,—the iodide of

potassium.

Many preparations of iodide ofpotassium
have been suggested with the addition of

other substances. These are complications

without utility, for they do not impart any
more sensiveness to the photogenic coating

nor purity in the design.

There is another kind of preparation of

negative paper which it is important to

describe, since it differs entirely from the

preceding, which it is impossible to make
with substances employed for the pre]
paration of the silver plates of M. Da-
guerre.

PREPARATION OF NEGATIVE PAPER WITH
BROMIDE OF IODINE.

WITH SUBSTANCES CALLED ACCELERATIVE
USED IN PHOTOGRAPHY UPON SILVERED
PLATES.

All liquids termed accelerative, used in
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photography on silvered plates, having for

their base iodine in combination with chlo-

rine or bromine, will answer for preparing

photographic paper.

At least, all those which we have tried

(and the number is not small) have given

proofs, and the proofs were the more per-

fect the nearer the bromide of iodine li-

quid attained the proportion proposed by

M. de Valicourt, of which, in effect, they

are but the modifications.

The preparation of the papers by these

substances is not susceptible of general ap-

plication ; first, because it does not give a

superior result to that obtained by the pre-

parations with iodide of potassium ; second-

ly, on account of the disagreeable odor

which it evolves in the course of the mani-

pulations ; and finally, because papers im-

pregnated with chloride or bromide of

iodine require to be used immediately after

their preparation. At the end of a day,

sometimes of an hour—the chemical ele-

ments may be volatalized, and the papers

loose all their photogenic properties. *

There is a circumstance however in

which the preparation with bromide of io-

dine may be valuable and render undoubt-

ed services. It is when we wish to ope-

rate on dry paper. We will describe in

<jhapter VI the particular conditions which

demand this preparation.

We proceed in the following manner to

operate on wet paper :—Into a small bot-

tle with a ground stopper, and containing

a little distilled water, we add some drops

of bromine to saturation, then add iodine

grain by grain, to saturation ; after which

we let fall a drop or two more of bromine

to restore the saturation with bromine.

Into a basin designed for the prepara-

tion of the paper, we pour distilled water,

then bromide of iodine in sufficient quan-

tity to impart to the liquid a deep orange

yellow.

We plunge the paper to be prepared

into this liquid; when it is perfectly im-

pregnated we dry it between two leaves of

blotting paper, and keep it firmly in the

folds until the moment of submitting it to

the aceto-nitrate of silver, a preparation

which preceeds the exposition in the came-

xa cbscura.

PREPARATION OF GLASSES FOR NEGATIVE
PROOFS.

Beat the whites of very fresh eggs into

a foam—as directed for the preparation of

negative paper with albumen—to which

add five drops (or one gramme) of a satu-

rated solution of iodide of potassium for

each white of egg.

Let it remain until this foam returns to

the liquid state.

The glass upon which it is intended to

spread the albumen, must be cleansed with

alcohol, and placed upon a support, over

the edges of which the glass must project

all around.

Turn upon this glass the requisite quan-

tity of albumen taking care to avoid the

production of bubbles, and spread it over

the whole surface with the aid of a piece

of glass.

We thus spread the albumen with the

greatest possible uniformity upon the whole

surface of the glass. When certain that the

albumen is very adherent, we incline the

glass, and let the excess of albumen run

off.

This process which we described more
than a year ago, we have always employed

with success.

We can however substitute with advan-

tage the following method. It is more
simple and easier of application.

The surface edges of a glass are cover-

ed with a little wax mixed with suet ; this

glass is laid upon a sheet of paper, and

pressed so as to effect a perfect adhesion

between the glass and paper ; this done,

the borders of the paper are raised up in

such a manner as to produce a kind of

small basin, the bottom of which is formed

by the glass. When the four corners have

been raised up, the albumen is poured into

the basin. The albumen is suffered to

remain from five to ten minutes. The
glass is then gently inclined, so that the

excess of albumen can run off. After the

glass is left some time in its verticle posi-

tion, it is replaced upon a perfectly hori-

zontal and even surface.

In the whole course of the operations, it

is necessary to take the greatest care not

to touch the surface of albumen. The
^ preparation of the glasses by this process,
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presents no greater difficulty than that of

the paper.

The albumen being vrell dried, is sub-

mitted to a temperature sufficiently high

to part it gradually, taking care often to

arrest the action when it commences to

scale off. Thus prepared, the albuminous

glass may be preserved indefinitely if we
keep it protected from moisture.

It would be well to prepare the albumin-

ous glass, at least eight or ten days before

hand, and to keep it in a perfectly dry

place ; it is rare that some accident does

not occur which spoils the proof, if the

glass is used as soon as it is prepared.

CHAPTER V.

FORMATION OF THE NEGATIVE PROOF UPON
WET PAPER.

Papers prepared as we have described in

the preceding chapter do not acquire the

property of forming an image in the came-

ra obscura unless they undergo a second

preparation which consists in placing the

iodide of potassium with which it is soaked

in the state of iodide of silver. Whatever

the process may be which is employed the

iodide of potassium is changed to the iodide

of silver in the following manner :

Make a solution composed of 1 part in

weight of nitrate of silver ; 8 parts of dis-

tilled water. When the solution is accom-

plished, introduce 2 parts of crystalizable

acetic acid.

This solution, which we shall designate

hereafter under the name of aceto-nitrate

of silver, is put in a colored ground stopped

bottle, or in an ordinary bottle covered with

dark paper, in order to protect it from the

action of light.

The aceto-nitrate of silver is preserved

indefinitely. If, after a long period, it lose a

part of its sensitiveness, the addition of a

small quantity of acetic acid will restore it.

It will be well never to make use of the

aceto-nitrate of silver without filtering the

portion required ; it will be prudent to

limit the filtration to this quantity only, in

order to avoid the evaporation of the ace-

tic acid.

To submit the papers to the aceto-nitrate

of silver, place one of the glasses of the

camera obscura upon a very even support.

This glass, larger than the support, should

be cleaned at the moment of the operation

with several drops of aceto-nitrate, and not

with ether or alcohol, which never spreads

upon the glass with as much facility as the

aceto-nitrate.

All these little precautions are indispen-

sable, for if some impurity remains upon
the glass, or exists in the solution, the proof

will be defective. The best way is to ope-

rate as follows

:

Into a small glass funnel, perfectly dry,

and furnished with a white paper filter,

which has never been used
;
pour in the

aceto-nitrate, and move the filter gently

over the glass. Let the liquor fall drop by
drop, leaving proper spaces for them, and
then replace the filter in the bottle, in order

not to loose the aceto-nitrate of silver.

Bring together all the drops and spread
them evenly over the surface of the glass

with the edge of a piece of paper or with
a soft camel's hair pencil.

Cut the paper of the size of the glass,

and take it up by two of the corners,

place it gently and evenly upon the aceto-

nitrate solution ; finally place the whole
surface in contact with the aceto-nitrate,

which will bring the drops in contact, and
render the surface of a uniform coating.

If you place a light before the support,

you can readily perceive whether there are

any bubbles of air between the paper and
glass, in which case it would be necessary

to cause their disappearance, either by re-

moving them with a glass spatula, or by
entirely separating the paper from the
glass for another application.

When the paper has become transparent,

the action of the aceto-nitrate is completed.
With an iodized paper recently prepared,

as shown in the preceding chapter, this

combination takes place instantaneously.

If the paper has been prepared some
days, the action is slower. In certain

kinds of paper it sometimes requires from
two to three minutes to complete the pro-

cess, and longer still for the preparation of
serum and albumen. If we expose a paper
in the camera obscura which still contains

the iodide of potassium , the proof will be
marbled, dotted, and grained. We some-
times meet with papers which contain oily

matters, and which by an unequal rolling,

are left difficult of impregnation by the li-

quids ; it is necessary to reject them ; they

would never answer a good purpose.
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Spots upon the negative proof, the blame

of which has been sometimes attributed to

the quality of the paper, sometimes to the

purity of the substances, must be oftener

attributed to undesolved particles of iodide

of potassium which renders the impregna-

tion of the paper imperfect.

This accident, serious as it is, is not,

however, without remedy, even after the

exposition of the pap'er in the camera ob-

scura ; indeed the spots of which we speak,

resulting only from the iodide of potassium,

remains still in the size of the paper ; we
can therefore satisfy ourselves, by withdraw-

ing the image from the camera obscura,

and if the paper contain these imperfections,

that is to say, presents dark parts ; we can

cause their disappearance by resubmitting

the paper to the aceto-nitrate, which dis-

solves them. As soon as the paper pre-

sents a perfect clearness, we may be cer-

tain that the spots which would have in-

jured the proof will not appear, since the

cause which had produced them will have

been removed.

This means should net be resorted to

except when it is judged absolutely neces-

sary, for the image is enfeebled by it.

However, by prolonging the action of the

gallic acid, it still acquires intensity enough

to give a very good proof.

We have said that it was necessary to

lay only one surface of the paper upon the

aceto-nitrate. In the preparation with the

iodide, with serum and with bromide of io-

dine, we should choose the surface which

is the best glazed. In papers of commerce,
whatever may be their beauty, there is al-

ways one side more glazed than the other.

It is granted as a matter of course that for

papers covered with albumen, it is the al-

buminous side which ought to be submit-

ted to aceto-nitrate. Yet, this is not strict-

ly necessary except for arriving at a more
speedy action during the exposition ; for

if we should expose the wrong side of the pa-

per which has been submitted to the aceto-

nitrate, the image would be equally well

produced, although the wrong side has not

been touched by that substance ; it would

exist in the depth of the paper, but would

scarcely be visible exteriorly although very

strong, in viewing the paper by transpa-

rence. This experiment is conclusive for

demonstrating the necessity of deep im-

pregnation with the chemical element, if

we wish to have a very powerful and well

graduated image, and also the preference

which we shall give to thick paper when-
ever the operation admits of its use.

If in passing the paper with aceto-ni-

trate, the wrong side chances to receive

some traces of this substance, it is neces-

sary for the purpose of restoring uniformity

upon the whole surface of the paper, to pour
several drops of water upon this aceto-

nitrate and to spread the liquid entirely

over the back of the paper ; the aceto-ni-

trate which touches the back of the paper

would not be a cause of spots, as some au-

thors have thought, but it would certainly

be a cause of unequal impregnation ; the

uniformity of the sensitive coating must
therefore be re-established, since there

cannot be any good results without unifor-

mity of impregnation. We might be
tempted to substitute for the glass covered

with a light coating of aceto-nitrate, a

basin filled with this compound and in

which we could soak the iodized paper,

which would secure uniformity and render

the impregnation complete and easy ; but
the experiment would very soon induce u»
to abandon this method, because the aceto-

nitrate bath would preserve a part of the

iodide of the paper ; this, less rich in redu-

cible salt, would become less impression-

able, would admit of only a miserable re-

sult and it might even happen that the

paper by leaving all its iodine in the bath,

would loose all its sensibility.

Moreover, we would not recommend a
common method quite generally practiced,

and which consists in laying nothing upon
the basin of aceto-nitrate except a surface

of paper. Without doubt, this method i»

more simple, and renders the impregnation

uniform and easier ; we also loose less of the

compound, since there is no more used up
than the quantity absorbed by the paper,

and what remains can be collected for fur-

ther operations; but that which compro-
mises the success of the operation notwith-

standing the saving of care, of trouble and

of silver, is that the paper leaves part of its

iodide in the bath, and looses, consequently,

its sensitiveness.

The methods, therefore, which we are

about to describe are adopted for furnish-

ing to iodized papers enough aceto-nitrate

for all the iodide of potassium which they

contain, to pass to the state of iodide of
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silver, to avoid with the greatest care em-
ploying an excess of aceto-nitrate, since it

attracts with it a part of the iodide of po-

tassium of the paper, and diminishes the

sensibility.

We still have some remarks to make
upon the preparation of negative paper with

iodide of potassium, described in the pre-

ceding chapter.

We have advised soaking the paper in a

saturated bath of iodide of potassium, in

order to obtain more powerful effects,

washing the paper afterwards to carry off

the salts from its surface.

If, in submitting this paper to the aceto-

nitrate, the paper maintain an excess of

salts at the surface, it would leave a pre-

cipitate which would compromise the suc-

cess of the proof. It would be necessary,

therefore, to reject this sheet of paper, and
not submit it to exposition, for it would
admit of no good result.

If other sheets have been prepared in

the same manner as that which is ascertain-

ed to be defective, it would be prudent,

before submitting them to the aceto-nitrate

to renew the operation of washing in dis-

tilled water, and then drying them by
means of blotting-paper with the precau-

tions prescribed for this manipulation
;
yet

there is no certainty that the paper can be

restored to a good state.

It is for this reason principally that we
urge operators to avoid preparing this

paper beforehand ; for if the preparation

were defective, it would be very difficult

to remedy it, even by washing the paper

anew as we have said ; besides, there is

a still more serious reason, which is, that

of insuring a more certain, more uniform,

and, at the same time, easier Combination.

It would yield, moreover, a richer com-
bination, and a finer proof, more powerful
and more easily obtained, since the paper

is more sensitive to the action of light.

Such resul*;s amply compensate for the ad-

ditional trouble immediately attendant upon
the preparation of the compound. We
now return to the point in the operation

where we left off, that is to say, when the

paper is placed upon the glass. When the

paper becomes transparent, a certain char-

acter of the combination which is effected

between the silver and iodine, we cover the

sensitive paper with a second sheet of wet
paper, which we will call lining paper.

It is of the greatest importance for the

success of the operation, that the two sheets

of paper should be in perfect contact. The
interposition of air bubbles must be avoided,

which would occasion solutions of conti-

nuity. We easily attain this result by
smoothing the lining paper with a piece of

glass with uniform edges.

We then cover the lining paper with a

second glass, and place the whole in the

platB-holder. It is now time to proceed to

the exposition.

The lining paper intended to be placed

upon the back of the sensitive paper must
be chosen very thick, pasteboard of a uni-

form consistence is preferable ; that which

is appropriated by printers for visiting

cards is very suitable ; the thickest is the

best, because it longer and more uniformly

retains moisture—a favorable condition for

the photogenic action ; it must therefore

be soaked beforehand, as much as possible,

so that it may be perfectly and uniformly

impressed.

It is in distilled or rain water, as we
remarked in the preceding chapter, that

the lining papers should be soaked. The
purity of the water is also as necessary for

the lining papers as for the sensitive pa-

pers, because we are obliged to place them
upon the back and in immediate con-

tact with the salts of silver, which would
be altered by the foreign matters which the

water might contain.

When a proof presents spots on the

back of the paper, it is owing to the im-
purity of the lining papers. We believe,

indeed, that this paper has metallic par-

ticles upon its surface ; they are attracted

by the nitrate of silver, existing in the

sensitive paper. The action of this reagent

fixes the combination and produces spots

on the back of the proofs to an extent pro-

portionate to the number of these metallic

particles ; it is therefore important to

choose carefully the paper intended for

this purpose.

It is necessary likewise to prefer it plain,

rather than striped, because the contact

with the sensitive paper will be more per-

fect.

If the sensitive paper presented a bub-

ble upon the impressible surface, there

would be inequality in the photogenic im-

pression, for the portion occupied by the

bubble of air would not be in the sam3
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state as tlie rest of the paper. If any bub-

bles existed between the lining paper and

the back of the sensitive paper, this will be

spotted dark by each of them.

Some operators, undoubtedly very skill-

ful, dispense with placing the sensitive

paper between two glasses ; they only use

the one upon which they lay the lining

paper; others even supply the place of

this glass by a slate, or by the plate of the

holder rendered impermeable by the ap-

plication of wax. The sensitive paper is

laid upon the lining paper and exposed

directly to the action of light in the came-
ra obscura.

Rendering due praise to their skill, we
cannot extol their method, which appears

to us full of danger. A very little delay

indeed in the operation is necessary to pro-

duce flaws in the paper, and consequently.

spots on the proof. If the inclination of the

holder causes an excess of the reagents at

one corner, it is at the expense of the op-

posite corner ; the paper therefore ceases

to be in the same conditions of sensibility

to light. Moreover, a movement given to

i}iQ holder contrary to the inclination which
has accumulated the substance in one part,

may make it flow back upon the paper

;

these conditions produce the spots which

infallibly ruin the proof.

To save manipulation, for a difference

of sensibility, in our opinion, inappreciable,

we would not abandon the benefit of a

method which exempts from all these ac-

cidents, and yields perfect security to the

operator, by permitting him to vary at

pleasure the duration of the exposition

in the camera obscura.

PEREGRINATIONS OF A DAGUERREAN.

NUMBER THREE.

Buncomh Co.,N, C. Nov. 1st, 1851.

H. Hunt Snelling, Esq.—Dear Sir.

—I address you with a perfect freshness !

Everything new. New stock, new horses,

new harness, new resolutions and renewed

energies. What a perfect Daguerrean

Bazaar that establishment of Mr. Anthony's

must be ! Jenny Lind cases, exquisitely

beautiful ; Catherine Hayes, ditto, ditto,

only more so, and everything else in keep-

ing. We- don't want to visit Mr. Anthony's

rooms. We're afraid we might break

ourselves buying things. How tempting it

must be to the city artists to overlook such

a stock of rich articles at such prices. Mr.
Johnson says that if he had about half a

million of dollars he'd go way offsomewhere

a half a thousand miles or so, and send on

for stock just to have the pleasure of

opening trunks and cases, and taking things

out gradually and slowly like, to prolong

the pleasure. Everybody standing by

enjoys it too, so much. " Oh ! let me
look at that," exclaims one. ^'Oh, how

pretty !" cries another. " Pa, buy me one
of them 'ere," pipes a shrill voice. And
then a lady wants a Jenny Lind case for

her toilet table, " it would be so pretty for

rings and such little things likely to be

lost," and then her husband looks at her,

(such a look ! been married ten years, at

least,) and then the lady looks down,

"down in the mouth." And the little

children are so delighted with the " pret-

ties," tossing them about and hearing them

jingle, its "such fun."
" Yes, its all very nice," growls an

elderlv gentleman with a Job-like expression

of countenance, "very nice indeed, but I
think its best to wait for the Hillotype."

" But," said Johnson, '' nobody will care

for the Hillotype when the ^ Smileyotype'

comes out."
" How will the ' Smileyotype' take 'em,"

asked the Hillotypeite, anxiously.

" In alto relievo j^^ was the dry and brief

answer.
" Lar ! come, Hannah, let's wait foi?
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that. When did you say it will be out,

sir?^'

"When the Hillotype is made known."
" Come, Hannah, we'll wait till the new

ways are out," and the patient couple

departed.
*' Fare thee well, Hannah, and if forever,

still, forever fare thee well."

Taking an extra camera and other
*' means and appliances to boot," I drove

out last week into the country, about six

miles from town, at the request of a

gentleman who had expressed a desire to

have a view of his residence, ('Wakefield,')

and the likenesses of several members of

his family taken, in groups and single

pictures.

"Orion'' and "Phaeton" soon covered

six miles of level road, and brought me up
to a six barred gate, where they made a

demonstration of a foolish intention to "go
over,'' but preferring to "go through,"

myself, I leaped from the buggy, and led

the ambitious " crabs" into the plantation.

The small but tasty residence,—resembling

Washington Irving's, at Tarrytown,—was
soon in view, (three-quarters back,) and,

on taking an artistical view of the premises,

I was well pleased with the appearance of

things, and pleasureably anticipated " a

good time coming.''

Along the carriage road,—bordered with

shrubbery and flowers,—we sped at a rapid

rate, passing the negro quarters,—off the

road a piece,—then the overseer's house,

then the keeper's lodge, ('indicating an

English taste,) and making a sweep, that

" a great whip" would have envied us,

round a graceful bend in the road, we
dashed up to the footway leading to the

great hall door. Here I found all ready

for me. Cato had the " bloods" by the

heads in the wink of an eye, and the '
' Vicar

of Wakefield" came down the path with a

calm, gentleman-like dignity of manner,

but yet with a smilingly frank expression

of hospitable welcomeishness delightfully

diffused over his intelligent countenance
;

the sight of which placed me at my ease in

a moment, and \ felt that I was in the

presence of a warm-hearted, well-bred,

intelligent gentleman and scholar.

Bowing low enough, he extended his

hand, and, as his fine eye brightened up
with a glowing expression of the deep gra-

tification he evidently experienced on wel-

coming a guest to his hospitable home, he

pressed my hand warmly, and invited me
to enter the house. I had not been seated

many minutesj when a lady, of tall stature,

graceful mein, and most intelligent coun-

tenance, entered the parlor, and I was in-

troduced to the lady wife of the Vicar, as

the Daguerrean artist engaged to take a

view of " Wakefield," and the likenesses

of the family. Many lookers on would

have supposed Mrs. De Lysle (the name
will do to compose by) to have understood

the Vicar to say M. Daguerre, the artist^

so well pleased did she appear to be to make
my acquaintance, and so very polite and

attentive was she in her bearing towards

me ; but I recognised her at once as an

individual of that rare genus, the true lady^

and I was neither surprised nor made vain

by the lady's manner and words. I knew
that a teacher of Music, of Drawing, a

Professor of Penmanship, an applicant for

the situation of tutor to the children, or

any respectable person indeed, would have
met with a reception as polite and warm as

that extended to me, and while I appre-

ciated in the highest degree all that was
said and done to make me feel that I was
perfectly welcome, and was expected to

make myself " at home," I neither flattered

myself that I was a special object of re-

gard, nor that I had made an exceedingly

favorable first impression. " My neice.

Miss Farilla, Mr. Wanderer," was the

next prelude to a pleasure equally as great

as that experienced on beholding and con-
versing with the polite and kind Mrs. De
Lysle. A pleasure equally as great, I have
said. Yes, a leaven of something, besides

pleasure, was mingled with the sensations

of my impressionable heart as my eyes
met those of the young lady who now en-

tered the room. I felt that I was " done
for," and confusion reigned supreme in

"this distracted globe" for a moment,
while an "incarnadined" flood suffused

itself promiscously over my neck, cheeks,

and forehead, and 1 believe tinctured the

very tips of " each particular hair" of my
head with its sanguinary hue. When I

say that the neice was a small edition of

the larger volume of grace, good breeding,

and intelligence, I have just attempted to

sketch, you will understand the nature of

my emotions on being introduced to the

charming neice of the Vicar.
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The easy and graceful address of Miss

Farilla had nearly restored me to my
wonted composure, when a request from

Mrs. De Lysle that her neice would play

Jenny Lind's " Rataplan'' for Mr. Wan-
derer, had the desired effect, and I was

once again myself. Who or what I was

in the meantime I knew not, but I was

truly rejoiced when I "came to" to find

that I was myself again. The sweet and

ready compliance of Miss Farilla filled me
with admiration, although I was not sur-

prised to find her complying so promptly

with her aunt's desire, as her evident good

sense premonished anything but the prudish

stereotyped airs usually assumed on such

occasions by the fashionable belles of the

day. The singing and music by Mrs.

De Lysle and Miss Farilla were excellent,

and the pieces "performed and sung were

evincive of elegant and refined tastes.

Thus the time passed off very agreeably

until dinner was announced, when the vicar

led the way along a vine-covered, trellised

archway into a detached dining-hall, where

a table was spread with a greater variety

of rarer luxuries than we could reasonably

expect to find so far away from the stores

and markets of the town. The dessert of

ice cream and other delicacies being duly

discussed, we adjourned to the parlor for

practice in grouping, and instead of finding

it the tedious business it too often proves

to be ; the innate good humor and polite-

ness of the parties made it a delightful

pastime. Mr. and Mrs. De Lysle and

their youngest son,—a cunning little, vast-

ly smart boy, with large, dark, expressive

eyes, beaming with affection and full of

soul,—were grouped together, when Mas-

ter Mortimor, the next in years, expressed

a wish to be placed " near his Ma."
" Ask Mr. Wanderer, my son, if you

are admissible ; he knows best how many
can be taken together and their best modes
of arrangement ;" was the mild and sensi-

ble reply. Master Mortimor, a sedate,

sensible and good boy, dropped quietly into

a corner where I told him to wait awhile

until I experimented with the next group,

and there he sat with a smiling counte-

nance until 1 called him up to take the de-

sired position at his beloved mother's side.

During the upright-attitudinizing, reclinia-

tions and facial-expressionizing (there are

technicalities for } ou,) an amusing attempt

was made to include an universally favorite

little, small, diminutively-tiny canine atom,
named Fido, weighing considerably over

six ounces, and of a length and breadth in

proportion ; although he was a little taller

than heavy. But Fido was far too wide
awake for anything of so sleepy and quiet

a nature, and we were obliged to confess

that his dogship's " dogeratype" could not

be taken while his shadow pertinaciously

continued to follow the thousand and one
motions of his body proper. Fido far sur-

passes in physical contortions that lively

subject of my very first letter ; and I pass

over the palm to the little dog, until some-
thing more deserving bears it away. From
parlor practice we changed to out- door ex-

ercise, where the superior light added great-

ly to the beauty of the pictures presented

to my view through the flattering medium
of the camera. Desiring to have " a good
look" at Miss Farilla (as the silly moth
will too closely scrutinize " the glimmering

of a warm flame,") I requested that young
lady to " take a position where the foliage

and flowers would form an appropriate

background for one so nearly resembling

Flora." She, of course, immediately com-
plied, looking all smiles, with

" Grace in her steps, heaven in her eye,"

no,—her eye was too small for the admis-
sion of so vast a space.

Miss Farilla's eyes were particularly

small, but nature, as some genius has said,

on making a similar allusion, could not
afford any more of the precious material of
which they were composed. Those pre-

cious little eyes have spoiled a fine quota-
tion, aye, and they have spoiled something
else too. I would it were that to the

spoiler belongs the victim as well as "to
the victor belong the spoils." Falling

into an attitude of incomparable grace,

Miss Farilla smiled archly as she faced the

camera, and I •' drew a sight" on her, and
then looked and looked and looked, until

she inquired, very innocently, if that

would'nt do. It was in my heart to say

an eternity of time would'nt be a "pri-
ming," but, excusing myself on the ground
of the difficulty in getting a focus, I was
fool enough to take another look. The
amiable creature stood " like Patience on
a monument, smiling at"—"a Peri at the

gate of Paradise," until, thinking it a gross

imposition so to practice upon her good
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nature, I stepped aside, and fell into a

revery, and was considerably hurt by the

fall,—while others looked at Flora, as I

had named Miss Farilla in the course of

my "observations."

So far all was well enough. I was wan-

toning " in a sea of glory,'' taking to my-
self an occasional smile when I conceived it

to be aimed directly at me, and I began to

" lay the flattering unction to my soul,"

that I was making the most rapid progress

towards a confirmed case of "love at first

sight," when a momentarily mortifying
*' contra temps^'^'' had the effect of nearly

throwing me from the high horse I had
mounted.
As I had made my fair subject " the

observed of all observers," she playfully

insisted that I should personate a full grown
" Cupid among the roses," and submit to

be exhibited to the company present as she

had been.

Putting on my very best looks, and
smiling as sweetly as my " vinegar aspect"

would admit of, I stepped forward and

"struck an attitude." The first sight was
awarded to Miss Farilla. Bending her fair

face down to the camera she looked into it

for a moment, and then exclaimed delight-

edly, " Oh ! how beautiful !" Imagine my
exstatic emotions on hearing this flattering

eulogium, so devoutely uttered. ] imme-
diately donned my ascension robes, and
arose to the seventh heaven of the prophet.

But 1 had merely time to wrap myself up
in the elysium of the delightful thought

that I was the object of such sincere admi-

ration, when the provoking creature ex-

claimed, " Oh ! Aunt Grace, do come see

how beautifully the leaves are waving in the

breeze, and how pretty the flowers look !"

I promptly descended from my throne in

the rosy clouds where my vanity had raised

me, and " Richard was himself again" on

muddy earth. A poor Daguerrean artist,

nobody, nothing, a mere shadow, perfectly

invisible to the eye of beauty.
" Well," said I, quickly stepping aside,

" I will get out of your way. Miss Farilla,

while you look at the leaves and flowers,

although it seems I am no obstruction

whatever to your view. I had supposed

Cupid to be a boy of more substance."
" Oh !" she cried, laughing heartily, " I

beg your pardon. Sir, 1 saw you, but the

leaves moved so prettily, and the flowers

are far more beautiful in there than they

are out here."

But, pretending to be offended, I assured

her that nothino- could reconcile me but
anocher peep at her in the personation of

Flora ; and, like a great fool as I was, I

looked again.

" Oh ! come see how beautiful the roses

and tulips are, come, Mrs. De Lysle,"

said I ; and now I had the laugh on Miss
Farilla, who bore it good-naturedly, and
enjoyed it as much as any of us. Subse-

quently I found an opportunity to whisper

that I meant the roses of her cheeks, and
tulips of her mouth, and then she smiled for-

giveness, and said that I made " a charming
Cupid," and^ then I sighed and looked

down, and looked up, and " looked unut-

terable things," and she blushed slightly,

and then—and then

But now I have reached the bottom of

the letter writers final page, therefore, in

obedience to the imperative laws of those

who issue their sovereign mandates with

the imperial pronoun " we,'^'* I must close

this letter, promising its " finale," and a
relation of the incidents promised in my
last, all in my next, and believe me until

then and ever after, very truly.

Your friend, the

Wanderer,
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS

OF THE

NEW YORK STATE DAGUERREAN ASSOCIATION.

CONSTITUTION.
ARTICLE I.

This Association shall be denominated
tlie New York State Daguerrean As-
sociation, and tlie concerns thereof shall

be conducted by a President, three Vice
Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a
Recording Secretary, a Treasurer, and
twelve Trustees, who together shall consti-

tute a board of managers.

ARTICLE II.

The purpose of the Association is to pro-
mote improvement in the art of Photogra-
phy, and by the co-operation of its mem-
bers to advance the interests of the art and
to promote the welfare of those who are en-
gaged in its pursuit.

ARTICLE III.

All operators of good moral character
and standing may become members of the
Association by the payment of an initiation
fee of two dollars.

ARTICLE IV.

The regular meetings of the Association
shall be held on the first Tuesday of May
and October in each year, at such place as
may be determined by the Association.

ARTICLE V.

The Officers of the Association shall be
elected annually by ballot, and the Trea-
surer shall execute his bond with such
Burety and in such penalty as shall be ap-
proved of by a majority of the Trustees,
with a condition faithfully to discharge his
duty as Treasurer and to pay over all mo-
nies which he may receive on the order of
the Association.

BY-LAWS.
ARTICLE I.

OF MEMBERSHIP.

§ 1.—All persons of good moral char-

acter, who are, or have been, practically

engaged in Heliographic manipulation, and
who will agree not to take pictures at a

disreputably low price, shall be admitted

a member to this Association.

§ 2.—A committee of five to be styled
" the Committee of Investigation" shall

be appointed to receive applications for

membership and to decide upon the eligi-

bility of the applicant, according to the

qualifications specified in section one. The
decision being made the Committee shall

immediately notify the applicant of the

same, and if elected, he shall pay into the

hands of the Chairman of the Committee
the sum of two dollars, as required by Arti-

cle III. of the Constitution, who shall give

him a receipt for the same. The Com-
mittee shall then notify the Recording Se-

cretary of the Association of the accept-

ance of the candidate, who shall record his

name in a book kept for that purpose, and
endorsed " Members for Confirmation."

§ 3.—At each meeting of the Associa-

tion, regular or special, the Recording Se-

cretary shall present the names of all ac-

cepted candidates for confirmation, which
confirmation must be made by a vote of at

least two-thirds of the members present.

If the candidate be confirmed, the Chair-

man of the Committee of Investigation

shall immediately introduce the new mem-
ber to the Society, if he be present ; but

if not present, notify him by letter of his

confirmation. If he be not confirmed the

initiation fee shall be refunded.

§ 4.—All members elect shall sign the

Constitution and By-Laws of this Associa-

tion, and declare allegiance to the same,

either on the day of confirmation or at the

meeting next ensuing.

§ 5.—Should a member elect neglect

the provisions of sec. 4 of this article, his

election shall be declared null and void,

and his initiation fee forfeited to the Asso-

ciation.

ARTICLE 11.

OF MEETINGS.

§ 1.—The regular meetings of this As-

sociation shall be held on the first Tuesday
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in May and October respectively, in the

City or place designated at the previous

meeting, for the transaction of business.

§ 2.—Special meetings of the Associa-

tion or Trustees may be called by the Pre-

sident at any time and place designated at

the request of three or more members

;

which request must be made in writing.

§ 3.—The hour of meeting for the May
session shall be 8 o'clock P. M. ; and for

that of October 7j o'clock P. M.

ARTICLE III.

OF OFFICERS.

§ 1 .—The elective officers of this Asso-
ciation shall consist of those enumerated in

Article I. of the Constitution, which officers

shall be voted for separately by ballot, and
those securing a majority of the votes cast

shall be declared elected.

§ 2.—If more than two candidates are

nominated for any one office, the candidate
having the least number of votes on the
first ballot shall be withdrawn.

§ 3.—The nomination of officers shall be
made according to Article V. of the Con-
stitution, and no nominee shall be baUotted
for unless he consent thereto.

§ 4.—No member shall be eligible to

office who has not complied with all the

requisitions of the Constitution and By-
Laws of the Association.

ARTICLE IV.

OF ELECTIONS.

§ 1.—Elections shall take place annu-
ally on the first Tuesday in October, imme-
diately before the meeting is open for
*' New business."

§ 2.—Immediately preceding the elec-

tion the President shall appoint three Tel-
lers, whose duty it shall be to receive the
ballots of all members entitled to vote,

canvass the same, and declare the result to

the President, by whom it shall be an-
nounced to the Association.

§ 3.—Vacancies occuring may be filled

pro. tern, by the President, who shall an-
nounce an election to take place at the
next special or regular meeting,

ARTICLE V.

DUTY or OFFICERS,

§ 1.—It shall be the duty of the Presi-

dent to preside at the meetings of the As-

sociation and of the Board of Trustees

—

when present— enforce a strict observance

of the Constitution and By-Laws—appoint

all Committees unless otherwise ordered by
the Association—decide all questions of

order—give the casting vote only, and
deliver the charge of his office.

§ 2.—In the absence of the President

the Vice President shall preside, and if

both the President and Vice President are

absent a President j^ro. tern, shall be ap-

pointed.

§ 3.—It shall be the duty of the Re-
cording Secretary to record all the transac-

tions, communications, and debates of tho

Association, in books kept for that purpose

;

keep a correct list of members, collect all

monies due the Association, except the ini-

tiation fee, and pay the same over to the

Treasurer taking a receipt for the same in

a book kept for that purpose ; he shall

keep a separate record of the names of all

candidates accepted by the Committee of

Investigation (provided for in Sec. 2, Art.

I. of the By-Laws) , and at each special or

annual meeting next ensuing, present the

same to the Association for confirmation

;

he shall notify each member on his annual

or other fees falling due, which, if not paid

within ten days, shall be reported to the

Investigating Committee : he shall read at

each meeting all communications either of

a business or scientific character, intended

for the use of the Association not previous-

ly read, and also all resolves or proceedings

before the meetings.

§ 4.—It shall be the duty of the Cor-
responding Secretary to receive and answer
all communications made to the Associa-

tion, submitting the same at each semi-an-

nual or special meeting, for its approval or

disapproval : he shall make a correct record

of all scientific experiments for the im-
provement of heliography, of all chemical

recipes communicated for the use of the

Association, in a book kept for that pur-

pose : he shall also notify all members
unable to attend the meeting of the Asso-

ciation of such discoveries and improve-

ments as may become the special property

of the Association.

§ 5.—It shall be the duty of the Trea-
surer to take charge of all monies received

by the Association, and hold the same sub-

ject to the order of the Board of Trustees :

he shall pay all bills of the Associationj
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wTien approved by the Board of Trustees :

he sball keep full and accurate account of

all monies received and expended, and
make quarterly reports of the financial con-

dition of the Society. He shall give bonds
in two sureties of one thousand dollars

each, for the faithful discharge of his

duties, previous to his installation into

oJB&ce.

§ 6.—It shall be the duty of the Trus-
tees to examine and audit all accounts pre-

sented to the Association for payment, and
issue their order for the same upon the

Treasurer : they shall appoint from among
themselves a Committee of Investigation,

whose duty it shall be to examine the

qualifications of each candidate for admis-
sion into the Association, accept or reject,

as the case may be, and otherwise conform
to Sec. 2, Art. I, of these By-Laws : they
shall provide suitable places for the meet-
ings, and for the preservation of all books,
papers, or other properties belonging to

this Association ; appoint, when necessary,
a Librarian to take charge of the same

;

select suitable persons to deliver lectures

on Heliography, and appoint the time and
place for the same ; offer suitable premi-
ums for the improvement of the art ; and
conduct all financial and other business of

the Association. They shall submit re-

ports of their proceedings at each semi-
annual meeting, for the action of the As-
sociation, and shall further its interests by
every means in their power.

§ 7.—It shall be the duty of the Libra-
rian to take charge of all books, periodicals,

pamphlets, manuscripts, apparatus, and
other properties belonging to the Associa-

tion, have them at all times ready for the

inspection of members, and keep a correct

catalogue of the same. He shall also have
charge of the rooms, and keep them in

proper order for the meetings.

ARTICLE VI.

It shall be the duty of the Junior Past
President to deliver the charge of his office

in installing newly elected officers, and per-

form all other duties pertaining to his office.

ARTICLE VII.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

Literary or scientific men may be elect-

ed honorary members of this Association,

at the request of three members. They
shall be proposed in writing to the Board
of Trustees, and at the meeting next ensu.

ing admitted by a two-third vote of the

members present. They shall have all the

privileges of regular members except those

of voting or holding office, or taking part in

the business of the meetings ; and will be

expected to conform to the obligations im-

posed on other members.

ARTICLE VIII.

COMMUNICATIONS.

§ 1.—Any member wishing to make
known an improvement, discovery or pro-

ject to the Association, must communicate
the same to the Board of Trustees through

the Corresponding Secretary. It shall then

be recorded as provided in Sec. 4th, Art. V.
of these By-Laws.

§ 2.—All commxunications thus made to

the Society shall be considered its property,

and may not be published or made known
out of the Society, without its consent,

which consent must be obtained by, at

least, a vote of two-thirds of the members
present at any meeting.

§ 3.—Each member may, at any time,

have access to and examine the books of the

Association.

ARTICLE IX.

DUES AND FUNDS.

§ 1.—Besides the initiation fee provided

for by Article III. of the Constitution, each

member shall pay into the treasury the

sum of fifty cents quarterly.

§ 2.—There shall be two funds in this

Association.

1st. A General Fund, which shall

consist of all monies received for initiation

fees, quarterly dues, and fines. This fund

shall be reserved for the payment of all

debts contracted for the support of the

Association.

2nd. A Distributing Fund, which

shall consist of all monies received by do-

nation, or otherwise than for dues and fines,

which shall be applied as premiums to any

purpose for the improvement of the Helio-

graphic art.

ARTICLE X.

penalties.

§ 1.—For any infringement of the Con-

stitution or By-Laws of this Association,
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or neglect of duty, the offender sliall be

fined, according to the nature of his offence,

at the discretion of the Trustees, except as

provided in section 2nd.

§ 2d.—Any member who does not

promptly pay his dues upon being notified

as provided for by Sec. 3, Art. V. of these

By-Laws, shall be fined fifty-cents for each

month they remain unpaid. If they are

unpaid at the expiration of six months from

date of said notice, he shall be expelled.

All breaches of trust, or infringement of

Sec. 2, Art. VIII, shall be punished by
reprimand, and dismissal in the presence of

the Association, at its meeting next ensuing

the conviction of the offender.

§ 3.—All complaints for offences against

the Constitution, By-Laws, or Rules of this

Association must be made in writing to the

Board of Trustees, who shall take cogni-

zance of the same, investigate the cause,

pass sentence, and report to the President,

who shall announce the same to the Asso-

ciation, and execute judgment, according

to See's. 1 and 2 of this Article.

ARTICLE XL
ORDER OF BUSINESS.

1.—At the appointed time the President

shall take the chair and call the meeting to

order.

-Roll call.

"Reading minutes of previous meet-

2.

3.

ing.

4.—Report of Committee of Investiga-

tion.

5.—Confirmation of candidates elected.

6.—Report of Treasurer.
7.—Report of Trustees.

8 —Execution of sentence on convicted
members.

9.—Report of Committees.
10.—Unfinished Business.

1 1 .—Report of Corresponding Secretary
and Reading of Communications.
12.—Election of Officers.

13.—New Business.

ARTICLE XIL

AMENDMENTS.

§ 1.—Any part of these By-Laws may
be altered, amended, annulled or repealed,

at the request, made in writing, of, at least^

five members ; if concurred in by a two-
third vote of the members present.

§ 2.—Any proposal for alteration,

—

amendment or repeal shall be made at the
meeting next preceding that at which the
vote is taken, and shall be addressed to
the President.

*-0-*-

PHOTOGRAPHIC MANIPULATION.*

Part I.

CONTAIKIN* THE THEORY AND PLAIN INSTRtTCTIONS IN THE AHT OF PHOTOOEAPHY, OR THE fRODtCTJOJ^ Of
PICTURES THROUaH THE AGENCY OF LI&HT.

BY ROBERT J. BINGHAM,

Late Chemical Assistant in the Laboratory of the London Institution i

45. But a very convenient and useful

modification in this camera, is the sliding

front ; the part of the camera front bear-

ing the lens is made to slide in a dove -tail

in the other part of the front, so that the

* Continued from vol. S, No. 6, page 312.

operator is able to raise or depress the lens
to the extent of about one inch or one inch
and a half. In raising or depressing the
lens, we also raise or lower the horizontal
line of the landscape (or other object at
which the camera is pointed) upon the
ground glass ; now, as will be seen ia our
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directions for taking views, it is absolutely

essential in order to obtain correct perspec-

tive—for example, in copying a building

—

that we should not raise the camera at an

angle, but that it should be perfectly hori-

zontal. Now, supposing the operator to

be standing on the ground, it will be found

that if the camera is horizontal, one-half

of the picture will be occupied by the ob-

ject we wish to have represented, and the

other half by the foreground, which we
could do just as well without, and it is very

probable the effect of the picture will be

spoiled, by some of the upper part of the

object not being represented. Now this

difficulty is completely overcome in this

case, by raising the object-glass a little

higher, when part of the ground will be cut

off, and the whole of our object represent-

ed, without having to move the camera out

of its horizontal position ; consequently,

the true perspective will be retained.

As some little care is required in the

construction of a camera, it may be well

to make the reader acquainted with two or

three points to be attended to, and some

of the optical principles on which its use

depends. If we hold a double convex lens

opposite any object, we shall find that an

inverted image of that object will be form-

ed on a piece of paper held behind it ; but

the lens being doubly convex, the rays

which pass through it will go to the same
distance from every part of its surface,

therefore the image will be formed in the

same curve as the lens. This may be

corrected to a great extent by using a lens

of the periscopic form ; this was first sug-

gested by Dr. Wollaston : by this means

the rays are rendered longer than the cen-

tral rays. This lens, when used in the

camera, should have the concave side to-

wards the object, and in order still more
to reduce the error of figure, a small

diaphragm should be placed in front of

the lens. If a stop, having the same
opening^ had been placed farther in ad-

vance of the lens, it is evident that it

must have cut off some of the rays of light

from the upper and lower parts of the figure,

or if the tube had been made longer, the

same effect would have taken place ; this

is a very common fault in the construction

of cameras, and should therefore be attend-

ed to.

47. By using a small diaphragm in front

of the lens, we are enabled to cover a
greater extent of surface, and more cor-

rectly, than by using a larger opening, but
it is at the sacrifice of light ; for the

larger the aperture we employ the greater

will be the amount of light upon the pre-

pared surface, and we shall obtain a picture

more quickly ; but in order to obtain the

greatest amount of distinctness, we must
employ a very small opening. It is better

that the operator should have two or three

sizes, of about half, three-fourths, and one
inch and a quarter in diameter : and sup-

posing the lens to be nine inches in focal

length, we shall be enabled, by having an
opening of about three-fourths of an inch,

to cover a surface of nearly five inches

square. As a general rule, with a mode-
rately small opening, a lens will cover a
square surface of about three-fifths of its

focal length ; that is, supposing a lens to be
of twenty inches focus, it will enable us to

have prepared paper three-fifths of twen-
ty inches square = twelve inches square.

This is a general ; for, of course, if the ob-

ject is very close to the glass, the distance

of the paper from the lens will have to be
increased, and instead of twenty inches

focal length, it may be twenty-five or

twenty-six, and the size of the paper may
be increased in proportion.

48. Another important matter to be at-

tended to, is what is called Chromatic
Aberration.

It has been stated (§ 5.), that the rays

by which the photographic image is produ-
ced are the violet, whilst those which act

most intensely on the organ of vision are

the yellow; it will therefore be evident,

that when we adjust the focus of the came-
ra, we shall obtain the focus of the yellow

ray, whilst the image produced by the vio-

let rays will not be properly defined ; it is

necessary, therefore, after having obtained

the best visual focus, to push the lens a
little nearer the paper so as to get the vio-

let rays to act on the paper. This dis-

tance is about one-thirtieth of the whole
focal length of the object-glass, with a mo-
derate-sized opening ; with a smaller dia-

phragm the chromatic aberration will be a

little less apparent in the picture, but as a

general rule, the lens should be pushed in

one-thirtieth after having obtained a dis-

tinct and well defined image. It will

be found convenient to have a scale
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marked on the slidins^ brass-tube, indica-

ting the proper adjustment ; but this being
of far greater importance in the delicate

pencillings of the Daguerreotype, we shall

describe, in Part 2 of this work, two
instruments adapted for ascertaining the

chemical focus with great exactness.

49. Lenses are made with a combination
of glasses, in which this chromatic aberra-

tion is overcome. A great amount of at-

tention has been paid to this point, and
combinations of lenses are now made beau-
tifully achromatic, but the expense is con-
siderably increased, and for the processes
on paper we can recommend, from our own
experience, a meniscus lens, and believe

that, if properly adJ2isted to the chemical
focus, equally as good pictures may be pro-
duced by it as by a more expensive form

;

however, as this correct adjustment is trou-

blesome, an achromatic meniscus may be
used, if the additional expense is not an
object.

CALOTYPE ; OR TALBOTYPE.

50. Photographic Paper suited/or the
Camera.—The sensitive papers hitherto
described may be used in the camera, but
they require such an enormous time to pro-
duce an image that they are almost useless,

two or three hours exposure being generally
necessary, whilst by the Calotype and
some other methods a good impression is

frequently obtained in a few seconds. Mr.
Fox Talbot, after making a number of ex-
periments on the process with gallic acid,

was the first to produce perfect specimens
in this way. The exact proportions which
he used were patented by him ; siace that
time many improvements have been made.
The following we consider the best and
most certain method now in use. Before,
however, describing the process, we shall

enumerate the apparatus required.
Two or three flat porcelain dishes for

holding the solutions of iodide of potassium,
nitrate of silver, hyposulphite of soda, dis-
tilled water, &c. Fig. 2.

A sheet of plate glass, supported upon
adjusting screws, to apply the gallo-nitrate.

Camel or badger hair brushes.
A graduated glass to measure out the

gallo-nitrate
; this should not be made too

narrow, but should admit of being readily
cleaned; this cleaning being absolutely

essential after every time of using, inatten-

tion to which will cause many failures.

A board for laying the paper upon whilst
applying the solutions.

51. 1*^ Preparation of the Iodized
Paper.—The paper having been selected
with the precautions before stated (§ 10.)
it should be laid upon the board, having
two or three sheets of blotting paper un-
derneath it, so as to absorb any moisture
that may by chance get over the side of
the paper ; it should be held by the finger

at one corner and washed over by candle
light with a solution of nitrate of silver,

having about 20 grains of the salt dissolved

in one ounce of distilled water ; this should
be allowed to dry at a little distance from
the fire, and then altogether immersed in

a solution composed as follows :

—

Dissolve in a pint of water

—

250 grains iodide of potassium,

125 " chloride ofsodium (common salt,)

125 " bromide of potassium.
It may be allowed to remain for about

half a minute in this solution, so as to en-
sure the whole of the previously applied
nitrate of silver being converted into the
mixed iodide, chloride, and bromide of
silver, for should there be any free nitrate

of silver left in the paper, it will be liable

to_ darken spontaneously, and the operator
will be annoyed by finding that upon ap-
plying the gallo-nitrate to excite the paper
it will blacken all over ; at the same time,
care should be taken that it does not re-
main too long in the solution, for if it

should, the iodide of silver beiug very so-
luble in iodide of potassium, the whole will

be dissolved out.

52. The object of the operator in this
part of the process being to leave an iodide
of silver in the pores of the paper, perfect-
ly free from impurity, it is necessary, after
the paper has been immersed in the iodide
of potassium, to remove the excess of this

salt and a nitrate of potass, which is form-
ed, by well washing in common water.
For this purpose he should provide himself
with three or four large vessels of water,
and after the first piece of paper has been
immersed in the iodide of potassium, it

should be placed in vessel No. 1 and gent-
ly agitated, and left until i\iQ next piece
of paper is ready for washing, when the
first iodized piece should be removed into

vessel No. 2, and the second piece of paper
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submitted to the same washing and agita-

tion as the first, and so on, until the first

prepared piece has passed through three or

four vessels of water, when it should be

taken out and the superfluous moisture re-

moved by clean blotting-paper, and then

left to dry spontaneously ; the paper should

then be preserved in a portfolio until re-

quired for use *

53. We have sometimes found it an ad-

vantage when washing the paper, to let a

drop of the water from the paper fall into

a solution of nitrate of silver ; if there

should be a precipitate, it will indicate

that the whole iodide has not been washed

out ; but should there be no precipitate,

the operator may consider that the soluble

salts have all been removed. This is a

useful test in two respects, first, because

the paper should not be washed more than

is absolutely necessary, for it has a tenden-

cy to make the paper woolly which will then

print imperfectly ; secondly, it is essential

tbat the whole of the iodide should be re-

moved, for if not, the amateur will find

that the requisite degree of sensitiveness

to light will not be obtained, for it will

convert the excess of nitrate we add in

order to make the paper sensitive, into io-

dide of silver, which, when pure, is abso-

lutely insensible to light, as already stated.

(§ 21.)

54. The following is another method of

preparing iodized paper :—Dissolve about

20 grains of nitrate of silver in one ounce

distilled water ; add to this a solution of

iodide of potassium, in small quantities,

until it ceases to occasion a precipitate

;

pour ofi" the supernatant liquid, and wash

the precipitated iodide of silver two or three

times in warm distilled water ; allow the

iodide to settle to the bottom of the vessel,

and then drain off the water ; now prepare

a very strong solution of iodide of potassi-

um, 60 grains to the ounce of distilled

* It may be easily ascertained if the paper has

been soaked for a sufficient time in the iodide so-

lution ; for, if properly prepared, the iodized paper

will bear some hours exposure to strong sunshine

without any injury, but should there be the least

trace ofpernitrate of siver remaining, the iodide of

silver will become dark. It is a curious fact that

good iodized paper is much improved by some
hours exposure to sunshine : the picture obtained

from paper so treated is much firmer than it other-

wise would be. We owe this fact to the late Mr.
Adamson of Edinburgh.

water, and add this to the iodide of silver

until it is nearly all dissolved. Wash the
paper over with this solution, dry it perfect-
ly by the fire, and then wash it well in
common water as directed for the usual io-
dized paper (§51.) ; as soon as the paper
is dipped into water, iho, iodide of silver,

not being soluble in a dilute solution of
iodide of potassium, is precipitated on the
surface of the paper.

55. Applying the Sensitive Mixture.
—This consists in the application to the
iodized paper of a mixed solution of gallic
acid and of nitrate of silver, called by Mr.
Fox Talbot, Gallo-nitrate. It is prepared as
follows :—Dissolve 100 grains of crystal-
lized nitrate of silver, in two ounces of dis-
tilled water, to which add one-sixth of its

volume of strong acetic acid (which will
be two and two-thirds of a drachm)

; this

solution should be kept in a bottle exclu-
ded from the light. Now make a satura-
ted solution of gallic acid in cold distilled

water, the quantity dissolved is very small.
When some paper is to be prepared, 5
drops of each should be mixed with 1 oz.
of distilled water, and then poured upon
the plate glass, having adjusted it by the
set screws, so that the solution will not run
off ; the sheet of iodized paper should then
be carefully applied to the wet surface, and
the air bubbles gently pressed out by pass-
ing the finger over the back of the paper.
As soon as the paper has ceased to curl
upwards, it should be removed from the
glass, very gently pressed between folds of
blotting-paper—but only just enough to
remove any shining patches of moisture on
the surface—and then placed at once in
the frame of the camera ; it will be found
to preserve its whiteness for ten or twelve
hours, if carefully excluded from light.

As a general rule, the longer we wish to

keep paper after the sensitive solution is

applied, the more the gallo-nitrate should be
diluted ; but when we wish for very sensi-

tive paper, the dilution should not be more
than three or four times the bulk of the

mixed liquids. Another matter must be
attended to carefully if we wish to obtain

clean and clear pictures :—If the acetic

acid we use be of the greatest possible

strength, or the crystallizable acid, then
the amount stated is the proper quantity

;

but if weaker, then we must add a larger

quantity : for Mr. Cundell has pointed out
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(Phil. Mag. No. cxcii.) that one great

cause of the failure of calotypists, is in

having their paper blackened all over, or

becoming of a dirty color by the absence

of the requslte quantity of this acid. The
operator may, therefore, be sure that if

his paper becomes discolored when every

care has been taken in other parts of the

process, he has not got enough acetic acid

in the solution. The tendency of this acid

appears to be, to keep the white parts of

the picture clean and white, but too much
destroys the sensitiveness of the paper.

56. Exposure in the Camera.—The
camera is to be placed upon some steady

support, and pointed at the object we wish

to represent. A clear and distinct focus

is then to be obtained upon the ground
glass, and the tube afterwards pushed in a

certain distance to the chemical focus

(§ 47.) ; the ground glass is then remov-
ed, and replaced by the frame containing

the prepared paper, and the slide in front

drawn up for a certain time, which depends

upon the amount of light existing at the

time, the size of the diaphragm in front of

the lens, the sensitiveness of the paper,

and the color of the object to be copied,

&c. All these matters the amateur must
learn by experience, and with a few trials

of his apparatus he will easily determine

the time . It varies from about half a mi-

nute to five minutes ; an exposure for a

longer time seldom produces good results.

The operator must bear in mind that any
object of yellow color will take a much
longer time than a white or blue, and when
the light is yeUow from clouds, or when
near sun-set the picture will also take much
longer to be produced Generally, in views

or buildings, a much better efiect is produ-

ced when the sun shines on the object for

a few seconds, as we are about to withdraw
the paper ; it sharpens and gives a much
greater intensity to the lights, whilst, if

there had been sunshine during the whole
of the exposure, the shadows would have
been very heavy.

57. Portraits.—In copying '* the hu-

man face divine," two or three hints may
not be unacceptable to the amateur. The
sitter should be placed in an easy, natural

position, and remain perfectly still during

the operation. A very ludicrous effect is

often given from an inattention to this, for

it is obvious, if a person assumes two or
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three positions during the exposure of the

paper, there will be a corresponding num-
ber of images impressed, and we may thus

have a representation of one or two addi-

tional noses, fingers, or eyes, or the nose

or eye may have a greater breadth, or be

consideraby elongated : to avoid this, a

rest for the head should be made use of,

to be attached firmly to the back of the

chair, and the person allowed to assume
the desired position ; the rest should then

be adjusted so that the arm having the

ear pieces of brass attached just touches

the back of the head ; this will keep it

sufficiently still for all the minute markings

to be very accurately copied. In order to

operate with success, the model should be

well illuminated, but at the same time care

should be taken to avoid the direct rays of

the sun ; for this purpose a sort of canopy
should be placed over the head, made of

blue calico, so that the shade may fall be-

yond the feet ; this will also prevent too

much light falling on the forehead and the

top of the shoulders ; a quantity of light

falling directly from above has the disad-

vantage of not showing the eyes with dis-

tinctness, the shadows from the eyebrows
and forehead falling on them. With res-

pect to the proper backgrounds, these de-

pend upon the taste of the operator : some
paint a landscape, library, or balcony

roughly, and place it behind the sitter
;

and they look very well for a full length

portrait, or a group : for a plain background
an old blanket gives a very even and uni-

form tint. As a general rule, the camera
should be placed about the height of the

eyes ; by this means, the upper or intel-

lectual part of the head will be slightly

enlarged, the eyes may be directed towards
the camera.

58 . Views,—Th e operator must be very
careful, when directing the camera to a

building, &c., that it should be perfectly

horizontal ; for if it is pointed upwards,
so as to take in the whole of the object,

the picture will have a very bad effect, for

the building will appear in the picture as

if falling, and none of the perpendicular

lines will be erect. Some have recom-
mended that the operator should endeavor

to have the camera placed at about one-

third of the height of the building, but we
think pictures have a more pleasing and
natural effect if taken from the street, at
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about the height of the eye, so as to get

the same angles in the picture we are ac-

customed to, in viewing any object. It is

generally better to have the camera at

about the distance of double the heigth of

the object ; of course, it must be left to

the taste and management of the operator,

as to the contrasts, &c. in the picture. The
object upon which we place the most im-

portance, and of which we desire the clear-

est representation, on this we should adjust

the focus of the camera ; but should the

landscape embrace various objects, at dif-

ferent distances, it will be necessary to use

a very small opening in front of the lens,

otherwise only one or two objects will be

distinctly in focus, and all the rest indis-

tinct.

59. Developing the Picture.—When
the paper has been exposed in the camera

the requisite time, there is, to all appear-

ances, seldom any impression, but the pic-

ture exists, though in a latent state. In

order to render it visible, Mr. Fox Talbot

directs that the paper should be again

washed over with a solution of the gallo-

nitrate of silver, and then exposed to a

gentle heat. The best method of applying

this gallo-nitrate, is to pour it, as before

directed (§55.), upon the piece of plate

glass (taking care that it is thoroughly

clean), and then apply the paper to the

surface until it is moderately wet ; any air

bubbles should be pressed out, by passing

the finger over it as before mentioned.

The paper should then be held in front of

the jet of steam, which should be allowed

to act equally all over the paper, when the

picture will slowly develop itself. Should

any part of the picture not appear suffi-

ciently distinct, the jet of steam may be

allowed to play upon it for a short time

longer than the other parts. The paper

should not he allowed to hecome dry in this

process, otherwise the heat will embrown
it, but it may be re-wetted with the gallo-

nitrate, and again exposed to heat. A very

simple and very efiectual plan is to develop

the picture by means of the steam and
heat arising from a basin of hot water

—

the picture should be held horizontally,

and moved about over the steam. Some
have recommended a dry heat, viz., by a

vessel heated with hot water, but this plan

is very apt to embrown the picture, the

moisture being so soon evaporated, whereas

with the steam, a considerable amount of

water is condensed, and the paper is there-

fore kept moist. During the summer
months it is not necessary to use any heat

in developing the picture ; it may be placed

in a dark drawer, and left until sufficiently

brought out. After the picture has at-

tained its greatest intensity, it should be
immediately submitted to the operation of

fixing, as described at § 63.

60. The following deviation from this

last process answers extremely well when
the paper is to be used and the image
brought out immediately ; the pictures ob-

tained by its means are generally very
clean, and the light parts very white ; for

portraits, and where great quickness is re-

quired, we have found it excellent.

Obtain some paper known to photogra-

phers by the watermark "Causon' Freres;"

immerse pieces of this, cut to the proper

size, in a solution of iodide of potassium

containing thirty grains to one ounce of

water, suspend it by one corner until dry,

when it will assume a dark color, from a

slight decomposition of the iodide of potas-

sium and the liberation of a little free

iodine. The paper in this stage of the

preparation may be kept for any period
;

when required for use it should be floated

upon a solution of aceto-nitrate of silver of

the strength indicated (§ 55.); the paper

will gradually lose its dark color, and be-

come of a beautiful primrose. When the

last traces of the bluish color have disap-

peared, it is very sensitive to light, and

ought to be used at once in its wet state
;

it must not be touched by blotting paper

or enclosed between glass. The camera

back should be provided with a glass plate,

which must be wetted with distilled water,

and the back of the prepared paper laid

upon it ; the paper will adhere perfectly for

some time. After the exposure the picture

should be developed by solution of gallic

acid alone ; this is best applied by means

of a glass plate (§ 55.) Should the image

be long in developing it may be hastened

by exposure to a steam heat in the glass

plate, and gallic acid solution may be warm-
ed by laying it on the hot water apparatus.

After it is sufficiently brought out it may
be fixed by hyposulphite in the ordinary

way (§ 63.) The image when fixed ought

to be intensely black and white ; should the

dark parts of the picture be of a red color,
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it may be known that the exposure in the

camera has been too long prolonged ; if the

objects in half tint are not seen, a longer

time ought to have been given. It will be

observed that in this pi^ocess the solutions

of nitrate of silver and gallic acid are not

mixed before application to the paper, as in

Mr. Talbot's process ; we therefore can

use a brush for applying the solutions,

which is sometimes an advantage ; of

course, separate brushes must be used for

the nitrate of silver and for the gallic acid.

In preparing the calotype paper, too much
care cannot be taken, not only to prevent

the daylight falling on it, but also to exclude

if possible, the strong glare of a candle or

lamp. The candle should be removed
some distance from the paper, or a yellow

screen should be placed around it. This

must be particularly attended to when the

paper is intended to be kept some time

after the sensitive mixture has been applied,

for the slightest impression of light will in

a little time develop itself strongly ; it will

make its appearance when the picture is

brought out, giving the light parts a dirty

appearance, or, very probably, the paper

will blacken all over.

61. Albumenized Paper for Negatives.

—M. Blanquart Evrard has lately describ-

ed a method of obtaining the photograph

on paper prepared with albumen. We give

his account :
—" The impressions obtained

by means of the following preparations are

admirable ; though not so well defined as

those on glass (§ 79.), yet they are more
beautiful, as the outline is less harsh, and
they possess more harmony and softness."

We consider this to be quite a triumph for

those who exercise themselves in the pho-

tographic art. Beat into a froth the whites

of ego;s, to which a saturated solution of

iodide of potassium has been added in the

proportion of thirty drops for each egg.

Let the mixture stand until the froth re-

turns into a liquid state ; filter through

clean muslin, and collect the albumen in a

large flat vessel. On this lay the paper to

be prepared, and allow it to remain there

some minutes ; when it has imbibed the

albumen, lift it up by one of its corners,

let it drain, and lastly dry it by suspending

it with pins to a line or cord across the

room. It is rendered sensitive as follows

:

—Cover a piece of glass with aceto-

nitrate of silver, composed of one part

nitrate of silver, two parts of glacial acetic

acid, and ten of distilled water ; on this

solution the albumenized paper should be
carefully laid ; beginning at one corner of

the paper, it should be depressed on the so-

lution by an even regular motion, not stop-

ping a moment, otherwise there will be a

stain. After the paper has become quite

transparent, which may be ascertained by
lifting it up, and looking through it at the

candle, it must be dried between folds of

blotting paper, and placed between the

glasses of the camera frame. It is deve-
loped by a saturated solution of gallic acid,

as in the preceding process : it will be
found, however, that the exposure in the

camera will require to be four or five times

longer.

62. Mr. Colls, a very successful photo-

grapher, has given the following formula
for producing camera photographs :

—

10 grains nitrate silver,

1 ounce distilled water,

2 drachms crystalized acetic acid.

A small quantity of this should be mixed
when required for use with an equal volume
of saturated solution of gallic acid, and
washed over the iodized paper with a brush
and the excess absorbed by bibulous paper.
After exposure in the camera the picture
is brought out by another wash of the same
mixture. It will be some time develop-
ing, but may be hastened by being held
over hot water.

63. Fixing the Picture.—As soon as

the picture is sufficiently developed the

gallo-nitrate should be washed off as quick-
ly as possible, otherwise the paper will

blacken all over, and the water used for

washing should be once or twice renewed
;

it may remain in water about ten minutes,
the proof should then be taken out, pressed
between folds of clean blotting paper, and
placed in a solution of hyposulphite of
soda. As soon as the whole of the yellow
iodide of silver has been dissolved it should
be taken out, well washed in abundance of
common water, and to insure the removal
of the whole of the hyposulphite of silver,

left in a quantity of water for some hours,

and then, upon being dried with blotting

paper, it will be found to be very perfectly

fixed. If it is not convenient to operate

at once with the hyposulphite of soda,

which process requires a great quantity of

water and long soaking, it may be fixed for
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a few days very well, until the operator has

time to use the hyposulphite, by a single

wash with a solution of bromide of potas-

sium, containing 10 grains to the ounce of

water ; it should then be dipped in water

and dried by blotting paper, between the

folds of which it should be kept until the

hyposulphite can be applied.

64. Obtaining the Positive Photo-
graph.—The picture just described, as

being obtained in the camera, is a nega-

tive picture, similar to those we have men-
tioned in the description of the common
photographic papers. (§ 30.) It is there-

fore necessary that a positive picture, or

one with the lights and shades as they occur

in nature, should be obtained ; this can be

produced very quickly on the calotype

paper, but it is unadvisable, as the tone of

the picture is not so pleasant as that ob-

tained by the common photographic pro-

cesses. (§ 20.) The ammonio-nitrate

paper is decidedly the best. The negative

calotype picture should be laid with its

face downwards, upon a piece of this paper,

and secured at two of the corners by mor-
sels of wafer, then placed in the pressure

frame and exposed to light, until the ne-

cessary degree of intensity in the positive

picture is produced. This can be readily

ascertained by taking it out of the frame,

and raising it gently, so as not to disturb

its position, or draw it apart from the

wafers ; the rest of the process with the

positive picture being precisely the same as

at §34.
65.—Mr. Fox Talbot has described a

plan by which the tone of the positive pic-

ture is altered considerably. He directs

that, after removal from light, it should be

placed in a weak solution of iodide of po-

tassium. This will convert the whole of

the free nitrate of silver into the yellow

iodide of silver. Jt should then be immer-

sed in a boiling solution of the hyposulphite

of soda,—the yellow color will be removed
from the lights, and a very peculiar tone

left on the picture. This is a very perfect

method of fixing, the photograph seldom

becoming dark, as is the case sometimes

with other plans.

66. This process has also been applied

by the same gentleman to fix the negative

photographs ; the negative picture should

be immersed in a hot solution of the hypo-

sulphite until the yellow cclor disappears

from the iodized paper, and then washed as

usual. This is stated by Mr. Talbot to

produce better positive pictures, but in our
hands it has not proved successful, the hot
hyposulphite seems to injure the picture

considerably. It does not appear to us to

have any advantage over the method we
give at (§ 56.) for by that process the

yellow iodide of silver may be quite remov-
ed from the paper without any fear of da-

maging the photograph.

67. The calotype process just described

is exquisitely sensitive, very beautiful im-
pressions from prints, leaves, ferns, and
pieces of lace may be produced in a few
minutes by exposure to moonlight, a cart-

die, or gas light, but for producing the

same effect in sunshine a fraction of a

second is sufficient. Some operators ren-

der the negative pictures transparent, this

is sometimes an advantage when ^3 wish

to print very quickly ; it may be done as

described (§33.)
68. Sir D. Brewster has proposed a

modification of this method of obtaining

positive photographs. He states that the

present mode gives a roughness of shade

which destroys the softness of the picture.

To obviate this he interposes a sheet__pf

white paper without water-mark, and of

uniform texture. The diffusion of the

light thus occasioned shades off, as it were,

all the shary lines and points, and gives a

higher degree of softness to the picture.

Two, or even three sheets may be inter-

posed in strong sun-light. A similar effect

may be obtained in a less degree by placing

the back of the negative upon the positive

paper, so as to cause the light to traverse

the thickness of the negative, and this may
be combined with one or more sheets of

clean paper ; but it will be appropriate only

for portraits, and has the advantage (some-

times required) of making the individual

look another way. '* To those," adds Sir

David, " who see the experiments above

described for the first time, the effect is

almost magical ; and when the negative is

removed, we only see a blank sheet of

white paper, and our surprise is very great

when, upon lifting this sheet, we discover

beneath it a perfect picture, which seems,

as it were, to have passed through the

opaque and impervious screen.''

To he continued.
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GOSSIP.

— The present number closes the first

year of the Photographic Art-Journal, and

with it we tender our acknowledgements to

those Daguerrean artists, both in this

countrj and in Europe, who have sustain-

ed us in our endeavors to benefit the art,

and uphold its dignity. We did hope that

many more would have been found in their

ranks. Although we have nothing of which

to complain, considering the time we have

been engaged in our publication, we should

have been more pleased in knowing that,

of the many thousands engaged in the Da-
guerreotype art, the larger portion were

sufliciently in love with their business to be

induced to seek, through every possible

channel, the means of its improvement.

In our initial number, we gave a synop-

sis of the objects we wished to attain by
the publication of oui- Journal. Some of

these have been accomplished, and others

are in a fair way of being so. We can,

with feelings of self-satisfaction, and with-

out the least alloy of egotism, look back

upon our course, and its efi"ects upon the

Daguerrean mind. Already a better feel-

ing towards each other, is manifested by

the more intelligent and respectable por-

tion. Societies for the promotion and im-

provement of the art, have sprung up, and

become fixed facts. This measure alone

will work out a vast amount of valuable

information, which otherwise would have

slumbered in the individual mind. Our

daily intercourse with the members of the

art, convinces us that our labors have been

appreciated, and met in the right spirit,

and we have no cause to regret our having

devoted so many of the small hours of the

night to the interests of our readers. Thig

spirit on the part of operators shall stimu-

late us to fresh exertion during the coming

year, and determine us to keep the lead

m placing before our readers whatever new

discoveries and improvements are made

from time to time.

Heretofore we have spared neither

trouble nor expense in obtaining for the

Photographic Art-Journal matter that

would interest and improve, and we flatter

ourselves that none can deny, when they

calculate the immense amount of scientific

knowledge contained in its columns, to-

gether with the expensive series of trans-

lations from the French—comprising whole

works,—all of which have been translated

expressly for this magazine—that we are

unsurpassed and unequalled by any other

similar publication in the world. We
cannot be aecused of egotism in making

this assertion, for we are indebted more to

the talents and kind offerings of others for

this result than to our own labors.

We feel a pride in making this ac-

knowledgement, for it dissipates entirely

the assertions made upon our advent, that

we could find none among Dagnerreotyp-

ists who were capable of contributing theo-

retical knowledge of the art, or even pro-

perly appreciating that of others.

The mind of man will expand with the

food it feeds upon, and it is utterly impos-

sible to partake of the Pierian spring, with-

out invigorating the mental system. It is

to those, therefore, who devote themselves

to a thorough investigation, both practi-

cally and theoretically of their art, that the

vulgar and sluggard mind must yield.

The latter must eventually give abso-

lute jurisdiction to the march of mind

improved by the incessant study of the in-

vestigations of others. And in what man-

ner—may we ask— can our Daguerreo-

typists hold closer intimacy with the great

minds of those who are constantly laboring

for the advancement of art than through

the medium of a Journal devoted to their

interests. Those who have availed them-
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selves of the opportunity ofifered by the

publication of the Photographic Art-Jour-

nal will, we think, answer the question in

the affirmative, particularly when they

consider it in a pecuniary point of view.

Let us review the contents of our pub-

lication for the twelve months it has been

in existence, and we shall see of what a

valuable library each subscriber is possess-

ed for the comparatively small sum of five

dollars. Besides some three hundred royal

octavo pages of original articles, he has two

works of rare ability by Mr. Robert Hunt,

of England, which cannot be purchased

separately for less than six dollars ; three

works of the celebrated English Photogra-

pher, M. Claudet, Walker's Electrotype

Manipulations, Whitlock's Photography

Made Easy, Bingham's Photographic Ma-
nipulations, Lerebour's Treatise on Pho-

tography, worth collectively four dollars

and fifty cents ; Evrard's Treatise on Pa-

per Photographs—translated expressly for

the Journal—the translation of which cost

us over thirty-five dollars, besides several

other valuable translations, which have

cost us over ninety dollars more. In ad-

dition to these we have presented portraits

of eight of our best Daguerreotypists, and

devoted over one hundred dollars to illus-

trations, and all this in addition to the

ordinary expenses of a monthly publication

of the nature of ours.

We present these facts to show our

readers that, even under the most liberal

patronage, the publication cannot be much

of a sinecure to either publisher or editor,

and to prove that the feelings we professed

to entertain in the outset, towards the art,

were not mere words, nor vainly spoken.

We have religiously kept our pledge to our

readers, and we can close the year without

cause to regret either our course or our

success, although we should be still more

thankful if our eiforts had been met with a

little more liberality.

During our editorial career, we have met

with a series of opposition manoeuvres, lit-

tle creditable to those who have misrepre-

sented and maligned us. Means most

dishonorable have been used to injure our

circulation and influence, but we have con-

tented ourselves by merely contradicting

such reports and assertions as we have found

flying about, for the sources from which

they emanated, were generally too low for

more decided action. The objects in view,

for the circulation of these reports, fortu-

nately for us, have signally failed, and we

have gone on from month to month, gradu-

ally, but surely, extending the field of our

operations, until we can look forward with

firm reliance upon the Daguerrean com-

munity—at least the most respectable and

influential portion—as our firm friends.

We trust moreover that this is the last

time we shall be obliged to touch upon this

disagreeable subject ; but we, at the same

time assure the clique who have used so

many unfair methods in their endeavors to

destroy us, that if we ever do have occasion

to speak of their operations again, we shall

do it in a manner that will be more serious-

ly felt. Were the measures we speak of

adopted in a bold and self-relying spirit,

we should not complain, but to have the

venom of a reptile nature darted at us from

secret hiding places, and the most libelous

assertions made clandestinely, is more than

we can brook, yet, while alluding to them,

we feel the full force of the following good

advice

:

'' If any thing in the world will make a

man feel badly, except pinching his fingers

in the crack of a door, it is a quarrel. No
man ever fails to think less of himself after,

than he did before one—it degrades him in

the eyes of all, and, what is worse, blunts

his sensibility to disgrace on the one hand,

and increases his temper and passionate ir-

ritability on the other. The truth is, the

more quietly and peaceably we all get on,

the better ; the better for ourselves, the

better for our neighbors. In nine cases
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out of ten, the wisest course is, if a man
cheats you, to quit dealing with him ; if he

be abusive, quit his company ; if he slan-

ders you, take care to live so that nobody
will believe him. No matter who he is,

or how he misuses you—the wisest way is

to just let him alone ; for there is nothing

better than this cool, calm and quiet way
of dealing with the wrongs we meet with."

— We feel confident that our readers

will rejoice on receiving the information

contained in the following notice, as it will

relieve them of one som-ce of trouble and

vexation :

Silvering of metallic plates.—

A

remarkable improvement has been made in

the manufacture of Daguerrean plates, by

M. Delezennes, 3 Rue de Thorigny. It

is known that these plates, before being sil-

vered, must be made very level, without

which they would be defective. A serious

difficulty presented itself in this operation
;

it was very difficult, if not impossible, to

prevent the particles of dust difi"used in the

air from being deposited on the plates, into

which they were afterward incorporated by

the hammering to which the plates are

submitted for planishing them. M. Dele-

zennes overcame this difficulty by passing

a current of warm air over the plate to be

planished during the process of rolling.

This dust is cleaned ofi" in a great measure

by placing the plates against the wall of

an air stove heated to redness. The rapidi-

ty with which the heat passes over the

plate excludes those matters which might

otherwise be deposited from the external

air. Plates which have been planished in

this way are much superior to those manu-

factured by the customary process.
»~^^

— The Messrs. Mead, Brothers, have

kindly furnished us with the following im-

portant communication from the Society of

Fine Arts of Paris. We trust the Da-
guerreotypists of the United States will re-

spond liberally to the call.

Paris, 26th Oct., 1851.

Messieurs.—The Society of Fine Arts

in Paris, has opened a subscription for the

purpose of erecting to Daguerre, one of its

principal members, a monument in the

place where he lived, and where he died.

The public testimony of esteem and re-

gret which the Americans have spontane-

ously manifested at the news of the death

of our illustrious compatriot, and the kind

letter written by you, gentlemen, to the

widow Daguerre, leads us to hope that an

appeal made to your sympathetic feelings,

may be heard ; and that in rendering your

assistance to this subscription, you will be

the medium of transmitting it across the

Atlantic.

The Society are more encouraged to try

this step from your example, that the pub-

lic papers have just been apprized of the

generous impulse, worthy of a great na-

tion, which has influenced you to vote a

subscription of 50,000 francs for the erec-

tion of a monument in New York to the

memory of the inventor of the Daguerreo-

type.

If some part of that munificent subscrip-

tion could be divided and a monument be

erected over the place where the ashes of

Daguerre reposes would not such an act be

as honorable to the Americans, and as just

a tribute to the memory of the great artist .?

Would not the French artists also be

proud to say that the Americans had con-

tributed such a sum for this noble purpose.

The Society could not have done better

than address this communication to you,

gentlemen. May it be effectual. Madame
Daguerre, and the whole Society, will be

under eternal obligations to you.

Believe us. Sirs, Yours most obediently,

Alexander De Veron.
To Messrs. Mead^ Brothers,^

Apart from the fact, that to France we

owe the important discovery that gives em-

ployment to so many thousands of our peo-

ple, we are under many obligations to her

philosophers for valuable improvements

—

particularly in Photography on paper—in

the Daguerreotype art, and as a debt of

gratitude to them we should feel well dis-

posed towards the proposition contained in

this letter. The Messrs. Meads will wil-
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lingly and promptly acknowledge in the

columns of the Photographic Art-Journal,

all donations made towards the erection of

the Daguerre Monument in France.
«--.

— It is just as we expected with our

friend Zealj, of Columbia, S. C. Hear

what the editor of the South Carolinian

says about him :

—

'^ We have visited the new, magnifi-

cent, and superb suit of rooms now being

finished by Mr. J. T. Zealy, for the pro-

secution of his beautiful art, and we take

pleasure in writing this notice of an artist

already so favorably known, not only in

the State, but throughout the country.

As an accomplished daguerreotypist, and

as a gentleman of taste and judgment in

everything pertaining to his profession, we

doubt if he has his superior in the United

States.

" His new rooms are in the splendid block

just erected by our enterprising fellow-

citizen Mr. Henry Davis, immediately over

the store occupied by A. G. Goodwin, and

have been fitted up with great taste and

elegance, as well as constructed with a

view to the perfection of his operations.

The room where he takes his pictures is

handsomely furnished, and we notice there,

in an elegant piano, for the accommodation

of his lady visitors. Immediately off this

is an ante-room, for the proper adjustment

of toilette, &c., by his visitors. It is mag-

nificently lighted, having, besides numer-

ous windows, a large skylight adjusted and

constructed expressly for the purposes of

his art, and will undoubtedly insure a most

perfect finish to his pictures.

*'Inhis materials, we believe he has

made heavier investments than any daguer-

reotypist at the South. He has just had

manufactured a mammoth instrument, for

taking double whole-sized pictures—larger

than any now taken in the Southern coun-

try, and indeed few such instruments are

used any where in the United States. It

is intended also for taking landscapes, mili-

tary companies, &c. He has also some of

the most supurb frames and cases we ever

saw anywhere. In short, in every depart-

ment of his business, he has spared neither

pains nor expense to arrive at the utmost

perfection of his art.

'' We are sure that he neither desires nor

requires any compliments from us. All

who have seen his pictures acknowledge

that they are not excelled by those of any

daguerreotypist in the country, either North

or South ; but it is a pleasing duty to us,

as we have now the opportunity, to allude

to the taste, enterprise, and skill of one

who deserves such a notice at our hands.

Nor can we be charged with exaggerated

praise in any thing we have said, as those

who may visit his new rooms will cheer^

fully testify to its truth. As an. esteemed

citizen, and an accomplished artist, we feel

confident that we but give utterance to the

feelings entertained by all who know him,

when we heartily wish him the most com-

plete success in every sense of that term.

A visit to his new rooms will satisfy all that

he deserves such a reward."

A songstress, or songster, also warbles

the following strain :

—

THE MEMENTO.

Oh ! give me not the glittering ring.

Such gaudy trifles please no more,

A dea/er offering thou canst bring

—

The face I loved in days of yore.

I do not prize the golden chain.

It brings no memories of thee ;

Take back the splendid gift again,

'Twere worse than valueless to rae.

And do not offer rich array,

Youth's dream of vanity is o'er.

Let Zealy's magic art portray

The face I loved in days of yore.

So life-like his creations seem.

So true to nature every smile,

My cheated heart could almost dream

Thou wert before me all the while.

In rich mementoes do not pay

Thine homage—they are prized no more j

Let Zealy's magic art portray

The face X loved in days of yore.
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" I would some kind memento send

To mother in my distant home,
"What shall it be ? (thus said a friend,)

To tell I love, tho' far I roam."

Oh ! send her nothing rich or gay.

Be yours a gift she'll value more.
Let Zealy's magic art portray

The face I loved in days of yore.

'Twas done, it was the dearest, last,

Memento of an absent son
;

So suddenly from earth he past,

We scarce can deem the loved-one gone.

No costly gift for me, I pray,

Such baubles can delight no more.
Let Zealy's magic art portray

The face I loved in days of yore.

Columbia, November 1, 1850. M. W. S.

—We did intend before the closing of

the year to make a tour of observation

among our subscribers in the city of New
York, and report their progress in Da-

guerreotype improvements during the

year ; but other duties have prevented us,

and we have been obliged to defer it for

another month. We shall endeavor to pay

our visits to them before our next issue,

and in our January number give—to the

best of our ability—a candid criticism on

their work. It is not our intention to take

solitary specimens and praise them indis-

criminately—except in such cases where a

particular picture strikes us as being of ex-

traordinary excellence—but we shall com-

ment on them collectively as displayed to

us as they hang upon the walls of the dif-

ferent rooms, for it must be naturally sup-

posed that every artist places his best results

on exhibition.

Daguerreotyping has been a dull busi-

ness, generally, for a month past—from

some unaccountable reason

—

'prohdbly in

consequence of the public mind having

been so occupied with the advent of Kos-

suth amongst us, and his views and hopes

as to American hospitality and liberality

—

and Daguerreotypists have had sufficient

spare time to brush up, and replenish their

galleries to the best advantage, for we do

not think this dullness in the phiziological

market has so blunted the manipulators of

the art as to prevent them from obtaining

as sharp results as heretofore.

Among the changes we notice having

taken place since our last, is the union of

Messrs. S. Root and J. W. Thompson, of

New York city, in the bonds of co-part-

nership. We trust the connection will

be of mutual advantage— and prove a

death-blow to fifty cent pictures. Both

gentlemen are excellent operators, and

will, no doubt, amply repay their patrons

for their confidence. With Mr. Root we

are not much acquainted, but we know the

head of his junior partner, if we do not

his heart, and we can safely say that it is

as clear as a crystal, and that he will not

shrink from what he thinks is right. He
knows our sentiments in regard to his fifty

cent business, and we know his, and we

can assure our readers, that circumstances

beyond his control drew him into it, and he

has now done what we felt sure he would

do—taken the first favorable opportunity

to withdraw from it. May it never be a

source of regret to him.

Another change we notice is that of Mr.
DeShong, who has opened rooms in Mo-
bile, Ala., where he proposes to take up his

permanent residence. We trust he will

meet his most sanguine wishes and never

be obliged to reduce his prices to ensure

custom.

— Mr. J. H. Whitehurst will please ac-

cept our thanks for the Mnd andfavorable
manner in which he has viewed our labors

—

midnight labors—for the improvement of

the Daguerrean art, and also for the recom-

mendations he has given our Journal to his

fellow artists. May he receive, in like

manner^ the kind wishes and support of the

gentle-folks of New York, Baltimore, Rich-

mond, and other places, where his enter-

prise has led him.
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— We copy the followiDg just remarks

from the Bulletin of the American Art-

Union, as interesting to every American :

'' Leutze's Washington. — We are

happy to learn, upon th9 best authority,

that the exhibition of this picture is meeting

with the success it deserves. It proves a

most important fact— that the labor bestow-

ed upon a work in the highest department

of Art, provided the subject is properly

chosen, and the execution masterly, will

be adequately remunerated, even in this

country, where it has been the fashion to

say that high Art is neglected. It is evi-

dent now, that a well-painted picture of a

scene which interests the great mass of the

community, and which they can under-

stand and appreciate, will be successful

even as a money speculation.

The fact is, the people care nothing for

what they do not understand. They do not

value pictures as mere " pictures." The

most exquisite color, remarkable arrange-

ment of light and shadow, or forcible draw-

ing interests them but little. It is the suh-

jer.t of the work which fixes their attention
;

the character and feeling and passions ex-

pressed.

When we talk of the decline of Art, we

seem to forget that human nature is the

same now that it was in the days of Phidi-

as or Raphael. Mankind have the same

nervous organization, the same susceptibi-

lity to impressions of moral and physical

beauty, they had in the days of Pericles,

or of Leo the Tenth. The language of

Art can address us as forcibly as it did

those who sacrificed before the gold and

ivory statue of Jupiter Olympius, or those

who knelt at the bier of Raphael beneath

the canvas of the Transfiguration. But

Jupiter has lost all his thunderbolts for us,

and it was the thunderbolts which awed

the multitude, not the hand of Phidias. It

was the idea of an Omnipotent Divinity

which was stirring their hearts, and which

the sculptor's model seemed to represent.

His triumph was not in giving them a lof-

tier idea, it was only in giving substance

and tangible form to one they already pos-

sessed. Thousands of devout souls had

long imagined a union of heavenly qualities

in the Mother of Christ, more transcend-

ently lovely than the artist's pencil had

ever created. It was not until the Ma-
donna di San Sisto appeared that this

creature of the imagination assumed fixed

lineaments and proportions. Raphael was

the great interpreter of the peculiar religi-

ous emotions of his countrymen, not the

independent creator of a new class of

ideas.

Is the heart of our people stirred by no

deep, universal, genuine impulse, noble

enough to be embodied in Art ? Is there

no idea of unsullied patriotism, inflexible

justice, the highest wisdom blended with

the rarest modesty, and the most unequal-

led courage and perseverance, to which

thousands and tens of thousands of our

people are striving to give adequate ex-

pression ? We believe there is, and that it

is afforded by the Character of Washing-

ton. The reverential love of Americans

for that character is so deep and so wide-

spread, that the artist who can respond to

it and interpret it—who can show us the

lineaments of our hero in such a way as to

satisfy our conceptions of the grandeur of

his nature and his position— will receive

honors equal to those which attended the

greatest of the ancient masters.

Art has nobler work to do than to invoke

the ghosts of dead ideas. She must ally

herself to the realities of daily life. She

must link herself with the great thoughts

that are stirring the hearts of living men

and women. She must not live a pale nua

amidst dry skulls and mouldering relics,

but rather put on armor, like Joan of Arc,

and lead the hosts in the great battle of

Truth, marking by her bright oriflamme

the spot where the battle is the hottest, and

the victory most uncertain.
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— We find in tlio Courrier des Etats

TJnis a notice of Wm. S. Mount, from

which we select the following extracts :

—

" Mount has great merits, but he has

also great defects. Whether he is excusa-

ble more or less for these defects is not

now the question. Our business is to pass

a judgment, and not to write a panegyric.

Putting aside our sympathies for him we

will frankly give our opinion. The same

thing has happened to Mount which has

happened to all men of talent—his merits

have either been overrated or not sufficient-

ly appreciated. This arises from the ordi-

nary incompetence of the public in ques-

tions of Art. Some think it a mark of

taste to praise every thing ; others suppose

that to appear profound they must dispa-

rage every thing. Let us steer clear of en-

thusiasts as well as detractors.

" Mount is perhaps of all American

painters the most serious, (although he

makes no pretensions that way,) the most

original, and above all, the most national.

He belongs to no school—he is himself be-

fore any thing else ; and this is not in our

opinion his least merit There are

some pretended critics in America whose

pens in writing of Mount, seek the names

of Hogarth, Teniers, or Ostade. They
might as well add those of Titian or Ru-

bens. The comparison would even have

gained by this, in point of fantasy and

drollery, for Mount's painting resembles

that of those old masters as much, for in-

stance, as Delaroche resembles Watteau.

Mount's coloring is crude, meagre and in-

consistent. This, in our opinion, is the

great defect of the American painter.

—

There are opinions which will not agree

perhaps with ours, but we will not discuss

them here, for this is a matter of feeling.

" In connection with this poverty of the

palette. Mount's design is correct. He
composes with simplicity, and almost al-

ways expresses happily his entire thought,

The physiognomies of his characters have

an exquisite truth and subtleness of ex-

pression. There is a movement, a life in

his canvas, and above all, a local feeling,

an odor of the soil, if we may use the ex-

pression, which arrests, at the first glance,

the attention of all who have traveled

through the State of New York and stu-

died American life.

" We have said above that Mount is not

to be classed with any school. He imi-

tates nobody, and follows the traditions of

no particular master. Living retired with

his sister at Stony Brook, a village situated

about three miles from Setauket, on Long

Island, he has never left the United States.

He seeks his inspirations around him, in his

barn or in his fields, and afterwards, to put

them upon canvas, retires to his garret,

where he has made a rude but comfortable

atelier He paints as the fancy

strikes him, like all true artists. Some-

times he remains for weeks without touch-

ing his pencil, but his thoughts are not the

less busy. People who think need not al-

ways have the working tools in their hands.

" Mount is not rich in spite of his repu-

tation. He is above want, that is all.

' What signifies,' he says and thinks, ' a

hundred or so of dollars, more or less ; I

am happy as I am, and enjoy a blessing

which all the gold in the world cannot buy

—the love of my Art, which occupies my
life, and gilds the modest whitewashed

walls of my country studio.' For in that

the artist is also a philosopher. He is con-

tented with the aunammediocritatemP
" Most of Mount's good pictures have

been either engraved or lithographed in

England or in France. We will mention

'Bargaining for a Horse; Noonincr

;

The Power of Music ; Music is Conta-

gious ; Just in Tune^ and others which

we do not recollect. Mount, already well

known in England, is beginning to be known

also in France. Thanks to Messrs, Gou-
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pil & Co., who, with their usual tact, have

availed theuiselves of the talent of the most

national, and as well as richly endowed of

the American Artists. This painter is,

indeed, the pure expression of the artistic

genius of the United States—a genius still

in its adolescence, and wanting in the ex-

perience of old civilization, but full of sap,

and fecundated by the Love of Country,

that sublime faith which seems to have de-

serted the European nations, and taken

refuge with Liberty, her sister, on the

shores of the New World.
'' We were not aware that any of Mr.

Mount's works had been engraved in Eng-

land. The American Art-Union engraved

his Nooning for the subscribers of 1843,

and is now engraving The Bargaining for

a Horse^ which is considered by many to

be his master-piece, for the subscribers of

the present year."

Art-Union of Philadelphia.—We
are indebted to the Corresponding Secre-

tary of this Institution for a copy of its

print for the subscribers of 1851, Christi-

ana and her Children in the Valley of

Death. This work has been engraved by

Messrs. C. E. Wagstaff, and J. An-

drews, after Mr. Huntington's picture.

It is in the mixed style, being partly mez-

zotint, and partly line —a manner, which

although lower in the scale of art, and con.

siderably less expensive than pure line, is,

nevertheless, capable of producing pleasing

effects. The grace and expression of the

original picture seem to be cleverly ren-

dered in this engraving, and we doubt not

it will be well received by the members of

the Association for which it is intended.

—

Am. Art- Union Bulletin.

The Drama.—If any cavil at us for de-

voting a portion of a Journal like ours to

this subject, we will point to the London

Art-Journal as a precedent, and reply that

if it is not out of place there it is not here.

We are naturally somewhat given to the

desire of putting our thoughts down on pa-

per, and a visit to the Broadway Theatr®

one night to witness the performance of

Ingomar-—it should be entitled the " Power

of Love,"—so filled our heart with the bet-

ter feeling that we could not resist the

temptation of disposing of a part of it

—

there was so much of it—upon paper.

Were all dramas like Ingomar, what differ-

ent feelings would possess the hearts of

mankind. It inculcates a pure and moral

lesson, and none could witness it, as per-

formed by such artists as Mr. Conway and

Mad. Ponisi, without emotion. It is well,

some parts beautifully, written, and we

were better pleased with it than any play

we have seen for years. We wish such

could take undisputed sway of the Ameri-

can stage, and banish forever those they

call leg-it-imate attractions.

Mr Barry's Polydor was an excellent

piece of acting and deserved all the praise

it received from the audience. The piece

was withdrawn to make way for Mr. Gr.

V. Brooke, who made his first appearance

before an American audience at this house

on Monday evening 15thinst.,in the char-

acter of Othello. His reception was warmA
and the performance fully sustained hig

European reputation.

— And now let us drop the curtain of

time upon the close of the first year of the

being of our beloved Journal, wishing our

subscribers a happy new year—clear skies

and smiling countenances—in advance,

and may they, as they prosper, reserve one

little corner of their hearts to think of us

(V) and cause us to feel satisfied that we

have endeavored to please and instruct

them.
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